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Abstract 
SINAI COVENANT AND MOAB COVENANT 
An Exegetical Study of the Covenants in Ex 191-24a1 and Dt 4: 45-28: 69 
by T. G. Song 
This thesis is basically an exegetical study of two texts in Ex 191-2411 and Dt 4: 45-2&69. 
In Chapter 1 methodological issues about this thesis are considered. Hermeneutic al 
problems of narrative texts in the OT are handled shortly in order to prepare the exegesis 
of these two texts. 
In Chapter 2 the Sinai covenant pericope (Ex 191-24: 11) is dealt with. The present 
context of Ex demands that the covenant making is initiated in Ex 19. The first section 
(Ex 19: 3-8) concerns the preliminary proposal and acceptance of. the covenant relationship 
between YHWH and Israel. There is a transitional bridge (Ex 19: 8b-10a) between this first 
section and the second one (Ex 19: 9-25). The second section should be defined, not as the 
theophany, but as the meeting of the two covenant parties. After God's direct law-giving 
(the decalogue Ex 20: 1-17), which is the first covenant stipulation, the people demand 
Moses' mediatorship through which the subsequent laws (Ex 20: 22-23: 33), the second 
covenant stipulation, are given indirectly. These sections are connected through the 
prediction (Ex 199a) - fulfilment (Ex 19: 20-25,2018-21) scheme. Further these sections are 
connected with the final section in, Ex 24 with the macroscopic (Ex 19: 24) - 
semi-microscopic (Ex 241) - microscopic point of view (Ex 24: 9-11). Ex 24.3-8 is about the 
covenant ratification ceremony performed through the mediation of Moses by the 
participation of the junior Israelites (`the youngmen of Israel' Ex 24: 5a), and Ex 249-11 is 
the audience of the senior Israelites (`the nobles of Israel' Ex 24: 11) with YHWH (`God of 
Israel') after that ratification of the covenant. 
In Chapter 3 the Moab covenant pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69), marked by the heading (Dt 
4: 45) and the colophon (Dt 28: 69), is studied. After the geographical, historical information 
(Dt 4: 45-49) the law itself is directly introduced (Dt 5ff. ). In this. section the authority of 
Moses demanded by the people is justified in order to prepare for the Hauptgebot 
pericope (Dt 6-11). Dt 26: 17-19 is about the mutual declaration of the covnenant 
relationship 'and this section gives the framework for the following section (Dt 27-28) 
which is about the variable or cultic element of covenant, the ratification ceremony. Dt 
27: 1-8 reports some aspects of that ceremony (offering, covenant document, meal). And 
here and in Dt 27: 9-10 the elders and the levitical priests, "who speak jointly with Moses, 
receive the authority to perform the future covenant ceremony in Shechem. Dt 2711-13 is 
the future pronouncement of the blessing and curse whose text is in Dt 28: 3-6,16-19. And 
Dt 27: 14-26 contains the oath formula which will be pronounced by the levitical priests 
and responded by the people., 
In Chapter 4a comparative study of both texts is undertaken. In general it is asked 
whether the covenant is the common theme of both texts. In detail it is investigated 
whether there is a similarity between the two texts in their themes, theological 
frameworks, and structure, and also how far the detailed descriptions of each section are 
different. Finally the historical relationship between the two pericopes is investigated. 
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INTRODUCTION -_., 
The purpose of this study 
The texts we deal with in this thesis are the narrative sections of the Sinai (covenant) 
pericope (Ex 191-24: 11) and of the Moab (covenant) pericope (Dt 4: 45-2&69). It is widely 
accepted that these two texts are crucial not. only in themselves but for the understanding 
of other parts of the Bible, because the main theme of both, pericopes is the covenant 
between YHWH and IsraeL" Since the covenant concept is one of the most important 
themes of the Bible, attention was already paid to these pericopes in the last century2 In 
the early twentieth century when the source- critical approach was still dominant, attention 
was concentrated on the historical questions of the text and consequently the importance 
of the present form of our texts was neglected. Although the advent of form criticism led 
to more concern with the present text(3), basically the study was oriented by historical 
concerns (e. g. oral / written tradition or history of the religion of Israel). Therefore, there 
was no major exegetical work on the present texts except in some commentaries. 
Although the monumental work of Old Testament theology by W. Eichrodt"4), which 
proposes covenant as the fundamental theme of the OT, was widely influential in the 
twentieth century, its impact on the exegetical study of the covenantal texts such as our 
two pericopes was slight. Only as a result of comparison with the ANE texts especially 
the Hittite vassal treaty texts(') has some major exegetical study on the covenantal texts of 
the OT been done. In other words the analogy between (ANE) treaty and (OT) covenant 
became an important issue of debate and this analogy has been applied to the exegesis of 
our pericopesýb) In the last decade the enthusiasm for the analogy between treaty and 
covenant has diminished, but redaction criticism has led to increased concern for the 
present form of the text. ') Although two very recent studies on the Sinai pericope 
represent a further development of redaction criticismW, they pay only limited attention to 
the present text as the starting point of their study. Meanwhile the Moab pericope as a 
whole has not attracted academic attention, presumably. because Dt 27 has long been 
considered as a literary orphan in the present context. Despite flourishing in the last two 
decades, redaction criticism has not touched this area. Commentators do not find a way 
I The covenant making in Ex 19-24 is especially important in that Israel as a people, Israel, has made the 
first covenant with her deity, YHWH (B. Couroyer, 1968,92 : Ex 19-24 is 'le noyau du Pentateuque'). 
And therefore, it has a continuing influence on the subsequent covenants between YHWH and Israel 
including the Moab covenant in Dt. 
2. For instance R. Kraetzschmar (1896) who was influenced by J. Wellhausen. 
3. Astonishing insight of G. von Rad on the structure of both texts (1938,24-25 = 1966,27) is a good example. 
4. (1961,1967). 
5. For instance V. Korosec (1931), G. E. Mendenhall (1954), and K. Baltzer (1960). 
6. J. L'Hour (1962), M. G. Kline (1963 : only on Dt), N. Lohfink (1963 : only Dt), DJ. McCarthy (1963, 
1978), L. Perlitt (1969), G. J. Wenham (1970: only on Dt), E. Kutsch (1973: He deals with fragmented 
verses). 
7. F. -L Hossfeld (1982). & T. B. Dozeman (1989a), B. Renaud (1991). The second book arrived on the last day of this thesis, and 
therefore I have not had enough time to study it thoroughly. 
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to explain one of cruxes of Dt, why the author keeps Dt 27 between Dt 26-and Dt 28. 
The major issue of the Sinai pericope (Ex 191-24: 11) is whether the covenant concept is 
intrinsic to the whole Sinai pericope or inserted later by editor(s) or redactor(s) who 
gathered various sources which are originally unrelated to the covenant concept. 
Throughout the sections within the Sinai pericope we read various covenant expressions 
(e. g. `lrýý, ý5ao Ex 195, rrv, i " Ex 24: 7, !n --wt'a7 Ex 24: 8) and the activities related to 
the covenantal theme (e. g. the ceremony in Ex 24: 3-8). If the covenant concept is inherent 
in the Sinai pericope, or simply speaking if the covenant is the major theme of the Sinai 
pericope, how can we explain the function of other sections (eg. the so-called theophany in 
Ex 19: 9-25), which have not been explained until now in terms of covenant, within the 
pericope ? And further how can we interpret the relationship between the these sections 
and the sections which are considered as covenantal (eg. Ex 193-8) ? Finally how can we 
suggest the coherent scheme of the whole Sinai pericope with the theme of covenant ? 
Meanwhile, if the covenant concept is not intrinsic to the whole Sinai pericope, how can 
we explain the numerous covenantal phenomena within it which are in many cases 
essential to each section ? Are they all merely redactional insertions ? An interesting 
question in this regard concerns the movement of Moses which is usually regarded as 
mysterious : why has he to move so busily between the top and the bottom of the mount 
9 
The Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69) also raises major issues. Academic concern with this 
pericope has been concentrated on the legal corpora (i. e. the decalogue (Dt 5), the 
Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11), the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26)). Therefore, attention has 
not been paid to the whole Moab pericope, which is like the vessel containing the legal 
corpora. In this pericope we read of the various phenomena related to the covenant 
making (e. g. the ceremony in Dt 27, the blessing and curse in Dt 27-28) and the covenant 
terminologies (e. g. tr i mm Dt 52,28: 69, r b= np Dt 26: 18,7: 6,14: 2). Do they merely 
express the shadowy character of the Moab covenant() or are they the actualization of the 
past event through cult or preaching ? dbo) Or do they represent the characteristics which 
constitute the real covenant renewal in Moab / Shechem ? How can we explain the 
mixture of places (Horeb, Moab, Ebal/Gerizim (Shechem ? )) of the covenant making ? 
And what is the reason for the mass of legal corpora (Dt 5-26) within the whole pericope ? 
Apart from these macro problems of both texts, there are several micro-exegetical 
issues in each text which are worth studying for the purpose of this thesis. 
In the Sinai pericope the function of the first section, 19.3-8, within the whole pericope 
should be redefined, because hitherto it has been dealt with as an independent unit or as a 
mixture of various additions or redactions. The second section, 19: 9-25, is traditionally 
9. R. Kraetzschmar (1896,136 : 'das schemenhafte Wesen des Moabbundes'). Cf. HD. Preuß (1982,159 
"Moabberith" jedenfalls ist ein dtr Theologumenon'). 
10. E. g. L. Perlitt (1969,81: 'Vergegenwärtigung), W. Zimmerli (1972,45 = 1978,50 : 'Aktualizierung des 
Horebbundes'). 
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categorized as the section of theophany. However, by this is in many cases meant `bare 
theophany', as B. S. Childs"') points out well. But with this definition there is no way to 
explain why the author puts this section in its present context. For instance, the 
relationship with the previous section (19: 3-8) and especially with the following legal 
sections (20: 1-17 the decalogue, 20: 22-2333 the Book of : the Covenant) cannot be explained 
by this vague definition. Should `bare theophany' be replaced by `theophany for 
something' ? Further, an enigmatic verse within this second section, 19: 24, is usually 
considered as an orphan in the present context just as Dt 27 is in Dt. If the permission of 
Aaron to come to God is mentioned once again in 24: 1,9, is there any possibility that the 
author tries to hint at a literary connection across the long legal section (Ex 20-23, the 
decalogue and the Book of the Covenant) ? Likewise at the juncture of the first section 
(19: 3-8) and the second section (19: 9-25), there is repeated mention of Moses' report of the 
people's answer to God, 19: 8b, 19: 9b. It is too paradoxical to accept that in 193b-8 we read 
an elegant poetic composition but in 19.8b-9b we read a childish repetition differing only 
by one word.. 113 This needs to be reconsidered. And at this juncture (19: 9a) once again 
another topic is introduced, God's dialogue with Moses and the people's -trust in Moses. 
Should it be related to God's dialogue with Moses (1919bff. ) and the people's request for 
Moses' mediatorship (20: 18-21) ? If the connection between 241 and 24.9 is valid, then the 
connection between 24: 2 and 24: 12ff. is also valid. Then if both are valid, could these be 
regarded as a fixed technique of the author ? Two final sections, 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11, have 
been dealt with independently simply because both sections do not leave any explicit trace 
of each other. How should we define 24: 3-8 which has abundant words and phrases 
showing that 24: 3-8 has the covenantal characteristics ? What is, the purpose of the 
meeting of the people's representatives (`the nobles of Israel' 2411) with YHWH (`the God 
of Israel' 24; 10) ? The joyful encounter with YHWH and the bright theophany experience 
(24: 9-11) contrast strongly with the awesome encounter and terrible theophany (Ex 19). 
Does this contrast in adjacent texts seem too purposeful to be considered as the mixture of 
the two different traditions ? 
In the Moab pericope there are also many thorny exegetical questions which remain 
unsolved or at least without any consensus. As we have already mentioned, the position 
of Dt, 27 within the whole Dt is one of the big questions. How is Dt 27 connected with 
Dt 26 and Dt 28 ? Does which refers not to God but to Israel and is used only in 
26: 19 and 28: 1 within the OT, function (as a keyword) to frame the structure of this later 
part of Dt ? The sudden introduction of the ceremonial command in 271-8 after the long 
legal pericope (Dt 5-2615) and the mutual declaration of the covenant relationship (2616-19) 
is awkward to . 
interpret. Why are there two joint speeches of the elders (271) and of the 
levitical priests (27: 9) with Moses, unique features in Dt, in the same chapter ? How 
1L (Ex, 366). 
12 Namely 19.8b : ill'T'* D 1o 1 "V1-! '1M DIý"1 , 19.9b :i 114''* 
Dr,, `'U'rr Mro `U"1. 
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should we understand the repeated command about writing laws on the stones in 271-8 ? 
Do the offerings and joyful celebration and meal (27: 5-7) constitute the covenant festival ? 
The relationship between 27: 11-13 and 2714-26 is not an easy issue, because both texts have 
a similar topic, the blessing and curse. Even more complex is the relationship between 
these texts and the parallel poetic formulae of the blessing and curse in 28: 3-6,16-19. How 
do these formulae fit in with the poetic curse formulae, the so-called dodecalogue in 
27: 15-26 ? Furthermore, is 2&69 the heading (or superscription) of the following pericope 
or the colophon (or subscription) of the previous pericope ? If it is the colophon, where 
is the heading then ? How can we interpret the two clauses in 4: 44,45 ? In general, is the 
Moab covenant the actualization (by cultic activity or preaching) of the Horeb covenant 
or its renewal (4: 45ff., 5: 2-3,2617-19) ? How should we understand the expression `today' 
(Di l7 / ran ai li., ) which often occurs in our text ? If the Moab covenant is the covenant 
renewal, what is then its relationship to the Horeb covenant ? In the legal passages Dt has 
three sections (the decalogue in Dt 5: 6-21, the so-called Hauptgebot pericope in Dt 6-11, 
and the deuteronomic laws in Dt 12-26) compared with two sections of Ex (the decalogue 
in Ex 20: 1-17 and the Book of the Covenant in 2022-23: 33). How should we interpret this 
addition of the Hauptgebot pericope in the' context of Dt ? 
If each of both pericopes as a whole is relatively neglected as a meaningful unit in its 
own right, even less comparative study of both pericopes is undertaken by commentators, 
partly because of the analytical study attitude of source and form criticism. When 
attention is paid to the history of a text or the historicity of the events behind the text, 
the importance of the present text is naturally neglected. Therefore, the, comparison of 
such texts seems not to be considered worthwhile. A decade ago F. -L. Hossfeld dealt with 
both texts together,, but his concern was limited to the issues raised by the dec alogue I) 
This phenomenon is quite surprising in the light of the NT study where the synoptic study 
of the three Gospels has always been one of the major study areas. But synoptic study is 
a promising exegetical area, and in both texts which this thesis deals with we read reports 
nearly comparable to those in 'the synoptic Gospels in many waysU4) In this thesis, 
however, we will concentrate on the exegesis of each text on its own and deal with each 
independently, and therefore we limit the objective of synoptic or comparative study to 
clarifying the similarity and the differences of the theme and structure between both 
covenants (the Sinai covenant and the Moab covenant). 
13. He (1982) omits the sections like Dt 1129ff, 21x16-19, Dt 27, Dt 28. 
14. Certainly there is a clear difference between the synoptic Gospels and our two texts. The major 
difference is that in the text of Dt we do not read simply another report of the same event (the Sinai / 
Horeb covenant) but the report of another event (the Moab covenant). However, the peculiar 
characteristic of the Moab covenant as the covenant renewal, the report about the invariable element or 
the legal aspect of covenant is the reuse of the same element or aspect of the Sinai covenant in Ex 
19-24. And this similarity together with the difference in the variable element or the cultic aspect of 
covenant to the Sinai covenant can be in general considered as the topic of synoptic study. See 31U 
about these terms written in italics. 
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Terms and scope of the texts 
The terms `the Sinai covenant' and `the Moab covenant' are not found in the OT. 
Nevertheless, we consider these two terms are convenient and suit our purpose. The Sinai 
covenant means the covenant found in the Sinai pericope (Ex 191-2411) and the Moab 
covenant the covenant in the central part of Dt (Dt 4: 45-28: 69). We define the event in 
the Sinai pericope as `covenant' comprehending various aspects in the pericope : eg. the 
definition of the new relationship between God and Israel (Ex 19: 3-8), the encounter of 
both parties of the relationship (Ex 19: 9-25), the laws (Ex 20: 1-17,20: 22-23: 33), the 
ratification ceremony and the celebration (Ex 241-11)). Meanwhile, in Dt we find three 
place names which claim to be the site of the major event : Horeb (Dt 5: 2,28: 69), Moab 
(Dt 28: 69 and passim), and Shechem (i. e. Ebal and Gerizim, Dt 1129f, 27: 4,12-13). Horeb is 
only mentioned to recall a past event and it is still controversial whether Ebal and Gerizim 
are the mounts in Shechem. Our preference for `Moab' in our thesis title comes from the 
phrase in Dt 28: 69, and from the fact that the major event of Dt occurs in the plain of 
Moab. We interpret the event in the central pericope in Dt also as `covenant'. For these 
reasons we choose the title Sinai covenant and Moab covenant'. 
This thesis is basically an exegetical study of the central part of each book (Ex and Dt). 
In our exegesis we do not include the laws as such but the larger framwork in which the 
laws are contained : Ex 191-25,20,18-22,24111 and Dt 4: 45-63,1126-32,2616-28: 69. 
The structure of this study 
In Ch. 1 we shall look at some general and specific methodological issues related to 
these texts. 
In Ch. 2 we shall investigate the Sinai pericope (Ex 191-24: 11). The scope of the 
pericope is the first issue. And then each section (Ex 191-2,3-8,9-25,2x18-22,241-2,3-8,9-11) 
is exegetically dealt with in detail: firstly important textual, exegetical issues in each verse, 
secondly the unity of each section, thirdly the definition of each section, fourthly its 
relationship with the preceding or following sections, and finally, if relevant, its function 
within the whole pericope. We concentrate on the detailed exegetical issues of the chosen 
texts, so that the central concern of this thesis is the exegesis of the continuous passages. 
In other words, we do not pick some relevant texts from here and there, but attempt to 
exegete the continuous series of texts which belong to the same context. 
In Ch. 3 we shall study the Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-2&69). Firstly we deal with the 
scope of our study and then follow the same pattern of Ch. 2 in the exegesis of each 
section (Dt 4: 45-49,51-5,22-63,1126-32,2616-19,271-8,9-10,11-26,281-2,3-6,16-19). 
In Ch. 4 we shall undertake a synoptic or comparative study of both texts. In this 
chapter, building upon the conclusions of Chs. 2 and 3, we shall examine how far both are 
similar, or different in exegetical, structural and thematic issues. Finally we shall see 
whether there is development between them or whether they are independent of each 
other, and if there is development, we want to discuss which has influenced which. 
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CFL 1 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
LL Introduction 
In this chapter we look at the methodological issues related to the two texts of this 
thesis, Ex 191-24: 11 and Dt 4: 45-28: 69. It is not our intention to deal thoroughly with all 
the methodological issues raised recently. It seems unwise to open the Pandora's box of 
the recent OT hermeneutical debat&" where sometimes it is said that a paradigm shift is 
necessary in OT hermeneutics. (2) However, all exegetical studies including this thesis 
cannot start without certain hermeneutical criteria. This seems to be a dilemma for all 
exegetical studies in recent days. 
Before the expected paradigm shift occurs or before we find a grand theory applicable 
to every exegetical study of the OT, it is necessary to do some groundwork : (i) to 
criticize past studies more rigorously, and (ii) to find positive ground upon which to start 
our exegetical study. 
(i) We should re-examine what past commentators considered as solid. Two major 
methodologies of the OT which are still used are source criticism and form criticism. It is 
necessary to examine their philosophical presuppositions and how far they are still valid. 
Further, it is also necessary to cast a similar critical eye on the recent trend in OT 
exegesis, modern literary criticism which is influenced by formalism or structuralism. And 
we should examine how far its various applications of philosophical thought are legitimate 
in OT exegesis. If we call source criticism the old literary criticism, we may call the 
recent trend as the new literary criticism. (') To follow the new literary criticism instead 
of the old may simply be a change from one literary stance or point of view to another. 
Therefore we should also be wary of the philosophical assumptions of the new literary 
criticism. Meanwhile the new literary criticism as well as the old literary criticism may 
discover several literary techniques to support their own theories. However, it is possible 
that such techniques are not intrinsically related to a particular literary theory. These 
techniques may simply be there but they have been noticed through those theories. 
Finally, we should be wary of hastily constructed syncretism in the biblical studies which 
mixes the old and the new literary theories togetherP' The naive expectation of the 
interplay of the diachronic and the synchronic approaches leads'to such syncretism. In 
particular, such efforts tend to fall short in understanding the ancient oriental text because 
they do not appreciate its literary quality and outlook. 
L See J. Licht's argument (1983,107-120) of biblical historicism (cf. also J. Barr, 1961, passim, e. g. 231) and J. 
Barr's warning against the excessive literary criticism (1992,138). 
2. M Saebo (1992,136). 
3. T. R. Wright (1988,40ff). 
4. See 1.22, for the example of T. B. Dozeman (1989ab). 
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(ii) The next step we should take, therefore, is to determine to, understand the literary 
and cultural value and the life view of the ancient oriental text's own terms before judging 
its value and life view. When we look at the ANET we tend to use the analogies drawn 
from our own literature or outlook. However, to understand other texts it is necessary to 
relativize those analogies. Understanding of the literary value and life view of the ancient 
text should precede value judgements. In other words, we should cross the time and 
cultural gap between the modern text and the ANET in order to understand its otherness. 
If we read the ANET with the intention of understanding the otherness, we appreciate its 
own literary beauty and outlooks" Then in the ANET and the OT we find various 
literary genres and outlook of their own. And then we should try to elucidate small-scale 
literary techniques or theological themes in the text : this is more important than building 
at once a broad hermeneutics or universal grammar of literature which is easily alienated 
from the practical textual situation. Further, instead of analogies based on our own 
literatures and value systems, we have to use the analogy of the ANE literature and value 
system. This is especially relevant in the twentieth century when abundant materials of 
the ANET is excavated compared with the preceding centurie0) Given that thorough 
examination of ANET has to be done before undertaking comparative study, the 
uniqueness of the OT in its literature, theme and theology should not be relativized. 
Nevertheless, these materials of the ANET do offer better analogies than modern texts for 
the comparative study of the OT. This is because the gap between their culture and time 
and the OT is far less than that between the modern text and the OT. 
L2. Criticism of literary criticism 
1.21 The old literary criticism and form criticism 
We have seen the necessity of distinguishing the old literary criticism and the new 
literary criticism. The old literary criticism has been practised a long time since the 
Renaissance. And a new movement in the twentieth century, form criticism, shortly 
speaking, is in fact a historical explanation based on the old literary criticism. This literary 
5. The otherness of the ANE culture is vividly illustrated by some archaeological evidences. For instance 
the great winged bull at Khorsabad in the palace of King Sargon of Assyria has five legs in total (A. R. 
Millard, 198S, 19). This illustrates the ANE realism that the bull should have four legs when we look at 
from the side. A. Berlin (1983,14, and further 88-113), followed by RN. Whybray (1987,80-84), explains 
aptly this phenomenon : 'But the legs of the lion should remind us that representations of reality do 
not always correspond in every detail to reality. This is less troublesome in art than in literature for 
we are conscious that art is representation, but we forgot that literature is, too. ' A striking example of 
this otherness is the parallelism in the ANET and the OT. After the discussion of this feature by lt 
Lowth (Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews in 1741) its epistemological lesson has not been 
considered seriously until recently (e. g. JL Kugel, 1981). Parallelism in the ANET or the OT is a kind 
of repetition of one thought. But repetition is valueless or even absurd in the point of view of western 
poetry, because in a poem language should be used in a condensed form or economically. However, we 
cannot explain the poetry of the ANET and the OT without parallelism. 
6. It is undeniable that major study of the old literary criticism was done without enough knowledge of 
the ANE literature which shares the same literary milieu as the OT. 
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criticism, inspired by an ideology of western literature, the Reriaissanceý7), judges the 
literature of other cultures and different times according to its own frames of reference. 
For example source division is prompted by the effort to find a literarily meaningful small 
unit within these frames of reference. The further development of this criticism aims to 
trace the history of the mixing 'of hypothetical sources to create the present text. This has 
developed into form criticism and redaction criticism. (') However, the sources themselves 
and the criteria for source division have been seriously questioned recently"" This 
questioning is at least justified in the sense that it relativizes the commentator's frame of 
reference about literature and culture. The criteria which were invented to divide sources 
are essentially arbitrary to justify this western' literary point of view. 
It is possible to judge this trend of study of the OT by the movement of western 
literature in general. It is well-known that modernism has had a profound effect on 
western literature after the Renaissance. Traditionally western literature was oriented 
7. For instance J. Frank (1968,7f. ) aptly explains this point : 'The conception of aesthetic form inherited by 
the eighteenth century from the Renaissance was purely external. Greek and Roman literature - or 
what was known of it - was presumed to have reached perfection, and later writers could do little 
better than imitate its example. A horde of commentators and critics had deduced certain rules from 
the classical masterpieces (rules like the Aristotelian unities, of which Aristotle had never heard), and 
modern writers were warned to obey these rules if they wished to appeal to a cultivated public. 
Gradually, these' rules became an immutable mold into which the material of a literary work had to be 
poured the form of a work was nothing but the technical arrangement dictated by the rules' 
8. R. Polzin (1980,13f. ) aptly points out the main weakness of form criticism, for example of G. von Rad 
'The plausibility of such a separation rests (separation of the Sinai tradition and the settlement tradition) 
almost completely on his ability to order diachronically the various reflexes of the historical creeds he 
claimed to have found in Deuteronomy 6 and 26, Joshua 24, and elsewhere in the Bible - 
But to prove 
his point von Rad appeals to that ubiquitous guideline "the shorter a genre representative is, the older it 
probably is" _ 
"weak and inadequate diachronic guideline. ' R. WL Moberly (1983,33f. ) points out similar 
weakness in G. von Rad's form-critical treatment of Ex 32-34. Recently D. Patrick and A. Scult (1990,11) 
criticize also different aspects of form criticism. A. Berlin (1983,124f. ) with J. Licht suggests another 
example of the cycle of stories about Abraham. Further, according to redaction criticism the present 
text is the outcome of redactional negotiations and compromises of various theological stances during 
several periods. In this case the present text as a whole is considered as a theological mosaic where 
complex small sections made by different previous authors exhibit their own distinguished styles and 
colours. Here there is no space to consider the hand of one author. 
9. For instance D. J. McCarthy (1978,264) mentions this point with an example of Ex 241-ll : 'Neither do 
style or content within the pericope indicate any special affinity to J or E- It seems to me that the 
assigning of passages like these to documentary sources is largely due to a feeling that every pericope 
must have a documentary home, and if the pericope is old enough the home must be J or E, if later, 
D. ' R. W. L. Moberly (1983,33f) also explains this point with Ex 32-34 : 'A further difficult issue 
concerns the way in which theological coherence in the final text bears upon the possible discernment 
of sources. Since theological disunity has frequently been cited as evidence for literary disunity, the 
converse can hardly be objected to. But how will this work in practice ?- The fact that one writer 
may make two seemingly incompatible statements in attempting to express a paradoxical theological truth 
raises two problems. The first is that one may simply fail to recognize that a paradox is being 
elaborated _ 
In the exegesis it is argued that we have here (Ex 33: 11 / 3320) a typical theological paradox 
straining to express the possibilities and limitations in man's approach to God. The one complements the 
other. To argue, therefore, that these reflect conflicting conceptions of man's approach to God and so 
belong to different sources would be a misunderstanding, or at least a gross oversimplification. ' And 
further (1983,23) he mentions : 'Such reconstruction of sources is therefore entirely dependent upon 
unevennesses and difficulties in the present text - doublets, contradictions, anachronisms, variant 
linguistic usages, divergent theological emphases, etc. The problem obviously is to determine what 
constitutes a genuine unevenness. ' Therefore, another method used often by this literary criticism, that 
one theological term or phrase reveals one theological concern, cannot stand. Terminology cannot be an 
absolute criterion for discerning source. And the meaning of one word could not always be the same. 
The context should judge the content of that word. J. B. Segal (1963,72f., 201ffesp. 92) rightly puts about 
this point : 'Technical terms are not the special stock-in-trade of individual sources; they are employed 
as the context requires' 
strongly by the concept of time. In other, words facts and events should be explained 
according to the flow of time, chronologically. However, in modernistic literature(") the 
flow of, time is slowed down or multiple facets of one complex event happen in a short 
time span! ") It departs from pure temporality and from pure causal/temporal sequence. (12) 
Furthermore, there are repetitions of the same event. The units of the narrative must be 
seen as juxtaposed in space, not unrolling in timeP3) What is more, time can be 
eliminated from narrative (or at least severely attenuated) by the use of a very brief time 
span for a whole narrative. This technique is called the spatial form theory. Multiple 
narrative lines exist at about the same time span so, that the novel, is built as segments of 
an orange are united into the, core. "') The painting of an impressionist gives another 
illustration. The impressionist painters juxtapose pure tones on the canvas, instead of 
mixing. them on the palette, in order to leave the blending of colours to the eye of the 
spectatorP5" Just like, the painting of impressionist the novel of modernist consists of 
various seemingly unrelated facets of one event. If the claim of the modernists is right 
that this kind of literature is not just the outcome of modern western literary history but 
can be found in the entire history of literature"'), modernist literature, together with 
recent literary criticism initiated, by structuralism and Russian formalism" , offers a 
revolutionary critique of OT scholarship which has long been dominated by the western 
concept of literature after the Renaissance. Even if recent literary critics judge that 
modernism is merely a kind of experimental revolution and now it is not significant any 
more, the lesson of modernism to the literature in general is significant for OT study, 
because it shows that the literary point of view inherited from the Renaissance is not 
absolute and has at least to be,. relativized, especially when we look at other literature. 
Since the old literary criticism concentrates on finding the minimal coherent literary 
unit, it naturally becomes analytical. The result is, therefore, that it lacks the 
synthetic aspect. And since this criticism tries to grasp the previous stage(s) of a literary 
work, the present text usually looks meaningless or like a mixture of incompatible 
theological interest(s). Although redaction criticism as a futher application of the old 
10.. For instance the works of James Joyce (Ulysses see the study about this work of A. Daghistany and JJ. 
Johnson. 1981,48-60 and cf. W. Y. Tindall. 1968), Marcel Proust (A la recherche du temps perdu see the 
detailed study about this work of G. Genette, 1980). 
IL D. Mickelsen (1981,76f). 
12. J. R. Smitten (1981,20). 
13. J. R. Smitten (1981,19). It is a common difficulty of all literary work to describe multiple facets of an 
event properly, because literature like music expresses the idea linearly compared with painting which 
expresses all aspects at once. In a sense modernism' can be considered as an effort to overcome this 
limit of literature. 
14. D. Mickelsen (1981,65) translates R Grimm (1962,468) : The novel is - 
built like an orange. An orange 
consists of numerous segments, the individual pieces of fruit, the slices, all alike, all next to one another 
[nebeneinander - Lessing's term], of equal value - 
but they all tend not outward, into space, they tend 
toward the middle, toward the white, tough stem. - 
This tough stem is the Phenotype, the existential - 
nothing but it, only it; there is no other relationship between parts. ' 
15. J. Frank (1968,25). 
16. J. R. Smitten (1981,34). For instance D. Mickelsen (1981,63-78, esp. 74ff) analyses the novel of the second 
century writer Apuleius, The Golden Ass according to the spatial form theory. 
17. JR Smitten (1981,33). 
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literary criticism tries to salvage the meaning of the final text which has been obscured by 
positing several sources, the result is usually disappointing. Conflicting theological 
interest(s) are not adequately explained in the end. How the present text in its totality can 
be meaningful is not properly explained by this criticism. Although we' cannot deny the 
possibility of the existence of earlier stages behind the present text, the starting point of 
exegesis is not in the hypothetical source analysis but in the understanding of the present 
text. And then we can go `to find the previous stage of a text, if necessary and if possible. 
In general the old literary criticism and its application go in the wrong direction, from the 
investigation of the origin to that of the present text. However, before knowing the 
present text as a whole thoroughly we cannot go into an analysis of the historical aspect 
of the text. It is impossible to know the historical aspect of the text, the development of 
the text, before we study the present text as a whole. The direct result of this analytical 
attitude is the neglect of the present (literary) work as a whole. This is because there is 
no way of explaining the historical relationship between passages within 'a literary work 
unless the author leaves a hint about it. 
This point leads us to consider another related aspect of this : the old literary criticism is 
strongly oriented by historical concern»$) History as it really happened is the goal of 
knowledge. Therefore, history writing' should be absolutely objective and this absolutist 
understanding of history cannot regard story-like history as valuable historiography. And 
this story-like history seems not to reach the objective standard of historical description 
after the Enlightenment. Firstly, the demand `that biblical prose should write history by 
western standards is pointless. Although we acknowledge that biblical prose could be a 
kind of history, still its manner of describing history and the definition of history in the 
Bible may be quite different from western concept of historyP19) Secondly, it is true that 
nobody is totally free to describe history objectively. In order to reconstruct an objective 
history with the biblical narrative materials various so-called objective sources have been 
invented by source criticism, although the existence of those sources cannot be proved 
objectively. Because of these kinds of presupposition the real value of the OT prose text 
as it stands was usually underestimated. And therefore the literary aspect of the biblical 
narrative was of no concern. Even though people are accustomed to label source criticism 
as the old(-fashioned) literary criticism, its literary concern is mainly in the minor aspects 
(e. g. stylistic analysis) and the real research into the literary quality of the Hebrew 
narrative was not attempted seriously. Moreover, the literary concern of this 
I& For example B. S. Childs in his Exodus commentary (Ex, 195f) points out the narrowness of the research 
oriented by historical concern and its neglect of the present text : The point has been frequently made 
throughout this commentary regarding the need to deal seriously with the final form of the text. The 
emphasis on the prior history of the biblical text by means of source and form criticism has often 
resulted in unwillingness and even inability to read the text in its present form. ' 
19. See C. Westermann (1985,207-219), J. Licht (1983,107-120: the importance of biblical historicism), and 
R. M. Schwartz (1991,36 : 'Biblical scholarship is preoccupied with history - not the same history that the 
Bible constructs, but a history that the Bible is expected to offer clues to - the political and religious 
history of the ancient Near East'). 
iä 
old(-fashioned) literary criticism was not self-justifying, but a method whose main object 
was to find the history (sources) of a text. Therefore, the depth of literary quality of the 
Hebrew prose, especially the literary meaning of a whole work was naturally neglected. 
Another reason for such neglect of literary quality is the dogmatic understanding of 
literature from the Renaissance to the 18th century. 20) OT scholarship, especially the 
historical critical method(21) which was influenced by this kind of dogmatic understanding 
of literature at. that time, maintained the superiority of Greco-Roman literature, and did 
not allow room for understanding the quality of the Hebrew- literature not only in the 
micro aspects of literature (for example repetition, reversing the chronological order of 
events, etc. ) but also in the macro aspects (the literary character of a whole work). 22) 
1.2.2. The new literary criticism and its application 
One of the astonishing phenomena in recent OT scholarship is the positive assessment 
of a text as it stands. This is caused by the emphasis on a text itself, by literary 
structuralism which insists that the deeper level of a, text is independent from the author. 
Regardless of whether we accept the argument that there are two levels of text structure 
(e. g. langue and parole) or not, its impact on the OT scholarship is important for calling 
attention to a text as it stands. And because of this attention various literary techniques 
and stylistic features of the OT are revealed. However, in many cases its application to 
the OT study is superficial and the philosophical background of this criticism is not 
properly considered. Therefore, the application of the new literary criticism to the OT 
study seems to be-still in its infancyý23) For instance, the results of analysis using this 
criticism is usually weak because of its subjectivity and there seem to be other possibilities 
to explain the same text. And sometimes subjectivity increases because the 
psychological aspect of the event isimportant : the psychological movement in author's or 
actor's mind in a story, and its -psychological effect on the reader / listener. It is very 
difficult to verify this kind of psychological dimension in literature. Further, if we follow 
the guidelines of literary structuralism, it emphasizes only the text but three other aspects 
of a literary work (history, author, reader) may easily be neglected. (") However, the 
20. J. Frank (1968,7f. ) points to the correctness of. Lessing's revolution of the relative undestanding of 
aesthetic form. A similar domination of the Greco-Roman tendency to narrative specification is pointed 
out by R. Alter (1981329). Recently RN. Whybray (1987,37) also suggests similar objection to the 
old-literary criticism applied to the pentateuchal studies : '_that the criteria of the Documentary 
Hypothesis were invalid because they were based on a mistaken application to ancient literature of 
modern western canons of consistency and order and finally that the documentary critics, in splitting up 
narratives into small scraps to be assigned to the various documents, had insensitively destroyed their 
character as works of art-' 
2L D. Patrick & A. Scult (1990,17: The critical scholar has been so thoroughly trained to look for seams 
and discrepancies that it is often difficult to make sense of a passage until it has been "deconstructed' . 22. For example works of authors like Joyce, Dostoevsky and Tolstoy (L Vidan, 1981,132) which have a very 
complicated structure would doubtlessly be considered meaningless by the old(-fashioned) literary 
criticism. 
23. D. Robertson (1977,87). 
24. See J. Barton (1984a, 198-207; 1984b, 19-35). 
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important contribution of this criticism, calling attention to the text, ýshould be recognized. 
And the finding of various literary techniques in text can be, utilized, because these 
techniques themselves are not inherent in this criticism but the outcome of its application, 
as we have mentioned. - 
Recently there is a tendency to harmonize the old literary criticism and the new literary 
criticism. It is argued that the combination of both is desirable because the old literary 
criticism is considered to be diachronic and the new literary criticism synchronic. 
However, we have to consider the following point seriously that the old literary criticism 
is not the only diachronic approach. Although we acknowledge it has a strong concern 
with the historical aspect of a text, it is based on a principle usually alien to the OT and 
the ANET, as we have seen in 1.2L Furthermore, the diachronic approach itself is not yet 
stabilized at the present stage of development of the OT study. Therefore it seems to be a 
fruitless expectation that the naive mixture of the two criticisms will give a satisfactory 
synthesis. 
Here we introduce a very recent example of this synthesis which is related. to ch. 2 of 
this thesis : T. B. Dozeman. 25 Firstly in the three chapters (chs. 2-4) of his book (1989a) 
T. B. Dozeman applies the traditional method of analysis to the Sinai pericope (Ex 19-24). 
Following source-critical analysis he divides the text (Ex 19-24) into three layers : the 
mountain of God tradition, the deuteronomic tradition, and the priestly tradition. And 
then he reconstructs the history of three redactions. In the following two chapters (chs. 
5-6) he tries to explain these multiple redactions by synthesizing three modern literary 
theories, the spatial form theory of modernistic literature, J. H. Miller's differentiation(26) of 
`mimesis' and `ungrounded doubling', and finally the canon criticism of LL Seeligmann(27), 
B. S. Childs, and G. T. Sheppar08'. Although in this thesis we cannot go through these 
approaches in detail, we want to point out several important methodological problems 
inherent in the endeavour of T. B. Dozeman. 
Firstly we point out a general methodological problem of his thesis : he starts from the 
conventional diachronic conclusion of each section of the Sinai pericope (chs. 2-4), then 
tries to explain the present form of the text, the synchronic feature of the text. However, 
even though we accept that there is diachronic aspect in the text, we should start from the 
investigation of the present form of the text and then move to the diachronic study. 
Secondly he does not re-examine whether the presuppositions, the methodologies, and 
the conclusions of the conventional diachronic approach are still valid. In particular the 
otherness of the OT is not considered seriously, and therefore he does not pay the 
necessary attention to the importance of the ANE materials. 
Thirdly T. B. Dozeman misunderstands the spatial form theory of modernistic literature 
25. (1989a, 1989b). 
26. (1982). 
27. (1953,150--181). 
28. (1982,21-33). 
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(for instance J. Joyce, V. Wolf, M. Proust, etc). I cannot avoid the impression that he does 
not properly study modernistic literature itself and its position in the history of western 
literarture. The revolutionary movement of modernism within the history of western 
literature(29' and more broadly within western'culturee3° is not considered. He seems only 
to try to use one important technique of modernism, the spatial form theory to explain 
multiple redactions in biblical text. He finds some examples within the Sinai pericope (Ex 
19-24) which can be analyzed by this theory : juxtaposition of multiple facets of an event. 
However, this phenomenon does not prove his argument that this is the result of multiple 
redactions. According to modernism, juxtaposition of multiple facets of an event does not 
show multiple redactions in a literary work. 3'), rather it emphasizes the unity of a text 
composed by an author. According to modernism multiple facets of an, event are 
described by discarding the time span and the chronological order of the facets, which is a 
revolution in the general concept of western literature after the Renaissance. 
Fourthly repetition does not automatically prove that there are different layers or 
redactions. As far as J. H. Miller's theory is concerned, although it is an open question how 
far Miller's theory is applicable to the modern English literature, it is certain that we 
cannot apply the same modern theory of English literature to the ANE texts. Moreover, 
as in the spatial form theory. it is not sure whether several repetitions, even, if we 
followed Miller's theory, prove multiple redactioW32' which, is our concern for the OT 
study. 
Therefore, we have great doubts about the validity of T. B. Dozeman's methodology of 
synthesis of various literary theories. ; These theories, if we accept the positive side of 
them, rather seem to illustrate the artistic value or, success of a text as it stands, not 
directly to prove multiple redactions of a text. 
13. Positive approach to the text. 
The consequence of the previous studies (11. & 1.2. ) is that it is necessary to approach a 
text as it stands positively. By positively we mean two things. Firstly we have to 
approach a text as it stands before we investigate its historical development. Diachronic 
investigation either of the old style (old literary criticism) or of the possible new style 
29. For example JR Smitten & A. Daghistany (1981). 
30. For example W. Worringer (1963). 
3L For example T. B. Dozeman (1989a, 160) : 'Spatial form devices, as a means of linking the deuteronomic 
and priestly legislations, give rise to a whole series of ungrounded doublings in the canonical Sinai 
Complex If we follow Dozeman we should have found many redaction layers by different authors 
from a modernistic novel having inexplicable repetition and complexity (eg. Ulysses by J. Joyce). 
32. For example TB. Dozeman (1989a, 150f) identifies redaction as mimesis the terms of Miller. 
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should follow the study of a text as it-stands! ") Similarly RW. L. Moberly(") and V. P. 
Lone"' put this point accurately :0 
`A rigorous examination of the final text, treated in its own right as a literary 
and theological composition should methodologically precede any attempt to 
uncover the text's pre-history: 
Secondly, it is necessary to approach a text with the positive expectation that a text makes 
senseP6' A particular biblical passage makes sense if it repeats compositional patterns 
already encountered in what precedes and it foreshadows perspectives that lie ahead. 
These points are directly related to the importance of the present (or final) text. 
Sometimes commentators who are devoted to the historical study of a text feel it 
necessary to investigate the literary aspect of a texe37), although it is not pointed out that 
source criticism upon which they depend for their historical study has its own literary 
presuppositions. '38) 
The concern for the present text is directly related to a literary work in its totalityP9' 
For instance, as we shall see (2.1.2. & 2.11.2. ), the Sinai pericope (Ex 19-24) itself does not 
stand independently but within a larger context. The event of the Sinai pericope is hinted 
at before Ex 19, and the content of the Sinai pericope demands that the Sinai pericope 
should be in the present position within a larger context. Although the main theme of Ex 
19-24 is the covenant making between YHWH and Israel, there is a sub-topic in the Sinai 
pericope (Ex 19: 9a, 19b-24,, 20: 18ff. ), the authority of Moses, which cannot be explained 
without consideration of a larger context (cf. Ex 4,520ff, 1431, Ex 34). 
If we appreciate the present text as a whole, we become careful of the detailed literary 
33. R. Polzin (1980,16), depending on L Soters (1970,96), insists as follows : 'It starts afresh with a preliminary 
literary analysis and attempts to work its way through the text without tackling the usual historical 
questions that have been the primary focus of previous analyses 
34. (1983,24). 
35. (1989,19). 
36. R. Polzin (1980,17) we are still " responsible for making sense of the present text by assuming that 
the present text, in more cases than previously realized, does make sense. ' This might be called realistic 
narrative reading of biblical stories which went into eclipse throughout two recent centuries (I-LW. 
FreiJ974,324). See also R . 
F. Thiemann (1987,30). 
37. V. P. Long (1989,7) aptly cites the necessity which is felt by an important scholar of form criticism 
G. von Rad (1971,659) in his last years : 'Viele der monumentalen Monographien und Kommentare dieser 
Forschergeneration beschäftigen sich viel weniger mit dem Text, der Erzählung, wie sie dastand, als mit 
ihrer Entstehung, ihren literarischen, sagengeschichtliche oder mythologischen Vorstufen. - es beunruhigte mich schon früh, daß bei dieser Art von Lesen und Lehren etwas nicht stimmte, solange 
die Bemühung fehlte, den Text nun auch ebenso präzis in seiner Letztgestalt und im Rahmen seines 
Kontextes zu verstehen. ' See futher G. von Rad (1938,1 = 1958,9 = 1966,1) and E. W. Nicholson (1977,423f). 
38. Further among old commentators A. C. Welsh (1932,24) points out correctly the failure of C Steuernagel 
and others to realize the present structure of Dt. See also S. Crites (1987,99f) and B. S. Childs (Ex, 195f). 
39. G. von Rad (1971,659f.: 'den Weg - wieder zum 
Text in seiner Ganzheit zurückzufinden und vor allem 
das Sinngebäude der großen literarischen Kompostion zu verstehen, in die der jeweilige Text ein 
Baustein ja auch nicht zufällig geraten war'). See T. E Finch (1980,19) who points out that one of the 
weak points of form criticism is its failure to consider a literary work as a whole. Further he calls 
attention to the idea of E. H. Hirsch's 'intrinsic genre' which draws ultimately our attention to a literary 
work on the whole. E. H. Hirsch (1967,86) defines 'intrinsic genre' as 'that sense of the whole by means 
of which an interpreter can correctly understand any part in the determinacy. ' See also R. E. Friedman 
(1987,2U). 
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techniques or stylistic featuresý40) For instance the repeated report of the itinerary of 
Israel in Ex 19: 1-2 (2.3.2. ) is related to the ' importance of the event in Ex 19. The 
connection between Ex 19: 3b-8 and Ex 199ff. is achieved through transitional technique 
(2.4.6. ). And the connection between Ex 19,9a and Ex 1919b-25 is made through the 
prophecy - fulfilment scheme. An enigmatic verse Ex 19.24 is in fact related to Ex 241 
and Ex 24: 9-11, and this phenomenon can be explained as macroscopic - semi-microscopic - 
microscopic perspective (2.7.1.2. & 2.11.2. ). The keywords 5147b` in D`V; d 
ýXntr (Ex 241,9) and 'Mit" n'K (Ex 24x0), (Ex 24: 11) indicate that the 
celebration for the established covenant relationship is the real concern of Ex 24: 9-ll 
(2.13.2.2. (1)). These examples illustrate that it is necessary to pay attention to literary 
techniques and stylistic features within 'a text. 
Furthermore, these literary techniques or stylistic features serve to convey the 
theological intention of the author. V. P. Long"'" correctly summarized this fact : 
`In short, an increased appreciation of the literary mechanisms of a text - how a 
story is told - often becomes the avenue of greater insight into the theological, 
religious and even historical significance of the text - what the story means. ' 
To neglect the art of the OT narrative may lead us to interpret the theme of a text totally 
differently. For instance Ex 19: 16-19a is usually considered as theophany. However, our 
study reveals (2.6.2. ) that it has a concentric (chiastic) structure where the meeting of the 
two parties of the covenant is the main theme. In this case the stylistic device serves very 
well to express the theological theme of the author. 
L4. About the comparative study of two similar texts 
It is well-known that both texts of this thesis, Ex 19.1-24: 11 and Dt 4: 45-28: 69, are 
controversial : their textual unity, structure, and theme are hotly disputed. The contention 
of this thesis is that the subject matter of both texts is the same, the covenant making 
between God, YHWH, and his people, Israel. The first is the Sinai covenant and the second 
the Moab/Shechem covenant. The first is the initial covenant making at Sinai and the 
second is its renewal at Moab/Shechem. "42) All sections within each pericope are closely 
related to the main theme, the covenant making. Each section functions as a part of the 
40. D. Patrick & A. Scult (1990,16 : '_ he (). Muilenburg, TGS) revived style criticism under the conviction 
that close attention to the artistic devices of composition would lead the interpreter to the content of 
what the author had to say). 
4L He (1989,37-42) depends on R Alter (1981,19 : 'the fullest perception of the latter (theological, moral, or 
historiographical vision TGS) dependent on the fullest grasp of the former (literary art TGS)'). Further 
see R Alter (1983,116-117 : 'In its abundant narrative and poetic portions the OT uses manifestly literary 
means to serve chiefly religious - it might be more accurate to call them, covenantal - ends). 
42. See 3.6.53. about the reason that two places (Moab/Shechem) are necessary to renew the covenant. 
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covenant making (or renewal) process. 
Each pericope will ' be dealt with independently without depending upon the argument 
of the other, the Sinai pericope in ch. 2 and the Moab pericope in ch. 3. Each chapter 
proves independently that the theme of each pericope is the covenant (making or renewal) 
between YHWH and Israel. If this thesis is correct, this tends to confirm that the 
conclusions about the theme and unity of each chapter are correct. 
In ch. 4 we compare both pericopes in detail developing the conclusions of chs. 2 and 3. 
The main purpose of this investigation is to know the similarity and the difference 
between the two covenants so that we shall realize the degree of the continuity of the 
theme and the further development of the same theme. We shall compare the 
components within one text with other similar components in the other text. If the 
number of similar components increases, the degree of the connection between the two 
pericopes increases. ' In both pericopes the following rough, comparative table can be 
suggested : 
Sinai covenant Moab/Shechem covenant 
L the proposal Ex 19: 3-8 Dt 2616-19 
2. meeting of both parties Ex 19.9-25 Dt 5: 4-5 
3. law-giving and its double procedure of direct speech and indirect speech 
31 decalogue (direct speech) Ex 201-17 Dt 5: 6-21 
32. people's request Ex 2o-18-22 Dt 522-33 
33. indirect speech Ex 2023-2333 Dt 6: 4-2615.. _ 
(the Book of the Covenant) (dt laws) 
4. covenant ratification ritual Ex 24: 3-11 Dt 271-26 
(concealing, oath, writing, sacrfice, and meal) 
In this table we realize both pericopes are connected by six items. This -means that the 
degree of connection of both pericopes is extremely high. It is- difficult to find such an 
example elsewhere in the OT. This means, the conclusion of one chapter (2 or 3) supports 
the validity of the conclusion of the other chapter (2 or 3). 
Finally we want to look at the historical relationship between the two pericopes. 
Although this kind of investigation is tricky, we can start to find out the elements that are 
common in both texts as well as the new elements in every parallel texts. Therefore, the 
first task is to find out the differences and similarities, to describe them in detail, then to 
try to explain the reasons for them. Then we can decide whether the complex version is 
original and the simple version is the simplified version, or the complex version is a later 
elaboration of the simple version. We have to do this work section by section and in 
many cases this may be a matter of probability and the degree of probability varies in 
each section. Eventually all these comparisons may illustrate the probable historical 
relationship between the two texts. 
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CH 2 THE SINAI COVENANT 
After studying the methodological issues in ch. 1 we now want to deal with the first of 
the two main texts, Ex 191-241L The term the Sinai Covenant does not appear in the OT. 
However, we use it as a convenient term to define the event reported in Ex 193-24i1, 
since this covenant took place at mount Sinai'" 
2. L The Scope of the Sinai pericope, and the Sinai pericope within the larger context 
211. The scope of the Sinai pericope 
It is natural to call the text which describes the events which happened during Israel's 
stay in the mount or region of Sinai (Ex 19 - Num 10) the Sinai pericopeP) However, the 
character of the event described in Ex 191-2411 is quite different from that of other events 
in Ex 19 - Num 10 which are related to the establishment of the cult (eg. building of the 
tabernacle, priestly system, offerings, etc). And from Ex 19.1 there is a quite different style 
and content from 'the preceding pericopet3) Therefore, we shall start our study from Ex 
19: 1. And then we close our study in 2411, because, although the shift from 24: 11 to 2412 
is not so clear as that between 18: 27 and 19: 1, in 24: 11 the main covenant ratification 
ceremony is over(4) and from 2412 we read a different story about the regulations of 
cultic institutions$5 In other'words, 191-24: 11 forms a small unity within the larger context. 
This narrow pericope (Ex 19: 1-24: 11) stands in close parallel with the central pericope of Dt 
(Dt 4: 45-28: 69), with which' we shall deal in ch. 3 of this thesis. 
2.12. The Sinai pericope (Ex 191-24: 11) within the larger context. 
The meaning of a section or pericope is found not only within the section or pericope 
1. But in Dt 28: 69 we read a deuteronomic term indicating the same event of Ex 191-24: 1, : 1,11.2i 'l 
»nZ MAN ! 1_1Z-'U K, which might be called as 'the Horeb covenant'. Since Dt prefers to use 
'Horeb', it is quite natural to call the event in Ex 191-2411. 'the Sinai covenant', if that text describes not 
simply a theophany or God's law-giving but the covenant between YHWH and his people, Israel Just 
as 'the Moab covenant', the shortened expression of the original one (1Gn'111r 71iT fl 1C/týt ý1`; Lý`I 
, KX; = r-NZ ý Wtl' I *, I ), is a convenient expression of the event in Dt 4: 45-18: 69, 'the 
Sinai covenant' is for that in Ex 141-241L 
2 B. Baentsch (Ex, 169), W. H. Schmidt (1983,75). 
3. For instance the sudden introduction of well-organized repetition in 191-2, and God's unprecedented 
proposal of the covenant relationship to Israel in 19: 3-8, etc. Most old and new commenatators agree 
that from 19: 1 begins a new section (eg. A Knobel (Ex, 181), G. Beer (Ex, 96), and recently J. Schabert 
(Ex, 79)). 
4. The fact that the official ratification is over and the Israelites should bear the responsibility of their 
action after this moment is clearly alluded to by the difference no-punishment for the sin before Ex 19 
and punishment after Ex 24 (in Ex 32f). See 2121. 
5. There is a strong connection between 243-11 with 2412ff, because as we shall see in 21? L?, 242 is 
macroscopic announcement or prediction for the next event which will occur from 24: 12ff. However, it 
is beyond the scope of this thesis how the Sinai pericope (Ex 191-24: 11) is related to Ex 2412ff. 
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but also in its context especially when we read a literary work within a complex structure 
like the pentateuch. Therefore, it is worth studying the relationship between the Sinai 
pericope and the surrounding texts. It is not our concern to study detailed exegetical 
issues of these surrounding texts, but we want to find some distinctive features in the 
context of the Sinai pericope. There are four(6) : 
(i) there is no divine punishment for the people's sin before Ex 19, but there is 
punishment after Ex 24 (e. & Ex 32ff, Num 10ff. ), 
(ii) there are law-givings before Sinai, 
(iii) the legal system is prepared before Ex 19, 
(iv) culmination of all events in the Sinai event. 
2. L2. L No punishment from God for the people's sin before Ex 19. 
There are several texts before Ex 19 which describe Israel's sinful behaviour towards 
God (14: 11f., 15: 22-27,16,171-7, cf. 521,6g7)). - The astonishing features of these texts are (1) 
that sins accumulate steadily, (2) but there is no report of God's punishment. 
(1) In all these texts we realize how the sins of the people are real. For this purpose the 
author highlights several issues : 
(i) various typical words (13" ni. (15: 22-27,162,7,173), lad hi. (162,7,7,8,8,9,9,173Y8), 
vn qal. (17: 2,2,7Y9), r pi. (172,7} 10)) and an expression (7Gb-ýK aq; ii W 5i 6: 9), which 
describe that Israel's behaviour is sinful, 
(ii) the people's fear of death (e. g. vZ rlnýY11) in spite of God's promise of life and 
salvation (14±1f, 163,173, cf. Y7n 5: 21(12)), 
(iii) the people's total misunderstanding of the meaning of the exodus (14Jif, 163,173, 
cf. 521Y13), 
6. In 13. we have seen the importance of the consideration of the context of a certain text. RWL 
Moberly (1983,320). 
7. F. C. Fensham (Ex, 67), pace G. W. Coats (1968,255f), rightly points out that from 5: 21,69 the murmuring 
motif is already visible. 
8 The multiple accumulation of this keyword (verb or noun form) in Ex 16 (v. 7,7 8,8,9,12) is impressive 
In 168 the object of this 'murmuring' is not 'we Moses and Aaron but God (71'iß' '2). 
9. This word means the legal dispute and in this case the dispute is against Moses. J. Begrich (1938,31 : 'die 
technische Bezeichnung der Verhandlung des Streites vor Gericht) and HJ. Boecker (1970,54, n2 : 'die 
Prozeßführung als ganze'). See G. W. Coats (1968,57) and RC Colley (1976,84ff) for the further study. 
10. BS. Childs (Ex, 267) holds that 'to test God' does not necessarily mean the deuteronomic influence. 
I. I. F. C. Fensham (Ex, 67) calls it 'sarc asme'. 
12. This is the keyword in Ex 5, cf. v. abb. Through the ironical use in two different situations (i. e. 
Moses's word to the Pharaoh in 53bb, people's word to Moses in 521) the sinful characteristic of the 
utterance becomes vivid. 
13. R. Knierim (THAT, 1,871) rightly comments on 115: 'Die Rebellion gründet in einer totalen 
Fehlinterpretation der Befreiungsgeschichte als Verderbensgeschichte und zielt auf ihre 
Rückgängigmachen ab: Also K-D. Schunck (TWATJV, 530) : 'Daraus ergibt sich, daß Mose und Aaron 
sowie JHWH selbst nicht als Retter des Volkes, sondern als Bringer von Not und Verderben angesehen 
werden, wobei JHWH als der Gott der Gemeinde der Israeliten als der eigentliche Verursacher dieser 
Situation gilt und deshalb auch als der letzte Zielpunkt der Rebellion erscheint. ' 
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(iv) failure to keep God's command (1620,27f. 0'a) 
Further if all these texts are read consecutively, the sinful nature of the people appears to 
accumulate steadily, the more the exodus history goes on. In this respect 171-7, the last 
section reporting the people's sin before the Sinai event, especially reveals this fact 
clearly '5' 
(2) None of these texts mentions God punishing Israel for these sins. However, this 
does not mean that these actions are not sinful. 116' Furthermore, in none of these texts is 
there an expression' of God's anger on account Of these sins. For these sins God's anger is 
usually mentioned before proclaiming God's punishment. "7' For example in Ex 16 we 
read two aspects of keeping God's (or'Moses') command: (i) not to keep manna left until 
the next morning (16: 19), (ii) to rest and not to go out to pick up manna on the Sabbath 
(16: 5,23-26), but Israel fails in both. "'g) These phenomena in the texts before Ex 19 form a 
clear contrast with the opposite phenomena for Israel's sinful actions after Ex 24, after the 
covenant and law-giving at Sinai. For example in Ex 32, just after making the covenant 
and the law-giving, God punishes the people for breaking the second commandment. And 
similar results are found in Numbers. In Num 11: 1-3 (Taberah), Num 11: 4-35 (Kibroth 
Hattaavah), Num 13-14 and Num 20 we read of the punishments of God. And 
interestingly these texts explain sins somewhat similar to those in Ex 1422-26; 16; 17.19) 
This is a striking difference. "2°' G. W. Coats" ", seeing this phenomenon, attributes `the 
incongruous picture of Jahweh alternating between aid and punishment' to the fact that 
these different responses represent two separate themes in the wilderness tradition. 
However, how two separate and even contradictory themes, `could co-exist in the same 
14. Interestingly, this theme becomes incorporated with the theme of God's testing (, 10A In other words, 
when God tests the people, they fail. Further, the testing motif is significant throughout =-17.7 (BS. 
Childs, Ex, 286). 
15. Firstly the three major verbs (V', X1,101) describing the sin of the people are used in this section. 
Secondly the change from God's testing of the people (16: 4) to the peoples testing of God (171-7) is so 
dramatic that the reader / listener cannot fail to grasp the depth of the sinful nature of the people's 
behaviour. And thirdly the clause `they are almost ready to stone me (Moses, TGS)' (17: 4) shows also the 
seriousness of the challange to the leadership chosen by God. 
16. Various other books of the OT as well as our texts define these actions in the Israel's wilderness 
journey on the whole as sinful (e. g Ps 7817-25). 
17. Num 11: 1ff. is a typical example : (i) the sin of Israel (111 "II'& q7 WX a1 'i1)), (ii) the 
anger of God (1QK Y11 ; 'l 1 Marl), and (iii) the punishiment of God t'i11ý` 
&K 
D1p1F11 
7ýnf_`7 i1Yi5ý 55K im). M. Vervenne (1987,265-269, esp. 268) points out the element' of God's 
judgement in 1411-12. Interestingly, however, this judgement is towards Pharaoh but not towards Israel 
18. Therefore, U. Cassuto (1967,186ff. ) holds that Ex 16 chronologically comes after the law-giving at Sinai 
and even after the erection of the tabernacle, and that Ex 16 is in its present position because of the 
thematic similarity with 1522-26,171-7 (=, 11r1). However, there is no specific reason to put Ex 16 
after the Sinai law-giving, because there are other sections which have similar characteristics (e. g. 
law-giving, people's sin, etc) before Ex 19. 
19. Many commentators point out this fact, eg J. Wellhausen (in W. H. Schmidt, 1983,75), B. S. Childs (Ex, 254 : 
`The presence of striking doublets (cf. Meribah, Ex. 17//Num. 20; manna, Ex. 16//Num. 11) indicates that 
the present arrangement of the tradition reflects a complex history of traditonal and literary 
development'). 
20. M. Noth (1948,136, n351), RC Culley (1976,86). Cf. B. S. Childs' (Ex, 258ff. ) pattern theory, which is not 
proper explanation for this case. 
2L (1968,16,38,93,107-115). Also W. Brueggemann (1977,28,35) and R Adamiak (1982,9). 
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context of the wilderness journey is not explained. Should it be seen as a matter of God's 
character, i. e. sometimes God punishes sin but sometimes not. Borrowing R. Adamiak's 
expression("), do the erratic and unpredictable divine responses to the acts of disobedience, 
sometimes punishment but sometimes no punishment, rather constitute a system of divine 
terror ? R. Adamiak, together with V. Fritz-01), alludes to the importance of the Sinai 
covenant for this question : before the establishment of the Sinai covenant there is no 
punishment but after it full punishment. More interestingly, although a case law (i. e. the 
Sabbath law) was given before the Sinai law-giving and Israel failed to keep God's law, 
God did not punish Israel (1627f. ). In short, we read an -important phenomenon, although 
there is a law, there is no punishment. In the present context at least, law-giving by itself 
does not automatically authorize punishment, which is quite different from ordinary case. 
Therefore, we have to ponder the content of the text, standing between these texts 
which report these differences of God's reaction towards Israel's sin, the Sinai pericope (Ex 
19: 1-24: l1). (24) The event in the Sinai pericope makes these differences and we have to 
interpret that this event is related to creating a certain official relationship between 
YHWH and Israel, which authorizes God's punishment for Israel's sin. In other words, 
through forming this official relationship the legal institution can function and again 
through this legal institution God can punish Israel legally. This relationship-making 
process in the present context is the covenant at Sinai. Without a (covenant) relationship, 
law although already existing, does not function, because the binding force of law 
ultimately derives from the establishment of relationship, and the conviction of sin in turn 
derives from the notion of law. Therefore, if there is no covenant, i. e. no relationship, no 
law can function, and consequently there is no sin and punishment proper. We suggest the 
following catch phrase altered slightly from the famous one of the Reformation : 
No Covenant No Sin(2s) 
This means that the author is clear about the order of events : firstly comes the 
covenant-making and the law-giving at Sinai, and secondly punishment In other words, 
only after the covenant is legitimately initiated, negotiated (193-6), accepted (19: 7-8,243,7), 
categorically conditioned by laws (20.1-17,2022-2333), proclaimed, and finally ratified and 
celebrated (24: 3-11y26), and then God may at last apply his laws to his people. The 
22. (1982,9). 
23. (1970,67-70). 
24. Very recently T. Dennis (1991,61-87, esp. 80ff) also indicates this issue and the importance of the text 
(Ex 19-Num 11) standing between these texts. Although he realizes that the issue of this text (Ex 
19-Num 11) is something to do with 'relationship making' between YHWH and Israel or 'torah', he does 
not suggest the specific feature of that relationship and the detailed exegesis 
25. Cf. no law no sin of the Romans (OU Se oÜK catty vo11oS ou&E nogx43ocatS 415b) and the 
Reformation. 
26. D. Patrick (1986,232 : 'In announcing his law, Yahweh exercises the authority of lawgiver granted him 
by the covenant and binds his subjects to an actual order of justice and right. This proposition can be 
inferred from the order of passages in Exodus 19-24 _'). 
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examples above strongly support this interpretation of the undeniable relationship between 
law (also sin and punishment) and covenant. 
212.2. law-giving before the Sinai event (ratification / case law) 
There are three texts reporting God giving laws before giving the law at Sinai in Ex 19 
(121-1316(27), 15: 22-27 (25, U Mtl i7ny28) Ex 16). If we follow the conclusion of 2.1.21, the 
giving of these laws gives rise to some questions. - Why are these laws given then ? 
Should they have waited until the Sinai event ? Since it is hard to explain the law-giving 
before there was a relationship between the law-giver God and the recipient of law, the 
people, what- is their real function in the present context ? We suggest the following 
points for these questions. 
(i) The law in 15: 22-27 seems to be a law for a specific case, although it is impossible to 
define the content of this law. Also two other laws in 121-1316 and Ex 16 have the same 
character. In other words, they are individual legal decisions dealing with a particular 
problem (cf. 1 Sam 3025, t. =: fit ijn for a specific regulation). Between the exodus and the 
event at mount Sinai, two major events, related to the main-issues of law, occur : the first 
Passover (Ex 12-13) and manna for the Sabbath day (Ex 16). The mixture of law-giving 
and narration of event in these two cases, together with Ex 1522-27, is most probably not 
a deliberate invention but a result of natural need :a suitable law is given when a specific 
event demands. In a sense the giving of these laws may be considered as ad-hoc legal 
measure(21) before the coming of the major and legitimate law-giving in the ratification of 
the Sinai covenant. Therefore, these laws are always very specific and not as 
comprehensive as the laws given at Sinai. The ultimate authority of these laws is derived 
from the covenant relationship made between YI-IWH and Israel. In other words, these 
laws presuppose the covenant relationship which will be made in the near future. 
Theoretically these laws can be legitimized only by the-ratification of the Sinai covenant. 
(ii) The laws before Ex 19 are not pure law, but they are assimilated into the narrative 
context. In Ex 16 the regulation of gathering a portion of manna for one day is 
intermingled with the law of the Sabbath day. These two regulations are totally absorbed 
27. (Oýtp A'I1 12: 14,17; i Ni 11 11 12: 24; #-DV1 MPI 12: 43; 171i_t 11111 12: 49; 111 ' X111XI 13.9; 1ý1o l 
! 1117 13: 10; two phrases about' the' phylacteries 13: 9,16. ) These laws 
are given not directly by God but 
indirectly through the mediator Moses, and therefore this is similar to the indirect law-giving after the 
people's request in 2019ff. However, it does not mean that 121-1316 is misplaced from the place after 
Ex 20f., because before Ex 19 not only the law-giving but also all other correspondence between God 
and Israel are done through the mediator Moses. Therefore, the indirect law-giving in 121-1316 has its 
own character compared with the law-giving in 20.22ff. 
28. G. Liedke (1971,184) holds that this rare expression of law made by the singular words is given neither 
by God nor by Moses, but by man. However, this concept of law-giving is very strange in the OT. 
Rather these singular words seem to be related to the fact that the law is specifically for the event of 
Marah. Most probably the law in this event does not mean the comprehensive law, but the law applied 
to the concrete situation. See M. Fishbane (1985,91: '-many ancient codes regulate only matters as to 
which the law is dubious or in need of reform or both'). - 
29. M. Fishbane (1985,98ff. ), also in Lev 2410-23, Num 96-14, L5532-36,271-1L And UtCftW 511 in 1 Sam 
3&. 25 like in Ex 15: 25 is used for a single legal measure 
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into the narrative context. In Ex 12-13 we also read how the various detailed regulations 
of the Passover feast are systematically constructed in order to show the two perspectives 
in the present narrative context. This narrative context has given rise to this form of 
regulation. 
2123. Preparation of the legal system (18: 13-27). 
The present position of 1813-27 in Ex clearly prepares for the official giving of the law 
by establishing the legal system X30) Although in Num 11 we read a similar story, we 
cannot find there a legal dispute which causes a problem. The institution of the leaders 
(týtý or "; ýjt Num 1116) is already in place. They are not specifically concerned with 
legal issues and their task is not clear. On the contrary, Ex 1813-27 clearly shows that the 
task (tmG) of leaders (it') is very obviously a legal one. It looks as though these two 
stories are positioned in parallel just before and after the Sinai eventt31) In Ex 18 Israel 
emerges as a community with a proper legal structure before she reaches the appointed 
place (and; T)PI) 
Without law there is no purpose in a legal system. The text itself also shows the reader 
/ listener that the law which Moses should teach the people (18: 20) must now exist. This 
logical demand, however, is not fulfilled by direct giving of law but first of all by making 
the official covenant relationship from which the Sinai laws draw the authority of 
execution. This legal system now waits to be set up through the ratification of the 
covenant between YHWH and Israel. 
21.2.4. Culmination of all events in the Sinai event. 
The culmination of all events in the Sinai event (covenant and law) is sometimes 
pointed out by commentators. 03) Very recently E Blum(34) also hints at this issue : 
30. Commentators are aware of the problem about the position Ex 18 within Ex Ibn Ezra and J. Lightfoot 
(in B. S. Childs (Ex, 321)) suggest that Ex 18 is originally after the Sinai pericope because the laws (1816, 
011"791 '511,1`1111! 1) are not given yet to Moses. B. Baentsch (Ex, 163) insists that this event was just 
before Israel's departure from Sinai. For M. Noth (1948,150) Ex 18 is an isolated chapter. See also E 
Blum (1990,154 : 'Von 19,3ff. her gesehen hat ein Geschehen wie 1833ff. davor eigentlich keinen Platz 
Ähnlich widerständig bleibt das Kapitel gegenüber dem Vor-Kontext'. This kind of negative judgement 
for the present text, however, is usually the outcome of no consideration about the position of Ex 18 
within the total structure of Ex. The connection between Ex 18 and Ex 3 is clear (E. Blum, 1990,155f). 
And Ex 3 is in many respects the starting point of the narrative of Ex, because of some keywords 
related to the future event between God and the people, fl t 0'11'7 1 `. l (31) and 1ZP (3: 12), 
11. n1 (318). Until the time of fulfilment of the objective in Ex 19 (ipt the covenant between YHWH and 
Israel) all necessary aspects are arranged before Ex 19. And Ex 18, where we read the preparation of 
the legal system, is an important example. 
3L J. L Durham (Ex, 240f), TL Thompson (1989,150). 
32. Study about the dating of this legal system (e. g. Chr. Brekelmans (1954,215-224), R. Knierim 
(1961,146-171), Ii Reviv (1982,566-575)). 
33. For instance Jl Durham (Ex, 228 : 'The narratives of Israel in the wilderness are thus a part of an 
accumulating preparation of the quite unbelievable story of Israel at Sinai'). 
34. (1990,145, n184). 
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`Wenn man so will, hat der Horeb/Sinai als Ort der Gesetzesmitteilung in unserer 
`Endgestalt' alle vorausgehenden Wüstenstationen annektiert r 
However, E. Blum eliminates the aspect of time and space in Ex' which is so important to 
the author that he mentions time and space on every movement of Israel. Therefore, it is 
necessary to pay attention to the phrases of time and space in each passage which disclose 
the specific intention of the author. 
An important example is, as we have seen, the phrases like 7zoth D 1"PH. 7 1/ 77 
Dli'K t/ uV r fm (3: 1,12,427,175,188,18.2,3»" In 17: 6 the giving of water 
is related to Z7n X36) As we shall see in 231, this word recalls the original long phrase 
M-1 'I'Km 77 (3: 1), the place where Israel will meet God. And together with 1 
Dwt'K, 7 (185) and ri (`the mountain', 192) this word recalls the ultimate goal which should 
be achieved in that mountain. We set out the expressions of this place as follows : 
31 7rjn c" i', -m (cf. 312: mien i, 427 : a"*rcý gis) 
17: 6 »nm 
oýýi 18: 5 
192 'mot 
And what should be done in the mountain of God, Horeb, is expressed with various verbs 
from 3: 12: 
(i) imp + God (the direct object with r$ or with suffix) : 3: 12,4: 23,716,26,8: 16,9: 1,13, 
1&3,7-8,11,2426(37', 
(ii) nmt +'+ God, the object : 318,53,8,17, &4,21-25, 
(iii) ßr1 + `5 : 51(38) 
All these phrases in the context seem to express a similar idea, creating an official 
relationship between YHVJH and Israel through offering! ") 
35. From source-critical point of view the definite article of 'the mountain' seems to be meaningless, 
because it is believed to be the outcome of the later redactor who wants to bring different materials all 
together. E. Zenger (1982,28-29) recognizes the connection between Ex 17, Ex 18 and Ex 19 which is 
formed by these words about the mountain ('Horeb' (17: 6), 'the mountain of God' (18: 5), and 
'the mountain' (19: 2)). However, he insists that this arrangement is done by the priestly redactor : 'Die 
beiden Abschnitte 171-16 und 18: 1-27 sind demnach zwei 'Sinai-Einheiten; die Rp vor die in Ex 19 
erzählte Sinaitheophanie stellt. ' On the contrary, however, we should try to understand the natural 
connection of this definite article among the previous section without source-critical presupposition. The 
mountain in 19-2 is understandable if we hold that 1l IV71 (3: 12) is used after the long phrase 'V1 
7; 7n 
36. Some commentators (e. g. B. Baentsch (Ex, 160f), BD. Eerdmans (Ex 54), V. Fritz (1970,11)) consider this as 
gloss or secondary insertion, although they cannot suggest any solid reason. 
37. G. te Stroete (Ex, 42) understands that 1. Zp means 'eredienst voltrekken, and F. C Fensham (Ex, 24) 
seems to consider that 312b (1 V) means to make a vassal treaty with YHWH at Sinai. 
38. It is clear that aat1 in 5: 1 does not mean the Passover Feast performed before the exodus in 1214, 
because the place ('in the desert') and the time ('a three-day journey) in 51 are clearly different from 
the situation in 12: 14. The meaning of = is not necessarily limited only to three major feasts which 
will be given later. 51 (a 1) and 5: 3 Ml) belong to the same context, and therefore these two phrases 
are virtually the same expression. And 553 =T) is the word spoken to Pharaoh and in this respect it is 
the same as 318 (=i). Again, 318 (=) belongs to the same context with 312 
39.312 and 5: 1 is particularly interesting. In 312 we read God's promise to Moses. Asýectal event, which 
is alluded to by the words mit and M . W, will happen 'on this mountain' ('l l `I, ll 7p), Di I1, t1 ' Z7ýf1 (3: 1). Therefore, we expect a certain kind of worship to be perfomed in Ex 19ff. And in k1 we 
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relationship between YHWH and Israel through offeringP9) 
Together with the issues raised in 2121,2. L22., 21.23. this point are the thorough 
preparation for the important event in Israel's history, the covenant at Sinai. Therefore, 
we draw the following conclusion : the further from the exodus, and the closer Israel 
approaches to Sinai, the more the necessity of the Sinai event is emphasized. 
2.2. Introductory remark on the Sinai pericope (Ex 19-24). 
In 2.1. we have dealt with the scope of the Sinai pericope and its place within the 
larger context in Ex. We have looked at the preparatory sections before Ex 19 for the 
Sinai event. We have come to the important' conclusion that the connection between 
these preparatory pericopes and the Sinai pericope is not arbitrary, but a'product of careful 
literary skill and of profound theological reflection. Therefore, without the Sinai event 
these preparatory pericopes would lose their meaning, because at Sinai the most important 
event happens for the new' people of God, the forming of the covenant relationship 
between YHWH and Israel. ! Without this covenant relationship the law-giving before the 
Sinai event (e. g. Ex 12f, 16) is meaningless, and without this covenant we cannot explain 
the reason why there is no punishment at -all for the sins of -Israel before Sinai pericope 
and why, on the contrary, there is always punishment after the Sinai pericope. 
However, this conclusion, articulated with a catch phrase no covenant no sin, is not the 
result of an internal investigation of the Sinai pericope (Ex 19: 1-24: 11) itself. This 
conclusion is logically demanded by the context. Therefore, our natural task now is to ask 
whether the Sinai pericope internally shows that the most important theme of this 
pericope is the establishment of the covenant relationship between YHWH and Israel. 
Our investigation of the main body of the Sinai pericope focuses on the narrative 
structure, and the definition and the function of several sections or units within the Sinai 
pericope (i. e. the definition of the covenant relationship in 193-8, the so-called theophany in 
19: 9ff., two kinds of law-givings (the decalogue and the Book of the Covenant), and the 
covenant ceremony in 24: 3-8,9-11 (see 2.14. )). 
Our main objective in this chapter is to find out how diverse sections within the Sinai 
pericope function to constitute a single unified theme. Why does the author arrange all 
39.312 and 5: 1 is particularly interesting. In 312 we read God's promise to Moses. Asýaý al event, which 
is alluded to by the words all and nyi, will happen 'on this mountain' (1i7 `1 li -I), 0i1-ýK+1 `A 
Z1f1 (3: 1). Therefore, we expect a certain kind of worship tobe pe rfomed in ExT19ff. And i1i i1 we 
read the clear definition of God as 'YHWH, the God of Israel' ( X-C? ' 11"t 711`) and Israel as 'God's 
people' (`!; .) and 
this reciprocal statement of the relationship strongly indicates that the event in Ex 
19ff. (esp. 19: 5-6) is for building of an official relationship. Further the feast in 551 and the 'offering' in 
other texts point to the festive event in the mountain and narrowly the covenant ceremony in 243-1L 
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these various texts or components together in successive sections and in his' own specific 
manner within the present Sinai pericope ? How can we interpret the position of the 
initial section, 19: 3.5, within the whole Sinai pericope ? And what is the function of the 
section, 19: 9-25, which is usually defined as theophany, in the covenant context ? How do 
the proposal - of covenant relationship (19: 3-8), the theophany (19: 9-25), the laws (201-17, 
202-23: 33), and the ceremony (24: 1-11) function together in one pericope ? Summing up, 
the objective of this study is to discuss how far the author succeeds in uniting these 
various factors for a single theme within a single literary unit. 
2.3.191-2 (The introduction to the Sinai pericope : the itinerary report) 
140 `M"M IMM 1l7 Dl"M D'1Yb }"lrtb 11MYý T, 'v1 r hri 20: 1 
: 'M 1aß `7, ý DrJ'p1.1 "a M. X MI1 `n '121U tV1 M"r X l; 12 
In this introductory section of the Sinai pericope there are two issues to be dealt with. 
One issue is how this small section connects the previous pericopes with the Sinai 
pericope, 19.3-241L And the other is what the inner unity of this short section is. 
2.3.1. The function of 19: 1-2 as a connection between the previous pericopes and the 
following Sinai pericope. 
We have seen in our study of the pericopes before Ex 19 (2.1.2.4. ) that the author 
arranges the events to build towards the most important moment in Israel's history, the 
covenant between YHWH and Israel. We must now look at whether the two main 
pericopes in Exodus, the pericopes before and after Ex 19, are theologically connected with 
this initial passage of the Sinai pericope. 
Although commentators usually assume that 191 is a continuation of the previous 
passage in the present text"'), the continuation is recognized only at the level of the 
framework of itinerary report. However, there seems to be continuity at the deeper level 
An important connecting point between the Sinai pericope and the previous ones is `the 
mountain' (`1i 19: 2). If `the' mountain were totally new, we could ask why the author 
does not use a proper noun in place of a common noun with the definite article. Here the 
40. For instance W. Rudolph (1938,41), followed by G. te Stroete (Ex, 141), insists that 19.1 (P) is the 
continuation of 171a. E. Zenger (1971,46,55), although he follows the idea about the priestly 'Rahmung' 
of Ex 19: 1 with Num 1011, assumes the connection of this section with Ex 18. However, BD. Eerdmans 
(Ex, 60f. ), following the idea of ]JP. Valeton (1907,76) that in the Sinai pericope there was no source but 
Thora, rejects the idea that 141-2 belongs to P. 
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definite article of -win appears to have demonstrative force I) And the sudden 
introduction of `the mountain can only be explained by the author's assumption that his 
reader / listener understands fully what is the real meaning of this phrase, and that it 
indicates the mountain mentioned in the preceding pericopes. 42' Interestingly, from 31 
(the first mention of r jr rr T) to 191 there is no use of the short form ( ý). Just 
after 31 there are two notes about the mountain, 312 (r ti-q7) and 427 (on"Ký týO. 
Before the Sinai pericope there is a similar description in 17: 6 (r'-ir) and 185 17). 
These parallels increase the possibility that ' in 19: 2 refers to the previous word / phrase 
in 17: 6 and 185 X43) 
191-2 is also connected with the main body of the Sinai pericope, 193-8. 
(i) Both are connected stylistically. As we shall see in 2.3.2., 19.1-2 is highly poetic»"> 
And the fact that this poetic feature of 191-2 corresponds very well with the skilful 
parallelism in 193-8 supports indirectly the connection between 191-2 and 193-8. 
(ii) Another support for the connection with 19-3ff. comes the repetition of -itinerary 
report (by level [A] and level [BD in 19: 1-2 which we shall' see in 2.3.2. This kind of 
repetition in the itinerary report cannot be found in Ex hitherto. 
All these points show that the author wants to connect 191-2 and 193-8. 
2.3.2. The structure of 19.1-2 
In Ex four verbs are used to describe the itinerary from one place to another place 
from Ex 12 to Ex 19 (12: 37,1320,1522f, 27; 161,171,191f. } 
L Ito (+ m). (folding up tent) 
2 Kir (departure) 
3. rtiý (arrival) 
4. rvn (+ (erecting tent)ý45 
4L GK § 126--ah 
42 A. Reichert (1972,112) wrongly holds that '1i1 indicates forwards '110 11 in 1912,18,20,23. Although 
both phrases mean the same mountain, the demonstrative meaning of 777 must be found in the 
previous pasages. 
43. Another point related to this is, as U. Cassuto (1967,62) rightly points out, that the reference to `the 
desert' and 'the mountain' (193-2) forms a parallel with the opening verse (31) of the main part of Ex 
(Ex 3-40). Apparently there is no geographical gap for the author when he mentions `the desert' and 
'the mountain of God' together in 31. Likewise in 4: 27 the desert' and `the mountain' are mentioned in 
parallel See further about the meaning of 1J (31) in BDB (behind, after, GMD (1 `1L`1 NI K 
'über die Steppe hinaus), A. DiUmann (Ex, 24 : 'dh über die Wüste hinaus in die Gegend jenseits von 
ihr und kam endlich zum Horeb'), and J1. Durham (Ex, 28ff. : 'behind' Moses' customary routes). Then 
the geographical continuation from 17: 6 (` VIb. 2) through 183 (D not' i1 ý1) to 191-2 (7'b na . 10 2 
times, ']1bZ, 1 "I= is more plausible. The appearance of 'Horrei' in 17: 6 and 'the mountatm of 
God' in 18: 5 are not arbitrary insertion. Further, J. -P. Sonnet (1989,326) holds that the phrase ý. t1rJ`'`» in 141 is significant to signify the beginning of a new pericope as in U. This feature 
corresponds with the parallelism `the desert' and the mountain' in 192b, which incidentally always appear 
in this order. See further RJ. Clifford's argument (1972,109) about the name Sinai. 
44. Although 19.3b-6 is usually regarded as poetic (eg. Ehrlich (1,336), H. Greßmann (1913,180f., n. 3) and 
further see 2.4. about our study of 193-8), it is strange that the perfectly harmonized parallelism in 
191-2 (by level A and level B) is not often pointed out. 
45. We make the following observations about the use of these verbs : 
(1) Each verb has a specific meaning. Although r03 (not) and 92' (not) are similar to each other for 
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In 191-2 we find all four verbs expressed in the two levels of journey report"") : 
level [A] (191) level [B] (192) 
1. Kr (inf. ) + -p + Egypt (new moon) 1 Y03 (1-ipf. ) + *P + Rephidim 
2. Kim (pf. ) + Sinai desert (day) 2. min (1-ipf. ) + Sinai desert 
3. rM (ý-ipf) +z+ 'the desert' 
4. urt (1-ipf. sg. ) + `M + `the mountain' 
Syntactically, and according to the content there seems to be a clear dividing line between 
the level [A] and the level [B]. In other words, the verbal form of the'level [A] is inf. + 
P011), but that of the level [B] is only 1-ipf. Although there is still much dispute about the 
precise meaning of this syntactical difference between the level [A] and the level [B], this 
difference must support that there are the two levels of itinerary report. 
We find another point which supports our division into the two levels : in the level [A] 
there is a phrase of time in each line, but in the level [B] there is no indication of time. 
Apparently in the level [B] the -exact indication of the place is the issue, especially the 
eventual arrival at `the mountain' mentioned in the last line as the objective of the 
description of 19: 1-2. The level [A] has a wide range of concern with reporting the journey 
from Egypt to the Sinai desert. But the level [B] has a narrow perspective of reporting the 
journey from Rephidim (171) to the Sinai desert. ' 
In terms of verbal form the two lines of 191 do not form a perfect parallel with each 
other (namely inf. in 191a + pf. in 191b). However, the content is balanced : the departure 
from Egypt and the arrival at the Sinai desert. A more detailed analysis, moreover, of the 
sentence structure of the level [A] (191) reveals its parallel feature obviously : 
191a time (i-phrase) + verb (inf. ýq') + place (p-phrase) 
191b time (i-phrase) + verb (pf. 2tiM) + place (adv. acc. ) 
The level [A] (191) reports the total journey from Egypt, the beginning of the exodus, to 
the Sinai desert. "') The virtual repetition of similar content by using two levels of report 
expressing departure, they are not identical. rW (no1), which is accompanied with It;, has still the 
nuance of the original meaning, folding up a tent. But KY` (no2) referes to the action of the people's 
movement from a place (or towards a certain direction). 
(2) 8t1M (no3) and 1111 (no. 4), referring to arrival, have a similar relationship to each other like 
q03 (not) and t' (no. 2). In other words, Xt (no3) means the arrival as movement, but = (na4), 
which is accompanied with I means to erect tent and settle (temporarily). 
(3) The order of these four verbs is never changed in all journey reports at least between Ex 12 to Ex 
19. For instance we read the combination of 1103 (no1) + 1. I1 (no. 4) in 13: 20,171.19.2, the combination 
of X2" (no2) + W. 2 (no3) in 15: 22f, 191, and the combination of J: W (nol) + Klo (no3) in 161. And 
there is a case of the combination of Ki. (no3) + M71 (no. 4) in 15: 27. 
(4) IZY` is used for the departure from Egypt (1241,133,4.161,191) and for departure towards 
somewhere (15: 22). 
(5) The temporary settlement for resting in one place is expressed 1Y1 (13: 20,1527,171,142). 
46. T. B. Dozeman (1989b, 90f), without a clear reason, eliminates 19.2bb (our fourth line of level [BD from 
this short section of itinerary report (191-2) and categorizes it as belonging to the next section (1934). 
However, through this odd division not only the neat parallel structure of 191-2 is destroyed, but also 
the parallel structure in the next section (143) is disrupted : Moses going to God (193a) and God's calling 
from the mountain (193b). Cf. also Ch. Levin (1985a, 184) who tries to make a diachronic differentiation. 
47. This pf. form is used probably because of starting a new begin (J. Hofbauer, 1932,480). 
4& In 16: 1,35 we find a similar interim report from the beginning of the exodus to the final goal of the 
journey, Canaan : 161 (time (i-phrase) + verb (ipf. X2") + place (it-phrase, Egypt) / 1635 (time 
('131-phrase) + verb (inf. X t) + place (17K-phrase, Canaan). Although these two verses in Ex 16 are not 
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(the level [A] in 19.1 and the level [B] in 19.2) seems to be intentional but not the result of 
careless juxtaposition of traditions. "49) An itinerary report usually consists of two clauses 
reporting departure from one place and the arrival at the next place. In 191-2, however, 
the report is three times longer than the normal itinerary report in Ex. This is an 
extraordinary amount, and it seems that the author wants to emphasize the importance of 
the event. This literary device of expanding the normal sentence threefold can be called 
the spatial form techniqueP0) The main purpose of this technique is to create a realm 
where various complicated events happen because time is passing slowly. This device can 
be used not only in a small block of text but also in a larger section. As T. B. Dozeman 
indicates, many descriptions of the Sinai event in Ex 19-34 use this device. 
We are now ready to study the first main section of the Sinai pericope, 19.3-& 
2.4.193-8 (The preliminary negotiation of the covenant) 
The main issues of this first main section of the Sinai pericope are as follows : (1) the 
connection of this section with the previous one (191-2), (2) the structure, the main content, 
the definition of this section, and the function of this section within the whole Sinai 
pericope, (3) the connection of this section with the following one (19: 9ff). ' 
2.41 The connection of 19.3-8 with 191-2. 
consecutive, the reports belong to the same context and they give a consistent report of the middle 
stage of the long journey. As we have pointed out, the fact that the phrases for time and place are 
found in the level [Al compared with the level [BI shows the balanced interest of the level [A] as 
journey report about time and place. On the other hand, the level [B] reports a short journey, that 
from Rephidim to the Sinai desert (PO3 +'b + Rephidim) which follows the journey in 171 (1 fl + 
Z+ Rephidim). 
49. For example M. Noth (ATD, E426 = OTL, Ex, 157) about 192b : 'ein Bruchstück aus den einleitenden 
Sätzen einer der alten Quellen. ' Commentators' source division of 191-2 is systematically analysed by A. 
Reichert (1972,1101). We find the following system of the itinerary report in 191-2 : 
Firstly the line 1 (T0] (1-ipf) + lb + Rephidim) in the level [B] clearly reminds the reader / 
listener the journey mentioned in 171. This is just like X1MZ in 17: 6, which is related to 11 
G1'*1 in 185 and 111 in 19.2. We have already pointed out in 2124. that these words recall the full 
term 'which is in the v'e'ry beginning of the exodus history in 31 (i fl D'i, 1 `1tý1 11). 
Secondly the line 2 of the level [B] (K1Z (1-ipf. ) + Sinai desert) precisely corresponds with the 
line 2 of the level [A] (K1] (pf) + Sinai desert (day)) by two common factors : (i) tdt, (ii) Sinai desert 
without preposition). 
Thirdly the line 3 of the level [B] G1Z (1-ipf) +M+ 'the desert) reports a more advanced step 
in the journey than the line 2, namely from the report of arrival (Kt) in the second line to erecting 
tent (MM) in the line 3. And `the desert' reiterates the previous Sinai desert in the line 2. 
Fourthly in the line 4 the action = is repeated once again and expresses that the final goal of 
the journey towards 'the mountain' is achieved. According to the content the line 4 virtually repeats 
the line 3 because of two important common factors : verb (1M1) + place (in the desert (line 3), 
LSG (line 4)). Important change (`the sons of Israel' to 'Israel) occurs in the line 4 and 'U is added to 
'the mountain. 
50. TB. Dozeman (1989a, passim; esp. 1989b, 89f. ) seems to mistake the real meaning of this technique for the 
analysis of the Sinai pericope, when he insists that there are at least three layers of tradition in 191-8 : 
19.1-2a (the priestly itinerary), 192b-3a (a pre-exilic tradition concering of the mountain of God), and 
193b-8 (a deuteronomic proposal of covenant). If we acknowledge in a (literary) work the existence of 
the spatial form technique, it means that the work is more plausibly the result of one author as we see 
in the writings of the moderinists and on the other hand the possibility to have many layers of tradition 
diminishes. Or at least we may say that the the power of authorship rather than that of redactorship is 
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The first part of Ex 19 is usually divided between 19: 3a and 19: 3V" And the 
connection between 191-2 and 19: 3ff. is considered to be made by the priestly author. 
However, reasons for the combination of the two sections is not usually or poorly offered. 
Since we have shown the unity of 191-2, it is right to deal with 193a here which stands 
between 191-2 and 193b-8. 
2.41 L 193a. (-nrcý mýý; ft rcj i onlrý-ýrc n om) 
The sentence 193a, especially 193aa (D`ttýt tr mV*w), can be explained in two 
ways : grammatically and theologically. 
(1) Grammatically there are three interesting features. 
Firstly the use of verbal form indicates the connection between 19.1-2 and 193b-8; the 
continued WAYYIQTOLs in 19: 2: 
19.3a WAW-x-QATAL , (rýV i- m; ) 
193b WAYYIQTOL 
This WAW-x-QATAL (19: 3a) makes 19: 3a as a circumstantial clause according to F. I. 
Andersen PU He defines this clause as an episode- (or paragraph-) level circumstantial 
clause compared with the ordinary sentence-level circumstantial clause. Through this kind 
of circumstantial clause a new dramatis persona, Moses, is introduced. (53) In 191-2 the 
subject is Israel, but from 19: 3a Moses appears as the subject. This is 'natural in the 
situation as Moses is the covenant mediator and is crucial for making the first covenant 
between God and Israel. The function of this kind of circumstantial clause is to serve as a 
formal marker of an episode boundary. 
Secondly, however, if we consider Moses' action, his bold approach to the mountain of 
God without God's command or permission, we realize there is another grammatical 
aspect to be considered. JJ. P. Valeton(54) insists that this pf. (r ) is the pluperfect, because 
the reader / listener is supposed to know the story already. In other words, for the reader 
/ listener this action of Moses is not strange but has already been alluded, to in the 
previous text. In favour of JJ. P. Valeton's view that fl is pluperfect, Moses' bold climb 
to `the mountain of God' is without any clear command of God (193aa) and God's moving 
to the next event ` t-w rl)r V3 K)1,19.3ab) is without any criticism of Moses' 
bold action. Moses' action, as we shall see soon, is in fact not the outcome of his own 
initiative but the action already mentioned before Ex 19 (e. g. 3: 1ff. ). This view is 
stronger. See further 122- 
51 B. S. Childs (Ex, 360 : 193b-8 has 'a compositional integrity) and especially among commentators who 
postulate the deuteronomistic composition of 193b-8, e. g. J. P. Hyatt (Ex, 200). See A. Reichert 
(1972,110-111) for categorization of commentator's source division. 
52. (1974,79f) 
53. Compare Gen 31 (1"I1 C1I _11) where the dramatis persona is the snake. 
54. (1907,78). 
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grammatically elaborated by A. Niccacci(ss', who understands WAW-x-QATAL as a 
retrospective pf. (pluperfect) among the three divisions of his linguistic perspective. (") 
This retrospective WAW-x-QATAL (7ýT n t'n; 19: 3aa) corresponds with WAYYIQTOL 
(Kýý? 19: 3ab) which is simple past or imperfect or which brings degree zero 
information (A. Niccacci's term). 
Thirdly the normal clause we should expect in 193a is `Moses went up to the mountain', 
but interestingly we read here `Moses went up to God. We have already seen in 
21.2.4. (x) that it in 19: 2 is supposed to be c' 'ý "VI appeared in the previous text (18: 5). 
Since this 'i is already mentioned in 192, and the present choice of word in 193aa (`V't ; 
KVK . týV) is not strange. Through this composition it becomes apparent * that the 
purpose of Moses' going up is not just to climb the mountain but to meet God. 
Furthermore, this arrangement corresponds with the reuse of -n"I (t ii) in 19: 3ab after 
'vin in 19: 2b. Through this structuring there is no redundant word from 19: 2b, through 
193aa and 193ab in regard to the mountain of God(") : 
192b r nr9-1 () 
193aa ýrITK 
T"ný 
(nýSrcý-ýs c) 
193ab -v T"m X1,1,5 l1 () 
(2) There is a theological explanation for 19: 3a. Hitherto Moses does not act 
independently without God's command or permission, but we read the exception in 193aa. 
`Going up to God' in this verse is connected not only grammatically with the previous 
sentence in 19: 2b as we have seen above, but also theologically with the previous 
statements from 31,12 onwards. 58 Moses' seemingly independent action in 19: 3aa is not 
the result of his free initiative, but it is well prepared from the beginning of the history of 
the exodusP9) The objective of the action is expressed with various phrases : 
, imp + God : 423,716,26,816,91,13,103,7-8,1L, 24-26; 
nor +5+ God : 318,53,8,17, &4,21-25; 
=+ ,5 : 51 
All these phrases are connected with the time of Israel's coming to `the mountain'. 
Therefore, when Israel arrives at the intended place, Moses goes up into the mountain 
55. (1990,20, passim). 
56. Namely, (i) recovered information (pluperfect, WAW-x-QATAL) - (ii) degree zero (simple past, 
imperfect, WAYYIQTOL) - (iii) anticipated information (conditional, YIQTOL). However, it does not 
mean that we endorse the total theory of A. Niccacci as the principal grammatical rule without 
exception. We simply find in this verse one example of his system of explanation. This recent insight 
needs to be debated much rigorously in the future. 
57. Pace R Kraetzschmar (1896,73) and E. Zenger (1971,57). This fact coresponds with the poetic style of 
the whole passage of 19: 1-8 (esp. about 3b-6 see 1. Muilenberg, 1959,351-357). M. Buber (1958,101: 'This 
message is a rhythmic utterance, in which once again almost very word stands in the place fixed for it 
by sound and sense). 
58. In 2.12.4. we have seen how the previous texts are deeply connected with the Sinai event (3: 1,13,18,423, 
5: 1,3,8,17,716,26, &4,16,21-25,9.1,13,10,7-8,11,24-26). 
59. U. Cassuto (1967,225f). 
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without hesitation or without God's command. "') The fact that `the call of God' (193ab) is 
not mentioned before Moses' going up to the mountain (19: 3aa) but after that action 
confirms this interpretation, because usually God's call precedes the action of his servant 
Mosesý61) Here ' bvV- -irr rýK KI'p in 193ab is a summarizing introduction of God's 
word to Moses in 1933b-6. As we have seen, through the variation of -vin (19: 2bb) - 
M*Mn (193aa) - -m (19: 3ab) the author succeeds in forming a literary continuity between 
19: 2 and 193 62) Despite this continuity between 192b and 193aa there is also a certain 
degree of further development which is described by the reversed word order of the 
verbal clause in 193aa : the subject + the verb (pf. ). Namely, from 19.3aa a new factor is 
introduced together with its continuity with 192bý63) At the same time the reciprocal and 
continuous action between Moses and God is expressed by the neat sentence structure : 
19.3aa subject (Moses) + verb (pf. ) ++ Drf ýwl 
19.3ab verb (ipf. ) + rV. (Moses) + subject ' (r r Y69) 
2.4.2. The structure of 19.. 3-8. 
The literary (poetic) perfection of this section is well recognized.. " " Its literary beauty 
60. M. Buber (1958,101) illustrates this fact vividly : 'And now, as Moses, unsummoned, like a messenger 
who comes [sic] to report to his lord the execution of a mission (to lead the people to the promised 
mountain TGS), ascends the mountain "to the God",. And see M. Goldberg (1985,120: 'no chance 
encounter, but a prearranged rendezvous, where both the narrative and God's plan will meet their 
culmination'). 
6L Pace J. Wellhausen (1899,83), E. Auerbach (1953,163), and W. Beyerlin (1961,10 = 1965,6). Without 
considering the context carefully, commentators usually change the sentence order of 193a. See U. 
Cassuto (1967,226), RR Ellis (1988,22f n2). 
62. N. B. the parallelism in the reciprocal action between Moses and God between 193aa (Moses went up to 
God) and 19.3ab (`God called him from the mountain). 
63. Brokelmann, 43 : 'Die geringste Unterbrechung durch Anderung der Wortstellung führt zum 
Wiedereintritt des konstatierenden Perfekts' The reversed sentence order happens not merely because 
of the change of the subjects (from the people in 192b to Moses in 1: 33a) but because of the new 
event which is now introduced. 
64. If this formation of clauses is a deliberate one by the author, it is more probable that the changing of 
divine name here (Di*l to M NP is a kind of stylistic device rather than a mixture of the different 
sources (cf. B. Baentsch, 
kx, 71-76; S. R. Driver, Ex, 168; G. Beer, Ex, 96-98; J. P. Hyatt, Ex, 1%f). And also 
emendation of 11i T to D11` Xll (two LXX versions, Pershitta, and MTs) is not necessary. This prompts 
us to look at a theological issue, the so-called God's dwelling on the mountain. C. Barth (1968,524, n12), 
following traditional source division of God's dwelling on the mountain (E) and God's coming to the 
mountain (J), points out that 193 together with 1917 are the texts which show God living on the 
mountain. W. Rudolph (1938,42), appealing to LXX manuscript (textus Graecus originalis and codices 
minusculis scripti) and Peshitta, emends i11T to D`1'7X1, because 7111' living on the mountain 
('ý1ý i" b) does not suit the documentary hypothesis. only a LXX manuscript (Codex Vaticanus) 
translates ' VI-ItZ into EK IOU OUP OV. As in Ex 3, however, the text of 193a does not necessarily 
mean that God dwells on the mountain. God is there because he promised to meet his people on this 
mountain. Rather we have the following impression. Just as the ascent of Moses to the mountain can 
be best explained as the active participation of Moses, the call of God from the mountain is also the 
active participation of God for his promise and plan. These active participations illustrate that the 
author presupposes the knowledge of the r, -Ader / listener about the previous command repeated several 
times. Therefore, there is no theological difference between God's coming to (J) and dwelling on (E) 
the mountain in this text. This interpretation corresponds with the interesting phrase following in 194, 
`ýX D: i ltd XZX1. As we shall see in the exegesis of 1914, the real meaning of this phrase ('brought to me') is God's leading Israel to the mountain of God, Horeb, which is hinted at several times in the 
previous passages (3: 1,4: 27,17: 6,18: 5). 
65. For instance J. Muilenburg (1959,351 : 'The composition of Exod. xix 3-6 is so closely woven and the 
structure so apparent that the excision of any line of verse actually mars its unity and destroys its 
literary character), U. Cassuto (1967,223-230), F. M. Cross (1983,21f. ), BS. Childs (Ex, 360 : 'indeed, the unit 
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cannot be found only at one or two points in some verses but throughout the whole 
section esp. in the total structure. Using J. Muilenburg's and H. Wildberger'ý 66) rather 
short analysis of this section we want to investigate it fully. The reason for the division 
and connection between words and phrases will be dealt with in 2.4.1 
Since there is a combination of direct speech and narration, we cannot find the 
parallelism in the purest form in: every part of the section. However, we find here various 
levels of parallelism t67) We propose the following analysis of the structure : 
The meeting of messenger with God : [A] 
[A] 3a Moses goes up to `the mountain and God's call 
God's word to the : [B] + QC] + [D] + [ED + [B'] 
* The introductory section : [B] 
[B] 3b the beginning formula of God's direct speech (r +) 
[bl] ý7pT rrz5 -0mn 
[b2] 3rr r warn 
* The main content : [C] + [D] + [E] 
[C] 4 salvation process three stages : 'You (art) have seen' 
[cl] `what I have done to Egypt' (Ist stage) 
[c2] `eagle's wing' (desert journey, 2nd stage) 
[c3] `I have brought you to me (Sinai, 3rd stage) 
[D] 5a the condition of covenant (`Now if' -et 7-T)) 
[dl] ýý'i7ý n piýri 
[d2] `trv-ru c Dr-mrA 
[E] 5b-6a the promises of God (oruýt, two structures of ýt + ýý +) 
5b [ei] 7bao +}-ýý 5-z 
6a [e2] tih7 ti m%. %--fz =5= 
* The concluding section : [B'] 
[B'] 6b the ending formula of God's direct speech 
is a remarkable example of poetic symmetry and artistic beauty'), and recently R. R. Ellis (1988,35 : 'an 
intricately formed poetic unit -a carefully 
designed structure and style, J. C de Moor (1990,164ff). 
66. J. Muilenburg (1959,352f), H. Wlldberger (1960,14-16). J. Muilenburg's analysis :I oracular opening 
(193b), 2. proclamation of the mighty acts (19.4), 3. the covenant condition (195-6). H. Wildberger's 
analysis is more accurate than that of J. Muilenburg : 1. Die Einleitungsformel (1993b), II. Die 
Vergegenwärtigung des Heilsgeschehens (194), 111. Die Bedingung für die Gültigkeit der folgenden Zusage 
(19.5a), IV. Die Erwählungszusage (195b-6a), V. Die Verpflichung des Volkes (148a). Further, L Perlitt 
(1969,167ff. ) characterizes this section as Zuspruch und Anspruch, which is a rough definition of the 
two main contents of this section (God's word and people's answer). 
67. Many commentators at least agree about the unity of the short section (193b-6b) reporting God's word. 
For instance A. Reichert (1972,137f. ) insists that 193b and 196b form the 'Rahm' of God's word and there 
are in total four small sections :L Auftrag, IL Rückblick, III. Bedingung, IV. Erwählungszuszge. 
Meanwhile, the analyses of J. R. Farley (1960,24) and R. R. Ellis (1988,37) suggest the symmetrical cycle of 
this section :I (19-3b Introduction). IAI, 11 (14.4 Heilsgeschichte). 1B1 III (195a covenant condition). [CI N 
(19.5b-6a God's promise)JB'], V (19.6b Conclusion)JA']. However, the connection between [B] - [C] - [B'] 
seems to be unnatural, because the covenant condition in 195a [B] is closely related to God's promise as 
its result in 19,5b-6a [Cl 
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The messenger meets the people and reports God's word : [A'] 
[A'] 7 Moses' report of God's word to the elders 
People's word to God : [F] 
[F] 8a people's acceptance of the covenantal terms with their whole heart 
The messenger meets God and reports the people's word : [Al 
[A"] 8b Moses' report of people's word to God. 
The introductory formula ([B], 19: 3b) is called as an `oracular opening' by J. Muilenburg 
and this style is similar to the phraseology of the Mari royal texts, the Hittite treatieP8) 
and the prophetic literature. (69), It seems to be the typical speech of royal discourse which 
is spoken by the authority to the messengert70) 
Through its structure the main content of this section ([C1[D], [ED is emphasized 
naturally by its position in the centre. "" The main content of God's word consists of the 
three components : `proclamation of the mighty acts', [Cl `the covenant condition' [D] 
(these two are the terms of J. Muilenburg), and `the covenant promise' [E]. All these 
components are easily found in the ANE treaties. These three components are vital to the 
correct definition of this section which we shall deal with in 2.4.4.2. Within the main part 
19: 5a-6a ([D] + [E]) shows the highly poetic style deployed with great skill. This is well 
recognized by nearly every commentato672 And the connection between the first section 
[A] and the last section [A"] by using the same word (' t: K3 in 19: 3b and r1 1t in 19: 8) is 
visib1e03' 
2.43. The content of 193b-8 
2.431 1( 9: 474) 
68. J. Muilenburg (1959,354, nos1-2) for the literature. 
69. E. König (1902,63ff. ), cited by J. Muilenburg (1959,351), characterized this section as 'die 
durchherrschende Dominante aller alttestamentlichen Weissagungen'. Similar opinions by S. Mowinckel 
(1927,128) and A. Reichert (1972,138). 
70. J. R. Rolland (1960,24), D. Patrick (1977,147), and R. R. Ellis (1988,36) hold that this section serves as a 
solemn introduction to the pericope. 
7L RR Ellis (1988,37). 
72. For example J. Muilenburg (1959351ff), A. Reichert (1972,125: 'Durch Inversion und Chiasmus der 
Verbformen ist eine sehr kunstvolle zunächst rein formal Steigerung ereicht. Ihr entspricht eine 
inhaltliche Steigerung der Aussagen und tragenden Begriffe'. 
73. DJ. McCarthy (1978,272 : '-trying the whole passage together with a formal marker reinforcing the 
logical unity of the sequence). 
74. The perfect parallelism of 193b is undeniable (193ba (Z7pr`, t1 ' 'OK11 #1Z) / 193bb (`; Z' T X11 tiJK J') and this corresponds with the two reports of Moses to God in 19ßb and 19.9b : 
193ba "OK / 193-bb `W hi. (JHWH's word to the people through Moses) 
19ßb VW / 199b `W hi. (Moses to JHWH) 
Interestingly enough, the fact that both 19-. 8b and 19: 9b according to their content are in parallel with 
each other emphasizes the correspondence between 193ba / 3bb and 19ßb / 9b. : 
19ßb 71T''7M Dl '''t1'! 1K "WO =J11 
199b 7 it'ýlýt 1r en 107 
In other words, 198b anti 19: 9b function not only to connect two sections of their own charateristics 
within the whole program of the Sinai pericope, but also both together as Moses' word to God 
correspond to the parallelism at the beginning of God's word to the people (193b). 
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ýýi ýllrt Mit t1 n"1t7T ý ýýýýl nýl1K tdý'K1. n"'1Stný `! 1`ý7 ! -Ü R CM nl1M 19: 4 
The structure of this verse can be analysed as follows : 
the main clause : 
19: 4aa fln`K1 Dlý3 (you have seen with your own eyes') 
the sub-clauses expressed with -tt : 
19: 4ab cvtn' 'fit (`what I have done in Egypt') 
19: 4ba ctt3; 
-»-ýp 
nkr t tit tt (`how I carried you on eagle's wings') 
19: 4bb DZtN XtM (and I brought you to myself) 
In the main clause, =$M : (cf. Dt 119,31,49,10: 21, Josh 233), the subject (MrK) is 
emphasized. (75) In this manner Israel's direct experience of God's power, exercised to the 
Egyptians, and God's love, expressed toward Israelites, is visualized in God's word. 
After the main clause in 19.4aa the three sub-clauses (19: 4ab, ba, bb) are introduced with 
`iGK. The first two of these sub-clauses explain what God has done to two different 
objects, Egypt and Israel. The best understanding seems to be that these two sub-clauses 
explain God's successive action, firstly destruction of Egypt and secondly salvation for 
Israel X76) In conjunction with this interpretation, the third clause (19: 4bb) is best 
understood as God's next action, to bring Israel to the mountain of God, which is long 
expected. 77) 'To me' (`ýK) in `I have brought you up to me' (`* Darm KZK1) corresponds 
with Israel's coming to the mountain of God in 191-3a. This seems to be significant for 
understanding the theological intention of this section. The strong connection between 
God and mount Sinai is obviously revealed. This phrase corresponds with the preceding 
75. Therefore, this clause may be translated into 'you yourselves have seen' or 'you have seen with your 
own eyes'. We find the same emphatic pronoun (MAX) at the end of God's proposal in 196a, through 
which the beginning and the end of God's proposal are marked clearly (see. J. K. Kuntz, 1967,77). 
76. In other words, the first sub-clause (19: 4ab) refers to God's punishment of Egypt and the second 
sub-clause (19: 4ba) is about God's subsequent saving action for Israel through the Red Sea and on the 
desert journey. 
77. These three stages in 19: 4 are often pointed by many commentators. For example A. Knobel (E492 : 
the order is `Agypt - Wüste - seine Wohnsitz'), followed by A. Di imann (Ex, 195). Or at least two 
stages (Egypt for the fist sub-clause, Sinai for the third sub-clause) are acknowledged (e. g. G. Beer, Ex, 97; 
B. S. Childs, Ex, 367). A. Reichert (1972,138) makes somewhat mechanical bicola division through 193b to 6a 
I (3ba / 3bb), II (D`1Ybý `! 1t'V -IVJX DITWI MAX / KnM D`1CJý ` n-ýV Darrt Xtym 1Y ýI Vtý""1YIY"V 
`arc D=* ), III (5aa 7 Sab, IV (5b / 6a). In the section lI (194), however, we should firstly consider its 
content which tells the three stages of the salvation history. This kind of tricola is not strange in prose 
as well as in poetry. If so, the meaning of an unusual phrase of 194bb (`p3 D: l1M MMKI) becomes 
clear : 'Now 1, YHWH, have led you, Israel, to the place where you will be my possession In Dt 
Nl] hi. is constantly used to mean 'to bring to the promised land' (Dt 438,610,23,71, &7,9.4,28,1129, 
26: 9,305,3120f). A. Reichert (1972,125) holds that this is a more important word than 'eagle', a word of 
the pre-deuteronomic tradition. However, H1 hi, in 19: 4 cannot mean 'to bring to the promised place' 
but 'to bring to mount Sinai Then it is more plausible that Dt uses the phraseology of 19.4 rather than 
the opposite. A. Dillmann (Ex, 195), following A. Knobel and H. Ewald, comments `5ii Dýl1M 
sicher zu meinem Wohnsitz, meinem Heiligtum. However, 'Wohnsitz' and 'Heiligtum seem to bea little 
superfluous in the present context and give a false impression to support documentary hypothesis of E. 
As we have seen in 19.3, the text emendation (111"1` to D1 '? ) is not necessary in order to prove this 
section belongs to E. And further G. Beer (Ex, 97 : '_ daß ervdas Volk aus Agypten rettete und, wie ein 
Adler seine Jungen auf den Flügeln tragend, es sicher bis zum Sinai gebracht hat'), W. H. Gispen 
(KV, ExJJ, 53), M. Noth (ATD, Ex, 126 = OTL, Ex, 157), and B. S. Childs (Ex, 367 : the picture is of God's 
bringing his people to Sinai). 
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mention of the mountain in Ex, as we have already seen (31(rýr nn 5m ti'i), 4: 27 (ti"I 
Or, 7(5ml), 17: 6 (s7n), 185 't), 192 (iSO). And the text gives us the impression that 
God is now waiting for this moment and this event. 
The whole of 19.4 presents an imagery of an owner who recovers his possession from 
the robber and brings it to a safe place for a special purposeý78) The short but 
concentrated clause of 19: 4bb illustrates vividly the event soon to follow M The 
possession concept in 15K of 19: 4 is more clearly explained in the first of the three 
promises in 195b, T ao. Therefore the third sub-clause 19: 4bb (brought to me) may be 
considered as the summary of Israel's arrival at `the mountain of GoV80j 
There is a 'significant corollary of this interpretation for the understanding of the whole 
structure of Ex. If 19: 4 is an integral part of 193b-8, the author views the (salvation) 
history as clearly progressing from the farthest history (plague in Egypt) to the present 
situationP The same concern with past history is found in the pericopes before the Sinai 
pericope although they look forwards the future. Not only in Ex 15-18 but also in Ex 3-14 
there is an expectation of the greatest event in the history of Israel, the Sinai covenant, 
and this expectation is summarized by the catch phrase `no covenant, no sin and 
punishment'. 82) In other words, the pericopes before Sinai event eagerly look forward to 
the future covenant at Sinai, and at Sinai (193b-8) the author recalls the past events. 
`ýýý it i'nK 7rß) 2.43.2.19. Sa(83) ("rrv-týrt nr r% 
7rpý marks the conclusion of the former historical introductory passage, 19-3b. 4 (cf. Jos 
24: 14,1 Sam 12: 13)PQ The next word, rnn, is a keyword in the Sinai pericope (195,2332, 
24: 7,8). L. Perlitt(85) holds this word in 19.5 `nicht als Beschreibung des Gottesverhältnisses 
(die erfolgt in v. 5b. 6 ! ), sondern als eine auferlegte Verpflichtung, die eben die Bedingung 
78. M. Buber (1958,102) gives a vivid illustration about the imagery of M'Tj3 VA Concludingly, he finds 
here 'election, deliverence, and education; all in one 
79. Cf. E. Blum (1990,47, n. 10 : 'Bildet der Vorgang nach 19,4 nicht geradezu den Gedanken der 'Erwählung 
aus den Völkern in concreto ab 7'). 
80. This understanding coheres with our interpretation of =1 in 192b, 3a. IM I (with the article 9 recalls 
the previous promise of God that in this mountain Israel will perform something special for the 
relationship with God. 
8L J. M. Myers (1975,15) suggests this salvation history is similar to the Hittite kings (Suppiluliumas) saving 
act of the Niqmadu of Ugarit. They made eventually the vassal treaty. 
82. This kind of macro point of view is long time neglected in the OT scholarship which was dominated 
by the analytical tendency and the micro perspective in dealing with the biblical literature. For instance 
for L. Perlitt (1969,167-181) 19-3b-8 is never properly considered in its relationship with the previous 
pericopes and with the following ones. In case of DJ. McCarthy (1978,270), however, it is different. He 
states 'the idea fulfills the sign given in Ex 312 and parallels the meaning of the early poetic phrase in 
Ex 1517aA', although he does not elaborate further. See R. E. Friedman (1987,207-222). 
83. H. Wildberger (1960,35f., 116) holds that this part only is a later addition. However, see R. R. Ellis 
(1988,70), B. S. Childs and Rde Vaux. 
84. D. J. McCarthy (1978,272). AK Fenz (1964,52,74) holds that after mentioning history (19.4) this word 
introduces 'die Grundsatzerklärung' (K. Baltzer, 1960,22f. ) similar to Jos 2414 and in the Codex 
Hammurabi (V, 1-24). Similarly P. Kalluveettil (1982,115) lists the cases where this word introduces a 
demand (Dt 10: 12, Jos 24: 14,1 Sam 12: 7,13,16,1 Chr 288, Ezr 912) or request (Gen 2123,31.44, Dt 41, Jos 
2: 12,2 Sam 7: 25,29,1 Kings 8: 25,26, Ez 103, Neh 9132) in the covenant context, although it is dubious 
whether all these cases are in the covenant context. 
85. (1969,171). 
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dieses Verhältnisses umschreibt. ' Assuming the priority of Dt before Ex 19, he adds a 
cynical remark about the author's motive in this passage : 
`Im Sinaibericht bekommt also das Gesetz das Wort, bevor es erlassen wird, und 
genau das ist die Lesebrille, die jene Erben des Dt dem Leser der Sinai-Erzählung 
auf die Nase setzen wollten. Sie trugen die Erfahrung hinzu, die in 1K 11: U mit 
denselben Worten als Urteil festgehalten ist. Und mehr gibt es in Ex 19 nicht zu 
lesen über den Sinai-! Bund". ' 
However, L. Perlitt misunderstands the character of the covenant of Dt. In Dt the 
covenantal promises are formulated as follows : `You are (or have become) the people of 
God' (m9 nP or Vi OP, Dt 7: 6,141,2,21,2618f. ). Making covenant (i. e. pronouncing the 
other as the partner of covenant relationship) and keeping the covenantal terms is not a 
mutually exclusive concept, because making a covenant is fundamentally the concept of 
relationship and the validity of this relationship depends on the behaviour of each party at 
every moment PO Dt has this consistent understanding of covenant and it does not 
recognize the perpetual covenant relationship regardless of Israel's behaviour. In 193b-8, on 
the other hand, God's covenantal terms are suggested in a very practical way : to keep his 
voice and his covenant is the basis of Israel's position as the covenant partner of God. 
Although we do not find here a bilateral declaration of both parties like Dt 2617-19, the 
key point is actually the same : `if you keep the commandment of God continuously, you 
will be always in the position of God's covenant partner' (r 9, 
D'. 11Z 1 ýbb, Cirtý `b). (11) 
Furthermore, L. Perlitt does not consider that these promises of God are the relationship 
concept and they have the existential characterP8) And Perlitt's assumption that 193-8 
basically depends on Dt's formulation is not convincing. The phrases in 19: 3-8 similar to 
the deuteronomic phrase do not prove the influence of Dt on Ex. The opposite possibility 
is in fact much strongerP9" The straightforward expression in Ex 19-24 in general 
contrasts with the more theologically reflected expressions in Dt. If there is a direct 
relationship between Ex 19: 5-6 and Dt 2617-19, it is very difficult to accept the dependence 
of Ex 19: 3-8 on Dt 26: 17-19, because in Ex 195-6 we read a more simple and natural 
(irregular) expressions but in Dt 26: 17-19 we read more elaborated and balanced 
expressions. The conditional style of Ex 195-6 does not prove that it is influenced by the 
legalistic attitude in Dt as L. Perlitt supposes. Rather this style is another example of the 
straightforward expressions in Ex 19-24 compared with the reflective, elaborated, and 
86. We shall see this point more fully in our discussion on Dt 2&16-28ä9 in 3.655. 
87. In 1 Kings 1111, the text used by L Perlitt for his argument (1969,171), there is no word like 1510, 
V21: : 1='D, C/T It which define the covenant relationship substantially. Therefore, this text does 
not match with 193b-8. 
8& This profound misunderstanding about the character of covenant by L Perlitt (1969371f. ) is traced 
further in his interpretation of the relationship between Dt 75f, 141,2,23 and Dt 2617ff.: 'Der Ausdruck 
ist von hier noch in verfremder Weise in die Rechtsformel Dtn 2618 eingeflossen, hat aber sonst kaum 
Nachhall gefunden, was bei einer alten zentralen Verheißungstradition nur verwundern könnte' 
89. DJ. McCarthy (19726,116 = 1985,48) makes this point clear. There are some expressions which do not 
appear in Dt, e. g. Z 7pl i1`Z (193, E Kutzsch, 1973,79). 
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stereotyped expressions in Dt in general. (90) Furthermore, in the ANE treaties we find 
many cases where the mutual relationship between two parties is not mentioned bilaterally 
as in Dt 26: 17-19 but expressed very practically from the standpoint of suzerain. In many 
of these texts the (vassal-suzerain) relationship is presupposed, and therefore not mentioned 
in the treaty texts, we read the straight forward expression with the conditional sentence 
style through which the stipulations of the treaty become clearP1) Therefore, `i is used 
here as the stipulations which are originated from the making of rnn. A. Reichere92j 
renders a clear argument about this fact : 
`Die Zuordnung von eii7 und `i in Ex 19.5 würde jedenfalls auf eine Relation 
des Bundesbegriffs zum "Gesetz", d. h zum Gebot (und Bundesbuch) hinweisen, die 
doch nicht einfach - wegen der konditionalen Formulierung - als Vorbedingung, 
als auferlegte Verpflichtung und Vorleistung zu definieren wäre. (") 
This issue, the relationship between covenant and law, is vital for the correct 
understanding of this text, although A. Reichert does not so clearly elaborate this point 
furtherP4) 
To make the issue clearer, firstly, we should define the meaning of 'rte in this verse. 
A. Reichertt95) rightly argues against E. Kutsch and L Perlitt who understand this word in 
19: 5 rigidly as regulation or obligation in the pure form (Verpflichtung'). We surmise that 
this rr is different from the simple obligation or regulation in its pure form like several 
Hebrew terms of law. Rather this word expresses the stipulations as an important 
component of the new relationship between YHWH and Israel. Although the primary 
meaning of this word is in the concept of relationship, the semantic field developed 
further is broader than its etymological meaning. In 195 we find one example of, this 
development so that this term, primarily referring to making relationship between two 
partners, has an extended meaning of the obligation resulting from the relationshipPO 
Secondly, building upon this understanding of "! r we may go one step further. There 
are two aspects of this word of 19: 5 : the relationship itself and the terms of that 
relationship. The first one is the basis of the second and the second is the application of 
the first one. Expressing it more generally, this term itself shows there is `a relationship 
90. M. Weinfeld (1972, passim), DJ. McCarthy (1972b, 116 = 1985,48). 
91. Similar criticism can be applied to E Kutsch (1973,78) who holds this simply as 'Verpflichtung', because 
here we read the conditional sentence. 
92. (1972,128). 
93. This interpretation is against E Kutsch (1967,139,, 1973,78), W. Zimmerli (1970,176,183,188f), and L Perlitt 
(1969,171). 
94. B. S. Childs (Ex, 360f) holds that Vte; l Pte in 19.5 illustrates as in Dt that the people hear the 
decalogue directly, and `! 1'Tl1Zyi Dý11t_` i'ý as Gods other stipulations. 
95. See also S. Herrmann (1971,210-220). 
96. L Perlitt (1969,171, n. 5) rejects the idea, that we may, use the comparative study of M. Greenberg 
(1951,172-174) and JA Thompson (1964,1-19) about 7'7]6 (Akk. sikiltu) in 195b for the interpretation of 
`11'1M, because the context should decide the meaning but not etymology. However, a crucial issue, 
which L Perlitt simply neglects, is that `! '1` M and 15ab are used in the same context together and two 
terms are closely related to each other. One is the condition and the second is the benefit which Israel 
will enjoy if she keeps that condition. A. Reichert (1972,237, n. 54). 
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between covenant and law' to which A. Reichert alludes. 
Thirdly, `my covenant' seems to contrast with Israel's covenant making with Canaanites 
(23: 32,34: 12,15). In particular, this idea is strongly expressed in Dt 7: 1_11P7) This 
theological understanding undermines the. idea of E Kutsch and L Perlitt in this verse at 
least. 
Fourthly, in conjunction with this understanding of "r A. Reichere98) gives a correct 
observation `` 7, a word standing in parallel with `1 r: 
`Eine Verengung der 5i1., auf "Gebotsmitteilung" und auf das "verpflichtende 
Wort" scheint gerade nicht im Duktus der allgemein und offengehaltenden 
Sprachform von 195 zu liegen, wie besonders der Vergleich mit Dt 412f zeigt! 
2.433.19Sb (}'ýt ý'ýý ""z D r, r3 Tao " nrr 1) 
After the condition of the covenant relationship with God is mentioned in 195a, the 
promise is announced by God in 19.5b-6a. This consists of three items : 1ý .9 
(19: 5b), 
Mwfz rod tý rm7 lb (19: 6a). We want to look at (1) the meaning of Sao, (2) the clause 
connected to this word ('r ý-'z a pß-5 ) in 195b. 
(1) 75ao (the first promise of God) 
Possible translations of this word are `peculiar treasure' (KJV), `treasured possession' 
(NIV), `special treasure' (NKJV), `special possession' (ASV, RSV, NASBY99) All these 
translations denote two elementary concepts : (i) something valuable and (ii) something 
privately owned. However, the value of r'ao in this text depends not on the value of the 
object, Israel, herself, but rather on her special relationship with YHWR(°°) Although this 
word denotes in some cases the objective value contained in the object itself (eg. gold and 
silver), in this text and in many ANE treaty texts the value of the object depends not 
primarily on the objective value of the inferior, Israel or vassal, rather on the will and the 
decision of the superior, YHWH or suzerain, to take the inferior as the superior's r 9. In 
other words, Israel or the vassal's value as 1ý= comes not from its own intrinsic worth 
but from its relationship with YHWH or suzerain. In this case lab denotes the 
relationship concept. In our study of 19.5a (2.4.3.3. ) we have argued that `r'07; is also a 
97. Dt 71-5 is about making treaty with other nations, and Dt 76 is the application of the famous 
statement of covenant relationship in Dt 2617-19 (see the future comparative study of Ex 19.3-8 and Dt 
2617-19 in 3.633). 
98. (1972,128). 
99. The most reasonable translation with amplifiaction : G. Bush (1852,238: 'possession or treasure of which 
the owner is peculiarly choice [sic], one on which his heart is set, and which he neither shares with 
others nor resigns to the care of others. - 
It has obvious relation to the Latin word sigillum, 'seal, and is 
especially applied to such choice possessions as were secured with a 'seal', as gold, silver, jewels-' (cited in 
R. R. Ellis (1988,80-81)). 
100. R. R. Ellis (1988,86). 
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relationship concept, and this corresponds precisely to the use of the word rýa9 in 19.5b. 
And again this characteristic of both words corresponds with that of the other promises in 
19: 6a, D'l-fz ro5= and ii M which also express primarily the relationship concept. In 
particular, when we think about the exegetical relationship between the three promises 
(i1 9, 
.t 
rýýnb miiý pia) in 19: 5b-6a carefully (see 2.4.3.5. ), this becomes more 
apparent. '°' 
M. Greenberg's well known study of this word 'in Akk `sikiltu' is still useful. °2) R. R. 
Ellis adds to this another fact that an Ugaritic cognate, `sglth' has evidently the same 
meaning and use in the ANE treaties as Akk `sikiltu't103' : 
`The Ugaritic word appears in a letter in which it was apparently employed by a 
Hittite suzerain to describe the king of Ugarit as his `private property. In total' 8 
times used in the OT and 2 (1 Chr 293, Eccl 2: 8) in a literal sense, referring 
material property. - The word is employed metaphorically 
in Exod 19.5b with 
the meaning that Israel will be like a treasured possession to God, just as a king's 
private holdings of gold or silver are his treasured possession' (italics, TGS). 
One strong point of this interpretation is that this understanding corresponds with the 
metaphorical understanding of the second promise vs. iz ivýbn (see 2.4.3.4. (1)). Recently vvt 
J. C. de Moor(104) affirms again the antiquity of this term and its relationship with the 
Ugarit word, 'sglh': 
`The circumstance that this technical term is now attested in a covenantal' context 
in Ugarit shifts the burden of proof to those who regarded `sglh' as a 
deuteronomistic term on the , 
tenuous evidence of the prosaic elaborations in 
Deut. 7: 6,14: 2,26: 17. - The fact that people are considered possessions 
(`sglh') 
without doubt presupposes a vassal treaty. 
Further, M. Weinfeld cites the Alalah tablets" 15) whose seal impression denotes the king as 
the `sikiltum' of a goddess. M. Weinfeld concludes the root `sakdlu' has its basic meaning 
`to set aside a thing or certain property' either with good intention (as Israel is set aside 
from all the other nations) or with an evil purpose (as in the Codex Hammurabi § 141 and 
10L We conclude in 2.435. that in the present text the second and the third promises N1 D`%12 rt t YV t 
1J1'l ), expressed successively, are arranged to supplement and to detail the first one 15ab . 
And the 
third promise (W11ý `1. ) is clearly the relationship concept (2.43.4. (2)). Furthermore, the fact that all 
three promises are expressed by the pattern i1'i1 + `ý which reveals also the relationship concept of 
these promises (1isb, 6a). See our study on Dt 2616-19 (3.61J for the characteristic of this #11"I + 
`" phrase. 
102. (1951,172-174). Further B. Landsberger (1954,47-73), M Held (1961,11-12). Cf. also M Buber 
(1956,206, n. 69). In Alalah an epigraphic of this word of the royal seal of King Abban was found and 
this cannot be later than the fifteenth century B. C. (NM SarnaJ986,131). Further 'sikiltu' the Akkadian 
equivalent of iii' is used in the titles of the monarch in parallel with 'servant' and 'beloved' of a god 
(W. von Soden, 1972,1041, cf1053; GR Driver and J. C Miles, 1935,221-222). 
103. (1988,78, and n. 4,82). In a tablet sent by a Hittite suzerain to his vassal Ammurapi, the last known 
king of Ugarit, we read that the Hittite overlord characterizes the latter as 'his servant' and 'his special 
possession' ('sglth) (in C. H. GordonJ965,283,171, n. 060, and see further N. M Sarna (1986,131,235) and HB. 
Huffmon and S. B. Parker (1966,36-38)). 
104. (1990,165, n294). 
105. (1972,226, n. 2). See also D. J. Wiseman (1953, pLiii). 
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in other Babylonian sources). Interestingly, this basic meaning of `sakälu', `to set aside 
something' or `to separate' is also the basic meaning of iii used together with 7ýa9 in 
the same context (19.5b-6a). 
(2) *'3ý ýr'ý : trt 
-'i `ý-"ý) is not attached to the This combination of two phrases (o'bp r'z and r 
second (arrfz výbb) and the third (Ciin 114) promises, but to the first promise (rýab) '°6) 
Just as we read in Dt 7: 6,142, it is natural that this clause ( -ýz *-`* 
a`bpm-5Zb) is 
originally related to m5: 0 (or fl ap). By this attachment the meaning of 75ab or Cy 
iýay becomes clearer : Israel is chosen as God's special possession among all the peoples in 
the world. 
The combination of this clause with 15 or 75a ap in 19.5b leads us to consider the 
concept of election»°7) In 19.3-8 there is seemingly a rare combination of covenant and 
election concepts! "') Although there is no word like Inn here, 195b undeniably implies 
election. However, it is not true to say that here two concepts (covenant, election) are 
combined deliberately by the author, as L Perlitt assumes. 
Firstly, although `r is not used in the Tetrateuch, it is hard to insist that the concept 
of election itself is not early. A term does not always create a concept, rather a term 
sometimes functions to express a concept already used. It is difficult to say whether the 
concept of election in Dt is a new theological creation or invention, or it is a restatement 
of long-established doctrineP09" 
Secondly, the concept of election is inherent in the concept of covenan010) In 19.5b 
106. H. Kruse (1980,129-130) insists that "Z clause in 195b suits better the second promise lUý 
in 19: 6a, and then he translats 19 5bb-6aa as follows : 'while the whole world is mine, you will beto me 
a kingdom of priests. We make two objections against this interpretation, according to the content and 
also to the style. In its content, as R. R. Ellis (1988,83, n2) rightly indicates, the idea of God owning of 
all the earth (n* `"": 195bb) becomes more sensible as a contrast to God's unique ownershsip 
of Israel (i'1 9) than as a 'contrast to Israel as a kingdom of priests. Stylistically the connection of this 
phrase with the second promise (D`4 =5L`b_) in 19.6a destroys the well balanced poetic structure of 
the whole section of 19.3b - 19: 6(8). See 
2.4.1. The use of these phrases in Dt illuminates this more 
clearly. In Dt 7: 6,14: 2, although both 071'17 Cr and 15ab Dp are used, a clause (7C'K DV 71 57212 
18L1 `39'Sp) similar to the clause in 193b (Q'1týL1'F5 '15-1Z ü''ýpi1'5ýb) is attached not to Dp 
CA`1 but to 
7; 
= Dr. If we compare these texts with Dt 1421 this fact becomes clearer, . 
because 
there rT1 ap is used but neither with )'1W-5, D `5`Z D`bprr', (like Ex 195) nor with'Zb 
(like Dt 76). 
107. M. tuber (1958,105). 
108. L Perlitt (1969,172). 
109. H. Wildberger (1960,10ff. ), E. W. Nicholson (1967,56), G. E. Mendenhall (IDB, 11,76), W. Zimmerli 
(1970,175f. ), J. Bright (1982,148 : 'the notion of election was fixed in Israelite belief from the beginning'), 
R. R. Ellis (1988,89, n. 2). In Ex we find several passages donoting the concept of election (mg 4: 22 'my 
son, my first born, 66-7 'And I will take you for my people, and I will be your God). 
110. J. C. Rylaarsdam (1B, 1,971). R. R. Ellis (1988,86ff) assumes that the first promise (1bä9) implies God's 
election of Israel : 'The status of being God's treasured possession did not come through Israel's 
achievement but through divine choice. God's claim at the end of verse 5 that he owns all the earth 
emphasizes his election of Israel. ' As far as this text is concerned, there are two possibilities of 
interpretation about the relationship between election and covenant. Either there is only one substance 
having two aspects (i. e. election and covenant), or there are two substances (i. e. election and covenant) 
which share common factors. 
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'*=, is used for the new official relationship between God and Israel. And as we have 
seen above, 7'ab expresses a relationship. ciao itself, without the additional clause in 195b 
Wmrm-' v; ), brings clearly the notion of election, because its meaning 
`special possession'- expresses that Israel is chosen by God for a special relationship with 
God. r'ab contains in fact not only the concept of covenant but also that of election. 
Therefore the clause `ý-`Z : `npr-3. tp) does not add a new theological idea to 
r X9, but it emphasizes or clarifies once again Israel's special position as a chosen people 
among the nations as in Dt 7: 6,14: 2. 
2.43.4.19.6aß" 1 Wf hat r. %7 z rv u- " onrtý) 
(1) flýý7ý tuýtxý (the second promise of God) 
There are two aspects of this phrase, which is unique in the OT, to be considered ; (i) 
its content, and (ii) the literary use of each word. These two aspects are closely related to 
each other. And the understanding of content controls the understanding of the literary 
analysis. 
(i) the aspect of content 
Although G. Fohrer and R. B. Y. ScottU l2) summarize in, detail several possible 
interpretations of this phrase, we want to make a simplified categorization of the opinions 
Ill. For the study history of this verse see W. Caspari (1929,105-110), R. B. Y. Scott (1950,213-215), J. Bauer 
(1958,283-286), H. Wildberger (1960, passim, esp. 80f), WL Moran (1962,7-20), G. Fohrer (1963,359-362), J. H. 
Elliot (1966,50-78), HJ. Kraus (1966,50-61), N. Lohfink (1971,275-305), H. Cazelles (1976,541-545), J. 
Coppens (1977,185-186), R Mosis (1978,1-25), F. G. Lopez (1982,438-463). R. R. Ellis (1988, passim). 
112. G. Fohrer (1963,359), R. B. Y. Scott (1950,213-219). For instance R. B. Y. Scott explains two possibilities of 
grammatical analysis of the two nouns in this phrase (and like in the example suggested by R. R. Ellis 
(1988,126-128, esp. 127, n1), although the third view is logically possible (i. e. two nouns are in absolute state 
to be translated as 'kings and priests' (Talgum), but : 1]ýL`b is not used as in the absolute state in the 
OT) :YVt (a) the nomen regens (! 1]ýL''b) may express an attribute of the nomen rectum as in the 
phrase D1t `71= 'a fool of a man', 'a foolish man (e. g. LXX ýiomOOflov wpoatU{io) 'royal priesthood'. 
(b) vice versa as in the phrase 'i'J 7 `L1 'my holy hill' (e. g. Vulgate ('regnum sacerdotale') 'priestly 
kingdom: 
115 
R. B. Y. Scott, comparing another phrase like i'ý1, `1a, concludes PZ] LND expresses the substantive 
idea and D`; 7 its attribute, and the right translation of this phrase 
isYeither 'kingdom of priests' (in 
modern versions and in the natural rendering of the MT) or 'regnum saoedotale (Vulgate). And further 
he enumerates five possible meanings of this grammatical analysis : (1) a kingdom composed of priests, 
(2) a kingdom possessing a legitimate priesthood, (3) a kingdom with a collective priestly responsibility on 
behalf of all peoples, (4) a kingdom ruled by priests, (5) a kingdom set apart and possessing collectively, 
alone among all peoples, the right to approach the altar of Yahweh. Among these he chooses the fifth. 
R. B. Y. Scott's grammatical interpretation about the attibutive role of 0'312) towards the substantive 
! 1]ý121D (i. e. following the example of Vulgate) is more plausible than the vice versa (ire. following the 
example of LXX). Three major dictionaries support this view : GB, BDB, and HAL interpret 
1' =M as the construct form of 7]ý7Lb, and ! 1]ßi f] is preferably nomen regens and 0'I1: whose Y V, f I' -VV 1- ý1 
construct form is `Ifl functions as nomen rectum as in many normal cases. But the opposite 
possibility is slight. And the fifth alternative (R. B. Y. Scott) is, grammatically speaking, the most possible 
one because in 195b, which belong to the same context and has the same spirit of promise, we read that 
Israel's privilege is in the fact that God has chosen Israel among all the people. However, he does not 
weigh whether the real matter in this second promise of God is in its function as priests or in its 
privilege. What the author wants to express is not the function as priest but Israel's privileged or 
exalted status as God's chosen one among all the people, as we shall see soon. 
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of commentators : (a) functional understanding of this phrase, (b) Israel's function and her 
privilege as its result, and (c) Israel's privileged status as God's people. 
(a) functional understanding 
J. P. Hyatt<13) advocates this interpretation : 
`Asa `kingdom of priests' the Israelites were all to have access to Yahweh, and 
the nation was to serve as priest for the rest of the nations of the world. ' 
However, the commentators following this interpretation do not consider properly the 
context of this second promise of God in Ex 19-24 (at least 19". 3-8) or in the book of 
Exodus as a whole. Rather their concern is the connection of this unique phrase with 
other similar phrases in other books of the OT. And then in some cases commentators 
tend to insist the influence of other texts on this phrase in 19: W114) 
(b) Israel's function and the privilege as its result. 
R. Martin-Achard is a typical commentator who adopts this interpretation' 15), 
considering Ex 19.3b-8 as the product of the deuteronomic editor influenced by Is Q6 and 
Jer 2: 3 : 
`The two expressions (a kingdom of priests' and `a holy nation' TOS) are almost 
synonymous; together they emphasize Israel's privilege, and define its situation in 
the world and also the part it must play. _ This is a privilege which involves 
responsibility. priesthood cannot be anything else than a vocatio016) 
This understanding, however, is in fact a combination of the interpretation (a) and (c). 
Because of the same failure to look at the context as in (a) this interpretation cannot 
stand. 
(c) Israel's privileged status as God's people. "') 
113. (Ex, 200). Similarly F. C Fensham (Ex, 120) : 'De priesteljke kwaliteiten moet dit volle aan andere volken 
ten goede komen door zijn missionaire task to aanvaarden. ' Further also A. Knobel (Ex, 192), HL Strack 
(Ex, 223f. ), G. Beer (Ex, 97), M. Noth (ATD, Ex, 126 = OTL, Ex, 157), and H. Cazelles (1977,78). Recently T. E. 
Fretham (1991,361) wrongly defines the Sinai covenant as 'vocational covenant' without thorough exegesis. 
114. H. -J. Kraus (1966,59). Many commentators also make connection between Ex 19.5f. and Is 6L6. to 
support their functional understanding of this phrase. However, it is doubtful whether the mention of 
heathen in Is 61Sf. (0'11, '1 `3n) refers to Israel's mission to them. Rather this text seems to picture 
the heathen serving lsraeL And in the whole Pentateuch the functional understanding of Israel's role 
among nations is very rare except some unsure passages (e. g. Gen 121-3). In Ex it is very difficult to 
find this function of Israel among nations especially in the Sinai pericope. Although before Ex 19 there 
are many allusions to Israel's coming to mount Sinai for covenant making. there is no hint about Israel's 
function as priests. 
115. (1962,37-40). M. Buber (1952,125), supposing that the concept of the covenant between JHWH (the 
King) and the people is in this Sinai covenant, holds that the priest serves the King personally as a 
servant (2 Sam 818,1 Chr 1817,1 Kings 4:, 2 Sam 206). H-J. Kraus (1966,59). 
116. Because of this interpretation he (196239, a9) understands the plural (D`31Z) as intensive. 
117.1 Dhorme (1956,203ff) translates 19.5b 'You will be privileged for me among all the peoples. 
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R. B. Y. Scottt118) makes a clear-cut statement : 
`But there is no support whatever for it (functional understanding, TOS) in the 
immediate context of Exod. XIX 6, where what is emphasized is rather the 
separation of Israel from all other peoples' 
He" 11) further points out, Is 61: 6 where a similar phrase (ryi `; Z. in the first line of 61-6) 
appears seems to emphasize the privileged status of Israel by adding the parallel third and 
fourth lines of 61: 6 : `You will feed on the wealth of nations, and in their riches you will 
boast. 1120) If the connection between Ex 195b-6a and Is 61: 6 is certain, Is 61: 6 seems to 
support this second understanding of Irrt 1'U3nb (i. e. as privilege). Therefore, it is better 
to acknowledge this' phrase could have functioned as a seed or precursor for the concept 
of Israel's priestly function in the prophetic books, if there is a textual connection of Ex 
195b-6 with the prophetic texts021) J. H. ElliotU22) makes some interesting and correct 
observations about this verse : 
(1) in this ancient text there is no trace of a polemic against the Levitical priesthood, 
(2) the concern of this text is an emphasis not upon the priestly function but rather 
upon the priestly relationship to JHWH, 
(3) =ýnn is a unique expression having only Is 61.6 as the close text. Is 6L: 6 
shows in its terminology and content the affinity with Dt 18: 1-5 and the analogy of 
levitical privilege, 
11& (1950,217). See the arguments against the functional understanding eg. J. H. Elliot (1966, passim), and 
especially Th. C. Vriezen (1953,61) who effectively rejects the idea of 'Missionsgedanken in this text 
compared with the time of the Reformation : 'Aber dafür war damals, als es galt Israel aus dem 
geistigen Verfall, aus der Gefahr des Synkretismus zu retten, die Zeit noch nicht reif. Wir werden den 
Reformatoren des 16. Jahrhunderts doch nicht im Ernst den Vorwurf machen, daß sie die Mission nicht 
in den Vordergrund gerückt haben: Also H. Cazelles (1987,291) and B. Renaud (1991,49f. ). R. R. Ellis 
(1988,146ff), on the one hand, agrees that there is no contextual support for the functional understanding 
of this phrase in Ex. But, on the other hand, he holds that one should not overlook the possibility that 
this second promise of God served as a precursor for the mission concept. However, before making any 
connection with other texts in the OT we should be rigorous about the meaning of a phrase in its 
context. And in this regard what R. R. Ellis should have studied primarily is not the connection of this 
phrase with the similar concepts in Is 61.6 (D=ý -OK` U"11' * "l l'1 ' 4K1ý7l1 i 117` `ý7 ý on-KI) 1) 
related indirectly to this phrase, but with li`ýý1ý in Dtt 2619, X8: 1 which has the direct relationship to 
WX Z M5= in various aspects. 
119. (1950,213). 
120. There is also a parallelism in the first and second lines of Is 61 : 11`1` ` 1Z is parallel with `l1let: 
1171"K. In this parallelism the phrase 111' "N12 does not demand the literally functional 
understanding of this phrase because of l J'? `t. % 4' . Apparently the author of 
Isaiah intends to 
mention not the office as priest which Israel tales among all nations but Israel's privileged status among 
them. 
12L In the consideration of Is 61: 6 we should also consider Is 6l; -8b-9 which apparently belongs to the same 
context of Is 61. In Is 618b-9 there are two factor to be discerned for our purpose : (1) Naturally the 
key issue of Is 61: 8b-9 is D15 1111ýiZ &Y M%2 in Is 61: 8b, and therefore at least the theme of Is 
61: 8b-9 is covenant. (2) The result of this issue is' mentioned in Is 61: 9 with four lines. All these four 
lines speak about the eleborated status of Israel among nations not directly denoting Israel's priestly 
function. These two factors correspond very well with the content of Ex 1915b-6 and Dt 2618-19 (see 
3.6.5.5. ). An important support for this interpretation comes from 19.22 The fact that D`17 N7 may 
approach God (11ý''SK CR: W1_) belongs to the privilege of the priests in cult (H. Cazelles (1987,291) 
and B. Renaud (1991,50)). 
122. He (1966,62) holds that 193b-6 is based on the ancient cultic observance and 196 presents the central 
emphasis of this pericope. Recently H. Cazelles (1987,289-294) offers a similar interpretation. 
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" (4) `the text possibly implies that Israel's priesthood is to comprise further a mediatorial 
and missionary function among : pit -a new aspect of Israel's priestliness consistent with 
the universalistic view of the prophet. But this can only be inferred. The text itself 
speaks only to the question of priestly privilege 123) 
This interpretation suits the context of Ex where Israel is at the stage of formation as a 
nation after the exodus but not yet at the stage to do mission work for the world. 
(ü) the literary aspect' 
Commentators are usually confused in the interpretation of Cr i rt ; because there 
are two possible levels of literary usage : (1) descriptive level and (2) metaphorical level. 
(1) The first word (ii ) of this phrase is used descriptively. This word describes the 
existing situation and if we take only this word, the translation could be `Israel shall 
become a kingdom' or `Israel shall have a kingship'. However, here we do not need to 
think about the existence of kingdom or kingship in this context. Israel as a kind of 
theo-political entity is expressed with nzý= and this understanding corresponds with the 
use of lip of the third promise. In general to constitute a nation three vital elements are 
required, political integrity, people, land. In other words, mz5= with `ii in parallelism 
expresses two elements which constitute the entity as a nation, the theo-political integrity 
and the people. Jn spite of, these preparations to be a perfect nation, it is impressive that 
in this section there is no mention of the word, king. This phenomenon contradicts the 
somewhat rigid understanding of Ni Buber{124) that the reality of this section is YHWH's 
kingship. In this text YHWH does not make a covenant with His people as a king, but 
YHWH as the God makes a covenant with his people. 
(2) The second word (0rri Z) of the phrase rr: 3=b) is used metaphoricallyP 25) 
As we have seen in the previous argument, the primary concern of this text is not with 
the function of Israel as priest but with Israel's privileged status. This corresponds with the 
primary concern of the two other promises of God (the first lab and the third 1'tß ) 
in 195b-6a which is not with Israel's special function026) but her privileged special stat&127) 
Therefore, in the present context of the Sinai pericope the functional understanding of all 
three promises is less plausible, and therefore 0rx7z has a metaphoric sense. In other 
words, just as a priest enjoys his high social position, Israel does the same among other 
123. This fact is also pointed out by RB. Y. Scott (1950217). 
124. (1970,1111f) cf. Ex 1538, Dt 331-7. 
125. Metaphorical sense derives from 'genitif de qualite of this word (Joüon § 141, B. Renaud, 1991,50). 
126. W. L. Moran (1962, passim, esp. 17) understands this phrase functionally, and translating this phrase merely 
descriptively ('a royalty of priests'), and therefore he cannot find the metaphorical sense of this phrase. 
127. RK Ellis (1988,82). However, his understanding about the content of this phrase (p. 139ff) is a mixed 
one of various possible interpretations (e. g. 'Israel as people which worshiped Yahweh, rather than pagan 
deities', 'Israel's position was like that of a priest with regard to holiness, `the priestly position of Israel 
suggests that the nation was able to draw near to God'). Only his fourth interpretation (p. 141) is most 
reasonable : 'the proposal that Israel was to be a kingdom of priests implies that the nation held a 
position of dignity and nobility. 
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nations. 
Therefore, the phrase crr(z =v ==(128) should be interpreted metaphorically. The status 
of Israel among all other nations should be `like' the priest in a society. W. Mosist121) 
gives a clear-cut explanation about this phrase :_, 
`Wie `Krongut' und `heiliges Volk' bezeichnet auch `priesterliches Königsreich' 
nicht ein Amt und eine Aufgabe, sondern einen Stand und eine Würde die Israel 
durch Jahwes Wertung und Schätzung und für sie empfangen soll `Priesterliches 
Königreich' nennt nicht eine Funktion, die Israel gegenüber den Heiden oder 
gegenüber Jahwe auszuüben hätte, sondern den Adel, der dem Volk von Jahwe 
her und in seinen Augen zu eigen ist. ' 
(2) vm7 13 (the third promise of God) 
L. Perlitt'30', who presupposes the exilic background of Ex 193b-8 and does not define 
the second promise (D'Irf z týýýn) clearly, tries to understand the third promise (riiV t) 
functionally : 
`In diesem Prozeß der Funktions-Heiligkeit wird Israel, Nit unter c, % also in den 
Dienst der Gottverherrlichung hineingezogen; Wi'ii7 ist es nur dafür und nur 
insoweit! 
However, this promise and the second promise do not give any allusion to a functional 
understanding in the context (2.43.4. (1)). As we have pointed out, tiii in this phrase does 
not denote the substantial quality of Israel, like inherent holinesss131), rather it denotes 
Israel's separated position towards God among other people. Therefore, it has still the 
basic connotation of `separation from somethine 132), but this phrase does not 
positively suggest the holiness as an inherent quality of Israel. In this sense this word 
corresponds with the basic meaning of the first promise 1 (2.43.4. (1)): 
128. J. Bauer (1958,284) suggests that D`1_1Z 11ýýbb, the phrase combined with two nouns, shows the 
literary technique of hendiadys so that we translate this the priestly kingship'. However, it is doubtful 
whether there is hendiadys here (see W. G. E. Watson, 1984,327f). Even though we accept this literary 
technique, still the translation, `the priestly kingship', is quite difficult to understand if we do not 
interpret this with metaphorical sense. J. Cde Moor (1990,166) holds that this phrase evokes the state of 
Thebes ruled by the high priests of Amun. The charismatic leadership of priests in Egypt as well as 
Israel is in the background of this phrase. Therefore, he (1990,218ff) takes this phrase having the 
substantial meaning 'the kingdom controlled by the priests (Moses)' as the kingdom of Thebes, which is 
the direct outcome of the covenant making between the deity and the people. The connection between 
the Egytian history and the OT is very interesting especially because we can explain not only Ex 19-24 
as the covenant making between the deity (YHWH) and the people (Israel) but also the huge amount of 
priestly legislation of Ex 25-Num 10 as the result of this covenant. The contribution of J. Cde Moor in 
our text is that the covenant between the deity and the people and the kingship of that deity is not 
strange before the first mil. B. C. In any case, until we acquire the elaborated archeological result and 
the enhanced comparative study of the ANET, it is safe to point out that this argument clarifies this 
phrase means the privileged position of Israel 
129. (1978,25). 
130. (1969,174). And further he (1969,175) interprets that the clause in 195b Q'11tl-'Z reveals the 
spiritual character of the exile. 
13L M. Buber (1970,113). 
132. H Holzinger (Ex, 124 : 'im passiven Sinn - Gottes besonderes Eigentum, auserwählt, ihm geweiht). 
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Finally it is important to consider the relationship between the second promise (ri 
:4 . J) and the third promise (Viiiijln pia). Both phrases do not need to be in perfect 
synonymous parallelism. In 19.6a the first words of each phrase (: Vý1= / M) parallel each 
other perfectly. However, the second words of each phrase /ý7 are different in 
their grammatical feature : namely Drlwz is noun but M -q. 15 is adjective. 033) Therefore, we 
have to hold that the parallelism in these phrases is not at the level of each corresponding 
word (nl. the first word of the first phrase to the first word of the second phrase) but at 
the level of the meaning of the total two-word phrases. '34) We find cases where 
7z5nn appears with t in the OT (e. g. Gen 17: 6,35: 11, Ez 37: 22, Hag 222 (pL), Ps 46: 7). 
And more closely to Ex 195b-6a the phrase ilb('7) +1+ ýntD('ý) is used in several cases 
(1 Ks 1&10,10, Is 60: 12, Jer 110,18: 7,9,278, Zeph 34 2 Chr 3215). In these texts two general 
usages are found : 
(1) the parallel use of and pit is not strange, 
(2) in some cases (e. g. Gen 17: 6,35: 11, Ps 46: 7, Is 60: 2) two words as a kind of 
merismus seem to work in order to signify the totalityP35 
In particular, the successive use of these words in the same context in 1 Kings 181010 ('b. 
7zýLtýa / Mý-rKt n5nvi-rx) and Jer 18: 7,9 two times) and the use in 
the same promises of Gen 17.6,3511 show that the successive use of both words express 
the concept of totalityP36) 
(3) the relationship between the three promises of God in 19. Sb-6. 
It is interesting to point out that the three promises of God (n 9, » rýýbtý, 'ia 
133. Although both words (D'P`I: / Vi17) are related to each other, the meaning of Cä115 does not 
depend on the second promise (D'ß, 1: ) but rather it depends on the first promise 0*=) so that the 
concept of 'chosenness among all the people is stressed. 1'J117 within 193-8 at least means that Israel is 
'seperated', 'chosen', or 'selected' among all other nations by God. The context of 193-8 demands that 
7117 does not have the concept of holiness inherent Israel but the concept of relation. G. Fohrer 
(1963,362, esp. n. 18) with W. Staerk (1937,8f. ) holds correctly that Ex 19.5 is deeply related to Lev 2&. 26 
where the concept of holiness is connected with the election concept. This interpretation of holiness is 
at least valid in this context of Ex 195b-6a. 
134. G. Fohrer (1963,360) alludes slightly to this degree of parallelism L Perlitt (1969,175) understands this 
with the traditional term, synthetic parallelism. Meanwhile, B. Renaud (1991,50) holds that both phrases 
'ne seraient pas paralleles mais complementaires, designant respectivement le gouvernant «royaute de 
pretres», et le gouverne «nation sante». However, the intentions of the text is not that the second 
promise means 'le gouvernant' and the third promise means 'le gouverne'. 
135. See J. Krasovec (1977), G. E. Watson (1984,321-324), and L Alenso Schökel (1988,83f) about merismus. 
136. W. L. Moran (1962,17). A. Cody (1964,3-4), followed by DJ. McCarthy (1978,271, n. 55), assumes that 
t may be a fixed correlative to o=5V: making a phrase to describe a complete polity. Before the 
formation of the two phrases (D'ý1ýý r1: ýLý1ý C/i17 11) i 1"7 t and `L1 in parallel have merismus 
effect. We have seen in 2.43.4. (1) that ý]ýLýb with in the' parallelism expresses two elements which 
constitute the entity as a nation, the then-political integrity and the people. And these two together 
with the land consist the concept of a nation. In this wandering stage of Israel before coming to the 
promised land, these two concepts are the elements to constitute an independent nation which has 
special relationship to God. M. Buber (1958,106) uses an apt term for this Israel, 'a pre-state divine state. ' 
The primary theme of these two phrases is that the identity of Israel lies in the special relationship with 
God rather than its common origin or common objective or selfs commonly possessed land. Since these 
two phrases, as we shall see soon, elucidate the first promise (`1' ) in 19.5b, this first promise also 
strongly alludes to the fact that the primary target of forming tIe'entity of Israel lies in the Israel's 
special relationship with God. 
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týiýý5) are not - tightly linked. They are not connected simply with WAW but instead 
rnpm-3= is between the first and the second promises. We should infer 
the intention of the author not from some important word or phrase but from his 
arrangement of the materials. From the present arrangement we realize that these three 
promises do not have equal importance. In order to know the intention of the author we 
should look at the sentences from the literary point of view.. The parallelism which is 
apparent in this short text (195b-6a) is particularly important for this purpose! "') We 
make the following summary about, the relationship between the three promises. Firstly, 
the second and the third promises =Z= 19: 6aa, Viip "ii 19: 6ab) form a unity. 
Secondly, both together correspond with the first promise (. fttýao 195b). Thirdly, the second 
promise (Crr7: =ýnt: ) meaning Israel's privileged status (2.43.5. (1)) fits in with the first 
promise which expresses the same meaning. Fourthly, the concept of `chosenness' (Giip) 
in the third, promise. is directly connected with Israel's chosen position by God among all 
the people in the first promise. 
Therefore, we conclude that the fundamental statement of God's promise of the 
covenant is in the first promise : Israel will be the treasured possession of God (r ). 
And this concept is supplemented by the following phrases in 19: 5b (o'ppr-ý and 
rnwr` # In other words, the first promise is the principal pronouncement about the 
relationship between YHWH and Israel, and the second and the third promises are 
supplementing and detailing the first promise. U38) The . three promises do not mean that 
there are three different promises. Rather they all express one promise with different 
words and phrases : Israel's special relationship with God, which is not shared with other 
people. W. L. Moran reasonably summarizes(139) the whole content of the three promises : 
`It is the (the second, TGS) plus the ei7 ni 1b (the third, TGS) which 
form the totality, the personal possession of Yahweh (rýa9, the first, TGS). ' 
N. M. Sarna(140), although his functional understanding of these phrases is not correct, 
expresses this relationship between three terms more precisely : 
137. We have seen in 242 & 2435. (2) about two levels of parallelism in 19.5b-6a. 
138. This understanding fits in with the textual arrangement of 19.6. At the beginning of 19.6 we read the 
emphatic pronoun MAX which is also used at the beginning of God's proposal in 19: 4 O. K. 
Kuntz, 1967,77). If we accept that the author uses this emphatic pronoun intentionally to mark the 
beginning and the end of the proposal, it is very likely that there is a short pause between 195b and 
19: 6a to explain the first promise more fully once again in 19& This understanding is supported by the 
examples of the ANET. Namely 15ab, the term of the first promise, is found in the ANE (treaty) 
texts (2.43.4. (1)), but the terms of the second and third promises are not reported to be found in the 
ANET. This means that the first is the original expression of the treaty (covenant) relationship which is 
widely used in the ANE treaties, but the second and the third promises are the invention or application 
of the OT to supplement the first original expression. 
139. (1962,17) and G. Fohrer (1963, passim) generally follows his idea. W. Caspari (1929,105ff), followed by 
G. von Rad (1938,36-37 = 1966,40), already points out the connection between the second promise and 
the third promise, although by this he believes both items reveal the actual sacred institution following. 
Similarly M Noth (1930,121). 
140. (1986,31). 
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`The second description of Israel as "a kingdom of priests and a holy nation" 
alludes to the consequences that flow or should flow from that special (r TGS) 
relationship with God. 
2.43.5.19: 6b (5x-& =-`nt 1vih -Vx D`vrt 7`nt "f 1" "1V1Y1"Y1 Y^ 
This is the ending clause of God's word"4" which corresponds with the beginning 
clause in 19.3b as we have seen in 2.42-: 
[B] 193b - the beginning formula of God's direct speech 
[B'] 19: 6b - the ending formula of God's direct speech 
And inside each sentence also we find a similar structure : 
[b3] [b2] [bl] 
193b trtý -tDrfr 7z 
196b ihr ýýý-5rc vin -ex n-v= 7ýrc ^T 1" 1Y ý/ V ^I "t 1^ V" 
[bl] : the demonstrative indication for the message 
[b2] : the imperative spoken to the messenger (Moses) 
[b3) : the addressee (Israel) 
143.6.19: 7-8 
: 111 1' !m- Tirbm D`u'11T`7., o r crrný üt7*1 C, "., 91 1iJb WWI 19: 7 TI" -I V "" ""TI"V "" 1"Y Tý 
:. '117`-ýM L^ß, 11 `1a'-r rf t cri 1 
ll; 
/1ýjý3 11T 'UT-t ý"z At' 11 "V'1, 
ur1 8 
"IYf "" 1"VYY Tý Y_"iV. V-8 1f/1 
Interestingly enough, in 19.7 Moses does not go directly to the people but he summons 
the elders, although God tells him (193b) to speak to the people. Presumably it is assumed 
that the elders represent the people. (14') The elder's report of Moses' word (0'11s 'ýz 
ýýýý)(143) to the people is also assumed although there is no mention of it. The 
representative function of the elders is mentioned explicitly not only in this section among 
the Sinai pericope but also in the last section of the Sinai pericope (24: 2,9, especially v11 
5tZ- 'ý' ). If the covenant perspective is the major theme in the Sinai pericope, the 
appearance of elders in the beginning (19.7) and at the end (24: 9-ll) of the Sinai pericope is 
natural and meaningful. 
Moses initially calls the elders (or `; ý5i 19: 7). Then in 19: 8 the subject of the response is 
`all the people' (0 r' ). In this case we can clearly understand why the scene is not 
14L FJ. Andersen (1974,54) defines this clause as colophon of the God's proposal For example in Gen 24a, 
1020,31.32,22: 23,254b, 16,3526b, 3&5b, Ex 615b, 19,24b, 25b, 3&2L 
142 RC Fensham (Ex, 120). See Ex 429,12: 21, and Dt 5: 23 (F. -L Hossfeld, 1982,188). 143. H. Greßmann (1913,180f., n3) insists that this phrase points to the Book of the Covenant, and therefore 
it has to come after that. However, this phrase is better interpreted that Moses 'perfectly' brings all the 
words of JHWH to the people. 
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reported that the elders speak to the people. "") 
The repeated use of ýZ (19: 8) emphasizes the hearty acceptance of the terms of covenant 
by the people. The question of BS. Childs 145) about the meaning of this section in the 
whole Sinai pericope is appropriate : 
`How can the people agree to accept as the grounds of the covenant "all that 
Yahweh has spoken", when God's will has not yet been revealed to them 7 
This question makes clear that both parties understand very well that the covenant 
conditions are not given yet but will be given after this preliminary negotiation stage. 
The people's acceptance of God's proposal is expressed not with an abstract expression 
(e. g. `we will accept your terms') but with a very practical one (7'pß). This characteristic 
of the people's answer corresponds with the practical demand of God in 19.5a for making 
a covenant with the people (' -r t cm r}r pi a, see 2.433. ). 
Moses' bringing the people's word to God (19.8b, 9b) is the reply to God's message to 
them (193b, see 2.4.2. ). 1 
2.4.4. Definition of the subject of 193-8 
Hitherto we have studied important exegetical issues in 193b-8. The ultimate purpose 
of that exegesis is to define the subject matter of this section and its function within the 
whole Sinai pericope. 
2.4.4. L Attempts to define the subject of 193b-8 
S. Mowinckel"40 defines this section as `imitation des propheties cultuelles' mainly 
because of the formula in 193b (SKI -=5 rim t7p, - r`Z' W=K'M 7m). However, 
although this aspect is found in the style of prophetic message, his definition is too short 
to cover all components of this section. 
Compared with this, however, the approach of G. von Rad"47) is more practical. He 
defines that 19: 4-6 as `ein paränetischer Vorspruch vor der Gesetzesverkündigung: We 
acknowledge that there is an element of admonition before the law-giving especially from 
195a. However, his definition does not cover all elements of 193-8. In particular, he does 
not make a proper exegesis of the connection between this section and the law-giving 
which he assumed. 
144. JL McKenzie (1959523f), J1. Durham (Ex, 263f). 
145. (Ex, 367). 
146. (1927428). 
147. (1938,35 = 1958,47 = 1966,40). 
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J. Muilenburg'48' offers an often cited definition : 
`What we have in Exod xix 3-6 is a special covenantal Gattung, and it is scarcely 
too much to say that it is in nuce the f ons et origo of the many covenantal 
pericopes which appear throughout the OT. ' 
Then he draws attentions to three features of these verses and this analysis is still useful : 
(i) 193b - oracular opening""'", 
(ii) 19.4 - proclamation of the mighty acts 
50 , 
(iii)195-6 
the covenantal condition. And then he tries to point out several elements which make this 
text to belong to a (covenantal) Gattung. This Gattung, J. Muilenburg surmises, is 
employed in" the royal cult of the House of David at Jerusalem, which has several 
characteristics. "51) He holds that all these characteristics appear in the covenant and treaty 
texts. The importance of 19: 3b-6 for other covenantal texts in the OT is rightly 
emphasized, although he does not prove it fully. The listing of several elements within 
19.3b-6 is clear enough to suggest that this section has to do with covenant. However, it is 
an overstatement to claim that J. Muilenburg's narrow scope, 193b-6 rather than 19: 3b-8, 
constitutes the covenant Gattung per seP52) And the connection of this section with the 
rest of the Sinai pericope has to be considered. If the relationship between covenant and 
law is a vital question in this section as L. Perlitt and B. S. Childs(153) correctly note, its 
connection with other sections in the Sinai pericope has also to be considered. And to set 
the Sitz im Leben in the House of David at Jerusalem is very hard to verify. And further 
J. Muilenburg's concept of witness (19.4) is definitely wrong. The witness in the covenant 
text attests the covenant event itself not the previous history, which is the case here. 
K. Baltzerý154) surmises quite correctly that there are at least two clear elements which 
indicate that this section is a covenant formula : (i) the `Vorgeschichte (19: 4), (ii) the 
`Grundsatzerklärung' (19: 5-6a). The order of these two components is quite normal in the 
Hittite treaty. The `Grundsatzerklärung', having the character of `eine juristische 
Deklaration', usually follows the `Vorgeschichte' as the `Voraussetzung des 
Vertragsverhältnisses' and is followed by the `Einzelbestimmungen. "55 Although some 
148. (1959,352ff). 
149. Similar phrases are found in the Mari royal texts, the Hittite treaties and the OT prophecy. This is a 
typical speech to messenger. And also it may be considered as a prophetic usage (H. Wildberger 
(1960,14) :2 Sam 7: 8 (= 1 Chr 17: 7), Jer 2337,414, Ez 3327, and this formula is also used to point Moses 
as the messenger (Ex 314f, 2022 ; without 1Z : Jer 21$ 2924,3: 29, Lev 17ä, 202, Num 11.18)). 
150. Israel herself is witness to the mighty acts of Yahweh. The concept of witness exists in the ANET 
(e. g. treaties, marriage contracts) as well as in the OT (Gen 31.44,48, Dt 3019,31: 28, Jos 2227f, 24: 22-27,1 
Sam 12-5). 
15L Namely (a) the structure of the protasis-apodosis, the conditional sentence, and the inclusion of 
apodictic requirement (19.5-6a), (b) the presence of the covenant mediator (Moses), (c) the motif of the 
witness (19: 4), (d) the pronounced 1-Thou style, (e) the recital of the mighty acts (194), (f) the emphatic 
call to obedience (19Sa, inf. abs. + ipf), (g) the transitional 1! '1Y1. 
152 N. Lohfink's criticism (1961,419-425) to K. Baltzer's statement, as we shall see soon, applies here too. 
153. L Perlitt (1969,179) and B. S. Childs (Ex, 367 : 'How can the people agree to accept as the grounds of the 
covenant "all that Yahweh has spoken, when God's will has not yet been revealed to them 7). 
154. (1960,37f). 
155. K Baltzer (1960,22f). According to DA Patrick (1971.13) the 'Grundsatzerklärung' is the new element 
found by K. Baltzer compared with the analysis of V. Koros`ec (1931). His comment (1960,22) on the 
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vital components for covenant formula are lacking, `in nuce ist es aber bereits ein 
vollständiger BundesschluW156) We acknowledge that in this section there are undeniable 
elements showing that the concern of 193b-8 is to make the covenant relationship between 
YHWH and Israel. But at the same time we can say that this section is not enough to 
satisfy the condition to be a full covenant formula. The missing elements in this section 
are found in the following sections within the larger block of the Sinai pericope. When 
19: 3b-8 stands together with other components within the Sinai pericope, they form a full 
covenant between God and Israel. 
For H. Wildbergerr'57' 19: 3b-8 is the `Frwählungsproklamation'. However, although the 
election motif is surely an important factor in this section, this concept is too general to 
describe correctly the detailed aspects of this section. 193b-8 has to do with a more 
specific motif than election, namely the official formation of the relationship between 
YHWH and Israel 
N. Lohfink"158' renders a sensible definition of this section : 
`Ex 19: 3-8 wohl nicht als eigentlicher Bundesschluß, sondern als eine Art 
'Bundesvorverhandlung'gemeint ist. '(159) 
L. Perlitt'60' argues that to recognize this as covenant formula is superfluous. 
`... bezeugen die beinahe paränetischen Elemente mancher Staatsverträge bestenfalls 
diplomatische Heuchelei, nicht aber die Freiheit der Vasallen : 'Zn Wirklichkeit 
waren alle diese Verträge das Ergebnis von Gewalt und nicht von Überredung. " 
Darum ist auch der Vergleich mit den verschiedensten königlichen 
Proklamationsformen das alten Orients ganz müßig' 
His criticism against the overstated arguments of K. Baltzer and J. Muilenburg is to some 
extent correct, when both scholars try to identify a full covenant formula in this section. 
However, L. Perlitt simply forgets that the content of 193b-8 is arranged practically but 
not in a formulaic wayO61° (i. e. strict bilateral pronouncement of the covenant relationship 
by both parties) as nearly all official treaties of the ANE formulate the political, diplomatic 
connection between the 'Grundsatzerklärung' and the 'Einzelbestimmungen' is particularly significant to 
understand the relationship between 193-S and the following (law) sections : 'Die Einzelbestimmungen 
sind die rechtliche Konsequenz aus dem Vertragsverhältnis : Ist der Partner treu, dann wird auch 
dadurch deutlich, daß die Grundsatzerklärung vor Einzelbestimmungen noch einmal aufgenommen 
werden kann. Die Grundsatzerklärung selbst enthält vor allem allgemeine Imperative. Ihre 
Grundforderung ist die Loyalität des Vertragspartners. ' 
156. He is followed by P. Buis (1966,400), who considers this as covenant formula. 
157. (1960,16). 
158. (1961,299), (1961,419-425). 
159. L. Perlitt considers this definition as 'genugsamer' than that of K. Baltzer. A. K. Fenz (1964,52), 
following N. Lohfink, considers this section as 'Bundesvorverhandlung' or 'Bundesangebot'. Further see 
W. L. Moran (1961/2,126 'Verbereitung des Bundesschlusses'), B. Couroyer (1968,92: 'promesse de 
I'alliance). 
160. (1969,177ff). 
16L See the comment of DJ. McCarthy (1978,272-273) about the unique feature of this section and further 
criticism of DJ. McCarthy (1972,116 = 1985,48). 
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issues practically for the benefit of or from the standpoint of the suzerain. It is not 
necessary that all components in the biblical covenant formula has to be found in the 
ANE treaties. However, the difference between the OT covenant and the ANE treaty 
does not make void the undeniable similarity between both literary genres as a whole. 
Rather this difference reveals the unique theological feature of the biblical covenant when 
compared with the ANE treaties, God's gentle approach to his people. And L Perlitt does 
not consider the ANE materials, especially the treaties properly. Therefore, he cannot 
compare rightly the OT covenant and the ANE treaties. 062) Further, although he rightly 
criticizes J. Muilenburg for lack of concern about 193b-8 as a whole, he himself does not 
pay enough attention to the position of 193b-8 within the whole Sinai pericope. His 
atomistic approach is found throughout his thesis. "") 
A. ReichertU64) makes a constructive comment on 19-3b-8: 
Ts scheint vor allem von der grundsätzlichen Annahme des Bundesverhältnisses 
als Vasallitätsverhältnis im Sinne der Verträge inspiriert zu sein. ' 
P. Kalluveettil(165) also gives a useful observation : 
`The tone of two expressions ('i -rtt Drm yt't: ýt-cM in 195a, 
TGS) is more characteristic of the opening scene of a covenant negotiation than 
the closing or sealing ceremony of an alliance (italics, TGS)ý166) 
162. (1969,179 : 'In Ex 193-8 fehlt für einen sinnvollen Vergleich mit den altorientalischen Stattsverträgen 
überhaupt das Wesentliche : einen Explikation der Verhaltensnormen'). In the ANE treaties the 
stipulations are scattered in various parts within a treaty document and they are often repeated several 
times with a slight modification, because they are formulated practically to meet the need of the 
situation. For instance in the VTE we read several repetitions of the obligation to report the treason, or 
opposition (S. Parpola &K Watanabe, 1988,28-45). It is too much to say that, the norm or obligation has 
to be contained only within the section 193b-8. 
163. For instance about 19-5 (1969,171) : 'Segen oder Zusage durch Bedingung, oder Ermahnung erworben 
oder erhalten. ' However, 19-5-6 is not simply blessing or promise as we have seen in 2.43.4. (3). 
Although it is formulated by the conditional sentence style, the content of this passage does not allow us 
to interpret it purely conditionally, because the three promises (Ex 195b-ba) are in fact the relationship 
concepts having an existential characteristic (see 3.655). Further 195 has to be considered according to 
its function within the context of 193-8. 
164. (1972,141). Further M. Weinfeld (1975,128) makes an interesting suggestion. The fact that 1ý10 is 
used closely with l1Zýbb is better understood in the light of the suzerain-vassal imagery 6? 'the 
Ugaritic text. 
165. (1982,157). However, he (1982,157, ns. 148,150) holds that 193-8 is originally independent covenant tradition 
from the Sinai pericope, apparently because of his lack of interest on the whole issue of the Sinai 
pericope. Therefore, he holds that the oral affirmation of the people in 197 becomes the covenant 
enacting rite : 'it is the word alone (no symbolic ritual. follows it) that makes the covenant. ' However, 
the components in 193-8 allude to some formal activity which should be performed in the near future 
for the enactment of the covenant relationship which is being negotiated. The negotiation is done only 
through the messenger and the confirmation of the negotiated covenant between the two parties should 
happen in the situation when both parties meet with each other. And the terms of the relationship are 
to be set out and the covenant ceremony also should be performed. All the more all aspects of the 
Sinai pericope can be lost their meaning without this section (R. R. Ellis, 1988,42). Recently J. C. de Moor 
(1990,218) reassures the characteristic of the covenant between the deity and the people by the analogy 
of Egyptian example. Further he (1990,220) criticizes the inadequacy of the assertion that the idea of 
YHWH's kingship was a very late phenomenon which would have arisen only in or after the 
Babylonian Exile. 
166. Similarly A. Phillips (1970,4 and n. 7 : 'the preliminary negotiations which resulted in the agreement to 
establish the covenant') and B. S. Childs (Ex, 367 : 'the invitation to enter into a covenant'). And he 
correctly criticizes E. Gerstenbergeis failure (1965,38-51) to see this aspect. 
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RR Ellis, emphasizing the indispensability of 193b-8 within the Sinai pericope, holdsU167): 
`The pericope establishes the foundation of the covenant in a personal relationship 
rather than law. - If the pericope of verses 3b-8 were absent from Exodus 19, the 
element of a mutually beneficial relationship would be missing from the 
covenant. Moreover, without these verses the Sinai narrative would have neither 
a statement of purpose nor a statement of God's obligations toward Israel. 
Therefore, verses 3b-8 serve the indispensable purpose of placing the covenantal 
call for Israel's obedience in the context of a personal relationship with God 
rather than the context of impersonal law. 
Although R. R. Ellis realizes that there is a certain relationship between this section and the 
whole Sinai pericope, he seems to have made no clear definition of this section or its 
function (or position) within the Sinai pericope or the relationship between this section and 
other sections in the Sinai pericope. "68) 
2.4.4.2. The definition of the subject of 193b-8 
After dealing with the major opinions on the definition of the subject matter of 193b-8, 
we now want to suggest our own by summarizing the positive arguments of various 
commentators : 
(i) The election motif (H. Wildberger) is too general to be the central theme of 193-8. 
A more concrete concept than election, the covenant relationship, is the real matter of this 
section. 
(ii) The terms of the new relationship are not simply superimposed as in the ANE laws 
but negotiated through the messenger (RR Ellis). 
(iii) In 19: 3b-8 we cannot find all the elements to be the covenant formula per se (K. 
Baltzer, J. Muilenburg), but the preliminary negotiation (`Bundesvorverhandlung', 
`Bundesangebot') between the two parties (N. Lohfink, AX. Fenz, A. Phillips, B. S. Childs). 
This means the further steps have to be followed to constitute the full form of the official 
relationship (BS. Childs). 
(iv) However, in this section there are some vital components for making the official 
relationship : the `Vorgeschichte' (19: 4) and the representative words for the 
`Grundsatzerklärung' (19: 5a Most interestingly the existence of the 
`Grundsätzerklarung' in this section alludes to the fact that the `Einzelbestimmungen' will 
be mentioned in the next sections (K. Baltzer, BS. Childs). 
(v) Moses' role as the messenger between the two parties is an important element in 
167. (1988,42). 
168. Further, 'personal - impersonal' category does not seem to be the main point in this section. Rather it 
must be formulated as follows : God does not just impose his law directly from above as in many cases 
of ANE kings (e. g. Hammurabi) - this case seems to be impersonal according to Ellis' terminology -, but He makes a covenant relationship first of all upon which He founds His law. 
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this section. 
(vi) The main features of this section show that there is 'a great similarity between this 
section and the ANE vassal treaty (A. Reichert, M. Weinfeld, DJ. McCarthy, N. Lohfink, P. 
Kalluveettil). 
Consequently we want to suggest the following definition of 193-8: YHWH's preliminary 
proposal of the covenant relationship between YHWH and Israel, which is mediated by 
the messenger Moses and accepted by the people in a preliminary way. 169j There Are 
two aspects of this definition, (i) content, (ii) form. 
(i) In the content of this definition there are three elements : (a) the preliminary event, 
(b) the proposal and the acceptance, (c) the covenant relationship between YHWH and 
Israel. 
(a) Two important components of this section, the proposal of God and the response 
of the people, constitute the opening stage of making a relationship. It is only preliminary 
because from God's side the terms of this covenant relationship are not yet put forward, 
and from the people's side they will repeat later (243,7) the word of consent with a similar 
pý r1r --i Y4 in 19: 8a. From God's side, the context obviously supposes clause (rtý 
that the covenantal terms will be pronounced soon but not right now in this section 
(19: 3b-8). The reason for this postponement seems to be that the whole Sinai pericope 
follows a certain formal procedure and in each section the author concentrates on one or 
two elements of the covenant making procedure. In other words, before the full terms 
(law) of the covenant are suggested, God's proposal (19: 56) only introduces the legitimate 
covenant relationship in a preliminary way. From the people's side the first response (19.8) 
is also a preliminary one and the second and the third responses (24: 3,7) are the 
reaffirmation of the first one after God's terms for the covenant relationship are 
completely revealed. "o) 
(b) 193b-8 reports not the official declaration of the covenant relationship but the 
negotiation where the initiator of that relationship suggests making a relationship through 
the mediator and the people respond through that mediator. 
(c) We have seen in 2.43.4. & 2.435. that the conditional sentence of 195-6a cannot 
169. A. Phillips (1970,4 and n. 7 : 'the preliminary negotiations which resulted in the agreement to establish 
the covenant'), D. Patrick (1977,150 : 'initial negotiations), P. Kalluveettil (1982,157 :' Yahweh proposes to 
them a pact', 'the opening scene of a covenant negotiation). ]NM Wijngaards (1963,56) roughly lists 
three examples of the covenantal proposal (Gen 15: 7, Ex 193b-8, ]os 243-13) and five examples of the 
covenant acceptance (Num 14: 2-4,16: 12-14,203-5, )os 2417f, Dt 263-6). However, she (1963,44) 
interestingly points out that the treaty documents between tuppiluliuma and Kurtiwaza of Mittani (Le, 
two documents of one treaty) preserve this proposing and accepting process (E. F. 
Weidnerj923,3-37,37-57). Further she (1963,43-55) lists the seven stages of the subsequent development 
of the treaty relationship. R. R. Ellis (1988,42-43) holds that 145-6 is an invitation of God and 19.8 is an 
answer to show the willingness of the people to accept the covenant conditions. Cf. the first two items 
of D. J. McCarthy's structure (1978,20) correspond with the present section : (1) negotiations based on the 
existing relationship, (2) clearler definition of the relationship. 
170. Commentators usually puzzel about the reason of the repetition of the direct citation of the peoples 
word (19.8,243,7) in the context of the Sinai pericope. 
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be explained in the usual way. It is a compressed sentence where the covenantal 
relationship is expressed in a very practical way but not in a formulaic or idealistic way. 
If 19: 5-6a expressed purely the conditions and blessing, there would, be no essential 
difference between the laws of the Sinai pericope and the ANE laws. In the ANE, firstly, 
laws are superimposed, without negotiation between a sovereign and the people, from a 
king in the name of the deities, and therefore there is direct demand of a king to keep 
the laws. Secondly, the blessing or curse will be given according to whether the people 
keep the imposed law or not. However, in 19: 3-8 we clearly find the negotiation between 
God and the people, which reveal that the Sinai pericope is not to do simply with law but 
with covenant. All aspects of this initial section of the Sinai pericope show that the 
covenant between God and the people is the topic. We have'seen that Irv in 19.5a does 
not simply mean the stipulations but the stipulations based on a certain relationship 
between the two parties, in this case by the covenant between YHWH and Israel. 
(ii) We want to look at the form of this definition. As a whole the author not only 
states in 19: 3b-8 God's proposal and the people's response for making a special (covenant) 
relationship between the two parties, but also he sets the whole process of making 
relationship within a narrative structure. The author, who carefully prepares the previous 
pericopes before reaching the pericope of covenant making in the mountain of God 
(212.3. ), also controls at the beginning of the Sinai pericope. 
An actual process of making an official relationship between two parties (eg. marriage, 
commercial contract, treaty)U71) may be suggested as follows : 
1st stage : the negotiations are planned. 
2nd stage :a messenger is sent with topic for negotiation. 
3rd stage : the messenger meets and negotiates with the other party. 
4th stage : the messenger reports the other party's answer to the initiator. 
5th stage : both parties meet directly. 
6th stage : both parties make an official document (of marriage, treaty,. ). 
In the ANET we usually find only the end product of making a relationship, the official 
document. '") However, we occasionally read correspondence between two parties before 
both parties reach an agreement. '13) The negotiation between suzerain and vassal in the 
17L J. Muilenburg (1959,352) suggests the literary type of 193b-6 is the message or proclamation which 
belongs to the fixed forms of ANE utterance. Its provenance is probably in the royal message either in 
the manner of treaties (Koresec, Mendenhall) or in the epilogues to the great legal corpora of the ANE. 
172. Two important studies are made recently on the messengers in the ANE : S. A. Meier (1988), John T. 
Greene (1989). J. T. Greene (1989, xviiif) reconstructs the possible procedure of sending messengers which 
is similar to our text : (1) authorization, (2) stratification, (3) mnemonization, (4) sectionalization, (5) 
legitimation / authentication, (6) rejection, (7) identification, (8) specialization / diversification. 
173. For instance the letter Suppiluliuma (Hittite king) to Niqmadu (Ugarit king) before making a treaty. 
N. Lohfink (1990,357, n35), reminding the class lesson of his teacher W. L. Moran, also illustrates this 
material (PRU IV, 1 no. 17,132) for arguing against L. Perlitt's lack of concern (1969,192) on the 
differences of nuance of the use of similar phrases (Ex 197f, 243,7). And we rarely read the trace of 
several previous stages in the documents themselves, because they contain the section which tells about 
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ANE treaties is similar to the contact through the messenger Moses who brings the 
preliminary proposal of God to the people and the preliminary answer of the people to 
God. "") In the OT we also find examples of this kind of negotiation in making covenant 
between two parties. DJ. McCarthy makes a survey of this point in the deuteronomistic 
historyll) The cases where negotiation occurred are covenants : 
(i) between Israel and the Gibeonites (Jos 91101) : `there is an extensive report of 
negotiations which work out bilateral obligations', 
(ii) between Jabesh-Gilead and Nahash (1 Sam 111-3): `there are negotiations involving 
service and implying that this is a condition for a grant of life, 
(iii) between David and Israel (2 Sam 321,51-3) : 'it was prepared for by negotiations. 
Presumably each party conceded something, but in the text everything is in David's favor', 
(iv) between Ahab and Ben-hadad (1 Kings 20: 31-34) : `the text describes, in technical 
vocabulary, the negotiations in which obligations were formulated', 
(v) between Jehoiada and the officers (2 Kings 11,2 Chron 23) : `negotiations are 
indicated in 4b, (an interpretation confirmed by 2 Chron 231)', 
(vi) between Abner and David (2 Sam 312-21) : 'there are negotiations, which all seem 
to work to David's benefit'. 
There is another point to be considered seriously in 19.3b-8, namely 19: 3b-8 hints at 
nearly all the stages of negotiation 176) Moses moves up and down the mounatin 
throughout the Sinai pericope to conduct the negotiations between the two parties. This 
movement is usually explained either source-critically or by literary harmonization. '"'' If 
we accept the present text as it stands, or at least if we try to explain the positive reason 
for the present text, Moses' movement should be explained positively. The best way to 
the history of the relationship between two parties to emphasize the legitimacy of the relationship (e. g gtreaty, 
marriage document in A. T. Clay, 1923,50-52). 
'174. The arguments of A. Reichert (1972,142) and M. Weinfeld (1975,128) mentioned above (2.4.41) stress 
the structural similarity between Ex 193b-8 and the vassal treaty. 
175. (1972a, 65-85 = 1985,21-41). Further DJ. McCarthy (1979,78 = 1985,77) lists the cases of starting 
negotiation as the fist stage for making a covenant (compact). SA Meier (1988,188) analyses the account 
of 2 Sam 18: 28-33 with the similar fashion : (1) greetings, (2) news given by messenger, (3) question from 
listener, (4) response by messenger, (5) reaction of listener. DJ. McCarthy (1972a, 81 = 1985,37 and also 
1974,101 = 1985,64) defines negotiation to have the characteristic of the 'elements of pursuasion, proposal, 
and counterproposal. And he (1974,97 = 1985,60,, in detail in 1964,179-189 = 1985,3-13) suggests further 
three examples of Genesis (21: 22-34,26: 23-33,31: 25-323) also have the negotiating characteristic. The 
only difference between all these examples and Ex 193-8 is that the latter text shows the existence of 
the mediator Moses. In all examples of the ANET and in the OT the role of mediator, at least in their 
present texts, is minimal or unimportant. In the Sinai pericope the existence of the mediator makes the 
whole covenant making process very distinct. In other words the awesome phenomenon of God's 
coming in Ex 19: 9-25 should actually be interpreted not as theophnay but as the encounter of both 
parties (see 262). 
176 B. S. Childs (Ex, 348) insists that the main weakness of the commentators who make connection with 
vassal treaty is their misunderstanding of the fundamental role of the covenant mediator in the Sinai 
pericope. We acknowledge that the concern of BS. Childs with the official treaty document is right 
and in the document there is no mention about the messenger. However, he does not take into account 
the practical situation of the actual treaty : it is needless to say there must be a mediator between two 
parties to form an official relationship. The difference between the treaty and the Sinai pericope is that 
the latter mentions about the movement of the messenger in detail with its own theological reason, but 
the former not. 
177. See B. S. Childs (Ex, 344 : 'Moses is pictured as ascending and descending Mount Sinai at least three 
times without any apparent purpose'). 
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explain it is that Moses functions as the real mediator between the two parties and hence 
must move back and fro, because each of the two parties stands in a different place. "") 
(a) The first stage : 193a 
(Messenger meets the first party (the initiator) of the relationship) 
The first stage in which YHWH, the initiator of the relationship, plans the relationship 
is briefly mentioned in 193a, but it is already alluded to many times in the previous 
pericopes before the Sinai pericope. U19) Moses goes up to God (o 7ýt rn 7dbý, 
19.3a) not `to the mountain' presupposes the reader's / listener's knowledge of what happens 
there. God has on a previous occasion told Moses what to do, so no command to ascend 
the mountain is given here. Moses is to receive the message from YHWH, the first party 
of the covenant, because from 193b God speaks directly the terms of the covenant. 
(b) The second stage : 193b-6 
(Messenger receives the proposal from the first party) 
In this stage we find three elements : 
(i) The commissioning formula to the messenger Moses (7`j `CKti KA 19: 3b and cf. 
19: 6b) and the name of the second party (' ' >7pß rr, 21 193b and cf. 19: 6b). The 
name of the first party (r) is already mentioned in 193a. '80) 
(ii) The presentation of the previous history (19.4) which tells what the first party has 
graciously done for the benefit of the second party. This history is spoken by YHWH 
himself. It is commonly known as `die Vorgeschichte (eg. K. Baltzer"181"), it is spoken by 
the superior (or a suzerain) in the first person and is an important in the ANE treaties. In 
19: 4 as in the ANE treaties we find two elements : first, God's might shown in his 
destruction of Egypt (the suzerain's mighty power shown in the history), and second, God's 
love and grace towards Israel shown in his acts on the journey to the mountain of God 
(the gracious act of a suzerain towards a vassal). 
(iii) the definition of the relationship expressed not formulaically or idealistically. DJ. 
McCarthyý182) aptly illuminates this fact with precise comment on 19: 5, 
`.. covenant formulation is not a frozen form', 
and on Ex 193b-8 
178. M. Goldberg (1985,122 : `. some sort of negotiating process appears to be taking place between God and 
Israel, with Moses serving as a kind of "covenantal middleman j. 
179. Eg. 3: 1,12,18,423,51,3$, 17,716,26,8: 4,16,21-25,91,13,103,7-8,11,24-26, see further in 2124. & 2.411. 
180. Since 19: 3b has a sentence whose style is common with other literary genres (like prophetic 
anouncement), it could lead scholars to misidentify 193b-8 as other genre than the proposal of covenant 
relationship (eg. S. Mowinckel). 
181. (1960,20). 
182. (1978,272-273). 
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`So Ex 19: 3b-8 fails to conform to the abstract ideal because it compresses 
stipulations and blessing into one, not making the one succeed the other. But this 
is not to say that it is not covenantal or effective expression. To control a 
literary form is precisely to use it effectively and freely like this. ' 
(c) The third stage : 19.7-Sa 
(Messenger brings the first party's terms to the second 
party and they are considered by the second party) 
19: 7 reports the stage where the messenger negotiates with the second party over the 
proposals. Moses does not tell the people directly but the elders, the representatives of the 
people. 24: 9-11, the last stage of the Sinai covenant, reports for the second time within the 
Sinai pericope about the elders as the representatives of the people. Except in these two 
cases (19: 7-8a, 24: 9-11) the people react directly (19.8,2019,243b, 7) and Moses also speaks to 
the people directly (19: 15,20: 20,24: 3a). In 19: 7-8a, although the elders receive the message 
from Moses (19: 7), the people respond to the messenger (19: 8a). The reason is that the 
elders represent the people. 19: 7 reports that Moses tells God's word to the elders first of 
all in order that they can tell the message to the people of each clan. The response of the 
people (19: 8a) is brought Moses through the elders. 183) 
(d) The fourth stage : 19. Sb 
(Messenger brings the response of the second party to the first party) 
Moses, the mediator chosen by God, reports the answer of the people to God. This 
closes the first scene of covenant making between God and the people. 
2.45. The position of 193b-8 within the Sinai pericope. 
After defining the subject matter of 193-8 we have now to look at the function of this 
section within the Sinai pericope, because, as BS. Childs(184) correctly points out, `the major 
exegetical problems of ch. 19 relate to the issue of understanding how the various parts of 
the chapters fit together in the narrative: We have seen that there are many 
commentators who see this section as a preliminary stage making the covenant 
183. The whole process seems to be (i) God's word to the messenger Moses (193b-6), (ii) Moses' going back 
to the people (19-. 7aa), (iii) Moses summon of the elders (197ab), (iv) Moses word to the elders (197b), (v) 
the elders report to the people, (vi) the peoples response to the elders (or to Moses), and possibly (vii) 
the elders' report of the people's response to Moses (19: 8a). The process (v) and (vi) are not mentioned 
here but we assume that they happened. In 24: 9-11 the final scene of the covenant making (the 
covenantal meal) is performed by 'the nobles of Israel' including the elders, because they represent the 
people. The reports of 19.3-8 (the initial report) and of 24.9-11 (the final report) overarch all other 
stages of the covenant making. It is highly possible that many other communications between Moses 
and the people are actually done through the elders, the representatives of the people RR. Ellis 
(1988,42-43) comments on 19: 8 and 24: 3-8 adequately : 19.8 is 'a preliminary statement of their 
willingness to accept the covenant concept' and 243,8 is 'the ratification of the covenant by their 
acceptance of all the detailed obligations placed upon them. 
184. (Ex, 364). 
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relationship. Going beyond simply pointing out the general relationship between this 
section and the rest of the Sinai pericope, some commentators try to describe accurately 
the function of this section within the Sinai pericope : 
`The pericope of Ex 193b-8 serves a significant function in Exodus 19. Standing 
at the beginning of the Sinai material, these verses provide an overview for the 
entire covenant. '{185) And `_it (Ex 193b-8, TGS) could be liturgical poetry. 
193b-8 makes an overture introducing major themes of what is to follow'US6) 
B. S. Childs tries to deal with this issue more fundamentally. He, ' first of all, has, -strong 
doubts about the application of traditional source criticism to this chapterP87 However, 
heOM poses a crucial question and answer on the relationship between 19-3-8 and the rest 
of the Sinai pericope when he interprets 19: 7 : 
`How can the people agree to accept as the grounds of the covenant "all that 
Yahweh has spoken", when God's will has not yet been revealed to them ?-A 
covenant has been offered; the people respond with enthusiastic acceptance, but 
the whole section (193-8, TGS) only anticipates what is to follow. Israel will- 
shortly learn what God's will is to which she has committed herself. In a real 
sense, the rest of chs. 19 and 20 unfold the full implications of the covenant and 
the nature of the covenant God, thereby casting the people's eager response in a 
new light. From the perspective of the whole passage Israel has not sealed the 
covenant, but rather only begun her period of preparation' 
This issue which is not raised by analytical critics, is appropriate to the present section. 
From this citation there are two basic observations about 19.3-8 which is adequate for the 
further study: 
(a) 193-8 is the anticipation of what is to follow in the rest of the Sinai pericope, 
(b) in 19: 3-8 Israel does not seal the covenant, rather she signs the preliminary 
agreement for the future full covenant. (189) 
Therefore, it is necessary to develop these insights of commentators, especially of B. S. 
Childs more fu11yP90) All the arguments mentioned above and in 2.4.41 & 2.4.4.2. make 
clear that 193-8 is indispensable to other sections of the Sinai pericope and other sections 
also demand the existence of 19: 3-8. There are four points which connect 193-8 with the 
185. R. R. Ellis (1988,72). 
186. DJ. McCarthy (1978,275). However, he holds 'perhaps the latest of the various Sinai traditions, it 
(193b-8, TGS) turns the emphasis from ritual (theophany, sacrifice, sacred meal, etc) to the 'word. ' 
187. (Ex, 349). 
188. (Ex, 367) and already JJP. Valeton (1907,78). 
189. In this regard, his definition (Ex, 367) on 193-8 as 'the invitation to enter into a covenant' is a 
reasonable one, as we have seen in 14A2- 
190. Analytical approaches (source criticism, form criticism) usually do not ask about the meaning of a 
section of text in the larger context. Like in 193-8 when the text itself alludes to the imminent 
successive future events, e. g. meeting of the two covenant parties, the covenantal terms, the covenant 
ratification ceremony which cannot be dealt with in this small section, it is natural for us to try to find 
the description of these events in the next sections. 
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rest of the Sinai pericope"9" : (a) the meeting of both parties, (b) the terms of the 
covenant, (c) the covenant ceremony, and (d) Moses' role as the mediator. 
(a) The meeting of both parties : 199-2S 
In the ANE as well as in modem legal custom, with occasional exceptions, all official 
relationship making procedures (e. g. contract, marriage, and treaty, etc) take place when 
both parties directly meet after positive preliminary negotiations. In their face-to-face 
meeting both parties spell out their own legal demands and listen to the terms proposed by 
the other party in order to form a legitimate relationship. And after agreeing to the other 
party's demands each party makes a (verbal) oath or a (written) sign. As we shall see, 
19: 9-25 does not describe simply God's coming to the mountain (generally called 
`theophany'), as many commentators suppose, but the encounter of the two parties forming 
a special (covenant) relationship. Therefore, 19.9-25 makes a clear contrast with 19: 3-8 
where all negotiations are done through the mediator Moses. This difference in the type 
of meeting between the two parties does not indicate the literary independence of both 
sections, rather it clearly shows that both are complementary to each other for constituting 
the covenant proper. 
(b) The terms of the covenant : the decalogue and 2(. 22-23: 33 
Just as 19: 3-8 looks back to the previous pericopes by summing up the three stages of 
the salvation history through 19: 4 (2.4.3.2. ), it looks forward to the next stage of the Sinai 
covenant leaving the detailed proposal of God's ýiijp and God's r`rz in 195 to be carried 
out in the next sections. " 92) As B. S. Childs suggests correctly, God's ýiij (195Saa), which 
means the covenant terms, is not yet heard. And God's rr' (196ab), which means `the 
terms of the covenant', is not yet suggested. God's ýijjp (19: Saa) denotes God's will broadly : 
all words from God's mouth, towards the other party, Israel. But God's r-7n (195ab) 
expresses the precise covenantal demand of God, the concrete legal aspect of God's will 
which is enshrined in the decalogue and the Book of the Covenant. '93) 
191. JJP. Valeton (1907,77 : 'eine theologische Skizzierung der Bedeutung der Ereignisse am Sinai'), followed 
by BD. Eerdmans (Ex, 64). Pace P. Kalluveettil (1982,157, n. 148) if he accepts the argument of N. Lohfink 
(1961,422) and DJ. McCarthy (1978,275) that 193-8 has a preliminary character for making the legitimate 
covenant but nothing more. The preliminary character of this section is basically derived from the 
inherent factors, as we have already seen. Its connection with other sections in the Sinai pericope is not 
merely regulated by the author's literary technique but primarily by the immanent characteristics or 
contents of each section. 
192. We have already cited K. Baltzer (1960,22f) that the order of the 'Vorgeschichte (19: 4) and the 
'Grundsatzerklärung' (195) is quite usual in the Hittite treaties, and the 'Grundsatzerklärung', containing 
the general imperative about the loyalty, stands before the 'Einzelbestimmungen'. In this sense the 
connection of 19.3-8, containing 'Grundsatzerklärung', with the detailed covenantal terms, which may be 
called as the 'Einzelbestimmungen, is very normal. 
193. H. Wildberger (1960,14) realizes that there is a theological problem in the connection between ' 1j / 
! 1`15 (195) and 11T 1]1"1Ü2! 5Z (148). i1 'ii (195a), according to H. Wildberger, means the totality 
of God's command' ommand already known Meanwhile, 11T `C'I-V t5Z (19.8) means neither the laws to be 
proclaimed soon nor hindering element in the section 19348 to be interpreted, but it is related to a 
special old tradition not mentioned here. However, firstly, it seems to be impossible for H. Wildberger 
to verify the existence of this old law known already to the people. And particularly in the present 
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(c) The covenant ratification ceremony and the celebration for it : 24: 1-11 
The peoples' wholehearted acceptance in 19x8 is repeated in 243,7 : 
243 nr-ýz Iyj + `mrt ýý + fl 1' vor- in Div -ýý 
24: 7 rzK't (cf. cr., ; ml) + sroý rý ý; v- trc 3'ý 
In all these clauses the emphatic tone is unmistakable and also it is impressive that rn r is 
unanimously used for his word (7tr `Z i). YHWH's word in 19: 8 points to the future 
event but that in 243,7 indicates the past event. Here we find there are three stages in 
the people's -answer. Before YHWH's word, the covenant-stipulations, are given, the 
people express once again that they unanimously accept that word (19: 8). And then after 
Moses reads YHWH's word and, before he writes it down, the people unanimously accept 
it (243). Finally before the final sealing of the covenant by the blood rite (24: 8), the 
people express their wholehearted acceptance of God's word (24: 7). Therefore, if 193.5 
shows a unity as the preliminary proposal and acceptance of the covenant relationship, 19: 7 
is a demand that the people should accept it after the pronouncement of God's word. 
(d) Moses' role as the mediator 
Moses' role and movement as the mediator of the official relationship is not strange 
considering other cases of making official and legal relationships in the ANE, although in 
the ANE documents the role of the mediator is usually not the main concern P14) 
Generally, if there is a relationship to be negotiated, it demands the work of mediator. 
The covenant mediatorship in the Sinai covenant by Moses has a special function in the 
OT. Moses' function as the covenant mediator in the Sinai pericope is coupled with a 
major theme of the whole pentateuch, the bestowal of divine authority on Moses. (195) In 
all sections the function of Moses as the, mediator is never forgotten : in the preliminary 
negotiation (19: 3-8), in the meeting of the two covenant parties (1930-25), in answering the 
people's request (20: 18-22) and subsequent receiving God's laws (2023-2333), and finally the 
covenant ceremony (24: 3-8,9-ll). 
text there is no suitable law corpus before Ex 19. Secondly, for the author the concept of time is very 
important, and a cause and its effect in the time span is clearly conscious in the mind of the author as 
we have seen in 231. & 23.2. Therefore, mentioning any law code before this phrase 02-1-VK 
YZ 
i ilil') is unthinkable. Thirdly, -ý Z in 19-. 8 should be considered to imply the multiple items of law. 
And ''I') together with '! 1''] in 195 are general and broad terms compared with other words of law, 
and this general character suits the present context in order to express the total corpus of God's law as 
the covenantal stipulations. All these points necessitate the forthcoming pronouncement of God's 
covenantal conditions. 
194. Although thanks to the recent study of SA Meier (1988), J. T. Greene (1989) the function of messenger 
in the ANE is known much better, we do not have sufficient knowledge about the ANE messengers. 
Probably because they are not so important as the message itself or the parties themselves. 
195. BS. Childs (Ex, 372) vividly illustrates the overarching themes of the Pentateuch of Moses' authority on 
the one hand and the suffering of God's servant on the other. 
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2.4.6. The connection between 193b-8 and'19Jff. 
The main reason why commentators have various interpretations about the connection 
between the first section (19.3-8) and the second section (199-25) is the apparent repetition 
of the same content in 19.8b and 199b : 
19: 8b rý; -ýrt n rzýz: zri 
199b ýý. i -a "vý-rn n }ý 
Many commentators consider 19: 9b as the repetition of 198bß'96) M. Notht197' holds that 
19: 3b-9a forms a unity and 19: 9b is a later addition in order to smooth the connection with 
God's word in 1910 198) Similarly J. P. Hyattt199) holds that 19.9a is a misplaced variant of 
the last sentence of 19: 7. H. L. Strack suggests a quite interesting interpretation. `The word 
of God' in 19: 10 is the continuation of `God's word' spoken in 19.3bff. and 19-9P11) 
Suprizingly E Zengee201), who is strongly analytical in his treatment of the Sinai pericope, 
casts doubt on the co»ununis opinio about this issue : 
`...; die meist geübte Praxis, diesen Halbvers als Glosse zu charakterisieren, ist von 
daher zwiefelhaft. Vielleicht liegt hier das im Alten Testament öfter begegnende 
Phänomen der Zusammenfassung am Schluß einer Einheit vor. 
In other words, he tries to understand this as a literary phenomenon when he finds an 
example in Gen 2317,20(202) of a similar stylistic feature. Therefore, he asserts, 
`Diese stilistische Beobachtung sollte davor abhalten, v. 9b vorschnell als Glosse 
abzutrennen. ' 
E. Zengert203) finds a stylistic reason for this phenomenon. In other words, the function of 
19: 9b for 19: 3b-9 as the organic conclusion at the end of a section is similar (`Analogie) to 
196. B. Baentsch (Ex, 173), H. Holzinger (Ex, 124), G. Beer"(Ex, 97), T 
. 
C. Vriezen & AS. vd. Woude (1982,176). 
B. S. Childs (Ez, 374) summarizes three suggestions : (a) critical accessment as 199b as a gloss (Baentsch, 
Holzinger, Driver, Beer, etc. ), (b) conservative judegment as repitition for literary effect (Keil & 
Delitzsch), (c) (old and modern) midrashic interpretation (Mekilta, Rashi, Cassuto). And then he 
eventually considers 19,9 as a misplaced glass from 19.8b. 
197. (ATD, Ex, 127 = OTL, Ex, 158). 
198. A. Reichert (1972,113) has also a similar understanding. Since the style of 19. ßa is similar to that of 
193b-S, the unity streches from 193b to 199a. 199b is a kind of addition. 
199. (Ex, 201). 
200. (Ex, 224). He gives an example in Gen 169-I1. Nach dem ersten Absatz der Rede Gottes (19.9a, TGS) 
ist gleich eingefügt, daß das Volk die von Gott v. 5 gestellte Bedingung erfüllen zu wollen erklärt hat. ' 
It is impressive that in such a short passage (only three verses) the angel of God appears to speak three 
times (19: 9,10,11,11T J, 7ý i K'1). In this case it is very difficult to say that there are different 
sources here. This argument of H. L. Strack is followed and refined brilliantly by J. Hofbauer (1932,482) 
among deep analytical (destructive to the present text) tendency of the German scholarship in those days 
: 'Eine treffende Bemerkung ! Ähnliche Eigentümlichkeiten des hebräischen Stils lassen sich in der HL 
Schrift öfter beobachten und mögen manche von den Kritikern angemerkte Unstimmigkeit und 
manchen sogenannten Widerspruch läsen. ' 
20L (1971,59). 
202.1920 repeats in the concluding verse the content of legal activity in 1917. And he (1971,243, n. 26) gives 
further examples (Gen 2: 1, Jas 1410,1 Sam 1750,3L6,2 Sam 24: 8, Ruth 1: 22). 
203. (1971,109-110). 
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the function of Gen 2320, which is similar to Gen 2317, in the context. However, Gen 
2317,20, E. Zenger's example, is not exactly the same as the present case, because the event 
finishes perfectly in Gen 2320 and from Gen 24: 1 a totally new event is described, which 
has no direct connection with the previous section. (20') However, 19: 9a has a strong 
connection with the next section in its form and in its content. In other words, ' 19: 9b is 
not just a concluding clause, because the conclusion of a small event (193-8) is already 
reached in 19: 8b. In 199a the author introduces new information which is deeply related 
to one sub-topic of the next section, Moses' divine authority (2.7.2. ). 
We now want to evaluate these arguments and put forward our-own understanding of 
this issue. If we look at the text of 19: 8b-10a closely, we find that there are two parallel 
features : 
[A] [a] 19: 8b rte; -' x CT-. I rem me -I 
[a'] 19: 9b -IIM-t Cr., 'rirT1. t*t 
[B] [b] 19: 9a fm-' rr -C9, 
[b'] 1910a rq b-3i t ;l i1 'mK't 
Since there is no fresh word of God between 19.8b and 19: 9b(205 , the formal similarity in 
[a] and [a'] is striking, differing only z Vol [a] / 'tall [a'], and the parallelism in form as well 
as in content is perfect. 006) And in [B], as we shall see in 25.11 & 2.7.2., 19: 9a [b] is an 
introduction directly related to 19.19b-25 whose theme is Moses' dialogue with God. 1910a 
[b'] is an introduction to 19: 10b-19a whose theme is the meeting of the two covenant 
parties (the people and God) : 
verse theme verse 
(introduction) (detailed report) 
[b] 19: 9a Moses' dialogue with God 1919b-25 
[b'] 1910a the meeting of the two parties 1910b-19a 
In this manner 19: 9a and 1910a are related to each other. Therefore, if we synthesize these 
two parallel features [Al [B], we find the following structure : 
Moses' word to YHWH 
7vrr-"x oý, rº ýv'rtýrt i'n [a] 19 8b t 
[b] 19: 9a 
[a'] 19: 9b II"'- t Dot -C6r tb 1a! t 
[b'] 1910a 
YHWH's word to Moses 
rt'1 111` 1ý 
ilTifb'`7v ; iv 
17biýt'1 
VVtiY 
19: 8b-10a, which does not have detailed substantial content, stands between two main 
204. J. Halbe (1975,275, n25). 
205. L Perlitt (1969,168). 
206. J. L Durham (Ex, 264) interprets 19: 9b (i. e. the people's decision of obedience to God's word) as an 
addition designed, firstly, to offset further the negative effects of the 'murmuring' narratives before Ex 
19 and, secondly, to prove the role of Moses as the needed intermediary between Yahweh and the 
people. However, he does not consider what is the reason for the repetition of similar clauses in very 
close proximity, 19.8b and 199b. Therefore, he wrongly considers that 199b fits in better with the end 
of 196 or, following G. Beer (Ex, 97), it should be deleted. 
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sections of the Sinai pericope, 193-8a and 1910b-25. Therefore, 19-8b-10a may be considered 
as a literary bridge positioned between the main literary blocks. H. vD. Parünak calls this 
kind of literary bridge `transitional technique'P073 We want to clarify the exact form of 
this use in these verses : 
(i) 19-. 8b is a vital part of 193-8, and therefore it does'not-belong to the next section. 
(ii) 19: 9a (God's dialogue with Moses in the midst of theophany), which is in fact the 
sub-topic in 19: 9-25 (or broadly in the whole Sinai pericope), is totally new, and therefore it 
does not belong to 193-8 rather it is directly related to 1919b-25 (2. S. LL & 2.71L) but it is 
also indirectly related to 19: 10-19a (people's meeting with God in theophany), which is the 
main-topic of 19: 9-25. Therefore, 199a does not belong to the immediately following 
section 1910-19a. 
(iii) 19.9b is a repetition of 19.8b and it does not belong to the next section. 
(iv) Summarizing these three points, 19: 9a and 19: 9b are a kind of bridge between two 
main sections of the Sinai pericope, 19-3-8 and 1919-25. 
(v) By connecting all related factors we find H. v. D. Parunak's `inverted hinge form QA] 
/ [ba] / [BD of transitional techniqueP08) 
2.5.199-1S (The preparation of the meeting of both. parties) 
19: 9-15 belongs to the first part of the large section, 19.9-25, which stands between 19: 3-8 
(the preliminary proposal of and the acceptance of the covenant relationship) and Ex 20ff. 
(the legal part, the decalogue and the Book of the Covenant). 19: 9-15 (the first part) is 
about the people's preparation to meet God, and 1916-19a (the second part) is its fulfilment, 
and 1919b-25 (the third part) is Moses' dialogue with God. 
251 Exegesis of 19.9-15 
2.51L 19: 9 
oýn prxr ýpý W ýpý ý5rc xZ ::: x rum -t'n-* rr -o K) 19: 9 
or., -vll-ruý Wcrm 1! ) n ivy uz K,, 1.; -C*) Zs- 
207. (1983,525-548) and see also his previous article (1981453-168) and (1982,1-16). Although T. B. Dozeman 
(1989a, 46f. ) realizes that 19.9a is in the transitional setting, he does not deal with this issue thoroughly 
and he does not see the connection between 199a and 19.19b-25. He assumes that 199a belongs to the 
deuteronomic redaction and 19.20-25 to the priestly redaction (1989a, 103-106). He ultimately fails to 
explain where the dialogue between God and Moses and the people's credence of Moses' divine authority 
as its result, predicted in 199a, fulfil. 
208. (1983,541). He supposes three sections of text : the first main section [Al, the intermediary section [bal 
and the second main section [B1 The intermediary section [b, a] is short and functions as a kind of 
bridge for two main sections whose contents are different from each other. The pattern of the 
intermediary section is not ordinary [a, b] but [b, a], and therefore he calls this 'inverted hinge form. 
Further he gives the examples (Gen 111-9, Is 53, Ez 16-17, Ps 19, Prov 313-18) and concludes this form is 
very popular and 'perhaps the writers used it so frequently because it was especially effective in helping 
the reader of a text follow the writer's shift of thought'. 
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19: 9a may be considered as an introduction to a new section, 199-25, which mixes two 
motifs : (i) God's coming down upon the mountain and (ii) consolidating Moses' divine 
authority forever (D V'). In 19.9a we see the succinct expressions of these two motifs : (i) 
JTýVri mp; J, , ýX Rn »K 7, (ii) aýipý arnx, -on Jtv 7; 7; aVý pn i, 7anp, 
Grammatically these two clauses are well integrated by the connection of 
J. Jeremias(209), following his own source-critical analysis, eliminates 19: 9a from the 
present text. However, as J. Halbee210) notes, he does not consider properly the connection 
between 19: 9b and 19: 8b through `the transitional technique' (2.4.6. ). And also as' BS. 
Childs(21) explains, the content of 19: 9a seems to be unique within the present context of 
19: 9-25, because the subject matter concerns the meeting between God and the people not 
the relationship between God and Moses. However, this uniqueness of the content, as a 
bridge between the two main sections 19: 3-8 and 1910-25, fits in quite naturally with the 
present literary position within the whole Ex 19 212) 
There is another and more important aspect of 19: 9a than noted so far among 
commentators : 19: 9a is a passage anticipating the forthcoming event. 199a consists of two 
elements, (i) theophany and (ii) God's talking with Moses. And these two elements are in 
fact the macroscopic prediction of the future event described in 1910-25. If this is not 
recognized, its connection with the present context is very questionableP13) Because of 
the macroscopic point of view both elements are described succinctlyP19 The 
announcement of the imminent, future event (futurum instans) by TUB + `»K + pt. act. (K; 
(215) should be achieved in the following section. This, expectation can only be 
209. (1977,103). 
210. (1975,275, n. 25) and further he assesses the connection between 19ßb and 19: 9b literarily possible, He 
interprets that 193b-8 is not originally there but a later insertion, and 199b is invented to make this 
insertion easy to the present context. Further he (1975,282) connects 19.19aa (prophecy) and 345 
(fulfilment), which is, however, totally out of the objective of the present context, although there is a 
great similarity between them. 
21L (Ex, 368) : The message concerns Moses and is not a message to be simply transmitted further (to the 
people, TGS). ' Further he correctly observes the deep connection of this text (D51ýý U'L, `K! I3'D]1) 
with 1431 (TIW rI ' 111'] a]`MWD, through which the theme of Moses authority among the 
people in they entire Ex is stressed. This theme is fully dealt with in 1919b-25 and 2U18-22. However, 
B. S. Childs does not realize that 19.9a is really a kind of prophecy and that its fulfilment is achieved in 
1919b-25 and 2019ff. (see 2.711). 
212. See 2.4.6. about the transitional technique. This kind of repitition of similar topic or interruption of 
narrative flow is also found in other places within the Sinai pericope of Ex 19-24, eg. 1924 with 241f. 
and 241-2 with 24.9-11,12ff. (see 2712 & 2112). 
213. B. S. Childs (Ex, 368) alludes to this point slightly. 199a is a kind of prophacy which should be fulfilled 
in the near future among the event of theophany, meanwhile 1431 is the explanation of the past event. 
J. L. Ska (1990,8) suggests that in the biblical narrative the concept of 'analepsis and 'prolepsis is used in 
order to relate the present section to the previous or following section (eg. Ex &6-8,71-5,2 Sam 1714b). 
Our text is the case of 'prolepsis' compared with 'analepsis' in 143L 
214. Only three simple clauses are used to express these two factors, `thick cloud' (13Vol ZpI) and 'coming 
to you' (1`ýSt KI) for indicating theophany and 'talk with you' '1213) for the dialogue between 
God and Moses. 
215. Since all clauses in 19: 9 is related to each other by the conjunctional particles NZZ - and -Dal, they 
all have to be considered as the continuation of futurum instans. GK § 116-m, p : pt. can be used as 
predicate in a noun clause to announce future actions or events, especailly often when the subject is 
introduced by s'11.11 1, if it is intended to announce the event as imminent, or at least near at hand (and 
sure to happen), when it is called f uturum instans (e. g. Gen 6: 17,15.3, Ex 313,825,93,3410). BDB (244) 
: as f uturum instans this phrase serves to introduce a solemn declaration in predictions or threats. WO § 
37-6f lists the cases that futurum instans occurs in a main clause with some logical connection to other 
clauses (Ex 9: 17-19, Gen 15: 14,20-3,27: 30) or in a temporal / conditional clause in connection with the 
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realized through the correspondence between the first element (19.9aa, - God's coming) and 
1910-19a and between the second element (19: 9ab, God's talk with Moses) and 1919b-25. 
Looking at 19: 9a carefully, we realize that the major concern of 19.9a itself is God's talk 
with Moses. This talk will take place when God comes to the mountain. In other words; ° 
the major theme of 19: 9-25, the meeting between God and the people is already 
presupposed in the description of 199a. (216) 
Despite the close literary connection between 19: 3-8 and 19: 9-25, thematically the 
connection between both sections looks rather loose, because the real concern of 19.9-25 is 
not God's word (revelation of word) but the theophany (revelation of action), although 
after 19: 8 we naturally expect ("ßi7 / "r" , 19: 5) the pronouncement of God's word which 
is not yet occurred in the preliminary covenant agreement between God and Israel (19: 3-8). 
After the preliminary stage of covenant making in 19: 3-8, the author seems to-have two 
more stages in mind : (i) the direct meeting of both parties, (ii) the giving of the terms of 
the covenant at that meeting. The second stage is already expected and "r"`ýý, 19: 5). 
However, at this stage the covenantal terms should be given not through the mediator but 
directly to the other party, the people. The face-to-face encounter between two parties can 
only be achieved after thorough preparation by the weak party, the people, who should 
follow the regulation for that meeting set by `the superior party, God. This is the logical 
basis of 19: 9-25. If God's awesome and magnificent appearance and people's fear for that 
are the purpose of 199-25 (i. e. bare theophahy, B. S. Childs' termt217)), it has no point of 
contact within the context of the Sinai pericope, and eventually it becomes difficult to find 
the religious and theological meaning of these events. 
More generally here are two examples of the method used by the author to describe 
the whole Sinai pericope : 
(i) The author concentrates on one topic in each section. The result of this method is 
that the connection between sections looks somewhat loose. 
(ii) However, this weak point is covered by 
(a) the transitional technique, 
(b) macroscopic - semi-microscopic - microscopic point of view, and 
(c) prediction - fulfilment scheme. 
These three techniques are usually used in the connecting point of each section : about (a) 
the transitional technique : 19.8b-10a (see 2.4.6. ), about (b) macroscopic - semi-microscopic - 
microscopic point of view : 1924 - 241 - 24.9-11, and 242 - 24: 12ff. (211±), and about (c) 
future event (Gen 4929,1 Kings 22,2 Kings 7: 2). ' 
216. Interestingly enough, theophany is expressed in 19.19aa as God's coming 'to Moses (; j`ýK K) not 'to 
the mountain'. This clause shows that the main concern in 199a at least is God's talk with Mosses in the 
midst of theophany. 
217. (Ex, 366). 
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prediction - fulfilment scheme : 19: 5 - the legal sectionst218) and 19: 24 - 24941(2.7. L2. & 
2.1LLL). Through these methods and techniques the author succeeds in forming an unity 
throughout the Sinai pericope. 
We now want to analyse 19: 9a fully, dividing it into two parts, 199aa (God's coming to 
Moses) and 19: 9ab (God's talk with Moses). , 
(1) 19.9aa : zp; ; ý, 3týt iýtý »K w 
The important phrase is 1Výpm zpý Could it be a summary description of the 
theophany Kn >K r't, the clause standing just in front of it, makes it hard to 
decide the meaning of the whole 19Jaa. And the real intention of this clause (»t M7 
K; ) seems to be that God will appear to Moses not in the way which God has 
communicated with Moses until now, but in a quite different way from previously. 
(2) 19Jab : Dýirý =ml 1,; -Cg) yPq "vlz ýUp. 
A. Reichertt220) points out rightly that (i) the content of 19.9ab corresponds with that of 
19: 19, (ii) and therefore the final achievement of this prediction is found in 20: 20 where 
the people demand that Moses should be the mediator of God's covenant conditions. H. H. 
Schmid (221) opens two possibilities of interpretation : (i) either 19.9ab points to the 
proclamation of the decalogue, or (ii) it points to. the conversation between God and 
Moses in 19: 19. However, the connection between 19: 9ab and the decalogue is 
unconvincing, because there is a clear distinction between the. decalogue (as the direct 
revelation) and the Book of the Covenant (as the indirect revelation) in the present context. 
The clauses in 19: 9aa, 9ab have the primary objective which is clearly mentioned as well 
as the secondary objective which is not explicitly described here.. The former is the 
people's acknowledgement of Moses' authority as God's messenger, and the latter, related 
directly to the former, is receiving God's law through Moses whose authority as God's 
messenger is recognized by the people. The former is achieved in ]919 when the people 
hear God's talking with Moses so that they have trust and reverence towards Moses 
(oTýmI ý Umm" This objective was already achieved partly when the Red Sea was 
split (1431, i-imp bs; 71711 Wiwi). From 14: 31 to 19: 9 the author develops his objective, 
218. As we have seen, when we read `» / `rr"M (195) and .1' "1ý1'1L'3K 1ý Z (19.8) we expect 
to hear the announcement of God's word soon, because it is clear that the condition of the covenant by 
which these words and clause mean, is not yet pronounced. 
219. BDB ('in the thickness of cloud'), GB ('Dichtigkeit von Wolkendunkel'), HAL ('Wolkendichte, cf. 2 Sam 
2212, Ps 1812). 
220. (1972,136). 
22L (1976,107 and n. 98). 
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to increase the authority of Mosesý222 Two issues can be pointed out for making a 
success of this development : (i) Although in 1431 the people's trust rests not only upon 
God and Moses, actually God receives the limelight. In 19.9ab, however, Moses is the sole 
object. (ii) In 19: 9ab a new aspect is added, SThis means the definitive step is taken 
by God to demonstrate the total trustworthiness of his messenger Moses. 
231.2.1910-13 
T 1" 1.1 fff 1ý" tfVtVYT1V 
215 -1' 11T -1' "ýil'em =Z `ý ` sem cAe a`s mx. 11 
8 vi 
: rýý rriý pý M7s "I ým tai aý5 Oimx' .a: týrc r'ýmrn 12 
orrr m'7 itl'i mt m-mm T"` -N-Im 5m il qal Ill 13 
:1 ;t 
Concerning 1910 W. RudolpW23) rightly insists that we do not need to take, away the 
introduction formula (t n-, tt rr -2: K11) in 1910a from the present context because the 
same formula is used in 19: 9a. This is an example of an introductory formula used several 
times in the same discourse of one person. When we consider the transitional 
technique in 19: 8b and 19: 9b, the repeated use of a similar clause in 199a and 1910a is 
naturaL(224) 
W. Beyerlin(22" holds that 19: 11b is an obvious gloss, because it seems to hinder the flow 
from 19: 10-11a to 19: 12-13a. However, 19: 10-11a is different from 19: 12-13a in its content, 
although both texts are about the preparation for the meeting of God and the people. In 
other words, 19: 10-11a is about the preparation of the people themselves, but 1912-13a is 
about making a boundary around the mountain, the preparation `for' the mountain. 
Between these two different aspects of preparation God's coming is explained in 1931b. If 
we strictly follow the chronological order, as W. Beyerlin does, 19-11b has to be considered 
not as a gloss but be arranged after 19.13. However, it is not always necessary for the 
narrative to follow the chronological order, and sometimes if we follow, it harms the 
literary beauty of a section. In addition we note that after 19.13 in 19: 14-25 the two 
preparations (i. the preparation of the people in 19.14-15, ii. that of the mountain in 
222. See further U. Cassuto (1967,228) and especially BS. Childs (Ex, 368 : 'Not only does the emphasis on 
the distinctiveness of Moses' role over against that of the people's run as a red thread throughout the 
entire narrative, but right at the outset it is given a special significance in the total purpose of God with 
Israel at Sinai. This verse verifies that the mediatorship of Moses did not arise as an accidental 
afterthought, but was intended from the start. How the writer combined this motif with that of 
20: 18ff_'). This objective is not forgotten but persued by the author through 2&18-22,2412ff (Moses 
only can approach to God) to the climatic point in the event of Moses' radiant face (34: 29-35). 
223. (1938,43) pace H. Gressmann (1913,181). 
224. Some argue that YHWH's speech in the third person in 19. l1b does not fit in with the present context. 
For instance W. Beyerlin (1961,11 = 1965,7), E. Zenger (1971,60). However, W. Rudolph (1938,43) 
considers this as 'kein so außergewöhnlicher Vorgang, and we find several other examples in the same 
context (e. g. 1911,21,22,22,24). 
225. (1961,11 = 1965,7). 
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19: 19b-25 more precisely 1921-23) are divided by the description of the actual meeting of 
God and the people (1916-19a). Then we may summarize the structural framework of 
1910-13 as followss226) : 11 
[A] 1910-11a the preparation of the people 
[B] 1911b God's coming to the mountain 
[A'] 1912-13a the preparation of the mountain 
[B'] 1913b the people's coming to the mountain 
And the general structure of 1914-25 is as follows : 
[A] 19.14-15 the preparation of the people. 
[B] & [B'] 1916-19a God and the people's coming to the mountain 
[A'] 1919b-25 the preparation of the mountain. 
The resemblance of the content and the structure of these two adjacent passages shows 
that 19-11b fits in naturally with the present context. 
The permission for the people `to come' 0*1V, 1913b) to the mountain looks a little 
strange compared with the prohibition in 1924227) However, this permission parallels the 
permission in 19: 16 that the people may come (MY" hitp. ) to the foot of the mountain 
( mrnm). oft is one of the most general verbs, which is used so often'and does not 
necessarily always mean to go up to the summit of a mountain. It could simply mean `to 
move towards (upwards)'. 
ttvrj of `nn aýpý MM (19: 13b) looks problematic. W. Beyerlin(228) holds that these are 
not the whole people but might be those selected and mentioned in 24: 1a, 9-11, because 
there is no further use of this word in the Sinai pericope. However, we do not need to be 
too nervous about this term which points naturally to Dr-ý; in 19: 11. The persons who 
may go up to the mountain are not only the elders (241,9) but the people as well (1917, 
Dr, )(229) G: 
2513.19: 14-15 
vmn n. it: nr-5rc "T rrvb r"i 19: 14 " I-I- Y ýI- Y IT Y V. 
:: '+'K-`7t Vall-* D'n" : V'5rj' D'» rm DT`1b2ý! '1 is T. ,. "11"t vs "YY 
J. C. Rylaarsdam(230) suggests that the washing of clothes (orb aomýýt, 1914) means to 
cleanse the garments of those who will come to the divine presence. In Gen 352 we read 
of a similar attitude to clothes in case of meeting with deity, but this enjoins changing not 
washing the clothes. Except for this, Gen 35: 2 contains several elements similar to the 
226. The poetic unity fo 1912-13 see R Althann (1976,242-246). 
227. F. C. Fensham (Ex, 121) lists some examples of solution, but all of them are unsatisfatory. 
228. He (1961,11 = 1965,7), and G. to Stroete (Ex, 145). 
229. A. Dillmann (Dt, 197). 
230. (IB, 1,975) and JK Kuntz (1967,82). 
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Sinai event, (i) to get rid of foreign gods (Gen 352), (ii) the cultic cleanness (im hitp. 23"), 
(iii) to go up Bethel to build an altar (Gen 353). To meet the deity it is necessary for the 
human partner to prepare. In the Sinai pericope the people, the inferior, are going to form 
an official relationship with that deity, the superior. 
A prohibition of sexual intercourse (rw -* in-5i_t, 19: 15) during a period of cultic 
purity is attested in other places in the OT (Lev 1516-33,1 Sam 21: 5-7 (4-6))(232) In Lev 
1516-18 (emission of semen) we read that a man has to wash any clothing or leather which 
has semen on it. It is natural to insert this regulation (1915b) into the cultic regulation of 
washing clothes (1910b, 4b) which is already given. 'z33) 
This is cited as Moses' word together with the command of God for preparation of the 
third day (1915a). 1915a (mö* =i5 iý v1m M, Moses' word) is verifiable `quoted direct 
speechl23O of 1911a ('ý o'»> Wit, God's command). Interstingly enough, other 
performances (19: 14 within 19: 14-15) of God's command (1910-ll) are expressed in the 
ordinary report style (25.2. ). However, 19.15b is a new element which is not mentioned in 
the original command of God (19: 10-11). However, the author makes apparent this 
difference between the original command and the performance by preparing a new 
element (19: 15b) in the quoted speech of MosesP35) This new element shows the 
autonomous activity of Moses to some extent. And within 191-2411 we read only one 
more example of Moses' quoted speech not mentioned in the command of God in the 
previous text, 2020 (2.10.2. ). All other quoted direct speeches in the Sinai pericope are 
God's. Since both cases (1915b, 2020) are about the autonomous speech activity of Moses, 
we assume both texts are directly related to the sub-topic of the Sinai pericope : the divine 
authority of Moses which is steadily built up throughout Ex (e. g. 1431b). And in the Sinai 
pericope this theme begins explicitly to be mentioned from 19.9a and is developed further 
in 2021ff. 
25.2.19: 10-15 in its totality 
So far we have dealt with exegetical issues in 199-15 in detail We now want to look at 
19{9)10-15 as a whole, mainly its structure and theme. (236) 
23L BDB `to purify oneself ceremonially' Nu &7,2 Chr 3018. 
232. J. I. Durham (Ex, 265) : an additional Moses' instruction and the phrase itself is a euphemism for sexual 
intercourse. In his thesis he (1963,93-96) suggests the reason for this has to do with the holiness of 
what may be called a life-immanence connected with the presence of Yawheh. Rashi (Ex, 99), following 
Jewish tradition, makes a comment that it is not for the preparation of men but of women. They 
might bathe on the third day and be in a state of purity to receive the Torah 
233. J. C Rylaarsdam (IBJ, 976) points out that the example of 1 Sam 214-6 shows this cultic custom is 
ancient. 
234. G. W. Savran (1988,7 : 'The expression "quoted direct speech" describes a type of repetition that is a 
precisely defined and clearly identifiable subcategory of the more gerenal term "quotation'"). 
235. G. W. Savran (1988,110) lists several examples of this kind of speech form : Gen 1812 vs. 18: 13; Num 
11: 4-6 vs. 11: 13; 1 Kings 212-3 vs. 214 2 Kings 416, vs. 418. 'T'here is a finely graded scale moving from 
repetition to reinterpretation. ' In 1915 the original element (19: 15a - cf. 19111a) and the old element (19-. 15b) are seemlessly connected with each other by the asynthetic parataxis. There is no conjunction 
used between 1915a and 1915b. 
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The whole passage may be divided into two sections : 
(i) God's command to prepare for the meeting between God and the people, 
(ii) the performance of both preparation and the arranged meeting. 
And we have following structure of this section : 
(A] Gods command of the preparation (1930-13) 
[a] the preparation of the people themselves (19104laY237) 
[b] God's coming (19-MY138) 
[c] outward preparation, i. e. setting a boundary to the mountain (1912-13) 
[A'] Israel's Performance (1914-25) 
[a'] performance of the preparation of the people themselves (1914-15Y239) 
Qc'] the command for making a limit is performed although not 
mentioned, because this topic is taken up for a different purpose, 
cf. 1923) 
Lb'] God's coming (1916-19a) 
[c'] performance of the outward preparation, setting a boundary (1919b-25) 
expressed with sub-topic (Moses' authority). 
The purpose of this section is to state that the people's declaration of willingness (19.. 8) to 
enter the covenant matches their ceremonial readiness in preparation for the meeting of 
both parties. The encounter which is awaited between YHWH and Israel understandably 
presupposes a basic inherent and permanent distinction between God and man that is 
ceremonially honored through ritual undertakingsY4o) 
2.6.1916-19a (The meeting of the covenant parties) 
2.61. Exegesis of 1916-19a(241 
T-ýp ý» U trjý- ; -5 Irl -tW) tilll ýqn &Z -. rl 19: 16 
5Tn -e 5'71 : fl t ýT ý IT'] ; tab ITT T Y-I-- Y-I . YIY I 
: `M rrmrU MY"Y'1P1 0,13r1tý"i`ýn all,, m MT Me -ro 7ivb KYl"1 17 I" TYY TV " 1- 1 1- 1 "- -I %I T 
Tr -m IV i: v ýp! vig rnr r' "n, nem *p ýýýo "rn is T t"- Y1Ti "T T/ TT Y-t '"I \ ýt 
236. G. Chirichigno (1987,467f) tries to analyze the structure of 1910-IS but his anal has several problems. 
237. (1) D -brc ;ý (2) 'rte ark Dr (3) Dn6nýi ao(4) ý1v Dig o"» 
238. 'fro ý-'ýJ ?ý; fir 4 't ý 5r3 % 
239. (i) 1-71ýt 111= H: C Zi '1"1, (ii) D1 (iii) DJ'1'nti7 (iv) MIM I'll 
D'n* I CJ 
, 
(vT 'K-ý1lý aCJal1-ýK. Se 
e2TS. 
L5. Vfor the addition and meaning Wthis clause within 
the context. 
240. JK Kuntz (1967,81f). 
24L It is attested that there are some connections between the language describing YHWH's coming 
recurrent in the OT and the Canaanite descriptions of the arrival of deity to the people (cf. R. J. Clifford 
(1972,107-120) cited in Jl Durham (Ex, 270)). 
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eft? 
1 tltý 7tr11 ý1 1ý1iL; 1ý 'ýT1 19 
U. Cassuto(242) 'correctly suggests that the important phenomena in , 1916 are not the 
theophany per se, but -only the signs announcing God's advent : they are (i) the 
awe-inspiring phenomena in 1916ab, (ii) people's trembling in the camp. The awesome 
phenomena are the precursors of the theophany (cf. 1 Kings 1911ff.: storm, earthquake and 
fire are the precursor for the coming of God. )P13' 
There are two unusual points in 1917-18 : 
(i) Moses leads the people to stand at the base of the mountain, 
(ii) , the people prepare to meet God (Km). 
To express the first point uYNi t is used. This term (244) is chosen to describe the 
(officialY245) encounter of two persons or two parties. To draw the attention to the 
personal encounter, `n, is sometimes used after the verb and before the person (eg. 816 
(ET 8: 20), °913 p' %jpý»246) This basic denotation of encounter or confrontation is 
apparent when the gathering of the people `stands before' or `stands to meet' God (Num 
11: 16, Jud 20: 2,1 Sam 1&19). In front of. God they do something important, or they hear 
the word of God, or simply they meet God. This last case is more specifically used in the 
three major covenant contexts of the OT (eg. Ex 1917, Ex 345, Jos 241). Person-to-person 
meeting is the. clear objective of this expression. Interestingly enough, two other covenant 
texts use the same sentence structure 11Z + »r hitp. (Ex 19: 12,17; 34: 2,5)! 24) The corollary 
of this use for our understanding of 1912,17 is crucial : the encounter of both parties is the 
foundation for constructing the legitimate relationship. And the connection of ZY` hitp. 
with the phrase = *Mm rixT' (2. ri II) makes this interpretation very clear. As soon as VI ý 
they are ready to meet God (1917b), God appears to them (1918a). 
The second point, the people's preparation to meet God, is described with the phrase, 
err » ri rrt, ij, ',.. This is the main objective of the coming of the people. And an 
interesting point in this regard is that this phrase is contained in a subordinate clause. The 
same phenomenon occurs in 19: 18: the coming of God on the mountain is expressed in a 
subordinate clause introduced by the conjunction 'it 111Db (tvý43 M% r3T TY, ' iK `no). 
Therefore, we realize that this grammatical feature fits in well with the theological 
demand that the section 19: 16-19 illustrates the meeting of. the two covenant parties, the 
242. (1967.232). 
243. G. Beer (Ex, 98). 
244. J. Reindl (TWAT, V, 560) : 'sich (hin)stellen (cf. HAL : 'sich (fest) hinstellen'). 
245. S. R. Driver (Dt, 322) holds this term (ZY` hitp. / ýYJ) is a more formal term than 112! (cf. 1 Sam 
2247, Is 313). Cf. J. K Kuntz (1967,85, and n27). 
246. An interesting case in this regard is 2 Sam 18: 20, when the soldier tells of the brave action of Joab 
who protests against the command of the king : Joab 'stands against or confronts, 1a; b Z2-`! 1! ý (the 
command of the king)'. In the case of encounter or confrontation in a military or war situation this 
verb is used and sometimes as a technical term of a military command to confront or encounter the 
enemy (1Sam 1716, Jer46: 4, Hab 21and Ps 22, cf. IX 7: 24,9.2,11: 25, Jos 15,2Ch 2O 
247. ZY' ni. in Ex 342 has actually the same meaning as Mr hitp. (J. Reindl, TWAT, V, 560). 
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coming of the people and the coming of YHWH. 
A'difficult exegetical issue is V7r-` z in 1918b. The alternative reading (0 7-') is 
suggested by' Mss and LXX X248) If we follow the emendation, the concentric chiastic 
structure in 19.16-19a becomes clearer than in the present text, because 1916b has the same 
subject (0 7-ýý) and verb (iv). A. Baumann arguess249) that this word is not used for 
nature and this argument looks neat. And if we take nr-ý; the concentric structure in 
19.16-19a is clearer. However, the issue requires further discussion, because at least 1916ab 
does not perfectly match 1939a. 
The central clause of 1916-19a' is Mg ý t`3 `ý9n in 1918ab(251), the coming 
of God. An interesting point is that this central content is expressed in a subordinate 
clause with K `pm We have already pointed out that another central issue of this 
section, the' coming of the people to meet God in 19.17 is expressed also in a subordinate 
v 
clause (D`, ý'Km rýKýThe causal meaning of K `fin is also suitable for this text. 
Since the clause followed by this phrase is located in the later part among the whole 
sentence, we translate this ., because. ' 
`iXb 1')10) Jýi7 (19: 19a) is the final clause of the section 19: 16-19a. The sentence 
construction (inf. abs. of the adjectival verb'! (251) with the pt. of '5r (cf. 2 Sam 31)) 
means `to become stronger and stronger' (GB, HAL). Therefore, the pt. of Jai brings the 
idea of successive or repetitive action. (252) This fact corresponds with the following verbal 
form weQATAL (p ) which means the repeated action. (253) 
2.6.2.1916-19a in its totalityý254 
24& Emendation is done by J. Jeremias (1977,103), S. Mittmann (1975,149, n. 62), and F. -L. Hossfeld 
(1982,174, n. 56). Cf. P. Weimar (1980j81, nllO). 
249. (TWAT, 111,180) and also Ehrlich (1,338), cf. Jer 212 
250. GB, BDB and HAL, conj.: 'weil', 'because that' in Ex 1918, Jer 44: 23 (Williams § 376 : for causal 
meaning of the preposition `]= (e. g. Gen 6: 13, Ex 3: 7) and its combination with '"'l (e. g. Jer 44: 23)). 
In Jer 44: 23 its meaning ('weil) is clear. BDB : only `3MM 'of the cause, whether' nearer or more 
remote', Gen 6: 13,27: 4,4131,4713, Ex 3.7 820. HAL : 'in kausalem Sinn (zur Angabe einer Ursache)'. 
25L Ehrlich, (1,338). 
252. (Williams § 221). 
253. A. Niccacci (1990,55). A. Niccacci lists 2 Chron 2411 as an example where 11,1 stands in the first 
position of the whole sentence and weQATAL follows like Ex 1919a. 
254. See G. E. Mendenhall (1973,62ff) about the comparative materials of theophany in the ANET. This 
section is a standard target of source criticism. There are three stages of development of the text 
according to source criticism : (i) dividing materials according to God's name of J and I. (ii) systematic 
categorization of all materials under the rubric of J and E gathered in the first stage (eg, any mention 
of thunder is E), (iii) theologizing the result of the second stage according to the sources of J and E (e. g. 
to J the coming of JHWH and to E God's dwelling on the mountain). And this analysis yields the 
following result (see the summary by HJL Schmid (1976,98) and A. Reichert (1972,110-111), cf. F. Zenger 
(1971,120,170)) : 
J (1) volcanic phenomenon with fire, cloud and earthquake, 
(2) JHWH living in heaven comes down to the mountain. 
E (1) theophany with thunder, lightning, cloud darkness and horn sound, 
(2) God is dwelling on the mountain. 
Against this we suggest the following arguments besides the standard argument that J as a personal 
name and E as a general noun could not be a suitable criterion for the division of sources (see H. H. 
Schmid's (1976,99) and J1. Durham's criticism (Ex, 272)) : (1) The criteria for distinguishing J and E are 
never fixed but fluid so that further construction on this basis means building upon a weak foundation 
(B. S. Childs (Ex, 349). (2) The division by natural phenomena looks very unconvincing. if God's dwelling 
on the mountain is a theme of E, E should be related more to the phenomenon of volcanic activity and 
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Three commentators try to suggest their own structure for this section, E. Zenger{255", G. 
Chirichigno(256), and T. B. Dozeman. u') 
E Zenger's structure258) is 
[a] (16ac) 'i K stn ti is ''I71 
[b] (16b) , ýz l 
[c] (16b) Turtn3 
1 
[d] (17a) oM rac pý n r-rt r rnýrý 
[c'] (17b) ni rrmty m. 'vi 
[b'] (18bb) 7 rm ' -ýz "tart! 
[a'] (19a) ix j JYn nzttm ýi T; i 
We, however, find several problems in this structure : 
(i) 19: 16aa, ab, which according to the content is clearly the continuous report of God's 
coming to the mountain, has to be contained in this structure. If we do not expect to find 
strictly corresponding parallels in every word and phrase between [a] (16ac) and [a'] (19a) 
and between [b] (16b) and [b'] (18bb), we also do not need to eliminate the text reporting 
the similar content, 19: 16aa, ab. We have rather to acknowledge that there are various 
different levels of parallelism in this prose text. 
(ii) the pair [c] (16b) and [c'] (17b) match each other poorly. 
(iii) [d] (17a), the report of Moses' activity, can hardly be the only central point of this 
section. Moses in the Sinai pericope is only the messenger, although Moses' authority is an 
important theme of the whole of Ex (cf. Ex 34). However, the most important subjects of 
this section are the two parties, YHWH and Israel but not Moses. The wide-ranging and 
intensive report is made for the description of the awesome phenomenon of theophany, 
which should be clearly one of the important themes of this section, but not Moses' 
activity. 
(iv) To establish this structure E. Zenger should eliminate 19.18a, 18ba also beside w. 
16aa, ab, which is about the God's coming to the mountain, and therefore it should be one 
fire than to theophany with thunder and lightning. Thunder and lightning are naturally related to 
God's coming to the mountain from heaven but the phenomenon of volcanic activity is connected with 
God's dwelling on the mountain. In particular the fact that the cloud or the cloud darkness belongs to 
either side alludes to the unsuitablity of source division. (3) There is no actual word or concept which 
indicates directly God's dwelling on the mountain, although God's coming on the mountain is 
successively mentioned. (4) If we assume the existence of J and E, we also have to assume another 
redactor or editor (e. g. Jahwist, Jehovist) who is believed to have mixed both materials together. The 
more we emphasize the independence of J and E, the more the function of the editor (or the redactor) 
becomes theologically irrelevant to the present text. The editor (or the redactor) becomes merely a 
person who gathers the materials without considering the consistency of the content of materials and he 
could not be an independent theologian. 
255. (1971,150). 
256. (1987,468). 
257. (1989a, 163f. ). Some commentators point out that repetition of some phrases (eg. J1 Durham (Ex, 270) : 
the repetition of horn's sound in 1916,18) may indicate the unity of this section, but they are not 
thorough enough to find a systematic structure in 1916-19a. 
258. Cf. similar structure of E Lipinski (1965,243). 
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of central theme. 
Another person who tries to formulate a similar structure to E Zenger's structure is 0. 
Chirichignoo259' : 
[A] (16b), [B] (16c), [C] (16d), [D] (16e) 
[X] (17) 
[A'](18a), [ß'](18b), [D'](18c), [CX19) 
In this analysis we also find several problems : 
(i) [A] (16b) and [A'] (18a) do not correspond well with each other, because in [A] (16b) 
we read rip-ca but in [Al (18a) taxi "nor t`; t1ý; c `i . This latter clause 
is not 
grammatically the main clause. In addition the main clause standing before this clause 
0'5; M- `; `o Z7t) is outside of G. Chirichigno's structure. And in 19181eP is used three 
times. It seems that the common factor between [A] and [A'] is D`ijva MYp in [A] (16b) 
and ttiK; in [Al (18a). However, `thunder and lightning' (C`ýýa r'5j7), which are used 
together as an idom like in many ancient and modern languages, and `fire (WK; ) cannot 
be easily identified with each other. 
(ii) [B] (16c) and [B'] (18b) also do not correspond with each other, because the cloud (VV) 
i in 1916c) and smoke (lri. = tn iýrip `t) are different from each other. 
(iii) The weakest point of G. Chirichigno's analysis is the different order of [C] (16d) - 
[D] (16e) and [D'] (18c) - [C] (19). 
(iv) In the centre [X] (17) one of the key issues of this section (i. e. the people's coming 
to the mountain to meet God) is well indicated. However, because of his failure to make 
a correct connection between several elements within the section, he also fails to find the 
key points in the centre of this concentric structure. Theologically the people's coming 
from the camp to meet God in [X] (17), which is pointed as the centre of this small 
section by Chirichigno, is unlikely to be the key issue in this section where enormous 
effort is made to describe the magnificent appearance of God on the mountain. 
T. B. Dozemant260) insists that there is a chiastic framwork in 1916-19a : 
[A] (16a) description of theophany as thunder lightning 
[B] (16b) fear (rn) of the people - 
[C] (17) Moses leading Israel to the mountain 
[C] , (18a) priestly reinterpretation of theophany as a divine descent 
in fire on Mount Sinai 
[B'] (18b) priestly personification of the mountain as trembling ('tom) 
[A'] (19) deuteronomic reinterpretation of theophany as speech (`'1 ) 
between Moses and God 
Approaching this issue diachronically, he assumes that the priestly redaction, [C] (18a) and 
[B'] (18b), disrupts the deuteronomistic reinterpretation of theophany. This arrangement is 
259. (1987,468). 
260. (1989a, iOI, 163f). 
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reminiscent of the relationship between the deuteronomistic (19: 8b-9a) and priestly 
(19: 9b-15) accounts of the preparation for the theophany. 
Firstly, however, the accurate account of all aspects lacks in'his structure. For example 
19.16a which functions as the introduction of the whole section, and the division'of 1919a 
and 1919b are not seriously considered. 
Secondly, it is very difficult to assert that [C] 1918a and [B'] 1918b belong'to the priestly 
redaction, which stands independently from the context, and that [A'] 19: 19 is the 
deuteronomistic reinterpretation. In [A'], 'iii is used two times (19.19a, 1919b), and T. B. 
Dozeman apparently assumes that this word in both cases refers to the same thing, God's 
talk with Moses. However, 'ij7 in 19.19a is related to 'I and it is increasing more and 
more ('til 11151rt1 , 
Sti). Therefore, it is not God's voice to talk with Moses but the sound 
accompanied with God's coming just like ii» in 19.16a. Therefore, 1916a is chiastically 
related to 1919a (see our analysis below). 
Thirdly, the chiastic pattern of T. B. Dozeman is the result of superficial observation. 
And in the end he cannot explain why the final redactor makes such kind of composition. 
In other words, he does not consider the theological importance of the centre of this kind 
of concentric structure. If this centre is important, it means the emphasis of the meeting 
of covenantal parties, although [Cl God's coming down on the mountain is more stressed 
than [C] people's coming to the mountain to meet God. This emphasis is quite different 
from T. B. Dozeman's summary of this section as `theophany as an experience of fire and 
this content betrays the general tenor of Dozeman's priestly KABOD theology«61H 
We now want to suggest our own analysis of the structure of 1916-19a. There is a 
chiastic structure in 1916-19a :- 
[a] (16ab) nature (-.. r)) : thunder, lightning, clouds, horn sound 
[b] (16b) people (r): trembling 'I) 
[C] (17) people : Moses led the people to meet God 
[C] (18a, ba) God : God descends upon the mountain to meet the people 
[b'] (18bb), mountain trembling (i 1) 
[a'] (19a) nature (V)): louder horn sound 
This section has a visible chiastic parallels in the outer circle : [a] (16ab) - [b] (16b) ; [b'] 
(18bb) - [a'] (19a). There is also a concentric kernel in the centre of the section and this 
kernel has not one but two, components [C] (17) and [C] (18a, ba), the people's coming to 
26L Regardless this structure the function of people's coming to the mountain to meet God within the 
present context should be explained. 
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the mountain-to meet God and God's coming to the mountain to meet the people. 262I 
From this structure there are three implications which are crucial to the understanding 
of this section within the whole Sinai pericope : (1) the importance of the-kernel [C] - [C], 
(2) the literary explanation method of the concentric structure, (3) the actual event in this 
kernel (i. e. the direct revelation of God's will). 
(1) Just as in many cases-where literary form reflects its content, the author achieves 
his purpose through this structure of 1916-19a in order to stress the importance his theme : 
the central passage' TO (17) - [C] (18a, ba) is positioned in the centre of the concentric 
structure! "') The magnificent features of the coming of God is perfectly paralleled by the 
fact that the coming of the people. The vital issue of this section (19: 9-25) is the meeting 
of the two *parties who have in a preliminary way agreed to make a covenant relationship 
in the previous section'(193b-8). G. von Radt26') finds a great similarity between the Sinai 
narrative and the illustration of Ps 50. He explains that the meaning of Ps 501-4, which- is 
quite similar to the illustration of our section, is the people's preparation for the coming of 
God : `The assembly stands in anticipation of a theophany, the climax of which is an 
allocution by God himself. Encircled by natural phenomena the centre of this concentric 
262 The it of [a] 16ab and a' (19a) 
(1) !1 i1 (BDB : plural absolute in Ex 9: 23,28,29,33,34,1916,2018,1 Sam 7: 10,12-17,18, Job 2806,38: 25) in 
19: 16a seems to mean 'thunder', especially when it is linked with 11W1Z (sg. form) as in 1916a and both 
words seem to form a fixed idiom 'thunder and lightning' (9.23,28,29,34). In Ex 1916 D`ý77Z (mostly 
used as pl. form) and in 2(118 C I" (pl. form of 'M) follow l1ýI7 and these combinations of words 
mean also 'thunder and lightning. (2) ` Xr'' 1nß 13 11 in 1916a is different from 1: ßp in 19: 18. %J 
IV is already staying above the mountain (' l r' ) but JCGp is going up when YHWH is coming 
down. Therefore, when we think about the structure of this section, we should not identify 1V and . 1C'q together like G. Chirichigno's pair of [B] (16c) - [B'] (18b) and W. Beyerlin's analysis (1961,11 = 
1965,7). (3) '17 7 11M `C7''Gho1 Dl'M '111 in 1916aa, standing at the initial stage of this section as 
the introduction of this section, 'reports the time of this event. (4) The fact that not all components of 
[a] (16ab) can be found in [a] (19a) (1 T'p 1 13ý D`ij)'t l1ý7ý7) does not prevent us from seeing 
a fundamental parallel between the two sentences : '1 + noun clause mentioning the similar natural 
phenomenon. It is especially obvious that the last component among natural phenomenon in 1916ab is 
nearly the same as 1919a (1916ab :1 tj 151M V 17 / 1919a M 'i = 71111 'i1 -MiMl 
X117). (5) In 
this pair the natural phenomenon of the thTeophany is expressed. 
The pair of [bl (16b) - [b'] (18bb) : 
(1) The same basic structure in the use of phrases between [b] (1916b) and [b'] (19,18bb) is unmistakable : 
"""T5Z '171"1. The double use of 111 and all the more in the same context (cf. 91" in 2018,19) is 
striking. (2) We have already seen that the emendation of `II' 1T in 1918bb to D 1''Z is not 
necessary in order to make a perfect parallelism between [b] (16b3 and [b'] (18bb). Rather, through this 
variation the author is enabled to express the widespread effect of the awesome feeling about the 
theophany : not only the people but also the mountain itself trembles. (3) Different from the pair [a] 
(16ab) - [a') (19a), the pair [b] (16b) - [b'] (18bb) is about the reaction of the creatures (the people and the 
mountain) to the theophany. 
The pair of [Cl (17) - IC] (18a. ba) : (1) The above two pairs, reporting the natural phenomenon (pair (a] (16ab) - [a] (19a)) and the reaction of 
the creatures (pair [b] (16b) - [b'J (18bb)), enclose this central pair. [C) (17) is about the action of one 
party of the covenant, the people of Israel, but [C] (18aba) is about the action of another party, YHWH. 
(2) Although in [C] (17) the active subject is Moses, his role is ultimately only to lead the people to the 
base of the mountain in order to introduce them to God. The action of the people (: r: -T()_'i 
`51 l) is the preparation for the special purpose of the meeting of both covenant parties. 
the natural 
phenomenon in [C] 19: 18a, ba is far more awesome than that of the pair [a] (16b) and [ä] (19a), because 
the latter is a kind of preparation but the former is directly accompanied with the theophany. God's 
coming to the top of the mountain (V' , 19.18a) is a good contrast with the comparable position of the 
people (`M ! 1`! "11 'O, 1917b). God comes to the top of the mountain in order to meet the people. 
263. R. W. L, tvloberly (1983,39) correctly points out the importance of consideration of the content and the 
style : The exegesis will be theological in that the exegete will be open to theological meaning both in 
the content of the narrative and in its presentation. ' 
264. (1938,20 = 1958,30 = 1966,20). 
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structure illustrates the key feature of this event, the meeting of both parties. 
(2) If we find examples of the chiastic structure in the Hebrew prosee265", we should 
consider how the author connects the section of the concentric structure . with the 
following section. The concentric structure has the enormous advantage of expressing the 
importance of a certain central theme by placing it in the centre of the whole structure. 
On the other hand, however, it also has disadvantage for making a progress in the next 
stage of the event. In other words, the natural consequence of this concentric structure is 
that its connection with the next section is not smooth, because the real chronological 
order in the development to the next event could be in danger or of being lost. 966) In the 
pattern of 
[A] - [B] - [C] - [C] - [B'] - [A'], 
the last stage of the event seems tobe most probably not [A'], which is at the end of the 
section. In this case the author faces a difficulty in connecting the present section with the 
next section in terms of the chronological order of event, because [A'] appears to, be but is 
actually not the last stage of the event. Shortly we may consider the characteristics of 
concentric structure for the better understanding of the Sinai pericope : (i) Just after a 
concentric structure a_ distinctive sentence construction is necessary to signify the fresh 
start. We read in 1919b one of the most unusual sentence constructions in the Sinai 
pericope so that two contrastive sentences (sub. + ipf. ) are in 1919b just after the last clause 
of this concentric structureP67' The contrasted subjects in 1919b are Moses and God, but 
in the chiastic structure of 19: 16-19a the contrasted parties are the people and God. 
Through this difference the new start from 1919b is apparent. (ii) A corollary of the first 
point is that the next event described in the following section has to be best connected not 
with [a'] (19a) but with [C] (18a, ba)P68' (iii) And therefore the following section 1919b-25 
is not the actual chronological continuation of the event of meeting between God and the 
people. Rather 1919b-25 in the present text might be chronologically before the meeting, 
because the content of 1919b-25 is a kind of repeated warning about the people's approach 
to the mountain. As we shall see in the exegesis about the next section (2.7. LL), 1919b-25 
is the fulfilment of the proleptic announcement of 19: 9a. Therefore, the actual 
chronological continuation of 1916-19a is not 1919b-25 but 2&i 17J8-22. P269" This conclusion 
is significant for understanding the complex structure of the whole Sinai pericope. 
(3) There is no obvious word in 199-25 itself which indicates the connection between 
the theophany and the decalogueý270' However, three features in the preceding and 
265. Fl Andersen (1974,119-140, esp. 123426) lists the examples of chiasmus of epic narrative. 
266. Therefore, this structural pattern seems to be suitable for a single literary work, especially the 
(Hebrew) poetry or the whole structure of a long prose. 
267. Fl Andersen (1974,150ff) : 1419ba 11r reb / 1919bb ti7 z U. 3r, mv. * ýG11. 
268. Pace J. L Durham (Ex, 272). 
269. Without considering this concentric structure and from different standpoint many source-critical 
studies insist that 2U18ff. is the the continuation of 1419. 
270. Therefore, in general this connection is considered as secondary or loose (e& after J. Wellhausen 
(1905,342ff. ) till S. Mittmann (1975,145ff), F. -L Hossfeld (1982,164), see E Zenger (1971,12-45,206-231) for 
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following sections of 199-25 (193-8 and 2&18-21) attest this linkage. '27" 
Firstly, in the previous section (19: 3-8) there is a clear mention about the terms of the 
covenant (`»', -, 5 / "r'7) but no specific terms of the covenant are given. If we interpret 
19: 3-8 as the preliminary proposal and acceptance of the covenant relationship (see 2.4.4.2. ), 
it is safe to surmise that the author suspends articulating the real terms of the covenant till 
the forthcoming sections. Otherwise, the whole section of 193.8 becomes meaningless. 
Secondly, if we accept the continuity of 19.3-8 and 19: 9-25, and if we cannot find the 
word aspect of the covenant relationship (i. e. God's word of the terms of the covenant) in 
19: 9-25, it is quite natural that we expect to find in the next sections what has not yet been 
mentioned, Ex 20ff. 
Thirdly, in 20.18-21(210. ), we find an important clue which supports the connection 
between the meeting of both parties and the decalogue, the direct law-giving (2&19,22). 
Finally we summarize the theme of this section as follows. The structure and the 
content tell us the following two points : 
(i) God's coming to the mountain is expressed vividly. 
(ii) Despite the importance of the theme of God's coming, the other- theme, the coming 
of the people is not faded from the scene at all. 
Therefore, this section has to be interpreted not as a scene of the bare theophany but as a 
scene of the meeting of the two covenant parties, which is meaningful within the larger 
category of covenant making between YHWH and IsraeL 
2.7.19.19b-25 (Moses authority and the special warning) 
2.71 Exegesis of 1919b-25 
2.711.19.19b (7; Wy, " crm" 7- et) 
In 19: 19b there is a sudden interruption with fresh content different from 1916-19a. In 
other words, 19: 16-19a is about the meeting of both parties of the covenant, but 1919b is 
about the dialogue between Moses and God. This new content in 1919b is constructed 
the literature). 
27L S. Mowinckel (1964,75) : 'Wir sind somit immer noch bei den Vorbereitungen zu dem eigentlichen 
Zweck der ganzen Theophanie; noch hat Jahwe nicht angefangen, das mitzuteilen, was die Pointe des 
Ganzen ist: die Mitteilung der Bundesbedingungen und Gebote. ' This mention about the law is delayed 
(cf. the terms 'ein retardierendes Motiv', 'ein retardierendes Moment'), because the author wants to 
mention the subsequent information in 19.21-25. E. W. Nicholson (1973,74,1977, passim) argues the 
connection between theophany and direct law-giving, which can be revealed in the exegesis of 2018-21. 
However, he cannot suggest fully how law-giving is connected with theophany in 199-25 and with the 
preliminary agreement of the covenant relationship in 19: 3-& B. S. Childs (Ex, 364) emphasising the 
importance of the study on the present (final) text, also realizes the connection between theophany and 
law (p. 365f) : 'Secondly, the extended preparations of ch. 19, especially in the light of w. 20ff, focus on 
the giving of the law in 201ff. and are not to be handled as relating to a bare theophany (italics, TGS). ' 
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with two constrastive sentences (subs + ipf. ; sub! + ipf. Y272' compared with the dominant 
sentence style in 19: 16-19, ipf. cons. Quite naturally, therefore, the most important question 
of 19.19b is how it is connected with the previous sections. According, to the content, the 
dialogue between God and Moses, 19-19b can be naturally connected with 19Ja. (Z'3) 
E. Zengerý27', however, insists that the asyndeton in 1919ba does not absolutely mean 
the division between 1919a and 1919b.. And he prefers to translate 1919bb (U; pes a`, 'ýttýtý 
into `Elohim antwortete dem Moses im Donner'. He concludes that 1919b should be 
divided from 19: 9a as well as from 1916-19a. However, E Zenger does not explain why 
the asyndeton (19.19b). is suddenly used after the successive use of ipf. cons. (1916-19a) and 
what is the meaning of 19: 19b in the context. Further, he does not take the following 
point seriously : 1919b is the fulfilment of the proleptic theme of 199a. 
It is difficult to find any positive explanation of the direct connection between 1916-19a 
and 19: 19b not, only for grammatical reasonsU753 but also because of the difference of 
content. Q76) Therefore, the ý connection between 19: 9a and 19: 19b seems more plausibW 27) 
Although both texts are formulated differently(278), there are three points in common : (i) 
the same topic, the dialogue between God and Moses, (ii) the dialogue in the midst of 
theophany, (iii) the people can hear the dialogue (271) This is an example of prophecy - 
272. A. Niccacci (1990,181f. ) suggests YIQTOL (the indicative form) sometimes does not express the simple 
future but a repeated or continued action in the past. 
273. H. Gressmann (1913,181), W. Rudolph (1938,43f). However, some commentators try to connect between 
1919a and 1919b by emending the text, eg. B. Lipinski (1965,234, n. 4 :'' 'I 133= D' K. 1 '1.1`1). 
However, this kind of ungrounded emendation is not acceptable. See B. Zenger (1971,244, n35). 
274. (1971,62). Similarly W. Rudolph (1938,43f). 
275. Namely (1) start ing with asynthesis (121` fib), (2) inverted verbal sentence order (two S+V orders, 
1T of b and 7D U3p, " D ý1ýId11), (3) are YIQTOL forms (A. Niccacci (1990,54,202, n37) lists this 
rare form in the OT or expressing a repeated action in the narrative). 
276. Namely 1916-19a is about the meeting of God and Israel but 1919b is about the dialogue between God 
and Moses. 
277. S. Mowinckel (1964,75). 
278. In 19.9a the main objective (people's hearing of the dialogue C T, ", 1 YCZf) is in the main clause and 
God's talk with Moses is attached to this main clause with the prepositional phrase (', q "W1 ). And 
the ultimate purpose of this action is explained in the last clause of 19ßa (DýiO U"I: x 
However, in 1919b the main concern is the dialogue itself, and therefore it is in the main clause (1 'U 
D'ol'`1= U1' with 
279. 'Irhe first and second points' are evident. But the third point needs to be explained clearly. We 
interpret that the hearing of the people of this dialogue is expressed indirectly with 7Z, which most 
probably means that the voice is audible not only to Moses but also to the people. This report of the 
dialogue in 1919b is unusual in the context of Ex. Before Ex 19 the author reports the content of the 
dialogue between God and Moses directly without this kind of report. The purpose of 1919b is not only 
to report the dialogue but also to inform that the people have heard the dialogue. If the purpose of 
1919b were only to state that the dialogue happened between God and Moses, 5i== would not be 
necessary, because even without this prepositional phrase (51ij ) the sentence of 19J9b is perfect to 
report this simple fact. However, this is not likely to be the purpose of 19191. The author has a 
special intention by this prepositional phrase, 'a voice audible by a human being', otherwise redundant. 
U. Cassuto (1967,232) insists that it corresponds exactly to 'gm' (Ug), which is commonly found in epic 
poetry when the poet tells us that one of the gods was speaking in a loud void Again Ehrlich (1,338) 
vividly paraphrases : 'Moses sprach, wie Menschen sprechen, sodass man dabei Sprachorgane in Tätigkeit 
wahrnehmen konnte; die Antwort JHWHs aber gab sich nur in der Stimme kund, ohne dass irgend 
etwas sichtbar wäre, von dem die Stimme käme; vgl. Deut. 4,12. ' This sound is not just thunder, but it 
indicates a voice and its meaning is clearly understandable. Therefore, the most plausible intention is in 
its connection with the initial prediction of God's dialogue with Moses in 199a. In other words, if the 
author had no concern whether or not the people have heard this dialogue, especially the discernible 
word of God, then this prepositional phrase 1919b) would be meaningless In this manner 1919b 
becomes the fulfilment of the predicted word in 19ßa and for this interpretation the function of 51i7ý is vital. S. Bar-Efrat (1978,28 : 'In stylistic analysis attention is to be paid to every word and to 
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fulfilment scheme (2.511. ). 
Meanwhile, this interpretation raises a problem: In other words, 1919b-25 does not 
mention explicitly the expected psychological effect of God's talking with Moses on the 
people (people's trust in Moses, Dýipý WMW j,; -C9) 19: 9a), if 199d"10) is connected with 
1919bf. : 
199a : theophany, dialogue, effect on the people 
1919bf.: theophany, dialogue, x 
However, 1919b is not all account of the dialogue but a short summary of that event, and 
it has to be interpreted in connection with 19: 20-25, as we shall see soon. The purpose of 
this section (1919b-25) is the detailed report" of the dialogue between God and Moses. But 
the effect on the people when they hear this dialogue is not mentioned here but in the 
following section, 2018-22 (see 2.10. ) when the people ask voluntarily for the mediatorship 
of Moses for the law which will be given furthe6280 
Interestingly enough, in the dialogue of 1919b Moses's word (-an) is mentioned first and 
then YHWH's word (1w) follows. The sentence structure (i. e. sub} + ipf. ; subj. + ipf. ) 
expresses not a once-off talk but a (continuous) dialogue or discussion. '282) If 1919b means 
a dialogue, then the order of speech does not show it is totally different from the proleptic 
announcement in 19: 9a. Rather, in the present context, the order (Moses' word and then 
YHWH's answer) in 19: 19b skilfully appeals to the reader / listener that Moses' position is 
so high that he speaks with God without any problem. This is a kind of stepping stone 
for the full achievement of 'the original objective about Moses' divine authority in 
2o-18 22. (283) 
In the whole Sinai pericope there is no other place which gives specific information 
about the dialogue between God and Moses by using the sentences like 1919b except 19.9a 
and 19: 20-24. Therefore, it is natural to assume that all three texts are related to a 
sub-theme of the Sinai pericope, the authority of Moses. (284) Then the connection between 
every linguistic construction, but particularly so to the exceptional ones'). 
280. Although in 19-9a we read only God's talk to Moses, it does not necessarily mean there is monologue 
of God. If there is monologue, it does not need to be mentioned, because 193-8 is already an example 
of the monologue of Gdd and it does not need an introductory report about the monologue. Therefore, 
the specific mention of God's talk to Moses implies the dialogue between them. 
28L A similar example that the author concentrates on one specific theme in a section is found in 193-8. 
Although the stipulations of the new relationship are vital if the theme of this section is the covenant 
relationship, the author does not mention the specific stipulations in this earliest stage. In the following 
sections we naturally expect to read the necessary items to constitute the legitimate covenant. 
282. From this structure and the use of verbs (especially ; »p` of God in the second sentence) we have a 
strong impression that both subjects, Moses and God talk with each other. Grammatically this change of 
normal verbal sentence order, V+S, can be explained with the texts which bring the idea of contrast 
(e. g. Gen 1312) or synchronism (eg. Judg 1514), although contradicting contrast is not the idea of our text 
(see. Williams § 573). Further F. I. Andersen (1974,150-153 : 'It (contrastive sentence, TGS) is the total 
pattern of the two clauses together that determines the total effect in the resultant sentence as a single 
construction'), Muraoka (33 :S+V pattern for emphasis or contrast), and JL Ska (1990,15 : frequentative 
meaning). In this case it is not necessary to translate 13p 'answer, but it together with 'U1 expresses 
the scene of dialogue between two persons. 
283.1st stage (19: 9a, God's talk to Moses) - 2nd stage (19: 19b, Moses word and then God's answer) - 3rd 
stage (20: 18ff., the peoples trust in Moses as the divine mediator). To this scheme the content of 19,20 is 
helpful. Moses' sole approach to the (top of the) mountain makes a great contrast with the repeated 
prohibition of the people not to cross the boundary. 
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19.19b'and also 19.20-24 is natural. 1919b functions as a kind of preliminary introduction 
to the content of the dialogue between God and MosesP81' Therefore, after delaying (cf. 
S. Mowinckel's term `retardienen') to mention the real purpose of this section, to 
pronounce God's will for making a covenant, the author goes back in 19.25 to the original 
situation in 1919 X286) 
2712.19.20-25 
MI: Y! l 'M Imr* ii n`7 lvr M71 1 1' VMT * "TO 'tiT J M'T '"1 19: 20 
5mm l11rt1ý ON r- t 1%-p CTl om 11 8 ý0-5K M1T "1 Kol 21 -vi Iv 
- bMX5 un 1, Im r -'z -`ý'0 -M-* M*5p Cr 
ý-'T t'7 T'ýt b 1bPt "1 23 
: 11'1i'_tý71 riTt1K ýý37 
; o-n -'m ar11 D`SýX11 q I'm ý1r1ýc zii- "I"r T* 1UK"1 - 24 
: b1ýJtýt `1biOl D J1'ýt ti eM 71! 1 25 
W. Rudolph(287) holds that the present order of 1919b -19.. 20 should be reversed because 
he sees the connection of both verses : 1919b 'ý uupp 'vT rem VSTI 
19'20 -i 1C7 b ýp! 1 '1 C7bt M. Jbý 11T tlý7'1 `111 W1'* `M '1T'ti7p i i1T 11' 1 Y .. VVI. I.. "- .. V. I- 
And if we -follow the ordinary sentence order his advice looks good. - However, he does 
not consider seriously that 1919b serves two purposes in its present context :' 
Firstly, when the author finishes his discourse of 19: 16-19a, which has a concentric 
(chiastic) structure, he also finishes the description of the main theme, the meeting of the 
people with God. 
Secondly, now in 1920-24 the author deals with his sub-topic of the whole 19.9-25 which 
is mentioned proleptically in 19: 9a, God's talk with`Moses when the people meet with God. 
Chronologically, however, the whole content of 19: 20-24 should come before the people's 
meeting with God, because 1920-24 as a kind of appendix tells about the second aspect of 
the' preparation of that meeting (1912-13)288) 
Although this arrangement reverses the sections chronologically, it serves very well the 
284. S. Mowinckel (1964,75). 
285. JJ. P. Valeton (1907,86, n. 2) seems to be quite sensible to define this clause as a kind of 'opschrift' or 
'inhoudopgave: 
286. S. Mowinckel (1964,76). 
287. (1938,44). 
288. See 252. about the two aspects of the preparation. The present arrangement seems to show a 
deliberate purpose of the author (see the chart in 252. ). After mentioning the people's preparation Qä] 
19: 14-15), the author goes directly to the key event of this section, the meeting of two parties Qb'] 
1936-19a), because he does not want to divert the interest or concentration of the reader / listener from 
the main topic (the people' meeting with God) to the sub-topic (God's talk with Moses). After 
mentioning the main topic in 1916-19a with a concentric structure, he quickly goes to the sub-topic of 
149-25, which is the primary object of 199a, the dialogue between God and Moses. 
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purpose of the author who wants to mention the main topic first, and then attach the 
sub-topic next. (289) 
An important issue of this section is 1924P9O Two major problems of this text are : (1) 
the connection of 19.24 with 19: 20-23, and (2) the position of 19: 24 in the whole Sinai 
pericope. 
(1) The lack of connection between 1921-23 and 19.24 in their content is obvious. (291" 
19: 21-23 reports the warning to the people in general but 19.24 tells about God's permission 
of Moses and Aaron to come to God. However, there are common factorsP92) : (i) the 
command to Moses to go down (ii) the concern about coming up is expressed 
negatively in 19: 21-23 (the people are not allowed to come) and positively in 19.24 (Moses 
and Aaron may come). Because of these common factors 19: 24 is not absolutely distinct 
from 19.21-23. Considering the highly skilful composition of the Sinai pericope, we realize 
that the author prepares this composition deliberately. In 1919b-25 the author mainly deals 
with the sub-topic of Ex 19, the dialogue between God and Moses. At the end of this 
section, however, the author tries to connect this section with the following section.. In 
this case. we find once again that the persistent literary concern of the author is the 
intimate connection between several sections of the Sinai pericope. The actual objective 
of 1924 is announced again in 24: 1 and finally achieved in 24: 9-11, because there is no 
other description about the coming of Moses and Aaron to the mountain. Therefore, the 
author's compositional technique is that after reporting all about the sub-topic of Ex 19 
(God's dialogue with Moses) the author tries to tie up this part of the Sinai pericope and 
the other part by using the common factors between 19.20-23 and 1924 (with 24l, 9-ll) 
mentioned alreadyP93) Otherwise, the coexistence of 19.21-23 and 19.24 would become a 
very strange composition which is far below the normal standard of literature. 
(2) As far as the position of 19: 24 in the Sinai pericope is concerned, two literary 
techniques are used in 1924 : (i) (anticipatory) transitional technique, (ii) macroscopic 
point of viewP94) 
(i) 19: 24 anticipates the event after Ex 20-23. It introduces to and naturally connects 
with the event which will happen in 241 and 249-11 Therefore, 1924 does not function as 
289. S. Mowinckel (1964,75) correctly criticises W. Rudolph (1938,44) who holds that Moses' authority is the 
unique purpose of 19-. 9-25 by negelcting its main topic, the meeting of two covenant parties. From the 
literary point of view, therefore, its present position is a successful arrangement for the composition of 
the whole 
290. U. Cassuto (1967,24), misunderstanding the literary structure of 1919b-25, considers this command in 
1924 as God's sharp rejection of Moses' word in 1923. In 1924, however, God is talking about a 
different topic. 
291 As E Zenger (1971,63) points out, 1924 cannot be God's answer to Moses word in 1923. 
292. E. Zenger (1971,64) also acknowledges the existence of common factors : 'Vom Vortbestand her hat v. 
24 viele Gemeinsamkeiten mit v. 21-23. ' Through the similar words or phrases the author wants to 
perform his own theme in this section. 
293. See the common compositional material in Dt 271-8 (3.7.6). 
294. Similar macroscopic point of view is in 24: 2 which is related to 2412f. JL Ska (1990,10) considers 
simply 1924 - 241 as an example of repetition / resumption. See further 273. & 91111 
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an introduction to 24: 9-11, which is done by 24: 1 where we can see another transitional 
technique : 1924 (the furthest anticipation) - 241 (anticipation) - 249-11 (fulfilment). 
(ii) In 19.24 Moses and Aaron are the only actors, but in 24: 1 other people are also 
allowed to come to the mountain. Aaron's coming-up to the mountain of theophany 
(19.24,24: 1) can only be meaningful when he approaches God as one of the representatives 
of the people in order to pay the homage to God (24: 9-11). Therefore, we realize that 
these three texts are related to each other. The simple list of the persons in 1924 who are 
allowed to come to the mountain (Moses and Aaron) compared with 241,9-11 (Moses, 
Aaron, etc. ) is the outcome of the macroscopic perspective in the present text situation! "') 
Therefore, 19: 24 keeps the mind of reader in the main stream of narrative of the Sinai 
pericope. 
The issue raised by -Ir *m '1711 (19.25a) is, as R-L HossfeIP96) clearly points out, 
on which command is this action of Moses dependent ?E Zengert297) insists that it is 
related to 19: 24, because 19.24 belongs to the Jehowist like 19.20b, 21,23., F. -L Hossfeld, 
against E Zenger, correctly argues that 19: 24 is different from 1920b, 21,23.1924 belongs 
to the same origin (late priestly redaction) like 1922. 
However, there are two factors which do not fit in with the source division of E 
Zenger and F. L. Hossfeld (1920b, 21,23 -J ; 1922,24 - P) 
(i) 7V7; -ýK rl* pr A vr-ýx (19: 24) which should be connected with 7). ý-5K 3oI'l'19 
nirtný (1921). 
(ii) Another inconsistent factor in this division is in 1924 where there are not only 
ark r7 but also aýýt. The former is related to 0ý»ii oat in 19: 22 and the latter with 
MV; in 19: 21. In other words, in 19.24b there are two components (0ýý7ýý1 / Oýýr x-19) 
which are related to 1922 and ritr to ao ýýýt tD is related to 1921 
Therefore, we conclude that the author synthesizes 1921,1922 in 1924. This means the 
source division adds little to our understanding. Consequently Moses' going down in 
19: 25a is related to both 19: 21 and 19.24. Interestingly enough, W. Beyerlin'298) recognizes 
the possibility that 1925 is a continuation of 1920-24, the achievement of the command 
(19: 24a) that Moses should descend. In this case the content of Moses' talk to the people in 
19: 25b (a titc ` K*t) is (i) further warning against coming up the mountain affecting the 
priesthood also (19: 21-23), and (ii) coming of Moses and Aaron only to the mountain 
(1924). 
295.1924 is farthest from the actual event in 249-11. Among the persons listed in 241,9-11, two most 
prominent persons (Moses and Aaron) who appear first in the lists are mentioned in 1924. Through 
19.24 the author prepares the reader's mind for the forthcoming event after the long break of reporting 
the covenantal terms (the decalogue and the Book of the Covenant). 
296. (1982365). 
297. (1971,64 and passim). 
298. (1961,12 = 1965,8). 
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Two possible interpretations of m`ýit -9: 911 (19.25b) are suggested by F. -L Hossfeld(111) : 
(i) it is the closing clause of the previous sentences, (ii) it is the. `kataphorische 
Redeeinleitung zu einer direkten Rede' (the decalogue, TGS). Semantically ý=K, different 
from 'vi pi, suits the latter interpretation. (300) Then 19.25 and 201 are complete with each 
other. However, then we have a difficult problem that although the subject of 1924b is 
Moses like in 19.25a, but the subject of 203 is lnn'5tZ. The hypothesis (a) that after 19.. 25 
text is lost(301), or (b) that the author fails to return to the narrative part as in 19.2(Y302), or 
the idea (c) that there are here two deuteronomic layers having the same function(303) does 
not help solve the problem clearly. Finally F. L. -Hossfeld holds that the only possible 
interpretation is that these are the work 'of one redactor : 
`Ein Redaktor - weder der Jehowist noch ein Deuteronomist - hat die ihm 
in 
19: 25b vorgegebene. Einleitung zu einer Moserede durch den Einsatz von 20: 1 
umfunktioniert zu einer Einleitung für eine Rede Elohims an das Volk. ' 
F: L. Hossfeld's criticismO04) of the three theories in (a), (b), (c) seems to be correct. 
However, his `genetic' (his own term) explanation is also unsatisfactory and rather 
awkward. We have to recognize the following three factors in 1925b, 201: 
(i) in" 19.25b the addressee (i. e. the people) is clear, 
(ii) in 75th rim : r' * -vin (201) we know who is the speaker and what is 
the title of the speech, 
(iii) 7z: Ký (201) introduces the direct speech. 
The fact that there are different subjects in both verses (19.25b, 201) cannot be changed. 
The speaker of 19: 25b is most probably Moses, but in 201 God speaks. The content of 
speech of 19: 25b is the dialogue between God and Moses in 19: 19b-24, because the 
connection between 19: 25a and 19.25b is very natural. But the content of the word in 201 
is the decalogue. Therefore, there is a clear division between 1925b and 201. Here we do 
not need to think about the redactor who makes a poor literary connection between 
19: 25b and 20: 1, according to F: L. Hossfeld's analysis. We have seen that the author 
reports from 1919b a sub-topic (the dialogue between God and Moses) after dealing with 
the main topic in 19.16-19a. But after 19.25b the author goes back to the main topic of 
19: 9-25, the meeting between God and the people. If the awesome phenomenon described 
in 19: 16-19a is not bare theophany (B. S. Childs), as we have seen, it is for the 
299. (1982,165). 
300. W. Rudolph (1938,44) : The content of direct speech is 'ihr habt nun erlebt, wie Jahwe aus dem 
Gewölk mit mir geredet hat, darum vertraut mir. ' However, it is not necessary. E Zenger (1971,64) : 
'11*21' ist nirgends "ein abgeschlossener Begriff(reden)': ' However, 1925 with Gen 49 does not have the 
object clause, although BDB interprets the object clause may be fallen. HAL attests another example 
(Judg 17: 2,2 Chr 3224), L Rost (1974,13), S. Mittemann (1975,150). 
30L L Rost (1974,13, n. 12). 
302. S. Mittmann (1975,150). 
303. E Zenger (1971,173,210). 
304. (1982,165). 
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announcement of God's terms for the covenant. But since the sub-topic appears suddenly 
from 1919b, the main stream of the narrative is postponed. Now after the section for the 
sub-topic in, 19: 19b-25, the author goes back from 201 to the main line of the Sinai 
pericope, the presentation, of the covenant terms, which has already been alluded to in 
19: 3-8 and, postponed in 19.16-19a. Therefore, we conclude that the author arranges the 
several events skilfully according to his grand literary scheme. 
Z7.. The position of 1919b-25 within 199-25 
The position of 19.19b-25 in the context looks controversiaL'3os' B. S. Childs makes an 
interesting comment on the content(306) : 
`Right at the apparent climax of the theophany, the scene is interrupted and 
Moses is again called back up the mountain for further instruction. And what 
strange instructions r 
He(307) further suggests that usually this section is seen as a dismal anticlimax which 
disturbs the progress of the chapter. After pointing out correctly the failure of source and 
form criticism to deal with this section in the OT contexe 308), he suggests his own 
interpretation : 
`But, as we have argued, the purpose of ch. 19 is to recount the preparation for 
the deliverance of the law. The inclusion of vv. 20-25 is clear evidence that the 
narrator (or redactor) understood ch. 19 as preparation for the main event. The 
preparations which were executed in the two previous days, and which preceded 
that moment on the third day, were still not considered adequate by God. The 
warning is given for the sake of the people, who have no experience as yet of 
the dimensions of divine holiness, and lest warned will destroy themselves-"") 
305. There are some commentators who consider this section as a later addition to 1910ff, for example B. 
Bäntsch (Ex, 176), M. Noth (ATD, Ex, 124,129 = Ex, 155,160), E Zenger (1971,170ff) in H. H. Schmid (1976,98). 
G. Beer (Ex, 98) insists that the picture dipicted in 19.21-25 hinders the stream of the theophany theme. 
A more elaborate but similar interpretation is that 19.19b-25 is a kind of Midrash to 1912-13, and 
therefore the whole 1920-24 is a later addition to connect 19,19 and 1425. For example B. Eerdmans 
(Ex, 65), W. Rudolph (1936,41; 1938,41), W. Beyerlin (1961,12 = 1965,8) and G. to Stroete (Ex, 146). J. Halbe 
(1975,276) and recently J. L Durham (Ex, 269) hold that 19.20 is a kind of midrash to 1912-13 which 
introduces 19". 21-24. This section is inserted into the present position by the priestly circles who ask 
whether the prohibition to come near to Yahweh applied also to the priests. However, this 
interpretation weakens the theological stance of the priestly circles, if they were the final redactors, 
because here the priests are also prohibited. Further there are other elements in 1921-24 which cannot 
be explained with the hypothesis of priestly redactor(s). 
306. (Ex, 361). He rejects the following suggestions : (i) the idea of moving 1911b-13 after 1924 (McNeile), 
(ii) considering 19.20-24 as a sort of 'midrashic expansion for the original command in 1912-13 (Rudolph, 
Haelvoet, Beyerlin). He holds, following A. Dillmann, that there is no report of execution of God's 
command. However, its execution can be simply assumed as in the parallel instances throughout the OT. 
307. (Ex, 369). 
308. (Ex, 370) : 'Yet the essential difficulty of this section arises out of a basic failure to understand the 
passage and its role within the chapter. For those comentatores who separate ch. 20 sharply from ch. 19, 
and find the purpose of the latter chapter to be the revelation of the bare theoplwny (italics TGS), the 
interruption of these additional instruction is extremely disturbing. ' 
309. Similar assertion is suggested by Ch. Levin (1985a, 185), though with naive exegesis, who depends on L 
Perlitt (1969,233f) and S. Mittmann (1975,156 : 'Eine Sinai-Theophanie ohne Gesetz käme auf den bloßen 
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However, the assertion of B. S. Childs that 19.19b-25 is a- kind of dismal anticlimax (`a 
strange construction P. `extremely disturbing') to the whole Ex 19 is the result of a failure 
to, recognize the existence of the sub-topic in 19: 9-25': the establishment of the divine 
authority of Moses through the dialogue between God and Moses. This sub-topic has 
already been introduced before Ex 19 (e. g. Ex 3,1431) and is also after Ex 24 (eg. Ex 34). 
In the Sinai pericope this theme is not forgotten but intermingled with the main topic of 
Ex 19, the meeting of both covenant parties. Despite this weak point, B. S. Childs' 
investigation sheds light on our study of the whole Sinai pericope : namely we have to 
consider the role of Ex" 19 within the Sinai pericope. and in this respect Ex 19 is a 
preparation for the main event (i. e. law-giving). ' And therefore the connection of the 
meeting of both parties and the law-giving should be considered. (310 
For J. L Durhamý31), overcoming B. S. Child's weak point, R16-25 deals with the third 
motif in Ex 19, the mediatory role of Moses, compared with the first motif (YHWH's 
Presence) and the second motif (Israel's experience of that Presence). This third motif, 
however, is suddenly inserted as an important issue within this section. Except for 2a18ffi 
there is no concern with Moses's function as mediator. Therefore, the emphasis of this 
section on Moses as intermediary is out of place. -The reason for this placing of 1919b-25 
with the account of YHWH's advent to Israel is in the glorification of sacerdotal 
prerogative and in Moses' case, prophetic prerogative as well. Going one step further he 
adds :I 
`The compiler's reason for placing them here must primarily have been a desire 
to avoid any impression that Israel might approach Yahweh without a priestly / 
prophetic intermediary. 
The positive side of J. I. Durham's argument is that he'sees very well that Moses' 
intermediary role between God and the people, and Moses' authority among the people are 
two different motives. ("') Moses' going up to the top of the mountain, to a place beyond 
whose, boundaries the people are forbidden to go (19.20), establishes the uniqueness of 
Moses' role, a uniqueness immediately reinforced by the repetition of the warning that the 
people are not to cross the boundaries. Durham's argument gives us a good hint to find 
the theme of this section. However, the motif of Moses' authority does not appear 
suddenly here, but it was already mentioned from the beginning of Exodus, as we have 
Theaterdonner bei leerer Szene hinaus'). 
310. As we shall see soon, although BS. Childs' estmation (Ex, 370) - of the purpose of Ex 19 as the 
preparation for the deliverance of law is the outcome of the failure to recognize the main topic of Ex 
19, the meeting of both covenant parties, his concern about the relationship between Ex 19 and the laws 
has to be judged as constructive to know the value of Ex 19. 
311. (Ex, 269). 
312, And he points clearly the importance of the first two motifs, the first (YHWH's presence) and the 
second (Israel's experience of that Presence), which in fact constitute two vital components of the theme 
of Ex 199-25, the direct encounter of the two covenant parties. 
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seen, and will be ' achieved fully in the event of Moses' radiant face (34: 29-35, cf. 
33: 7-11,12-23). In particular, we have not to miss the point that 19: 9a is clearly connected 
with the present section. Therefore, the effort to find the reason for this motif in the 
glorification of prophetic prerogative is too general and too vague to apply here. Rather 
we want to formulate it differently : Moses' role as the messenger between God and the 
people especially for making the covenant and for receiving the covenantal law is the 
main reason for this event like the many mentions of Moses' role throughout the whole 
ExP 13) This role is approved by the people (2018ff) as well as by God. And Js. Durham 
fails to point out the meaning of'the rare construction of two subj + ipf. sentences at the 
beginning of this section (1919b), which is a signal for a new starting point. However, his 
interpretation of the function of the content of 1920 is quite right : Moses' lone approach 
to the top of the mountain contrasts with the prohibition on the people against crossing 
the boundary of the mountain. This focuses the theme of this section. More precisely, 
just at the time when the real meeting of the two parties takes place, God calls Moses to 
come to give an additional warning to the peopW314) 
Apart from this thematic aspect, we should consider the structural aspect of this section, 
the position of this section within 19: 9-25. The content of [c'] 1919b-25 corresponds with 
the second part of the section of God's initial warning for people's preparation of meeting 
God, set a limit or a boundary around the mountain ac] 1912-13,25.2. ). As between 1920a 
and 1918a, there are similarities and differences between 19-19b-25 and 1912-131315), but the 
basic tenor is the same, the prohibition against the people crossing the boundary around 
the mountain. We have seen (the chart in 2.5.2. ) that the first part of preparation (the 
preparation of the people themselves) in [a] 1910-11a matches its performance in [a'] 1914-15. 
And from this correspondence we realize that there is the preparation - performance 
scheme. We find the same scheme in both texts [c] 19: 12-13 and [c'] 19: 19b-25.19: 12-13 is 
the second part of preparation (the preparation in the mountain by setting boundary) and 
313. S. Mowinckel (1964,76) also points out that this sub-topic is not only for the emphasis on a theological 
truth (i. e. Moses has the divine authority) but also for the introduction of Moses as the recipient of 
God's law in the future. In this respect, as S. Mowinckel correctly mentions, this sub-topic is directly 
related to the content of 2038-2L And with the word in 2x20 Moses indirectly expresses the position 
of the mediator between God and Israel. And the prerogative of the priesthood cannot be the point of 
this section as we have already seen. 
314. ]JP. Valeton (1907,87) aptly points out that there is difference of time concept between 19,18 (perfect) 
and 19.20a (past). This difference seems to reveal the difference of the level of the events. In 19,18 the 
meeting itself is concerned, but in 19.20a the author seems to report another event in the situation of 
that meeting. There are two reasons : (i) When the people see that Moses may cross the boundary of 
the mountain, which they themselves are not allowed to do, and when the people hear the dialogue 
between God and Moses, they will realize immediately the difference between Moses' position and theirs. 
(ii) The bare theophany (B. S. Childs) affords no sense but the theophany for something is only 
meaningful in the whole context of Ex 19 (see 2.62), and before doing this something, God gives 
repeated warning to Moses (19.21-23) and a command for future action (19: 24). This circumstance is 
described vividly in 1920. 
315. Similarities : (i) a verb making a boundary of the mountain (5= hi. 1912,23, see 2.513. for the 
emendation to 'TVI in 1912), (ii) people's coming (11p, 1912,23)} and differences : (i) three times use of 
paronomasia (Wo § 35-3-1-b, Lettinga § 73-c-2, ]. l. Glückj970,51-78) for God's punishment (NO 
i" 1912; -? 
5iiýb, 
19: 2iV1' 
o11" 19: 13) but two phrases about punishment (ý l U2r2 5=1 19: 21; 7161` G1ý -j9 2), ('ü) CJ1j) in 1910 (pl. ) for the people but in 19.22 (hitp) for the priests and 
in 123 (pi) for the mountain, (iii) new information about the priests in 19,21 
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1919b-25 (esp. 1923 !) alludes to its performance. Although the performance of the second 
part of the preparation has already been done when the performance of the first part has 
been achieved, the author does not report this in the same space, i. e. in 1}14-15. This is 
because the warning about the second part of preparation will be repeated in 19: 21-22- 
And with this repeated warning the topic of this section (the sub-topic of 199-25, Moses' 
authority) will be intermingled. In this manner the author avoids the redundancy which 
could be caused, if he reported the performance of the second part of the preparation after 
19.14-15. Therefore, in 19: 9-25 there are two command - performance schemes, one is 
explicit Ca] 1910-11a - [a'] 191445) and the other is implicit Qc] 1912-13 - cf. 1923). 
Therefore, we conclude that 19: 19b-25 has a clear position within the whole 199-25 with 
the purpose of explaining the sub-topic of 199-25 (Moses' authority). Some methodological 
insights of S. Bar-Efrat and H. vD. Parunak explain the present formation of 199-25 more 
clearly. 
S. Bar-Efrat points quite clearly to the subjective aspect of time in narrative and he calls 
the technique of retardation when the time is delayed to explain one specific issue in 
detailO16) This technique of retardation is very similar to spatial form theory (1.2.2. ). 
This technique is important to explain the literary phenomenon in 19: 19b-25 and its 
function within Ex 19. Through this technique 199-201 can be explained as follows : 
19: 9 : proleptic announcement of the second scene 
in the midst of the first scene 
1910-19a : the meeting of God and the people (the first scene) 
19-19b-25: the talk of God and Moses and 
God's second warning (the second scene) 
201 : the continuation of the first scene. 
The event of primary importance (the first scene) is mentioned successively from. the 
preparation to the achievement, and the event of the secondary importance (Moses' 
authority) is mentioned later with detailed information. '317) 
H. v. d. Parunak(311) enumerates two sorts of dividing technique in Hebrew literature : (i) 
some divide segments of roughly the same importance in the overall flow of the 
argument, (ii) another technique serves, as does the modern footnote or appendix, to 
remove materials of peripheral concern from the main stream of the argument. And 
Parunak illustrates this with the example of Jud 2M-16: 3L(3 11) This interpretation can be 
applied into our text. Ex 19: 19b-24 is not part of the main stream of the Sinai pericope, 
316. (1978,25f. : The technique of retardation enables the author to slow down the tempo of time as 
grasped by the readers. By means of this technique suspense may be heightened). 
317. For example Luk 31-20 ends the story about John the Baptist by the report of his imprisonment. 
However, Luk 321-22 reports the baptism of Jesus, which chronologically should have happened between 
Luk 31-20. Here the author primarily intends to finish the story about John the Baptist. And then, 
although chronologically reversed, he reports the baptism of Jesus, which is related to the story of John 
the Baptist. 
318.1981,156 and see also 1982,1-16,1983.525-548. 
319. See the table of his analysis in 1981,157 and L Alenso-Schbckel (1973,138). 
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but its theme enjoys the persistent consideration of the author throughout Ex (see 427-31, 
521,6: 9,14: 11-12; 14: 31; 1524,16: 2,171-5; finally 34: 29-35). The main purpose of 1119b-25 is 
to consolidate the authority of God's servant Moses among the people. In 19: 9a God has 
already announced this purpose. And after 1919b-25, we see the positive development for 
this purpose, because the people voluntarily ask the mediatorship of Moses (2018-21). 
Although this purpose does not belong to the main stream of the Sinai pericope, it is 
intermingled with the main theme of the Sinai pericope, the theme of covenant making. 
Moreover, it serves to construct the present shape of the Sinai pericope, because through 
this compositional preparation the people ask Moses to be their messenger with full 
confidence. 
2.73. The function of 19.24 
M. Noth(320) is a commentator who judges the function of this verse in the present 
section negatively. Therefore, it is for him unthinkable to connect it with 24: L F. L. 
Hossfeldc321', as far as I know, is the first person who realizes the connection between 
three texts, 19-24,241 and 249-11, in the present context : 
`Der priesterliche Redaktor, der 24: 9-11 an das Bundesbuch mit seinem 
Bundesschlußritus anheftete, hat die Gottesschau mit zwei Befehlen nach vorne in 
der Theophanie verankert' 
The connection between these texts is observed correctly, but the explanation of the 
connection is not adequate. 
Firstly, we find other cases of the same technique in 199a - 19.19b-25 and 242 - 
2412f X322' The connection between several sections within the Sinai pericope is well made 
through this technique. 
Secondly, the connection of 241,249-11 with 1924 does not reveal the priestly concern, 
but the concern to integrate all aspects of the Sinai pericope into one grand scheme, the 
covenant making between YHWH and IsraeL 
Thirdly, the judgement that this connection between 19.24,24: 1,24941 is the work of 
the priestly redactor is unwarranted. 
H. v. D. Parunak suggests two methods which the biblical authors use to establish the 
internal unity of two passagesý323) One is suitable for explaining the function of 1924 
within the Sinai pericope : 
320. (ATD, Ex, 129 : `Ganz isoliert und ohne Folge steht die Anweisung da, daß auch Aaron mit auf den 
Berg steigen solle (v. 24a)ß. And A Dillmann (Ex, 195). 
32L (1982,203), followed by J. Buchholz (1988,33) 
322. We have seen about 199a - 1919b-25 in 2.71E and we shall see about 242 - 2412f, in 2112. 323. (1981,162). And he has later (1983,525-548) developed this fully. 
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`One panel of a structure contains a summary or outline of material that is 
developed more fully in another. This resembles the table of contents or the 
outline of a text. ' 
The content of 19: 24 looks strange in connection with the preceeding verses (1919b-23). 
We should consider this either as thoughtless work of the redactor or as the result of 
careful preparation for something to come. Hitherto commentators judge the value of this 
verse negatively. However, a close look at the context reveals its literary value. The 
element of Aaron is totally new in Ex 19, but in 241,9, which belongs to the same Sinai 
pericope, Aaron is mentioned just after Moses as in 1924. And the theme of both texts is 
the same, the people's representatives' coming to the mountain. The difference is that in 
241,9ff. there is a full list of the persons who are allowed to come to God. In fact these 
three texts (19.24,24: 1,24: 9ff. ) deal with the same event. In this case 1924 functions as an 
introduction for the future event, 24: 1,9ff, as 19.9a does for 1919b-25. This treatment may 
be called the transitional technique through macroscopic perspective. 19: 24 connects the 
event of Ex 19 and the event of 241,9ff. together. In the final section of Ex 19 the author 
wants to give the impression to the reader / listener that the event is not yet finished. 
2.8.19: 9-25 in its totality 
Hitherto we have studied three parts within this section (1910-15,1916-19a, 1919b-25). 
Now summarizing the result we want to find (i) the overall structure of 199-25, (ii) its 
definition and its function within the Sinai pericope. 
2.81 The overall structure of 1910-25 
Firstly, throughout 19: 9-25 there is a prediction - fulfilment scheme or command - 
performance scheme : 
(1) prediction - fulfilment scheme 
[a] 199a : prediction of the dialogue between God and Moses in order to 
enhance Moses' authority. 
[b] 1919b-25 : fulfilment of the dialogue 
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[cl 2o-18ff. : fulfilment of the purpose(324) 
(2) comincuid - performance scheme 
[A] Commands (1910-13, preparation of the meeting) 
[all command 1 (four items for the people themselves, 1910-11aY325) 
[bl] God's coming (1911bY326) 
[a2] command 2 (making a limit to the mountain, 1912-13a) 
[b2] the peöple's coming to the mountain (1913b) 
[Al Performances (1914-25) 
[al'] performance 1 (four items for the people themselves, R1445) (327) 
[b2'] the people's coming to the mountain 
[bl'] God's coming to the mountain (1}16-19a) 
[a2'] performance 2 (making a limit (1919b-2) expressed with a sub-topic (Moses's 
authority)). 
Secondly, in 1916-19a there is a chiastic structure : 
[a] nature (7m) : thunder, lightning, clouds, horn sound 1916a 
[b] people trembling (m i) 1916b 
[C] the people's coming to meet God 1917 
[C] God's coming to meet the people 1918a 
[b'] mountain trembling (-M%1) 1918b 
La'] nature (Mrs) : louder horn sound 1919a 
Thirdly, there are three cases of macroscopic - (semi-microscopic) - microscopic 
perspective (328) : 
(1) YHWH's dialogue with Moses : 
[a] 199a (macroscopic / prediction) [a'] 19J9b-23 (microscopic / fulfilment) 
(2) Coming up of the representatives of Israel : 
[b] 1924 (You, Aaron) (macroscopic / command) 
[b'] 241 (You, Aaron, - 70 elders) 
(semi-microscopic / command) 
[b"] 24: 9-11 (You, Aaron, _ 70 elders + action) 
(microscopic / fulfilment) 
(3) Moses' coming up for receiving the additional (211.2. ) : 
[c] 242 (Moses only) (macroscopic / command) 
[c'] 24: 12ff. (Moses and Joshua) (microscopic / fulfilment) 
324. We shall see about this in 21022 
325. (1) D i'* It (ii) 'iL'ýý min Dl1L'7 I 'I, (iii) D111Dt7 ab»l, (iv) "C3`t't Dl'ý7 trim ; 1T 
326. "31D ß'5p Darf, - srp1 117r` if 
4 'tr$Vn Dft `ý. 
327. (i) D 7'ýtd hV i xn (ii) D '11tt Cj17ý1, (iii) Dl1ýbb a0ýýý1, (iv) D`»> 7 
D`b` l1P; Clý, (v3 i'1G'l t' 'i ýL'tafl'ýI_t. See further 251.4. [a2'] (perormance of command for 
making a limit is performed though not mentioned, because this topic is used soon for the different 
purpose (cf. 1923). See further 252. 
328. In all three cases we find the mixture of perspective and scheme : (i) perspective (macroscopic - 
(semi-microscopic) - microscopic point of view) and (ii) scheme (prediction (command) - fulfilment 
(performance) scheme). 
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2.8.2 Definition of 199-25 and its function within the Sinai pericope 
2.8.21 Definition of 19J-25 
e, 
Concerning the definition of the theme of 19.9-25 commentators tend to concentrate on 
the action of the main actor (God's coming, the theophany), and this is at least justified 
partly. This tendency, however, has an important disadvantage that the action of other 
actors (the people and Moses) are, not properly considered029) To define a section 
properly, we should consider all aspects within the section togetherý330j B. S. Childs(331) 
offers a valuable observation about the need to investigate the relationship of several 
components in the whole Ex 19: 
`The major exegetical problems of ch. 19 relate to the issue of understanding how 
the various parts of the chapter fit together in the narrative. Such basic decisions 
determine to a large extent how one pictures the movement of the whole 
passage and properly locates the various themes. ' 
The usual description of this section is theophanyA332), Bergtheophanie 333), or the Advent 
of YahwehP34) However, these descriptions are one-sided in overstressing the action of 
God only, and therefore they fall short of being a balanced definition in the present 
context. Chr. Bartht335) is more realistic about the present text. He summarizes three 
phenomena in covenant making : `theophany', `God's word', `the people's, positive response'. 
He rightly indicates that these phenomena essentially belong to covenant makingP36) 
About the meaning of theophany he pinpoints : 
`In der Begegnung Jahwes mit den Israeliten hat aber das "Herniederfahren" oder 
"Erscheinen" Jahwes viel mehr als nur formale Bedeutung; es schafft erst die 
Möglichkeit und den Willen zu der Entscheidung, die sie zum Bundesvolk 
werden läßt 
329. For example JJ. Durham (Ex, 270). 
330. Another disadvantageous habit of commentators is that they usually consider only the content of this 
section but they have no concern with the function of this section within the larger context, the whole 
Sinai pericope. Although the unity of the Sinai pericope is not yet proved, we cannot deny there are 
some visible connections between several sections. For example 193-8 and the legal sections (2.45). 
Therefore, as we have already pointed out, the definition of one section should fit in with the 
definitions of neighbouring sections within the whole Sinai pericope. The definition of our section 
199-25 should fit in with that of 193-8 and Ex 20ff. 
33L (Ex, 364). 
332. For example J. Jeremias (1977, passim). 
333. E Zenger's (1971,55) definition on 191-2021. 
334. J1. Durham (Ex, 268ff. ). 
335. (1968,523ff). 
336. (1968,527f. : 'Ohne Theophanie, dh ohne die Kundgabe und Erfahrung der 'konkreten Gegenwart 
Jahwe, wäre eine Verpflichtung Israels auf das Bundeswort schon darum undenkbar, - Ebenso undenkbar 
wäre im Sinn der Überlieferung ein Akt der Bundschließung ohne Bundeswort; _ 
Aber auch ohne 
Verpflichtung des Volkes wäre der Akt der Bundschließung nicht denkbar'. A similar view is proposed 
by C. Westermann (1978,167), although he does not believe the present arrangement of the text order is 
secondary : 'In der üblichen Deutung von Ex 19 ist das Ziel der Theophanie entweder das Gesetz oder 
der Bund oder beides. ' 
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However, he does not investigate further how these phenomena are connected with each 
other in one covenant making event, although he defines 'God's word' as `Bundeswort' "'I 
and `the people's positive response' as `Bereitschaft und Verplichtung'. Therefore, although 
Chr. Barth realizes that `Begegnung mit Jahweis the main issue in this section, he explains 
wrongly the function of this meeting in the covenant making : he insists that the people 
decide now whether they are going to be God's, people or not. However, in a preliminary 
way the people have already decided to be God's people and to abide by the terms of the 
covenant (19: 3-8). Because of this oversight, Chr. Barth cannot explain what is the 
difference between the theophany in Ex 19 and that in 241,9-11 (213.2.2). 338) 
DJ. McCarthy(339) offers a useful insight : 
`.. theophany is the basis of a relationship defined by the commands of the God 
who manifests Himself. The coming of a recognized Lord is enough to create 
awed submission; little or no further express response or acceptance by the people 
is necessary= 
He excellently sets out that (i) theophany is the basis of a relationship between God and 
Israel, (ii) the object of the theophany is to create in the mind of the people a feelingtof 
awe so that they want to keep the stipulations of the covenant made by the same God. 
We now want to define this section by considering its content with its connection with 
its surrounding sections (or pericopes), Ex 193-8, Ex 20ff, and after Ex 24. 
Firstly, the theme of 19: 9-25 is the meeting of both parties to form a covenant 
relationshipý340 This phenomenon is not only in covenant or treaty but also in all kinds 
of relationship making, simply because on official occasions of relationship making in 
whatever form, the direct encounter of both parties is necessary. 
Secondly, the definition of this section relates to the definition of the previous section, 
19: 3b-8. We have defined 19: 3-8 as `the preliminary proposal and the preliminary 
337. Chr. Barth (1968,525) recognizes the various aspects of this God's word (e. g Selbstvorstellung Jahwes' 
(202,34: 6), 'die Vorgeschichte des Bundes (202,19: 4), 'die Bekanntegabe der Bundesordnungen und 
-gesetze' (2L"1,34: 11)) and covenant character in the Sinai pericope ('wesentlich ist daß nach allen 
Schichten der Überlieferung eben damit von Jahwes Seite her der Bund geschlossen wird'), but he 
denies the existence of the so-called 'covenant formula' in the Sinai pericope. 
338. However, Chr. Barth (1968,529), depending on appeals to P. Buis, believes that Ex 34 is a report of 
covenant renewal, and he correctly states that in this covenant renewal there is also a theophany. In 
this theophany an important difference from the former ones (19.9-25,249-11) is that Moses alone stands 
before God. 
339. (1978,274). 
340. See the concentric sturucture in'1916-19a (2.62). JK Kuntz (1967,81ff) terms 199-25 in general as 
'theophanic engagement' or 'theophanic meeting' in the covenantal context. TE Finch (1980,246) 
'Theophany played an important role in the covenant Yahweh concluded with his people. Yahweh, the 
Great King, appeared in all of his power and glory at the institution of his first covenant with Israel. - In the theophany, the Great King. Yahweh, came in person to impose his covenant upon Israel' He 
further points out that the theophany is not accompaned always in every renewal of the covenant (e. g 
Jos 24). As the reason of this phenomenon he rightly surmises that in the Sinai theophany we find the 
one-time-only type of divine revelation. More precisely, the Sinai covenant is the initial covenant made 
between God and the people Israel, but other subsequent covenants are not the new covenant but the 
covenant renewals. The request of the people for the mediator is crucial for the mode of the 
subsequent covenant renewal ceremony. 
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acceptance of the covenant relationship between God and the people' (2.4.4.2. ). This is 
solely arranged by the mediator Moses. In this preliminary stage (193-8) both parties do 
not yet meet with each other face-to-face. To form an official relationship the face-to-face 
encounter of both parties is essential. If we define 19: 9-25 simply as a theophany, we lose 
a point of contact between 19.3-8 and 19: 9-25. However, we have seen (2.6.2. ) that 1916-19a 
(the central part of 19: 9-25) reports that meeting of the well-prepared people (341) and the 
awesome God in the appointed time and place. It is safe to assume that the preliminary 
agreement for making relationship arranged by the mediator (19: 3-8) and the direct 
encounter of both parties without the mediator (19.9-25) have the common ground in the 
covenant making. 
Thirdly, in 19: 9-25 through the physical meeting between the two parties the conditions 
of the relationship are settled, the stipulations of the covenant. Although the meeting of 
both parties is essential for making a-relationship, the meeting by itself does not have an 
independent purpose. Although in the meeting with God the people grasp the awesome 
reality of the other party, YHWH, the main purpose seems to be at a different level BS. 
Childs' correct objection to it as a bare theophany leads us to consider theophany for 
something, the connection between this meeting and law-giving in Ex 20ff . 342) In the 
meeting of both parties they arrange the terms for the covenant which have been set out 
in a preliminary way. The main connecting line throughout 193-8,199-25 and 20ff. seems 
to be `the spoken word of God. 
343) 
2.8.2.2. The function of this section within the Sinai pericope : the connection 
between 19.9-25 with the following sections of the Sinai pericope 
The function of this section within the Sinai pericope can be looked at from three 
angles : (1) the meeting between God and the people of Israel (19: 9-25) and the decalogue 
(20: 1-17), (2) the effect of the meeting (19-16-19a, 19b-25) on the people's request (20,18ff. ), (3) 
`Moses' coming with Aaron' (19.24) and the coming of the representative of the people 
341 H. B. Huffmon (1965,107) : '-Sinai was not ...., 
but rather the complex of event involved in the 
conclusion of the covenant at Sinai, where the people presented themselves before the Great Suzerain 
(thus a theophany). ' This is clearly an aspect of the purpose of this section, but it should be pointed 
out that this aspect corresponds with the awesome appearance of the suzerain. 
342 B. S. Childs (Ex, 370 : '_the purpose of ch. 19 is to recount the preparetion for the deliverance of the 
law'). Also S. Mowinckel (1964,75) : '_ jedenfalls ganz klar, daß es sich in Kp. 19 um eine Vorbereitung 
für die Theophanie und die Mitteilung der Bundesgebote handelt. _und 
das Volk am Platze ist, und daß 
es nun bereit ist, die Befehle Gottes zu hören. ' However, they lack the right evaluation of this meeting 
as the official encounter of both parties. 
343. Namely in the first section of the Sinai pericope (143b4) there are comparatively many terms for the 
word of God (lbs / ßa1 v. 3, `'j v. 5, D`1Z11 /'1X1 v. 6, D`1517'ýZ / M12 v. 7, and 
i111` 1M1`i f't v. 8). And they point to God's spoken word which will 
te given in the future. 
Although the content of God's word is not yet clear in 193-8, one cannot deny that this is the condition 
regulating the relationship between two covenant parties. In 2018ff. there is a mixture of God's spoken 
word and the people's experience of theophany =3-19 D` %'? X U_p 1ý1"51_tl 2019, cf. ý`1r11: i- 
ii Cl11 UJýS1 in the same verse; D=p ` . M. 'I D'l: G'h-1b 
ý3 20.. 22). These expressions in 2018ff. 
strongly support our interpretation that the'spokien word of God is the common factor throughout the 
four consecutive sections 193-8,199-25,201-17, and 2018-22 
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(241,24.9-ll) 
(1) The meeting between God and the people of Israel -(19: 9-25) and the decalogue 
(20.1-17) 
Most commentators are sceptical or negative about the connection between these two 
sectionsý311) For them the connection of 201 to 1919b is impossible, because the latter 
concerns the dialogue, between God 'and Moses, and its content is different from the great 
law-giving of the decalogue. There is no hint inside the decalogue about its 'connection 
with the previous section. Commentators usually hold that its original place had been in 
Ex 34 but it was moved, into the present place. The decalogue should have been 
proclaimed' in the atmosphere of festival, the redactor later moved it into the present 
text. t345) 
However, the assumption that a section should always contain explicit information 
about its relationship with other sections is unwarranted. It is specially so in Ex, because 
the author concentrates on a specific topic in one section and he does not care very much 
to include phrases or words which allude to the connection between section06) except 
sometimes using the transitional technique. As we have seen in 2.8.21, however, the 
element of the spoken word of God in 19: 9-25 is essential, despite its concentration on the 
description of the meeting between the people and God, because this element is the 
common to four consecutive sections, 19.3-8,199-25,201-17 and 2018-22 Therefore, we 
conclude that at the centre-of the event when God meets with the people God pronounces 
the decalogue directly to the people. This understanding is further supported by 193-8, 
20: 19,22 also by other texts in Dt like 436,523-25,1813 347' All these texts report the 
people's audio-visual experience of God's coming and speech (they hear the word and see 
the fire). In other words, the message of all these texts is that Israel hears God's voice 
directly in the midst of the fire. (348) 
(2) The effect of the meeting between God and the people (1916-19a, 19b-25) and the 
344. For instance M Noth (ATD, Ex, 129 = OTL. Ex, 160) holds that both are loosely connected with each other 
by 201 W. Rudolph (1936,42) refuses to make any connection between them. 
345. Conservative F. C. Fensham (E429) judges that the connection is not clear : 'Daarom is het ook nies 
onmogeli jk, dat de schrijver bewust het historische verhaal onderbroken heeft om op deze plaats de 
decaloog in to voegen. ' 
346. An interesting point is that the present connection between 199-25 and 2U1-17 looks as loose as that 
between 19.19b and 19: 16-19a. Just as we cannot insist that there is no connection between 1416-19a and 
19.19b-25, it is also true in this case. 
347.436 (1'ýI7'llrt 7, '4F, D'bG ý1'jb / L'fM1 'ii M4 1 -Ub1) 5: 23-25 (tV +7+ eM), and 
18: 13TM Ci+'7+CIK). 
348. N. K. Gottwald (1979,724, n. 75) : 'Kuntz (JK Kuntz, 1967, TGS) sets theophany in the theological context 
of revelation, streeses that divine words as well as descriptions of God's coming are integral to 
theophany: Further he offers an interesting suggestion though without detailed exegesis : Theophany 
alone can never be the foundation of community, the basis for a social system. It is characteristic of 
the theophany in early Israel that it leads to compacting ties between deity and tje people, although, 
once the compacting ties are made, theophany can appear in other contexts to energize the people to 
utmost efforts, as in the conduct of war. ' 
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people's request (20.18) 
The sudden request of the people for a mediator in 2018-22 deserves proper attention. 
The people make this request because of the awesome experience of God's coming which 
is accompanied by the fire and his word. (349) Because of their fear of further hearing 
God's spoken word they request Moses to speak instead of God. This reveals the trust 
which the people have in Moses, which is ä sub-topic of the Sinai pericope. The 
straightforward expression in 2W9011) reveals vividly the degree of trust which the people 
have in Moses. Moreover, the cohortative of LV11 (`we will surely obey' what you are 
going to tell) emphasizes this fact. The reason for the people's high evaluation of Moses 
can only be found in the previous section where the people have heard Moses' talk with 
God (1919b=25). As we have seen (2.71. ), 1919b-25 is a fulfilment of the prediction in 199a 
whose theme 'is the authority of Moses among the people. In 1919b-25, although it is an 
achievement of 19: 9a, we cannot see its full achievement, because there is no mention of 
the exact effect of this dialogue between Moses and God on the people. That effect is 
now seen in the people's 'request (20: 18ff. ). In this manner three texts (19: 9a, 19-19b-25, 
20: 18ff. ) correspond with each other. Here we see the function of 1919b-25 as' a kind of 
bridge between 19.9a and 2018-22. 
(3) `Moses' coming with Aaron' (19: 24) and the coming of the representatives of the 
people (241,9-11Y351) 
We have already seen (2.7.1.2. & 2.8.1. ) the function of 19.24 and its connection with 
24: 1,9-11 (macroscopic - semi-microscopic - microscopic perspective and' prediction - 
fulfilment scheme). In 19: 24 the author mentions an event macroscopically so that he 
needs only to mention the key persons in the event, ' Moses and AaronP52) However, in 
24: 1 there is an exhaustive list of persons who are allowed to come to God, which can be 
considered as a semi-microscopic explanation of the event, because it lacks anything about 
the action of this representative. Finally in 249-11 there is not only the full list of the 
people's representatives but also their action in detail. 
349. As we shall see, the most important failure of most commentators is that they insist that in 2019 the 
people have not yet heard the word of God. How could the people ask Moses that God would not 
speak to them, if they have not heard God's direct word ? The clause in 20.22 ('l 11l1 D'bC3Týb `2 
D"M 
.) which 
has the same content in the same context illustrates the failure of these commentators In 
this regard G. W. Coats (1968,130) is a kind of exception when he suggests that it is suitable to connect 
2018-20 with 1925. 
350. D'i "'7N 'U1ý'`7K1 7ýM: 731 Ube! 1119-VI. 'Speak thou to us, not 'speak to us when you 
have received the word of God. 
35L An old commentator A. Knobel (Ex, 195) holds that this command in 1924 is related to 241 where the 
full list of persons is found, although he does not develop this idea further. J. P. Hyatt (Ex, 202) without 
solving the problem totally, offers an interesting point that 'this instruction (19.24, TGS) is not literally 
carried out, unless 24ý is to be considered as fulfilling it'. Very interestingly, E Zenger (1982,140) 
points out a relationship between three texts : 24: 1-2 is related to 19: 24 and 24: 9-11 is the 
accomplishment of 241. However, he does not give a systemetical analysis of the structure of the Sinai 
pericope in relationship with these texts. 
352 We do not need to think in this mention of persons as categorically, if it has a connection with other 
sections. If only Moses were mentioned as the key person in 19: 24, it could become more difficult to 
realize the connection between 1924 and 241,9-11. 
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All these three aspects support our interpretation that there is the thematic and 
structural connection of 199-25 with the Sinai pericope. 
2.9.201-17 (God's first terms of the covenant) 
2.91 Exegesis of 20-1(afw 7 o-v"m-ýz tit o1'c 'U_rt) 
Several commentators(353) point out that ='5M (without article) is used only in 2(}1 and 
2019 within the narrative section of the Sinai pericope. This is striking in view of two 
facts : 
(i) r and t are used in the Sinai pericope many times, and 
(ii) although this word is used in the law section, all of them mean either gods, idols 
(203,2313) or judges (22: 8, ? 2227Y354) 
Another interesting point related, to this fact is that both 201 and 2019 describe the same 
thing, God's word ( i). In both cases t is not the word transmitted through Moses but 
God's direct speech to the peoplet35 This rare combination Dnj'; K (without the article 7) 
+n xi (20: 1,19), which cannot be. properly understood with the help of source-critical 
analysis, is most probably to be interpreted stylistically as a structural marker signalling 
the decalogue as the direct speech of God at the beginning and at the end of it. (356) As 
we shall see in our study on 243, there is another case of a structural marker for the 
second law block within the Sinai pericope (the Book of the Covenant) because of the 
unique use of within the whole of Ex only at the beginning (211) and at the end 
(243) of that block : 
[A] the decalogue (the main law : God's direct law-giving) 
201 start marker (o i', (without article) + vi) 
202-17 the decalogue 
2x19 end marker (onj'ýit (without article) +'=) 
[B] the Book of the Covenant (God's indirect law-giving through Moses) 
211 start marker (o`v - 
r) 
212-2333 the Book of the Covenant 
243 end marker (cn;; T) 
This compositional technique serves to show the unity of the two major law blocks within 
353. For example E Zenger (1971x67), S. Mittmann (1975,151), and F. -L Hossfeld (1982,1721f). 354. Cf. 21: 6. U. Cassuto (1967,267), SM Paul (1970,50), B. S. Childs (Ex, 447f). Regardless M"I'5 tor 
0`i 1ýtýti 1 (21: 6) in these verses means either judges or idols in front of the court door, it does not 
denote God himself. 
355. It looks problematic whether the clause M71779 Ube! (2(19) means the people have 
experienced (i. e. heard) the word of God, or they say tTºis because they are afraid of God's future word 
directly spoken towards them. However, as we shall see in 2101, the first one is most likely. 
Regardless of this conclusion, however, the clause Dil'* + `U1 means the direct speech of God. 
356. S. Mittemann (1975,151) slightly alludes to thisvfact but without elaboration. See N. Lohfink 
(1963a, passim, especially 57 about the signal function of D'U9ibl D'i7f) about the necessity of stylistic 
understanding in Dt and our study in 312. E _ 
MUM IM 
1 
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the Sinai pericope. '357) 
29.2 2011-17 in its totality 
A detailed exegesis of the decalogue (20&2-17) is not our aim but we want to know the 
function of the decalogue within the Sinai pericope. This raises one important issue, its 
connection with the preceding section. 
In the present text the connection of the decalogue with 19.25b does not seem smooth. 
In both 19.25b (a75K` K*ý) and 2 &. 1 (r D -3; t anýK 7zýtýJ the narrative 
introduction(358) to the decalogue) we read reports about spoken words. The content of 
the report in 19.25b seems to be found in 19: 21-24 the dialogue between God and Moses, 
but 2o-l clearly introduces the whole decalogue. 
Our question in this respect is : where does this narrative introduction (201) come from 
? The clue to the interpretation of this narrative introduction is the position and the 
theological function of the decalogue in the Sinai pericope. The major issue raised by the 
decalogue is the relationship between the two law blocks (20117,2023-2333) and the three 
narrative sections in the Sinai pericope (191-25,2018-22,24111). We shall deal with this 
issue more fully in 2.10.2. and we are content to point out two main interpretations (311) of 
this big issue of the Sinai pericope and its application to the issue of 20.1 
One interpretation(36o) is that the original order was 
(1) Ex IV") - (2) 2018-21- (3) 2022ff. 
And later the decalogue (201-17) was inserted into the present position between Ex 19 and 
20: 18-21. The implication of this theory is that through this process the author suggests the 
decalogue is the direct speech of God compared with the indirect law giving of the Book 
of the Covenant. And the narrative introduction 201 serves this aim. 
357. This interpretation corresponds with another grammatically interesting fact : the reaction and the word 
of the people after their meeting with God (2(18-19). 2018 begins not with pf. or ipf. but with pt. 
(Dill) preceded by the subject DV1'ýZ (see further 2101). The pt. (D`ll1) points to the fact that 
this action does not follow the giving of the decalogue (201-18) but it is simultaneous with the previous 
event in 19-25 (NB. 1911 `7`0 ýT7ý 0ý1'ýý `ý`pý 711 11") and the giving of the decalogue. 
This fact supports our view of Di1'r'tt + U1 (2Q1,19) as a structural marker for the decalogue. 
358. This term for 201 is appropriate to show its difference from 20: 2 which is in turn the real heading or 
introduction of the decalogue. 
359. However, the consensus is that the connection between 19,19 and 2618 seems to be natural, e. g. G. 
Hölscher (1952,312), cf. an exceptional interpretation of W. Rudolph (1936,42f). In each section of the 
Sinai pericope the author concentrates on illustrating fully the major event of the section without 
consideration of the proper connection with the former or next sections. Individual sections are 
connected with each other in the formal way, by the so-called transitconal technique. And W. Beyerlin 
(1961,16f. = 1965,12) suggests another solution that the decalogue had been inserted first and then the 
Book of the Covenant was added to the Sinai pericope. In this manner there was no original connection 
between the narrative sections and the law sections, which is unadmittable (cf. a confusing view is 
proposed by G. te Stroete (Ex)). 
360. For instance M Noth (ATDE424fJ35 = OTL. E455f168) suggests a simple form of the first theory, i. e. 
the decalogue was inserted into the present position secondarily. W. Zimmerli (1970380) insists that 
2018a-21 (E) continues the scene of 1919 (E) and 'Dekalog ist hier "zwischenhineingekommen'. A. 
Reichert (1972,150ff, literature in p. 243, n119), following W. Zimmerli's line, says that 2018-21 together 
with 243-8 was inserted when the decalogue was arranged into the present position. 
36L Both in this first and in the second theory 1921-25 as a secondary insertion is usually deleted from 
the consideration (eg. M Noth (ATD. Ex, 129 = OTL, Ex, 160f)). 
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The other interpretation(362) is that the original order was 
(1)'Ex 19 - (2) 2018-21- (3) 201-17 - (4) 241ff. 
When the Book of the Covenant was interpolated into the Sinai pericope before 241ff., 
the order ((2) - (3)) was reversed into the present text order ((3) 201-17 - (2) 2038-21) in 
order to accommodate the new section, the Book of the Covenant, by making 2018-21 
function as an introduction to the Book of the Covenant. 201 originally followed 2021 
and this means that the decalogue was given indirectly through Moses. 
The crucial weakness in both theories is their misinterpretation of 2019,22, if they 
admit the unity and genuineness of both verses. Both' versesP63) clearly reports that the 
direct speech of God is given to the people"'), not that the people worry about God's 
future direct law-giving without experiencing it yet! 36" The first theory, although it has 
the merit of keeping the order of the present Sinai pericope in a certain degree apart from 
the insertion of the decalogue, it does not answer the following question. Namely if 
20: 19,22 expresses that there was direct speech of God and if the decalogue was not 
originally there, where can we find direct speech of God ? (366) The direct speech of God 
(20: 19,22) is in fact the decalogue which was originally before 20: 19,22. And the 
theological reason why the decalogue was inserted into the present position is usually not 
explained. P67) By putting 20: 1-17 after 2018-21 the second theory also has made the same 
mistake. The difficulty of the second interpretation is that 2019,22 together with other 
texts especially in Dt (e. g. 910,10: 4,1816,2.10.1. y368) says clearly that God has spoken 
directly to the people. Therefore, the so-called original order (2018-21 and then 201-17) by 
362. For instance A. Kuenen (1881,177,189ff) is the first person who puts forward the second interpretation. 
R. Smend (in W. Rudolph, 1936,42f) believes that God's word was not yet spoken, and therefore 2(18-21 
stands before 20.1-17. After these initiators of the second theory 0. Eissfeldt (1966,213)) renders a 
classical source-critical interpretation on this issue followed by many commentators (e. g gG. te Stroete 
(E447), H. Gese (1967,137-154, esp144), BS. Childs (Ex, 350f, 353f., 364f), E. W. Nicholson (1977,423,428), DJ. 
McCarthy (1978,246), and others. Because of interpolation of the Book of the Covenant, the original 
introduction of the decalogue 2038-21 was placed just before the Book of the Covenant. Upon this 
basis, W. Beyerlin-(1961,8f, 16 = 1965,4fj2) holds that 201 was prefixed later to the decalogue which 
shows an independent literary unity. 
363. See 2102 and our exegesis of 2019 (2101). 
364. AMI-19 0'1"K VZP '1 1ýýýtt1 lirteM ; 3b i1l1X 1V1 in 2019 and `. D 01TH"I WIN D-=p 'n LP Ll in 20,21 
365. vl *Beyerlin (1961,8 = 1965,5) misunderstands this point. 
366. Except W. Rudolph (1936,42f) nobody seriously try to give an answer for this question, although his 
solution that the decalogue came from Ex 34 is very difficult to verify. 
367. In case of W. Zimmerli who believes that the decalogue is God's direct speech to the people, it is 
questionable where we can find the context in which the directly proclaimed law of God and what is 
the function of the insertion of this direct speech of God in the pericope. Further, W. Zimmerli 
(1970,180, n. 43) draws attention to a 'schönen Ausdruck' 7.1 & (Dt 930,10.4,1816) which he believes 
gives support to his understanding of the decalogue as 'the direct speech of God. Here the connection 
of the decalogue with the context is presupposed by W. Zimmerli. Interestingly, these texts report not 
only God's direct proclamation of commandments to the people but also the experience of theophany 
(e. g. 'out of the fire' i7 3i 1 I. iJ112 Dt 9.10,10.4, 'this great fire Mit"I i15*1a7 IJ81-11I t1 Dt 1816). 
Going one step further, if these texts outside Exodus assume that the decalogue is the direct speech of 
God, why should we not consider the verses inside our section, like Ex 2019,22 which obviously tells 
not only the same character (God's direct speech) of the decalogue but also the awesome experience of 
God's coming to the people ? 
368. F-L Hossfeld (1982,172f) stresses the importance of the proof of Dt 5, because Dt 524 tells clearly 'we 
have heard his voice from the fire. 
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the second theory contradicts the content of 2&18-22. (369) 
Another misunderstanding of both theories is their failure to recognize the signal, 
function (2.41) of the clause t 'K (without the article 7) + vi in 203 (or' t i. 1) and 
20: 19 (or'Stt unp This function stresses the unity of 2&i-21 contrary to both 
theories. 
Both theories suppose the present order of sections within the Sinai pericope does not 
make senseP70) Therefore, the connection between 20.1 and 19.25, or between 2a1 or 
19: 20 in the present context is never properly explained. Because of their literary-critical 
point of view the commentators of both theories do not see the connection between 1925 
and 20: 1, and therefore for them the connection between 19.20 and 201 does not seem to 
be smooth. 
Meanwhile, those commentators, who consider the decalogue fits in harmoniously 
within the present context, directly connect 201, the narrative introduction, with the 
previous section. B. S. Childs('") insists that the connection between the decalogue and 
19: 3ff. is obvious. There is a similarity of structure in both texts : (i) historical 
introductions (19: 4 vs. 201) and (ii) stipulations (195 vs. 202-17). Further, `the decalogue 
supplies the detailed content for the covenant obedience required in v. 5 (i. e. Ex 19: 5, TGS). 
It makes known the will of God which the people have agreed to accept. ' Although we 
can acknowledge the connection between 19: 3-8 and 201-17, B. S. Childs does not suggest 
any logical link between 199-25 and 201-17. J1 Durham(372) holds that 2a1 directly follows 
19: 19a. This direct connection is possible only when he divides 19: 19b-25 from the 
preceding section. However, as we have seen already in 2.71, the reason for his division 
of 1919b-25 from 1919at373) is untenable. 
We now want to suggest (1) thematic, . 
(2) literary, and (3) theological links between 
these units. 
(1) To understand the thematic links the preceding two sections (1916-19a, 1919b-25, see 
2.6.2. & 2.7. L) should be considered here. The theme of the former section (1916-19a) is 
the meeting of the two covenant, parties, the major theme of 19: 9-25. And the latter 
section (19: 19b-25), reporting the dialogue between God and Moses which was predicted in 
19: 9a, serves as the sub-topic of 199-25, the authority of Moses among the people. Because 
369. See further F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,172f. and see ns. 45,47 for the literature). He is against the idea that 
the decalogue is nothing to do with 2&. 18f. He also criticises that A. Kuenen's idea (ie. 2018-21 was 
originally followed by the decalogue but in order to accomodate the Book of the Covenant into the 
present position, the order of 2018-21 and the decalogue was changed) is too complex to be accepted as 
reasonable : 'Theophanie und Dekalogverkündigung gehören untrennbar zusammen. ' L. Perlitt 
(1969,92, n. 5) also acknowledges the connection of 2018-21 with the decalogue if we accept the logic of 
Dt 5: Zu 202-17 besagt 2018-21 nur etwas, wenn man von Dtn 5 her kommt. ' 
370. A little moderate view is suggested by JL'Hour (1962,352f). He insists that the decalogue belonged 
originally to the Sinai narrative of E but was later connected with the theophany. However, still there 
is no substantial connection between 201 and the previous sections. 
37L (Ex, 370f). 
372. (Ex, 283). 
373. (Ex, 270). 
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of the explanation of 19: 20 we realize that this latter event happened just before the real 
encounter of the-people and God in 1917-18.374) Most probably since the author wants to 
keep the concentric (chiastic) structure of 1916-19a' and to finish the major theme of this 
section, he mentions this sub-topic not between 1916 and 1939a, which seems to be the 
actual chrononological position, but after 19.19a. Therefore, from 1939b there is a shift 
from the main topic (the meeting of the covenant parties) to the sub-topic (the authority 
of Moses). And this shift looks abrupt. A similar phenomenon is in another-shift in 
19: 3-8,9a, 10-19a from the main topic (193.8) to the sub-topic (199a) then quickly back to the 
main topic (1910-19a). This phenomenon can only be understood in the author's scheme of 
thematic concentration of each section. Just like these, there is another thematic shift 
from the süb-topic to the main topic between 19.25 (the end of the section dealing with 
the sub-topic) and'20.1(the beginning of the section dealing with the main topic). Now, if 
the author wants to continue his story, he must return to the unfinished main topic of the 
preceding section : full report of what happens in the meeting of both parties. From Ex 19 
to 23: 33 we see the successive thematic shift accompanied with the progressP75' : 
MT -19M (preliminary covenant relationship) 
st 19: 9a (a short prediction of the sub-topic) 
MT 1910-19a (the meeting of both parties) 
st 19.19b-25 (fulfilment (I) of the sub-topic) 
MT 2a1-17 (the first terms of the covenant) 
st 2x18-21 (fulfilment (II) of the sub-topic) 
MT 2022-2333 (the second terms of the covenant) 
(MT : the main topic, the covenant between God and the people) 
(st : the sub-topic, the authority of Moses). 
(2) Congruent with' this thematic explanation, we suggest a literary explanation. The 
decalogue in the present position looks like an appendix076) or quotation attached to the 
main stream of the narrative. The introductory"word'in 20:. 1 is not spoken by Moses to 
the Israelites in mount Sinai but written by the author for his reader / listener. This fact 
corresponds also with our investigation about the thematic shift where we find that the 
present position of the decalogue among the whole Sinai' pericope is neat. In this respect 
the fact that the information of this appendix or quotation is given by the author is quite 
appropriate. The law sections; the decalogue and the Book of the Covenant belong to this 
374. N. B. the similar phrases of 19,18 and 1920 (2.72). 
375. And also the whole list of the decalogue cannot be placed before 1939b because chronologically the 
section 1919b-25 should come first. 
376. RvD. Parunak (1981,156ff). Although appendix is not the exact term in this case, it shows In any case 
the decalogue list is different from the normal narrative. And appendix does not mean that this section 
is later addition or less important. It is just as a quoted letter in the midst of narration, eg. 1 Kings 
5: 3-6,8-9. This quoted section slows down the main stream of narration, and therefore it is introduced 
in a suitable (pausal) position. But it doet not stress that this quotation is less important than the 
narrative material or it was inserted later. It is situated in the present position because of its special 
intrinsic nature as quotation. 
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category. 
(3) Together with the thematic and the literary explanations, we suggest a 
theological explanation of the connection between several sections around 20117. Since 
we cannot regard 199-25 as a bare theophany (2.7.2. ) in its relationship with the first 
section of the Sinai pericope (19.3-8, 'v. 4,7,8), there is a contextual demand to describe 
God's word now. Not only in its relationship with the preceding sections but also in the 
connection with the following section, the content of God's spoken word to the people 
should be introduced.. 37i 2019,22 clearly reports that the people's demand for Moses as 
the spokesman (gip » of God is based upon their unforgettable experience of the 
awesome theophany as well as God's direct speech towards. them (2101). 
From these thematic, literary, and theological explanations of the preceding and 
forthcoming sections of 2o-117, we conclude that 
(i) God's direct speech to the people should occur between the direct encounter of 
both parties (1916-19a) and the people's request for Moses to be the spokesman of God 
(2018-22), 
(ii) God's direct speech occurs during the meeting of both parties especially in the 
awesome phenomenon of God's coming (191718378), and 
(iii) God's direct speech is related to the terms of the covenant which have been 
alluded to in the first section of the Sinai pericope (193-8, esp. vv. 4,7,8). 
Therefore, the present position of the decalogue between 19: 25 and 2018-21 is justified 
thematically, literarily, and theologically. 
2.10.20.18-22 (The people's request for the covenant mediator) 
2101 Exegesis of 2018-22 
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377. Our finding of the signal function of the clause D i`1'7X (without article) + 1X1 in 201 ('111`1 
D' *X start marker) and 2019 (Di 1' X Mp 1ý'iý5t_tl eta marker) also cements the connection and 
the order of 201-17 and 2018-21. 
378. Because of the concentric (chiastic) structure in 1916-19a which is suitable for the service of the 
author, the pronouncement of the decalogue itself cannot mentioned in the central part IC] (1917) - (CI 
(19: 18a, ba). Further there are some texts in the OT which support the decalogue is God's direct speech 
to the people (e. g. Dt 4: 10-14,32-40; a4,22-27,910 (E. W. Nicholson (1977,424-426,430) insists that one 
of them (Exodus and Dt texts) is dependent upon the other), Neh 913, Ps 50,8L Two common features 
of these texts are that (i) they never report that God has spoken the decalogue indirectly through 
messenger, and (ii) the order (God's meeting with the people - God's direct speech) is never changed. These two features support our understanding of the decalogue as God's direct speech to the people. 
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The expression or,, -5z (2018a) is found in four other places within the Sinai pericope : 
19.8 
, all 
the people responded, 
1911,16 God's coming down in the sight of all the people, 
243b all the people responded. 
The content of verses 19: 8 and 24: 3b is very similar. In both the emphasis is laid through 
this phrase on the fact that not some but all the people have answered positively. 
Meanwhile 1911,16 and 20.18 report the same event, God's coming in the sight of all the 
people. In all five cases the addition of ýý in front of nr seems to be emphatic. 979j An 
interesting fact in this regard is that all the events described in these verses are related to 
the responsible or official action of the covenant parties. 19: 8 and 243b report that the 
people as a whole unanimously accept the covenant proposal (19.8) and its laws (243) given 
by God. In 1911,16 and 20: 18 God's coming does not occur just for the leaders of Israel (cf. 
24: 11) but in front of all the people without exception. In other words, this phrase 
emphasizes the total involvement of the people, and this fact corresponds with our 
understanding that the Sinai pericope is about the covenant between YHWH and IsraeLPso) 
After a relatively long section of the direct speech of God, the decalogue, it is unusual 
that a sentence introducing a narrative section has a pt. clause (-lit Oýit7 qr-' ). This 
pt. indicates that 20: 18a is not an independent clause but a circumstantial clause(3B1), which 
related to the previous paragraph. This means not only that it repeats what in the 
previous paragraph (i. e. 19: 16-19a) is mentioned but also that it introduces the detailed 
report of that event. Therefore, a suitable translation is, `when the people saw _: 
382) 
The interpretation of K7*t(383) (20: 18b) is connected with the understanding of 
379. Dý1 is used in the Sinai pericope more often (19: 7,8,9,9,10,12,14,15,17,23,25,2018,21,24: 7,8) than this 
phrase. Through this proportionately low use of Dr r »» within the Sinai pericope seems to justify our 
interpretation of the emphatic use of this phrase. 
380. Further M'I (2018), expressing the visual experience, is naturally related to the second (M7P.? e) and 
fourth QWV I TI) items of the theophany phenomenon mentioned in 20-18. The pt. of this verb with 
the subject reminds us clearly that 2018 is the fulfilment of God's word in 19.11 (11T 1i 
D 1'ýZ 'ß'p`7) in two aspects : (i) the same form of the subject DV1't7Z (29. L), (ii) visual encounter 
However, this verb represents the people's perception' erception of all aspects of the theophany. 
H. Seebass (1962,101) argues that 20: 18a gathers all elements of the theophany in Ex 19 and functions as 
an introduction to 20-19. Further he rightly points out that 2018ba (people's retreating from the place) 
has a connection with 1916b (peoples approaching to the place). 
38L G. Chirichigno (1987,468) supported by F. I. Andersen (1980,128, to 'report some coetaneous event or 
state), A. Berlin (1983,128), GK § 156-4. F. 1. Andersen categorizes this circumstantial clause not to a 
ordinary sentence-level circumestnatial clause but an episode- (or paragraph-) level circumstantial clause, 
which is quite approapriate for this cm Cf. Jl Durham (Ex, 301f) is wrong (i) by considering the verb 
in 20: 18b (K"') as 1KI like WK-1 in 20-. 18a, (ii) by interpreting the pt. (010i clause as a ordinary 
independent clause (i. e. 'and all the people were experiencing _'). 382 F. -L Hossfeld (1982,173, n. 51 and literature there) gives also a similar interpretation and translation. 
According to U. Cassuto (1967,252) this phrase is related with simultaneous action. E. Zenger (1971,66) 
correctly points out that the four articulated object phrases (2018) with four times use of the preposition ! 1' (NB) summarize the previous event in Ex 19, especially in 1916-19a. 
383. MT ('and they saw'), cf. 191"1 ('and they were afraid' SamP, LXX, Syriaca, Talgum J&P, Vulgata, 
followed by E. Zenger (1971,66j 'and S. Mittmann (1975,154n66)). 
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IKi (2018a) and with the connection of this word with rrr' (20.20). The conclusion 
of our exegesis of : 'Ki (2018a) informs us that there is a sub-clause (20: 18a) - main 
clause (2018b) relationship. If the verb of the main clause (x7'1 2018b) were the same as 
that of sub-clause 20: 18a) the whole sentence of 20: 18 would lose its sense. 
Therefore, if the verb in the main clause (*t7,, 2018b, `were afraid') is different from the 
verb of the sub-clause (arKi 2018a, `saw'), the connection between the sub-clause and the 
main clause is more natural. If we take *r,? I / XT" (K'r) in place of 97_11 (, "Nn) in 2018b, 
the use of similar word lrt 1 (2018b) is a kind of parallel or emphasizing expression for 
the fear of the people. This understanding seems to fit in with the use of the same verb 
K7' in 20: 20a when Moses re-expresses the feeling of the people. (38') And in 
2018b the subject (oý; t) is expressed once again. (311) 
The use of the pronoun r in 2019 (7ýG; Ut1! rM. --gý) stresses the imperative 
(s. )(386) but it also corresponds with the use of C ; 7' m in the same verse (not God, but 
You ! '). Then both words form an explicit antithesis. (387) If the first iZi (2019a, 7zß) 
means Moses' direct speech to the people, then it becomes clear that the second 
i. , (20: 19b, also means God's direct word to the people. F: L. Hossfeld insists that 
here we read not the `Hörfähigkeit'(388) but `Willigkeitserklärung' or `Selbstverpflichtung 
des Volkes' because of the imperative (ý) and the cohortative 
R. Smend(389) holds the common view about the phrase o'7'5K aýý? P 7? ý; '`ýKt 
not -J; (2019)(390) : YHWH has not yet spoken to the people. The people have only 
experienced an awesome theophany. And they fear that God is going to speak to them so 
that they request Moses to prevent it. However, if we follow this interpretation we should 
answer the simple question, how do the people know that God is going to speak them ? 
And if we follow this interpretation we cannot explain the position of the decalogue in the 
present context. Another difficulty for this interpretation is that 2023 cannot be directly 
connected with 20: 22, because 20: 23 means that God has already told something to the 
people 
The meaning of 20: 19 (the people's request) is connected with that of 20,18 (the people's 
384. Whether we should follow the ancient versions by chosing the p1. form (ßt111) or take the sg, form 
W171) has to be open. S. Mittmann (1975,151, n. 66) prefers to the sg. form. E 
9nger (1971,66) correctly 
gives an example (1916b) of using the sg, form of verb (17'111) with the subject Cf. 1918bh 
F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,173) finds another example in 2(120a Dr, -''? r 'b `11K'1, pl. 
) and 
in 20.21 (Mrs, 1L`p! 1, sg). In this regard the number change in 2018a (b'ttz'1, p1 and 20-18b (either 
M1"1 or % 'j, sg. ) is also not strange. 
385. i. -L Hossfeld (1982,173) considers that this is quite natural after the articulated object phrases with the 
preposition 1I used four times in 2018a 
386. JJ. Durham (Ex, 301). 
387. WO § 16-3-2-d, following Muraoka (54-56), gives such a name for the conctrasting use of 
'Ol (imp) + MM (sub, pronoun) + =q ; 
'V1 (ipf. + AL j1 +D "ift (sub, noun). 
See also 2Sam17: 15,2417, Jer1718. 
388. (1982,174f., pace S. Mittmann (1975,152). 
389. In W. Rudolph (1936,42f), followed by eg. W. Beyerlin (1961, ß, n. 4 = 1965S, n. 27) and G. Beer (Ex, 105). 
390. For the meaning of the temporal or causal sequence in the use of imp. (191) + cohortative (1 1') 
see F. I. Andersen (1980,112). 
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fear). 2018 tells of the people's vivid experience of the awesome theophany and their 
retreat from the original place in the mountain (-º ! TlýrttU A. -J-PI 1917) to far behind 
(inn rb'). The commentators who follow A. Kuenen on the composition of the 
present 20: 18-21 suppose that 20: 19 reports about the people's totally new experience, the 
people's fear that God is going to talk to them. As we have pointed out, the question for 
these commentators is how the people know that God is now going to talk to them. In 
other words, we should follow the only alternative way of interpretation that the content 
of 20: 19 hints at that there has already been the direct revelation of God's WHO"" If we 
suppose the unity of 20.18 and 20.19, then the message of both verses is clear : the people 
have experienced not only the theophany but also the proclamation of God's will in the 
midst of that theophany. By retreating from the place where they met with God directly 
(2018bb) the people can avoid further encounter with God's awesome presence. And by 
requesting the mediator (2019) who will bring the terms of the covenant they want to 
avoid hearing the direct sound of God's proclamation. '392) 
The experience of God has two objectives introduced by 7aýp; (irrt'r V-1,0 '114, 
aý`ý -gyp) and by `i (; Rwri `r3ýý) in 20,20P93) These two objectives represent the 
two aspects of the event described so far, (i) the awesome experience of God's coming, 
and (ii) his stipulations for the people not to commit sin. Therefore, if we admit the unity 
of 20: 20, once again the inseparability of the experience of theophany and God's direct 
law giving becomes natural. The word of Moses in 2020, although on surface it provides 
comfort for the people, can also be interpreted as Moses' acceptance of the mediatorship 
requested by the peoplet394) Through this acceptance the goal set in 19: 9a is finally 
achieved and developed further into the new dimension as the transmitter of the law from 
God to the people. 
One is impressed by the fact that the word order (V +S/S+ V) and the verbal forms 
(ipf. / pf. ) differ in the two clauses in M21 : 
20-21a (ý CTm '1bp 1) : ipf. + sub} 
2021b (ý; ist Diu rat) : sub} + pf. 
39L W. H. Gispen (KV, Ex, 11,75). 
392. Important support for this interpretation is in the parallel texts (Dt 410-14,32-40; 54,22-27,910, Neh 
913, Ps 50,81) especially Dt (2.92). 
393. In order to interpret D=' 111073 1iZpZ_ý (20.20) M. Greenberg (1960,273-276) examines the basic 
(etymological ?) meaning of i 101 pi. (2020 : 'The basic sense of M03 is "to have experience of, "to be 
used to" or "familiar with'" (eg 1 Sam 1739 (11T Xý 'unused (to them)'), Dt 2856,2 Ch 32: 31. ) 
iIM pi. has a factitive meaning : 'thus i1M factitive is associated with verbs of seeing, knowing, and 
learning'. Its use is Z """ 11. Z i= 'give X experience of _, e. g Eccles 21 110) as a factitive ('to cause 
to have experience of') is parallel with MX t Therefore, his translation of this verse (1960,275f), 
followed by G. to Stroete (Ex, 160), is 'God has come in order to give you the experience (possibly an 
object - 'of him')' = 'to give Israel a direct, palpable experience of God' (cf. I Sam 1739, Dt 2856,2 Chr 3231. ). This is a very plausible explanation. However, the pi. has in this case more precisely the 
resultative meaning, because the gat of i01, which is theoretically possible, seems to be transitive rather 
than intransitive. Further, see WO § 24-1-f, 24-3. This interpretation can also be applied to another 
difficult problem in Ex 15: 25 MCA Here this word has the same pi. resultative. Simple translation 
seems to be 'God has come in order to let you to be experienced (of God)'. 394. S. Mowinckel (1964,76). 
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F. I. Andersený395) explains that this chiastic structure stresses the concomitant actions of the 
people and Moses. Through this structure the difference of Moses and the people in their 
ability to approach God becomes evident. And this fact serves the purpose of the author 
of this section- to emphasize the authority of the mediator Moses, but this time not by an 
action impose& by . 
God but by the voluntary request of the people. 
The meaning of oti ttý in orri'ý orýK (20: 22) is the same as o`Ký in 20: 18, `to perceive'. 
The same clause is used in 19: 4 (orrKi Ort). In 19: 4 the author uses this clause to 
summarize the past events into three stages, and after that he deals with the present issue, 
the preliminary'covenant relationship between God and the people. And this clause stands 
between the past and the future. DM MDIý (2(Y22) seems to have the same function to 
summarize the past event and to prepare for the future. 'Another interesting point in this 
regard is that we have the same sentence structure in 19: 3-4 and in 2&22. (396) However, 
this correspondence does not prove that 20: 22 is `the final seal upon Israel's election' as 
E. W. Nicholson (391) insists. Rather the author `summarizes' the first stage of the awesome 
and magnificent history of covenant making(39s) and reports the second stage where the 
role of the people diminishes rapidly but that of Moses becomes more important for 
receiving the additional law of God. '399" 
In the previous section (19: 9-25) there is no direct mention of God's talk to the people, 
nip 'mi`t (20: 22). The clause in-2019 =q i-ýKt) which belongs to the same 
section as 20: 22 only illustrates this fact. All the more, 1=, LT 'i v (20: 22) makes clear 
that God has talked to the people, which can be compared with God's talk to Moses in 
19: 9 (qt `vlln). The only possible solution for the question what is the content of God's 
talk with the people is the decalogue. (411) 
395. (1980,127f). 
396.19: 4 : (1) introduction of God's word C1MXý 1 T'jU 11T 1''K K1, 'I), (2) the messenger phrase 
(ýtZ1t7! »ý warn r1`Zý `1 NJI KZ), 3' the beginning phrase for the past event with the 
emphatic pronominal subject (D! 1'k1 1: 11-M), (4) three events (19: 4, the salvation history), (5) the present 
new issue (19.5-6a) and 20.22 : (1) the introduction of God's word (1VD'ýH i111' 'V K"), (2) the 
messenger phrase (ýý `13-* 7LX11 1Z), (3) the beginning phrase for the 
past event with the, 
emphatic promonimal subject' (Mr1 X1 Dr-)d), (4) the past event (20.22b, the theophany, the decalogue), 
(5) the present new issue (2023ff. ). 
397. (1977,430). 
398. The preliminary covenant proposal and acceptance, the official encounter of the two parties, and the 
decalogue as the covenantal law. 
399. See U. Cassuto's similar but unelaborated idea (1967,255). F-L Hossfeld (1982,179) 
explains the meaning 
of 1tZ'1 in two texts differently : 19: 4 - '(visuelles) sehen; 
in 2022b _'(akustisches) wahrnehmen'. Therefore, he holds that Ex 20: 22b is a little different from Dt 523-25 and Dt 18: 16, which report the 
audio-visual experience (hear the word and see the fire). However, in 194 the key issue is not in the 
'visual' experience but in the 'direct' experience, and in 2022 this word denotes primarily the auditory 
experience but it has also the connotation of the theophanic experience in general. If we cannot find 
any solid argument against the unity of 2018-22, the fact that the awesome experience of the theophany 
in 20: 18 is related to God's direct word to the people explains that 2U22b also alludes to the audio-visual 
experience of God's word in the midst of the theophany. Therefore, 2.22b reports essentially the same 
thing as Dt texts (436,5223-25,1816). 
400. E. W. Nicholson (1977,428) suggests a similar understanding (as correction of B. S. Childs' understanding). 
Sometimes this verse together with 2023 is regarded as the work of a deuteronomic redactor (e& F. 
Zenger (1971,68ff), S. Mittmann (1975,157)), because God's speaking from heaven is quite striking and not 
only 20.22 but also 20: 23 (prohibition for making idols) is related to Dt 4. This fact proves the natural 
continuity of 20.22 and 20.23ff. in any case. EW. Nicholson states this matter clearly : 'In this way the 
direct address of God to Israel now constitutes the climax and goal of the theophany at Sinai; it 
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2.10.2.20: 18-22 in its totality 
2102-L The unity of this section 
F: L. Hossfeld"0" insists, against general opinionW2', that there is no original connection 
between 2018-19 and 2020f. because of two reasons : (i) D". 175K without article (2019) is not 
only different from D'ý`t'Krt in 20: 20 but also except 20: 1 unique in the whole Sinai 
pericope, (ii) 20: 20 is not actually the answer to the people's request in 20.19. Firstly, 
V' T 
however, the clause, D'7ýK (without article) + 7Di (20: 1,20: 19), is a structural 
marker signalling the direct speech of God at the beginning and at the end of the 
decalogue (2.9.1. ). Secondly, it is not necessary that the answer of Moses to the people 
(20: 20) should be formulated with the exact words of the people. Although the author 
does not `repeat the words of the people mechanically in Moses' answer, it is easy to 
imagine that Moses gives a positive answer. To expect mechanical repetition using the 
words from the people's question is in fact to expect the literary level of this work to be 
low. Rather, we judge that the author formulates his intention artfully and 
economically"113) giving the reader / listener a new and important piece of information 
about God's purpose of theophany and direct speech, r. 
210.2.2. The purpose of this section within the Sinai pericope. 
If we accept the unity of this section, it is not difficult to find two purposes from the 
text : (i) the transition of the law-giving mode, from God's direct speech to the people into 
the indirect law-giving through Moses, (ii) the achievement of Moses' authority. 
The first one is significant for the future law-giving. After this event God's laws will 
always be given only through Moses (not only in the Sinai pericope but also Ex 25 - Num 
10). The purpose of this section is not simply to announce the change of law-giving 
pattern, from direct law-giving to indirect one. Through the process of this section Moses 
may work as the covenant mediator"°4 recognized not merely through God but also by 
the people. Even after the Sinai covenant making in Ex 19-24 Moses still works as the 
mediator between God and the people. 
The second purpose is important for the connection between (i) 199a, (ii) 19-19b-25, and 
(iii) 20: 18-22.19: 9a is the prediction of the dialogue between God and Moses and its effect 
complements in a vital way the theophany described in Exodus xix. The aweful manifestation of God 
portrayed in this chapter is followed by his speaking in xx 1-17; deed and word are thus brought 
together as Childs perceives. Likewise, again as Childs has commented, theophany and law are brought 
together. ' Speaking from heaven testifies to the transcendence and to the incomparability of Yahweh 
with other gods like 'gods of silver' and `gods of gold' (2&.. 23). 
40L He (1982,172) follows E. Zenger (1971,66f). 
43) 402. For instance M Noth (ATD, Ex, 124,135 = OTL, E454,168) and further see F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,172, n. for literature. 
403. N. B. the compact sentence structure of 2020. The four clauses within a `Z clause are combined 
together with ICYZý, IL7ps1, and '11And the main clause (Di1'1 X) is in the second place. 
404. BS. Childs (Ex, 311-472). 
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on the people, the people's trust in Moses as its result. And 19: 19b-25 reports only the 
dialogue not the effect of the event on the mind of the people, which is finally achieved 
in 2018-22 when the people ask for the mediatorship of Moses! "') 
21L 241-2 (The transitional passage) 
2023-23: 33 is the section of the terms for covenant making after the request of the 
people (2018-22). This long section is in fact the second part of the legal stipulations after 
the first one, the decalogue (201-17). The content is about the promise or the reward for 
the obedience of the stipulations, which is similar to the section of blessing and curse in 
Dt. Just like the stipulations themselves (i. e. the decalogue and the Book of the Covenant) 
we do not need to do exegesis of this section. 
In 24: 1-11 we read the final section of the covenant making, the ratification of the 
covenant. We want to deal with this section by dividing into three parts, 241-2 (2.11. ), 
24: 3-8 (2.12. ), 24: 9-11 (2.13. ). In the study on 24: 1-2 we want to exegete each verse (2.1LL) 
and the totality of this section (2.11.2. ). The first part, 241-2, functions as the transitional 
passage between the legal sections (Ex 20-23) and the final ceremonial sections (Ex 24: 3-11). 
2.1LL Exegesis of 24: 1-2 
2.11.1. L 241 
5s r ýý, ým M*TZCh K Zgl ZIJ rnM QMM 7ý, ý; -3rc 7ýp art ie -7tti 24: 1 
7 rr 0! 1'Y1l1t fl 
`t K 'rib-'x (24: 1a) is difficult to interpret. (406) We want to examine this clause from 
two points of view, (1) the position of this clause within the stream of the whole Sinai 
pericope, and (2) the grammatical form (especially the verbal form) and the content of the 
command in 241 
(1) The striking feature of this clause is that no subject is mentioned either in this 
clause or in God's command in 241b after the long section (2022-2333). This probably 
means that there is no change of subject from 20: 22 to 23: 33, and the subject is supposed 
to be known to the reader / listener. In 241a the only fresh information is `(he) said to 
Moses'. This clause is actually the continuation of the main clause in 2&. 22 (qtr aiý tOl 
405. See 2.711. S. Mowinckel (1964,76). 
406. For instance M. Noth (ATD, Ex, 159 = OTL, Ex, 196) suggests this speech of God is originally directed 
towards another audience about whom we do not know. A. Reichert (1972,160), without finding any 
connecting point in the present context, suggests two possibilities : (i) the original connection is lost, (ii) 
241 is formed as redactional bridge connecting the Book of the Covenant (2319, or 33) and 241ff. See 
the careful judgement of BS. Childs (Ex, 504) about this : 'Certainly it seems far more reasonable to 
suppose that the reversal of the normal Hebrew syntax has been done by the author with an intent to 
indicate a shift in ehmphasis rather than to mark that a prior section has been omitted' 
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0'0-5K) which uses the same verb and sentence construction -IM + object (rtb) 
+ direct speech by God. The only differences in 241a are that there is no subject and the 
sentence order is reversed (0 + V). Grammatically this inversion (0 + V) is caused in 
order to avoid 1-cons. clause which is the normal use in the Book of the Covenant. And 
this indicates that from now on the situation of 2022b-2333 is not continued but a new 
event is going to introduced. (407) In other words, God's speech to Moses in 24: 1 is a 
continuation of the previous one in 20: 22, because we cannot find any other break 
between 2022-2333 like 241(408) Meanwhile, the sentence construction, WAW + object + 
pf. ("V t 1V'corresponds with the A. Niccacci's formula 409, `the initial 
WAW-x-QATAL', which is usually used at the beginning of a narrative 410 This also 
points to the new beginning or the change of situation from 24: 1011) 
(2) Now we turn to the grammatical form (especially the verbal form) and the content 
of the command in 24: 1a. Although 241a looks as it is related to 2022 (similar sentence 
construction, bit: K + 7G't: -ýK), the content of God's command in 241 refers back to 
19: 2V12) B. D. Eerdmanss413', who follows basically J. J. P. Valeton"414), makes this point 
clear. He considers this pf. in 241 not as `the historical pf. but as `the pluperfect', because 
24: 1 is a flashback which recalls the past word of God in 19.24. The author goes back to 
the original situation which was broken through the law section : 
`Es ist einleuchtend, daß 24,1 nur auf 19,24 Bezug nehmen kann. Wir haben 
schon an mehreren Beispielen lernen können, daß die Methode, einen durch 
Einschub zerbrochenen Zusammenhang wieder herzustellen, darin besteht, daß 
man die dem Einschub vorangehenden Worte wiederholt. Die Übereinstimmung 
von 24,1 mit 19,24f. kann nicht nur Zufall sein. ' 
Then B. D. Eerdmans interprets 241,2 as a commentary on 19: 20-25 and suggests that the 
insertion of the Book of the Covenant happened after the insertion of 19: 20-25. The 
reason why the description of 19: 24 (i. e. no mention of Nadab and Abihu, seventy elders) 
407. Muraoka (40) suggests that the use of the order (0 + V) is for the purpose of 'waw cons avoided'. 
Similarly U. Cassuto (1967,10). Ehrlich (11,362) holds that through this sentence order the following 
command is directed not towards the people but towards Moses. Hitherto (2&. 23-2333) the ultilmate 
direction of God's word is towards the people, but from now on God talks to Moses. Cf. the negative 
judgement of L Perlitt (1969,183) to the final redactor : 'Ein Ergänzer hätte es besser gekonnt. ' 
408. Interestingly enough, this first strange clause after the Book of the Covenant (241aa) corresponds with 
the first unusual clause after the decalogue 2018, sub. + pt, clause (D1t1 Just as 2&. 18 goes 
back to 1916-19a, 241 goes back to 20.22 and eventually 1924. 
409. (1990,36,48). 
410. Cf. WAW-QATAL (narrative) within the discourse text is used for 'Sproß-Erzählung' (W. 
Schneider, 1982,200) or 'embedded story' (E Talstra. 1978, esp172,173). According to W. Schneider these 
stories are usually short. 
41L This initial WAW-x-QATAL ('recovered information) in 241 M 8t D' fl'tl) corresponds with the 
WAYYIQTOL ('degree zero) in 243 (125'1) which is the actual continuation 
of the narrative See A. 
Niccacci (1990,36f) about the development from WAW-x-QATAL to WAYYIQTOL 
412. (i) The subject is i l17`, (ii) the verb is -OX (`OWI 19.24, VON in 241), (iii) the verb of command is 
19.24, #15V 241), (iv) and the object Q'IVAl 71151 19.24,1'VlK1 JIAM + M'T. 'I_t D72 5i! 11rJ` ý 7ib a'qýÜl 241). See 2.712. & 2.73. 
413. (Ex, 67). ' 
414. (1907, passim, esp. 81). 
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is not just the same as 241, is in the abrupt character of 1920-25. "11 It is noteworthy that 
in an era when source criticism was still dominant these two Dutch scholars saw the 
possibility that the repetition (1924 and 241) in a narrative has a literary value. ('") The 
significant point which B. D. Eerdmans and JJ. P. Valeton find that the unusual pf. in 241 is 
different from the ordinary ipf. cons. can be more clearly explained by the analysis of A. 
Niccacci X41) He holds that the WAW-x-QATAL has the `retrospective function and it 
tells about `the recovered information. "18 And our, text 241 has also the same structure 
WAW-x-QATAL which recalls the macroscopic point of view in 19: 2019) 
We summarize points (1) and (2) as follows. Within the stream of the Sinai pericope, 
24: 1 is the direct continuation of 2022. The report continues from 2022 after the long 
law section (20: 23-2333). At the same time the author records God's command, already 
announced tersely in 19: 24, more fully. 
I 41tT-3it (24ab) has also an exegetical problem. If the speaker here is YHWH as in 
2022, the use of r r-ýK in place of `5K looks strange-"420) However, the same use has 
already been noted in the Sinai pericope (Ex 19: llb, 21b, 22a, 22b, 24: 2, and also 9.2(428), 
Therefore, this expression should be considered as typical of the author's style. 
After the first two clauses in 24: 1a we read a list of Israel's representativesP22) 
Compared with the parallel verse 19: 24 (see 2.7.1.2. ), 24: 1 is different in suddenly 
introducing (1) `Nadab and Abihu' and (2) `the seventy elders of Israel'. This sudden 
introduction looks strange. 
415. At two points J. J. P. Valeton and B. D. Eerdman's argument seems more convincing than those of other 
commentators : (i) the tense of `1MK, the pf. with its inverted construction (0 + V) is different . 
from 
the ordinary pf., and it points to the past event, although we cannot totally agree with their opinion that 
the pf. of 1CK is the pluperfect, and (ii) the connection between 1924 and 241 becomes more apparent 
(B. D. Eerdmans (Ex, 67 : 'Eine neues Gotteswort wird im Pentateuch immer durch Imperfectum mit waw 
consecutivum eingeleitet. 24,1 blickt auf ein früheres Wort Jahves zurück und erinnert daran. Die 
Mitteilung der Gesetze hat die Erzählung unterbrocken, und der Leser wird hier wieder in die Situation 
eingeführt')). 
416. However, they have weak point. According to them the existence of the verse(s) immediately after 
1924 should be supposed, which has the same information like 241. However, its existence is very 
difficult to prove. Furthermore, B. D. Eerdmans does not consider the direct grammatical connection 
between the first clause of 241 ("OR 1L'Yb-ýK1) and 2022a (1CV 'X 111` `i X'1). Since BD. 
Eerdmans holds the direct" connection between'j924 and 241, he follows he interpretation of JJP. 
Valeton that the pf. in 241 (-PH) t) is the pluperfect. 
417. (1990,36). 
418. For instance (1) Gen 37: 28 Co l '1 Veil- 1X WZ 11 ipf. cons. ) - Gen 38 (Judah Tamar story) - Gen 393 (WAW + sub. + QATAL hb` tb '; M ýbl`1) and (2) 1 Sam 251 (the first information with the 
ipf. cons. form) -1 Sam 283 (the 
'repeated information with the QATAL form). 
419. See 2.73. F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,202), following I. Zenger (1972,177) and S. Mittmann (1975,152), also 
suggests a similar interpretation. 
420. Therefore, A. Reichert (1972,160,245, nJ38 for literature) holds that 11ii is either (i) originally 
or (ii) a gloss. Th. C Vriezen (1972,106) insists that 111''SK is not repeated in 24: 9 and therefore the 
original reading could be `'K like in 241Z13h However, EW. Nicholson (1974,81; 1986,123) is more 
cautious. Although the emendation to i1'3 is unwarranted, this strange starting is probably an 
indication that we have here an originally independent literary unit which was united only secondarily 
with the surrounding material. 
421 B. Baentsch (Ex, 214). 
422. Similar lists of the people like 241 is in Lev 9.1ff. (Moses, Aaron, his sons and the elders of Israel). 
Cf. Dt 271 (Moses and the elders), 31: 9 (Moses and priests and elders), Ex 18: 12 (Moses, Aaron, and the 
elders), Lev 415 (elders). 
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(1) Nadab and Abihu : 
To explain the introduction of these names other'texts which have these names can be 
compared (e. g. Ex 6: 23,28: 1, Lev 10.1-3, Num 32,4,26: 60f. ). The list in Lev 101-3 is 
especially interesting, because similar features in both texts are apparent. 1123) And because 
of these similarities, it is plausible that both texts show the same trend. (424) Both men 
assist Aaron just as in Lev 9 and 10, and this fact fits in very well with our interpretation 
that Ex 19: 24 is related to Ex 241,9-ll by the author's macroscopic - semi-microscopic - 
microscopic point of view (2.7.1.2. ). According to the macroscopic point of view the most 
important figures (in this case Moses and Aaron) are mentioned in the preliminary report 
(1924) but other figures not. But in the report of the real event the full list is givený425" 
Therefore, if we admit the four common similarities between Ex 241,9-11 and Lev 9,10 
(above i-iv), we may assume that these two persons function in Ex 241,9-ll in a similar 
way to that in Lev 9,10, namely in assisting Aaron, regardless of whether these two 
persons are or are not the sons of Aaron. If so, then both persons depend upon Aaron in 
this context. Now the authoritative position of Aaron beside Moses is one of the 
persistent themes from the beginning of Ex. Just before the Sinai pericope Aaron takes 
part in the meal together with Moses and all the elders when Jethro visits (1812). In this 
case although the exact role of Aaron in this' ceremony is not clear, but the important fact 
is that all of the partakers from Israel's side are the nobles. Similarly Aaron's role in 
24: 1,9-11 is that he constitutes together with Moses, Nadab and Abihu, the seventy elders a 
unified leadership of Israel (* in 24: 11) and they take part in a meal before 
`God of Israel' (51 7ntr 'r,. As far as the assistant's role of Nadab and Abihu is 
concerned, this is similar to the role of Joshua in assisting Moses, which is reported 
suddenly in 24: 12ff. According to the literary point of view it is striking that the author 
makes both cases be embroidered by the same method of the macroscopic - 
(semi-microscopic) - microscopic point of view : 
(a) the case of Aaron / Nadab and Abihu : 
1924: Moses and Aaron only, (macroscopic) 
241 : Moses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, 70 elders of Israel (semi-microscopic) 
249 : the same persons but with the detailed report (microscopic) 
(b) the case of Moses / Joshua : 
423. Namely (i) both texts have a similar use of naming each two sons by combining them with 1 (i. e. V13 = `Ml like 111X1 i 1C7 b in 24: 19 and `Cr1`i!! 1 51 ý1 (ii) both events happened in similar 'cultic; 
circumstances, (iii) lioth texts connect Aaron with Näda'yand Abihu, and (iv) 'Aaron' (also Moses) comes 
always at first in the list and then 'Nadab and Abihu' follows. 
424. However, in terms of the fate of both men the description of 241$-Il (no death) is precisely opposite 
to that of Lev 10 (death). Therefore, it is unlikely that these texts have the same theological reason for 
inserting these names. Rather, it is fair to say that each report describes objectively what happens 
without omitting one of two reports in order not to cause the confusion of the reader / listener. . 425. This is precisely the same as in 24: 2 and 24: 12ff. Although in 2412ff. the name of Joshua, the 
assistant, is clearly mentioned, in 24: 2 we cannot find his name. 
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242 : Moses only (macroscopic) 
2413 : Moses and his assistant Joshua (microscopic) 
In other words, Nadab and Abihu, Joshua are not mentioned in the preliminary reports 
(19: 24,24: 2), because they are not the chief actors in the preliminary stage when the 
author says something about the future (prediction, i. e. 19.24 towards 241,9, and 24: 2 
towards 24: 12ff. ). Only the chief actor(s) is (are) the main concern in these preliminary 
sectionsý426) However, when the real events are reported, the author tries to give full 
details about the other actors by mentioning them as well. 
(2) ýý, ým aroýýt (cf. Num ll16,24,25) 
Since they are called `the elders of Israel' (2 Sam 53, Ex 316,4: 29,125f, 1812, ), they 
function here as the representatives of the people as a whole.. 4273 The number 70 seems 
to have the ordinary symbolic meaning, the fullness of the representation of the elders. M81 
Therefore, `die 70 von den Ältesten Israels hier offenbar nicht als Institution sind 
verstanden, sondern repräsentieren in "der Zahl universaler Vollendung und Weite" das 
ganze IsraeL'(a29) 
If we accept the connection of 24: 1 and 24: 9-11, we find that in this case the 
representative character is not only possessed by the seventy elders of Israel but also by 
Moses, Aaron, Nadab and Abihu. This is because all these people in 249 are named as 
*-t" `1s t 'W (2411), a proper term for pointing all the representives. '430) 
(3) % r11n arriili1r; (431) 
It is generally agreed that 24: 1 is connected with 24: 9-11 (e. g. 24: 1 is an introduction to 
24: 9-11). If so, the question raised by the present arrangement of text is how the command 
426 The division of the primary and the secondary figure is also found in the other use of Heberw 
language. For instance when the primary figure and the secondary figure are the common subject the 
verb form is to be conjugated according to the primary figure. In particular when the primary figure 
is single, this becomes apparent. Dt 271 (1b'ýt- Cý11-11x *r 1ý711 lieb 12"1) the subject is 
Moses and the elders ( 'J` `ýý7T) ilJ b) but the verb is 3 p. 
sg. (Ii j), about which we only could 
interpret that there is a concept of the chief actor (i. e. Moses) and the secondary actor(s) (ie. the elders 
of Israel) in the mind of the author. 
427. Elders of Israel as the representatives of the people :1 Sam 43,8: 4,1530,2 Sam 53,1 Kings 8: 1.3 
(inauguration of David as king). After these, however, elders appear much as the representatives of 
individual groups or cities (1 kings 20: 7f, 21: 8,11,2 Kings 1U. 1,5). They function as the representatives of 
the people in the premonarchial period and especially in this case they represent the people for making 
the covenant with God. W. Beyerlin (1961,34 = 1965,28), ThC Vriezen (1972,107), H. Reviv (1989,29). 
F. -L Hossfeld (1982,201) suggests that here we see a 'representative cross-section. 
428. U. Cassuto (1967,310), AS. Kapelrud (1968,494ff) and further TILG Vriezen (1972,107, n. 9, lit. 9 point out 
the ANE religious custom to invite 70 people for religious festival meal The 70 elders in Israel' 
appears also in Num 11: 16,24,25, Ez 810. About the phrase in Ez 810 W. Zimmerli (Ez, 216) comments 
that the usage in Ez shows that the institution of the 70 elders has old tradition : Was Ez schaut, ist 
danach nicht ein zufällig vereinigter Kreis, sondern die Vertretung Israels, wie sie einst beim 
Bundesschluß vor Jahwe stand. ' And J. Buchholz (1988,31) holds that Ez 8: 10 has a paradigmatic 
character and it indicates the elders of Israel as a whole. 
429. A. Reichert (1972,164, nos, L52,153). 
430. The assertion of A. HJ. Gunneweg (1965,86) that only the elders can represent the people seems to be 
ungrounded. 
43L A. Niccacci (1990,85) concludes that weQATAL is the basic tense for giving an order or instruction; 
but it is not normally initial (cf. 1990,81ff). 
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of this clause is related to the content of 24: 9-11. And another related issue is how we 
should divide 24: 1-2 which has two different sets of command : 24: 1a and 24lb-2, or 241 
and 242. 
Radical solutions to the problem about the connection between 241 and 24: 9-11 are to 
emend the text. (432) But these emendations are usually not justified. M. Noth(433), judging 
24: 1-2 to be a secondary insertion and not appropriately formulated, holds that there is a 
unity in 241b-2 which is connected to 24J-11. R- L Hossfeld (434 also holds a similar view 
that 241b functions as `Überleitung' to 24: 2 so that 241b `zielt auf die Begleitung, die sich 
(other leaders mentioned in 241, TGS) von ferne niederwerfen soll, während Mose allein 
Zugang erhält'. This means that 241b has to be interpreted together with 24: 2 not with 
241ä. (435y He regards 241 and 1924(436) as the work of the priestly redactor who connects 
24: -11 with the Book of the Covenant through these two verses in order to make 
24: 9-11 
a covenant ritual. 
However, all efforts to make a connection between 241b and 242 seem doomed to fail 
for two main reasons : 
(i) The suffix of ar lMnyn creates a problem for such an interpretation. To make a 
connection between 24-lb and 242, we should choose one of two possible options for this 
pronominal suffix (2p. pl, Mtv-), either (i) to retain the present form, or (ii) to emend to 3p. 
pl. following LXX (npoaxv*ovßtv). If we retain the present form (2p. pl. ), it should mean 
either `Aaron (excepting Moses), Nadab and Abihu, the seventy elders of Israel' or `the 
people. However, both possibilities make a poor grammatical connection between 241b 
and 24: 2, because I- you style is used continuously from 241a to 241b, but from 24: 2a 
the author uses I- he / them style. Meanwhile, if we emend the pronominal suffix 2p. pL 
to 3p. pl. following the example of LXX, superficially it makes a good connection between 
24: 1b and 24: 2. However, if in 24: 1b the author wants to introduce another object (i. e. 
0ý7 24: 2b) than that of 241a, he should have mentioned this new object clearly in 241b 
not in 24: 2b. This is all the more so from the fact that : ri in 242a refers to the previous 
object (i. e. Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, the seventy elders of Israel) not the object mentioned 
later in 242b (oft). This makes the emendation improbable. 
(ii) Although we may acknowledge that 241a has a clear connection with 24: 9-11, it is 
impossible for us to find the actual meaning of 241b-2 in the same context. In other 
words, we cannot find a proper explanation of how 24: 1b-2 relates to 24.9-11. The 
possibility, which we have seen a little and shall propose soon in detail, that 241 is related 
432. G. Beer (Ex, 126) eliminates ftH'1 and emended UIVI1 into i111hV'1 in 241L A. Klostermann 
(1907,440) emends only VZ41 intö 
433. (ATDEx, 159f. = OTL, Ex; 197). L. Perlitt (1969,182), having the same idea and followed by Buchholz 
(1988,33f. ), holds that there is a bulky connection between 241-2 with the surrounding verses. 
434. (1982,202-203). 
435. J. Buchholz (1988,33) holds the view that 241b is secondary to make a bridge between 241a and 242. 
436. What an intersting connection ! 
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to 24J41 and 24: 2'" related to 2412ff. is not properly considered by commentators. 
The pronominal suffix (2p. ý pL) of ar'uryrd i in 241b most probably denotes not the 
people in general (24: 2) but the representatives of the people, who are already mentioned 
in, 24: 1a (Moses and Aaron, " Nadab and Abihu, the seventy elders of Israel). However, 
from 24: 2 there is differentiation between (i) Moses (ii; ý rr), (ii) them (D7 i. e. the 
representatives of Israel except Moses) and (iii) the people (M. (438) This means that there 
is a clear grammatical, thematic dividing line between 241 and 242 but not between 241a 
and 241b-2. Again this means that the subject of the special service Or) in 241b is the 
representatives of the people not the people themselves. We want to suggest two points 
related to nnri(439' : 
Firstly, in 241 only rte is used, and this means not just the spiritual worship happening 
in the heart but also the accompanying physical action (i. e. bowing down). In the OT 
there is detailed information about the additional phrasal use of =i which sheds light on 
our text. Besides the classic use of the 5+ object phrase, a`pKt4°' can be attached. This 
use illustrates more vividly that the normal worship action (or showing reverence) is done 
with the face to the ground towards the worshipping object. Is 6014ab (rfi-Z'3p atinrrtn 
J, tn) is particularly relevant to our text. This gives a clear picture which can happen. 
The physical bowing down is well prepared by the previous pair of the parallelism in Is 
60: 14aa, by using the same rr/ rnrt Lift azýnThe action of 
worship (or showing reverence) is related to `under somebody's feet', i. e. with the 
worshipper's face to the ground is naturally related to the feet of the receiver of the 
worship. Therefore, the connection of (i) rn (Ex 241) and (ii) the phrase nItt ! fit r'1 
(`they saw') + r5n 1ýtirn (`under His feet') (Ex 24: 10) seems to be quite natural. 
Otherwise, this `under His feet' (p mrn, 2410) becomes meaningless in the context. 
Secondly, in several texts worship (rn) is followed by a festival meal (e. g. Dt 2610f. 
(rinn + rejoice the food), cf. 2 Chr 7: 3ff. 2929,36 (rntý + rejoice)). And there are several 
437. Although F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,202-203) assumes that 242 has a certain connection with Ex 19f. 
(eg 
God is speaking about Himself as the 3rd person), he does not explain why 242 stands at the present 
position as a literary orphan. 
438. Namely (i) Moses may approach (G13,24: 2) God, (ii) the other representatives may come to (1bq, 241) 
a certain point of the mountain to meet God, but they are not allowed to approach (C», 242) God, (iii) 
the people may not come to 01'V 242) the mountain. 
439. '=1 hitp. (GBBDB) / 711 e'staf. (HAL, THAT, TWAT) means 'bow down, 'prostrate oneself before a 
monarch or superior or God in homage (BDB & GB). This verb is often used with 'Ti? Qal. Then 
tends to describe more the physical activity of bowing down but 1'11' means more the spiritual 
activity accompanied by the actual physical bowing down gesture ('nose and forehead to the ground 
between two hands'). See the vivid pictures of nos. 408,412 of 0. Keel (1978) and the illustration of F. 
Heiler (1917,168-177). To show only the spiritual reverence without any physical action is unthinkable, 
H. D. Preuß (TWAT. 11,786) makes an accurate observation : 'Die durch 1YIl1CG1 bezeichnete Geste, in der 
sich aber auch eine innere Einstellung und Haltung ausdrückt, ist auch in der Umwelt Israels bekannt 
und auf bildlichen Darstellungen wie in Texten belegt, da ein 'Sich-Niederwerfen eben zum Kult aller 
Gottheiten (2 Kön 518 J gehörte. HAL renders a correct interpretation : when both verbs are used 
together the former (`111? ) serves as 'Vorbereitungshandlung, and when i 1fl is used alone it can be 
considered as a short form but it contains the whole (physical as well as spiritual) process of worship or 
of the revering action. 
440. Dual. 'Angesicht' (GB) with or without iIt3 (2 Sam 1433,1 Kings 1: 23, Gen 42448: 12,2 Sam 1823). 
44L Through this parallelism the whole process of worship becomes apparent : [a] coming - bowing down, [al : bowing down - to the feet. 
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texts where, during the worship (MCD, the people show fear of the (cultic) presence of God 
by bowing down their face to theground. "442) A clearer picture is found in the following 
two texts : Ps 995 (9 11 Vitjp r5311 d v* ! nnnri t) and Ps 132: 7 (7mr"ýr33 rrü=rýný 7rtiD; 
Both texts have three aspects in common with Ex 24: 9-11 : (i) and hitp, (ii) 
at the footstool of God, (iii) in the (cultic) presence of God and his holiness.! 443 
All these texts suggest strongly that (i) the action described in 24: 9-10 has to be defined 
as worship (r n) by the representatives of the people mentioned in 241b (Drýtnrt -1), (444) 
(ii) the subsequent action in Ex 24: 11b well 15: K'1) has also to be defined as the 
concluding act of worship, meaning the happy ending of the whole process of the Sinai 
pericope. 
(4) 1'ýD rrm 
This phrase means that there is a certain distance between the representatives of Israel 
and God. "'" W. H. Gispen(446) gives an interesting observation to the combination of this 
word with nrrtnnertt : `Het zich nederbuigen van verre is eerbetuiging. ' In the regard the Y "ý7 I 
consensus that 24: 1 functions as the introduction to 24: 941, it is important that the idea of 
distance in 5nß can also be found in 24: 9-i1. This is because although the seeing of God 
is an experience unique to Israel, in theophany the totality of God is never revealed (cf. 
`feet' vp rno) like in Ex 3323 (`7hK `my back' ? ). Furthermore, the action `bowing 
down' corresponds with seeing only the lowest part of somebody, the feet which are 
referred to' in 24.9-1Ltaal) 
2. ML2. zag 
: lbp9 ýMOC111I'a`K5L111ii, 717t¶it5 reMVIM24: 2 
We have already seen (2.11.1.1. ) that between 24: 2 and 24: 12ff. there is a 
442 For example Ex 3310, Is 36: 7 =2 Kings 1822 =2 Chr 3221, Ps 96.9f. =1 Chr 16: 29f, Ps 58,99.5,2 
Chr 73, W. 2 Chr 2929), Neh 8f 
443. Namely Ps 99.5: (i) i 7112 hitp., (ii) at the footstool of God (r'a'1 D1rI ), (iii) God's holiness. And Ps 
132: 7 : (i) @IMW hitp., (ii) at the footstool of God (r"a7 D115, (iii) 
in the (cultic) presence of God 
(rni»zýh ýrci»). 
444. I-I. D. hreuß (TWAT, 11,787) renders a strong support for this interpretation : 'Voraussetzung ist nämlich 
die Erfahlung des Abstands (vgl. Ps 95,6), das überwaltigende Erleben des Heiligen (Keel 287), und die 
Geste ist als Ausdruck 'panischen Schreckens bei der Begegnung gut beschrieben als eine Flucht in den 
Tod, wobei das Sich-Niederwerfen 'dem aus der Verhaltenffforschung bekannten Totstellreflex (Keel 289 
mit Hinweis "auf Ex 24,11,33,22, italics TGS) als Gestus absoluter Unterwerfung (H. J. 
Boecker, BHHWJ, 512) entspricht. ' 
445. Interestingly A. Reichert (1972,161f. ) interprets that the event of 24.9-11 happens on the half way up to 
the mountain 
446. (Ex, 11,116). 
447. In viewing 241 as a whole we find how the combination of positive (i. e. 'syntaktisch künstlich) and 
negative (i. e. `thematisch zusammenhanglos) judgement of L Perlitt (1969.182) does not seem to fit to the 
exegesis we have done : '24: 1a01 leitet also im Blick auf meist postulierte Zusammenhänge die folgende 
Szene so (syntaktisch) künstlich und (thematisch) zusammenhanglos sein, daß für einheitlich literarische 
Gestalung und eine Fortsetzung des Sinai berichts zunächst nicht viel spricht 
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macroscopic (24: 2) - microscopic (24: 12ff. ) perspective, or prediction / command (24: 2) - 
performance / fulfilment (24: 12ff. ) scheme ll) This interpretation shows that the 
appearance of Joshua in 2413 does not contradict the initial command of God in 242, 
because his position as future leader justifies a mention of him as Moses' servant here. In 
the initial report of the command of 24: 2 the author macroscopically describes only the 
chief actor, Moses. 449) 
There are three unusual expressions of I-you style in 242 compared with 241: 
242 cf. 242 
(1) W1131 (Nif. pf. 3sg. ) . t` (imp. 2sg. ), 
(2) ilz' rF/ imp (3sg. ) MM (2sg), 
(3) m (3. pL)nrrmr (2pL). 
These stylistic differences make a clear distinction between 241 and 242, although both 
verses are connected with each other by the same interesting use of `to YHWH' (f7; '3K) 
in place of `to me' This distinction and the connection between 241 and 242"11 can 
be explained by connecting 242 and 2412ff. just as connecting 241 and 249-11. Therefore, 
the distinction and the connection between 24: 1 and 24: 2 correspond with the 
distinction and the connection between 249-11 and 2412ff. 
21L2.24: 1-2 in its totality 
. 
In 2.11.1. we have seen that 241-2 is actually the introductory command preparing for 
the future events (performances) in 24: 9-11 and 2412ff. There are negative views as well 
as positive views about the present unity of the text. 
The negative judgement about the present unity of Ex 24 is proposed by many 
commentators, eg. A. Reichert(451), Th. C Vriezent4S2), and E. W. Nicholson(453) including a 
448. See 251.1., 2.711,2.712. (2) about these terms and examples. See B. Baentsch (Ex, 214) and BS. Childs 
(Ex, 502, 'V. 2 provides a point from which to make a smooth transition to the command in v. 12), but 
cf. S. Mittmann (1975,152), W. Beyerlin (1961,18 = 1965,13) and J. L. Ska (19903f). And also although 
there is one minor thematic connection between 242 and 19. L3, as L Perlitt (1969,184) and F. -L Hossfeld 
(1982,202-203) point out because of imposing a certain limitation for coming to the mountain in both 
texts, there is no real connection between them according to the content. 
449. We have seen the same technique in 19.24 - 241 - 249-11 (210.11). 450. One apsect of continuation is in the contiuous use of the weQATAL form in 241b (D! 1`Y1l1Cýi11) and 
24: 2a Coordinated weQATALs are expressing a series of orders / instructions (A. 
Niccacci, 1990,86). After these two verbs the order chain is interrupted by two (WAW-)-x-YIQTOL 
type sentences (alb' K CM and 1MP *Y" He 1: in 242) to emphasize a detail of this kind. 
45L (1972,162) : 'Der Einschub v. 1b, 2 steht in direktem Widerspruch zu v. 9-11 und wurde dem 
außerordentlichen und mißverstandenen Passus vorangestellt. ' 
452. He (1972,102f. ) holds that 241 is connected with 24: 9-11, and 242 with 2&18-2L We admit that 
20.18-22 and 24: 2,2412ff. have the common characteristic, because all three texts are about the indirect 
law-giving through Moses. However, 2618-22 is a narrative introduction to the first indirect law-giving 
in 20.23ff, but 24: 2 and 2412ff. are the introduction to the second indirect law-giving in Ex 25ff. 
Therefore, we cannot accept Vriezens's overstatement, 'the seeming unity of Ch, xxiv disintegrates 
completely'. 
453. He (1974,79f; 1986,122f. ) proposes that 24-la is the introduction of 249-11.241b-2 presupposes the 
same tradition as is embodied in Ex 19,2(18-21 where also special emphasis is placed upon the figure of 
Moses. On the other hand 249-11 does not show a specific function of Moses. Therefore, 241b-2 are a 
secondary expansion of the original introduction in 241a. Although the connection of 242 with Ex 19, 
2018-21 is important, he does not consider the possibility of the connection between 242 and 2412ff. 
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radical view proposed in a recent commentary of J. ScharberL""' The main argument of 
these commentators is that the connection between 241 and 24: 2 cannot be explained 
adequately, and that we cannot explain properly the connection of 241-2 with other texts 
in Ex 24. 
Meanwhile, there are some who judge positively the present unity of the text, e. g. G. 
H6lschei"55 , F. C. Fensham(456), and DJ. McCarthyý45 
" However, in many cases their 
explanation of the connection between 24; 1-2 and 249ff. is inadequate. However, F. L. 
Hossfeld(458) has a broad perspective on the whole Sinai pericope. -He realizes that there is 
a connection between God's command for Moses to come up to the mountain in 242 and 
that in Ex 19f. especially 1924.: 1 
`Der v. 24 (i. e. Ex 19.24, TGS) gibt also nur einen Sinn, wenn man ihn im Blick 
auf 24,1,9-11 versteht. - Das Rätsel um die befremdlich 
Position von 19,24 und 
24,1 löst sich auf. Der priesterliche Redaktor, der 24,9-11 an das Bundesbuch mit 
seinem Bundesschlußritus anheftete, hat die Gottesschau mit zwei Befehlen nach 
vorne in der Theophanie verankert. Als Anknüpfungspunkte boten sich nur das 
jeweilige Ende der beiden Redekontakte Jahwes mit Mose innerhalb der 
Theophanie an : erstens das Ende des Dialogs 19,20b-24 und zweitens das Ende 
der Mitteilung des Bundesbuches. Als später Redaktor zwingt er uns in die 
Sehweise eines Herausgebers, der die ihm vorliegende Textgemasse verarbeitet 
und strukturiert. Wir vermuten den Grund seiner Bemühungen in einem 
Interesse an analoger Dramaliturgie bzw. verwandte Abläufen der Theophanie 
oder schon besser der Theophanieliturgie. ' 
This is an astonishingly clear observation about the connection 19.24,24: 1,9-11 in the 
present text level. However, he fails to illustrate how these texts are connected with each 
other, as we have done (2.7.3. & 2.11.11). Firstly, the content of 19: 24 is not completely 
the same as that of 24: 1 and 24: 9-11, and therefore the reason for the connection between 
these two texts has to be explained. Secondly, all activities in the Sinai pericope are 
performed at the command of God except 193aa and 24: 3-8 (e. g. 19-38,19: 9a with 1910-19a 
and 19: 19b-25 etc. ). And therefore the connection of the command (19: 24,241) and the 
performance (24: 9-11) is not a unique one. Thirdly, the theological interpretation of F. L. 
Hossfeld about the work of the priestly redactor needs further substantial proof. The 
theological interpretation of this `Herausgeber' who has the `Interesse an analoger 
Dramaliturgie, Theophanieliturgie' seems to be a vague one which needs to be proved and 
explained more fully. 
454. He (Ex, 99) insists that 241-2 has no function at all in the present context. 
455. He (1952,315) insists that '241-2 also den Zweck hat, 249-11 vorzubereiten, although he has no concern 
with the difference of the style and the content of 241 compared with 242. 
456. He (Ex, 181) holds that 241-2 is the general introduction to 249-11, because the author values the 
content of 24: --U is exceptionally important. 
457. He (1978,265) makes an interesting observation : `this verse (242, TGS), in fact points to something like 
2413-142 However, there is no further study on the methodological issue of this connection. 
458. (1982,202-204). 
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Summarizing our study in 2.11. L1. we suggest the compositional scheme in Ex 24 as 
follows : 
command performance content 
content a 241 249-11 covenant meal 
content c 243.8 covenant ceremony 
content b 242 2412ff. further law-givine'S9" 
In a literary work 'if two events are successive, one way of describing two commands and 
their performances is to state the commands first and then the performances. We find the 
same phenomenon in Ex 24. In 241-2 there are two commands and after the description 
of the covenant ratification (24: 3-8) there are two performances corresponding with the 
previous commands in 249-l1,2412ff. 
Firstly, we want to consider the connection between 24: 1 (command) and 24: 9-11 
(performance). We have already seen (2.7.1.2. & 2.73. ) that the content of both texts is 
alluded to in the previous part, 19: 24. The steady progress in these three texts is visible : 
(1) 19: 24 has a two-element command with 241 : (a) coming up (r`ýýý460ý, (b) Moses 
and Aaron (`y p j-M MM 
(2) 241 shares these two elements : (a) coming up (71T-5K -IýP )) but with a more 
detailed list of the participants, and (b) Moses and Aaron but with other participants also 
(ýs i' 'ýý?? t? v; 
G? 
xr'ZX1 V73 jZ7K) MAN). But there is a totally new factor in 24l, (c) 
worship (prt army- ). 
(3) The command in 241 is' fulfilled in 24: 9-ll which has all three elements but with 
more detail in the element (c)ý461) Moreover 24: 9-11 contains a totally new element 
compared with Ex 19: 24 and Ex 24l, (d) covenant meal (u't a5 tlt). 
We summarize the elements of each text as follows(462) : 
command 1924 (a basic) (b simple) 
command 241 (a basic) (b detailed) (c new, simple) 
performance 24: 911 (a basic) (b detailed) (c detailed) (d : new) 
(a)-coming up, (b)_participant, (c). worship, (d)-meal 
Therefore, there is a steady development from the macroscopic perspective (19.24) through 
the semi-microscopic one (241) finally to the microscopic one (249-ll). 
459. In this scheme vertically both sets of texts (24: 1 and 242,249-11 and 2412ff) have the same 
perspective : i. e. the first set (241 and 24: 2) is command but the second (24ß-11 and 2412ff) is its 
performance. Horizontally each set of texts has the same content, 24: 1 and 24-9-11 are about the 
covenant meal, and 24: 2 and 2412ff. are about the further law-giving. We have already seen (211.12) 
that there are some similarities as well as differences between 241 and 24: 2, which suggest the 
connection and the difference between the two verses. 460. The sg. form is consistent throughout the three texts. 
461 See exegesis about the connection between DZ flM"M in'241 (21011(3)). 
462. There are some examples of texts where command ü simple but its fulfilment is more in detail. E. g. Gen 15: 9 (God's command - simple) vs Gen 15: 10 (its fulfilment by Abraham - 
in detail). GJ. Wenham 
(Gen, 1,331) suggests this has a stylistic reason : For stylstic variation, the command is briefer than the description of its fulfilment: it is common for the command to be more detailed than the record of its fulfilment. ' Similarly G. Genette (1980,230-234) lists texts having 'proleptic function' as a case of 
'metadiegetic narrative', 'narrative within a narrative which does not look back at the past but prefigures 
the coming events through dream, prophecy. 
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Secondly, 24: 2 and 2412ff. can be similarly explained. The basic content is that only 
Moses has to come up to God in both texts. And both texts state who should come up, 
but the depth of the information is different. In 242 only Moses may come up, but in 
24: 12ff. Moses takes Joshua as servant. We cannot count this as a mistake of the redactor 
rather here we read the difference of perspective (macroscopic - microscopic) as in the 
texts 19: 24,241,24: 9-ll. Further in 24: 12ff. we read much new information about the 
event which are not mentioned in the preliminary report (242), eg. the stone tablets for 
the laws : 
command 242 (a basic) (b simple) 
command & performance 2412ff. (a basic) (b detailed) (c new) 
(a) 
_coming up, 
(b) 
- participant, 
(c) stone tablets 
Therefore, in both text groups (241 and 24: 9-11,24: 2 and 2412ff. ) we read the command - 
performance scheme and the macroscopic - semi-microscopic - microscopic perspective. 
Going a step further, we surmise the effect of these techniques for building the 
structure of the whole Sinai pericope. These techniques stress that there is an intimate 
connection between sections. The meeting of the people with God is the main topic in 
19: 9-25. And the meeting of the representatives of the people with God, more precisely 
their worship of God is the theme of 24: 9-11 The intention of the author who makes the 
present composition is that these two events are not independent of each other. The 
meeting between the two parties by itself is not the end of the covenant ceremony but it 
is followed by the crucial part of that ceremony. This structure means that 1924 belongs 
to the middle stage of the Sinai pericope and heralds the final stage of Sinai covenant. 
Between these two texts (1924,24: 9-11) the author reports once again the command of 
God about this matter in 24: 1, which is combined with 242 heralding the following topic 
of 24: 12ff. Through the connection of 242 and 24: 12ff. the Sinai covenant making (Ex 
19-24: 11) is related to the further law-giving, Ex 25ff. Just as the Sinai pericope is well 
prepared before Ex 19 (2.1.2. ), the subsequent law-giving is related to the Sinai pericope 
through these techniques. 
In this way 24: 1 and 242 function as the transitional bridge which stands (i) between 
the main law block (Ex 20-23) and the final covenant ceremony (24: 3-8), and (ii) between 
the final covenant ceremony (24: 3-11) and the subsequent giving of cultic laws (Ex 2412ff. ). 
We have seen that the two aspects of the covenant making"'') are related to each other. 
At the end of these two successive sections, 19: 24, the author puts a command of 
macroscopic perspective which is directly connected with the first part of the transitional 
bridge (24: 1) just after the main law block (Ex 20-23). This first part of the transitional 
bridge connects further to the end of the covenant making, the celebration of the ratified 
covenant. The function of the second part of the transitional bridge (242) is to connect 
463. Namely (i) the preliminary proposal and the preliminary acceptance of the covenant relationship (193-8), and (ii) the encounter of the two covenant parties (199-25), see 145 &. 24.6. 
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the covenant ceremony with the successive law-giving (the cultic laws, e. g. about the 
tabernacle). Just as all events before Ex 19 are neatly connected to the theme of the 
covenant making, the event after Ex 24 is smoothly related to the same theme. 
212.24: 3-5 (The covenant ratification ceremony) 
We shall now deal with the crucial part' of the Sinai pericope, 24: 3-8. This section has 
deservedly been the subject of hot dispute throughout modem exegetical history, because 
it contains many complex exegetical and theological problems. We want to deal with the 
following fundamental questions related to all other issues in this section. What actually is 
the function of this ritual ceremony within the Sinai pericope ? In other words, how can 
we define this ceremony ? Who are these 'young men' (', `It 'gip; 245) and what is 
the function of their action compared with that of Moses ? Why is the blood ritual 
divided into two actions (24: 6 and 24: 8) ? Is this blood ritual the same as other blood 
rituals in the book of Leviticus ? What is the meaning of nn7 of 1-. x; 3 (24: 7) / 
Nýsn-on (24: 8) ? Can we think that the fellowship offering in 245 is continued in 2411 
(eating and drinking)'? In other words, how is 24: 9-11 related to 24: 3-8 ? Furthermore, we 
should ask about the narrative characteristic of the Sinai pericope. What is the content of 
CrupC'1 Týz rM 711; In--` z rim in 24: 3, if this is relevant to the narrative of the Sinai 
pericope 9 
2.121 Exegesis of 24: 3-8 
2.12. LL 243 
D'UM; Z-7ýZ l1M1 l n"r -a'- ! 1M DZ13 "=I r zz b WWI 24: 3 
This verse starts with WAYYIQTOL (y464) and the same WAYIQTOLs ('vo; j, IV!!, 
;v 'ý 24: 3, nrýýt, oýG*j, Iý*1 24: 4, etc. ) are dominant in this narrative section. These 
WAYYIQTOLs (degree zero, simple past) correspond with WAW-x-QATAL (7ýi'n'ýKt 
-OK, recovered information) in 241 which is dominant until 242 (2111.1)465) This means 
that the author wants to report new information. After the transitional bridge (24: 1-2) he 
returns to the original narrative situation. This narrative situation (Moses' coming-down) 
464. L. Perlitt (1969,191), trying to examine the relation of this action to 19.25 ('Moses came down to the 
people'), judges that this action is unconnected to the previous section. However, this action is similar to 
the action in 20.21 (oil L1 W--GM ýý1pTý8t aý 1 ba) for the personal talk excluding the 
people. 
VI ., V -1 YVI. V 
465. A Niccacci (1990,20,36). 
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is in fact connected with that in 20,21 (Moses' approaching to GodY166) Then he makes 
swift progress by reporting only necessary information. As we see after Ka; 1 only the 
subject . Crib is mentioned and then another WAYYIQTOL ( c) follows directly. 
The verb of this second WAYYIQTOL is used only four times in the OT with 
the meaning to proclaim God's will or law openly to the public (Ex 243, Ps 27,50-16, 
119: 13)t467) G. te Stroetee'68), holds that Ps 5016 is clearly-related to the cultic proclamation 
of law. In any case nmb pi. denotes the solemn proclamation of God's law to the people 
through a messenger or an authoritative person. Moses' proclamation of the received 
word (20: 22-23: 33) is not strange in this case and the way that the report of the 
proclamation (243) follows the reception of the law (2022-2333) is quite natural 
And then comes what seems to be the title of God's word which Moses heard to pass 
on the people, mnrm_t-5; M 7tT 't-`' rtýt (243). Before investigating the meaning 
of the two important phrases together in this verse (ml. -t; `L7-S; and Vlt= ft7'ý we 
shall look at the first phrase (rjr rv r) only. One is impressed by the fact that similar 
phrases like this are used throughout in the section (243-8) : 
7ýý; "v z (v. 3a) 
rtT v7- t'ý a"Mýz (v. 3b) 
7th (v. 4a) 
1» (v. 7b) 
7th o-vrrýz (v. 8) 
The intensive use of similar phrases within one section is exceptional in Ex (cf. o`v -t; r5z 
r in 19: 7,201 and 7ti ' 7- irim 1'z in 19: 8). Whether all these phrases have the same 
meaning should be decided from their use in the context. There are four points to note 
about their use in this section. 
(a) The key issue is how we understand the formal difference between the phrase of 
Moses' proclamation in 243a and that of the people's answer to that proclamation in 243b : 
24: 3a mnem 5z ritt rr -wr 5z tit 
243b rnrr 1»--itt m"vn-5. n 
The consensus is no source division between 243a and 243W469) In other words, Moses' 
proclamation 24: 3a) corresponds with the people's answer to Moses' proclamation 
(Ipl1 24: 3b). It means the content of the proclamation is the same as that of the people's 
466. Compare the construction : the end of the decalogue (2017) +a new clause (WAW +S+V (pt) 
MN . "1 0P 1) and the construction : the Book of the Covenant + WAW-x-QATAL (241). 
467. Cf. F. -L 
1-Iosfeld (1982,191) and his argument of the relationship between Ex 243 and Ps 5017. 468. He (Ex, 185) follows G. von Rad's understanding of Ps 50 (1938,19-22,1958,29-32,1966(ET). 22-24) and is 
followed by H. Haag (1980,232). Further G. von Rad (1958,205-213 = 1966,221-231), followed by H. -]. 
Kraus (Ps, 150f. ), finds a parallel in a Egyptian kingsritual and the similarity of 7i1 in Ps 2: 7 with the 
protocol of that parallel. In Ps 50 we are forced to postulate here a cultic ritual of a similar, if not 
identical, kind of that presupposed by the Sinai narrative. 
469. Except E, Zenger (1971,74). Although he insists a source division between 243a and 243b, he does not 
try to explain the reason of this division and the original sources. If we divide 24,3 into 243a and 
243b, we cannot find the answer to the question to which Moses' proclamation should-be connected and 
from which the answer of the people comes. 
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answer. Then "T vý-t D`1-ýý (243b) may be considered as a shortened form of 
D` Wmrýz Mr r` I: "r z (24: 3a) 47°' 
To .. 
(b) We examine now the meaning of rr (24: 4a). Although this phrase is 
exactly the same as the''phrase in 24: 3a (0`tß j-5ý rrr `nz j-5; ), `this phrase cannot To - 
be considered to have the same meaning as rý in 24: 3a. In other words, 
(24: 4a) has the same meaning as fl17, 
"is. -ýdK T 
(24: 3b) and 
1; consequently it has the same meaning of the long phrase rKt . f. t`71Xt-'z 
C`t DV=rýZ (24: 3a). 
(c) In the same way we conclude that the phrases rri -7ýtt ' (24: 7b) and 
r mnrn-ýZ (24: 847' also refer to _r-3ý ý ttý7` `-- z (24: 3x) c472 I'MI 
(d) In particular the meaning of rt, T v-- iK YZ (24: 7) is helpful for this issue. In the 
present context we cannot find any other suitable explanation for 24". 7 than the following : 
the people's answer concerns Moses' pronouncement of the Book of the Covenant (n7! 1 
ar `Trnt1 id1711 N-CM ib 24: 7b). This means that 7th; YZ refers to t `IDO, 
the last feature of God's word made in the book form. This means the phrases containing 
the verb 'I» have a fluid meaning. The precise meaning is given by the context, 
although they all stay within the basic semantic field, the pronounced law of God (the 
decalogue) and the law given through Moses. 
In conclusion all these shortened phrases in vv. 3b, 4a, 7b, 8 refer to the original long 
phrase in 24: 3a (c'LDG`rs-5z m rni Interestingly all these phrases and that of 
24: 3a are slightly different from each other. And this phenomenon is also found in the 
similar phrases in 19: 6-8(473) Therefore, we conclude that, at least in these terms of 19: 6-8 
and of 24: 3-8 the author does not use a precisely fixed phrase but chooses the phrases 
according to the demands of each sentence situation (a) by using the key words (i. e. vý) 
in all phrases and (b) by adding various variations in wording, through which the author 
470. Pace various commentators eg. R. Kraetzschmar (1896,79), J. Morgenstern (1928,7), H. Haag (1980,227). 
If the author had added D`UDWT1' Z_ to 243a later, it is quite normal to expect that he had add also 
the same word (t1") to 243b and to other similar phrases in this section. And if 
111i' 1ý1'7iJM D'1ý 'ýý in 243b referred only to MM `1Cl1'5Z in 243x, this would mean that T{Y" -1 "{-fi 
the people (24ßb) deliberately chose to accept only iTI L 'r ý but not D'LýDCfb1' (24ßa). If 
the people deliberately deleted in their answer, there is no purpose 
of listing the laws in 
2LI-23: 19 (the Book of the Covenant)' before this section (D`i: EL'L; `1'ýZ in 243a points clearly the same 
expression in 21: 1). However, this understanding of the phrases, more precisely that the people 
deliberately differentiated between MM `1S1'Sý and D`U91r'bM'7Z by deleting D`Uýri 7 7ý in 
their answer is highly unlike]y. 
47L Although "bS 
highly 
D'1D11'7ý appears in Ex 201,3427, Dt 519 and at least the phrase in Ex 201 and 
Dt 5: 19 means the decalogue, we judge the real meaning of word or phrase accroding to the role in the 
context given. 
472. A. Dillmann (Ex, 256). 
473. Namely 
ti72d', `»'ýtýt 1ý7l1 `11'Jtd D`1]n 1'i'8 (1966b) 
rlr ` viaY' vfZ ', -*A C 'irr' (19.7b) 
. 
fti` ' 
ii1-'sir/ 
Y ... ."{-V 09S) 
All these different phrases in 11ßb-8 refer to the same one, God's word spoken in 193b-& The 
actual meaning of these phrases is the covenant condition (law) which will be spoken by God, because 
in 193-8 God's detailed conditions have not yet been set out. 
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does not go outside of the meaning field of the original phrase. ("') 
The corollary of this conclusion is that Moses pronounces to the people (qý 1W, 9115) 
" not only the decalogue (. 'ttýT ýv1but also the laws in 202323: 3 3 7) 
The latter was heard by the people for the first time through Moses, but the first had 
already been heard spoken by God (2019,22)x478' Throughout 24: 3-8 we realize the 
importance laid on the decalogue because of the repeated use of the variants of 
M7 (w. 3,3,4,7,8). Therefore, the decalogue represents all the covenant regulations. 
We now consider the meaning of Dlutrt 1-5; in the present context"") The plural 
form of =Wz: (DAL ý) appears only two times within the whole of Ex (here and 2UY480 
Therefore, it seems not unnatural to suppose that in the present text the author goes back 
to 2L"1 and both phrases (211,243) may be considered as the structural markers at the 
beginning and at the end of the laws between 211 and 2333. In other words, the word in 
2U (D'U ýib7) is well-situated as an introduction to all following laws. 481) And 243 where 
we find the phrase onýrýnn-5z is actually the first sentence after the main law block of 
21: 1-23: 33, because as we have seen (2.11.2. ) that 24: 1-2 functions as the transitional 
bridge for making the whole Sinai pericope a literary unity. There is another similar, 
structural marker (onjýK without article + `ýi) at the beginning (201) and the end (2019) 
474. Similar stylistic variation can also be found in the clauses of the peoples answer : 
19.7 (rCK"1 11x1` D. ýD + i", ýi 11T ' Ln'r-& t 
243 + 
24: 7 ( Kýý + v]S ] -Ifirr c '7 ) This example with the two examples mentioned above teffs the'varied use 7of phrase chosen by the 
author rather than different sources. 
475. This is quite similar to the ritual reading of the Torah to the public, the third use of Torah with the 
archival use, the didactic use. See B. S. Jackson (1989,192ff). 
476. lt seems to be a consensus that the first phrase with '1D1 among these (11T `1 1'5; 243a) means 
the decalogue, although in many cases commentators fail to discern the literary character of the varied 
use of the phrase. W. Beyerlin (1961,8 = 1965,4) holds that the phrase with '1Z1 means 
D`1D1i1'ýý (201), which refers to the decalogue. He believes that it is because the decalogue is not 
announced to the people directly, in spite of the appearance of the present context. For A. Reichert 
(1972,168) all phrases related to D"1.1 should be considered as the decalogue. Because of this 
misunderstanding he regards the content of 11'1X1 'MD (24: 7) as the decalogue (p. 171). Similarly 0. 
Eissfeldt (1966,213 ; 1968,244) holds that all these expressions point to the similar expression in 261 
(1'791 and the real meaning is the decalogue. F. C. Fensham (Ex, 181f) considers the laws 
of the phrase with'O1 as the apodictic laws especially the decalogue. 
477. However, there is an opinion that in 24: 8 the connection was made with the Book of the Covenant 
and not with the decalogue, eg. B. Baentsch (Ex=f,. 
478. Then we should ask what is the purpose of Moses' pronouncement of the decalogue once again. The 
answer is in the purpose of the section 243-8, which is not simply Moses' report of what he heard 
from God to the people. The central purpose of this section is the ratification of the covenant, for 
which Moses writes the covenant document (24: 4) which regulates the covenant relationship. To this 
document not only the laws in 2022-2333 but also the decalogue belong. Therefore, when Moses 
pronounces the regulations in 243 he covers both of them. 
479. Cf. much doubtful soucre critical analysis (eg. H. Holzinger (Ex, 103) and W. Beyerlin (1961,20 = 
19654 who hold this as later addition). 
480. Cf. several uses of the sg, form : sg. abs_15.25 (with 1 fl), 21: 9,31,23: 6,28: 15,29,30; sg, cs-21.9,236,2630, 2830. 
48L Strictly speaking, however, the actual corpus of D`U9Cffýi1 contains 21: 1-2312 [B] according to the 
structural analysis of L Schwienhorst-Schönberger (1990,121), but 2&. 22b-26 [Al 23: 13-19 [A'] and 2320-33 
stand outside of this main law section. 230-33 is a kind of future assurance compared with the 
blessing and curse section of treaty. In this sense 2320-33 seems to be an integral part of the Sinai 
pericope. Then D'L]ýCG Týjý in 243 indicates primarily the main law section (21: 1-2312) but it points 
also other parts in 2622b-26,2313-19,20-33. See also B. D. Eerdmans (Ex, 68), 0. Eissfeldt (1968,244). 
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of the decalogue. This illuminates the composition of the whole Sinai pericope. Namely 
both the two major law blocks among the Sinai pericope are clearly marked by the 
structural markers, which are unique to the whole Sinai pericope or perhaps to the whole 
Ex, at the beginning and the end of each law block, as we have seen in the chart of 
2.9.1. This analysis supports strongly our contention that 14111 MI means most 
probably the decalogue.. 182' 
The people have unanimously accepted the proclamation of Moses (N. B. the emphatic 
Op--1-5z 243b)P83) This phrase is used in the Sinai pericope in two cases : (a) for the 
encounter with God (1911,16,2&18), and (b) for the people's unanimous acceptance of God's 
proposal and law (19: 8,24: 3). Then it is easy to realize that in these two cases, at least, the 
people in their totality respond actively, although in other cases at Sinai they are 
passive. "8) The reason for the use of this emphatic phrase seems to be that in these cases 
the legitimate and responsible participation (in the case (a)) and answer (in the case (b)) of 
the people is necessary. This necessity can be explained by the fact that in the Sinai 
pericope, at least in these two cases, an important legal relationship between God and the 
people, the covenant relationship is being implemented. Interestingly enough, through this 
way the unanimity of the people's acceptance is expressed both at the beginning of the 
Sinai pericope (19: 8) and its end (243, cf. 24: 7 also). 
The comprehensive character of this verse is most visible by the threefold use of 
-5Z except a -ýz (tart, -v't-3z / tVprit 'ß-5z / 'fit This comprehensiveness 
is emphasized by the phrase it I7 (ass) 
2.12.1.2.24: 4 
%-)msC--JV 71T-a1 Z£ MV0 X11'124: 4 
zrrcý -m 
"" T I" "" IT "" 1 
rn= 
T1 '" 1TT» I" Y "ý 
The main events in this verse are the three actions of Moses : (1) writing down the law 
482 Further this fact makes us easy to conclude that an enigmatic phrase ! '1'1-i3 1 24: 7 means not 
only the individual law section 2022-2333 but also the decalogue. See further in our study on this 
phrase (21214. (3)-i). 0. Eissfeldt (1968,244) and Ch. Levin (1985a, 180) share basically our intepretation of 
these two phrases. 
483. Cf. 0V1 1: 193,7,8,9,9,10,12,14,14,15,17=4,25,2018,20,21.242.3,8.1: lZ : 19.2L E. W. Nicholson (1973,71) 
pledge. gives a suitable name for this acceptance in conjunction with that in 24: 7b, 'preliminary 
484. In the case (a), the theophany, Israel's meeting with God must be done not by some delegates of the 
people but by the whole people (261), because the people themselves are the responsible party for 
making the covenant relationship with God. And in the case (b), the verbal response of acceptance 
should be done not by the representatives of the people but by the whole people. Another interesting 
point is that although in 19.7 Moses tells God's word to the elders of the people, the answer to the 
Moses' word in 19.8 is given not by the elders but directly by the people. Despite the slight possibility 
that the elders give this answer to Moses, the intention of the author is clear that the whole people 
respond positively towards God's proposal of the covenant relationship. 
485. This phrase is used only in 2 Chu 513. Similar expressions can be found in Dt 2714 and cf. vv. 
15-26,2Chr1514, Lam 27. 
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proclaimed in 243, (2) building the altar, (3) erecting 
(1) Moses' first action, which is to write down the law God proclaimed, is not strange 
in the present sectiont486), because it is quite natural to perpetuate the law proclaimed 
orally by writing it down. The result of this writing is most probably nn ;j `> which 
will be pronounced once again in 24: 7, although there is a certain distance between two 
verses (24: 4 and 24: 7) and in the text itself there is no direct link between them. 
Interestingly, there are two sets of the similar process of the proclamation by Moses and 
its acceptance by the people(497) : 
[A] The order of events of the first set : 
[a] Moses hears God's word in 2022-2333 
[b] Moses proclaims it (`vo pi. 24: 3a) 
[c] people unanimously accept it (243b) 
writing down (24: 4) 
[B] The order of events of the second set : 
[a'] Moses takes rmn -m (24: 7a) 
[b'] Moses proclaims it (2 r 24: 7b) 
[c'] people unanimously accept it (24: 7c) 
The process of writing down and the second set of events is a kind of double check. ('.. ) 
And the reason for this double check is simply to make this relationship between the two 
parties permanently and legally by the written document. The author reports this in order 
to emphasize how significant this ratification ceremony is for the future life of lsraeLL489" 
(2) Moses' next action is building the altar. This can be compared with the preparatory 
action of the priests in the ordinary offering (Lev Off. ), who perform their duty around 
the altar (e. g. preparing the fire and the wood on the altar already built) in order to make 
an offering acceptable to God. After offerings are offered by `the young men of Israel' 
(245), Moses resumes his action, the blood ritual (24: 6-8). As we shall see in our study on 
245 (2.1213. ), if we compare the role of Moses and the young men here with the role of 
the priests and the offerer in Lev (e. g. the burnt offering in Lev 1), we find an important 
parallel. Namely the role of Moses is similar to that of the priest(s) and the role of the 
486. G. te Stroete (Ex, 185). 
487. W. Beyerlin (1961,20 = 1965,15) also hints at the fact that 24: 7f is a parallel version of the first version 
of 243-6. 
488. The double check, oral declaration and writing down of the content of that declaration, is a universal 
custom for important legal transaction. For instance in the legal documents of Elephantine, which 
contains many ancient legal traditions far beyond the period of Elephantine, we read similar double 
check of oral declaration and writing down its content : 'On such and such a date A said to B, '1 have 
come to thy house, etc: ' This was written at the dictation of A. Witnesses thereto : C, D. E, eta' (from 
D. R. Hillers, 1990,358). And in the section of the ratification of the Book of the Common Prayer of the 
Church of England we read similar double check. Therefore, we cannot accept the view (e. g Ch. 
Levin, 198SaJ82) that there are dual redactions eg, in the peoples acclamation in 243b, 7c. 489. Cf. JL Ska (1990,49f). 
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young men is similar to that of the offerer. Therefore, we may call Moses in this case the 
priestly officiant and `the young men of Israel' the offererst'90) This feature is very 
important to find the theological foundation of this section. Moses functions as the 
mediator just like the priests who stand between God and the people (or the offerer). And 
the young men offer the sacrifice as the sacrifice of 1s% (e. g. Lev L"2) performed by the 
lay offerer, which is different from the public offerings performed by the priests only 
(Num 28-29). This active involvement of `the young men of Israel' in. the offering is not 
because they are the priests' servant but because they represent Israel in one way just as 
`the noble of Israel' represent Israel with their audience with `the God of Israel' in 24.9-ll 
(see further 2.1213. ). This alludes to the fact that the offering is their responsible action. 
(3) The second thing Moses builds is rt of twelve stones related to the twelve tribes 
of Israel. It is built near the altar. ' As far as the number is concerned, mz= does not 
mean necessarily one stoneý492) r; can consist of several stones. It rather denotes a 
religious or sacred object erected in one place, sometimes symbolizing a deityP93) This 
object may be called collectively, and therefore it does not be bound to the number 
concept. (494) In Ex 24: 4 also it has the singular form, although twelve stones are used to 
make up the sacred object, because worship happens in one place and it is related to one 
deity, YHWH, and one people, Israel. Most probably in 24: 4 the compressed form is used 
496ý correctly holds I M2.12 (made by, or consisted of) twelve (stones)ý495' DJ. McCarthy( 
that the function of imp seems to be as the material witness (italics TGS, cf. Jos 
2427,27 
rr ), although this monument in Ex 24: 4bb is not explicitly called a witnesst497ý There is 
490. See RS. Hendel (1989,370). M. Häfner (1957,77-85, esp. 80f) gives the ANE examples of priestly king 
who arranges covenant between a deity and his people. The scene in 243-8 does not describe all 
aspects of the cultic ritual in equal detail, but it concentrates on some specific features of this unique 
ceremony. For example two times proclamation of the unanimous acceptance by the people in 
243$ 
and the detailed description of the blood ritual performed by Moses in 2468 The reason why the 
action of 'the young men of Israel' is tersely described seems to be that it is relatively less important 
for 
the specific purpose of the author. Thus it is enough to say simply that they do what they have to 
do. 
49L M. Noth (ATD, Ex, 160 = OTL, Ex, 197f). See the negative judgement on the text of J. 
Morgenstern 
(1927,7ff) and W. Beyerlin (1961$ = 1965,45ff). 
492. E. Zenger (1971,74), following exegetically H. Holzinger (Ex, 105) and grammatically G. Beer &P 
Meyer, holds that this word does not denote the number concept. 
493. We cannot assume the original meaning of Z23 ('to stand) is absent in this derivative (BDB, GB, 
HAL, J. Gamberoni (TWATJV, 1065ff), BL 492-t, magtil form). ME Bellefontaine (1973,120) gives a clear 
definition of 7=Y13 : it was an upright stone monument which functioned as a commemorative stele or 
as an object of worship. Therefore, a suitable translation is not the sacred stone which alludes to te 
number concept, but the sacred object. 
494. Gen 31: 45ff. gives a good illustration. Gen 31: 45 is a kind of introduction and the following verses 
explain in detail the making of a 7ýYb. Although many stones are used, it is called collectively 
7ýY0. The collective sense is unmistakably expressed in the phrase 1`; 171 "l 
' '1p. The 
heap (ßa l) constructed with many stones is mentioned collectively as singular, and the parallelism of 
both phrases clearly shows that I71 is used 'collectively'. Often in Kings and Chronicles the plural 
form is used because they indicate many sacred stones in different places or belonging to different 
deities. In 2 Kings 3: 2 and 10: 27 7=Yb means 'the sacred object' in a specific place dedicated to a 
specific deity (Baal). 
495. The connection between the previous `twelve (, -r7tT 0i e, stones) and the following `twelve 
(0`143 
tribes) is so important that the symbolic intentiön of these stones is unmistakable. 
496.1964,187; 1978,1%; 1985,11). 
497. GB takes this as 'Bestätigung einer Bundes. ' See also P. van Imschott (1965,230), M. Weinfeld 
(1972,165f), and MR Bellefontaine (1973,120). 
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no doubt that this is a development of the old connection between a covenant and 
monument in stone as seen in Gen 3145,5L""98) 
The function of -1; 2= as the witness for the ratification of the official relationship 
between the two parties can be further verified by the fact that ri is connected by the 
preposition 5 with the following phrase ýsrt wed ' D1,; d. This is simply because 
there seems to be no other explanation except rt as the witness because of combining 
7MYn with the twelve tribes of Israel. The preposition `? is best translated as `about' or 
'for '(41% but the actual meaning of this prepositional phrase seems to be `to symbolize the 
twelve tribes of Israel'Poo' There is a similar case in Jos 4: 8,9,20 where Joshua erects 
twelve stones at GilgaLL501 
Now we may summarize the meaning of both actions of Moses. Namely the two 
objects (the altar and imxxtm) in 24: 4 symbolize the parties in the following way. Firstly, the 
altar seems to stand there representing God, not only because the offerings are offered 
there (24: 5) but because the sprinkling of the half portion of the blood towards the altar 
seems to be the passive expression of the oath from God's side (24: 6), as we shall see 
(2.121.4. ). Secondly, oftmwz seems to represent the other party of the covenant, Israel, which 
consists of the twelve tribes. When the event finishes, these two objects stand there side 
by side witnessing the past event and each side's part in W511) 
212.1.3.24: 5 
498. As we see in the stela for covenant of the vultures (3rd mil B. C, S. N. Kramer, 1963,310f. and steles of 
Sfire and also in the Greek sources (see M. Weinfeld, 1976,402). These steles are not called witnesses but 
in effect they are, and they are not the passive objects to be read. They are bty' lhy (II, C, IL2,7,9) with 
an active power to make known the texts inscribed on them (1, B, 1.8). This interpretation is further 
supported by CF. Graesser (1972,34-63, esp34-39) who insists that 'standing stones' have a legal function. 
They make a relationship legitimately between two or more parties (individual or group). 
499. WO § 11-2-10-d : `the lamed of interest or (dis)advantage' 
500. G. t. Stroete (Ex, 185) holds that the twelve stones represent the twelve tribes. Also W. Zimmerli 
(1972,47 = 1978,53). R. S. Hendel (1989,376f. : '_ the setting up of the twelve stones is an obvious symbol 
of the unity of the twelve tribes in the ceremony. The coming together of the tribes is a precondition 
of the covenant with Yahweh; as Robertson Smith properly emphasized, the sacrificial ceremony has a 
social as well as a sacral function', italics TGS) and similar view is proposed by M. Buber (1958,112). 
50L The term, rI b, is not used and there is no explanation of the function of these stones as the 
symbol of the 'twelve tribes. It is said that their purpose is to teach the future generations about God's 
mighty act. However, the context (Jos 41-24, especially 4: 4 UMG'b VX-C `k 1nrt'; 
J`k and 48) 
clearly relates these stones to the unity of the twelve tribes. It is noteworthy that after erecting twelve 
stones (los 4: 20) there is no mention of the sacred or religious function of these stones in the lengthy 
pedagogical explanation (Jos 4: 22-24). They are just the symbol of the unity of Israel and serve an 
educational purpose. They, the stones as such do not symbolize Israel, but the very fact that the 
number twelve is used symbolizes the unity of Israel Meanwhile, in Jos 2426 we read 'a great stone' (' JZ 1) is erected for witnessing (P 151't ýM l rrr rN i 1110 ", D i 11V5 Jos 2427) 
to the renewed covenant relationship between' etween God and Israel 151D in &14: 4 seems to have both 
the functions found in Jos 4: 20 and Jos 24: 26ff. Thus the fact that the number of =Yb is twelve 
stresses the unity of Israel (like Jos 4: 22f) so that they as a whole stand as the covenant party to God. 
And the fact that it is not just symbolizing the salvation history rather the making of a relationship 
between the two parties, emphasizes these stones witness to that relationship (like Jos 24: 26ff). This last 
corresponds with an interesting fact that Moses builds i1n20 as well as the altar. On an occasion when 
a relationship is established between the two parties it is quite appropriate that the objects represent 
both parties. 
502. U. Cassuto (1967,311) holds that two contracting parties will stand facing with each other. The altar 
represents the glory of the Lord, whilst the pillars will represent the tribes of Israel. 
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n -rý =e mmi Puri rflýq at'l '7tA t ýpý-rig nett l 24: S LtN 
This verse deals with the offering and concerns two important issues : (1) the offerer 
and (2) the offering (ate ; `rý 5d CMnI ýrvrt 
(1) The offerer 
Moses appoints np:, which is a unique expression in the cult of the OT, as 
the offerers. A. Dillmann holds that the function of these young men is like that of the 
levites to assist the priests which was a common practice in the ancient world (e. g. in 
AthenY113) However, according to JR Kurtz 504 this comparison is too general to apply 
here. He insists that here the young men are not assistants of the priests, but they have an 
essential and independent function in this ceremony. In the OT the phrase 7ýSt hi. + 
r*5'p is used exclusively of the person sacrificing (e. g. Lev 17: 8) or of the officiating priest 
himself (eg. Lev. 1420). The young men should be considered as the offerers. 
J. H. Kurtz's view is confirmed by a close look at the present text compared with other 
cases in the OT. In 24: 5 we read of two offerings (the burnt offering and the fellowship 
offering). These offerings are offered in two ways. In public sacrifice the slaughter is 
carried out by the cultic personneL 501 However, if it is not a public offering, the victim 
is presented by the offerer himself, who places his hand on its head. Then the offerer 
himself cuts the victim's throat at some distance from the altar. The clearest examples are 
in Lev 1-3. Comparing these two cases (public, non-public) we realize that the offering in 
Ex 24: 5 is close to the second, the laws of offering in Lev 1-3. Dt 21 is a similar c ase. 506) 
Interestingly, in Ex 245 not only Moses but also Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, appearing in 
24: 1,9, do not participate in the offering action. E. W. Nicholson(507) argues that the 
separate roles of `the young men of Israel' and Moses described here conforms to the 
503. He (Ex, 257) followed Oehler. Also H. Holzinger (Ex, 105), G. Beer (Ex, 127), U. Cassuto (1967,311) and RS. 
Hendel (1989,379) hold that these young men take the priestly role or proto-levites. Rde Vaux 
(1961,355f) opens two possibilities, either they function as the priests or as the individual offerants. See 
F. C Fensham (Ex, 182) about three meaning of this phrase. 
504. (1863,323). 
505. For example Ez 44: 11 states that the slaughter is the task of the levites. And in 2 Chr 2922,24 the 
victims are sacrificed by the priests and in 2 Chr 2934,3541 the victims are cut up by the priests 
assisted by the levites. 
506. Although the priests are present in Dt 21, because of the specific case (i. e. unsolved homicide) the 
sacrificing action should be carried out not by the priests but by the elders and judges D. R. Hillers (1990,356), following M Weinfeld (1972,210f), points out that this ceremony is clearly thought of as part 
of legal life, not as part of ordinary sacrificial praxis. 
507. He (1982,81; 1986,170) depends on R. de Vaux (1960,209,1961,356) : 'For the priest in the OT is not 
strictly a "sacrificer" in the sense of an "immolator". He may have at times taken care of the 
slaughtering of a victim, but this was always an accessory function and was never his exclusive privilege 
- The priest's role began when they had to use the blood, partly because this was the 
holiest part of 
the victim (Lv 17: 11,14), but mainly because the blood had to be brought into immediate contact with 
upon the altar that part of the sacrifice which belonged to God. Indeed, this ruling was so absolute that 
when the victim was a bird and had to be killed on the altar itself, the person bringing it lost his right 
to put it to death (Lv 1: 14-15; 5: 8). ' He gives further examples except Ex 243-8 (Lev 1S, 32$, 13: 4, 
24: 29,33). 
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normal procedure of sacrifice! 508) To the former is assigned the task of immolating the 
sacrificial victims (i. e. the task of active offerer), and to Moses the priestly task of 
manipulating the blood of these sacrifices upon which the emphasis lies. In other words, 
the difference between the function of the offerer and that of the priests in the ordinary 
offering (e. g. Lev 1-3) is quite similar to that of the difference between the function of the 
young men of Israel (` "» "7p)) and that of Moses. 509) Therefore, Moses' sending 
(r, ) the young men 245 does not necessarily mean that the young men are just acting as 
the priestly assistants of Moses. This action of Moses (n'v) merely means that the whole 
ceremony is controlled by the legitimate mediator appointed from God and requested by 
the people (20: 19f. ), just as the offering in Lev 1-3 must be controlled by the priests. As in 
Lev 1-3 the lay offerer takes the initiative, so too the action of `' "ýý ' ?ý in Ex 24: 5 
is that of the voluntary offerers. Now let us look at (i) the function of Moses and (ii) that 
of the young men. 
(i) Moses standing between God and Israel functions not only as a mediator for 
receiving God's will but also as a person who ratifies the covenant between the two 
parties. Is his function that of the priest ? A. Cody(") suggests a solution to this matter. 
He holds that the blood ritual seems rather to be inspired by the non sacrificial blood-rites 
of ancient semitic religion, amalgamated here with the covenant sacrifices. Such 
blood-rites were performed not by priests but by kings and chieftains. Moses' function in 
Ex 24: 3-8 is similar to kings and chieftains. 511 The comparative material is striking. The 
blood sprinkling on the altar (24: 6) is unlike that of the normal sacrifice, because only half 
of the blood is taken and sprinkled on the altar but the rest half is sprinkled on the 
different object (24: 8), with which we shall soon deal (2.12.1.4. ). It is also clear that here 
Moses does not perform the ordinary work of a priest. He functions as the mediator of 
the relationship who imposes the oath on both parties. However, since in Israel the priest 
stands between God and the people and pleads on the one hand for the people (e. g. 
forgiving of sin) but on the other hand he makes pronouncement for God (e. g. declares his 
will or blessing), it is also possible that Moses here acts as a priest. Therefore, we cannot 
decide whether Moses works as chieftain or as priest. Despite this uncertainty about the 
position of Moses, it is undeniable that he works as the ratifier of the covenant. 
(ii) Although it is not clear whether 5t_t "'; "ßp3 perform all the actions done by the 
normal offerer (e. g. laying hands on the bulls), the real concern of the author is not the 
50& In this point he effectively criticises E Zenger (1971,207f), S. Mittmann (1975,152,154) and F. -L. 
Hossfeld (1982,182). These commentators consider 246 as a product of deuteronomistic redactor, because 
they cannot see the connection between 24: 5 and 24A 
509. From the analysis of two regulations of burnt offering (in case of I= / 'p Lev 13-9,10-13) and of 
peace offering (Lev 31-16) we find a clear example of the difference of the tasks and the cooperation 
between the offerer and the priests in each process of the sacrifice. 510. (1969,43). 
51L In order to prove this assertion he cites the investigation of M Häfner (1957,77-85) that the chieftain 
or the king but not the priest has a special function of covenant making between their God and their 
people. 
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detailed description of the all stages of the offering. 'S12) The most important point for the 
author is that the young men sacrifice as the junior representatives of all Israel on this 
special occasion. Most probably, the intention of the lenghty report =I! ßr3 11V Y *PJ_) 
D"'a 7)7ýý Vlz; q (245b) is to tell the reader / listener that the young men act as the 
offererst513) If we consider the normal process of burnt and peace offering, we can 
imagine that except the ritual of blood sprinkling by Moses (24: 6-8) other actions are done 
by the young men (e. g. skinning, dividing, and washing the body of offerings). 
Interestingly enough, the seventy elders of Israel as the representatives of the people do 
not perform this action. The voluntary character of the young men's action corresponds 
with the vow characteristic of the two offerings about which we shall see soon 
(2.12.1.3. (2)). This means that the meaning of this ceremony of 24: 3-8 should be 
understood in terms of a vowP"Q As some commentators point out, therefore, it is 
significant that these offerers are not called simply as `the young men' but as `the young 
men of Israel. 515 The author has a special intention for his addition of `Israel' and this 
intention is further verified by the similar expressions for the persons of this covenant 
ceremony : 
(a) *-t: r `n but not `the young men' (24: 5) 
(b) 5tt "; gym oT; t}, but not `the seventy elders' (24J, 9) 
(c) art ` `ý ºýtýt, but not `the God' (2410a) 
(d) but not `the noble' (24.11a) 
All these unusual phrases in the same context emphasize that God and the people of Israel 
now ratify the special relationship, and Israel is now the legitimate people of YHWH. In 
this case `Israel' functions as the keyword in the sections of covenant ceremonyP16) In 
this sense `the young men of Israel' in 24: 5 have an official role in this important 
ceremony for the people Israel. They function as one part of the representatives of the 
people who actively participate in making the covenant relationship just as the voluntary 
offerers do. 
512. Within comparatively long section of 24: 3-8 the author omits many detailed activities of the offerers 
(e. g. laying hand, slaughtering, skinning, etc) found in the regulations in Lev. He simply mentions `they 
offered burnt offerings and sacrificed the fellowhip offering. However, in place of this simplicity, he 
describes the new and specific aspect of this ritual in detail, ie. the activity of Moses (246-8). 
513. Rde Vaux (1964,38). 
514. These young men are the junior Israelites compared with the leaders of Israel, the senior 
Israelites who perform their own role in 249-11. See further 2.1312 Ehrlich (1,362) compares `3 
'3t7i 
5K, t7` ('Gemeinderat') and 'K It7` 12Z `1P3 ('Gemeindediener'), which seems to be a useful 
categorization. Except these two categories, there is another category in this scene of ceremony : 'all the 
people' take part in this ceremony by showing the unanimous acceptance for God's condition. In terms 
of participation by the people the whole action in 243-11 is divided into two stages : (i) the offering 
and the ritual in 24: 3-8 where a certain action was performed by the junior Israelites NZ 
``lp3 
ý7t`ilrl`), and (ii) the joyful celebration of the covenant ratification (24.9-11) where the senior Israelites 
`; 5 `"'29 2411) take part. Both groups act as the representatives of Israel towards YHWH in 
the covenant celebration. 
515. W. Beyerlin (1961,47 = 1965,39). 516. See M. Buber (1936,211-238) and others for the use of this term. 
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(2) The offering 
The second issue in 24: 5 is the function of the offerings ýq MI PI =t*t rý'p a5ý! t 
rr . What purpose do these sacrifices fulfil in this section ? Why not only r'i'p or 
oýb5ýi a11; j but both of them ? Firstly, we consider now both offerings separately in 
order to find the meaning of each offering in the present context among its various uses 
in the OT. And then we look at the common aspect of both offerings. 
The first offering given by the young men of Israel are the burnt offerings (r*'p 
M'3 CM5. ) is used in three cases in the OT : (i) reconciliation between God and man, (ii) 
thanksgiving for God's guidance or keeping of his promise, or (iii) man's promise of 
obedience to God of God's word or vows") The first case (e. g. the normal cultic 
sacrifice) is not suitable for the present context, because, as we have seen 
according to the plan of the author Israel is not considered to have committed sin before 
the Sinai pericopet518) The second aspect, thanksgiving for God's guidance or keeping 
God's promiseP19) does not fit in with the present case, because this purpose does not seem 
to be expressed for the past event (e. g. Ex 18: 11-12, Lev 12: 6,1413,19,1515,30), but 24: 3-8 is 
something about the future related to the resolution of Israel to keep God's word. The 
third case (e. g. 1 Kings 18: 38-39, Gen 22,1 Sam 15: 22, Ps 40: 7 (ET 40: 6)), man's promise or 
vow towards GoV2° is most suitable in this case, because the people's, unanimous 
proclamation to keep the word and laws of God (243,7) is similar to a vowýsz' 
The phrase for the second offering (ornat? Dii; t 3n; tit) is only found here and in 1 Sam 
11: 15. The usual expression is either ovbýCi(r) nit or rb5q "nZt(522) or nit alone or 
M%Mýrj alone(121) It seems to be the consensus that D"*r3 is in explanatory apposition to 
arm and this phrase can be compressed into mm or =3V X521) There are three kinds of 
use of, the fellowship offering in the OT, (i) confession offerings, (ii) vow offerings, or (iii) 
517. G. J. Wenham (Lev, 58,63). 
518. B. Baentsch (Ex, 216) : 'Das Blut kommt lediglich als Bindemittel in Betracht; von einer Sühn- und 
Heiligungskraft ist hier nicht die Rede. ' And also the fact that although in 2319-33 there is conditional 
blessing but no mention of negative warning or curse against breaking of the law alludes to the fact 
that the reconciling aspect of the offering is not necessary in the present context. 
519. Rde Vaux (1964,37) holds that the distinct meaning of this rite is an act of homage, expressed by a gift. 
520. In Pss 4,5,40,50,66 all factors of confessions of faith, protestation of obedience, and fulfUUng vows 
intermingle and interwine with each other. 
52L GJ. Wenham (Lev, 58 : 'Sacrifice and obedience are contrasted with the implication that sacrifice ought 
to express obedience'). 
522. L Perlitt (1969,196, n3) and E Zenger (1971,45, n . 71-72). 523. R. de Vaux (1964,32). 
524. A. Dillmann (Ex, 256), W. B. Stevenson (1950,402f.: D`býG(1) M. 21 or CMb le 1111 seems to be the 
official priestly use and the simple form WZZSrJ and &1151 could be popular abbreviations), W. 
ginal), E Beyerlin (1961,45 = 1965,37), Rde Vaux (1964,50), ' R. Rendtorft (1967,151, only 01*0 is ori 
Zenger (1971,75), L Perlitt (1969,196, n3). Rde Vaux (1964,47 and n3) holds that 'b5L'f is an 
explanatory adjective. However, BA Levine (1974,28n. 69), appealing to GK § 131-d ('collocation 
of genus 
and species'), rightly considers this as apposition relevant to the content of a thing. GA Anderson (1987,51) holds that the plural form is an intensive or emphatic plural from Jalmu. Akk. counterpart 
Sulmu (qutl) is derivative from an original Stative-adjective base . alim(a). This stem is common Semitic 
and means 'healthy, completeness or well-being'. The expected original meaning for this noun would be 'health', 'completeness' or 'well-being'. Its related qatil noun became the standard salutation in Hebrew 
and Arabic 
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free-will offerings. 'szs' The first case is when man seeks God's future deliverance (Jud 
20: 26,21: 4,2 Sam 24: 25) or he has already been delivered (Ps 5613-14), and this latter is 
similar to the second case the vow offering. The first case is not suitable to the present 
context, because this section within the Sinai pericope is not directly related to the past or 
future deliverance but rather it is about the future relationship between God and the 
people-"") The third, free-will offering (Ex 3529, Ezra 1-4,823, Ps 54: 8 (Er 54: 6), Dt 1610), 
is a spontaneous act of generosity by the worshipper, prompted by God's goodness, and 
this is also far from the situation of the present context. The second case (Gen 2820-21,1 
Sam 1), the vow offering is quite similar to the cultic situation of Ex 24: 3-8, because of the 
similar reason for the definition of the characteristic of the burnt offering, i. e. the people's 
unanimous acceptance of God's law proclaimed twice (243b, 7b)! 527' BA Levine(511) draws 
the conclusion that specific sacrifice is not essential to the process of covenant enactment 
(e. g. Gen 21: 27-32,1 Sam 18: 3-5,20: 16-17,2 Kings 11: 4, Jos 24: 25-27,2 Kings 23). 529) 
However, at least three cases show a consistent pattern of offering of the burnt offering 
and the fellowship offering in case of covenant making or renewal : 
Ex 245 abed orzt ýnýrýJ 
Dt 27: 6-7 oýýd mM-va n ýr r», nýD r rP n, 
Jos 832 =art anVt rnrrý ni`pp IOU, V *, 11 
All three cases involve creating or renewing a covenant relationship between God and the 
people in which the aspect of vow is essential. Therefore, we conclude that the two types 
of offering are used together to make the covenant vow. 
525. G. J. Wenham (Lev, 78), and further for the general charateristic of this offering R. de Vaux (1964,32ff) 
and BA Levine (1975,38, n. 97). To find out the real meaning of offering it is better to catagorize the 
practical use of each offering than to define the ontological meaning of each offering. For instance P 
Smith's (1927, passim) ontological categories of offering, communion, gift, or atonement (in R. S. 
Hende1,1989,368), cannot stand securely because the practical uses are so diverse that one definition 
usually falls short of explaining the complex use. R. S. Hendel (1989,369), following H. Hubert and M. 
Mauss (1964,7), rightly criticizes the problem of this kind of 'essentialism and 'genealogical method' that 
a single, essential idea can be found in one form of offering and this idea is stable throughout the 
history of the rite : '_the choice of a single principle underlying sacrifice is illusory, whether the 
principle chosen be gift, atonement, communion, or some other, the meaning of a rite, according to 
Hubert and Mauss, is determined by the place of that rite in the culture's "system of consecration' The 
primary locus of meaning is the system of religious concepts, not a single postulated essence that guides 
a rite through history. For the present text, 2024, he (1989,371f) correctly judges that `there is nothing 
mentioned here of mystical communion, propitiatory gifts (i. e. the theory of BA Levine : the biblical 
D`b't7 would closely parallel the sulminu gifts of the Assyrian kingsritual, contra this see GA 
Anderson (1987,49)), purification, or atonement: 
526. Although 19: 4 in the first section of the Sinai pericope contains the aspect of the salvation history, it 
does not directly affect the content of this section, 243-8. And the thankfulness is futher expressed in 
the following section, 249-11, but not yet here, 
527. GJ. Wenham (Lev, 79 and cf. 77), although he opens three possibilities of the meaning of this offering 
in the covenant context, seems to prefer to the idea that this offering is linked with the vow of Israel 
to keep the covenant. Although it is too much to term this offering as 'covenant sacrifice' (cf. R. 
SchmidJ964, correctly pointed by E. W. Nicholsonj973,74), in the covenantal context (especially Ex 
243-8) this offering demonstrates the complete fidelity of the worshipper(s) to the Lord of the covenant. 
528. (1974,37f. and n. 93). 
529. 'No particular type of sacrifice, in and of itself, served as the special means for dramatizing the 
covenant (or covenants) operative between Yahweh and Israel. - 
As far as the enactment of covenants 
is concerned, the use of sacrifice, where attested, represented only one of several available for the 
celebration or sanctioning of a covenant: Eg. Gen 3154, Ps 505. 
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These conclusions on both offerings 53o' mean that the two offerings, the burnt offering 
and the fellowship offering have the common character of a vow offering. This means 
that we do not need to think there should be the aspect of atonement in these two 
offerings, although slaughter takes place. 531) To offer these two offerings at the same 
cultic occasiont532 which have the common aspect of vow stresses interestingly the 
chararacter of this section (Ex 24: 3-8), i. e. the people's proclamation of the wholehearted 
acceptance of God's law. In general, a vow presupposes a certain condition in which the 
votary decides to be constrained voluntarily, and in 24: 3-8 God's law, proclaimed and 
written, functions clearly as the condition of the vowý533) Although, therefore, the vow 
aspect in this case is primarily related to the acceptance of God's law, it is more 
fundamentally related to the first unanimous proclamation of acceptance by the people 
(19.7) of the covenant relationship. In other words, the vow aspect in these two offerings 
is nothing less than the vow aspect in making the covenant relationship with God. (534) 
This vow aspect is vividly illustrated by (i) the unanimous proclamation of acceptance by 
the people, and (ii) the blood ritual in 24: 6,8 performed by Moses. Going a step further, 
this vow aspect is more clearly pictured by the blood ritual elaborated in detail in this 
section about which we shall see soon. 
The description of the offerer's role in Ex 24: 5 is quite simple compared with the 
detailed one in Lev 1-3. Meanwhile, the detailed description of the blood ritual in this 
section (two divisions, 24: 6,24: 8) contrasts with the simple regulation of the blood ritual in 
Lev 1-3. This phenomenon seems to be prompted by the special purpose of this section. 
530. Although the use of both types of offering in one occasion is an important study topic, it is far 
beyond the scope of this thesis. 
53L Therefore, BA Levine's assertion (1975,37,38f, 41) about the character of the offering of the present 
section is wrong, because he assumes that there is always atoning or sanctifying aspect in these offerings 
(i. e. ontological approach) : 'Sacrifices were not the essential instrumentality by which covenants were put 
into force. They were not even a constant component in the formalities of covenant enactment. - The inner dynamic of the sacrificial cult bore its own intrinsic efficacy and did not exist for the 
principal purpose of sanctifying the covenant. The penchant among scholars for etymologizing the term 
s"elämim in a manner that binds that sacrifice to the notion of covenant should, therefore, be recognized 
as artificial, and as a prime example of the pitfalls of etymology for historical research. ' The examples 
of Gen 31: 54 (I1ZT) and Ps 505 (t1ýtý`ýp) to support his assertion is not appropriate, because in both 
texts the authors want to describe only the general information of offering by using the general word 
11ZI only without giving the detailed process of offering. In particular our criticism against Levine is 
true when we remember our conclusion of the study on the pericope before Ex 19 that there is no real 
concern for the punishment for the sin of the people before Ex 19 (21? 1). 
532 M. CA. Korpel (1990,416,418), depending on J. C de Moor (1970,112-117) and B. Janowski (1980,253ff), 
holds that the most important types of sacrifices in Ugarit as well as Israel (eg. Ex 2024,3266) are the 
burnt-offering ["srp] and the fellowship offering [ilm(m)1 
533. E. Meyer (1906,554 : it can be translated as the fellowship offering because it creates the 
'Friedensverhältnis between God and Israel). R Schmid (1964,107,117) interprets this as 'das Opfer der 
Bundestreue. E Zenger (1987,200) aptly defines this section as 'Bundesritus' or 'Eideritus'. 
534. G. A. Anderson (1987,49f. ) insists that the selamim offering plays a strong role in the national, or 
covenantal festivals of Israel (e. g. Dt 27: 7, Jos 831, Ex 241-ll), and that other nominal and verbal uses of 
the root . Hm in Hebrew are explicitly covenantal (Jos 9.15,10.4,1L"19, Judg 417,6: 24). Further in the 
ANET (e. g. Archives Royales de Mari, VIII13 and Die El-Amarna Tafeln, J. A. Knutson (ed)) 16222-24) 
he (p. 50) finds the uses of this offering in the similar circumstance like that of the biblical covenant. 
T. H. Gaster (ID, IV, 155a) holds that the fellowship offering has obvious common root with Akk. 
Salim ('pact', 'agreement) in the covenant ceremony. 
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In other words, the author does not aim just to report the offering action in 24: 3-8, but he 
wants to draw attention to one aspect of it which is illustrated by the detailed description 
of blood ritual (24: 6-8Y 535' On the other hand he explains other aspects as simply as 
possible, for example the offerer's role (24: 5). 
In addition we point out two important characteristics of the fellowship offering which 
might be connected with the Sinai pericope : (i) the victim is immolated and it is shared 
between God (, =, ' n Vs cm' Lev 3: 11, r fm nnJ ;' mm Lev 316), the priest, and the 
offeree 536), (ii) the distinct value of this ritual is that its joyful character is often 
emphasizeW 531) The first point is not mentioned in this section, because the author 
describes the offering act itself in the whole section very simply compared with the 
regulations in Lev 1-3. In its place, however, the author wants to elaborate one aspect of 
the whole offering for the special purpose of this section, the blood ritual. However, 
because every fellowship offering culminates in a communal meal(538) which should take 
place at the divinely appointed sanctuary (Dt 126-7,11-12 19,26, cf. 1 Sam 1: 34), we assume 
that this meal has been taken place anyway. And this meal is closely related to the 
festivity of this event where the partakers enjoy themselves. In the OT (e. g. Ex 325-6, 
34: 15ff., Dt 27: 60539) and in the ANET there are many examples of official relationship 
(e. g. marriage, treaty, covenant, etc) being sealed through a shared mealP11 Therefore, the 
meal event in the following section Ex 24: 9-11 is very naturally connected with the 
offerings (esp. the fellowship offering) in Ex 24: 3-8. And the fact that the description of 
the bright theophany in 24: 9-11 is totally different from the awesome theophany in Ex 19 
alludes to the positive encounter between two parties and the joyful character of this 
meeting. 
535. The blood rites, which found no part either in Canaanite or Greek sacrifice, became an essential 
element in the 'l 1q and the =; b (R. de Vaux, 1964,51,27ff.. 
536. Rde Vaux (196432). '. 
537. Rde Vaux (1964,32) and W. B. Stevenson (1950,493). This second point seems to be related to the first 
point, because by sharing the remaining meat of the fellowship offering the offerer(s) enjoy(s) the 
feastivity with each other. 
538. A Rainey (JudaicaXIV, 604). 
539. In these three texts we see three common aspects, (i) offering, (ii) meal of the offering, and (iii) 
festivity. Ex 325-6 (a. offerings : '*r + l1"3 / C» + D'b`7Cý, b. meal of the offering :'M/ 1111LC3, 
c. festivity : 5fY), Ex 3415f. (a. offerings : 11Mt (verb), b. meal of the offering : inZIM r*-*P 1, C. 
festivity assumed by the fact that the Israelites could be invited to have meal of the offerings), 
bt 20ßf. 
(a. offerings : t'3 + P! / D7p"tq rI t, b. meal of the offerings : DW "fit, c. festivity :i J). 
540. GA Anderson (1987,50f. ). He argues that the selamim offering is best defined as a festive meal 
consumed. It presumes an environment of friendly accord as the partakers share a common meal. This 
environment of friendship and harmony seems to make the sacrificial feast to have a covenantal quality. 
As it has so often been observed, the terminology of covenantal partnership presumes such an 
environment. Further he insists (1987,52) that the alliance itself is sealed not only through a common 
meal but also by an exchange of gifts (Akk s`ulmänu 9a isinni, 'the isinnu festival gift' (EA 3.20)). The 
partners exchange their daughters or sons to cement their family relationship and they share also their 
most precious possessions in a hightly symbolic gift-exchange act. It is precisely how s"ulmänu acquires 
its meaning 'gift'. It is not original to the root, as BA Levine assumes Rather it follows from the 
greeting formula(s) of friendly (royal) correspondents. The creation of 'accord', or 'well-being' (salmu) is 
associated with some type of symbolic act. In the ANE, one does not simply 'wish' well-being (s'almu) 
for another, or between two parties. This desire for accord is almost often accompanied by symbolic act. 
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21214.24: 6-8 (The blood ritual). 
iTSTý1 Iv11 n11 `Yilr1m-xzw Ill Dti1 `Yl1 lou: 
fl: r 24: 6 
: smýin ip3 IM; v7 irc 3'z gill cri, "mc rr}ý*I týr -Vitt rip i7 
ýp nip p; rv arc rr; vý7-aý -mrt*ý nZn-ýp ýýrý n -r It xt'n r *ý 8 
ým nnis-5z 
In 24: 6-8 the attention of the author reverts to that of Moses which continues from 243 
to 245a and is interrupted by the action of in 24: 5b. The main problem 
caused by this apparent interruption of Moses' action by the offering of `the young men of 
Israel' is how we should connect the previous action in 24: 3-5a with the present action in 
24: 6-8. Subsequently, the meaning of the blood ritual in 24: 6-8, which is explained in 
exceptional detail, is the crucial theological issue of 24: 6-8. There are commentators who 
doubt the original continuity between two actions of Moses in 243-5a and 24: W" This 
problem is closely related to the interpretation of the function of *'7,1 '» '7p in 
24: 5W542 As we have already seen in the study of 245 (2.1113. ), Moses functions as the 
of f iciant like the priest(s) in Lev 1-3 and the young men function as the voluntary 
offerers. Therefore, the resumption of Moses' activity after mentioning the young men's 
offering is quite understandable when we consider the continuous role change between the 
priests and the offerer in the burnt - and fellowship offering in Lev. 1-3P41) 
The most controversial issue in the section 24: 3-8 is the blood ritual (24: 6-8). The 
division of the sacrificial blood into two portions, a unique feature in all cultic regulations 
of the OT puzzles commentators. In particular, after sprinkling the second half of the 
blood on the altar (24: 6), why is there no mention about the first half of the blood directly 
in this verse or in the next verse (24: 7) ? Only in the following verse (248) we read once 
again the treatment of blood, however not `the (first or remaining) half of the blood' but 
just the blood (077). Is this blood (24: 8) the first half of the blood remaining after 
sprinkling the second half of the blood on the altar ? Finally we have the crucial 
theological question, what function does the division of the blood into the two portions 
have in this section ? 
54L For L. Perlitt (1969,198-200) 246 is die selbstverständliche Fortsetzung und Vervollständigung of the 
sactifice ritual. E Zenger (1971,75,179,200) holds that this is the work of the deuteronomist. 
542. L. Perlitt (1969,196) holds that the offering of the young men in 245b alludes to the fact that they 
enjoy the ancient cultic freedom, and therefore this report is based on an old tradition which came at 
least before the pre-monarchial period in Israel. However, such kind of cultic freedom does not 
necessarily warrent the old dating of this report of 245b, because even in the institutionalized cultic 
system (Lev 1-3) the active involvement of the laymen to the sacrifice as offerer for their individual 
cases is presupposed. Furthermore, it is nearly impossible to interpret the reason why this 
would-be ancient material of 245 was suddenly inserted to the present context in this specific action. 
543. EW. Nicholson (1986,170) rightly explains that in Ex 243-8 the emphasis is laid on the blood ritual 
(24: 6-8), but the offering (245b) is the necessary preliminary to the blood ritual. In this respect he, 
following Rde Vaux (1961,356), understands similarly to us., although he cannot point further that 'the 
young men of Israel' function as the covenant party (i. e. as the junior Israelites) together with `the nobles 
of Israel' (i. e. as the senior Israelites, 24: 11) towards God, because he understands that the young men 
have the function of the priestly servants. 
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To solve these problems three topics have to be looked at : (1) earlier studies on these 
problems, (2) the function of the blood ritual, (3) some exegetical points. 
(1) The studies on 24: 6-8 
There are three opinions about this blood ritual. The first is more traditional, a 
covenantal understanding, the second is a non-covenantal understanding, and the third one 
stands between these two poles. 
(a) The traditional and common understanding of this blood ritual is that it constitutes 
part of the covenant ceremonyP4°) U. CassutcP4 " holds the classic view that to sprinkle 
the second half of the blood (24: 6) on the altar representing the Lord1140 corresponds with 
to sprinkle on the people (24: 8). This action represents the joining together of the two 
contracting parties (communio), and symbolizes the performance of the covenant making 
between them 
However, in most cases these commentators lack the detailed exegetical explanation, 
and therefore it is impossible for them to point out which specific aspect(s) of the 
covenant ceremony this ritual takes. F. C. Fensham(547) insists that in this case the altar 
. represents YHWH and through sprinkling the blood on the altar YHWH participates in 
the covenant, which can be shown by burning of the blood. However, F. C Fensham's 
understanding that the participation of God in the covenant ritual is made clear by 
consuming the blood by the fire is exegetically ungrounded. When the blood is sprinkled 
towards (and around) the altar in the usual cultic situation, primarily this action is not for 
being directly consumed by the fire but as the symbol of God's acceptance of the blood, 
the essence of life. 
(b) The opposite interpretation of this blood ritual is the non-covenantal understanding. 
L. PerlittO48) objects to the idea that this blood ritual is an aspect of the covenant 
ceremony between God and Israel His main reason is that o r'tt in 24: 8 does not mean 
the first half of the blood kept in the vessel (rimxlohmo ýýtn 7Gb r) in 24: 6, but it 
means the whole blood. 24: 8 has to be seen separately from the rest of the section. The 
use of the blood here has the same motif as other blood sprinklings (e. g. Ex 29, Lev 
4: 6f. 13-35,9.8,1523f. ) P49j 
As EW. Nicholsonn550 claims, however, that some cases in the OT (Ex 29: 12, Lev 
4: 6f., 13-15,9: 8,1523f. ) show that the ritual blood can be divided for special purpose. Further 
544. For example G. Beer (Ex, 127), M. Noth (ATD, Ex, 160f. = OTL. Ez, 198), and We Stroete (Ex, 186). 545. (1967,312). 
546. G. te Stroete (Ex, 186) and J. P. Hyatt (Ex, 256). 
547. (Ex, 183). 
548. (1969,198ff). 
549. E. Kutsch follows a similar line. He (1973,26ff) deals with the meaning of the second half of the 
blood (i. e. sprinkling towards the altar Ex 246, Sühnehandlung, S9hung zu schaffen), proposed already by 
R. Krätzschmar (1896,84f. ), differently from that of the first half of the blood (i. e. sprinkling towards the_ 
people Ex 24: 8, Verpflichtung, Blut der Verpflichtung). The meaning of the first action cannot. -be seperated from the second one. See further the following argument against the division of 246 and 24& 550. He (1982, ß0f4 1986,169f) follows DJ. McCarthy and A. D. H. Mayes. 
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he rightly criticizes Perlitt that there is no other example in the OT where the blood is 
divided in such a manner and that L. Perlitt does not explain for what purpose this first 
half of'the blood is kepO5S" Many commentators(552) also point out that the connection 
between 24: 6 and 24: 8 (the second is the natural sequel to the first) is undeniable. The 
article of DIM (24: 8) means that blood, i. e. the first half of the blood set aside in 24: 6. 
Short phrases can be used for the sake of brevity. DR Hillers(ss3) cites an interesting 
parallel : namely the idea of passing between the parts of the sacrificed animal in the 
covenant ceremony (e. g. Gen 15, Jer 3417ff. ) is similar to the present division of the blood 
into the two parts. The common tenor of both symbolic actions is to identify the people 
sworn with the sacrificed victim. (554) Religious symbolism does not demand exactly the 
same external action to be performed in every cultic situation throughout time, although 
this external action itself tends to be conservative. There is always a possibility that a new 
set of external action can be developed when this new action fits in well with the 
symbolic demand of the religious idea. The same principle can be applied to the covenant 
symbolism in the OT. Three texts are relevant to our discussion : Gen 15 (esp. w. 9, i0,17, 
division into two parts), Dt 2713ff. (Gerizim and Ebal), and Jer 3418 (two divisions). These 
all together with Ex 24 give the connotation of the two-ness of the covenant victim. sss) 
55L If we follow this type of unnecessary question about the connection between C1J '12M in 24: 6 and. 
D' 1 in 24: 8, we can ask a similar unnecessary question where comes the blood in24: 6 divided into two 
portions and sprinkled by Moses. It is because the offering is reported to have been done in 24: by 
the young men not by Moses. However, the context clearly tells that the blood in 246 handled by 
Moses is related to the offering in 245 performed by the young men, although it can be disputed 
which blood among two offerings is taken. For example R Rendtorff (1967,99) holds that this blood is 
taken only from s"elamim offering. However, this action is done in case of 151p (Ex 29: 16, Lev 15,11, 
819,912,2 Kings 1615, Ez 4318,2 Chr 2922) as well as D7qýC3 flit (Lev 3: 2,8,13,418) or WZDD 
3 (Lev 
7: 14,2 Kings 16: 13) and also in other sarcifices (see G. Andre '(1 WATJI, 687)). Therefore we assume that 
the case in 245-8 is quite normal where we read both major sacrifices (D' l ßt1; 1'1 21" ý5p'1 
D`1M 11Tý b'být? 245) are offered before this action is performed (2408). 
552 D. J. McCarthy (1972,117; 1985,49), AD}L Mayes (Dt, 67), J. Jeremias (1977,196), E Ruprecht (1980,165-167), 
and F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,192 and 193, n. 157). F. -L Hossfeld suggests an effective argument against Perlitt. 
He, following G. Andre (TWATJI, 687, 'Dabei ist beachtenswert, daß zwei 71l-Riten (in 24: 6 and 8. TGS) 
sonst nicht bei einer und derselben Gelegenheit belegt sind), recognizes that the division of blood into 
the two portions 'tendiert auf' the double sprinking of them in 24: 6 and 24Z, which is different from 
all other blood rituals. 'Hier wird der gewöhnliche Ritus, bei dem der Altar mit dem Blut des 
Opfertieres besprengt wird, auf zwei Partner hin modifiziert. - 
Logisch gehören also v. 6 und v. 8 
zusammen. ' Further, F. -L Hossfeld (1982,192, n. 156) suggests that the blood manipulation on the human 
being (i. e. priests and his garment) and the altar (Ex 29: 20f., Lev 8: 23f., 30, Lev 14; 1425) gives us a 
necessary help to understand this passage. However, there are some importance differences. Firstly, the 
order is different : in our text the altar first and then the humen being (Israel), but e& in Ex 2920f. 
the order is opposite. Secondly, in these texts there is no two divisions for two parties, which we find 
in our text. And finally in Ex 29: 20f. the main purpose of this ritual is for sanctification of the 
priestly personels and materials, which is not the case of our text. 
553. (1964,57). 
554. The thought is "May the Lord do so to me, and more also, if I go back on my word_. ' 
555. F. I. Andersen gives us a grammatical support for our understanding when he uses this verse as an 
example of the case of two objects in chiasmus (1980,128 : 'Two objects can be arranged in chiasmus 
when two correlative actions are performed on different objects, especially when the actions are similar 
or when the same subject performs them) : 
246a verb (ipf cons. t 1<7! 1) + half blood (C`"1 % `YI1) + 113äM9 T 246b half blood (D'1u1 `Yly + verb (pf. 1771) + t1; 
TTý 
Further examples are in Gen 14: 16,1g3,2453,39: 4,22,4021-22,41: 51-42,43: 15,21b-22a, Ex 14.6, 
36: 10,36: 17,23-24,33-34,37: 26b-27a, 3417, Dt 312,414, Jos 1110, Jud 7: 25,945,1 Kings 1838. In conjunction 
with this we have another interesting fact. In the first sprinkling (24: 6) it is not the first half of the 
blood but the second half of the blood and consequently for the second sprinkling therefore, the first 
half of the blood is used. There seems to be a practical reason (FL Hossfeld (1981,193) only points out 
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This means the first half of the blood is indispensable within 24: 6 and it is adequate to 
assume that this first half of the blood is kept for the use in 245. 
(c) E. W. Nicholsoný116' stands between these two poles. He tries to understand this 
action in the light of other biblical examples of blood sprinkling. He starts from the 
general notion that blood is holy and therefore blood brings the concept of holiness to the 
object which touches the blood. In our text to sprinkle the blood on the altar (24: 6) means 
to be devoted to God, and to sprinkle it to the people (24: 8) is to make them holy, i. e. 
make them the holy people (tom, Mit) promised in 19: 6. In order to ground this argument 
more fully he(557) presupposes the relationship between 193-8 and 24: 3-8. (558) The Israelites 
are solemnly commissioned for the service of God (i. e. functional understanding), just as 
the consecreation of priests is a commissioning to the office of priest. This solemn 
commissioning of Israel is recorded in 24: 3-8. Going a step further, MOM insists that 
24: 9-11 is drawn into 24: 3-8 by the redactor and through his redactoral work 24: 9-11 
portrays God's drawing-near to this people and their acceptance by God. Two key issues 
of E. W. Nicholson are (i) the interpretation of the promise in 19.5b-6a and (ii) the blood 
ritual. 
About the first point, as we have already discussed (2.4.3.4. & 2.4.35. ) in the text and 
in the context of 19: 5b-6a, God does not announce the job (or mission) of Israel among 
nations but only their special chosen status among all the people. Therefore, their function 
or work for the nations (i. e. functional understanding) is not the concern in 19: 5b-6a. If the 
covenant concept is intrinsic not redactional in 19: 3-8 and 24: 3-8 (see below), E. W. 
Nicholson must solve several problems related to the whole Sinai pericope. 56o) 
The second point, the blood ritual is related to the first point. It is hard to believe, as 
E. W. Nicholson does, that 24: 3-8 is a kind of commissioning ceremony to do a certain 
work among the people. Rather it is a kind of oath ceremony through which Israel 
that the breaking of 24: 7 is intentional) for performing the ritual in this manner in order to do the 
action needed before doing the second sprinkling (24: 8), (i) the pronouncement of the document of the 
relationship (24: 7a, b) and (ii) the people's approval (24: 7c). With this practical reason the change of order 
emphasizes the connection between the two blood sprinklings. 
556. (1986,172f. ). 
557. In this points he follows B. S. Childs (Ex, 502f). 
558. J. H. Kurtz (1863,325-327) proposes a similar argument. The division of blood is not related to the fact 
that there are two covenant parties, because this blood ritual has two charateristics, negatively 'expiation' 
and positively 'consecration of the people'. However, although in this text there are formally some 
similar aspects to the consecration of the priest (Ex 2921, Lev 830), the characteristic of consecration (for 
some object) cannot be traced in our text. As we shall see in the criticism against EW. Nicholson it is 
impossible to prove positively that these two characteristics of JH Kurtz (i. e expiation and consecration) 
are present in this context. 
559. (1986,173f). 
560. For instance if then it is self-evident that we have to find the reference of the condition (`5'1 / 
regulating the covenant, and then where is the condition of the covenant which is not revealed 
in 193-8 ? If we should find this condition after 193-8, is it not quite natural that we can find that 
condition, regulation in the law sections (the decalogue and 2622-2333) after 1934 ? How can he 
explain the function of the insertion of the theophany section (199-25) between this initial covenant 
proposal and acceptance (19: 3-8) and the section of covenantal condition (law section) in the Sinai 
pericope ? If he does not follow E Kutsch's definition of ! 1`1Z, how can he explain the function of 
the covenant in the whole Sinai pericope ? If : T11O is not solely the promise or the obligation but has both aspects, how do both aspects function in the individual sections of the Sinai pericope (cf. D. J. 
McCarthy (1972,111 1985,43) gives a right observation about this point) ? 
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confirms a new relationship with God. In this respect Nicholson's concept of tv1I5 of pit 
tart, in 19.6a is untenable. As we have seen in the exegesis of 19: 5b-6a (2.43.4. & 2.435. ) , 
101`11', 5 Md should be viewed in relation to two other promises in 19.5b On ab) and 19: 6a 
(D`ý19 l1ýý7bb). All these three terms are not related to the general concept of `cleanness' 
or `consecration' but to Israel's status as God's chosen people, which is separated from other 
peopleP61) Therefore, the general concept of holiness has not to be applied to the 
interpretation of 24: 3-8. Furthermore, although he rightly criticizes Perlitt's interpretation 
of o77 in 24: 8 (the whole blood), he himself does not pay enough attention to the 
significance of the fact that the blood is divided into two portions. This specific and 
detailed information has to be regarded as, the result of the intention of the author '2) A 
more important criticism of EW. Nicholson's understanding arises from his avoidance of 
the term covenant for characterizing this section and the whole Sinai perico*563) If there 
is no clear proposal of the covenant idea in the Sinai pericope, what kind of relationship 
between 19: 3-8 and 24: 3-8 is possible ? On what condition can Israel enjoy such a 
wonderful status in 19: 3-8, even if we follow Nicholson's understanding of the meaning of 
the blood ritual ? E. W. Nicholson faces the same problem which all analytical 
commentators face in the Sinai pericope. They can explain a meaning of one section, but 
they ultimately cannot explain the meaning of a section within the whole Sinai pericope 
and the complex relationship between various sections within the Sinai pericope. 
(2) The function of the blood ritual 
The previous exegesis leads to the following conclusion : 
(i) 
. the connection of the sacrifice 
(245) and the blood ritual (24: 6-8) is not denied by 
commentators, because the blood in the ritual in 24: 6-8 undeniably comes from the 
offering(s) in 245564) 
56L E. W. Nicholson applies the functional understanding to the second promise of God the priestly 
kingdom (196ia, 1986,172f. ) as well as to the third promise of God the holy people (19.6a, 1986,173). For 
example '_. that the universalistic role of Israel as Yahweh's kingdom of priests and his holy 
nation witnessing among the nations was conceived of _' 
However, he does not consider seriously the 
importance of the first promise of God (1510) and how this promise can be connected with this 
functional understanding of these promises. This first promise (2.43.4) undeniably represents the 
privileged position of Israel which, better than the commission for all the nations, fits in with the 
present covenantal context. As we have seen in our study on 193-8, the functional understanding of the 
three promises in 195b-6a is strange in the whole Ex, while the covenant making is alluded to so often 
especially before Ex 19. Still in the whole Pentateuch Israel's function as God's special tool for the 
benifit of all nations is very rare except some uncertain passages (eg. Gen 121-3). 
562. See the right observation of the information ('carefully noted) by DJ. McCarthy (1972,117; 1985,49). 
563. Only he (1986,172) positively cites B. S. Childs's covenantal understanding of Ex 24 and then he 
(1986,173 and further see the title of ch. 8 of his book The Covenant Ritual at Sinai (Exodus 19: 3b-8 
and 24: 3.8)) seems to depend on the covenant idea for interpretation of the Sinai perioope to some 
extent : 'If Exodus 193b-8 as a whole is an anticipatory summary and interpretation of the nature and 
basis of the covenant, : Interestingly enough, in his treatment of ch. 8 of his book (1986,164-178), he 
does not deal with 193-8, which is the actual foundation of his understanding of 243-8, in detail and 
independently. 
564. E. Zenger (1971,207f. ), followed by S. Mittmann (1975,152,154) and E. -L Hossfeld (1982,182), tries to 
avoid the difficulty of L Perlitt by considering 24ß as a product of the deuteronomistic redactor. E. W. 
Nicholson (1982,81; 1986,170), depending on R. de Vaux (1960,209,1961,356), effectively argues against E. 
Zenger by showing that the separate roles of `the young men of Israel' and Moses in 245ff. conforms to 
the normal procedure of sacrifice. To the former is assigned the task of immolating the sacrificial 
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(ii) 24: 6 and 24: 89165) are connected with the division of the blood into, the two portions 
and their UseP66) 
Above these two points we should discuss, further another issue which is crucial for the 
definition of this ritual : 
(iii) the coexistence of 'P-41 -; 92 (24: 7) and `rP74- r' (24: 8) in the same context. 
It is D. J. McCarthy who sees the theological implication of the coexistence of these two 
phrases.. 567' rrl' j appears also in 2 Kings 23:, 2,21 and we find another interesting 
phrase in the previous text 1r n '; o (2 King 228,11). Regardless of the outcome of the 
debate' about the origin of these phrases and their contexts, it is interesting that the author 
uses the term rj not in the inital report of finding the document (2 Kings 22) but at 
the time when king Josiah made a covenant with the people (2 Kings 23). We gain the 
impression that because of the covenant ceremony in 2 Kings 23 the author (2 Kings 23: 2) 
intentionally decides to use a different phrase for the same object in 2 Kings 22 (io'rK 
7th rýZI M21ý» rn ý), although the covenant itself is not yet made (2 King 233)(568) 
This feature is exactly the same in Ex 24: 6-8. It is very possible that the name 1 
rr rj is derived not from the intrinsic character of the law book written by Moses (24: 4) 
but from the fact that soon the covenant is going to be ratified upon the regulations or 
the conditions of the written law document. Similarly, `too in lrv7 `ýo in this context 
does not necessarily represent any (deuteronomistic) theological pre-understanding of `book 
theology' but can simply denote what Moses has written down in 24: 4 and ! ý' , seems to 
recall what God has expressed as the covenantal conditions in 19.5 (2.4.3.3. ). It is more 
obvious that the qualification of M V1- to =-, MR (24: 8) also follows the same procedure 
of naming. The blood may be called as tr; ,y not because of its intrinsic character but 
because it is used for the covenant ratification ceremony which is in progress. In this 
manner the two phrases (rr n -M Mman-M are connected with each other. 
The points (ii) and (iii) mean that there is a connection between 24: 6 and 24: 8 as well as 
between 24: 7 and 24: 8. And this means a connection of 24: 6-8. If we consider 246-8 as a 
victims, and to Moses the specifically priestly task of manipulating the blood of these sacrifices upon 
which the emphasis lies 
565. DJ. McCarthy, A. DN. Mayes, EW. Nicholson, J. Jeremias (1977496) and F! Andersen. 
566. E. W. Nicholson (1986,170) correctly criticizes L. Perlitt's neutralization of the meaning of 
blood-sprinkling with other ritual. For supporting this connection of 24: 6 and 24S we suggest U. 
Cassuto's explanation of the triple use of 117.1 (24: 6,7,8). U. Cassuto (1967,313) thinks that f37'1 in three 
consecutive verses (24: 7a, 7b, 8a) indicates three important phases in the cermony of the making of the 
covenant : the sprinkling of the blood at the beginning (24: 6) and at the end (24: 8), and the 
pronouncement of the document of the covenant and the assent of the people in between (24: 7). F. -L 
Hossfeld (1982,193) holds that the activity of 24: 7 can justify the seeming discontinuity of 24: 6 and 245. 
WL Moran (1961/2,127). 
567. (1972,117; 1985,49) : 'Seen in proper order, they (both phrases 'i'r'i 7 "IDO' (24: 7) and 71'`U1-D l' 
(24: 8), TGS) complement one another and demand a complex view of i'% I. A full theology of 
! 113 will not suppress the difference but include it. The result may be a 
rather more cumbersome 
picture, a less systematic whole, than we can achieve by confining ! 1`'1; to the Deuteronomic view of 
it, but that is the price of completeness BS. Childs (Ex, 506) also points out the significance of the 
phrase 2l"='l 'M in this circumstance for making this section as the covenant ceremony. 
568. Further, we can compare the original expression in 2 Kings 232 (! 1`1.1 with the 
more expanded one in 2 Kings 233 (ý1 `1D01-5p 0`Zl1ý1 r1Ki ! 1`ý1 
s1ý1'lltt), our 
conclusion becomes more plausible 
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whole, we face immediately the most knotty issue of this section : the ritual is unique in 
the OT and in the ANET, especially sprinkling of blood on the altar (24: 6) and on the 
same occasion on the people (24: 8). Methodologically if we cannot find another example 
of the same action described in detail in the OT or in the ANET, it is best to conclude not 
from the general meaning of sprinkling of blood on the altar (cf. the regulations in Lev), 
just as E. W. Nicholson does, but from the specific circumstance of this event or more 
precisely from the present context of 24: 3-8 and within the broad context of the Sinai 
pericope. This is because one perfomance or symbolic action does not always have the 
same meaning in different situations, and this specific situation is far more important than 
the general meaning of the same gesture. 
The arguments (i), (ii), (iii) lead us to suggest that there are specific' situations in the 
section 24: 3.8 : 
(a) From the connection between 245 and 24: 6-8 we realize that the sacrifice (245) is 
not an ordinary one for atonement, but for making an oath (2.1213. ), and the meaning of 
the blood ritual, whose blood is derived from the sacrifice, can be derived from the same 
meaning of oath. 
(b) The blood is divided into the two portions (in relationship between 24: 6 and 24: 8) 
and the meaning of one portion can decide the meaning of the otherP69) 
(c) The people are sprinkled with blood just after the people's pledge to keep the 
condition of God (in 24: 7) and this fact is significant. (570) 
Further we find a specific circumstance from the whole Sinai pericopet57" : 
(d) This ritual should be interpreted in line with the grand scheme of the whole Sinai 
pericope, to make a certain relationship between the two parties, YHWH and Israel. 
These four points lead us to conclude that this blood ritual together with the (verbal) 
oath of the people (24: 7 esp. cf. 19: 7,243) can be best interpreted as the confirmation ritual 
of the oath within the covenant ratification ceremony between God and the people 
ýý 
569. In this respect the argument of E Kutsch (1972,25ff) is a good starting point. He defines the first 
sprinkling (to the altar) is a kind of 'Sühnehandlung' and the second one is 'Verpflichtung. However, 
the first definition is not suitable with the context, because there is no sin concept here. His second 
definition seems to be right at least in a sense. 'In a sense because he does not consider the whole 
range of issues of 243-8 together. If we accept his definition to the second one, we can try to 
interpret the first one with ananlogy of the second one. E Zenger (1987,220) holds that the section 'in 
seiner Jetztgestalt' tells the first sprinkling for the 'Gemeinschaft' between YHWH and Israel and the 
second is for 'eine eidliche Inpflichtnahme des Volkes auf die Worte Jahwes. Therefore, 'in beiden 
Fällen ist der ritus Symbol einer engen Lebens- und Schicksalsgemeinschaft des Volkes auf die Worte 
Jahwes durch Mose. Nicht ein Kompromiß der beiderseitigen Interessen, wie er sich in Verträgen 
niederschlägt, sondern die Inkraftsetzung jenes Bundesangebots, das Jahwe in 19,4-6 proklamieren ließ. ' 
If we follow this interpretation, however, we cannot answer why the blood is reported to be divided 
into the two portions and the second half is used firstly and the second half is kept for the later use. 
And also E. Zenger's concept of covenant is narrowed one like that of F. Kutsch, which is untenable in 
the whole Sinai pericope. What 19: 4-6 speaks, E. Zenger depends on these verses, is not just 
proclamation of God's law but a preliminary negotiation (proposal and negotiation) between two 
independent parties (see 2.4A2). 
570. U. Cassuto (1967,313) holds that perhaps Moses throws the blood on the pillars that represent the 
twelve tribes of Israel. However, the text clearly tells that the blood is sprinkled not on 7=12 but on 
the people. Further, see M. Noth (ATD, Ex, l61 = OTL. Ex, 198). 
571 See the previous studies of this thesis. 
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IsraW572) This means that we are near to the first and the traditional interpretation of 
the blood ritual. The blood, which was sprinkled towards the altar, despite no clear 
explanation in the text, expresses the unspoken oath on God's part ; otherwise we cannot 
find a suitable meaning of this action in the context(573) If we consider this, section within 
the whole context of the Sinai pericope, the promissory proposal of the covenant 
relationship by YHWH (19: 5-6a) speaks clearly that there is an obligation on YHWH's part. 
In 19: 3-8 both parties, not only God but also. the people have made the preliminary action 
(i. e. proposal and acceptance) to make a new relationship. So now YHWH has to do 
something official to assure them that he will keep the promises (the three items of 
19.5b-6a) already pronounced initially, and the people also should do the same thing. This 
connection of 24: 3-8 with 19: 3-8 seems to justify our interpretation that the sprinkling of 
the second half of the blood. on the altar (24: 6) functions as the parallel action of the 
sprinkling of the first half of the blood (24: 8) on the people. If we can interpret the latter 
(24: 8) as a ratifying action, the spoken oath, we should do the same for the first (24: 6). 
Therefore, the sprinking of the second half of the bloods"' on the altar is the ratifying 
action of the oath (i. e. the unspoken now) on the part of God. 
The blood itself in this ritual seems to convey the concept of life as elsewhere in the 
cult. More specifically the manipulation of this blood intends to assert the promise to the 
other party by the very life of the participant in this specific relationship. There are many 
examples of blood ritual where the blood is connected with `both parties' in some form or 
another. The manipulation (`sprinkling) of the blood has the meaning of Aussagen und 
572. H. Holzinger (Ex, 105) already judges this ritual as die Weiheritus among the covenant ritual against 
general understanding of 'Sühneritus or of general 'Weiheritus: Recently E. Zenger (1988,220) defines 
correctly this ritual in the present text as 'Bundesritus' or 'Eidritus. J. Scharbert (1965,291-292) holds 
that this ritual 'ohne weiteres' has to be understood by analogy with the oath ritual in the ANE 
regardless the concept of 'Eid Jahwes' as an example of the anthorpomorphsim is an astonishing one. 
573. W. H. Gispen (KV, Ex, 1,117) holds that it goes too far if the altar is sprinkled by the blood as the 
representative of God. The sprinkling of blood in 24: 6 means 'wijding' and 24S is 'reinging' (see the 
similar differentiation of two portions of blood in E. Kutsch's argument (1972,25ff) : the first sprinking 
('Sühnehandlung) and the second one ('Verpflichtung')). Then the `wijding' in 24: 6 is for the altar and 
the 'reiniging' for the people in 24S and these two mean the reconciliation of the people before the 
covenant ratification ceremony by the elders in 245-11. He understands the offering in 243 means the 
aspect of the sin offering. As we have already seen (21113), the offering in 243 has its characteristic 
not in reconciliation but in the vow, and the 'wijding' in 24: 6 and the 'reinging' in 24. )3 do not match 
with the context. It is also unlikely that the mystic union between two parties, viz. 'to become one soul' 
which could be the meaning of many blood rites in the ancient times, is the case here (P. v. 
Imschott, 1965,227,230). The blood in this case is divided into the two portions and the meaning of this 
symbolic action is different from 'to become one soul'. Further, this ritual corresponds with the original 
character of the t 'I 1'112 'to cut (the animal(s) of) the bond / oath. K. A. Kitchen (1979,461), 
following A. Soggin, understands the construction of this strange phrase as an ellipsis symbolically cutting 
up animal(s) during the ceremony of instituting a covenant or treaty. All other phrases of making 
covenant (eg. rl"UM K'L (Jer 34: 10, Ez 16: 8), £I1 'MY (Dt 29.11), "ItYq (Dt 4: 13), Ii 3 (Gen 9.12, 
17: 2), =7 (Dt 431,712), etc. ) indicate the totality of the covenant rather than one specific aspect of the 
covenant like ! 1"t ! 1'U (cf. krt 'lt (Phoenician), gzr 'dn (Aramaic), O KUX S 'VUV, f oedus icere). This 
phrase illustrates the final stage of the covenant making and the sacrificial action itself can be 
considered as the oath. All kinds of symbolic actions around the sacrifice of animal(s) in this ritual 
have the meaning of oath and consequently curse which is self-imposed or imposed by others. 
574. We have seen the significance of the changing of the order, the first sprinkling with the second half 
of the blood (246) and the second sprinkling with the first half of the blood (248). 
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Versprechungen. (575) Many. commentators point out that it is very common in the ancient 
world for `both parties' in a covenant or treaty to make the oath with blood. Although 
theAype of manipulative action with blood varies, there are always two parties and `both 
of them' involve contact (e. g. ' drink, lick etc) with the blood'57' , because the statement of 
Moses in 24: 8 when the first half of the blood, is sprinkled on the people illustrates clearly 
that the document of the new relationship is its condition. "p of 5p in 
24: 8 can be translated as `according to', `in accordance with', `on the basis of'ý577) In this 
case "p is accompanied with the word expressing the stipulations of the covenant. We 
find the same-prepositional construction in the context of (Sinai) covenant making, in Ps 
505 ftj"3y %: yAlM 'r' c »578' The manipulation of the blood on both parties means in this 
case swearing of the promise and the oath publiclyý579) From God's side sprinkling of the 
blood on the altar (24.6Y580) means God's swearing `by His own life. God's swearing by 
His own life to keep His promise to human beings can be found in the OTý581) And 
575. A. Knobel (Ex, 242f) gives various examples (Hannibal, Romans, the king of Thebes, etc) in the ancient 
times 
576. A. Knobel (Ex, 243), H. C. Trumbull (1887), B. Baentsch (Ex, 216), and W. Eichrodt (1961,157, n2 and 
literatur in there). W. Beyerlin (1961,46 = 1965,38, n. 70 literature), R. Schmid (1964,105), and J. P. Hyatt 
(Ex, 256) hold that the pre-Islamic Arabs bind themselves to God by means of corresponding blood-rites. 
Sometimes the participants in a covenant mingle their blood, or dip their hands into the blood of an 
animal, with some of the blood being applied to sacred stones representing the deity. In this case blood 
symbolizes the seat of life and vitality. At least this blood ritual in common with the blood ritual in 
Ex 24: 8 supposes the new relationship between two parties. However, the difference of these ritual from 
the ritual in Ex 24: 5-8, the oath aspect of which is the major concern, is the brothership. Therefore, 
pace e. g. B. Baentsch (Ex, 216, Blutlecker der Verbündete or 'Das Blut galt als der Kitt der intimsten 
Verbrüderung'), G. Beer (Ex, 127, 'Durch die Blutsprengung' wird eine unzertrennliche Gemeinschaft 
zwischen den beiden Bundespartnern, Jahwe und Israel, hergestellt, and G. Quell (1935,11, _daß auch im 
israelitischen Brauch mit Blutriten, die mit Opfer nichts zu tun haben, sondern einen substantielle 
Gemeinschaft der Teilhaber am Bund herstellen, zu rechnen ist. - daß 
das Blut selbst symbolisch oder 
magisch die i1`12 darstellt. Beide Teilhaber sind mit demselben Blut behaftet, einer ist wie der andere 
geworden. 
577. U. Cassuto (1967,313), Williams § 290. 
578. A. Cody (1969,43) offers an independent observation. The bloodrite seems rather to be inspired by the 
non-sacrificial blood-rites of ancient Semitic religion, amalgamated here with the covenant sacrifices, as 
such blood-rites were performed not by priests but by kings and chieftains. The merit of A. Cody is 
the distinguishing of covenant sacrifice and blood ritual, although it is impossible to prove that the blood 
ritual is attached by analogy of ANE blood ritual At least in 24: 5-8 there is natural connection 
between the offering and the blood sprinkling just like the blood sprinkling in case of the normal 
offering (Lev 1-3). In particular, it is true that the author wants to explain the blood ritual in detail. 
meanwhile he mentions the offering simply although with the full phrase (C)"IM ;1 1"1 j*)jt ; 5p'1 
D": Ip i 11Tý V22ý 7 24: 6). This phenomenon is quite similar to the expanded illustration or examp'es 
in the symbolic gesture of curse in the treaty documents of the first mil B. C where we read sometimes 
there is totally no concern on the offering itself. F. C. Fensham (Ex, 183) reports that in the primitive 
treaty making two treaty parties have slaughtered the animal together and offered as sacrifice. And 
then both have consumed the meal together (DJ. Wiseman, l953,126,129 and C-F. Jean, 1950, text 37ß--14). 
579. H. C. Trumbull (1887,298f) : one half to the altar, Godward, and the second half to the people, 
Israelward. 
580. Therefore, the altar in Ex 24: 3-8 has two functions, (i) the place upon where the offerings are burnt 
and (ii) it symbolizes the divinity. The former is self-evident. The latter is in eg. Lev 15,11,15 when 
the priests sprinkle the blood of the sacrifice against the altar. Drinking blood is strictly forbidden in 
the cultic slaughter as well as the profance one (Lev 1710-14,7: 20-27,19.8, Gen 94) and the reason is 
clearly given (Lev 1714, cf. 19.26, Dt 12: 23, Ez 33: 25f), because the soul of all flesh is in its blood. 
However, it is not so clear whether the sprinkling of blood on the altar means to bring the life back to 
the owner of all life (cf. Lev 1713). 
58L The phrase (gZL'7 nL +Z+ person) usually denotes the foundation (person) of swearing and the very 
life of that person is at stake in swearing. The 'life' idea is always in each swearing. For example 
God's swearing by Himself : Gen 2216 ý `i), Am 6c8 (i=l), Ex 32: 13, Is 45.23, Jer 225. 
People swear by God (Jos 212,1 Kings 1: 17) or gods (Jer 1216, Am 8: 14). ' In these cases the very life or 
existence of God itself could be the problem, when the swearing is not kept. We find the support 
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from Israel's side Moses' sprinkling on the people (24: 8) means Israel's oath to keep the 
covenantal conditions. Strictly speaking, Israel takes the result of oath performed by 
Moses, which has been set out in trti -CM (24: 4) and proclamed by Moses once-again 
(243,7a) and accepted wholeheartedly (243,7b). This blood manipulation also shows the 
very (individual and communal) life of the people Israel could be at stake, if the oath is 
not kept 582) 
(3) Some exegetical issues 
We now want to deal in detail with the three exegetical issues within 24: 6-8 in order to 
support our understanding of 24: 6-8 as the oath ritual within the covenant ratification 
ceremony in 24: 3-8 : i. e. (i) r7i (the covenant document, 24: 7a), (ii) Pi (public 
pronoucement of the covenant document, 24: 7b), and (iii) the verbal oath of the people 
(24: 7c). 
(3-i) rra-i 'vo (the covenant document, 24: 7a) 
There are two aspects of this rare phrase, its name and the contents. 
E KutschO83) considers this phrase as a secondary development (as the content of the 
obligation) made by the deuteronomic interpretation of rnn. Rejecting this, however, M. 
Weinfeld holds that tmn i/ rMn -cri are not phrases secondarily developed, but the 
exact semantic equivalents of the treaty terms in Akkadian awäte Na riksi / tuppu Na 
riksi X584) S. Mowinckelt58 " rightly suggests that the usual translation of '; o in this phrase 
as book gives a false impression of a modern book. It would be rather Schriftstück which 
can be written on an ostracon, and in this sense it is Urkunde. And in 24: 7 this phrase 
means die Bundesurkunde, the charter of the covenant 586) This interpretation fits in well 
with the specific mention of the treaty documents (i. e. stelae, tablets) in the ANE Another 
popular false impression is that this term is derived from the original law corpus of Ex 
2022-23: 33. As we have pointed out, this phrase as such does not denote the intrinsic 
from Zech 911a (; jl1''15'011 l1X'Da). Regardless of the problem of interpretation of ; ýl1"1A this 
clause paves the ground that Israel can receive the benefit from God expressed in 911b. When this 
benefit is related to the blood shed in making covenant, this blood is from the side of God but not 
from the side of Israel, because in covenant making if the blood shed as oath is related to one party, it 
means that this party swears to do a certain beneficial action towards the other party. In Zech 911b 
when God speaks the future beneficial action towards Israel, God reminds His own previous action 
related to the blood shed in making the covenant. In this case the actor reponsible for the blood for 
the benefit of the other party is God not Israel, although we do not know about the blood related to 
Israel because it is not the primary concern in this text. This is a similar situation of Ex 24f-ß. Cf. E 
Kutsch (1973,29f). In the vassal treaties we find some examples where oath was taken not only by the 
inferior but also by the superior. For instance the treaty of Tudhaliyas IV with Uhrei Tesub, the treaty 
of Suppiluliumas with Azarias, the letter of Shamshi-Adad to Kuwari (a suzerain's reference to an 
exchange of oaths with a vassal) (PA Rieman (IDBSupp, 194)) and the treaty between tansi-Adad I and 
Sus"arra (ANET, 628, FM Cross, 1980,2b8). Both the suzerain and the vassal have exchanged oaths, 
582. This oath character in this section is emphasized by the perf. declarativum of £'t . 
M. Noth 
(ATD, Ex, 161 = OTL, Ex, 198). 
583. (1973,801f). 
584. (1975,128), see further (1972,107). 
585. (1964,84f). 
586. This term is used also by G. Hölscher (1952,22f) and A. Reichert (1972,173). 
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character of the law itself, but the laws become or function as the covenant document 
because they constitute the conditions of the covenant. 
The contents of this phrase (24: 7a) are undoubtedly found in 'r v ik 5'z (24: 7b), 
because 24: 7a is what Moses publicly pronounces to the people and in 24: 7b the people 
respond positively according to what Moses pronounces. As we have seen in our exegesis 
on 243 (2.11.1. L), there is no referential difference between several similar phrases of 
God's word found between 24: 3 and 24: 8. This means t `t 1pb is best related to YZ 
7t7ý ý3 -ýtýK (24: 7b) and also to 717, 'r (24: 4) written down by Moses, and 
ultimately to the first phrase about the law, Dwgrtbr-ýz runt) 7t7ý nrr5z rK (24: 3). 
From this exegesis and from our previous exegesis of the meaning of these phrases in 
24: 3a, 3b, 4,7 we can draw an important conclusion about the content of rr o `tho : 7Pt. ) 
1l` i contains not only the decaloguee587' or the laws in 20.23-23330588) but both of 
them0589' A. Reichere590), defining this phrase as Bundesurkunde, holds that the reading of 
laws (24: 7a, b) and the verbal oath of the people (24: 7c) are sandwiched between both blood 
manipulations (24: 6,8) with a clear purpose : 
"'Bundesurkunde" gilt als die inhaltliche Formulierung des hier sakramental 
vollzogenen Verhältnisses, sie ist Verbindung stiftendes und wahrendes Bindeglied 
zwischen den beiden Partnern, so wie Mose personaler Mittler zwischen ihnen ist. 
Wenn Mose nicht mehr da ist, kann das Gesetz in Zukunft seine Funktion 
übernehmen. - Aber hier ist aufgrund der Einführung des Gesetzes 
(r n2,7-1 leo) 
als der inhaltlichen Formulierung des Verhältnisses der Bundesbegriff als 
Interpretament verwandt. ' 
The identical phrase appears in 2 Kings 232,21 and Ex 19,24. And the context of both 
587. Cf. P. v. Imschott (1965,235). H. Haäg (1980,227) holds that since 012ttftDol in 211 is later addition, 
21"1 1 'ID ID points only 11'tß (24: 3a) or Ms `U7'7IJl! t 17T'7ý (243b) or 
ßi1 I (24: 4a). In this way 'he' interprets' that ! 1`1 1 of Sinai cöntains only the proclamation oI Gods 
law, ' the decalogue. Further he borrows the interpretation of L Perlitt (1969,98-100,191-195) about Dt. 
When Dt reports ! 1`131 (4; 13,52,5), not only it points the decalogue as the representative of the Horeb 
covenant law, but also it presupposes that the deuteronomic law belongs to the covenantal law. 
Otherwise Dt does not have the present shape. An interesting clause 'he added nothing others' 051 
r p,, ") in Dt 5: 22 (ET) means that the decalogue is given by God directly to the people with a discernible 
voice 51l') (Dt 5: 22), but at the same time it does not mean there is no other law-giving except 
the decalogue. What the author emphasizes is the uniqueness of the decalogue as the direct law-giving. 
Therefore, Haag's argument on Dt does not support his interpretation on ! 1`'11 `ýb in Ex 24: 7. 
588. For F. C. Fensham (Ex, 183) it is difficult to decide, but possibly the laws in Ex 21-23. However, if he 
understands the whole Sinai pericope as the covenant between God and Israel, he should explain how 
the decalogue can function within the whole structure without being the covenant document. 
589. See B. S. Childs (Ex, 398) and J. B. Jordan (1984,46). This phrase is as the theological cipher pointing to 
the totality of the law (L Perlitt, 1969,195). Cf. U. Cassuto (1967,312) opens two possibilities about the 
meaning of this phrase : (i) it denotes a short general document, a kind of testimony and memorial to 
the making of the covenant, a written declaration that the people undertake to listen to the voice of the 
Lord and to keep His covenant, or (ii) it indicates everything in Ex 19-23. Because of the reiteration of 
the words "(0'1Yl, U1, `tl ) the first option is for Cassuto more probable. However, the words in 
the context do not denote the short document in general but rather it brings a specific meaning to the 
context, the laws in the Sinai pericope. And a short document cannot be supported from the context. 
F. C. Fensham (Ex, 183), citing E. F. Weidner (1923,26f., 35f), suggests that in the Hittite treaty the inferior 
party have to recite the treaty condition. This can be considered as the document containing of the 
condition of the new relationship. 
590. (1972,173). 
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texts are similar, i. e. the covenant making / renewaL(591U . 
(3-ii) X)7 (public pronouncement of the covenant document, 24: 7b) 
Although it could be argued that it is superfluous to read a document one day (243) 
again on the next day (24: 7y592), we find clear reasons for this apparent repetition. Firstly, 
Moses' first reading (243) is expressed with the rare verbal phrase 'v0 pi. + DVý, and the 
second reading (24: 7) with the phrase K77 +C ; jxm. In the, first reading the author's 
concern is that Moses transmits what he heard from God (20222333) in conformity with 
the role of mediator requested by the people (2019). However, in 24: 7 the author wants 
to stress that Moses now publicly proclaims what he has written in 24: 4. This fact 
becomes more clear by the otherwise unnecessary phrase `ýtK (24: 7). In other words, 
we conclude that the functions of the two readings are different(593), the first is for 
reporting and explaining what Moses heard from God, but the second is for the assurance 
of the correctness of the written document upon which the people are going to make a 
covenant relationship. 
We find various cases of public reading of legal document especially in the treaty or 
covenant between two parties in the ancient and modern times. Three stages are usually 
involved for finalizing the official relationship : (i) making an oral agreement, (ii) 
preparing a written document, and then (iii) reading the written document in the hearing 
of both partiesP94) In our text the transition from the second stage to the third stage is 
59L Cf. L Perlitt (1969,193) and A. Reichert (1972,169f). Cf. T1ull `'t and its equivalent phrases in Dt 
28: 61,29.19,20,30: 10,31: 26, Jos 1: 8,831,34,23: 6,2426,2 Kings 146,223,11, Neh 85,18,93, but cf. 2 Kings 
23:., 21 (! 1'1. +1 1ý7). 
592. F. -L Hossfeld (1982,193) holds that 'zu schnell wird er (v. 7) auf v. 3 bezogen und dabei wird 'zu" 
erkären versäumt, warum. der Verpflichtungsakt wiederholt wird', although he accepts that, 24: 7 is 
meaningful only if it is an integral component of the ritual and the author intends to return to 243. 
Cf. U. Cassuto (1967,312). 
593. E. W. Nicholson (1986,176) is correct when he suggests that the twice-given pledge of the people is in 
response to their twofold hearing of the commandments 
594. For example in the last part of The Book of Common Prayer of the Church of England 'he 
Ratification' section is prepared : 'This Book of Articles before rehearsed, is again approved, and 
allowed to be holden and executed within the Realm, by - 
Which Articles were deliberately "read', 
and "confirmed again by the subscription of the hands" , and by the subscription of ., 
in the year of 
our Lord 1571' (citation mark, TGS). Here we read the similar process, (i) theological discussion and 
negotiation, (ii) writing down the content, finally (iii) public pronouncement and confirmation through 
signing by the authorities. In a treaty between the Hittite king Muwatalli with a king of Kizzuwatna 
(E. Weidner, 1923,108,10932-39; in S. A. Meier (1988,171) : 'If the Sun sends you a tablet on which a 
message ('awatu') is placed and the message from the messenger's mouth which he responds to you - 
if the word of the messenger agrees with the word of the tablet, trust that messenger, Shunashura ra If 
the word from the mouth of the messenger does not agree with the word of the tablet, Shunashura, 
don't trust that messenger and don't take that word to heart for evil. ' The actual practice of this 
'fool-proof system' appears in a Hittite letter to the Egyptian pharaoh : 'I don't trust Kalbaya; he indeed 
spoke it, but is was not confirmed on that tablet: (E. Laroche, 1971,152.4-6; English translation from S. A. 
Meier (1988,171). SA Meier (pp. 171f) adds more examples of this fool-proof sytem (e. g. Zakar-Baal's 
ires for the initial greetings of Wenamum who could not suggest the letter (see. H. Goedicke, 1975,151-54) 
: `Where is the edict of Amun, which should be in your hand ? And where is the letter of the First 
High Priest of Amun, which should also be in your hand ?' And I said to him. "1 gave them to 
Smendes and Tanetamun C' He was really irate and said to me: "Indeed, edit or letter you have not_" 
; the information of Tushratta to pharaoh, EA 2411.101-105). The word spoken by the messenger and 
the message on the tablet should be the same, and if not, the word cannot be trusted. And therefore, 
the tablet functions as witness to the word of messengers from the Old Babylonian period (SA 
Meier. 1988,173ff), and the forensic distinction in the international treaty between the messenger's speech 
and the words of the tablet is self-speaking (SA. Meier, 1988,196). 
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clearly indicated by two phrases which are seemingly redundant, (i) the verbal phrase (r*t 
moo), and (ii) the adverbial phrase (n However, these two are actually emphatic 
in this verse in order to give the necessary attention to the specific phase among the 
ceremony, to proclaim the written document solemnly in the public hearing of the people. 
We find a clear distinction between the oral message and the written document, and 
sometimes it is told in the ANE materials that enough attention should be paid by the 
recipient to what he hears from the written document.. S9S" Although in Ex 24: 7 all the 
people cannot read the document at the same time, the process of hearing what somebody 
proclaims is quite a normal one. 596' 
(3-iii) The verbal oath of the people (24: 7c) 
This aspect depends on the interpretation of the last point, the public reading of the 
covenant document, Kii5 (24: 7b). As we have seen, there are theoretically three possible 
steps of negotiation for making a legitimate relationship : 
(i) the oral negotiation, 
(ii) preparing the written document, and then 
(iii) reading the document in the hearing of the parties. 
We read in the Sinai pericope three times of the people's approval : 
lg. 8a (MKI rn + rý; v rK 
243b (r 1tm ,o -5ý Tp±I + rt -n ti; v7-- t D'v -5; ), V -1 
24: 7c (rpKýt + min ýrr' 7- tl). rtp I 
Although these three look to, be redundant, each has its own function within the Sinai 
pericope. Each reaction of the people suits each step of the negotiation. In 19: 8 this 
acclamation of the people is the preliminary positive answer for the preliminary proposal 
of God. In 24: 3b the people acclaim the first reading of Moses, before Moses is going to 
write the terms of the covenant. However, in 24: 7 the people acclaim the content which 
is now in an official document and will not be changed. This acclamation has special 
meaning when it happens in the midst of the ratification ceremony of the covenant, which 
is begun in 24: 4. This last acclamation we might call the verbal oath to ratify the 
covenant relationship finally, because after it Moses performs the second half of the blood 
ritual confirming the validity of this oath and eventually of the covenant relationship on 
595. For instance Shamshi-Adad I sent Shamash-nasir with an oral message (translation in S. AMeier, 1988,196) 
: 'Pay close attention to all that he presents before you ('mala mahrika iskkana'), and hear the words 
which I have' sent to you ('mala aspurakkum'). ' In this case it is important that Shamash-nasir does not 
read the letter by himself but 'hear' what his servant read the letter. 
596. SA Meier (1988,197) gives an interesting example of the actual parallel feature of the spoken message 
and the written document. J. T. Greene (1989,45ff) gives examples (e. g. Mari document) that the written 
document should be read publicly. Therefore, it is wrong when W. Beyerlin (1961,21 = 1965,40) and A. 
Reichert (1972,168), without consulting the ANE materitals, assert that there are originally three rival 
versions of the declaration of God's will and the corresponding oath of obedience on the part of the 
people having been woven into an organic whole. 
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the wholeP97' 
2.177 The unity and the theme of 24: 3-8 
So far we have studied the individual exegetical issues raised by the section 24: 3-8 
(2.121. ) and this is the groundwork for our further investigation of the unity and the 
theme of Ex 24: 3-8. The main task of this section is to find the theme of 24: 3-5. To get 
the theme is to consider this section as a whole. The main reason why some 
commentators fail to find the correct theme for this section is that they consider only 
some aspects but not all of them togetherP98) Therefore, in order to find the correct 
theme we should examine the unity of the section. 
In the previous section we have shown that there is unity between the two main parts 
24: 3-4a, 24: 4b-8. In the firsts part we read of four successive actions : Moses' coming down 
(24: 3a), his pronouncement of the laws received from God (243b), the people's approval 
(24: 3c), and finally Moses' writing down the laws proclaimed (24: 4a). We have seen that 
these four actions form a natural sequence(599) in making an official relationship between 
the two parties and these actions cannot be divided into various sources. About the 
second part (24: 4b-8) we have argued that the sequence of events from 24: 4b to 24: 8b is 
undeniable. The connection between the first part (243-4a) and the second part (24: 4b-8) is 
secured by (i) the common ground of Moses' writing down of the document (24: 4a) and 
its use in the confirmation of the verbal oath (24: 8), and by (ii) the continuity of the 
people's approval (243b and 24: 7c) for the condition of the new relationship., -, 
The theme of this section is often defined differently when the unity of the section is 
597. There are several examples of verbal approval in the ANET which is essential to ratify the 
relationship officially. The Abba-AN treaty (DJ. Wiseman, 1958,124-129 and D. J. McCarthyJ978,307f. and 
the text from GF. Hasel, 1981,65) between Abba-An and Yarimlim retains the direct speech of Abba-AN 
who took the oath : 'Abba-An swore to Yarimlim the oath of the gods, and furthermore he cut the 
throat of a sheep. (He swore: ) I shall not take back what I gave you. ' Interesting point in regard of 
our text Ex 24: 3-8 is that 'thus the oath and animal rite are juxtaposed but it is not said that one 
involves the other' W. McCarthy, 1978,93). This reference lacks for the treaty documents of the Hittite 
kingdom. D. J. McCarthy (1978,91f) holds further that it is impossible to separate this connection 
between -the (verbal) oath and the killing of an animal from the widespread evidence from the Syro-Palestinian area for the close and necessary connection between covenant making and symbolic 
rites involving an animal. At Mari we find similar references of killing an ass at the conclusion of .a covenant and 'to kill an ass (haidrum gatalum bent Xu Y) is a technical expression for making a case. 
Furthermore, McCarthy suggests that 'the expression "to cut a covenant" is surely based on this 
association of symbolic rite and covenant, and it is widespread : it occurs in cuneiform texts from Qatna 
dating to the fifteenth century B. C, and is found in Hebrew, Aramaic, and Phoenician. - the subject and 
method of the killing could vary, but the meaning remained the same See also G. F. Hasel (1981,15) 
who insists the distinction between oath taking and animal rite is vital because in the Abbe-AN treaty 
as well as in Gen 15: 9-17 we find both factors. Both factor we also find in Ex 24: 3-8. The people's 
response can be considered as the (verbal) oath. 
598. For example L Perlitt (1969,198ff. ) by his division of 246 and 248, and E Kutsch (1974,80-88) by his 
division between 245 and 246. 
599. H. Holzinger (Ex, 103) insists that Moses' report of God's word to the people is natural after the request 
of the people for the indirect law-giving (20: 18ff). And then the fixation of the document is the 
necessary for the next step. 
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contested. Those who depend on source-critical analysis tend to deny the unity of this 
section and consequently any substantial idea of covenant in this section. For instance J. 
Jeremias holds that in 24: 3-8 the late deuteronomic / deuteronomistic materials having the 
covenant concept are superimposed upon old materials. (600) However, we have seen that it 
is very difficult to show that is a later addition on the ground of its deuteronomic / 
deuteronomistic affinity.. Furthermore the coexistence of the materials of priestly 
character (e. g. blood ritual) in the deuteronomic / deuteronomistic redaction makes it 
extremely difficult to accept that interpretation.. 60" E. Kutsch'°2) understands that the 
major theme of 24: 38 is a Fremdverpflichtung, an obligation placed by YHWH upon 
Israel, an example of which he finds in the ancient Arab and the ancient Greeks. And this 
understanding is bound up with his interpretation of MM as Verpflichtung. He suggests 
that it is not a matter of creating a relationship (Bund) rather that the Israelites are placed 
under a solemn obligation. However, the uniqueness of Israel's covenant with God, the 
negotiated relationship between God and the people, is totally neglected because of his 
narrow definition of trv. 
A. Reichert""', translating rrvO ` as the Bundesurkunde, holds that the function of 
this document is to fix the condition of the relationship regardless of Moses' role as the 
mediator. Despite his term- Bundesurkunde A. Reichert seems to avoid using the term the 
covenant relationship for the whole section, rather he prefers to choose terms like eine 
sakramentale Bindung mit Jahwe (p. 172) or sakramenta! vollzogen Verhältnis (p. 173), or 
communio sacramentalis (p. 174). Therefore, his understanding of the theme of this 
section is as follows : 
`Was hier beschrieben wird, ist die Stiftung des Opferkultus am Fuß des 
Gottesberges, die Einsetzung des ersten mw mit der rituellen Herstellung der 
communio sacramentalis zwischen Gott und Vol-. '(II') 
This tendency to overemphasize the importance of the offering is found also in E. 
Ruprecht. Het"') holds that this section is the combination of two themes, sacrificial 
worship and covenant making. However, in this section we read not just the combination 
600. (1977,196). Also L Perlitt (1969,190ff), E Zenger (1971,74f), and W. H. Schmidt (1975,46f. ). 
60L EW. Nicholson (1982,81f; 1986,170f., changing his former position (1973,72,24: 8 is the product of a 
Deuteronomic editor) because of the persuasive argument of DJ. McCarthy (1972,117) and A. Dl-1 Mayes 
(D:, 67), insists more plausibly that the ritualistic sense abundant in 24: 6 and in 248 (the blood of the 
covenant) is not at all at home in deuternomistic literature. Therefore, he (1982,81£; 1986,170f), against 
E. Zenger, holds that 24: 5 cannot be seperated by the rest of the section. 24: 6 is the necessary 
continuation of 245 and is anticipated by the latter. 
602. (1973,87). 
603.. (1972,173). 
604. Although this understanding is not so radical like. that of L Perlitt who denies the real and original 
covenant concept in the entire Sinai pericope, because of this source-critical standpoint Reichert's 
position about this matter is a little vague (pp. 174f) : 'Aber hier ist auf Grund [sic] der Einführung des 
Gesetzes (! 1'137 7Vb) als der inhaltlichen Formulierung des Verhältnisses der Bundesbegriff als 
Interpretament verwandt. ' 1 605. (1980,138). He is followed by J. Buchholz (1988,33). 
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of two themes but one major theme, the covenant relationship, which contains other 
aspects like the offering. 
The covenantal understanding is accepted by many commentators. '°6) W. Zimmerli(607) 
understands this section as Bundesschlu13. Recently E Zenger{601) holds that the present 
text is the product of the deuteronomistic theology (covenant theology), according to 
which the Gottesbegegnung is the Gegenwart Jahwes in the word mediated by Moses. 
The ritual in 24: 3-8 was expanded through the blood ritual which is either the 
Bundritus or the Eidesritus. However, he does not properly explain how the 
deuteronomistic theology of `word' can be harmonized with the very ritualistic 
authorization of that theology, the blood ritual. And even the Bundritus or the 
Eidesritus cannot stand alone without consideration of other aspects in the whole Sinai 
pericope. 
More people seem to realize that it is difficult to explain the section by depending on 
the source division. However, when other commentators recognize the covenant 
ceremony, usually their understandings are too general or in many cases they lack proper 
consideration of all aspects of the text. In other words, they lack (i) the consideration of 
24: 3-8 as a whole and its connection with the previous sections within the Sinai pericope 
and (ii) finally the consideration of its relationship with 24: 9-IL The first is dealt with now 
and the second later in our study of 24.9-11(2.13. ). When we deal with the first point we 
want to sum up several characteristics of this section about which we have already studied. 
D. Patrick(609) understands this section more clearly as the ratification ceremony, and he 
considers 28: 3-8 as a well-designed whole which has three sections, 24: 3-4a, 4b-6,7-8. We 
elaborate this understanding and sub-section division : 
I v. 3a Moses reports of God's word 
v. 3b people accept the condition 
v. 4a Moses writes it down 
II v. 4b -6 the offering 
III v. 7a Moses reads the book of the covenant 
v. 7b people accept the condition 
v. 8 Moses pronounces the ratification. ("') 
We suggest some observations of this division : 
606. An old commentator E Meyer (1906554) already proposes the covenantal understanding. 
607. (1970,182f). 
608. (1987219f). 
609. (1977,150). 
610. P. Kalluveettil (1982,158) also suggests a similar division of sections : (1) preparatory step to covenant 
(243-4a(sic. ) : (a) oral communication of stipulations, (b) ceremonial acceptance by the people, (c) 
recording of the stipulations : (2) proper covenant ceremony (24: 4b(sic)-8) : (a) sacrifices, (b) blood rite 
accompanied by the reading of the text of stipulations, and cermonial acceptance by the people, and 
Moses' oral explanation of the rite. However, what P. Kalluveettil does not investigate is the detailed 
exegesis of the text and consequently the connection of this section with the previous sections (2019-20, 
2(W-2333) of the Sinai pericope. Therefore, the first part (24: 3-4a) cannot be considered just as the 
preparatory step to the covenant but as the due course for the ratification of the covenant. The twofold 
confirmation is not artificial creation but the legitimate process as we have seen. 
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(i) In the first part (24: 3-4a) the main concern is the fulfilment of the commission of 
Moses which was requested by the people (20: 19f. ), i. e. to bring God's word to the people 
and to write it down. In the second and third parts we read the main theme, of the 
ratification ceremony for the new relationship between God and the people. 
(ii) The division of the first part (24: 3-4a) and the second part (24: 4b-6) is supported by 
the day division, a new day begins in 24: 4b. 
(iii) The twofold affirmation of the people in the first and third parts is the outcome of 
a careful double-check. Namely the people affirm (243b, 24: 7b) before writing down 
(24: 4a), and then after rereading (24: 7a) and before the confirming activity and 
pronouncement (24: 8). 
(iv) This division clearly shows that considering only 24: 3-8 is not enough if we are to 
arrive at the correct theme. The first part (24: 3-4a) is about the people's confirmation of 
the proposed terms of the relationship. However, it shows a connection with the previous 
sections of the Sinai pericope. As we have seen, the actions of Moses (coming down and 
reporting) is not the outcome of Moses' own initiative but that of the people's request 
(20: 19-20). And this corresponds with the fact that the second and third parts (24: 4b-8) are 
not sufficient by themselves to arrive at the right theme, although there are certain clear 
expressions (e. g. rr7z7 - 24: 7, r'7ý7-a1 24: 8). Many commentators point out the 
connection between 24: 3-8 and 19.3-8. However, our study of 19: 3-8 has shown that 193-8 is 
the preliminary proposal and acceptance of the relationship between God and the 
people and it connects not only with 24: 3-8 but also with other events as well, i. e. 19: 9-25 
the meeting of the two parties and 201-17 / 20-22-2333 the conditions of the relationship. 
(v) There is another dimension to consider. All these activities are carried forward by 
the mediation of Moses who acts as the messenger in forming the new relationship 
between YHWH and Israel. The work of the messenger in making a relationship is 
normal in all relationship-buildings. Therefore, as Moses' going up and down the mountain 
in the previous sections within the Sinai pericope is interpreted as the normal work of the 
messenger for the purpose of building a new relationship, all the activities of Moses in 
24: 3-8 can also be interpreted as the work of the messenger who is acknowledged by both 
parties (2.7.1.2. & 2.10.2.2. ). Although Moses works as the mediator, his position is 
different from all other messengers, because he functions as the mediator for the 
ratification ceremony (24: 5). He functions as the messenger for both parties. It is this 
unique position of Moses that makes possible his work as the mediator of a covenant. He 
functions as a kind of priest who stands between God and the offerer. When he prepares 
the altar and 7C32WD he works for both parties, God and the people. When he sprinkles the 
second half of the blood on the altar he stands before God for the sake of the people. 
However, when he reads rmn 7p0 (24: 7) and sprinkles the first half of the blood on the 
people (24: 8) he stands before the people on God's behalf. If this section involves all these 
complex factors found throughout the section, it is hardly possible to identify previous 
layers. 
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In this way all three parts of this section (I, II, III) are indispensable. Summarizing the 
contents, we find five characteristics which are continuous and consistent components of 
the section 243-8 : 
L Moses comes down from the mountain and proclaims (vo pi. ) the laws given by God 
(243), 
2. Moses writes down (Mi- 24: 4) and pronounces (wij 24: 7) the laws as the covenant 
document (tr vo) and the people's twofold approval (243,7), 
3. the altar and Vi=m (24: 4b), 
4. the offering (245), 
5. the blood ritual. 1 
From these, characteristics and from all our studies of 24: 3-8 we understand the theme of 
this section as follows : the ratification ceremony of the, covenant already negotiated 
(19: 3-8), which was followed by the encounter of the two parties (199-25) and by the giving 
of the covenant conditions both directly (201-17) and indirectly through the mediator 
(2x22-2333). 
2.13.24: 9-11 (The celebration of the ratified covenant) 
We now want to investigate this final section of the Sinai pericope, known as some of 
the most astonishing but `inexplicable' verses of the OV61' First we do a detailed 
exegetical study of the individual issues. And then we investigate'the issues of definition, 
theme and structure. Finally we look at the connection of this section with the previous 
sections (241-2 and 24: 3-8). 
213. L Exegesis of 249-11 
2.13.1.1. sago 
:ý :ý VW" nY lý 1` MM5 ft=Z r5n rM `7M-1ý. 7` 'ý 1ýrc rlrtc WTI 24: 10 
The first clause ('et" '7"K rim Will, 24: 10a) of this verse mentions a rare 
phenomenon, namely the representatives of Israel see God. Commentators realize . that 
it 
is not easy to interpret this unusual event. 
Commentators are unwilling to accept the first word of the present text (1971 2410a) 
for two reasons : the consecutive use of the similar verbs *711 in 24: 10, atn) in 24: 11) in 
the same context and the unique phenomenon of the `Gottesschau' mentioned through 
611. G. H. Davis (1967,193). 
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these two verW612) The fact that there is no punishment when a human being sees God 
is highly exceptional (cf. Ex 3320, Judg 13: 22). However, this fact should be explained not 
on the basis of the `religionsgeschichtlich' standpoint by supposing it has very old tradition 
behind it, but rather on the basis of the context. In other words, this unique exception 
contrasts excellently with the people's awesome experience of God's magnificent coming 
to the mountain in the early section of the Sinai pericope (19: 9-25,2018f. ). We have seen 
that the main theme of 19-25 is the direct meeting (face to face) of the two covenant 
parties (2.8.2. ). The objective of the awesome appearance of God is to let Israel (one 
party) experience her deity, YHWH (the other party), with whom they are going to make 
a relationship and to inform them how absolute is the demand of this God. However, 
after the covenant has been officially ratified (243-8), the meeting of both parties is not a 
terrible but a joyful encounterý613) This joyful encounter is expressed not only through the 
permission to see God but also with the description of God's appearance in 2410b which 
perfectly contrasts with the description of God's coming to the mountain in 1916-18. In its 
expression 24: 10b is unique compared with other encounters of the people with God. 
Here we read that the people see God directly (and actively), whereas in the other two 
passages which express passively : Ex 1610 (the glory of YHWH appeared) and Ex 2417 
(noun clause). 
There is already dissatisfaction for the translation `seeing God': 610 However, here this 
word with prz per se does not have a religious or sacrificial meaning (i. e. to bring 
offering) but is related to the idea of paying homage to somebody by physically bending 
the whole body low and recognizing the greatness of the person. In religious use there is 
a similar concept. In Ps 95: 6 (Kin + nnri + rim + Inn) we do not need. to think about 
cultic offering: -It is the religious attitude of the worshiper which is the main concern of 
this verse. Ps 969 (nne + Wj 7-r7i7p gives an important clue to the meaning of Ex 
24M61 5) Here worship (`uiri hitp. ) is related to the theophany. The cultic use of M WI is 
612. Therefore, e. g. NEB opens in the margin the possibility to translate this into they feared (with the 
same vocalization aW1'l but of the different root word K1') and translated aM11 in 2411 into they 
stayed (similarly REh). However, as EW. Nicholson (1974,81f) points out, this emendation and the 
subsequent interpretation is a highly speculative reconstruction which cannot receive any subtantial 
support from the text itself or elsewhere. 
613. This difference is already pointed out by several commentators, eg. H. Holzinger (Ex, 106). However, 
they usually fall short of giving the reason why both are different although they belong to the same 
large context. 
614. Th. C. Vriezen (1972,108) holds, although the text says that they saw the God of Israel, that it does not 
describe God directly. F. C. Fensham (Ex, 191) has also the same opinion and this interpretation fits in 
with the tradition. 'They saw een gestalte op de troon, wiens voeten op een voetbank rustten. As for 
i 1X GB lists the meaning as (i) das Antlitz des Königs sehen von dem vertrauesten Dienern und Räten 
desselben ('to see the countenance of the king by the trusted servants and counsels' 2 Kings 25: 19 
(; j ']"]B 'KVG D'C»K) = Jer 52: 25, Esth 114,32,2,5, of. the equivalent in the Amarna letter : dagi lu 
pam sarri, Akk. : dagälu piwu), or (ii) das Antlitz Gottes oder Gott sehen (Gen 32: 31, Ex 24: 10,33: 20, 
Judg 13: 22, Jes 6.5). This meaning of the verb is also in the secular expression. 2 Kings 25: 19 = Jer 
52: 25 'K'VG 0`L' X and Esth 114 (; j5Lti1 `ýD `tý1) list the classic example of having an 
audience with king. Esth 3: 2,2, gives a more detäiled picture of the meaning of (secular) worship or 
pay honour to a human being. MtJ (hitp) is used with Y"O (qal, Esth 3: 2,2, )- 
615. H. -J. Kraus (Ps, 833) translates C717'j111 l into bei seiner heiligen Erscheinung with the help of the 
Ugaritic text (KRT A 11; 145,5) where the meaning of Offenbarung, Erscheinung is clear (cf. C. H. 
Gordon, Ugaritic Handbook 111,225, theophany). Further H. -J. Kraus rightly insists that the parallel use 
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followed usuall y by mT In -r (Ex 23: 15,17,34: 20,23,24). ' Therefore, the representatives' 
seeing God 0,1ý ; t'SK 1w wvl 2410) does not just mean visual encounter with God, 
but rather their audience with God with the sense of religious worship. Also a similar 
phrase DM. Vny1 in 2411 could have a similar meaning, Gottes Antlitz, Theophanie 
schauen (e g. Ps 10,1715,27: 4,633, Job 19: 26)X110 
This rare use of 7K7 as the people's homage with God is directly connected with 
another very unusual phrase found in the same clause, t5K (2410a). This phrase 
appears only twice in the Pentateuch (Gen 33: 20, Ex 2410)617) With or without tri-r this 
phrase is a well-established formula not only distinctive in the worship of the Jerusalem 
templee618' but also in the cult of Shechem before Israel became a state.. "'" It retains the 
connection "not only with Shechem and Shiloh but also with Jerusalem. In all these texts 
to confess one's faith in i "" means to reject `other gods' and, in opposition to them 
to confess YHWH as the sole God of Israel. In other words, Israel has now a special 
relationship with her own deity, YHWH. This fact corresponds with the internal 
construction of this phrase. That is it contains a special meaning in the combination of 
`God' and `Israel' so that we realize that there is a special relationship between the deity, 
YHWH, and the people, ' Israel. In many texts the confessional character is contained in 
this phrase either for proclaiming that YHWH is `God of Israel' or for antagonizing the 
gods of neighbouring peoples. In Ex 2410, Jos 8W121), 242 this phrase is related to more 
specific relationship between God and Israel, the covenant relationship. In any case this 
term is very suitable in the present context of covenant making where it epitomizes in 
one word the covenant ratification which has just occurred in Ex 24: 3-8. 
Another interesting feature in this verse is that the use of this phrase corresponds with 
that of ", flip; CJ (24: 1,9) or especially that of *-& `» ýSýYK (24: 11). As we shall 
see in the exegesis of 24: 11, this latter phrase expresses the idea that the persons 
representing the people take part in a covenant meal in front of God with whom Israel 
has made a new relationship. In other words, both rare terms in the OT vividly express 
the partnership just established in the new covenant. And both parties are going to meet 
again to celebrate the birth of this newly formed relationship between them. 
After 24: 10a follows a circumstantial clause (off 0 ý1 `PpWI tv_Z5 ptiý real Mtn 
of 1']= in Ps 96.9b gives a strong support for this interpretation. 
616. GB 
, 
A. Jepsen (TWATJ1,833). 
617. Compared with Gen 3320 (ltd ` `tl'* *), Ex 24: 10 covers a broader field, because Israel here is 
not a tribal name, but denotes a people (fh. k Vriezen, 1972,108). 
618. For example 1 Kings 815f, 2 Chron 6: 4f, 1 Chron 1512,14,2325,2 Chron 1116,2973(M 3316, Ezra 835, 
Ezek 8: 4,93,1019,20,432,442). W. Beyerlin (1961,34-35 = 1965,28-29). Cf. C. Steuernagel (1914,329ff). 
619. For example Gen 3320, Jos 830,24: 2, Jud 53,5,1 Sam 117. Pace M. Haelvoet (1953,389). About Jos 
830 with C. Steuernagel (1914,329-349,344), and about Jos 241 with J. Muilenburg (1959,357). 
620. This verse is deeply related to Dt 26: 16-2869 where we find enough examples of a phrase (117' 
showing the special relationship between God and the people (after 2617,2&19,27: 2,3,4, b, 6,7,9,1OJ. 
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-tuv 24; 1Ob) which grammatically belongs to the main clause of 2410a. "21" However, the 
parenthesis in this case does not mean that this clause is not important within the whole 
section. Rather we should interpret that this clause in its meaning stands above all other 
clauses of the section, because this clause depicts the essence of God's appearance. 
Therefore, it is ý important to point out that this parenthetic characteristic, as we shall see 
soon, fits in with the central position of this clause within the whole section of 24941 
(213.2.3). Within the clause itself there are two possible interpretations'22, however there 
is no practical difference. 
Although it is suggested that the imagery of 24: 10 derives from the ark as the 
cherubim-throne of Yahweh('"), this is improbable, because the lid of the ark is decorated 
not with sapphire but with gold (Ex 2517ff. ) '21) It is more plausible that this imagery of 
an one-time event stands independently from or came before the installation of the ark. 
Since the regulation about the ark comes just after Ex 24 (Ex 2510-22), there is an 
important difference. The use of this imagery, especially with -PbV- 625) seems to be of 
ANE origin. (626) On this basis it may be suggested that 24: 9-11 depicts an audience before 
the enthroned (King-) God of IsraeL(627) Lapis an imported luxury item in the 
ancient Near East, was used for (the inlay of) a royal throne of great sumptuousness. (628) 
This lends weight to the interpretation that the imagery is partly based on a royal palace 
paved in blue. (629) Th. G Vriezen(630) also has the same opinion. God, as the heavenly 
King seated on his throne, which stands on a pavement of lapis lazuli, holds an audience 
for the representatives who not only see God but also have a sacral meal in front of God. 
Therefore, the covenant community comes into existence. Interestingly there are examples 
62L Ehrlich (1,363). F1 Andersen (1970,76) lists this verse among the examples of the verbless clause # 243 
0+ prepositional phrase + prepositional phrase) as a verbless circumstantial clause stands in parenthesis. 
For example Num 21: 16, Dt 9: 10, but these two examples have the textual problem (F. I. 
Andersen, 1974$2,85). 
622. Namely (i) there is the ellipsis in the second noun clause, i. e. in 'ti1Uý D'L_`G'1 DYýtý9 we should add 
'I. ' rný or (ii) the second phrase ('11t D'L_02ýt) is in the apposition 
to the first phrase 
r' it'pLý. F-L Hossfeld (1982,1197, n. 177). 
623. W. Beyerhn (196138f. = 1965,31f.. 
624. F. W. Nicholson, 1974,92. 
625. See E. Ruprecht (1980,146f) for the material specification. We find this stone also in the ancient 
Egypt (W. H. Gispen, KV, Ex, 119 = BSC, Ex, 240). 
626. For example E. F. Weidner (1922,69, Rs 13-14, summary by E. W. Nicholson, 1974,92) : 'In an Acadian 
inscription from the archives at Boghazköi we read of a room at the upper end of which was a slab of 
lapis lazuli which appears to have served as a 'footstool' for a king (probably in this instance Sargon), 
whilst at the lower end of the room fifty-five state officials sat and carried out their judicial functions' 
627. Cf. K. Baltzer (1960,40, n. 1), E. W. Nicholson (1974,92), W. Zimmerli (Ez, 56), F. C. Fensham (Ex, 184), and E. 
Ruprecht (1980,146-151). 0. Keel (1977,256 : 'Von diesem Erscheinungsbild her kann es nicht 
verwundern, daß der Lapislazuli früh mit dem tiefblauen Taghimmel oder dem blauschwarzen, mit 
Sternen übersäten Nachthimmel assoziiert wurde. Ja, der Lapislazuli ist ein Stück des Himmels'). We 
should not take 'rßa1 lY1111 literarily just 'under his feet' but 'ihm zu Füssen, di in der nächsten Nähe 
der Stätte, wo er strand. ' (Ehrlich, 1,363). 
628. M. Z. Brettler (1989,83,184, n. 2l). 
629. D'büi1 MXýZ (BDB : 'like the substance of the sky' = 'like the sky itself' and similarly in GB : 'wie 
der Himmel selbst'). 1't (BDB ("as the body of the heavens 'for purity"' in this context) and 
similarly in GB ('Klarheit'). 'Th. C Vriezen (1972,109) suggests this word hints at the deep blue of the 
cloudless heaven. 
630. (1972,100-133). 
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in which this imagery is used for the deityý631) ,A similar use is found in Canaan, Egypt 
and Babylonia. 032) - The imagery of the absolute authority of the king enthroned in the 
splendid glory is used as analogy in both cases. The intention of 2410 is not that YHWH 
is or becomes king but that He is or becomes the God of Israel, the national god, whose 
absolute authority can be compared with that of the earthly king. 
Not only in the ANET but also in the OT itself- we find similar descriptions to Ex 
24: 9-1 And the content of this section seems to be deeply connected with F2011' : 
(1) the brightness of crystal is presented with 'ti» (122-28,82f, 101-4), 
(2) . tom *MIM iý (&4,93,1019,1112,43: 2, cf. 1020,442)). 
It seems that this description was used long before Ezekiel as we have seen in case of 
SKIIv, N75K (24: 10a) X63°) In particular the combination Ii» (cf. Ex 24: 16,17) +`f 
(Ex 24: 10) looks to be new phraseology invented by Ezekiel using the whole content 
of Ex 24: 918. (635) These features prove indirectly that Ex 249-18 already existed as a unity 
at least by the time of EzekieLL636' Not only Ez but also other passages in the OT (2 Sam 
22: 10, Ps 18: 10, Neh 13, Mic 1: 4, Is 61) show the connection of God's feet with theophany in 
one form or another. In 1 Chr 282 the ark of the covenant parallels the footstool of God 
(U! %' % aj fl it 7t i-rý ji-1KV637) Also in the OT we read that mount Zion or the 
temple is said to be God's f ootstool: 638) And in Is 6: 1 God sits high and exalted on the 
throne and the train of his robe fills the temple. There is a similar description to Ex 2410 
about the feet of God. From Isaiah's position the feet of God are most visible. Although 
in the following verses Isaiah explains about the seraphs, he does not mention further the 
shape of God. Despite this similarity039) we cannot" miss the unique feature of Ex 2410. 
63L Th. C. Vriezen (1972,109, nl) shows that this highly precious stone is used many times in the whole ANE 
for building of sanctuaries and palaces. 
632. According to RJ. Clifford (1972,112) the similar word to 1`Tb1 (Ug. 'ign'u) is used in the description 
of the Baals palace in Zaphon. J. C. de Moor (1990,226) gives examples both in Egypt and Babylonia. It 
is the highest god who is the master of the blue sky. Amum-Re is called Lord of the lapis lazuli (A. L 
Sadek. 1987,14. ) or the beautiful Youth of purest lapis lazuli(J. Assmann, 1983,5, No. 6: 5). And in Babylonia 
we read that Bel sat on a throne within (the middle heaven), on a dais of lapis lazuli (A. 
Livingstone, 1986,82f. ). Because of the similarity between this description of theophany and that of ANE 
kings, E. Ruprecht asserts the kingship of YHWH (1980,145ff). However, this description does not prove 
directly the kingship of YHWH in the present text. E. Ruprecht and others go too far. It is the same 
in the case of Is 61 where we cannot insist that the kingship of YHWH is its main theme. 
633. E. Ruprecht (1980,143f). 
634. W. Beyerlin (1961,38 = 1965,30). And for the antiqueness of this passage see the literature in DJ. 
McCarthy (1978,265, n. 42). Whatever the exegesis of this verse may be, it is true that 1'P0 (lapis lazuli) 
in Ez is connected with the throne of God 04P ). Although the word throne (MD; ) is not used in Ex 
24: 10, it seems to be better to consider that the analogical imagery of this verse is that God is sitting on 
the throne. 
635. See our discussion on the phrase ' 3't" 11' * above. 
636. Cf. 1 Sam 4: 21,1 Kings 8: 11 which also show the connection between YHWH's ý and the ark 
which symbolizes the presence of God. 
637. The phrase DTI + D`ýa1 with the meaning of God's temple or presence is found further in Ps 995, 
132.7, Lam 21 
638. For example Is 6013,661. Ps 945,132.7, Lam 2: L In Ex 2410 this is used more or less literal sense, but 
Dt 33: 2c-3 shows a figurative sense (M. CA Korpel, 1990,116). 
639. And also to Ez. Ez 1: 26 (NOZ h1D1 '1`D0-jZN i 1K1W) also renders a subtle expression avoiding 
the detailed description on the real shape of God through'the words like i19 i and l1Ib`1. Th. C. 
Vriezen (1972,108f. ) : 'Ezekiel suggests more explicitly the inadequacy of his 
- otherwise much more 
detailed - description. - Compared with the description of Ez 1, where a throne of 
lapis lazuli is erected 
above the crystal firmament, that of Ex xxiv is much simpler and more natural! 
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In both cases it is important to note that the eyes of the author are at the same level as 
the eyes of the representatives of Israel The text is not written with a bird's eye view. 641) 
The eye of the author is nearly on the ground following the face of the representatives 
who bend the upper body right down. Therefore, in Ex 249ff. even a description of a 
throne is missing. Rather, what is pictured is the platform under his feet, which is 
described as if it were a transparent through which one could gaze from belowý69) DJ. 
McCarthyý642 aptly explains the unique description of this verse compared with other texts 
in the OT showing some similarities (i. e. Is, Ez and Dt) : 
`The picture of God in His splendid place calls to mind Is 61, but it lacks the 
specific reference to the paraphernalia of the Temple which marks the Isaian 
vision. Despite the mention of the jewels the directness and simplicity of the 
passage is in sharp contrast to the tortured magnificence of the enthroned God in 
Ezekiel's vision, and it is even more distant from the theological sophistication of 
the Dtic school's hiding the divine presence in the Name or from P's use of the 
numinous cloud. We are closer to the simplicity of Yahwe's walking in His 
garden, which had its jewels too. ' 
Therefore, Nye conclude that 24: 10 belongs to the description of worship with the 
physical action of bowing down to the deity with whom Israel has just established a new 
covenant relationship. This understanding of 2410 fits in with 24: 1 where we read a 
macroscopic description (ppbnn ONIMAMM)) of the worship action of the people's 
representatives of God. In 241 we read the abstract term (or innVý. 7), but in 2410a the 
action itself is explained. In this manner 24: 9-11 is related to 24: 1, and furthermore also to 
19: 24 (2.11.1.1. ). Therefore, `they saw the God of Israel' (ýK7 ; 1'7K M ; M711 24: 10a) 
means their audience with God. And what they experience visually with the attitude of 
bowing down is not the face of GoV43) but His closeness to them (2410b). An interesting 
point in this regard is that their audience with God is not a dreadful event like the first 
meeting mentioned in 19: 9-25 but a joyful meeting because of the totally different 
phenomenon accompanied by the appearance of God in 2410641) And further assurance 
is given in 2411 for their life after the audience with God. 
2.13.1.2 24: 11 
640. It is highly common in the ancient and modem oriental society that to show respect towards a person 
is expressed physically through bending the whole (or upper) body to the ground, although there is a 
difference in the depth of bending degree. 
64L BS. Childs (Ex, 506). 
642. (1978,265). 
643. Therefore, we cannot agree with the idea of L Perlitt (1969,185) that this verse came from the period 
when the 'Gottesschau' was not yet per se the seeing of the God of Israel. As far as we have seen 
throughout the long history of the OT, the homage to God or king is expressed not directly with the 
face but indirectly with the thronend feature. 
644. G. Beer (Ex, 127) : '10 (Ex 2410, TGS) ist eine warme Freude an der Natur anzuspüren' Eng. 'having 
an audience with' (eg. the king) may have the meaning of 'enjoying an audience with' (eg. the king). 
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In 24: 11a the main issue is whether this clause is related to 2411ba (o; * rr% am., t) or 
to 2410a. If 24: 11a followed 2411ba, in other words, if the author intended to say that 
there were `no punishment from God' (Yr nod Ký 24i1aY6'S' despite their `seeing God' 
( t-! t gtnyl 2411ba), the logical order of clauses were firstly oý -! fit ttn t 
(24: llba) 
V8 V 
and then v note K17 (2411a). However, the present order of clauses (i. e. 2411a and then 
2411ba) is perfectly balanced, because 2411a (ii nod 975 'Mntr `» "rvx-5tý) is logically 
related to 24: 10a (`Kit" `r rim mK7! t) but not to 24: 11ba. And if 24: 11a were 
grammatically related to 2411ba and at the same time there were a certain gap between 
24: 10b and 24: 11a, we could not explain the phenomenon that in 2411a there is no mention 
of the subject of the sentence. However, as we shall see soon, 24: 11a is related to 2410a, 
because the subject of 2411a is clearly the object of 2410a (*: i! rt'K r $), which is one 
party of the newly made covenant. Therefore, it is unnecessary to mention it once again 
in 24: 11a, rather in 2411a the author wants to put full emphasis on the other party of the 
covenant, ' This phrase as the object of 242a is actually emphasized by its 
initial position within the clause. Stylistically the absence of this subject in 2411a, which is 
easily recognizable from the previous sentence, helps to highlight the other covenant party 
expressed with the phrase (5t4nt" `» Therefore, 24: 11a we find an example of 
antithesis by negation towards 2410a : 
2410a : they saw God of Israel, 
242a : but the nobles of Israel God did not strike. 
This antithesis with 241OP46' indicates that both clauses correspond with each other. This 
pattern is further developed in order to form the chiastic structure in the whole section of 
249-ll (see 2.13.23. ). 
of this unique phrase *hr "3n "ý'YKý64) most probably means `the noble'ý648 
This word corresponds on the one hand with `» "7pß (245P I) and on the other 
645. This phrase sometimes without 'V means either 'to help' (Ps 1817,57: 4) or 'to punish' (Ex 915,24: 1). 
The phenomenon in 2411a (cf. Ex 915) contrasts strongly with the previous experience of the people. In 
19: 15ff. the people's experience of the approach to God caused the horror, and therefore they themselves 
requested to receive the laws of God indirectly through Moses in order to avoid the continuous 
encounter with God during receiving the covenant condition, the laws. The negative expression in 24: Ua 
presupposes the same attribute of God, the direct encounter with whom is impossible in the normal 
situation. 
646. Therefore, 1 in "ý`YAtýý7K1 (2411a) should be understood as the adverb, but. We shall 
soon deal with the' possibility that 24: 11a is the antithesis by negation towards 24: llba 01ll'1 YIY- 
D'7 
Y 
11K), which is impossible in the present context. 
647. For ethymological study see E. W. Nicholson (1974,83). This has its original meaning not in ý`YK I 
('corner', 'side') rather in 5`YK II, which is related to the Arabic or Aramaic word. GB ('die 
Vornehmen'), BDB ('the noble ), in Arabic ('root', 'be rooted'), and HAL & GMD (ar. 'asi! : 'v. edler 
Abkunft'). 
648. Ehrlich (1,363) suggests this word came from 5YK (= 'ein Teil vom Ganzen trennen bei Seite tun, 
bezeichnet einen Edlen, der über dem gemeinen Volke steht'). 
649. HAI., Ehrlich (1). 
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hand with *-kr "M'59 (241O)° Not only do the seventy elders but also Moses and 
Aaron, Nadab and Abihu represent the peopW'51' In other words, in this context 
"3"yK with "tit' "» does not necessarily have the connotation of high social status, but 
rather it has the nuance of the representatives of God's new people. In this case this 
phrase means the representatives of one party of the covenant in parallel with 'another 
unusual expression, ", *tt which means the other party of that covenant. Although 
God does not take part in consuming the meal, the phraseology reveals the covenantal 
character of this section. 
We now want to deal with 2411b. Commentators tend to compare 2410 and 2411b and 
then conclude that both describe the theophany differentlyý651' However, it is wrong to 
compare two similar sentences (because of similar words of 7K1 2410a / 71n 24: 11b) 
without considering the structure of this section. We cannot hold that both sentences are 
just the product of juxtaposition of two sentences which came from different sources or 
traditions. Structurally the clause with the splendid expression about the theophany in 
2410b which is the main reason for the `geschmackvoll' expression for the `Gottesschau' 
(pace L. Perlitt) standing as the parenthesis of the whole section, on which we have 
commented, should be considered separately from 24: llb. In other words, 2411b should be 
compared not with the whole 2410 but with 2410a (see 2.13.2.3. ). Then we obtain a clear 
parallel expression about the `Gottesschau' in . 2410a and 24: 11b. , 
It is not difficult to realize that 24: 10a (5K't' 'ri1rt ; ix will) and 24: 11ba NMI 
are similar in their purpose (to see the deity') because of the use of the 
similar verbs 0-im"i / 71n)(654) However, the object of the clause in 2411ba 011,5 1), the 
general term for the deity, contrasts greatly with the specific term in 2410a ( T' ) 
which is also the object of that clause. And also the link between the clauses is different : 
the lavish description of the divinity in 2410b and the terse and unimpressive description 
of the meal in 24: 11bb (1rG11 a3ZK*1). As we have seen above, because 2411a is the 
antithesis by negation of 24: 10a, the connection of 24: 11ba with 2411bb is apparent. 
650. In all these three phrases either '7X1 ! or ý M'It ` `3 is used. See further 21213. (1). 5S! i1rJ' reminds us the name of the people used by (I in 193 
65L E Ruprecht (1980,141). 
652. For instance L,. Perlitt (1969,186f. ) holds that the somber and 'geschmacklos expression of the 
'Gottesschau' in 2411b forms a good contrast with the 'Keusheit' of 2410. Cf. S. Mittmann (1975,153, 'fast 
respektlose Abschluß der Gottesschau' or 'eine gewisse Disharmonie der Vorstellungen') and J. Buchholz 
(1988,37, 'die abschließende lapidare Bemerkung'). 
653. Text variants : e. g. SamP (at11K'l : they 'took [with God; they ate and drank], the translation into 
English by Th. C. Vriezen (1971,102)) and NEB (boldly translates they stayed because of the Arabic 
correspondent (NB. REB, the new edition of NEB, has more cautiously `they saw' in the text but 'they 
stayed before' in- the note). However, as we have seen, these efforts of emendation are apparently 
caused by the use of similar clauses (2410a, 24: llba), and therefore both emendations are not necessary 
(cf. E. W. Nicholson (1974,82f)). 
654. S. Mittmann (1975,153f) argues against this that IKI means the direct seeing of God but IlI1 is about 
the visionary 'Gottesschau. Similarly M. Buber (1958,118). However, F-LHossfeld (1982,196), depending 
on A. Jepsen's argument (TWAT, 11,834), suggests the real use is against the opinion of S. Mittmann and 
M. Buber. In the present context there is no essential difference of meaning between two words except 
ýI W1 is used to express 'to have the audience with', but #M is not clear in its normal use. 
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2411ba, together with 2411W'51', forms the short summary or conclusion for the event on 
the mountain. In this way 24: llba, bb, the summary of this event, is in parallel with 249, 
the introduction of this event. (656) 
The most plausible translation of the combination 2411ba and 2411bb is `while (or after) 
they saw God, they ate and drank: In other words, the representatives ate and drank in 
front of God. In this manner 2411ba (o , -nK at tý1) functions practically as the 
circumstantial clause for the main clause in 24: 11bb. In the section 249-11, therefore, 
2411ba, bb serves as the summary of the section compared with the introduction 249. '"' 
In the OT there are several examples of the phrase, `eat (and drink) before YHWH' (eg. 
Ex 1811, Dt 27: 7). `Before YHWH' usually means `in the cultic place where a human being 
meets God (e. g. Ex 2316f, 34: 22, Dt 14: 23,1611) 658) The phrase `before YHWH' can be 
used when the meeting happens, even though there is no traditional and static cultic place, 
(e. g Ex 18: 11f. ). In other words, the -place is not a known cultic place, but offerings are 
offered there. Therefore, the phrase `before YHWH' is not strange in this case. The use 
of the combination (`eat and drink' and `before YHWH') makes our interpretation of the 
separation between 24: 11a and 24: llb more plausible, because `to see God' (off r amv1) 
in 24: 11ba is nearly identical with `before YHWH'. Therefore, the combination atn11 
t= -t (24: llba) and uv. r I (2411bb) is quite natural. VIV 
Another interesting feature in this clause is that this meal is a positive and joyful 
event(659) after making the covenant relationship between God and the people. When the 
phrase `eat and drink' is used with a group of people, it normally expresses the positive 
and joyful event (e. g. in the festival, Dt 1614). Although in 249-11 there is no explicit 
word or phrase (like Pitt' in Dt 27: 7) about the positive and joyful character of this event, 
the difference of the description about the theophany between 19.9ff. and 2410 makes 
clear this point(660) As in the comparative study of the Sinai covenant (Ex 19-24) and the 
Moab covenant (Dt 5-28), we should also find the three common aspects of making a 
655. Various ANE and OT examples see F. N6tscher (1961.145-174). 
656. Further see the chart about the structure of 24.9-11 in 21323. 
657. We cannot conclude that through the clause a! 1? Y1 ftKII (2411bb) the scene is 'rapidly closed' (L 
Perlitt, 1969,186). Rather, as we shall see in detail Iin'our'study on the structure of this section, this is a 
short summary of the whole event well balanced with the simple introduction (249). 
658, However, this phrase does not seem to indicaie the meal occurs in the altar on the foot of the mount 
(e. g. Keil and U. Cassuto (1967,315)) because of the strong connection between 24: 1.1ba and 24: Ubb. In 
other words, they have the meal in the same occasion of 249-11 In any case there is no hint for the 
moving of the place. 
659. Positive and joyful means there is no negative or threatening aspect for the partakers. In particular 
after making the official and legal relationship the people may celebrate the new relationship made with 
the satisfaction of both sides, because all tensions for making correct and legitimate relationship are now 
over. Therefore, the positive and joyful encounter now is quite different from the first, stern and 
awesome encounter, because in this meeting the people realize the seriousness of the condition of the 
relationship to be God's people. J. Scharbert (1965,291) gives a correct observation of this issue : Das 
Mahl in 24,11 ist doch nicht integrierender Bestandteil des Bundesschlusses selbst, sondern setzt diesen als 
bereits vollzogen voraus. Es dokumentiert lediglich den durch den Bundesschluß hergestellten Frieden 
660. E. W. Nicholson (1976,148-150) interprets this clause as 'to live or to enjoy life. Although his further 
discussion with this interpretation is inadequate about which we shall see, he rightly realizes that this 
meeting is a happy occasion. 
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covenant, `eat and drink, `positive and joyful event', and `before GoV661) 
2.13.2 249-U in its totality 
So far the detailed exegesis of Ex 24: 9-11 has been the primary concern. Inthis section 
we discuss the following issues : 
I covenantal character of this section. 
2 the definition of this section, (celebration of the ratified covenant). 
a. paying homage of `the nobles of Israel' ( `» ) with `the God of 
Israel' ( V'm) for making the covenant with his people. 
b. covenant meal. 
3. the structure of 249-11. 
4. connection with the previous sections. 
213.21. Covenantal character of this section 
Like other sections in the Sinai pericope commentators study 24: 9-11 with two different 
attitudes : (i) non-covenantal, understanding, (ii) covenantal understanding. 
(i) Commentators who argue for non-covenantal understanding of this section have one 
main reason : the central issue of this section is not the meal (N. B. only 24: llbb *S X*n 
IAVII) but the `Gottesschau'ý661' Therefore, it is impossible for them to consider this 
section as the covenant ritual. And since there is no word alluding to the covenant, 
covenantal understanding is introduced from outsideý663' L. Perlitt(664) insists that a meal 
can only be called as a covenant , meal when 
both parties eat together. However, we 
cannot expect God to take part in the meal. 
However, we consider that these objections rather help to clarify the covenantal 
understanding of this section. It is quite clear that the meal itself is not the centre of this 
section, as these commentators point out. It is very natural that the consumption of the 
prepared meal per se cannot be the key. Therefore, we cannot define this section on the 
whole simply as `the covenant meal'. And we find more important factors in this section 
than the meal itself, although the meal seems to be an essential component of this 
section. (665) However, this point does not prevent us from finding covenantal character in 
66L Namely three factors : (1) eat and drink, (2) joyful event, and (3) before God. 
Ex 24: 11b Ex 2410b Ex 24: 11b 
Dt 27: 7f. Dt 27: 7f. Dt 27: 7f. 
662 Pace S. Herrmann (1965,83) who insists that the key issue is the scene of meal in front of God. This 
is clearly pointed out by R. Schmid (1964,89, n24) and followed by L Perlitt (1969,187, n1). 
663. N. Lohfink (1967,104) holds that the covenantal understanding is a 'fertigen Theorie. ' E Kutch 
(1973,160), although he accepts that the 21`12 concept exists in this section, considers covenantal 
understanding of this section as 'ein einseitiges Schutzverhältnis. ' 
664. (1969,186f). 
665. F. G Fensham (Ex, 184). 
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this section. The main reason why commentators cannot find the theme is that they make 
an absolute division between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11. And, as we shall see, the connection 
between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11 enables us to determine the proper character of 249-11 In 
other words, the joyful meeting between the two parties after making the relationship is 
the main event of this section. The meal is only one aspect of this joyful meeting of the 
two covenant parties and, therefore, this cannot be the only definition of the whole section. 
(ii) A covenantal understanding is suggested by many commentators. 666) Th. C. 
VriezeO67j holds that the background of the representation of 249-11 is the making of a 
covenant of king and people. God is the king of heaven, sitting on his throne that stands 
on the lapis lazuli pavement under his feet, here are the elders invited by Him to have a 
meal in his presence. The elders are the representatives of Israel and V is the God of 
Israel. 
Firstly, although the throne imagery is visible in 24: 9-11, we cannot say that the kingship 
of God is the real concern of this section. In the OT and in the ANET there are enough 
examples of the deity sitting on the throne that this cannot be necessarily interpreted as 
the kingship of the deity as such. Rather this imagery intends to express the sovereignty 
of the deity over the covenant or related people. In order to prove the kingship of God 
we should prove many other points within the text which is "nearly impossible. 
Secondly, without recognizing the connection between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11 it is very 
difficult to suppose the covenantal character of this sectioný6611) There are many 
components necessary for this section to be considered as covenantal (e. g. negotiation, 
official covenantal condition, covenant ceremony, etc)ý669) . 
We have analysed the solutions put forward by the commentators, (i) non-covenantal 
understanding and (ii) covenantal understanding. And now we suggest our own covenantal 
understanding of this section. 
Firstly, the covenant between God and a human being can be considered as a kind of 
analogy of the relationship between human beine670) or a kind of anthropomorphism. 
As it is not necessary to assume that all aspects of an anthropomorphic use correspond 
exactly with the use between human beings, it is not necessary that all aspects of the 
covenant making between God and human beings is exactly the same as that between 
666. E. g. H. Holzinger (Ex, 106, 'Die Theophanie (v10 TGS), im jetzigen Zusammenhang Hauptsache, ist bei J 
Einleitung des Bundesschlusses'), G. von Rad (1966,145, ', jahwistic covenant making), G. to Stroete (Ex, 184), 
and F. C Fensham (Ex, 184). 
667. He (1972,113ff. ) follows the conclusion of G. Widengren (1957,1-32) and G. Fohrer (1959,1-22). 
Interestingly, however, he does not accept the connection between 243-8 and 249-1L 
668. For instance M Noth (1940,32f. 1960,561. ), following W. Rudolph (1936,44), holds that 24.9-11 is the 
oldest section among Ex 19-24 reporting the covenant making However, without considering Ex 243-8 
he is not successful to prove the covenantal character of this section. 
669. Also G. te Stroete (Ex, 184) and JP. Hyatt (Ex, 258). The latter does not consider the connection of 
24: 9-11 with 243-8, although he defines 24: 9-11 as the covenant meal. 'The eating of the meal 
presupposes a sacrifice, which is sometimes specifically mentioned in such passages' 
670. PA Rieman (IDBS, 192b). 
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human beings. When the substantial aspect or the very attribute of God does not allow to 
use a certain aspect of the analogy for God, it is logical that the author drops that aspect 
in the analogical suggestion. Throughout the OT YHWH does not consume human 
food. (67' And therefore, the absence of YHWH's consumption of the covenant meal t672) 
does not prevent us seeing that this section has other features distinctive of the covenant. 
Secondly, in Ex 24 God has two functions, (i) as the deity who receives the sacrifice, (ii) 
as one party of the covenant made with the human party Israel. God receives the 
sacrifice of the burnt offering which is usually God's response towards sacrifices (God's 
active burning :1 Kings 1&38, the passive burning : burnt offerings in Lev. ). When the 
sacrifice occurs in a context of covenant making, it is quite natural that God's two 
functions do not necessarily, appear, especially when there are the burnt offering and the 
fellowship offering together. Although the whole burnt offering is burnt, the part of the 
fellowship offering is not burnt but consumed by the offerer(s) and the burnt part could be 
considered as God's share of the covenant meal. 
Thirdly, there are other exceptions to the rule that no human being can survive the 
encounter with God also in the covenant context. In other words, in the direct encounter 
between both parties (God and the people, see 2.6.2. ) in Ex 19: 9-25, there was no problem 
(e. g. harm, punishment) in the side of the people. Although the people had a great fear of 
meeting with God, the people survived and this exception can only be explained by the 
special character of this event, the direct encounter of both covenant parties. These 
exceptions are quite similar to another exception that Israel's sin was not punished before 
Ex 19, as we have seen in 2.1.2. L This is because from Ex 19 the covenant is going to be 
ratified. All these exceptions stress strongly the covenantal character of the Sinai pericope. 
Fourthly, there are four facts which indicate the covenantal character of this section : 
(a) the worship of God & meeting with God, 
(b) the meal for celebration, 
(c) the peaceful encounter between the deity and the nobles, 
(d) the theme revealed through the structure of the section (213.2.2. ). 
(a) The worship of God and meeting of the representatives of the people with God 
reveals the covenantal character of this section. We have suggested that there is a clear 
answer to the question what is the content of the worship in 241(ýin orrrýnt), if we 
accept the connection between 241-2 (at least 241) with 24-11 (see 2.11.2. ). The action 
described in 24: 9-11 is not irrelevant to the command to worship in 241, because the 
representatives' audience with `the God of Israel' (' 14ý -M, 5K 1t 'w 24: 10a) is the main 
concern of this section. They worship without sacrifice at this stage, because they have 
671 M. C. A. Korpel (1990,408) : 'It is one of the most ostensive differences between Ugarit and Israel that 
the OT hardly ever descrbes YHWH as eating and drinking. On the contrary, the OT emphasizes that 
only foreign gods eat and drink sacrifices, but not the God of Israel' Also G. te Stroete (Ex, 184). 
672. For instance L Perlitt (1969,186), H. Holzinger (Ex, 106). 
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already sacrificed in 24: 3-8. And, therefore, *this worship means not the cultic service 
accompanied by sacrifice, but a pure act of reverence to the deity in order to give thanks 
for making the new relationship. In other words, this sudden appearance of the worship 
without sacrifice can only mean the reverent and thankful encounter with the deity for 
the ratified new relationship. 
(b) The meal for celebration also illustrates the covenantal character of this section. 
As we have pointed out, although the meal celebration before this national deity (atnýt 
oýýKý-rK 24: 11b) is not the unique theme of this sectiont673), we cannot 
explain the meaning of this meal by the representatives of Israel without supposing that 
the new relationship has already been ratified between the deity and the people (24: 3-8) 67) 
Moreover, if we accept the textual unity of this section, 675 the coexistence of the 
`Gottesschau' (24: 10-11a, 11ba) and this meal, which is rightly summarized in the last 
meaningful semantic unit (24: 11ba, bb), cannot be explained without considering the 
covenant ratified between the people and God. 
(c) The peaceful encounter between the deity and the nobles of the people stresses the 
covenantal character of this section. We have seen that the positive and joyful meeting 
between `the God of Israel' and `the nobles of Israel' is totally different from the first 
awesome encounter between two parties in Ex 19: 9-25, M180111) This shows that the 
relationship between the two parties has been legally established. This settlement of the 
relationship between the two parties is expressed usually by oi' (67) in the OT and in the 
ANEV678) The peace, following the settlement of the relationship, is the important 
concern of this section. 
(d) The structure of this section reveals the covenantal character of this section (see 
2.13.2.3. ). In the chiastic combination of 241Oa [B] and 2411a [B'] tells the dual partnership 
of the covenant. This structure is strengthened by the corresponding phraseology : 
subject (unmentioned) verb object 
Ex 2410a the nobles God (') 
Ex 2411a God nýýi the nobles (ýWi' `» `ýrYrc) 
673. Therefore, E Zenger (1987,219) holds that the Festmahl is exegetically righter than the covenant meal. 
674. If this is so, we may suppose the meal is related to the sacrifice in 245 (M* CM-21). 
675. The unity of 24: 11b is the most obvious one. And the 'Gottesschau' (24: 11bä) and the meal (2411bb) 
show the unity of the elaborte report of 'Gottesschau (2410-lla) and the meal also. See 21312 
676. (a) the phenomenon of God's coming : Ex 19 (v. 16 (571 TM* I 13 1D j7'1» l11 VI 1K ým v. 18 ('i jý 'pro 'ýý, VMM, and -ý 1 'fl )rJý j ýrJýS ri iii Is), v. 19 NM: 71111 ; `71.1 191G ý1 "1ý7 `rl ), and the warning of vv. ' 20f) and Ex 20 (v. 18 (1 'r+ ýý Ex 24: 9-11 : clean ('blue. lapis lazuli; 11U). Zbý the people's attitude (Ez 19-20 (fear , 
horror), Ex 24 (meal)). L Perlitt (1969,189). 
677. A. Reichert (1972,166) holds that through the nii offering two things happen, (i) the community of 
God and the people, and (ii) 'ein Schalomzustand'. And this 'Schalomzustand' is related to the meal in 
24: 1.1b, if the meal is originated from the offering in 245. 
678. For the function of the phrase D*t'3 in the diplomatic world see the examples and interpretation of 
DJ. Wiseman (1982,311-326). 
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2.13.2.2. The definition of this section (the celebration of the ratified covenant 
between God and Israel). 
In 2.13.2.1. we have pointed out several facts showing the covenantal character of 
249-11. We now want to define the theme of 24: 9-11. Upon the basis of the covenantal 
character of 24: 9-11 we define 24: 9-11 as the celebration of the ratified covenant between 
YHWH and Israel. To support this definition two aspects which constitute the substantial 
components of the celebration of the ratified covenant relationship should be investigated 
thoroughly : (1) paying homage by `the nobles of Israel' (*-& with `the God of 
Israel' (5ýt' 11'5k) for the ratified covenant, (2) the covenant meal. 
(1) Paying homage by 'the nobles of Israel' ( `» ' yet) to 'the God of Israel' 
( 't*t) for the ratified covenant. 
U. Cassutod679" holds that after Israel's completion of the covenant with God the 
representatives of the people have the privilege of being received in audience by GoVso) 
He is right that the covenant is completed and enacted before 24: 9-11 and the activity of 
24: 9-11 is a kind of aftermath to that covenant. Therefore, we can safely assume that the 
essential factor of this section is paying homage of the nobles of Israel to the God of 
Israel. In order to substantiate this we want to summarize the conclusion of our exegesis 
on 24: 9-1. 
Firstly, Moses is unmistakably the mediator for the new relationship between God and 
Israel throughout the Sinai pericoW681) As we have seen from 19: 1 to 24: 1, there is only 
one case of the direct encounter between the two parties of the new relationship, 19: 9-25. 
This encounter of the two parties is caused by the necessity that the people should accept 
the conditions of the relationship. However, because of the request of the people, Moses 
receives the laws except the decalogue. And the covenant ratification ceremony has also 
been conducted by the same mediator. Now in 24: 9-11 we read about the second 
encounter of the two parties. But this is for a different purpose, the homage by the 
representatives of the people to `the God of Israel' for thanksgiving. This purpose is 
expressed with the worship (onvmnin 241) and the homage (5týt ` -. 17-M c *n't 2410). 
In other words, these two encounters are totally different in their purpose as well as in 
their appearance. The first gives the covenant condition directly, but the second celebrates 
the established covenant. And therefore, the appearance of the first is solemn and 
679. (1967,313). 
680. G. Beer (Ex, 127 : 'huldigen') and E. Zenger (1987,219: The representatives of the people went to meet 
God 'in den Audienzsaal des Palastes' : 'Die Motive, die ähnlich in der Baalmythologie begegnen, dürften 
bewußt eingesetzt sein, um Jahwe zugleich als auf dem Gotterberg in seinem Palast residierenden Gott- 
und Weltkönig darzustellen, der die Erwählten Israels in seinen heiligen Bereich einläßt). However, 
both commentators lack the detailed exegesis of the OT text. 
68L BS. Childs (Ex, 503,507). 
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awesome, but that of the second is bright, joyful and positive. This joyful meeting is the 
visual expression of the `Schalomzustand' (Died) which is the usual consequence of a 
ratified relationship (treaty, marriage, see 213.2.1. ). 
Secondly, the connection between 24: 3-8 and 24J-1 If our interpretation of this section 
so far does not cause a problem, it is not necessary to assume the hypothesis of many 
commentators that there were originally two independent accounts of the covenant 
making (i. e. generally 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11) and that they were merged into one later by the 
redactor (eg. B. S. Childs(682)). Although B. S. Childs assumes the existence of a long (oral 
and written) prehistory of the text, he asserts in the final text that there is a certain reason 
for the present composition. The gap between 24: 1 (the command) and 24: 9-11 (its 
accomplishment) was created for a certain effect by the redactor. 
`Moreover, by enclosing the covenant ratification in vv. 3-8 within the 
announcement and execution of the covenant meal, the latter incident is made to 
appear not as an afterthought, but as an essential part of the one ceremony. - 
the covenant meal no longer functions as a parallel, ceremony by which to seal 
the covenant, rather as a joyous confirmation of the new relationship which had 
already been accomplished in w. 3-8. ' 
B. S. Child's comprehension of the present text(683) is amazing amid numerous analytical 
commentators. However, B. S. Childs' acceptance of the long pre-history of ý the text is a 
presupposition without substantial support from outside. If the meal in general is the usual 
pattern after making many official relationships in the ANE, '84) it is preferable to see it as 
the natural continuation of the covenant ratification ceremony (24: 3-8) and to regard the 
joyful encounter of both parties (24: 9-11) as a celebration of the established covenant than 
to assume the existence of prehistoryx'85 
After a wedding ceremony is finished, a', celebration banquet is enjoyed by the 
participants, so we see here a similar aftermath for the ratified covenant in 24.9-11. 
Although a wedding banquet is necessary and sometimes it became a strong social custom, 
it is difficult to say that this banquet itself legalizes the wedding. It is only the aftermath 
of an official ceremony. Like a wedding banquet this text describes the joyful celebration 
of the legal relationship established between God and the people. According to this 
analogy the connection between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11 can be easily imagined. And therefore 
the theory that 24: 3-8 and 249-ll were originally independent is superfluous. 
682. (Ex, 502ff). 
683. See further (Ex, 507). 
684. BS. Childs himself finds the striking parallel (Ex, 509) of this event in the Ugarit text, according to this 
parallel we see the connection between the sacrifice (243-8) and the audience event (24.9-11). 
685. F. C Fensham (1965,81) : 'Die bloedritus, asook die gesamentlike maaltyd, slaan 'n onderlinge band tussen 
die lede van die mindere party. Dit voeg hulle godsdienstig, juridies en organisatories seam in 'n 
absolute eenheid. ' 
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(2) Covenant med6s6' 
Vehement objection to the covenantal understanding of this passage is suggested by L. 
Perlitt. (667) And his objection is well expressed in the following sentences : 
`Das -ist auch nicht der leiseste Hinweis auf ein `Bundesmahl', mit dem gemeint 
sein sollte: Beide `Partner' aßen und tranken miteinander. - Sie feiern es nicht 
mit Gott, sondern zu Ehren Gottes, in seiner Nähe, vor ihmý688) 
However, as we have pointed out, the concept of YHWH's eating a meal does not exist in 
Israel. If there is the concept of covenant between the deity and the people in Israel, it is 
quite natural for the authors of the OT not to mention the meal of YHWH with the 
people. This covenant is not one between equal parties but between unequal parties, 
which is vividly illustrated in the awesome phenomenon of God's coming and the people's 
inablity to stand' as the partner of God in Ex 19. And because of this there seems to be 
no equal action as far as oaths are concerned, i. e. there is no verbal oath from God's side 
in 24: 3-8. (689) However, as we have interpreted, this is caused by the covenant between 
the unequal partiesý690' and the fact that the blood is sprinkled on the altar expresses well 
the oath of God. In 24: 9-11, as the structure (2.13.2.3. ) shows, the major theme of this 
section is not the meal but the audience of the people's representatives with `the God of 
Israel' to celebrate the ratified covenant. In this case, therefore, the meal can be 
mentioned very briefly. Other important features, as we have seen above (2.13.2. L), shows 
that this meal has covenantal character'90 
E. W. Nicholson (692) asserts that `the concentration upon the final two words (; SDK'. 
AW11) in the passage is in this instance indeed a case of `the tail wagging the dog'. 
Further, he 011) suggests that although we find examples of covenant ratification by sharing 
meal (e. g. Gen 26: 26-30,31: 43-53), this does not mean, however, that to eat and drink 
together is ipso facto to make a covenant. For him, therefore, sharing a meal presupposes 
686. We hold this term as far as it does not represent as the definition of the whole section, as we have 
seen. It is understandable in this respect when E Zenger (1987,219) asserts that the 'Festmahl' is 
exegetically righter than the covenant meal. 
687. (1969,186f). 
688. See the criticism of A. Reichert (1972,168) for the latter sentence. 
689. This is the issue for E Kutsch (1973, passim, e. g. 159) not to see the covenantal character of V"It in 
general and the whole Sinai pericope in particular. 
690. W. Zimmerli (1972,47) holds that in Ex 24: 9-11 in conjunction with Gen 15 and Jer 34 only the 
human participants celebrate the feast and YHWH is present in all His glory. 'It is not unlikely, 
however, that here, too, we are dealing with a festival meal to confirm the covenant. ' 
691. However L Perlitt (1969,187 and n1) indicates an important point, followed by J. Buchholz (1988,35) : 
'Das Mahl der Ältesten enthält nicht den Kern der Szene, sondern setzt ihn voraus. ' The point that the 
meal is not the central issue is correct, as we have seen, because it appears only at the end of the 
passage and it is expressed only with two words (UT"I This point helps us to analyze the 
structure of this section, as we shall see in detail, because we should think the function of this terse 
clause about the meal within this structure. The meal itself does not make this section covenantal, but 
the whole characters of this section make the meal covenantal. 
692. He (1974,85f; 1986,126) follows L Perlitt and is followed by F. -L Hossfeld (1982,196). 693. (1973,68; 1974,84-86). 
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or creates a special relationship between those partaking of it, but such a relationship is 
not necessarily a covenant relationship. Therefore, for EW. Nicholsont69. ) this section is 
best understood not as a reference to the eating of a covenant meal but, as in other cultic 
contexts of the OT, it means that those who experienced this remarkable manifestation of 
God `rejoiced' or `worshipped' in the presence of God (eg. Ex 1812, Dt 11-7,14: 26). For 
him(695) 24.9-11, though certainly of ancient origin, is neither concerned with nor implies 
the existence of a covenant but is to be understood as a theophany tradition. He will 
claim that it is the theophany tradition par excellence in the Old Testament. The cultic 
activity of eating and drinking appears as a means of worshipping and rejoicing in God's 
presence (eg. Dtl27,14: 26,27.7,1Chr29: 22, Ex 1812). 
EW. Nicholson is quite right, as we have pointed already, that the tail should not wag 
the dog in the text of 24: 9-1L And we also agree that to eat and drink together do not 
constitute a covenant, because it is only the celebration of the established relationship. 
However, although "he insists the importance of looking at the whole content of 24: 9-11 
supposing the unity, of the text, his concern is too much on `they saw God' not on other 
aspects in the section. In particular, such expressions as `the nobles of Israel' (`;; 
24: 11), - `God of Israel' (ý' *j. 'K 2410) are not considered properly. If we consider 
the whole section,. we should consider not some individual aspects but all aspects within 
the section like 
(a) the `Gottesschau' of the representatives of the people, 
(b) the parallel expressions of t1m (2410) and `242X (2411), Va. - V9 (c) the meal, but also 
(d) the structure of this section (2.13.23. ). 
Since E. W. Nicholson does not consider all aspects within the section, his definition of this 
section also shows lack of balance and is too general to be accepted. This lack 
corresponds with his denial of the relationship between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11. And if he 
considers this section under the title of theophany, one important question arises from this 
definition that is not fully answered : the difference between the theophany in Ex 19 and 
in Ex 24: 9-11. Why do two totally different descriptions and contents (19: 9-25 and 24.9-11) 
of the same topic (theophany) appear in the 'same Sinai context ? Why is the first one so 
awesome, ' but on the contrary the second so friendly to Israel ? Furthermore, as we have 
seen in the exegesis of the text, the `Gottesschau' in 24: 9-11 is more than a simple 
theophany. It is the audience of the representatives of one party (the noble of Israel') with 
the other party (`the God of Israel'). EW. Nicholson does not clearly consider why this 
audience is necessary and why the, very unusual phrases (5K7tr "i "K 2410a, 
5W 2411a) are used in parallel in this section. 
694. (1974,84-86 1975,69). 
695. (1973,791,1974,77,93). 
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Now it is the turn of the commentators who assert the covenantal understanding of this 
meal X696) In many cases they do not suggest detailed exegesis for their assertions. 
Sometimes they confuse the covenant ratification which is already done in 243-$ with the 
covenant celebration which is the case of 249-11. This seems to be the reason for the two 
versions hypothesis of ý the covenant ceremony. 
W. Beyerlin(697' suggests a useful point about the relationship between 249-11 and 241-2: 
`Undoubtedly, there is something special about this meal: it is for this 
purpose clearly that the God of Israel orders the representatives of this people to 
ascent the mountain' 
However, the fact that worship ( Dtrmr 
241) belongs to the purpose of God's command 
of ascent is not properly considered. This is because if we accept that 241 is a short 
introductory command to 24: 9-11, this expression worship should be the key element of 
24: 9-11. A. Reichert(118) holds that, although there is no word of tr't in 249-11, and 243-8 
cannot be easily connected with 24: 9-11, the meal in 24: 9-11 is not an appendix to the 
seeing of God but the essential component of meeting with God. Against L. Perlitt's 
naive argumentt699) A. Reichert starts from the character of the general rL t-sacrifice 
(Schlachtopfer) where God takes part in the meal : 
`Hier ist also in 24: 11 der ungeheuerliche `Umschwung von der Hoheit zur 
Vertraulichkeit', ., wieder ganz in der Tendenz des Textes, wenn er auch in der Formulierung sehr zurückhaltend bleibt. Die Repräsentanten Israels feiern das 
Mahl - so könnte man einen Satz von Perlitt direkt umformulieren - nicht nur `zu Ehren Gottes, in seiner Nähe, vor ihm', sondern mit ihm ? (III) 
Here A. Reichert explains the reason why there is no mention of God's meal from the 
point that the meal in 24: 11 came from the very special nZt offering related to Ex 3J2- 
24.9-11 is, as A. Reichert points out well (Vertraulichkeit), the happy meeting of both 
covenant parties after ratifying the covenant. And A. Reichert's criticism of L. Perlitt 
seems to be reasonable, because the meal is the outcome of the nit offering. The more 
plausible interpretation, however, seems to be in the double function of God, firstly as the 
deity who grants audience and accepts human offering, and secondly as another party of 
the covenant. Although in the Sinai pericope we realize that the analogy of the covenant, 
a human form of relationship making between the deity and human being, this analogy 
696. B. Baentsch (Ex, 216, 'Bundesmahl'), H. Greßmann (1913483), H. Holzinger (Ex, 106, 'ein freilich einseitiges 
Bundesmahl'), J. Pedersen (1914,24f), W. Rudloph (1936,44, 'ein Bundesschluß'), E Auerbach (1953,166f. = 
1975,147f), M Noth (ATD, Ex, 159 = OTLEx, 196), W. Beyerlin (1961,40-41 = 1965,33-34), W. Zimmerli (197O, 184f, 'nothing but the covenant meal), BS. Childs (Ex, 507,509). 
697. (1961,40-41 = 1965,33-34). 
698. He (1972,166,247, n. 163 for literature) depends upon L Köhler (1953,172f), L Rost (1958,115,117), and R. 
Rendtroff (1967,133ff, 144f). 
699. Namely God does not take part in the meal, and therefore we cannot consider this as a covenant. 700. Cf. L. Perlitt's clause (1969,187) : 'Sie feiern es nicht mit Gott, sondern zu Ehren Gottes, in seiner Nähe, vor ihm! 
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can only be applied as far as the very attribute of God is permitted (213.2.1. ). Here we 
see the limit of the application of the covenant analogy to the relationship between 
YHWH and Israel. In' the Sinai pericope we find two examples of points unapplicable to 
the covenant analogy : (i) the oath aspect of the sprinkling of the blood to the altar (24.6a) 
and (ii) the one-sided meal by the people's representatives (2411bb). The first is performed 
by Moses the mediator, and the second is so because of YHWH's attribute. Another 
weakness of A. Reichert in this regard is that in 24: 9-11 there is no mention of the 
offering and no information that the offering is Rnt. In 24: 11 we just simply read eat and 
drink (i These clauses themselves do not state whether the consumed meal is 
the outcome of an offering or a simple meal without the concept of offering. In this 
respect it is very interesting that A. Reichert does not consider seriously the possible 
connection of the nit offering in 24: 5 with 24: 9-1L Rather he tries to connect this meal 
with the prophecy of the offering far before 24: 9-11, i. e. from 3: 12, without considering 
whether the actual offering happened yet. It seems right that the author of 312701" intends 
to mention the actual sacrifice, but not to enter into detail about the meal which would 
follow it. And this early prophecy about the offering, as we have seen, cannot find its 
fulfilment' anywhere without the offering in 245. 
We now summarize the points about the covenantal character of this meal. 
Firstly, in the ' blood "ritual of 24: 6ff. there is a new aspect compared with the ordinary 
r1/ D'býCi offering. Namely the blood is divided into two portions and one is sprinkled 
on the altar like both normal ritual but one portion is sprinkled on the people. If it is true 
that this extraordinary action symbolizes the difference between the covenant ritual and 
other offering, the same is'also true in case, of extraordinary meal in 2411bb. Usually 
meat left after rbýt? offering is consumed by the offerer or the participant of covenant. 
However, in this case only the representatives of Israel take part in consuming the meal. 
Secondly, modifying E. W. Nicholson's argument that eating and drinking(702) means 
most probably cultic rejoicing (e. g. Ex 18: 12, Dt 12: 7,1426), the cultic connection of this 
phrase should be insisted on. This meal is not an ordinary meal but is related to the cultic 
offering. In this case the connection of the simple clause about the meal (aS; K'*1 
U "I 2411bb) with this cultic characteristic can only be founded in the continuity between 
24: 3-8 (i. e. v. 5) and 249-11. (703) 
70L 'IMr in 3: 12 means to offer in cultic sense (H. Ringgren, TWAT, V, 991). The same passages are 
4: 23,7: 16,26,8: 16,91,13,103,7,8,11,24,26,1231. Similar uses are with the verb aa11 (51, cf19: 9) and with the 
verb 11MT (318,53,8,8: 4,21,22,23,24,25). 
702. He (1976,149) interprets this phrase having `to survive motif. Although we acknowledge the survival 
aspect is there, that is not all or the major topic. The real meal means much more than the survival, 
the rejoice for the new relationship by seeing the host of the relationship. 
703. However, it seems to be inadmissible to depend on Ex 1812 (offerings / meal / in front of God) in 
order to insist the covenantal character of 249-11. E. W. Nicholson (1974,87), cf. F. C. Fensham (1964,51-54) and Chr. Brekelmans (1954,315-324). 
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. Thirdly, eating and drinking(704) is not the key issue of this section (EW. Nicholson, L 
Perlitt, J. Buchholz). J. Buchholz"°5j seems to be correct to say `daß das Opfermahl selbst 
nicht der Anlaß,. sondern der Abschluß einer Darstellung ist, .: 
(italics, TGS), although, this 
does-not diminish the effect of the meal in this section. This meal event should be 
connected with the original objective (`Anlaß') of this section. If this objective is merely 
Israel's. seeing God and God's not touching them, although this aspect is clearly present in 
this section, it is very difficult. to explain the connection of this objective with the meal. 
As we have seen in 2.13.21(1), this meeting is not an ordinary or occasional one but the 
audience of the people with `the God of Israel' most probably for thanksgiving for the 
ratified covenant. Without the connection of 24: -11 with 241 and with 24: 3-S we cannot 
find this objective of 24: 9-11 clearly. The former states that 24: 9-11, is related to the 
worship activity (nrnýnrýi. t1) and the latter tells 24: 9-11 is, related to the ratified covenant. 
These pieces of information from outside 249-11 should be considered together with the 
content within 24: 9-ll. (706) 
In conclusion the scene marks the climax of the whole Sinai pericope as the 
representatives of the people see God and have festival meal. Figuratively speaking, they 
go up in den Audienzsall des Palastes-to have an audience with the God of IsraeL(707) 
And this scene -with two main components (the audience and the meal) is an authentic 
gesture of covenant making and symbolizes the community between God and IsraeL(708) 
213.23. The structure of 249-ll 
Two important commentators show the concern for the structural issue of this section. 
EW. Nicholsont709) finds a kind of poetic parallelism in the style of this section : 
[A] 10a (they saw), [B] lla (God did not touch them) 
[A'] llba (they saw), [B'] llbb (they lived). 
However, although superficially both pairs fit in with each other and there is clearly a pair 
of similar words (i. e. 7K'ß 24: 10a, min 24: 11a), E. W. Nicholson fails to grasp the total 
structure. This is because 24: 9,1Ob is not included in this schema and we cannot find any 
other reason to doubt the unity of this section. Therefore, this analysis is not perfect. In 
the explanation of structure we should consider all components within a text forming 
704. The cases where the meal is related to the covenant are Gen 31.44,54, Gen 26: 26-31, Jos 9.14f. (between 
Israel and the Gebeonites, G. te Stroete, Ex, 184), and 2 Sam 320ff. (although this text shows not the 
covenant meal in the strict sense). 
705. (1988,35). 
706. This consideration corresponds with the apt observation of J. Buchholz (1988,35). Criticizing L Perlitt 
he asserts : 'Will man also die Anwesenheit von Ältesten auf dem Berg sachlich begründen, muß man 
nicht beantworten, was hier geschieht, das liegt offen zutage, sondern warum er geschieht. ' 
707. E Zenger (1987,219). 
708. DJ. McCarthy (1978,254). 
709. (1976,149f; 1986,132). 
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unityý710) Further, E. W. Nicholson's [A] 2410a and [A'] 2411ba do not correspond with 
each other, because in [A] 24: 10a we read the unique phrase in the whole Sinai pericope, 
And also it is highly questionable that the clauses i 15ý"I (2411bb) can 
be best translated as `they lived' as the counter-concept of death which is the consequence 
of direct encounter with God. 
F. L. Hossfeld"'', working from the similarity of the sentence pattern of Ex 24: 9-11 and 
Ez 127ff, suggests the structure of 
[A] 2410a - [B] 241Ob - [B'] 2411a - [A'] 2411b. 
There are, however, some difficulties in this structure : 
(i) 24.9 is not considered in this structure. There is no reason for 249 to be omitted. 
(ii) [B'] 24: 11a is not the vision of the representatives but God's reaction to that, and 
therefore it does not match [B] 2410b which is a pure description of the vision. Because 
of the unique content and special grammatical character of 2410b it is impossible to find 
its corresponding pair in 24: 9-11. Therefore, we should recognize its unique position within 
the section (i. e. central part of our own analysis, see below). 
(iii) [A] 24: 10a and [Al 24: 11b do not correspond with each other perfectly because of 
other factors in [Al 2411bb (nYn *; K>t). Therefore, although in [A] 2410a (nK a971 
~' ) and in [A'] 24: llba (=112ýnrc vnt) we find similar phrases, we should find -el 
the structure in the different level. 
The analysis of the structure we suggest is as follows P2) 
[A] 24: 9 the climbing of the representatives of the people (introduction) 
[B] 2410a their action toward God the partner of the covenant 
(verb + object : the object ft-tr ý' M)) Va. [C] 2410b God's appearance (centre) 
[B'] 2411a God's reaction toward them 
(object + verb : the object (t'';; ýt)) 
[A'] 2411b their action (saw God, ate, drank, summ ) 
(a) The clue to find the structure of this short section is the subject of [B'] 24: 11a. The 
subject of the sentence [B'] 2411a is not mentioned within itself. We surmise that the 
author puts the object (' '2' ) in front of the sentence to help us to find easily 
the subject in the preceding verse (2410b), *r '2rc. This is because in this scene of 
24: 9-11 if we categorize the representatives (Moses, Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, the seventy 
710. We offer the similar criticism to the understanding of E Zenger about 19,16-19 (2. ä2). 
71L He (1982,197 and ns. 178-179 for the literature) finds that in the prophetic vision report and in the 
report of the visionary dream the sentence is opened usually with the pattern : either (i) i1KI or 
equivalent expression + I'll with the event (pt. or noun clause) or (ii) MK I+ object accusative and pt. 
suppliment. There is a great similarity between Ex 249-11 and Ez 127f. in this pattern. 712. Similar chiastic construction found in Ez 127 see W. Zimmerli (Ez, 8). 
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elders) into *-& `» ý%Xx (24: 11a), the only possible subject is God who is expressed as 
*'& "7''K in 24: 10a. In other words, the subject in [B] 2410a is the object in [B'] 2411a 
and the object in [B] 24: 10a is the subject in [B'] 2411a. This interesting connection 
between the two clauses, [B] 2410a and [B'] 24: 11a, is best explained by supposing that the 
author wants to show a kind of parallel action in [B] 2410a and [B'] 2411a. [B] 2410a 
explains how the representatives of the people see YHWH, '` ", t'71c, but [B'] 24th tells 
how YHWH reacts when he met the representatives of the people, "' %17%22. (73) 
(b) The abnormal sentence in [C] 2410b shows that this passage should not be simply 
connected with [B] 2410a, although this passage describes what the representatives of Israel 
saw 14) Being full of prepositional phrases, [C] 2410b should be accepted as having 
independent status in the whole structure of 24.9-11. This understanding makes it easy to 
see the correspondence between [B] 2410a and [B'] 2411a. 
(c) The very unusual phrases in both objects : 
[B] 2410 v (for God), 
[B'] 2411a `» ß14s (for the representative of Israel). 
In [A] 24: 9 we read not just `seventy elders' but `seventy people among the elders of Israel' 
( The consistent use of `Israel' in this phrase (241,24: 9) compared with 
the use of `the people' (e. g. `; i7t in 19: 7) in other places, points also indirectly to the 
official nature of this ceremony. Throughout the Sinai pericope these two phrases are not 
used except in these verses. To express God either o %'t'5Km, a'n » (Ex 20: 1), or 7t7, are 
always used. Even within 24: 9-11 also is not always used (see 2411b, x'71,5t ). 
After using the special term 'Mnt7 vn*5K in 24: 10 in conjunction with the corresponding 
term 59 -& in 24: 11a, the author returns to the normal term in 2411b (off'5M, 1) to 
avoid the possible distraction for the reader / listenerý715 
(d) The subject of [Al 24: 11b (; tnYt 3p. pl. ) is suddenly changed from that of the Vi" 
preceding clause in [B'] 2411a (nit 3p. sg. ). This sudden subject change is striking. The 
subject of [A'] 24: 11b (pl. ) can only be found in [A] 24.9, the original long phrase (7t 'n 
M, Chl HVI mm- t »ý j ý7tst), which is later called as ' 5`ux. [A'] 2411b 
is actually the continuation of the action of the representatives of the people in [A] 249. 
This interpretation shows the correspondence of [A'] 2411b and [A] 249 in this concentric 
chiastic structure. 
(e) Discussions of Hebrew grammar seem to afford more support for this 
713. Grammatically the antithetic 1 (the adverbial use, 'but') at the top of 24: 11a alludes strongly the 
antithetic character between 2410a and 24: 1.1h See F. I. Andersen (1974,181f). 
714. Ehrlich (1,363) explains that [C] 2410b is grammatically a circumstantial clause to the main clause in 
[B] 24: 10a, but logically this clause is the object of (B] 2410a. Namely the owner of the feet (T l) in 
2410b is 'God of Israel' (*t? ' 11'5t') in 2410a. 
715. This interpretation fits in well with the covenantal understanding of the whole Sinai pericope and also 
of 24-9--11, the celebration after the covenant making. 
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understanding '0 A. Niccacci(717' explains- certain examples of the interruption of the 
WAYYIQTOL chain. When a writer wants to bring a contrast with the continuous 
WAYYIQTOL, which is dominant style in narrative, he usually uses WAW-x-QATAL17M 
The example of Gen 47: 18-22 is quite near to our text. Two WAYYIQTOLs in Gen 4720 
are followed by WAW-x-QATAL in Gen 47: 21 and this last (the people and their lands) is 
actually a `pair' of Gen 4718-19 (the people and their lands). In Ex 249-ll we can find 
similar structure :. 
[A] 249 
[B] 2410a 
[C] 2410b 
(WAYYIQTOL ßp'1) 
(WAYYIQTOL 1) 
(Noun Clause) 
(B'] 2411a (WAW-x-QATAL 11 MW K12 *: Ir ' tl4rc'5tc? ) 
(A'] 2411b (WAYYIQTOL 
(WAYYIQTOL ; K"') + 
(WAYYIQTOL uci! ý) 
(f) Here we find three levels of contrast between 2410a and 24: 1Ia, the people's action 
([B1,24: 10a) and God's action QB'1,2411a), the sentence order(79), and the expressions of 
object : 
content sentence order object 
[B] 2410a the people's action V+O 
[B'] 24: Ua God's reaction O+V 
(g) And again in both clauses the subjects are not mentioned and the reason is most 
probably to emphasize the contrast in both clauses. 
(h) In particular the correspondence between the description of God (5K]t7` "' ) in 
people's action (tit ; Kiol) in 2410a and the description of the representatives of the people 
(5sß `» `ý`ýcýc) in God's action (ii: nit K') in 2411a is quite striking. 
All these features (f) - (h)'emphasize the corresponding structure of the object of both 
clauses, both parties of the newly ratified covenant, i. e. [B] for the deity and [B'] for Israel 
We have already detected a similar concentric structure in 1916-19a. Just as the concentric 
716. Although this text linguistic should pass the thorough examination period in the future, we could use 
several probable examples and the explanations for those phenomena. Since we can always find the 
main grammatical rule as well as exceptional examples of that rule, Grammatical rule is the rule of 
exactitude in all situations but the rule of probability. 
717. (1990,64f., 68f). 
718. E& in Gen L5a (WAYYIQTOI., Ol` 11Mý CMo '6M M1i7'1, 'And God called the light 'day") cf. Gen 
16b (WAW-x-QATAL, 7L7'ß MV J, 3*M1, 'while the darkness he called 'night"). And also in 1 Kings 
193b (WAYYIQTOL) cf "19: 4 ý(WAW-x-QATAL, 'instead)2 KIngs 524b (WAYYIQTOL)-cf. 5: 25 
(WAW-x-QATAL, 'instead'). Gen 3: 14 (WAYYIQTOL, 'Then God said to the serpent') cf. 316 
(WAW-x-QATAL, 'Instead, to the woman he said') cf. 317 (WAW-x-QATAL, 'Finally, to Adam he 
said'). The contrasting feature is suitably translated with adding 'instead' or 'while in the second part of 
the pair. 
719. This correspondence is shortly pointed out by L Perlitt (1969,186), but because of source-critical stance 
this idea is not fully developed. Therefore, he strongly denies the covenantal idea in this section. 'Wer 
angesichts dieser Szene das Wort "Bund" gebraucht - in welchem Sinne auch immer -, verdirbt sie. Wer hier den Ausdruck ! 1`12 auch nur vermißt, vergröbert das Geschehen schon durch seine 
Erwartung, die ja in jedem Fall eine dem Text gegenüber fremde und darum unerlaubte ist. ' 
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(chiastic) structure in 1916-19a stresses the covenantal character of the section, the same 
structure in 24: 9-11 pushes strongly forward the same character. In both sections we see 
the corresponding, action of both'parties of the covenant. This understanding fits in with 
the use of the terms of these objects in the outer circle of the concentric structure, [A] 
24: 9 and [A'] 2411b. Namely in [A] 249 the representatives of Israel are mentioned by 
their ordinary name and in [A'] 2411b for God also the ordinary name (o'ýýýtý) is used. It 
is also interesting that in the chiastic structure of 1916-19a the major actor is God, a 
covenant party, but in 249-11 the major actor are the representatives of the people, another 
covenant partyý720) The outer circle of [A] (249, simple clause 5r! #721) and [Al (2411b, 
terse description U . TM ; t'- DMt'5ttn-rx mt t) is well balanced with the functions as the 
introduction QA] 24: ) and the summary QA'] 2411b) within this section. 
In, the centre of this concentric structure the positive description of God's glorious 
appearance QC] 2410b) stands apart from the surrounding verses. This position makes it 
the most important part among the whole section, so that at the climax of the whole Sinai 
pericope, in its final section the beautiful description about God's glory stands in the 
centre of the concentric chiastic pattern. 
213.2.4. Connection between this section and the previous sections 
So far we have investigated the meaning of 24: 9-11 within this section (i. e. the 
characteristics, the definition, the structure). The full meaning of this section, however, can 
be obtained only in its function within the larger context, the Sinai pericopeP22) 
Therefore, this last section on the Sinai pericope focuses on this kind of issue : the 
relationship between 24: 9-ll and 241-2,243-8. 
(1) The connection of 249-11 with 241-2 
In general the connection between 24: 9-11 and 24: 1-2 is recognized(723), but in many 
cases it is not reasonably explained how such connection exists and especially how 242, a 
sentence totally different from 241 and 24: 9-11, is related to others. 
F. L. Hossfeld(724) is in the modern time nearly the only commentator who recognizes 
the connection between the three passages, 19: 24,241,24: 9-1L(725) His explanation of this 
720. In this sense it is right to point that in this section the meal itself is not the key issue, e. g. G. Schmitt (1964,89, n. 24) and cf. L Perlitt (1969,187). Therefore, E. Ruprecht's (1980,140) summary of this section as 
'Essen und Trinken vor Gott' falls short of the whole content. 
72L Compared with the command in 241 Ci1rr' 1P), this description is simpler. 
722. Ch. Levin (1985a, 180), depending on V11 iimmerli (1969,207), gives an interesting suggestion about the 
position of this section within the whole Sinai pericope esp. in its relationship with the legal corpora. 
723. For example P. Heinisch (Ex, 192-194), G. Beer (Ex, 125-127), M Noth (ATD, Ex, 157-161 = OTL, Ex, 194-199), 
etc. 
724. (1982,203). 
725. In our previous studies we have seen there is a clear connection between these three passages See 
2.73. & 21M 
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connection is as follows : 
`Das Rätsel um die befremdliche Position von 19,24 und 241 löst sich auf. Der 
priesterliche Redaktor, der 24: 9-11 an das Bundesbuch mit seinem 
Bundesschlußritus anheftete, hat die Gottesschau mit zwei Befehlen nach vorne in 
' der Theophanie verankert. ' 
He seems to be confident about his solution about the question of the grand scheme of 
the Sinai pericope. His identification of this problem can be regarded as sharp considering 
that the connection between 19.24 and 241 / 249-11 is usually neglected by commentators. 
Firstly, following F. -L. Hossfeld's formulation, we ask the crucial question what is the 
reason of `verankeren' of the `Gottesschau' (249-11) in the theophany in Ex 19. We realize 
that in 19: 9-25 and 24: 9-11 there are two direct encounters' between God and the people, 
but these two encounters are totally different in their character. Then we can ask, as we 
have seen, what is the theological advantage for the author to bring these two events 
(theophany of Ex 19, `Gottesschau' of -24: 9-11) together. Secondly, however, he fails to 
understand the total structure of all sections of the -Sinai pericope. He only tries to solve 
the problems within source-critical point of view. Because of this he does not reach the 
right-definition of all sections within the Sinai pericope. Thirdly, in general F. L. Hossfeld 
does not explain what the reason' of the detailed difference is between the three similar 
passages, 19: 24,24: 1,24: 9-1L He does not grasp fully the' phenomenon of the progressive 
development from the shortest form in 1924(726) through 24: 1 (undeniably with 241b also) 
and to the most detailed description 24: 9-1L(727) Fourthly, he does not explain how we 
connect the `worship' in 241(ýrnti mii vL ý) with the action of the representatives of the 
people in 249-1- 
Further he(721), developing his view of the connection between 1924,241,24: further, 
tries to explain about the overarching structure of the whole Sinai pericope (Ex 19-24) : 
`Wir vermuten den Grund seiner Bemühungen in einem Interesse an analoger 
Dramaliturgie bzw. verwandten Abläufen der Theophanie oder schon besser der 
Theophanieliturgie. Die Sinaitheophanie beginnt mit der Erscheinung Jahwes (Ex 
19), führt dann zu Gestezesverkündigung mit Dekalog und Bundesbuch (Ex 
20-23). Darauf antworten die Opfer und Bundesschlußriten (Ex 24,3-8). Die 
Liturgie schließt mit der Gottesschau durch die Volksführer auf dem Berge (Ex 
726. See 2.73,2.11.1.1. for the connection between 19.24 = 24: 1 - 249-1L Although F. -L Hossfeld (1982,204, n220) realizes the difference between 19t24 (only Moses and Aaron) and 241,9 (Moses, Aaron, 
Nadab and Abihu, and the seventy elders of Israel), he gives an inadequate explanation : 'Daß In 1924 
nicht das gesamte Personal von 241 auftritt, mag mit der Sorge vor Überlastung des Nachbartextes 
zusammenhängen' 
727. We may add another item. F-L Hassfeld upgrades the writer of the present text from the Redaktor 
to the 'Herausgeber' because of the author's careful arrangement of the present text. The 'Herausgeber, 
F. L. Hossfeld's term, seems to have more literary autonomy than the Redaktor' to formulate the text 
(1982,203 : 'Als später Redkator zwingt er uns in die Sehweise eines Herausgebers, der die ihm 
vorliegende Textmasse verarbeitet und strukturiert'). In this case, however, can we find actual difference 
between the 'Herausgeber' who 'verarbeitet und strukturiert' and the author ? Why can we not call the 
present writer the author, who freely organizes his work as he sees fit ? 
72& (1982,204). 
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24,9-ll) 
In, order to define all the aspects of the Sinai pericope he prefers to use the term `the 
analogy of the liturgy' (e. g. `Dramaliturgie, Theophanieliturgie, `diese Liturgie'). What 
does he mean then by this liturgy ? Does he mean by this term a kind of `liturgische 
Gattung' having a proper `Sitz im Leben' ? Or is this text merely the report of the event 
which founded the cultic or liturgical system ? Although he is not clear about this 
question, he seems to choose the second possibility. This means that the present text is the 
work of the priestly redactor. Then we ask the following question, ie. how should we 
view this redactor who made such a coherene721) arrangement according to F: L. 
Hossfeld(730) ? When we judge that it is difficult to apply the source-critical analysis to 
the present Sinai pericope, how can we regard the author who built this magnificent 
structure 7 Can he be merely the redactor or could we name him as an independent 
author having his own imagination to construct the present building of the Sinai pericope 
? As F. L. Hossfeld hints at, it falls short of a just description if we call him a redactor. 
The more independent, imaginative a writer is, the more we may call him an author 131) 
This analysis of F. L. Hossfeld helps us to understand a complicated feature of the whole 
Sinai pericope in general and the relationship between 241 and 24: 9-11 in particular. 24: 
describes suddenly a new action from the side of Israel in this scene of covenant 
ceremony (Moses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and seventy of the elders). This sudden 
mention of an action from the side of Israel can only be explained by its connection with 
the same phrase in 241: 
241 r»-ýrt rby + *17' ';, 7p CrT; rn t7rýKt Z'13 f -M MM 
249 'p't +r'; gym n'; Gt tit ZK> >v 1t ; i'n 
If the author wanted to make an ordinary introduction to the new scene of 249-11 he 
could arrange the. command of God in 24: 1 just before 249 not before 243. But there 
may be special reasons why the author, arranges this kind of introduction differently : 
(a) To bring various individual scenes in the same covenant ceremony together. We 
/ have seen (2.5.1.1. & 2.7.1.1. ) in 199a and 1920ff. the prophecy (or command, 199a) 
fulfilment (19.20ff. ) scheme. The main content of 199a is the dialogue between God and 
729. We use 'coherent' for the understanding of F-L Hossfeld of the Sinai pericope, because there is 
significant unifying aspect within the whole pericope in the structure of F-L Hassfeld. However, as we 
have seen already, he does not assume the possibility of covenantal understanding of the Sinai pericope 
(e. g. the reciprocal preliminary proposal and priliminary acceptance of the covenant relationship in 193-8; 
the concentric (chiastic) structure of 19.16b-19a which shows the covenantal meeting of both parties), 
which is the contention of our thesis. 
730. Therefore, J. Buchholz (1988,111, n27) judges that F. -L Hossfeld seems to consider that 249-U is an 
integral part of 243-8 : 'Nach Hossfeld "integriert" der Aspeckt des Festmahles von 249-11 die in 243-8 
vorausgegangenen Riten, so daß 24: 9-11 zum Bestandteil einer von der priesterlichen Redaktion 
gestalteten 'Theophanieliturige' werden. ' 
73L Although we can hardly draw a definite line of black and white between the redactor and the author 
in this middle stage of analysis of a text, in the present text so far the second possibility is much 
preferable. 
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Moses amid God's coming to the mountain. God's coming to the mountain, is the theme 
of the immediate context, 19: 9b-19a. 19: 9a, as a kind of prophecy (command) for the 
future event in 19.20ff., reports the dialogue between God and Moses. In this structure it 
is visible that the author arranges the prophecy not just before 19: 20 but early before he 
mentions the coming of God in 19: 9b. - Through this structure, the degree of the cohesion 
between the events within Ex 19 becomes high, i. e. God's coming to the mountain (the 
main topic) and the dialogue between God and Moses (the sub-topic). A similar 
explanation can be given of the phenomenon in 241 and 249. Two commands 24: 1 (as a 
command of the action in 249ff. ) and 24: 2 (as the command of the action in 2412ff. ) 
stand not just before the fulfilment of the commands but before 243-& 
(b) It also explains why 24: 1 and 24: 2 are mentioned consecutively, because the 
contents of both verses (241 and 242) are totally different from each otherP32' Unless we 
suppose the present strange composition of the Sinai pericope is the outcome of a 
thoughtless redactor, we should try to penetrate into the compositional technique of the 
author and his reasons. In general, covenant making ends with covenant oath, offering 
and covenant meal as in 24: 3-11. According to the compositional structure of the author, 
however, the covenant making is not the unique theologumenon. (733) As before Ex 19 the 
author arranges various materials to prepare for the coming covenant making between 
God and the people. In this transitional section (734) of 24: 1-2 he wants to make a certain 
connection between the covenant making and the following content, the regulation about 
the tabernacle in Ex 24: 12 - Ex 31. If 241 is a kind of introductory command or the 
transitional preparation for the coming event in 249-11, it is also very plausible that 242 is 
a similar introductory command or the transitional preparation for 2412ff. Then we find 
an interesting point in the present structuring. In other words, although the official 
covenant ceremony has ended in 249-11, the subsequent law-giving about the tabernacle is 
connected directly with the covenant making. If this is true, we must ask what is the 
theological implication of this structuring. Does the author intend that the law-giving 
about the tabernacle be an aspect of the covenantal law-giving like the legal corpus 
proclamed just before, the decalogue (2&1-17) and the Book of the Covenant (2022-2333) ? 
In other words, do these law corpora belong to the category of covenantal law ? Is the 
732. We may compare this with the relationship between 199a and 19.9b where we read two different 
future events 
733. For instance as we have seen in our study of 199 (2.5. W, the function of Moses as the covenant 
mediator and the admonitional aspect of this section obviously belongs to one of the sub-topics of the 
author. The author does not take the normal form of the reciprocal pronouncement of the covenant 
relationship but the form of conditional sentence (195-6a). However, the admonitional aspect is also 
found in the normal treaties. Like the purpose of writing of all treaties is to warn and to encourage 
the vassal to keep the terms of the treaty, the Sinai pericope in the present form has also the same 
practical purpose to admonish the people And in 199-25 the authority of God's messenger Moses is 
also undeniable theological content of this section, although it is a minor concern of the author. 
734. See 2.7.3. & 211.2. If we connect 241 (semi-microscopic) with Ex 249-11 (microscopic), we conclude 
that the enigmatic sentence in Ex 241 (hfl' 0l1W1l1G11) is the semi-microscopic summary of the 
event in 24.9-1L Because of this, although the representatives of Israel ( t' ? 
`ý] Ex 24: 11) go 
up ( '1, Ex 24-9) in order to see God, there is a certain distance (5fl' ) between God and them. 
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law-giving about the tabernacle actually the outcome of -the covenant making between 
God and His people ? Or is this purely compositional technique through which the author 
combines two independent events together ? We suggest two arguments for preferring 
the first opinion : 
(i) The compositional arrangement of the pericope before Ex' 19 hints at the 
importance of the crucial future event in the history of Israel, the covenant making 
between God and his people (2.1.2. ). If this is true, the later section in its content after the 
covenant making has also most probably a clear connection with the covenant making in 
one way or another. 
(ii) There is a similarity between the laws in 2&23-2333 and the cultic laws in Ex 25-3L' 
Both have the form of indirect law-giving through Moses. We have seen how carefully 
the change of law-giving pattern (from direct law-giving (the decalogue) to indirect 
law-giving (20: 23-23: 33)) is explained in 19: 9-25 and 20x18-22 by the author. The' author 
maintains the pattern of indirect law-giving through Moses. In this regard we see the 
similarity of law-giving pattern between the laws in 20.23-2333 and the cultic laws about 
the tabernacle. 
(2) The connection between 24: 3-8 and 249-U 
There are two opinions ((a) positive and (b) negative) about the relationship between 
these two sectionsP313 
(a) There are some commentators who accept that the relationship between 24: 3-8 and 
24: 9-11 is originaLL736) F. C. Fensham holds that the offering and the blood ritual in 24: 3-8 
and the communal meal in 24: 9-11 make the full connection between the two parties. 
However, the contentions of these commentators are usually weakly based because they 
lack the detailed exegesis on the issues. 
(b) M. Notht737) holds a negative view of the relationship between 249-11 and 24: 3-8. 
241,2,9-11 might be the continuation of 20: 18-21 and the end of the E-narrative of the 
making of the covenant. The connection between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11 came into being 
laterý738) For ThC- Vriezený739) 24: 9-11 is independent from 243-8 (much simpler form, less 
official, of nomadic or of agricultural life), because in 243-8 Moses is the dominant figure, 
but in 24: 9-11 the seventy elders are, and because the making of the covenant is totally 
different in both texts. He insists that the usual understanding of the present connection 
between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11 is that it results from the combination of both texts by a later 
735. See the summary of TILG Vriezen (1972,104f). 
736. P. Heinisch (Ex, 194), F. N6tscher (1961,167), U. Cassuto (1967,313), A. Dillmann (Ex, 257ff) and F. C. 
Fensham (1964,81). 
737. (ATD, Ex, 160 = OTL, Ex, 197). 
738. R. Schmid (1964,78) also holds that two traditions are united. Similar unity is found in Ex 32. See 
also W. Rudolph (1936,44) and W. Beyerlin (1961,46 = 1965,38) who hold that there were two 
competing reports. Cf. EW. Nicholson (1986,173). 
739. (1972,113-114,118-119). 
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editorial intervention. (740) And BS. Childs"'" is of the opinion that 241-2 and 249-11 have 
been joined to 24: 3-8 as a literary bracket and the purpose was to harmonize the two 
different accounts of the covenant ceremony. After this harmonization the covenant meal 
is now seen as, a culmination of the rite in 24: 3-8, and not as a rival ceremony. 
Sometimes the chronological order is suggested by commentators. E Ruprecht(141) holds 
that both sections are independent and 243-8 is literarily younger than 24: 9-1L 
We want to evaluate these opinions and suggest our own reason to hold the continuity 
between the two secitons. 
All the negative interpretations of the relationship between 24: 3-8 and 24: 9-11 come 
either from the analytical source-critical preunderstanding or from the partial apprehension 
of the features of both sections. t743) 
(a) The different points found by this attitude are usually superficial. For instance to 
point to the difference of the role of Moses in both sections (Vriezen) is meaningless, if 
we consider the fact that both sections have different inherent purposes. 24: 3-8 is for the 
writing of the condition of the relationship, the offering, the oath, but 249-ll is for the 
homage and the meaL(744)' In this circumstance the role of Moses should be different, in 
the former Moses works as the leader of the cultic ceremony, but in the latter Moses 
together with other representatives of the people (ýtýc` '» "5'YK) should pay the homage 
with God who has established the new relationship with the people. 
(b) Therefore, the descriptions of other aspects in both sections should be quite 
different from each other, and these descriptions are not contradictory but complementary 
with each other. So the meal in 2411bb is not for covenant ratification but for celebration 
for the covenant already ratified like a wedding banquet. Therefore, the meal in 24: 11bb 
should not be identified simply with the covenant ceremony in 24: 3-8 (eg. the offering, the 
blood sprinkling). 
(c) Another crucial difference between the two sections is that in 249-ll there is no 
mention of the stipulations. This is because it is not necessary to mention' again this 
condition of the relationship. Now is the time to celebrate joyfully the ratified 
relationship. 
740. Similarly A Reichert (1972,178 : 243-8 is 'Uminterpretation von 249-11). 
74L (Ex, 502). 
742. (1980,138). 
743. The main reason seems to be in the inadequate and superficial definition of 24941 as the covenant 
meal, which is thought another version of the covenant ceremony. A. Reichert (1972,172) : 'Die 
' Darstellung des Opfers ist aber nicht nur Erginzung sondern auch Uminterpretation oder elohistischen 
Mahlszene mit der Gottesschau? As we have seen, 24.9--11 does not just mention the covenant meal, but 
the direct encounter between the two parties of the new relationship which was negotiated through the 
mediator Moses. The representatives of the people are paying homage to the God of Israel, now the 
national god through direct encounter without the necessity of the mediator. 
744. Without 243-8 the actions in 249-11 could lose the real meaning. See Ch. Levin (1985a, 179) : 'Der 
Gottesbefehl v1-2 ist ja nur deshalb so gewaltsam zwischen Bundesbuch (Ex 2022-2333, TGS) und 
Verpflichtungsszene (Ex 243-8, TGS) eingezwängt worden, weil ohne eine solche Ermächtigung die 
Annäherung der siebzig Attesten an die Gotteserscheinung undenkbar gewesen wire, ' 
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(d) We insist that the content of both sections, the offering, the oath, the homage, and 
the meal are consecutive so that they constitute the grand theme of the Sinai pericope, the 
covenant relationship. 
-: (e) We, find many examples of this continuity in the ANET in general and in the, OT 
in particular. For instance in 1, Sam 1115 the fellowship offerings before God (covenant 
offering) for installing a king and a kingshio745" followed by the common meaL(76) Not 
only in the covenant ritual but also in some festival celebration both usually come 
together, eg. 2 Sam 617ff. 1 Kings 8: 64-66. (747) It depends on the character of the covenant 
meal in general and on Ex 24: 9-11 in particular 48) Ps 50: 5ff. shows the important 
sequence of making a covenant, then offerings, and then the meal especially closely. 
2.14. Summary and Conclusions of Chapter 2 
Summary 
We have seen in ch. 2 that the whole Sinai pericope (Ex 19.1-2411) is a meaningful 
literary unit where the law blocks (the decalogue, the Book of the Covenant) cooperate 
with the narrative blocks together under the theological scheme of the covenant making 
between God, YHWH, and his people, Israel 
The Sinai pericope itself functions within a larger context of Ex (21). Before Ex 19 the 
author has prepared for the covenant making in several ways. Although ad-hoc individual 
laws (12: 1-13: 16,15: 22-27,161ff. ) were given before Ex 19 (2.1.2.2. ) and the people have 
sinned (749), it is astonishing that before Ex 19 there was no punishment. This contrasts 
with God's punishment for the similar sin of the people after the Sinai pericope (Ex 32ff, 
Num 11ff. ). This phenomenon can be explained by the grand theological scheme of the 
author, No Covenant, No Sin (punishment) (2.1.2.1. ). And the preparation of the legal 
system before Ex 19 (21.2.3. ) and the culmination of several aspects (eg. =Iin or-I `rº / 
o`t1ýK7 `i3 / `inn /r `AIM / X7Mz 3: 1,12,427,17: 5,18: 8,19: 2,3) in the Sinai covenant 
(2.1.2.4. &2.3.1. ). Further the pericopes after the Sinai pericope (Ex 24: 12ff. ) are not 
unrelated to the Sinai pericope. The connection between 242 (macroscopic) and 2412ff. 
(microscopic), which appears together with the connection between 241 (macroscopic) and 
24.9-11 (microscopic), is one example (210.12). 
745. ' W. Eichrodt (1961456). He adds 2 Sam L5.12,1 Kings 19,315, but the last is irrelevant to our problem. 
746.1Kb-1p n1ä! 1 in v. 15 does not mean just eomtional joy but means the great joy presumably 
accompanied by festival celebration. NIV (geld a great celebration') or P. K. McCarter (1 Sam4199, 
`celebrated exuberantly) renders suitable translation. 
747. W. Eichrodt (1961,156). 
748. Gen 31: 54 (sacrifice - eat), Ex 18: 12 (sacrifice - eat), Dt 12: 7 (sacrifice - eat and rejoice), 
Dt 1426 
(sacrifice - eat and rejoice), Dt 27: 7 (sacrifice - eat and drink and rejoice), Dt 32: 38 
(sacrifice - eat and 
drink (cf. idols)), Ps 5013 (sacrifice - eat and drink (God)). 
749. There are several expressions of the peoples sin and failure to meet the need of God See 2.2L(1). 
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There are not only the preparations before Ex 19 but also there is a connecting bridge 
between the previous pericope and the Sinai pericope, the introductory part of the Sinai 
pericope : 1}1-2 (2.31). Within the Sinai pericope the first section, 19: 3-8, is defined as the 
preliminary proposal and the preliminary acceptance of the covenant relationship 
between YHWH and Israel (2.4.4 ). This follows the ordinary negotiation process between 
two (national or personal) parties which was performed through a messenger (2.4.4.2.05°)). 
However, this does not imply that all phases of negotiation should be described bilaterally. 
As in many ANE treaty texts 195-6a is expressed practically from the standpoint of the 
stronger (God) through the conditional sentence style. And concerning God's promises, 
although there appear to be three promises of God in 19: 5b-6a, the main promise is 
7ýao (19.5b). And onrfz rýýnb and ei",, "tý (19.6a), which form a parallelism, are the 
further explanation of the first item of promise (2.4.3.4., 5. ). Through these three promises 
the Sinai covenant makes a clear connection with the Moab covenant (Dt 261719 ttao CV, 
1i , rV Lp 2.433,3.6.52., 3. 
). 
In the beginning of the second section of the Sinai pericope, 19J-25, the author prepares 
the transitional bridge (19: 8b-10a) between the first section (19: 3-8) and the second section 
(19: 9-25,2.4.6. ). In the second section the main theme is the direct encounter of both 
covenant parties expressed in the central part (1916-19a, mainly 2.6.2. ). The concentric 
(chiastic) structure of this central part reveals that the traditional definition of Ex 19 as 
`theophany' falls short of expressing the total aspects of this part. Not only God, one party 
of the covenant, comes down the mountain, but also the people, the other party, go up the 
mountain to meet God despite the weakness of the people to be God's covenant partner. 
19: 19b-25 is in fact the (half-) fulfilment of the prediction in 19: 9a (2.7.1.1. ). And it 
becomes a stepping stone for the real fulfilment in 2018-22, where Moses becomes the 
covenant mediator entrusted not only by God but also by the people (2.10.2). An 
enigmatic verse 19: 24 is the macroscopic command which is related to the 
semi-microscopic command (241) and the microscopic fulfilment (249-11,273. ). 
The first legal corpus, the decalogue (20", 1-17) is the third section of the Sinai pericope. 
This section is signalled by structural markers (2.91) : start marker (201 ='ýK (without 
article) + 7vi) + the decalogue (20217) + end marker (20: 19 a"ýýK (without article) + 
'ixt)). We find another structural marker in the second legal corpus, the Book of the 
Covenant : start marker (21: 1 :' ýtýr) 
+ the Book of the Covenant (212-2333) + end 
marker (243 o"Uýtýra--ýý). The connection between Ex 19 and 201-17, and between 201-17 
and 20: 18ff. - looks unnatural, but this is caused by two literary or stylistic schemes of the 
author. Firstly, the author concentrates on one main topic when he writes a section. In 
Ex 19 the meeting of both parties is the main topic However, the meeting per se is not 
the objective of this event, because the stipulations of the covenant relationship, which are 
750. SA Meier (1988), J. T. Greene (1989). 
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expected to be pronounced (19: 5a), should be suggested in the midst of this meeting. 
Secondly, in order to stress the meeting of the two parties, the author uses a concentric 
(chiastic) structure in 19.16-19a. Although this structure serves well the primary purpose of 
the author, it has a disadvantage in that the connection between the present section and 
the following section becomes loose. However, because the terms of the covenant (1}Sa 
'» / are expected from the first section (19.3-8) and because there is no bare 
theophany in the second section (19: 9ff. ), it is most probable that the decalogue (20.1-17) is 
what the people hear directly from God when they meet God (19.16-19a). In 1919b-25 the 
author describes the first fulfilment of what 199a has predicted, God's dialogue with Moses 
(2.7.2. ). The second fulfilment of this prediction occurs in 2x18-22 when the people ask 
for the mediatorship of Moses (2.1022. ), because this request alludes to the people's trust 
in Moses ('pt hi. 19: 9a). This fulfilment leads to a new dimension, the indirect law-giving 
through Moses : the so-called Book of the Covenant (2022-2333). 
24: 1-2 is the transitional bridge between the section before the Book of the Covenant 
and 24: 3ff. (2.11. ). 24: 1 stands between the macroscopic description (19: 24) and the 
microscopic description (24: 9-11). And 24: 2 prepares the future law-giving about the cultic 
institution which is described from 2412ff. (2.11.2. ). 
24: 3-8 is the covenant ratification ceremony (2.12. ). Moses' first reading (24: 3a) and the 
people's first answer (24: 3b) are related to the law given indirectly through Moses 
(2.12.1.1. ). These should be done before writing down (24: 4a, 2.12.1.2. ). Moses' second 
reading (24: 7ab) and the people's second answer (24: 7b) are related to the definitive 
acceptance of r` r 'fie (24: 7aa) as the covenant document (2.12.1.4. ). And `the young 1Y "" 
men of Israel' (*" 11p3 24: 5a) work as the junior Israelites, and therefore they 
represent the people by offering the covenant sacrifices (2.1213. ). They can be compared 
with `the nobles of Israel' (5K7tvl 'ý; `3'1yK 24: 11) who represent Israel as the senior 
Israelites (2.13.2.2. ). All other actions performed by the covenant mediator, Moses, are 
various aspects for the ratification of the covenant. (i) nnup (24: 4b) consiting of twelve 
stones represents one party, the twelve tribes of Israel, and this is in parallel with the altar 
(24: 4ab) -which symbolizes the other party, the deity YHWH. (ii) The ritual performed 
with the divided blood (2.1214. (2)) is the oath ritual, the blood sprinkled on the altar (24: 6) 
means the oath of one party, YHWH, and the blood sprinkled on the people (24: 8a) is the 
oath of the people which is accompanied with the verbal oath (24: 7b). In this way the 
blood becomes `the blood of the covenant' (24: 8 and `the book' upon which the 
oath is performed becomes `the book of the covenant' (24: 7 r r- 'vo). 
The final section of the Sinai covenant (24: 9-ll, 21322) reports the audience (#-r hitp. 
or rnn estaf. 24: 1) of `the nobles of Israel' (5tt- ''Z "51,4K 24: 11), who represent Israel, with 
`the God of Israel' (5zr ", IM 2410). This second encounter between the two parties is a- V8 
joyful event which clearly contrasts with the first direct encounter between the two 
parties, Ex 19.9-25, where one party Israel experiences the awesome theophany. 
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Conclusions 
1. The important contribution of ch. 2 is that the theme of the controversial Sinai 
pericope (191-24: 11) is the first covenant between YHWH and Israel. And each section has 
its own function in order to form this theme : 
(i) 19: 3-8 : the preliminary proposal and the preliminary acceptance of the covenant 
relationship between YHWH and Israel, 
(ii)199-25 : the first direct encounter of both covenant parties, 
(iii) 201-17 : the first terms of the covenant (direct law-giving), 
(iv) 2&22-2333: the second terms of the covenant (indirect law-giving), 
(v) 24: 3-8 : the covenant ratification ceremony, 
(vi) 24: 9-11 : the second direct encounter of both parties, the joyful audience of the 
people's representatives with God. 
2. Consequently we have solved several exegetical problems. 
For instance the connection between the first section (19.3-8) and the second section 
(19: 9-25) is apparent, because the first section is about the preliminary negotiation through 
the mediator but the second section is about the direct encounter of both parties in order 
to settle the issue of the covenant stipulations. And the relationship between the first 
meeting (19: 9-25) and the second meeting (24.. 9-11) becomes unmistakably clear. The first 
meeting is solemn encounter, because the stronger suggests the covenant regulations which 
are accompanied by terrifying theophany so that the weaker realize the importance of 
these stipulations. However, the second meeting is a peaceful and joyful one, because it is 
the aftermath of the covenant making, the celebration of the ratified covenant. 
Further, the chronological order of the sections 19: 9-19a 19b-25,20117,2018-21 has long 
been a controversial issue. In this chapter we have seen all sections function within the 
structure which expresses the covenant making process. 19: 9-19a is about the direct 
encounter between the two parties, which is necessary to make the relationship valid. 
And in 19: 19b-25 the author explains the sub-topic, the divine and popularly-demanded 
authority of Moses, which is predicted in 19: 9a. What in the direct encounter happens is 
the pronouncement of the decalogue (20: 1-17), the first covenant stipulations. However, 
when the people hear the direct speech of God, they ask for the mediatorship of Moses 
(2018-21) for the subsequent giving of the second covenant stipulations. 
And 24: 3-8 is the section whose definition has been debated for a long time. Since 
analytical study attitude was dominant, this section was not considered within the Sinai 
pericope. In ch. 2, however, we have seen that 24: 3-8 has its function within the covenant 
structure : this section reports the covenant ratification ceremony, which follows a normal 
ratification process of all official negotiations. This understanding is the hint to solve the 
problem of the next section, 24: 9-11, whose definition has also been controversial. Since it 
has the relationship with the report of the first meeting (19.9-25) and with the report of 
the covenant ratification ceremony, this final section of the Sinai pericope reports the 
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aftermath of the previous section (24: 3-8) : the joyful celebration for the ratified covenant. 
3. The function of Moses in the Sinai pericope has not drawn enough attention from 
commentators. However, we realize in ch. 2 that this covenant making is negotiated 
through or mediated by Moses who is appointed by God as well as demanded by the 
people. The aspect of negotiation is expressed vividly in the first section of the Sinai 
covenant (19.3-8) : 
(i) God's (one party) calling of the messenger (193), 
(ii) the content of the message, the covenant proposal, which the messenger should 
bring to the other party, the people (193b-6a), 
(iii) the messenger's word to the people's representatives (197a), 
(iv) the people's response to the proposal through the representatives (19.8a), 
(v) the messenger's report of this response to the first party (l9.8b). 
All other sections of the Sinai pericope are in fact carried out by the same system as in 
193-8, the two-covenant parties and one messenger. This system is quite normal in official 
relationship making procedures in the ANE as well as in modern times. 
4. Since the analytical concern has been dominant in the OT studies, the position or 
function of the Sinai pericope within the whole context of Ex has not been considered 
properly. The Sinai pericope does not stand alone but in the larger context of Ex. This 
means that the covenant theme is contained in the larger narrative context. We realize 
this fact from two phenomena : (i) preparation of the coming of the Sinai pericope before 
Ex 19, (ii) the transitional bridge between 242 and 2412ff. 
(i) Before Ex 19 there are several preparations to describe the covenant event between 
YHWH and Israel. The most important point among these is the theological issue. In 
other words, the present composition of Ex reveals the theme of no sin no covenant 
(2. L2. ) : before Ex 19 God does not punish for the sins of the people, but after Ex 24 God 
punishes the people's sins without exception. Further, 19: 1-2, which recalls the whole 
process of the exodus, serves to connect the Sinai pericope and the preceding pericopes. In 
summary, the larger context of the Sinai pericope (i. e. Ex 1-18,25ff. ) demands the 
establishment of the covenant relationship in the Sinai pericope (Ex 19-24). 
(ii) 24: 2 is the description of macroscopic perspective or command and its 
performance is in 24: 2ff. in microscopic perspective. By this way the connection between 
the Sinai pericope and the following pericopes is established. Another example of the 
similar pattern is found within the Sinai pericope : 19: 24 (macroscopic) - 24: 1 
(semi-microscopic) - 24: 11 (microscopic). 24: 1-2 functions similarly to 19.1-2 for making 
connection between the Sinai pericope and the larger context. 
5. Although the covenant making between YHWH and Israel is the theme of the Sinai 
pericope, the author describes all events not formally but practically. This phenomenon 
cannot be considered as the result of redaction, but it is a normal way of description in 
the official documents of the ANET, especially in the treaties. Here we have two typical 
examples : 
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(i) In the first section (19.3-8) where the preliminary negotiation is going on, the author 
expresses the `Grundsatzerklärung' (K. Baltzer) not bilaterally but from the standpoint of 
the stronger, YHWH. It is just like the vassal treaties which adopt the standpoint of the 
suzerain. 
(ii) The author concentrates on one theme in one section. This is disadvantageous for 
the streaming of the narrative, because this literary policy makes the connection between 
sections loose. However, this weak point is supported by several literary techniques, 
transitional bridge (19: 8b-10a; 19: 24 - 241- 24: 9-11; 24: 2 - 2412ff. ), prediction - fulfilment 
scheme (19: 9a - 1919b-25, - 2018-22), and macroscopic - semi-microscopic - microscopic 
perspective (1924 - 241 - 249-11; 242 - 2412ff. ). 
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Chapter 3 THE MOAB COVENANT. 
rý 
The term `the covenant in the land of Moab' or `the Moab covenant' in 2&69 (ET 291) 
is an unique expression in Dt. U) And it is impressive that this covenant parallels `the 
Horeb covenant'P) This paralleling of the two covenants in one verse shows the clear 
view of the author that the new covenant in the plain of Moab has the same authority as 
the covenant in Horeb whose authority seems to have already been acknowledged by the 
reader / listener., 
31 The scope of the Moab covenant 
We need to decide-the scope of the Moab covenant intended by the author, because in 
order to evaluate the meaning of a text properly we have to know its contextual meaning. 
In other words, we have to find the suitable starting point of the central pericope of Dt 
and its end point. Even though it is quite natural to define the starting point first, for 
convenience sake we want to find the finishing verse of the central pericope (now the 
Moab pericope) of Dt, about 28: 69. It is not only because in 28: 69 we find the term `the 
Moab covenant' the title of the Moab pericope we have chosen, but also because it is 
easier to decide whether the Moab pericope ends at 28.68 or at 28.69 than to find out the 
starting point of the Moab pericope from Dt 5 to Dt 28. 
311. The end of the Moab covenant, 28: 69 (ET 291) 
31.11.28: 69, the heading or the colophon ? 
For many years it has been debated whether 28: 69 is the heading (introduction, 
superscription, `Überschrift') or the colophon (conclusion, subscription, `Unterschrift'Y3' If 
L This is the convenient shortened expression of the full clause ML -ZD-l12t 11iiý 1l*-Il Sit ! 1'1; 7 
Ztdtb Y1MZ ýtýt1h "; 2-, MX 111?. HD. PreuB (1982,159) : "'Moabberith" jedenfalls ist ein dtr 
Theologumenon, 
2. The Horeb covenant' is also the shortened expression of the full clause (0119 £'%D '1 - 
! 1"an 
Zen; ). 
3. In this thesis we use the convenient English terms (heading, colophon) in place of the unusual terms 
('superscription', 'subscription') or of the too general terms ('introduction', 'conclusion). About the history 
of discussion see SR Driver (Dt, 319), G. Seitz (1971,25), E. Kutsch (1973,138, n205), and HF. v. Rooy 
(1988a, 215, n. 1). For the former opinion (i. e. the heading), e. g. H. Ewald (in S. R. Driver, D1,319), P. Kleinert 
(1872,184), Keil & Delitzsch (111,446), A. Dillmann (Dt, 377f), S. Oettli (Dt, %), J. Ridderbos (KV, Dt, 11,86), 
N. Lohfink (1962,32ff), G. von Rad (ATD, )t, 128), G. Seitz (1971,25), DJ. McCarthy (1978,199 : 28: 69 is a 
mise en scene localizing the following discourse), AD. H. Mayes (D4358; 1981,44), A. Cholewinski 
(1985,96f), A. Rofe (1985a, 310), and for the latter opinion (i. e. the colophon), e. g. A. Knobel (D:, 314), A. 
Kuenen (in A. Dillmann, Dt, 377), JJ. P. Valeton (1881,45), A. Westphal (1888,65), A. Klostermann (1907,184 : 
'durch v. 69 mit ausdrücklicher Unterschrift abgeschlossene Literaturstück'), S. R. Driver (Dt, 319), R. A. F. 
MacKenzie (1953,272 : 'conclusion to the foregoing legislation (Dt 12-26) constituting the Covenant of 
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we consider this verse as the heading, it means the Moab covenant begins from 28.69. 
This then raises the problem of how the real content of the Moab covenant can be found 
in the chapters after 2&69. Meanwhile, if we hold this verse as the colophon, it means 
that the Moab covenant ends in 28.69. In this case we have to solve the problem of what 
is the real difference between the two covenants mentioned together in 28.69, the Horeb 
covenant and the Moab covenant. 
There are commentators who are in favour of the interpretation of this verse as the 
heading. N. Lohfinkk'1, holds that the new pericope begins in 28: 69 and ends in 3247, and 
that 2869 (inri 'v1 7, K) has the same introductory function as other similar headings : 
L"1 (ohs 7 ýK), 4: 44 (, 7inm 
PHI)), 331 (n»ýýt : *I)). However, N. Lohf ink does not 
suggest his own exegesis on 28: 69, and therefore he neglects some important questions 
raised in 28: 69. Furthermore, the headings of 1: 1,4: 44,28: 69,331 do not seem to show an 
uniformity among them(s) And Dt 29-30 has a close unity which would be destroyed if 
the unit were expanded to the end of Dt 32(6) 0. Seitz holds that n` lK in 28: 69 is a 
cataphoric demonstrative pronoun and this understanding of 79 corresponds with other 
cases in Dt (1: 1,12: 1) where we find the headings') Because of the connection between 
5: 2f. (irv rte) and 28: 69 (rr', rv), 28: 69 is to be defined as the heading, but this text 
has the function both of introduction of the following passage and of recalling the 
previous passage like 4: 44,331. However, an important weak point of G. Seitz is that he 
does not explain what the Moab covenant consists of 8' Moreover, he does not give a 
proper interpretation of 52ff. and of the relationship between the Horeb covenant and the 
Moab covenant. K. Baltzerý9' holds that in the literary unit of Dt 29-30 we find the 
various aspects of the `Bundesformular' : 29: 1-7 (`Vorgeschichte'), 29: 8,9ff, 12,17 
Moab'), L. Perlitt (1969,81 : 'Dtn 28: 69 blickt auf den Horebbund zurück), E Kutsch (1973,140f), H. F. v. 
Rooy (1988a, 215-221 but with the different opinion about the beginning of the Moab covenant, see 3.121). 
4. He (1962,32ff) basically follows P. Kleinert (1872,167). P. Kleinert suggests there are in total four 
headings in Dt (11,4: 44,28: 69,331). Understanding 'the covenant - in the 
land of Moab' of 2&69 as the 
heading of the blessing / curse text in Dt 28, he (1872,207), followed again by N. Lohfink (1962,32, n. 4), 
rearranges the texts around 28: 69 into the what he believes original order : 28: 69,27ßf, 26: 16-19, 
281-26,38-48,58-68,291-21,28,30.11-20. However, there are 'keine durchschlagenden Argumente, as G. 
Seitz (1971,24, n3) correctly criticizes. And this is the reason why although commentators (e. g. A. 
Cholewinski (1985, %, n. 2,97, n. 6,99f), A. Rofe (1985a, 310), but usually without independent exegesis) 
follow the interpretation of 2869 as the heading of the following pericope they do not accept this 
specific rearragement of the texts. 
5. See also G. Seitz (1971,24). 
6. A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 358), see also D. Knapp (1987) and C. T. Begg (1980,10-55) who argue the resemblence 
between Dt 4 and Dt 29-30. Moreover, 31: 1 1)týL1 0`; 1]7'! 1K 'U1ý1 'VI: 17'1) 
contains what might be called a concluding formula. 
7. (1971,24). Notwithstanding, he frankly admits that 28: 69, where we grasp a contrast made between the 
Horeb covenant and the Moab covenant, recalls clearly the original setting of Dt 5 (esp. 5c2ff). 
8. How can the various features of Dt 29ff, be the content of the Moab covenant ? And when he admits 
that 28: 69 has one definition (the heading) but two functions (i. e. introduction of the following passage 
and recalling the previous passage), he loses the consistency of his argument. 
9. He (1960,44) follows C. Steuernagel (Dtj55) who considers 28: 69 and 29.1a as the 'besondere Überschrift 
und Einführungsformel. 
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(`Grundsatzerklärung'), 3016-18 (`Segen- und Fluchformel'), 30.19 (`Zeugung'). However, 
despite the various aspects and terminologies related to covenant or treaty in this pericope, 
we cannot find any real content of the Moab covenant within this pericope. 10 
If we cannot find any substantial reason to consider 2869 as the heading of the Moab 
covenant, we can take this verse as the colophon. However, although many 
commentators"favour this interpretation, their arguments are rather short except E 
Kutsch"2 . Understanding rr not as `Bund' rather as `Verpflichtung', E Kutsch points out 
the importance of the fact that in Dt 29 there is no actual content of this M Z, , but instead 
after 28: 69 we find only a tr'>s phrase in 29: 8 : lit rr-ýj ` 'rM r9n. in this phrase 
alludes to the words ('j) mentioned before 29: 8. If. 28: 69 were the heading of the 
following chapters, we have to find a certain passage which describes the content of '1 
man between 28: 69 and 29: 8. Since there is no such regulation there, 28: 69 should rather 
be considered as the `vorwärtsverweisende Abschlußformel'ý 13) E. Kutsch's exegetical 
understanding of 28: 69 as the colophon seems to be quite accurate.. However, his basic 
assumption that ri"'in is 'Verpflichtung(11) makes it difficult for him to grasp the 
inseparable cohesion of the covenant regulations and the covenant making (e. g. the 
definition of the relationship of the parties, the . covenant ceremony and the 
blessing / 
curse) especially in the whole Dt 5-28. Therefore, he also cannot make any detailed 
suggestion about the relationship between the Horeb covenant and the Moab covenant, 
which is such an important point of the exegesis of 28: 69. 
10. As A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 358f) correctly indicates, there is no concluding covenant ceremony and no real 
stipulation within Dt 29-30. Further, all aspects within Dt 29-30 which are considered to be covenantal 
by K. Baltzer are contained in the admonitional word of Moses which is expressed continuously from 
293 to 30: 20. Therefore, the covenantal aspects in this pericope may be better considered as the 
admonitional use of covenant motifs than the covenant formula per se or the " description of the 
covenant ceremony itself. 
1L' For example A Knobel, A Kuenen, JJP. Valeton, A Westphal, A. Klostermann, SR Driver, WL Moran, 
L Perlitt, H. F. v. Rooy. 
12. (1973,140f). 
13. 'So ist es das Wahrscheinlichst, daß dem Verfasser von 28: 69 (und der nachfolgenden Verse) der 
Komplex Dtn 5-28 im 
. wesentlichen vorlegen und daß er mit 
den "Worten der ! 1`1; " innerhalb des 
ganzen Komplexes den Gesetzestext in 12-26 gemeint hat. ' This argument is quite similar to that of A. 
Westphal (1888,65, n1), SK Driver (D:, 319), and G. Hölscher (1922,223). Recently A. Rofe (1985a, 317), who 
holds 28: 69 as the heading,. tries to find the components of the treaties in Dt 29-30 (L the inscription 
(28.69), 2. the historical prologue, 3, the statement of bond (2910-14)). But A. Rofe cannot offer any 
concrete item of stipulations matching the stipulations found in the what he considers the Horeb 
covenant (4: 45-28ß8). 
14. See also E Kutsch (THATJ, 349 : r1`1t as 'Verpflichtung' (28: 69,29: 8J11113,20) is the 'Sondergut' of Dt). 
This definition of P1" t is very similar to that of the AKE laws, and acutually E Kutsch holds that in 
the cases above mentioned 11'1M means the Dt law corpus. In the ANE, there are many common 
factors among laws, treaties, contracts (marriage, commercial etc), and kudurru. Therefore we have to 
consider all factors in one literture carefully before defining. And if we identify ! 1"12 as a kind of 
law or obligation, this means the other aspects in Dt are not really considered. And if he understands 
the Moab 11`12 as 'Verpflichtung, then in 2gß9 the Horeb 11"1M must also be as 'Verpflichtung'. 
Given Dt depends thoroughly on the Horeb covenant and the Book of covenant, Kutsch's understanding 
seems impossible to verify. 
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3.1.1.2 The meaning of 28: 69 
If we accept 28.: 69 as the colophon of the preceding pericope, the Moab covenant 
pericope, we-should consider now how the two covenants in 28.. 69, the Horeb covenant 
and the Moab covenant are related to each other. 
Commentators try to explain the meaning of the new covenant, the Moab covenant in 
conjunction with the Horeb covenant. For instance J. Ridderbos holds that the Moab 
covenant is the renewal of the Horeb covenant") : 
`The renewal of the covenant, performed at the Lord's command through Moses' 
mediation, is a confirmation of the more fundamental covenant made at Horeb 
with offerings and the sprinkling of the people with blood (Exod. 24). - Moses 
makes this covenant with Israel in the sense that he is the Lord's representative. ' 
A. PhillipsP6' goes a step further. He holds that the Moab covenant replaces the Horeb 
covenant. However, we can only accept this interpretation of replacement with the 
reservation that the Horeb covenant is not nullified totally and that the new covenant is 
necessary because ofý the coming of the new situation. The essential features of the old 
covenant (e. g. the stipulations, the definition of the covenant relationship, we shall call 
these invariable elements) stay unchanged in the new covenant also. This is shown by 
Dt's use of the decalogue (Dt 5: 6-21). This is unmistakably similar to the decalogue of Ex 
(Ex 20: 1-17) especially when compared with other legal materials in the OT. What we 
realize in this text is the absolute authority of the Horeb covenant so that the new 
covenant tends to rely on the authority of this old covenant. . 
To clarify the last point it is necessary to analyse several aspects of covenant in general. 
We want to categorize elements and aspects of a. covenant from two different view-points, 
firstly whether an element is variable or invariable, and secondly whether an aspect is 
legal or cultic. 
Firstly we always have the invariable element as well as the variable element in a 
covenant. The invariable element of a covenant means the element which cannot be 
varied or, altered inspite of the change of situation in the relationship between parties. 
However, the variable element of a covenant is the element which can be varied or 
performed again according to a change of situation. These two elements are in fact 
related to the change of situation, i. e. (i) time, (ii) space, and (iii) the performer. In the 
15. (KV, Dt, 11,86f. = BSC, Dt, 262). Similarly G. M. Harton (1981,29f. ), following D. Beegle and Keil & 
Delitzsch, holds that the second covenant is not a totally different one but a covenant renewal of the 
first covenant in Horeb. However, he misses the point that 2869 is not directly related to 15 but with 
4: 45 as we shall see in 312 
16. He (1973,199) is followed by A Cholewinski (1985,97ff). 
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Moab covenant the invariable element , is stated in the present situation, `fl D1' ' 
(time), in 
Moab (space), and through Moses (performer) when he is still alive : i. e. the covenant 
stipulations (Dt 5-26) and the definition of the covenant relationship (2617-19). The 
invariable element can be stated when the holder of the divine authority in Dt, Moses, is 
still alive so that this element can be repeatedly applied as far as the relationship between 
YHWH and Israel lasts. Meanwhile the variable element is related to the future situation 
(time), in the promised land Canaan (place), and performed through the elders and the 
priests (performerY"), i. e. the covenant ceremony. This variable element can be 
performed repeatedly whenever there is a need to renew the covenant. 
Secondly we can divide a covenant into two aspects, the legal aspect and the cultic 
aspect. To the legal aspect belong the stipulations and the definition of the covenant 
relationship, but the cultic aspect covers the covenant ceremony (eg. offering, oath, and 
blessing and curse). 
In practice these two categories of concepts are interchangeable, i. e. the invariable 
element of a covenant is approximately the same as'its legal aspect which is proclaimed 
`today', in' the Moab plain (`Beth-Peor'), and by Moses. But the variable element of a 
covenant is nearly the same as its cultic aspect which will be performed `when you will 
cross the Jordan', `in the land God has promised to your fathers', and by the elders and the 
levitical priests (see further 3313. ). 
-Going Going back to 28: 69, the reason why the expression in this verse is necessary has to be 
considered, if we interpret this verse as the colophon of the Moab covenant. Here the 
author's interest seems to be primarily in the pre-understood divine authority of the 
Horeb covenant by the reader / listener (i. e. the subject of rinn Dt t mý-ltýK r-M. 7 is 
God)P$' By appealing to the unity between the second covenant (the Moab covenant) and 
the first covenant (the Horeb covenant), the, author gives a solid -foundation for the 
authority and legitimacy of the second covenant. At the same time he suggests the 
importance of the new variable elements : the time (`on the other side of Jordan' 7; p5 
mý 11: 30 or `when you cross the Jordan' rn ýý-nrc avpn ýrirc mi, n. 27: 2), the place (`Ebal 
17.3.71 & 3.81 We shall see (3.65.5) that the pecularity of the Moab covenant is in the fact that it is 
actually a covenant at two different places and in two different times. It will be perfectly achieved not 
now but in the future, in Canaan. and by the leaders other than Moses. 
18. The introduction of the full feature of the Horeb covenant itself is not the concern of the author. 
This covenant is presupposed both in the reader / listener and the author. Even though we interperet 
28.69 as the heading, we cannot find all features of the Horeb covenant before this verse. Interestingly 
enough, the cultic apsect of the Horeb covenant is totally absent in Dt. Since if there is a covenant in 
Dt 5-28, its future aspect (i. e. 11: 26-32,271ff) cannot be deniable and this means that this pericope does 
not deal with the past event, the Horeb covenant. This fact strengthens our interpretation of the 
relationship between the Horeb covenant and the Moab covenant. The goal of Dt is to describe the 
validity of the Moab covenant (1) by using the invariable elements or the legal aspects of the Horeb 
covenant (Le. the covenant stipulation, and the definition of the covenant relationship) and (2) by 
suggesting the future performance of the variable elements or the cultic aspects of the Moab covenant 
(i. e. the covenant ceremony). 
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and Gerizim'. M-29,27: 12-13), the subject (the elders and the levitical priests', 27: 1,2711ff, cf. 
1L"29, Jos &33). His final goal can be achieved not at the present (Moab) but in the future 
(Canaan). That is the responsibility of the present generation standing with Moses in the 
plain of Moab who should perform ' the unfinished covenant ceremony in the future 
(Canaan). Now in 28.69 and 52-3 (331.2. & 33.1.3. ) all the people stand exactly in the 
same situation that Israel was at the mountain Horeb for making the first covenant. It is 
not just for the `Vergegenwärtigung' or the `actualization' of the past event, the first 
covenant, but it is another covenant which is the same as and at the same time different 
from the first covenant. In this sense we fully agree with the understanding of the Moab 
covenant as covenant renewal. 
312. The beginning of the Moab covenant, 4: 45 , 
For our investigation of the Moab covenant, firstly, we have studied where it ends in 
Dt. We now want to find the starting point of the Moab covenant. 
From Dt 5 to Dt 28 there is no other suitable starting point than around 4: 44-4919) 
where we find a text clearly different in form, content, and style from the previous 
pericopes, it seems to be best to examine whether in 4: 44-49 we can find a suitable 
starting point of the Moab covenant. 120) 
The connection between 28: 69 and 4: 44ff. is strengthened by the use of the same 
recipient of the law (4: 44,45 and once again 4: 46 !) and of the covenant (28: 69) : ti'-"». 
This phrase is rarely used in the narrative section (only 1: 3) as well as in the legal section 
(only 10: 6,23: 18,24: 7). In order to know the real feature of the Moab covenant which is 
mentioned at the end of the main section of Dt. (4: 45-28: 69), we have to deal, with the 
open passages of this section where the situation of the covenant making is described 
more in detail than 28.69, i. e. 4: 45-49,51-5,5: 6-29,5: 30-63. In'a1 these passages we only 
want to deal with their functions in the Moab covenant. 
311.1. Dt 4: 44,4: 45 two headings, or one colophon and one heading ? 
One of the vexing exegetical issues in Dt is how we should interpret the apparent two 
19. HF. v. Rooy (1988a, 222) goes even further to L"1-5 as the starting point of the Moab covenant pericope. 
However, since he lacks detailed investigation on the inner characteristics of 11-4: 49 (eg. the problem of 
two introductory clauses in 4: 44,45, or the unmistakable similarity between Dt 4 and Dt 29-30, about 
this last point cf. HF. v. Rooy, 1988b, 875f), he cannot make a clear distinction of function' of 4: 44,45-49 
and 11-5 within the whole Dt (see 3121(4) & (5)). 
20. Many commentators are in favour of considering this part as the begin of the so-called great second 
y 
speech of Moses, e. g. J. -S. Vater and Graf (both in J. Wellhausen, 1899,189), A. Dillmann (D:, 261), A. 
Klostermann (1907,184 : 4: 44-28: 69 `ein selbständiges Buch'), A. Bertholet (Dt, 20f. ), J. Ridderbos 
(KV, Dt, 1,100), M. Noth (1957,16), WL Moran (1963,86 = 1991,110), H. Lamparter (D:, 38), JA Thompson 0,111), P. C. Craigie (Dt, 146), R. Clifford (1982,38), G. Braulik (1986,47), CJ. Labuschagne (Dt, lb, 13), and M. 
Weinfeld 0,234f.. 
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introductory seniences`in 4: 44,45 which appear to have a similar function in the texe21) : 
4: 44 "» "'. pý ret: W --VX -rd M. - 
gri n 
4: 45 orvtt t2n ; z-* #-et ai `fit =ýa ixm rim n* 
Critical commentators of the last century and some modem scholars 22) regard the present 
text of 4: 44-45 as a conglomerate of originally independent units composed in different 
periods. However, there is no need to consider 4: 4445 as a tautology unless the author 
uses exactly same words in two verses, if we admit that repetition / resumption especially 
with different phrases can be used deliberately by an author. 
In order to solve this problem it is proper to examine whether other parts of Dt use 
similar introductory sentences as 4: 44-45. It is easy to find such introductory sentences at 
the beginning of Dt 1-5. U has an introductory sentence to the whole of Dt (o v ý3K 
We recognize without difficulty that this truvi means the whole word of Dt : 
it contains not only the legal pericopes (Dt 5-28) but also the narrative pericopes (historical 
narration, admonition from the salvation history and about the future event in Dt 1-4, 
29-34). And then in 1: 2-4 we read the report on the geographical, historical situation of 
the word of Moses (1: 1). And in 1S once again we meet a similar but different kind of 
introductory sentence as 1: 1 We cannot regard these two verses as tautology, but rather as 
the careful composition of the author for the colossal building of Dt. The subject in 1: 5 is 
the same Moses who speaks a similar content as in 1: 1. But in 15 the author uses a more 
accurately defined term (rxrrj 7nir, ý) than in 11 ri X21)), although both are 
mentioned in the same situation, 1: -)ý*n 7npý (1: lab, 1Saa). This arrangement can be 
interpreted as the author's method in which he begins from the very general issue and 
then he confines himself to the more special item. (24) Here is another point deserving 
proper attention. If we regard rill in Dt as the law in general or the passages which are 
directly related to laws, the common understanding and also accepted by many scholars, it 
is quite strange that directly after Tin is mentioned (1: 5) we cannot find any law clause. 2 
This phenomenon can be explained, without hastily cutting out this verse as an unsuitable 
secondary addition to the present context, by looking at the general use of legal terms in 
Dt. 
2L A severe judgement about the syntax of these two verses is found in G. von Rad (ATD)Dt, 40 : 'er bildet 
in syntaktischer Hinsicht, ein ziemliches Monstrum'). He (ATD, Dt, 26), further, compares the complexity 
of 4: 44-49 with that of 11-5, and with the last we also deal shortly (322). 
22. For example the theories of P. Kleinert (1872,168, n. 1), A. Dillmann (Dt, 261 : 4: 44 is the heading of Dt 
5-11 and 4: 45 is the heading of Dt 12-26), C. Steuernagel (Dt, 71), G. Hölscher (1922,169), R. AF. McKenzie 
(1953,265), etc. (see H. D. Preuß, 1982,48,91f). More systematic approach is made by the addition of 
diachronical explanation, eg. Th. Ostreicher (1923,71 : 4: 44 is the introduction of the original singular 
materials in Dt but 4: 45 is that of the plural materials made in the time of Josiah) and G. Seitz 
(1971,26f, 42 : 4: 44 is the heading of the new system, but 4: 45 is the heading of the old system), followed 
by D. Knapp (1987,122). The usual explanation about the parallel appearance of these two verses is 
either both texts had existed originally independently and later they were united in the present context, 
or each of these from their origin coexisted and has a different function within the passage. 
23. 'Anfang, Grund und Richtschnur einer Geschichte :L Perlitt (Dt; 6). 
24. L Perlitt (Dt, 4 : 'um eine mehrseitige, also stufenweise Auffüllung des Buchtitels'). 
25. L Perlitt (Dt, 7). Although in 117 we read Utrft7 / UýC3bý, we cannot read a concrete law item 
here 
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(1) The use of different terms for laws in two consecutive verses like in 4: 44 and 4: 45 
is not usual in Dt (624,25; 7: 11,12; 2616,17). Among these the relationship between 2616 
and 2617 is similar to the relationship between 4: 44 and 4.45: 
4: 44: nirtiý 2616: Crijt o'ý 
T 
rý-n 4: 45 : n`u n mm rim 2617: i511 ß) = -DOM rriuý rIn\ TTI "TI -t mm T TTI ft 
It is acknowledged that o`t t 7t tp in 2616 functions as the structural signal, which 
ends the central legal corp426) This means that, the great legal complex ends in 2616, and 
from 26: 17 a new content of the Moab covenant renewal (i. e. the definition of the, 
relationship between the, two parties, 2617-19) is introduced, although the two verses stand 
side by side. A similar phenomenon is found in 4: 44 and 4: 4527) Namely 4: 44 (rind) 
reminds us of the previous pericope (1: 5-4: 43), but 4: 45 (D't; r tt D`ý7rý'ýt14"lpL, ) indicates 
the following pericope (4: 46ff. ). 
(2) In conjunction with the first issue we may point out the peculiar use of roll (or 
grin, 4: 44) in D011) Tim in 1: 5 and 4: 44 seems to have two meanings: 
(a) it signals the beginning and the end of the narrative pericope (1: 5-4: 44), 
(b) at the same time it indicates God's direct, law-giving and the indirect law-giving 
through Moses. 
(in 1: 5b, 4: 44) indicates the In other words, as far as the signal value is concerned, riAý 
beginning (L"5b) and the end (4: 44) of a narrative pericope. '29) On the other hand as far as 
the referential value is concerned, rrii in 1: 5b and 4: 44 points out cataphorically. the 
future law-giving in its totality. 
(3) Not only these terms of laws but also the subject and the verb in the relative clause 
26. This structural signal is in .. 51 (the beginning of the first legal pericope, Dt 5-U), 
1132 (the end of the first legal pericope), 
121 (the beginning of the second legal pericope), 
26.16 (the end of the second legal pericope). 
N. Lohfink (1963a, 57,1989,2) depending on A. Klostermann (1907,190f) and followed by L Perlitt 
(1969,39,103), G. Braulik (1970,36-66), F. -L Hossfeld (1982,221). The function of 1132 as the structural 
signal seems to be obvious (cf. P. Buis, 1969,109, n. 43). And also L Perlitt (1969,103), G. Langer (1989.1). 
G. Seitz (1971,42) asserts that the phrase in 2616 functions to summarize the deuteronomic laws 
(12: 2-26: 25) and then we can consider 26d6 as the colophon. Further, he seems to be aware of the 
summarizing (ie. as the colophon) function of 1132 (cf. P. Buis, 1969,109, n. 43) in conjunction with the 
heading 12: 1. However, he does not consider that there could be the colophons in Dt like 28: 69,4: 44. 
Therefore, he cannot find a corresponding colophon for the supersciption 4: 45 and tries to solve this 
problem source-critically. 
27. SK Driver 0,80) holds that 4: 45 is tautologous by the side of 4: 41 However, if we can find several 
occasions of such tautology in Dt (e. g. 532-61,1132-121,2616-2617,28.69-291), it means this seemingly 
tautologous use may be considered as a kind of literary device. Such repetition (see M Weinfeld, Dt, 150 
helps us to find the intention of the author to divide sections between the seemingly repeated phrases. 
2& G. Braulik (1970,39-66, esp. 64-66). 
29. All legal terms in Dt seem to have two values, the signal value and the referential value. When we 
think about the concept of the structural signal (e. g. D`Lý bl D'i711 51,1132,121,2616), this concept 
can belong to the signal value, which indicates a certain structure of a text. This concept is an 
important finding of N. Lohfink (1963a, 57; 1989,2) for the investigation of the structure of Dt, and now 
we want to lay a theoretical foundation about this finding We recognize there is the signal value of a 
legal term within a certain context. But on the other hand, we find that each legal term is not used 
indiscriminately, and each of them is used with a certain inherent character. Here we find the 
referential value of the legal terms, In, order to discern these two values clearly we need (a) to consider 
the function of each term in the context for the signal value, and (b) to examine whether a term 
matches the content of the legal corpus for the referential value. 
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are different : 
4.44- : n(3°' + (- )+ Dtv 
4: 45 + (fit) +i 
Despite these striking differences it is impressive that these two different aspects are 
expressed in' a quite similar sentence structure : 
4: 44 r tt + legal term + Vt + nem (sub. ) + 12Z (indirect object) 
4: 45 rt ix + legal term + `fit + i'n (sub) + '» (indirect object). 
Because of this parallel appearance of the two nearly identical clauses with the strongly 
contrasting aspects it is much wiser to think this is the result of the deliberate composition 
of the author than to consider one of these verses as a later addition. '31) And it is also 
better to hold that there is a clear dividing line between 4: 44 and 4: 45 than to think that 
the author unreasonably repeats the same idea once again. The author seems to use the 
contrasting effect of these two verses so that each of them 'is related to different object, 
4: 44 the previous pericope, 4: 45 the following pericoW32) 
(4) It is not necessarily true that in Dt we always find the content of a certain 
pronouncement of law directly after its introductory sentence. Between the introduction 
and the real content, there could be a certain pausal section which contains the subsequent 
information, like the geographical circumstance or the historical situation. After the 
general introduction about Moses's, word in 1: 1a, we read the passage giving the 
information about the place and the time (11b-15a) and the real word of Moses begins in 
1: 6 for the first time33) 4: 44-45 has also an introductory phrase and the real word of 
Moses starts in 51 just after the geographical and historical explanation in 4: 46-49. 
(5) n Win MIinrj (1: 5b) seems to be once again reintroduced explicitly through the 
nominal sentence a im rn. t (4: 44) by using the same demonstrative pronoun MW34) In 
this respect 15b can be regarded as the predictive heading for the forthcoming large scale 
promulgation of the laws in Dt (Dt 5-26). Or we can better define this as the phrase for 
the signal function which is similar to orte=1 : 'jr (5: 1,11: 32,12: 1,2616)P5) mir in 1: 5b % 
30. LXX, Peshitta, Vulgata, followed by Ehrlich (11,266) and C. Steuernagel (Dt, 71), omit 1, but MT. SamP, 
and BHS retain it. Presumably all these old translations have faced the same vexing problem : how the 
sections should be divided. And they have interpreted it as the first introduction in parallel with 445 
the second introduction. Unless there were an absolute reason to have two introductions in 4: 44,45, it is 
wise to follow MT, SamP, and BHS by holding 1 in 4: 44. Through this we can make not only a clearer 
connection of 4: 44 with the previous pericope but also the fresh start from 4: 45, because in 4: 45 (no 
textual problem 1) there is no 1 at the head of sentence and it means the new start of a new pericope. 
3L Pace A. Dillmann (Dt, 261), J. 'Ridderbos (KV, Dt, 1,100 : 4: 44 is the superscript for Dt 5-11 and 4: 45 is the 
superscript fo Dt 12-26), A. Bertholet (Dt, 20f. : 4: 44 is the superscript), Rashi (Dt, 191 : 4: 44 is the general 
introduction, 4: 45 is parenthesis), S. Mittmann (1975,130 : 4: 44 is a general introduction and 4: 45 is more 
detailed introduction), ADJL Mayes (Dt, 159 : similarly to G. Hölscher (1922,169), 4: 45 had been original 
and 4: 44 was later inserted), B. Peckham (1983,22). 
32. See a similar interpretation of E König (Dt, 84f. ). The phraseology of 4: 44 is derived from 1: 5 which is 
the introduction of lß-4: 43.4: 44 is not as 'ein natürlicher Eingang' to 4: 45. C Vonk (VL, Ic, 473). 
33. The concern with this comparative study on both passages, 11-5 and 4: 45-49 has already been drawn by 
A. Westphal (1888,82). Further, JA Thompson 0,111). 
34. CJ. Labuschagne (DtJb, 13). 
35. JJ. P. Valeton (1881,39) has already pointed out the special relationship between 51 and 2616 because of 
the common use of (i) 'today' (Dl V1, i IV 1 DV1) and (ii) the same legal expression (CM Vý 5n) in 
both texts. N. Lohfink uses this expression for the word pair D'Ü. DGUI D`i7i1 (1989,2) about whicýº he 
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and 4: 44 has the same signal function in the context. (36) The author finishes a large 
narrative pericope (Dt 1-4) with the word of the signal function (1Qir) appearing for the 
second time at the end of that section (4: 44)., And at the same time he begins to; deal with 
the real and more detailed issue of the laws by giving a new word pair, a`iýtýt1 rýpý 
a`urýn7t (4: 45)ý37) The coexistence of both verses signifies that there is a great change 
from now on by giving the detailed terms of law (aVWjt a'ixýt rim 4: 45) in place of 
the general term (rir 4: 44). With this fact we may go one step further : around Dt 1-5 
we find an interesting literary scheme(38) : 
Pericope p9) 
[A] Ila a-v'n "I'm + 'fit : introductory sentence to the whole Dt 
Ub-5a : geographical, historical situation (Sihon / Og). 
[B] 1: 5b the heading (r«ti pmt M. - : the signal 
function of the beginning) 
16-329 the desert journey (329 in Beth Peor) 
41-43 teaching of the history / cities of refuge 
4: 44 the colophon (`nitYt rn+ -itt : the signal function of the end) 
originally called the 'Struktursignal' in his thesis (1963a, 57). 
36. G. Braulik (1970,65 : 'In 1,5 steht schließlich der Aspekt der mosaischen Verkündigung von 1,6 - 4,40 
im Vordergrund'). 
37. C. Steuernagel (Dt, 71) suggests 1 in front of D`1'5-M11 means 'und besonders: However, its translation 
depends upon the definition and the interpretation of the legal terms in Dt. However, if he interprets 
: 11, V1 as the deczlogue, 1 in front of VT VIM does not seem to mean 'und besonders' but generally 
'and', because the rest two terms are deeply related to the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11) and the 
individual laws (Dt 12ff). J11p1 is used only three times in Dt (4: 45,617,20). G. Braulik (1970,63f) 
holds that this term means 'das ganze "Gesetz'": probably the decalogue is not contained here, but later 
0, I, 48) he asserts more clearly that it contains not only the decalogue but also the admonitional 
pericope and the deuteronomic laws. Although the meaning of l11pi 1 should be decided after the 
detailed study on the legal terms in Dt, we observe the following points : l11p1 is used in conjunction 
with the ark (' "IN, Ex 2522, P' 1 M' Ex 3118) and they are more or less connected with 
the decalogue. In Dt tll with other legal terms is used only around the decalogue (4: 45,647,20) and 
it does not appear in the rest of Dt. Cl. Labuschagne (Dt, 1b, 13) lists two cases where l11p is a 
synonym of t1`ß3 (Num 4: 5,7: 8-9, related to the decalogue) and : %1p is a synonym of the decalogue, 
and therefore he concludes that in Dt it means the decalogue. Therefore, most probably it seems to 
mean the decalogue (also G. Seitz, 1971,37) as the direct revelation from God which is differentiated from 
other laws or admonitions given by Moses. If we accept the special relationship of this word with the 
treaty term ade (Akk. ), it becomes more plausible 111pL 1 means the decalogue, given the importance of 
the decalogue as the stipulation given directly by God. Also A. Bertholet (Dt, 21), C. Steuernagel (Dt, 71), 
G. Seitz (1971,42), and C. J. Labuschagne (Dt, 1bl3f. ). See further discussion about : TIV / 1111p / 
ade (Akk. ) see D. Wiseman (1958,81 : 'adee implies a solemn charge or undertaking an oath'), N. Lohfink 
(1963a, 58), F. C. Tiffany (1978,254 : 'imposed loyalty, - more like law or command 
(Wiseman) than a 
pact (Gelb), - 
It is akin to an executive order, decree or edict'), (Cv. Leeuwen (THATJI, 209-222), C. J. 
Labuschagne (DtJbj4), G. Braulik (DtJ, 48), S. Parpola (1987, esp. 180-183), K Watanabe (1987, esp. 6-25). 
38, The pericope I QAUBD is the first part of the outer circle of Dt (11-4: 44) and the second part is in 
29: 1-34: 12, but the large pericope II Qa'ub'D is in the central core of Dt. This chart shows the similarity 
of technique for making the framework of each pericope. Recently DL Christensen (1985,137f) suggests 
the correspondence of two outer frames, Dt 1-3 [A] and Dt 31-34 [A'l However, his other basic 
structural analyses, the inner frame QB] : Dt 4-11, [B'] : Dt 27-30) and the central core (Dt 12-26), are 
not proper. The special connection between Dt 4 and Dt 29-30 should be pointed out clearly and the 
strong resemblence between 11: 26-30 and 2617-2869 should be considered together. 
39. Another connection of 4: 44 with the preceding section is the apparent connection between 49 ff= 
01'ß'i Dý'3ý5 ßl13 ft : im -Z'MmI1 1-11i 1) and 4: 44 ('ý] `ý9' I1 b DE7-11 11i1 : 10 52t1t7 ' (i. Holscher (1952,169). We have to alter the too neat chiastic pattern within ll 
15 suggested 
by I4. Lobfink (1962,32, n2) and G. Braulik (1970,65), although there is a possibility that within 11-4 
there is a chiastic structure. It is clear that the purpose of U and that of LL5b is different from each 
other. 
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Pericope II and further (40) 
[a'] 4: 45 (rtp = D`ýýrm :!! r,, r+ 'fit) the heading of the Moab covenant 
4: 46-49 geographical, historical situation (4: 46 in Beth Peor and Sihon / Og) 
[b'] 51 (orV Tate) the signal function (beginning of the decalogue and the 
Hauptgebot pericopel"' 
11: 26ff. the covenant ceremony 
122 (oM 71 D`ýxn the signal function (end of the Hauptgebot pericopeY 
121(o`L. ^t= o'F, )m) the signal function (beginning of the deuteronomic law) 
2616 (Cr; 7t ohm) the signal function (end of the deuteronomic law) 
2617-2868 the covenant ceremony 
28: 69 the colophon of the Moab covenant 
Another interesting point is that the connection of the pericope I, II is strengthened by 
describing two common geographical facts in both sections"3I : (a) the author ends the 
desert itinerary at Beth Peor in 329 in pericope I and begins report of the covenant at the 
same Beth Peor in 4: 46, (b) in the explanation of the geographical, historical situation of 
both [A] and [a'] the most important historical fact is commonly mentioned, the defeat of 
Sihon and Og. We do not need to think of these two texts of geographical, historical 
information (1-lb-5a, 4: 46-49) as unnecessary repetition, rather we should seriously consider 
whether they have an important literary value within the context. What the author wants 
to suggest by positioning these descriptions about time and space of the events at the 
beginning of the narrative is to lay a realistic foundation of the events so that the 
historical value can be felt by the reader / listenerP4) 
40. In this structure we realize that 4: 45-49 is not an unnecessary introduction because of 5c1 (pace S. 
Oetlli (Dt, 38f. ), although he correctly pointed out the unity of 5: 1-2&15). Cf. the chart of (4) above. A. 
Klostermann (1907,184f. ) holds that the large pericope from 4: 45 to 28ß9 is a nearly independent book. 
Although this assertion cannot be proved very clearly in conjunction with the finding of the law book 
in 2 Kings 22f, the cohesion of this large pericope in the whole Dt should be recognized. A. Westphal 
(1888,103) holds that there is a certain degree of unity between the heading (4: 45) and the 
colophon (2869). 
41. N. Lohfink (1965,31) gives the definition of the Hauptgebot : 'Er zeigt, daß die vielen 
Bundesbedingungen oder - wie man irreführend zusagen pflegt - 'Gesetze, die Israel immer wieder 
vorgelegt wurden, nicht eine zusammenhanglose Vielfalt von Einzelgeboten waren, sondern stets als eine 
innere Einheit betrachtet wurden. Es gab eine einzige, grundlegende Forderung Jahwes. Aus ihr leitete 
sich alles andere ab, auf sie war es wieder zurückführbar. Das was das Hauptgebot, die Forderung 
ausschließlichen Jahwedienstes. Das Hauptgebot trug alle anderen Gebote. ' 
42. The connection between 1132 and 121 is clearly set out by G. Langer (1989,13) : (A) Nonimalsatz (CM, 
11: 31) - (B) Landgabeformel (euch, 1112) - (C) l1it'p' "MV (11: 32) - (D) D`U! )C3b1 0`lj? - (E) Promulgationssatz - (D) D'UD-iJCl 711 (121) - (C) 11 7pý '1 - (B') Landgabeförmel (dir, 
)l13) 
- (A') Nonimalsatz (Dl1M ). 
43. E. König 0,84f.. 
44. As far as the geographical description is concerned, 4: 46-49 is in parallel with 11: 30, because both have 
the common geographical concern just like l: lb-5a, as we have pointed out. However, 11: 30 is actually 
different from both 4: 46-49 and Llb-5a, because it is about the place across the Jordan. Therefore, 
4: 46-49 as the description of the present place stands in contrast with 11: 30 as that of the future. 
Interestingly both geographical descriptions are placed at the beginning of the major pericopes : 4: 46-49 
is before the decalogue and the Hauptgebot pericope, and 11: 30 is just before the deuteronomic laws in 
Dt 12-26. ` The exact geographical description in both cases means the actual difference of both places 
are clearly suggested to the reader / listener. 
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All these' issues lead us to conclude that 4: 44 is not an insertion nor another 
heading together'with 4: 4545), but the colophon to the great introduction to the whole Dt, 
1: 5-4: 43 46)' This colophon corresponds with the heading in 1S. And within Dt we find 
another corresponding heading - colophon system in 4: 45 and 2869. 
3.2.4: 45-49 (The time and place of the Moab covenant) 
In the first section of Our study on the Moab covenant (3.1.2. ) we have studied the 
scope of the Moab covenant, the colophon 28: 69 (31.2. L) and the heading 4: 45 (31.2.2. ). 
Now we can deal with the content of the Moab covenant. In the first section of the 
Moab 'covenant (3.2. ) we want to look at the report on the circumstance of the Moab 
covenant, the place and the time mentioned in 4: 45-49. 
3.2.1. Exegesis of 4: 45-49 
: Cr- = C: r*t2ý *-t: r `3T t =-I: 'U1 -V M= -n C-rp 1 l11p1 I I*- 4: 45 
, cm TimcmM >r, r vm -inn jno' }ýrcý ýtip9 rr; tram m I7 vg. 46 v-s 
: rte rnro :v -rns i1V rc-týrc l 47 YTttY1Y ý1 YI T "" 1 "" /TTV YY Yt 
: rb11 tm jrrv pI. j»rc ýM-z -gyp V "ü? ro 48 
ao tiýgnc mit V -rp ýr m' vp ; ým 49 
In this short passage several words and phrases are repeated, sometimes with slightly 
different kinds of words or phrases. Still this phenomenon does not need to be interpreted 
as several additions of the later redactor(s), but we consider this as the compositional 
device to stress the unity of the passage. The impressively repeated phrases are : 
(1)orvtt nrXyý (4: 45,46), 
(2) fit ýý3 (4: 44,45,46), and 
(3) m*ý -t or rt'ý! ý vp (4: 46,47,49) 47) 
(1)o-Ltt DnrtYý (4: 45,46, cf. Josh 5: 4) 
It is quite interesting that this phrase is used only in these two verses within the whole 
Dt. Therefore, this phrase may impress the reader / listener. In particular, this rare phrase 
in 4: 46 is surprising in the context, because the conquest over king Sihon happened nearly 
at the end of the desert journey and its connection with the exodus looks unnatural, and 
45. SR. Driver 0,8O). 
46. C Vonk (VL, 1c, 473). 
47. There is no difference of meaning in these two phrases. One is a prepositional adverbial phrase and 
the other is an adverbial accusative phrase. 
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because the exodus (a`1Ybb : rm ) is reported, at the end of the verse and its position 
after the conquest over king Sihon looks strange. However, this phrase already occured in 
the previous verse, 4: 45, where Moses' law-giving is related also to the time of the exodus : 
event I time 
4: 45 : law-giving of Moses + the time of exodus 
4: 46 : victory over Sihon .+ the time of exodus 
(owtt ortüt; ) 
Here we see an important clue to the compositional technique. "8' After mentioning the 
law-giving at Horeb in an introductory sentence and before mentioning the law in Dt 5, 
the author wants to synchronize the time of the exodus with the period after the desert 
journey, the present situation in the plain of Moab. Therefore, he invents an impressive 
phrase, m n= am (4: 45), and then after mentioning the victory over king Sihon he 
uses once again the same phrase in 4: 46. The main purpose of this synchronization of the 
exodus time with the time after the desert journey seems to make the present generation 
in the plain of Moab recall the original situation of Moses' law-giving at Horeb (4: 45, 
5: lff. ). The actual time gap between -the exodus and the time just before crossing the 
Jordan is overcome by this phrase (o'vct WKy; ), which is carefully composed and used 
in two successive verses in 4: 45,46. Similar synchronization is found twice more in Dt, 
5: 2-3 and 29: 11-14 (ET 2912-15), although in certain important detailed issues they are 
slightly different from each other. As we shall see in the exegesis on 52-3 (3.312. & 
3.3.1.3. ), the author does not just actualize the past event (the covenant at Horeb) for the 
present generation. But he reports the event of another covenant, correctly speaking, the 
covenant renewal in Moab. In 2911-14, however, the author applies the validity of the new 
covenant and its oath to those who are not in the present situation. Despite the possible 
differences in detailed issues, these three cases illuminate that the synchronization is not 
the result of overlapping redactions, rather the author's compositional method to make the 
history or event valid to the present and / or future generation. 
(2) * '» (4: 44,45,46) 
What is interesting about this phrase is that in the last two cases (4: 45,46) the'- author 
does not choose the personal pronoun or pronominal suffix but to repeat the same phrase. 
And the result is the use of the same phrase in the three successive verses. The fact that 
the simple expression (SM7 ) or other phrases (5K7-ýý or ýK"-ap) of the same kind 
are used more often than ' in Dt, and that they are not used in this area of the 
passage, lead us conclude that the author seems to have decided to use this specific phrase 
in the three successive verses. Although through rim 4: 44 has the framing function 
48. Pace G. Seitz (1971,26f., 42) holds that 4: 45 belongs to the old system of arrangement of Dt, but 4: 46 
belongs to the new system of arrangement of Dt. Cf. A. Bertholet (Dt, 21 : 'unerträglich'), A. D. H. Mayes 
(Dt, 160 : originally 4: 46 is related to 4: 44 because of this phrase). Keil & Delitzsch (111,318) and J. 
Ridderbos (KV. DtJ, 100) hold without detailed exegesis that this phrase in this section means the journey 
of long duration after the exodus 
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(31.21. ) and therefore this verse finishes the historical narrative section (1: 5-4: 43), this verse 
does not stand alone without any relation to the next verses. This connection is well 
prepared not only by using similar expressions about the law (rnin7 in 4: 44, D'ý'xm £1 Wt 
oVfgt;. t) in 4: 45) but also by using the same promulgator of the law (Moses 4: 44,45) and 
the same recipients of the law '132 4: 44,45,46). We cannot find any other 
interpretation suitable for the use of this phrase in 4: 45,46,47 than that the author has a 
special compositional purpose to emphasize the unity of 4: 45-49. In particular, when we 
consider our interpretation in (1) above, the connection between 4: 45 and 4: 46 becomes 
more apparent in three concepts : event, time and participant. So the compositional 
purpose of the author seems to be revealed more clearly, the synchronization : 
event time participant 
4: 45: law-giving + exodus time (o"vttýb DtýtYý) + *: ir "p 
4: 46: victory over Sihon + exodus time (o'ýttýb DlýtYý) + 
The synchronization, about which we have seen in (1), is more effectively proposed by the 
common use of the participant, in both verses. In other words, the 
synchronization is not merely a matter of historical events and times, but it is applied to 
the fixed object, ýK7tr '». It is quite interesting that this fixed object of the 
synchronization is used again in 5: 1. And through the common use of this fixed object in 
both 4: 45-46 and 51(49) the connection between two synchronization passages (i. e. 4: 45-46, 
5: 2-3), about which we have seen in (1), are directly connected with each other : 
4: 45-49 (esp. 45-46) : synchronization + 
51 : Moses called 
52-3 : synchronization + `we'-concept. (so) 
cf. 28: 69 : Moses' covenant making with ýýýý51) 
49. F. -L Hossfeld (1982,218f) holds that *t ti' '3] (4: 44,45,46) is different from 5K1t' (51,1) and this 
means that there is a clear (editoral)'gäp between 4: 49 and 51 If we look -at'the statistics by 
concordance, however, it seems to be wiser to think that the author chooses a suitable phrase among *1t'J', K*'t" 'eZ (or other phrases like 5M-b' CZ X-S l 2714, 'X$7 5. T-5Z 3130) 
according to the d'emand' emand of context than to consider that there are different editors In other words, in 
51 the second '1t is simple, because it is used in the context of the imperative (5K1ty, rl: ), 
which always uses a simple form rather than a long form (e. g. there is no case like ql Cv ý1! t1hJ`ý`» or t'iJ '" ýL3, cf. 6: 4,91,203,279). And it is reasonable that the first 591tF in 
51 carries- L in front of it, because the author stresses the totality of Israel, i. e. when Moses summons 
(ý5"1) Israel for an important pronouncement (C1* ICK'1), all Israelites are there (also 291, cf. 311 
` `1 + Ch* 27.9 'L 2T1 + 'ftN5). This l'act'ýis clearly visible in the introductory clauses of 
pericope (e. g. 11,291,31: 1) or of `section (e g. 279). In other cases (eg. 114 1312,21: 21,30, etc) it is very 
natural to interpret *7r 7'-5Z as the stress of the totality of Israel. Therefore, we conclude that the 
use of the different phrases in 51.1 with 4: 44,45,46 does not prove there are different editorial levels. 
Rather the fact that in 4: 44,45,46,51,1 we do not read any personal pronoun of 597t7` or its suffix 
reveals a certain level of continuity of the text. 
50. We shall discuss fully about this 'we-concept in the exegesis of 52-3 (3312 & 3313). 
51. We have in 4: 46 another interesting fact connected with our interpretation of the synchronization : the 
subject of the victory over king Sihon is expressed in an unusual way, *'It" 'TI; fl 'b. The 
participants in the event in 4: 46 are in fact not only the Israelites '35) but also Moses. Moses 
is unnecessary to be mentioned, because without the leadership of Moses that event was impossible. 
Here we see again the author's strong intention : Moses participated in the history reported in 4: 45-49, 
in 4: 45 by giving the law and in in 4: 46 by having victory together with 'Wt7' '». Through this 
the author intends to stress that not only 5K7t"` '23 but also Moses are in the process of the 
synchronization. From this the author goes a step further. This , 
joint-participation of Moses in the 
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(3) rn*7 'vpý / rn*ý 'ug (4: 46,47,49) 
These expressions are rare in Dt, and the cases when these phrases mean `the 
Transjordan' are found only before Dt 552). Their repeated use in the introductory 
passages (1: 1,5,4: 46,47,49) is impressive enough to situate the reader / listener in the 
historical site, the Transjordan. Although the continuous use in 4: 46,47,49 looks to be 
superfluous, this phenomenon can be considered as normal in the context where we find 
similar phenomena : (i) the repetition of the previous two phrases o! vtt DrItY; (4: 45,46) 
and SK7ý (4: 4,45,46), (ii) the similar sentence structure of 4: 44,45. The short 
introductory passage (4: 45-49) is nearly full of the geographical names which are all 
situated in the Transjordan. Therefore, in the repetition of `Up; / rn ý vp which 
should be considered with the points above mentioned (1) and (2), the author seems to 
have a certain purpose in the introductory passage through emphasizing the unity of the 
text 4: 45-49. 
Therefore, we conclude that the author emphasizes firstly the unity of this passage 
(4: 45-49) by using three rare phrases repeatedly within it. And through this unity, 
secondly, he wants to synchronize four times : the time of exodus (orvcpt: crm; ), the 
time of law giving (4: 44,45), the victory over Sihon and Og (4: 46,47), the present time in 
the plain of Moab ( !7 pß / m>ým gip). Thirdly, after this synchronization he goes 
further to identify the present generation with the very generation at mount Horeb (52-3). 
Eventually, he achieves his final purpose : to bring the present generation in the Moab 
plain back to the original situation at Horeb in order to make a covenant, the covenant 
renewal. Before studying 5: 1ff., therefore, it is meaningful to investigate the relationship 
between 4: 45-49 and 5lff. by summarizing what we have interpreted in 3.21 
3.2.2. The position of 4: 45-49 within the whole of Dt, its relationship with the previous 
pericope and with 51ff. 
What we have studied in 3.2.1. is basically the inner characteristics of 4: 45-49. The 
synchronization process is also found in 552-3 because of the so-called 'we concept there. In other 
words, Moses' joint-partnership with Israel in the event of Sihon (4: 46-49) is in parallel with Moses 
co-experience of the Horeb covenant with Israel (52-3). The connection between 4: 45-49 and 52-3 is 
further supported by the fact that the word of 'we concept UMP, UM38) is well attested 
before Dt 5 but very rarely after that (eg. U i', 1' X (Moses is the speaker) is found in 1419,20,25,41, 
229,33,26,27,33,4: 7, but after Dt 5 only in 52,6: 4,2914,17,28). Through this 'we concept Moses, 
eventually the author, makes clear that he has experienced the history of the exodus and the desert 
y in Dt 1-3 together with the people. This tendency is quite the same as that found in fll D 
(4: 46), and Dt 1-3 and 4: 46 report the same history. And the use of the 'we' concept in 
Dt I -j corresponds with the same use in 52-3. Through this process the three motives, Horeb, the 
exodus (D"i = DrK29), and the covenant are combined together and the trace of this combination is 
found also in 2924,1 Kings 8: 21. 
52 There is an interesting statistics about the use of these phrases : t'i"1_"i1 '143 for 'the Transjordan' in 
11A 3ß, 4: 41,46,47; riY1 "l for 'the Cisjordan' in 320,25,1L"3(ß, ` j11' ( `ß. 7p for 'the Transjordan' 
only in 4: 49. 
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problem we face before we investigate the main sections of the Moab covenant Dt 5ff. is 
the structural position of 4: 45-49 within the whole Moab pericope (4: 45-28. -69), the function 
of the geographical, historical description of 4: 45-49 in the Moab pericope as well as in 
D(53) 
D. J. McCarthy points out that although the geographical, historical material in 4: 45-49 
functions very well as the historical prologue to the covenant, the actual start of the 
covenant renewal is from 5j(54) He follows the common view that from 51 there is a 
completely new beginning. It is clear that in 51 there is a clause introducing a certain 
event : M`nt 't: K li -ý-ýK dv 911 V 
However, when we carefully compare this 
with other introductory or concluding sentences which have the nominal clause structure 
(e. g. 1: 1,1: 5,4: 45; 4: 44,28: 69), we immediately realize that 51 with the verbal clause, 
structure is different from other introductory sentences. Therefore, we hold that 51 has a 
limited introductory function, compared with the introductory sentence in 31: 1 where we 
read the same subject (Moses), the verbal clause, and ý (object)., This characteristic 
of 5: 1 is suitable for the present position just after the report about the geographical 
historical situation in 4: 45-49. So 51 tells that from now the author reports about the 
major content of the Moab covenant. (") Furthermore, as we have seen in 3. L21 where 
we have compared the two introductory sections (11-5,4: 45-51) with the structure of an 
onion, we can explain the relationship between the seemingly independent introductions, 
4: 45 and 5: 1 by comparing them with the similar phenomenon in 11,1: 5 (see the chart of 
3.21.2. (3)). In other words, 1: 5 is not just the repetition of the similar introduction of 1. "1(56), 
but it is the minor introduction within the outer circle of Dt (i. e. 1: 14-43,291-3412) where 
we read the major introduction in 1± Just like this we find a similar phenomenon in 
4: 45,5: 1 that 4: 45 is the major introduction to the Moab pericope and 5: 1 is its 
minor introduction. 
We have another detailed geographical description at the end of the Hauptgebot 
pericope, 11: 29f., which can be compared with 4: 46-49. The meaning of 1129f. is in the 
point that the future place of the covenant ceremony is given as well as that it shares the 
detailed geographical, historical description just like 1: 2-4,4: 46-49 57) As we shall discuss 
fully later, the importance of 1129f. in the whole Moab covenant is in the fixing of the 
place for the future covenant ceremony. It is unnecessary to assert that these three 
detailed descriptions about the geographical, historical situation are the outcome of 
53. It is generally accepted that the content of 4: 46-49 is the summary of what the author describes in Dt 
1-3. For instance GA Smith (1918,76), H. Junker (Dt, 41), P. C. Craigie (Dt, 146), R. Clifford (1982,39). 
However, cf. S. R. Driver (D1,79f.. 
54. (1978,159). 
55. A. Klostermann (1907,190). Therefore, we suggest the interpretation contradicting the understanding of 
D. J. McCarthy (1978,159). The geographical, historical description of 4: 46-49 functions very well in the 
context of the Moab pericope, which can be compared with the historical prologue of the ANE treaties, 
although Dt has a totally independent form and theme from the general treaty of the ANE Cf. G. 
Seitz (1971,48) who points to a certain connection between 4: 45 and Si. 
56. Pace N. Lohfink (1962,32,12) and G. Braulik (1970,65). 57. The connection between 12-4 and 4: 46-49 is pointed out, eg. A. D. H. Mayes (Dta60). 
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overlapping redactions. Rather we find in these texts commonly the obvious intention of 
the author to lay the historical foundation of the event which he is going to describe. It is 
significant that both texts are about the place of the covenant making : 4: 49 (present) and 
11: 29f. (future). In other words, the author wants to lay a firm historical foundation of the 
report about the covenant making in Moab (4: 46-49) and in Shechem (1129f ). 
3.3. Dt 51-5 (The introduction to the Moab covenant) 
Within the pericope II (see the chart in 3.111(5) for the division) the author begins the 
subdivision, [b'] 51-2&69, with the word of the framing fwiction CV" 0"p). 1f in 51 after 
the introductory passage [a'] of the heading (4: 45) and of the geographical, historical 
situation (4: 46-49). What we have to do in 3.3. is to investigate the first section of the 
subdivision [b'], 51-5. Firstly, we shall discuss exegetical issues of each verse necessary to 
illuminate the objective of this section. And then we investigate the style and the 
structure of this section 
331 Exegesis of 51-5 
3.31L 51 
D'UýC7LtiTl1t t1 m-rg 1Ký r C1* -09-1 hrtr-ýZ- t i'eM ni! l 5: 1 
: Dm'7 D!. c tit crm' ; Di n 1:. rm is -d -l 
. 
1K vx 
This sentence expresses the tone of an official statement. 58 A similar impressive start 
is found just after the author finishes mentioning all accounts about the Moab covenant, 
291 (ET 29-2 cm* 1=01 5týt-ýý-ýtt rv"n X'! j), where we read the same clause as 51 v ý1 v "" T t" 15 TvT 
(see further 3J2L & especially 32.2. ). 
*'t" pD is usually found at the beginning of new speech sections (41,6: 4,91,203, 
279) 59) and among these 41 and 51 are in a certain sense unique because of the use of the 
(prepositional, rtt) object. ý60) And also the expression D-njrtý U `»K is unusual in Dt 
58. N. B. not 'and Moses said to Israel' but 'Moses summoned all the Israelites and said to them' (Keil 8r. 
DelitzschJ11,319). Cf. G. Seitz (1971,48 : 'L. ehreröffnungsruf') following H. W. Wolff (Hosea, 122f). 
59. S. D. McBride (1973,289) classifies this clause in 51,6: 4,9.1 functions as a structural signal with a major 
discourse. 
60. F. -L Hossfeld (1982,220). If rt: V is used with the object of legal terms, the meaning becomes more 
or less 'to obey' Further about j>6t7 + 5Z! or ! 1K see N. Lohfink (1963a, 65f, 300ff) and F. -L Hassfeld (1982,220). This special function-o, f the phrase ý7K1ý7` 31=L becomes more apparent when we think 
that in the same sentence the number is changed frömýthe 2sg form into the 2. pL form (OnTX. 1 and 
Df1'M"; cf. also Cft "CK''1 before pb). In 91 we also find the number change 
Irom the 
2. pL: form (until 820)'to the 2. sg. form (Gm 9: 1)'and at the head of the change stands 
JJ. Niehaus (1985,280f) lists five cases of such number change within the singular imperative / plural 
address (41,45,51,11: 26,2&3) : In theses cases, the singular imperative might be employed for effect, as 
an attention-getter (italics, TGS). The speaker then follows with words addressed to the group considered 
as a collection of individuals. ' Also König, 111, S 346-d, E. König (1900,234, also 41,2&3), S. E. 
L. oewenstamm (1980,131 : comparative study of Hebrew and Ugaritic material). 
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(3111, and in the song of Moses 31:, 28,30,32: 44, cf. 2 Kings 23: 2, Jer 28: 7). Therefore, as 41 
as a minor introduction begins a new section within the larger pericope 15-4: 43, so 51 
seems to serve as a minor introduction to the legal corpus (511L"25,121-26: 15) within the 
central part in Dt (4: 45-28: 69, see further 3 321(4), (5)). 
331.2.5: 2-3 
: ý1N l1'; U 31 l11ý U ý1`72! t Mr 5Z 
: D"y1 ý'7ý Di ý1 1ý 7 i't INK ýl1tt `ý lýt;. 1 11'1yTl t 1118 l11ý ýJ`l1s-. M ttý 3' 
In these unusual verses in the OT we want to deal with the important issue of these 
verses, the objective of these two verses in the context. From 51 to 5: 2-3 we see the 
magnificent transition from the past event to the present eventi61" : in 5: 1 Moses 
admonishes the people `today' with the laws which he pronounces (D`ix 'rK fib' SroCi 
Dnbpý Dnýrýa Dl13d D111býa Dß'1 OD`]1K3 1S 1 `»K 1IýK D`Lý9C3b7'1'1K1). If D`5111 T 7- Y 1- I"Y 1- 1Y ""I "1TV -I "1V 
z: n: D#, 1 is the structural signal in 5: 1,11: 32,121,2616(62) as well as the summary of the ", 11 
whole Dt law corpus, we understand easily the transition from the concept of law in 51 to 
the concept of the covenant in 5: 1(63) When Moses commands obedience to the laws 
`today' (Dem 51), he wants also to explain the fundamental foundation for this command' to 
the congregation standing `here, `today' (Di't. rm5: 3). Simply speaking, this fundamental 
foundation, which is one of the most important themes of the OT, can be explained as the 
relationship between law and covenant in the OV64) Law itself does not stand alone, but 
it stands upon its foundation, the covenant. The authority of law derives neither from law 
itself nor even from the god who is in charge 'of law as in the ANE. One of the most 
distinctive features of the religion of the OT is that its norm concept is based upon the 
`negotiated' - naive but convenient term - relationship between God and his peoplet6s) 
What Moses tries to do is to show the reader / listener the foundation of the authority of 
the laws (D'L^prJMm1 D`pn7), which Moses will soon pronounce : that foundation is the 
covenant which God has made / makes with Israel in the past and in the present (today'). 
Therefore, the present situation (today' 51) at Moab of giving the law is identified with 
the situation at Horeb of making the covenant by the same time situation `today' (53). 
6L See the note about R Polzin (1987,95) above. 
62. N. L. ohfink (1963a, 57,19892). 
63. If the decalogue or the deuteronomic laws is / are the only purpose of Moses' pronouncement (51), it is 
unnecessary to use the phrase Z11. + ! 1`1 in 5.2,3 U. Hempel, 1914,110). 
64. N. Lohfink (1963a, 148) correctly asserts the legal character of the whole chapter especially in this point 
: 'Es handelt sich um juristische Komponente, die in der ganzen Bundestradition steckt. ' See further 
(1963a, 144). 
65. This effort parallels the general tenor of Dt, the strong emphasis on law. Compared with the simple 
terms of law in the Sinai covenant we find a great variety of legal terms. And also in many parts the 
author stresses the legal aspect at the expense of other (e. g. cultic) aspects. For instance in 271-8 we 
find the legal aspect of the covenant ceremony is emphasized strongly by simplifying the cultic aspect. 
See further 426. 
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Through this process the identification of the recipient of both the-law of the present time 
(51) and the covenant of the past (52-3) occurs. 
It is necessary to explain this important point more fully. What the author suggests in 
5: 2 as the fundamental foundation for asserting, the authority of the law is the event 
happened in the past, the covenant at Horeb. We find in 51-3 not only the change but 
also the continuity between the two situations. 
As far as the change is concerned, Moses goes back from `today' in Moab (: ' 5: 1) to 
`the past' in Horeb (s: 113 52, the synchronization, see 3.21. (1). ). The change which occurs 
between 51 and 52-3 is expressed profoundly and thoroughly in the five exegetical items 
(the subject, the indirect object, the direct object, the verbal form, the place) : 
(1) subject (2) ind. object (3) dir. object (4) verbal form (5) place 
51 `»K (Moses) `you' (pL D; -) ov -n 0ým 4"-l (pt. ) Moab 
52 uv, *x rr `us' () rrv rný (pf. ) Horeb 
V: I 
About the first item (the subject change) Moses directs the attention of the people from 
himself to `YHWH our GoV66) The necessary reason for this transition is in the question 
why Israel should follow these laws. To achieve the real purpose of appealing for 
obedience to the laws (D`Ugrinm1 rpijn) Moses goes back to the origin of the laws, the 
deity himself. However, another aspect of change (the second item of change) is attached 
directly with this, that experience is not, only had by `you alone' but `with me. Therefore, 
we find the change from 'you' or 'your' (51) to `us' or `our' (52-3) 67) Theoretically it is the 
report about the event which Moses has also experienced, but the practical purpose of this 
report seems to be that Moses is a kind of witness for the event which has happened 
between God and the people. "') The most important change happens in the third item, 
the introduction of rr in place of =rir o`ijp . Moses commands them to obey the 
laws not simply because God has given or imposed directly those laws on the people, but 
also because God has made the covenant with the people. The change of the situation is 
perfectly emphasized by the change of the verbal form from the pt.. 69" to the pf. (the 
fourth item of the change) and the change of the place from Moab to Horeb (the fifth 
item of the change). 
However, despite these complex items of change we realize the undeniable continuity 
between 5: 1 and 5: 2-3 through the constant factors in both parts : (i) the speaker Moses (P 
66. When Moses wants to derive his authority from God, he uses this phrase at the beginning of the 
section, eg. in 16 (U", t 11ir, cf. L"10 D-117X l11') 119 i 111), 20 (U11' i11i iý, cf. 1: 21 
About the example of number change of the 'we} passage GJ. Wenham 
(1970,158, n3) 
gives examples from the Hittite treaties (W, 1,35S W, 2,36-52; W, 7,11143-47; W, 7, iV15ff.. 
67. LXX, followed by A. Klostermann (1907,198), uses consistently the 2. pL form rather than the LpL form 
throughout 52-3. However, then it should be explained why MT deliberately chooses the difficult way 
of interpretation, as J. Hempel (1914306), followed by E. König ((», 85), points out. Furthermore, this 
interpretation lacks the substantial textual support. 
68. We paraphrase this as follows : 'according to what I have seen I appeal to you. ' See further 32L(2) on 
i! ý 'J '»a i1iJb (4: 46) which is related to this point of the witness. 
69. This has the 'present' meaning of the continuous action as in the general principle of the pt. act. (eg. 
GK § 116-a, Lettinga g 73-d). 
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in 51, `weand `us' in 52-3), (ii) the 'listener the Israelites (you' in 51, `we and `us' in 52-3), 
and (iii) the time (oi. in 51,53). 
Through these processes of change and continuity the purpose of the author is achieved 
the identification between two sets of events, between the past and the present, between 
the congregation at Horeb and that at Moab. The past event is totally revitalized or 
rehabilitated through this impressive process. In short, the key of the past event - the 
covenant between God and Israel - becomes{7O) the present covenant. 
52-3 as the `we - `our' section forms a small unit within the introductory report of the 
covenant making in 515 71" In 52 Moses tries to explain the origin of the authority of 
the laws (n`t»t 7i 'fl"i 5: 1) which `Moses' is going to say (011 `»K). Therefore, quite 
naturally the author explains in'52, first of all, that the origin of the'authority is not in 
him but in God, uNi * 717;. This `YHWH our God' makes a great contrast with the 
previous sole subject of `Moses' K 51). ` This is further emphasized by its initial position 
in the clause. The second ground of the authority of Moses' laws in 51 is the action which 
God has done, `to cut the covenant'. Here the author clearly depends upon the basic 
theological stance as we have already pointed out : the authority of law derives from the 
legal ratification of the covenant. Because of this covenant Moses can order Israel to obey 
the laws. The third ground is the object with whom God has made the covenant, 
(tý). Together with 'YHWH our God' this' phrase suggests there are three subjects, the 
two covenant parties, God and Israel, and the mediator Moses. Although it is possible that 
these two phrases imply that Moses also belongs to Israel, the more probable meaning is 
that Moses has also experienced the covenant between the two parties. In other word, 
because of his mediatorship in the covenant Moses now functions as `the witness' of the 
covenant. (7z) 
52 is the principal statement about the past event, but 5: 3a is the confirmation of that 
statement in 5: 2 through the negation method. The obvious difference is found in the 
word order of the sentencee73) : 
70. The meaning of this becomes we shall see soon in 3313. Cf. 4: 45-46,2911-14. In this regard we can 
try to interpret the problem caused by the change of God's name in 6.4-5 (cf. G. E. Wright, D062) : 
U'i l 'tj 1111` (6: 4) - 1i1ý1d i11i 1` (6S). When Moses finishes the process to give the divine authority 
to bring God's law as well gas to teach until 63, he now starts to teach the people from 6: 4. In this 
initial verse he recalls once again the fact of 52-3 where he asserts the identity of the Horeb covenant 
and the Moab covenant by changing the T- 'you' form speech (51) to the 'we' - 'our' form speech 
(5: 2-3). The message of this change is that all the people including Moses have taken part in the 
covenant. The short phrase 11i1` in 6: 4 recalls clearly the same phrase in 52 and the 
theological intention of the text around &c2 -3. After recalling this fact Moses starts his own teaching 
with the full divine authority which seems to be hinted at by the phrase . 111' 11" in the following 
verse (65). 
71. C. J. Labuschagne (DtJb, 23f.: the relationship between 52 and 53 is 'onlosmakelij'k'). Then, however, it 
is strange for him to hold 53-5 as 'de tussenzinnen and to connect 5: 2 directly with `ft)Xt . 72. See further our study on *-7` `»i i1CHb (4: 46) in 3.2. L(2). A similar convention is found in &4ff. 
Firstly in the beginning of the pericoYpe we read the expression of common confession, i QM', 
(6: 4), but soon ý11 711' (6: 5) is used. In other words, in the initial statement of admonition 
Moses starts from recalling the common origin of the authority, %Y'1' N iiliý. And then he continues 
the admonition from his own authority which is derived from the origin of the authority, vt 11T. 
73. Further, G. Seitz (1971,50, n22), followed by WR Higgs (1982,59, n. 166), suggests there are 2+2+2 
rhythm in both 52 and 53a. Then the contrast between two texts becomes more apparent. 
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52 t: subj. ,+ verb 
(rev) + prep. -obi-suff. + rinn, 
53a : prep. -ob, }-suff. + verb (m; ) + sub} + mttzi trvt -r 3 
As in 5: 2 we read the reversed word order in this verbal clause and because of this we 
realize that a component (the object) is emphasized. Contrary to 52, however, the 
emphasized one in 53 is not the subject but the prepositional phrase (%AYZK- it0 and 
the subject is expressed with a simple word, 7t7;. In 5: 3a the accent is shifted from the 
subject to the object having a prepositional phrase. 53b is a strong emphatic incomplete 
sentence ('; + the prepositional phrase with the same preposition rK only ! ). And the 
whole 5: 3b is grammatically a repetition of the prepositional phrase in, 53a, but in the 
meaning it is the negation of the phrase in 53a. And in 53b there are a surprisingly, large 
number of words pointing to the object of the phrase, V. Enormous emphasis, therefore, 
is laid upon the object of the prepositional phrase, `us' who are living in the present 
situation P"' In many ways 5: 2-3 can be compared to 29: 13-14. We read there that `not 
only you' (In"p' Inn ), the present generation is the target of this covenant, but also the 
future generation (Mt l Unp 7D Ul"K rN)). In other words, the generation gap is 
abolished and this covenant is valid for the future generation of this people. This 
synchronization's' is also true in the relationship between the first generation of the 
covenant (i. e. the past generation) at mount Sinai and the present generation. (76) 
The ultimate concern of the synchronization is related to the essential word, M; twice 
appearing in 5: 2,3a, which recalls two covenants in 2&. 69("), although both texts are not 
exactly in parallel with each other. What the author tries to express in 52-3 is the validity 
of the invariable elements or the legal aspect (about these terms see 3.1.1.2. ) of the Horeb 
covenant to the Moab covenant. The only possible condition that the dependence on the 
invariable elements or the legal aspect of the Horeb covenant does not nullify the 
validity of the Moab covenant is to accept the Moab covenant not as a totally new 
covenant but as the covenant renewal. 
3313. Actualization or covenant renewal ?: the meaning of 5: 2-3 
In 5: 2-3 `we', not only Israel but also Moses, are now at mount Horeb. What God has 
done there is to make a covenant with Israel. The following questions arise immediately. 
What is the purpose of this recollection of Israel and Moses to Horeb ? As we have seen, 
74. S. R. Driver (Dt, 83). The emphatic points of this clause can be enumerated as follow : (1) V13M after 
UT1i! t is emphatic (GK 135-c), (2) the addition of 1K, (3) the adverbial precision 1 ý(4) the 
adverbial precision 2 (O1'i1 'today), (4) 1 qualifies the object again, (5) M is related to 
75. E. König 0,85f. 'Dieser Gedanke ist es, daß der am Horeb geschlossene Bund für jede Generation gilt 
oder bleibende Bedeutung besitzt. '). See also our exegesis of Dt 4: 45-46 (3.21(1)). 
76. This is one side of the message of 5.2-3. Another side of the message is the clear division between the 
furthest generation in the past (i. e. the patriarchs) and the present generation. What is totally new in 
the Horeb covenant is clarified. 
77. Cf. G. Seitz (1971,48: 'Sie (5: 2-3a, TGS) sind vielmehr in enger Beziehung zu 28,69 zu sehen, wo 
Horeb- und Moabbund einander gegenübergestellt werden'), but he lacks a detailed exegesis on this issue 
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through this complex process of change and continuity between two events, the past event 
at Horeb becomes the present event at Moab. In what sense does the past event 
become the present event ? Is it only to justify Moses' command to obey the laws in 51 ? 
How can we connect this section with, the section directly after Moses' second discourse 
(26: 16ff. ) where we, find abundant materials indicating the covenant ritual ?. How can we 
explain the relationship between these verses (esp. 51 the command to keep the laws) with 
the same commands of the elders (271) and the levitical priests (279) ? 
We want to solve these problems firstly by investigating the general structural pattern 
of the central legal corpus 51-26: 16. Considering the present arrangement of the text, the 
author does not. seem to make this impressive change and continuity process only to 
support the original command to keep the laws (51). If the -terms and themes in 52-3, at 
the beginning of Moses' second discourse, related to the covenant are meaningful, the same 
terms and themes of covenant found after this discourse (2616ff. ) are also meaningful. In 
51 the long discourse of Moses starts and just before 271 it ends : 
[a] 51 (the beginning of the second discourse, the structural signal) 
[b] 52-3 (`we' section - `covenant') 
[a'] 2616 (the end of the second discourse, the structural signal) 
[b'] 26: 17ff. (covenant section) 
In this so-called second discourse of Moses (5: 1-26: 16) the major theme is the law. 
However, since the law depends upon the covenant, the ultimate foundation of its 
authority, the author points directly to the covenant (52-3) when he begins to make the 
legitimü ation process of the authority of his command (51). After mentioning the 
whole pericope of the laws (Dt 5-26) the author goes back to the original foundation of 
the laws (2617ff. ). 
It is worthwhile to look at several aspects of this chart in detail. 
The common aspects both in [a] (5: 1) and in [a'] (2616) are (1) the structural signal 
aýUýrýn71), (2) Moses' command to keep the laws, and (3) the time (`today', 
Through these common aspects the whole section in between (52-2615) is regarded as the 
event happening `today'. What we read after the second discourse (2617ff. ) is about certain 
rituals related to the covenant. If not, we should be satisfied with the explanation that in 
5: 2-3 the author tries to establish the authority of the command to obey the laws in 
pointing out the simple fact that the covenant is the theological foundation of the law. 
However, we read more complex sections after Moses' second discourse. Is it natural that 
we should interpret these sections (2617ff. ) in conjunction with 5: 2-3, because both parts 
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are about the covenant' ? (78) If so, 52-3 is not simply a theological argument for giving 
the authority to the laws commanded by Moses. 52-3 seems rather to be a' profound 
statement in a certain cultic event happening now. Another issue in relation to this point 
is the cultic understanding of `today' (CM-4 51,3 and in other cases also)'79" If this `today' is 
used in the sections regulating the cultic event in 2617-19,27: 1-26,28: 1-69, and if we 
suppose theses sections to be'integral to Dt, it does not necessarily mean a simple levitical 
preaching or recital but primarily a report on a concrete cultic event which happened in a 
specific time and space. 
In this respect when we say the past event of Horeb becomes the present event in 
Moab, the real sense is not simply that the past event is actualized (or revitalized or 
rehabilitated) by preaching.! 80' Although the admonitional or preaching style is important 
in Dt, this derives from the more fundamental fact that in Dt we have a concrete cultic 
activity - the covenant renewal, but not from the (levitical) preaching as such. Otherwise, 
we cannot explain appropriately the real function of the regulations for the future rituals 
within Dt (e. g. 1126-32,2616-19,271-26,281-69). 
However, there is another interpretation's') of the formulation of these verses of the 
ritual regulations (e. g. 11: 26-32,2616-19,271-26,281-69). According to this interpretation, 
God originally made the covenant not especially with one generation but with Israel as the 
people, and therefore the same covenant can be applied always to future generations. 
When God made for the first time a covenant with the people, this covenant was with a 
specific generation in a specific historical situation. 02) Covenant renewal is inevitable 
according to the substantial change of situation. In the present text this renewal of 
X Hitherto the connection between 5: 2-3 and 2617ff. is not thought of seriously by many commentators 
See 331.2. about the relationship between 5.2-3 and 2869 (cf. G. Seitz, 1971,24; F-L Hossfeld, 1981,223 and 
ns34,35). See 3.6. and after about the covenantal characteristics of 2617-2869. 
79. G. von Rad (1958,35f), E. W. Nicholson (1967,45ff. : 'Whoever composed it stood within the cultic 
traditions of the old festival of the renewal of the covenant'). 
80. G. von Rad (ATD, Dt, 40 = OTL, Dt, 55 : 'Auch wenn der inzwischen erfolgte Tod der Sinaigeneration 
außerhalb des Blickfeldes des Sprechers liegen sollte, ist seine Absicht deutlich genug; er will das in 
Wirklichkeit schon der Vergangenheit angehörende Ereignis des Bundesschlußes seiner Gegenwart aktuell 
machen'). L Perlitt (1969,81 : 'Dieser Vergegenwärtigung wird die Fiktion der historischen Einmaligkeit'). 
W. Zimmerli (1972,45 = 1978,50) seems to consider the substantial value of the Moab covenant, although 
he follows the interpretation of 'Aktualizierung des Horebbundes' See also G. von Rad (1938,26 = 
1966,29: 'But within the framework of the cultus, where past, present, and future acts of God coalesce 
in the one tremendous actuality of the faith, such a treatment is altogether possible and indeed 
essential). C Schäfer-Lichtenberger (1990,133: 'auf das Konto Aktualisierung'). 
8L S. Oetlli (D09), A. Phillips (1973,44). 
82. In this respect it is the occasion to point to the difference of the synchronization of 29.11-14 (ET 
29.12-25) from that of 4: 45-49,5: 2-3 (see 32L(1)). In 4: 45-49 and 5: 2-3 the past event becomes the 
present event in the meaning that the invariable elements of the Horeb covenant, the legal aspect is 
valid to the new covenant, the Moab covenant. Therefore, the Moab covenant may be called the 
covenant renewal, because there is a clear change of situations, i. e crossing the Jordan to inherit the 
promised land, changing the leadership and the generation. However, in the synchronization of 2911-14 
the author explains the validity of the same covenant to the following generations This means if there 
is an important change of situation (i. e. breach of the covenant condition), there should be a new 
covenant making. However, this covenant is not a totally new covenant but the renewal of the old 
covenant, if the parties are not changed. The invariable element of the old covenant, the legal 
aspect can be used once again in this renewal, just as we see in 52-3. 
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covenant is presented in a form like preachine83) The matter here is that anotherevent 
similar to the previous one is in progress. In other words, another covenant is being 
made. Its unique differences from the previous covenant are that there is : (1) no new 
encounter between the two covenant parties (Dt 5: 4, cf. Ex 1916-19a), (2) no new addition 
of covenantal conditions (Dt 5-2615, cf. Ex 2W-17,2&. 22-2319), and (3) no new definition 
of the covenantal relationship (Dt 2617-19). Within the grand scheme of the covenant 
making (Dt 4: 45-28: 69) these three factors are the same as those of the previous covenant 
making, although their formulations are different from the latter. We may call these the 
invariable elements or the legal aspects of covenant (see 311.2). All these appear in the 
first half of the whole process of covenant making. These three are best compared with 
the first half of the Sinai covenant making in Ex : 
(1) Dt 5.4 Ex 199-25, 
(2) Dt 5-2615 - Ex 2W-2319, 
(3) Dt 2617-19 - Ex 19: 3-8. 
Then all other components in the covenant making process can be called the variable 
elements or the cultic aspects of covenant. These can be compared with the other half of 
the Sinai covenant, and these should be performed anew according to the substantial 
change of situatio04) : 
(4) writing down the covenant document (Dt 272-5,8 - Ex 24: 4,7) 
(5) the covenant offering 
(6) the covenant meal 
(7) the pronouncement of 
the blessing and curse 
(8) the oath 
(Dt 27: 6-7a - Ex 245) 
(Dt 27: 7b - Ex 249-11) 
(Dt 2712-13,28: 3-6,16-19 - Ex 2320-33) 
(Dt 2714-26 - Ex 24: 7-8) 
In the sense that there are the old components (1,2,3), it is hard to assert that the Moab 
covenant in Dt is a totally new one. In the sense that there are the new components 
(4,5,6,7,8), however, we may say this is a new covenant making. Therefore, the proper 
term for this cultic event is the covenant renewal X85) In this sense we fully agree with the 
83. N. Lohfink (1963a, 145) argues a similar point although for a different reason : 'vermutlich wir es mit 
einer feierlichen kultischen Formulierung zu tun haben, die unser Text hier aufgreift. ' 
84. We shall study soon the definition of the individual sections of this division of each covenant - 
making in detail. 
85. C. Vonk (VL, 1c, 479f) : 'Maar niet om deze twee verbonden van elkaar to scheiden. took niet om het 
verbond, dat in de vlakte van Moab gesloten is, als een totaal ander verbond dan dat van Horeb voor to 
stellen: Although T. E. Ranck (1969,47) understands that this is related to the covenant renewal 
ceremony, he does not discern the difference between the Vergegenwärtigung and one time renewal 
event. However, how these two are identical and at the same time how they are different should be 
explained in detail. G. E. Wright (Dt, 363) gives a clearer observation : It would appear more likely that 
the words here were derived from a liturgy used in a service of covenant renewal, or at least reflect 
liturgical practice in which the covenant was renewed with each generation, so that the latter identified 
itself with the original group at Horeb.! MJ. Paul (1988,306; 1990,275) tries to distinguish the covenant 
recovering (verbondherste') and the covenant renewal ("verbondsvernieuwing') : Ik stel voor de termen 
'verbondherstel' en 'verbondvernieuwing' to grbruiken. De term verbondherstel wanneer God het 
verbond herstelt en de uitdrukking verbondsvernieuwing wanneer mensen opnieuw de verpfichting op 
zich nemen het verbond to houden. ' Weak definition and use, but having an useful insight for our 
investigation. The actual difference of his definition is in the fact who is the subject. If God is the 
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assertion of 28: 69 that in Moab there is a covenant of its own (rtýT r t- t lr 7 ývý 
nth }'ýK3 ýK7tyý »-nrc r'-; ' 7mn-nK) compared with the covenant in Horeb 0 
ýjrný anrt r -art j. -y)(86) TýTV ýI "1 
331.4.5: 4-5 
: VýKl %PC Dip M"r '121 D'IDZ a']9 5: 4 
vrric =5 orzi5 x= iVn agrm a7`-rt -pp `Z: rc 5 
(1) 5: 4 
We can apply our last argument on 5: 2-3 to the study of 5: 4. We have seen the change 
of the indirect object from `you' (51) to `us' (52-3). For the author this change is necessary 
to stress the validity of the Horeb covenant for the present generation who stands in the 
plain of Moab to renew the covenant. But it is also necessary to emphasize the presence 
of Moses as the witness in the event of the covenant making between God and the people 
in 5: 2-3. When these purposes are fully achieved, from 5: 4 Moses returns to the original `I' 
- `you' style speech (in 5: 1), and this `I' - `you' style stretches far into 2619 (and also in 
27: 1ff. ), the end of the legal corpus. We should not take try /17 in 52-3 simply as a 
synonym of the terms of law. 5: 2-3 is rather an introductory pronouncement for the 
whole process of the covenant making at Moab. In this way 5: 2-3 is directly connected 
with another `today' section at the end of the second discourse of Moses, 26(16) 17-19 (ail 
ii/ ai' 26: 16,17,18), which is another example of the use of the invariable element of the 
Horeb covenant to the Moab covenant. In 2617-19 we find the definition of the covenant 
initiator of the new action, it becomes the covenant recovering, but human being initiates the new 
action, it becomes the covenant renewal. Practically this kind of differentiation is not necessary. Rather 
we are faced with two different cases, (i) when the covenant or treaty relationship is completely broken 
by the failure of one party, (ii) when the new situation (eg. succession) is developed. The first case we 
can call covenant recovering, and the second case covenant renewal. For instance if we accept Ex 34 as 
a form of covenant it is covenant recovering. In the case of the Moab covenant it is covenant renewal, 
because there is no report in Dt that breaking of the covenant directly necessiates the recovering of the 
covenant. Although there are several hints of breaking of the covenant in Dt, this breaking does not 
seem to be the very cause of the Moab covenant. Most probably in Dt that tension caused by breaking 
of the first covenant seems to have already been solved. A different necessity seems to call for the 
new covenant in Dt. However, it is possible that the remembrance of the failure of the first covenant 
at Horeb in 9: 7-22, which is actually beyond the scope of the present thesis, makes a certain effect (e. g. 
the emphasis on the obedience of the law and the stress on the curse) in forming the present covenant 
in Dt. 
86. Pace R. Kraetzschmar (1896,136: 'das schemenhafte Wesen des Moabbundes) and L Perlitt (1969,81 : 
'Jener "Moabbund" ist eine Hilfskonstruktion, die um der endgültigen dtr Fixierung der dt Stoffe will 
auch den Horebbund rückblickend umklammert'). Because of this characteristic of the Moab covenant 
we accept the general observation of H. Breit (1933,135f) about the past and the present in Dt : 'Die 
Trennung von Geschichte und Gegenwart kennt der Prediger nicht. - So 
fließen für den deut. Prediger 
beide ineinander, um das 'hic et nunc, den konkreten Augenblick in seiner Aktualität deutlich zu 
machen! 
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relationship between YHWH and Israel, which is expressed to be done `today: t87) 
The transition of the speech style, about which we have seen above, from 51 to 52-3 
and then again from 52-3 to 5: 4 is in fact a part of the whole scheme of the author' who 
tries to suggest to the reader / listener the legitimate authority of Moses as the 
mediator-teacher of God's law (see 33. L4. (2). (c)). And the process of the transition of the 
authority from God to Moses starts from 51 and ends 6: 4. In the following excursus we 
want to set in order this scheme. 
Excursus (1) : The process of laying the foundations of Moses' divine 
authority to bring and teach God's lawP8) 
The transition from the first command to hear (to obey) the law proclaimed 
by Moses (51) to the magnificent statement of the command of obedience in 
65ff. is carefully planned and progressively achieve09) 
[A] the original assertion and the ultimate goal : 
51 Moses' command (* qnq) + the content (the law proclaimed by `P 
Moses) : `I' - 'you' style 
[B] Stages in the establishment of Moses' authority as the mediator-teacher : 
(1) 5: 2-3 (the first stage) : the covenant as the foundation of the law is initiated 
87.2617-19 is connected with the law section through the bridge, 2616, where we find the structural signal 
D'U= ' rn D'jp il (see N. Lohfink, 1963a, 57). 
88. N. Lohfink (1963a, 143) finds in 52-22 something like a covenant formula : 5: 2 (Zusammenfassende 
Gesamtaussage, Ort'), 53 ('Definition des Partners'), 5: 4-5 ('Genauere Bestimmung der gegenseitigen 
Beziehung von Jahwe, Volk, Moses beim Bundesschluß'), 5: 6-21 ('Bundesunkunde'), 5: 22 ('Die einzelnen 
Rechtsakte'). Although covenant making is the issue here, it is not the concern of the author to 
describe the event according to the standard covenant formula. The author handles the event of 
covenant according to his own manner and theological scheme. Despite N. Lohfink's acknowledgement 
of the strong stylistic composition (1963a, 148 : 'Die Feststellung. der Text sei stark juristisch geprägt, darf 
nicht zur Meinung verführen, er sei stilistisch farblos. Im Gegenteil'), his interpretation of 5: 2-5 seems 
imperfect. The description of 52ff. is deeply related to the initial statement of Moses to Israel to obey 
the laws which he is going to proclaim (51). The issue in 51 and 5: 2-3 is the relationship between law 
and covenant as we have seen in 3311. (2). In other words, to lay the solid foundations of the emphasis 
on the law, the crucial theme of the whole Dt, the author goes back to the origin of the authority of 
the law, the covenant (52-3 and the later pericope of Dt 2617ff). Therefore, what the author tries to 
suggest in 52-3 is not simply definition of the covenant parties but the application of the Horeb 
covenant to the present generation of Israel in the Moab plain, precisely the validity of the Horeb 
covenant to the Moab covenant. And therefore, 54-5 is not just for the detailed description of the 
relationship between God, the people, and Moses, as Lohfink suggests, but to show the next stage of the 
covenant making (5: 4 - direct encounter of both covenant parties and God's direct law-giving 55 - 
Moses' role as the mediator for the transmission of the subsequent laws of God). And this stage is not 
mentioned mechanically following the ordinary covenant making process, but the covenant materials like 
this stage are utilized and rearranged systematically according to the author's own theological scheme. 
Therefore, we cannot accept the idea of Chr. Brekelmans (1985,168) that there is no covenant idea in 
this chapter. However, Chr. Brekelmans (1985,167) interprets correctly that the coherence of Dt 5 would 
be completely destroyed when the whole question of the relation between the decalogue and the 
deuteronomic law is eliminated. 
89. The prime purpose of this process is to emphasize the divine authority to the laws (0`U 11 D'i7t 
which will be pronounced by Moses (Dl'1 lX=1KZ 'd *1 `. , cf. 1131 the subject 
is Moses). When 
the legal corpus pronounced by Moses ends in-'MI5, Moses goes back to the origin of the authority of 
the laws (D'U= _1' D`i71 w1) which is expressed in 2616 with God as its subject (G. Braulik, 198S, 253), as 
he has done in 52-3. This is an example of the author's careful composition. The transition of the 
divine authority in the whole Dt see C Schäfer-Lichtenberger (1990,125-142). DL Christensen (1985,141) 
suggests a neat chiastic structure from 4: 44 to 63. However, this chiastic structure contains too many 
problems to be answered. Chr. Brekelmans (1985,164-173), limiting his study to 51-31, holds that 51 is 
the introduction and 532-33 is the conclusion. Despite a certain common aspect between 51 and 
532-33, however, we find the stready progress from 51 to the final point 64. 
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by `our God' ('Sit r1), `we style) 
(2) 5: 4-5 (the second stage) : the law spoken directly by God (rnT already from 
53b) to the people, `He' - `you' style, NB. `P in 55 (Moses stands between 
God and the people : pre-announcement of the event in 523-31, `P -'you' style)) 
5: 6-21 (the decalogue) 
(3) 5: 22-27 (the third stage) : people's request for the mediatorship of Moses 
(vi) 
(4) 5: 28-31 (the fourth stage) : the approval from God (ýý) 
(5) 532.63 (the fifth stage) : the preparation for Moses' teaching (-O3) 
(6) 6: 4 (the sixth stage) : the great introduction to Moses' teaching, appearance 
of the 'i t; once again. 
[C] the achievement of the goal : 
Off. (Moses starts to teach the people with the divine authority received 
from 'your God' (ýýt ttýý) 
Considering only the aspect of the actions and the reactions between the 
covenant parties we see clearly how Moses is introduced into the two parties' 
business : (a) the encounter of the both parties (5: 4), (b) God's action (God's direct 
law-giving 5: 6-21), (c) people's reaction (request of the mediator 524-27), (d) God's 
reaction (approval 5: 28-31), finally (e) Moses' action (5: 32ff. ). The attention is 
shifted from the formal description of the action - reaction of both covenant 
parties to the theme of Moses' legitimate position as the mediator between the 
two parties. This shift supports ultimately the main thrust of Dt, the emphasis on 
the law taught by that mediator. 
Interestingly enough, the real concern in 5: 4 is not what God tells to `you' but how he 
tells `you', i. e. not the content of God's word but, first of all, the mode of his meeting with 
IsraeLL90) This fact is emphasized further by the emphatic adverbial phrase D`; p; tr; p(11) 
and its initial position within the sentence. And the use of several adverbial phrases 
within a short sentence (L D`; ýý 2. -rin, 3. r ßi1 ) helps us to understand that the 
intention of 5: 4 is to describe the mode of the meeting rather than the content of what 
God says. In other words, in the very first verse after the fundamental statement of the 
covenant making (52-3) the author reports the direct encounter between the two covenant 
parties, YHWH and Israel. 
This interesting feature leads us to ask some unavoidable questions which are worth 
90. This understanding is already proposed by A. Klostermann (1907,197, 'Ales Gewicht auf dem Wie ? und 
nicht auf dem Was ? (italics, TGS) der Rede Jahves' followed by J. Hempel (1914,105). 
9L This phrase does not literarily mean 'face to face', but rather it means that God meets Israel directly 
without mediator and speaks to them with an audible voice (1. Ridderbos, KV, DtJ. 102, A. D. H. Mayes, Dt, 166, 
Chr. Brekelmans, 1985,169 : 'directly and personally). S. R Driver (Dt, 83, grammatically 'implicit accusative 
of closer definition). Two other interpretations are theoretically possible : (1) this phrase tells the full 
experience of theophany at Horeb, (2) this phrase means 'sich enthüllen' (E König, Dt, 86) so that the 
possibility of Moses' mediatorship in this case is not closed. Considering (i) the initial position of this 
phrase in the clause, (ii) the connection of this phrase with the verb 1V1 + MDMV, however, the initial 
interpretation is preferable to these two interpretations. In this connection the distinction between D`49 
V'= and D'ý9 5t t =9 (Dt 3410, also in Ex 3311, Gen 3231, Judg ä22, cf. 1'9Z 1'p Num 14: 14, 
Is 
52: 83 is useful (Keil & Dellitzsch (111,320), J. A. Thompson (Dt, 113)). The latter expresses the confidential 
relation in which the Lord spoke to Moses as one speaks to his friend; whereas the former simply 
denotes the directness with which God speaks to the people, the counter-concept of the revelation 
through the mediator (K Marti, Dt270). 
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developing further. Why should this report (5: 4) follow directly the fundamental statement 
of the covenant making (52-3) ? What is the relationship between 52-3 and 5: 4 ? Does 
the author follow a kind of literary or theological pattern ? Summing up, we pose one 
question which can give the answers for all these questions : is this meeting (5: 4) so 
essential for making a legitimate covenant that it immediately follows the principal 
statement of the covenant making (5: 2-3) ?A clue to the answer to this question is found 
in the similar stage of the Sinai covenant Ex 199ff. As we have seen (2.6. ), the basic 
theme of Ex 19: 9ff. is not the theophany, as commonly accepted, but the direct encounter 
between the two covenant parties, about whose relationship the first section (Ex 193-8) of 
the Sinai covenant pericope set out initially. We have also seen that (i) the direct 
encounter of the covenant parties is essential for making a legitimate covenant, and. (ii) in 
that encounter the covenant conditions or stipulations are handled. In respect of the first 
point, to mention the direct meeting between YHWH and Israel (5: 4) directly after the 
initial statement of covenant making (52-3) is quite normal. Although this first point is 
the essential concern of 5: 4, the second point is not neglected in 5: 4, God's talk to the 
people. The actual content of that meeting is the conditions or stipulations suggested by 
the superior party, God. Both parties are there, but only one party, YHWFI, is speaking. 
In other words, this party, YHWH, speaks upon the foundation of the new-relationship 
between them, the covenant mentioned in 5: 2-3. In this sense we suggest 5: 4 has two 
functions like Ex 19: 9ff.: (i) to mention the direct encounter of both parties for making a 
legitimate covenant relationship, and (ii) to introduce the decalogue (5: 6-21) as the covenant 
condition. (92) The introductory function of 5: 4 becomes apparent by the similar content of 
5: 22 (Moses' first word after the decalogue (5: 6-21)), namely the decalogue is the direct 
revelation from God. Moreover, it is impressive that both 5: 4 and 522 use the same 
sentence structure which is a kind of structure signal indicating the beginning and the end 
of the text circled by these two verses, the decaloguee93) : 
5: 4 rýrcý ýirý ýý Dq 7tT 17ý 
522 em jinn -m mzYm-ýZ-3rc mrr vm. 
(2) the relationship between 5: 4 and 5S 
The coexistence of 5: 4 and 55 is considered by commentators as hard to explain 
because of apparently quite different content of both verses. '94) We want to make four 
92. We find two contents in 554 (L 1]1,2, V W1 + III) also in 5.22 (L ýij% 2. eWl + IN Z), 523 (L '171,2. L' NZ + 'b11), 5: 24 (L I5ý7'l1K1 '"7113l1K1 + Urte, 2. L78ýl), 5: 25 (L '717 + pL4'', 2. 
11K31 111 7 CIVI). 13. Lohfink (1963a, 142' considers these as keywords in Dt 5. 93. N. Lohfink (1963a, 148) uses a different name ('rahmenhafte Repetition', `U1 pi. & C'1'3' in 5: 4,5,22) 
with the similar content and he finds no ground to consider 5.22 as later addition (pace C. Steuernagel, 
J. Hempel, and recently A. DH Mayes (1980,72 : 'superfluous')). We shall see in 3314. (2). about 55. 
94. Traditionally a diachronic solution is preferred in many cases A. Dillmann (D:. 226), C. Steuernagel (1901,72), A. Bertholet 0,21), A. Klostermann (1907,1971. ), AC. Welch (1932,18, although he accepted the 
unity of Dt 5, held that only this was revised by a later hand), G. Hölscher (1922,167), G. Seitz (1971,49, 
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observations from the context' about this matter : (a) the grammatical feature, (b) the 
viewpoint of the process of the transition of the divine authority to Moses, (c). the 
compositional characteristic of Dt, and (d) the structural position of 5: 4-5 within the 
context. 
(a) As far as the grammatical feature is concerned we see a clear connection between 
5: 4 and 5: 595) : 5: 4 pf. (main clause) 
5: 5 sub} + pt. (VV) (pt. clause without 1) 
The pt. in 55a (1bp) denotes a continuing state of affairs and makes the clause function as 
a circumstantial clause to the main clause (5: 4) : 55 is in stark contrast to the main clause, 
5: 4 96) Therefore, the main concern of 5: 4-5 is the description of God's direct law-giving 
(5: 4), meanwhile the concern about the indirect law-giving through Moses is present as 
well (55). And in 55, by putting `»K at the head of the clause, Moses' function as the 
mediator becomes apparent. (97) In any case in 5: 4-5 we read a clear contrast between 
God's direct law-giving (5: 4) and the indirect law-giving through Moses (55). In 5: 4-5 the 
author tries to express the total process of -law-giving in one summary as we shall see in 
(iv). At the same time the author does not forget the purpose of the section 51-6: 4, the 
popularly demanded and divine authority of Moses as the mediator. Before introducing 
the full text of the decalogue the author makes sure Moses' role is not forgotten. 
The consequence of this interpretation is that we do not need 'to connect 1t at the 
end of 55 with 52, but this word is connected with `i in 5: 4 98' In other words, it is 
followed by A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 166)), J. Wijngaards (Dt, 69), Chr. Brekelmans (1985,165 : 55 is a 
post-Deuteronomic one), A. Rofe (1985b, 7). However, if we find a positive reason for the present 
arrangement by the author, we do not need to appeal hastily to the traditional diachronic approach 
95. Rashi (D:, 32). The same sentence structure is in 1 Kings 1417 : 1417a (ipf. cons. + ipf. cons. (main 
clause)) / 1417b (subject + pt. ; subject + pf. (two pt. clauses without V. Although there are text 
variations in 5: 5a (SamP, LXX, Pershitta - 
'»N' MT, Onq, Vulg -N), grammatically we cannot insist that pt. clause without ) is impossible (E, ltbnig (König, 111 § 412-w, Dt, 86), Joüon § 159-c, GK § 
156-d-g). 
96. WO § 37-6-e. GK § 156-d-g reports the circumstantial verbal clause having a particularizing idea, 
antithetical ideas (1 Kings 1318) or negative idea towards the main clause. Similarly Joüon § 159-ct 
Therefore, through the use of the cicumstantial clause in 55,5: 4 becomes contrasting to 5S. SR Driver 
0,83) also holds ibjl '»K as a circumstantial clause. However, his harmonistic interpretation (D1,84) 
leads the exegesis into a side track. He insists that although the people hear the decalogue, it is not 
distinctive to the ear of the people and therefore Moses' transmission (` s hi. 5: 5) is necessary. However, 
SR Driver does not consider another aspect of this appearance of Moses between God and the people, 
55b. In 55b we read the reason why Moses should function as the mediator : the fear of the people to 
the theophanic phenomenon not the indistinctiveness of God's voice. J. Ridderbos (KV, DtJ, 102 = 
BSC, Dt, 99) holds 5S as the parenthesis (`tussenzin'). Through this definition of 5: 5 we cannot connect 5c4 
(the main clause) and 55 (the circumstantial clause) exactly. Therefore J. Ridderbos suggests an 
inconsistent interpretation. On the one hand he admits that God speaks to the people with an audible 
voice (cf. 4: 12,10: 4). On the other hand, however, he insists that 5S is also related to the decalogue and 
'the speaking of God to the people must be understood in a limited sense even in the proclamation of 
the Ten Words' 
97. Muraoka, 27. 
98. A. Knobel (Dt, 233), S. Oetlli (Dt, 39), Keil & Delitzsch (111,320), S. R. Driver (Dt, 83), GA Smith (1918,81), 
Chr. Brekelmans (1985,165). Pace N. Lohfink (1963a, 145f. ), A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 166; 1980,71), C.. l. 
Labuschagne (Dtjb, 23f.: 52-3 is 'de citeerformule with which the decalogue is promulgated by God 
Himself is introduced) who hold the connection between 52 and 1 btZý in 5: 5. These three 
commentators do not seem to realize that 52-3 functions as the principal pronouncement of the 
covenant relationship, because 52-3 is basically about the making a covenant relationship but not about 
the covenant stipulations. Therefore, 5: 2-3 cannot directly be connected with the decalogue. Meanwhile 
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true that 1ZKS at the' end of 55'is linked forward with the decalogue from 5: 6 (r 17 ` :: 
Then it is also connected backward with ILZI in 5: 4. Consequently the decalogue 
is introduced by 5: 4. And the content of 5: 4 (`YHWH spoke to you face to face out of 
the fire on the mountain') corresponds with the `I' = `you' style of the decalogue introduced 
by 'init. 
(b) In his scheme the author stresses the popularly demanded and divine authority of 
Moses as the mediator-teachert99), 5: 445 is in the second stage of the process, as we have 
seen in the excursus (1) : the direct encounter between the two covenant parties and God's 
word towards the people. In 5: 4,5 we find `die chiastischen Stichwortbezeichnungen't'oo),: 
5: 4 MUMvl + +VW 
5: 5 (5: 5a) + ýv + (S: Sb) 
Despite this strong resemblance, the functions of these verses are totally different from 
each other. Comparing the direct revelation which 5: 4 reports, however, 55 introduces the 
mediatorship of MosesP01) Therefore, we summarize that in 5: 4-5 the second stage to 
build Moses' authority (excursus (1)), there is not only a certain degree of continuity 
between these two verses in the formation of clause but also a clear difference between 
them in content. The obvious difference is that the content of rnr "111-in 5: 4 is the 
decalogue, God's direct law-giving, but riT v in 55a is not the decalogue but God's 
word spoken'to Moses in order to be brought to the people. '°2) The'very reason for the 
indirect law-giving is mentioned generally in 5: 5b, which is' introduced by the `2 clause 
expressing the reason of the action in 5: 5a (`because')! 103) If we do not consider this whole 
process, it is very easy to regard 55 as a later addition as many commentators do °4j - In 
A. Klostermann' (1907,198), following SamP LXX, Pershitta ('' 3' in place of `: MX in 55), takes "an 
independent position by asserting that'ILKý is related to the beginning of 53 (1bý 'ýýK). And he 
interprets that D`3pt D`ý9 (5: 4) is in fact related to Moses, 'because the people cannot 
enjoy such a 
benefit seeing God. ' However, the direct encounter between God and the people, and God's word in 
that situation is attested in many places of Dt (e. g. 412ff, 36) regardless of the difference of the 
description about the degree of that encounter. We do not need to take the phrase 0`; 9 
D';; 5 literally (e. g. they saw God with their eyes) rather we take this phrase to mean the personal 
encounter between the two parties. And if we follow A. Klostermann another problem arises : how can 
we interpret the relationship between God's word to the people (D]t? ýJ ills` t1 (5: 4)) and Moses 
word (5: 5) ? Therefore, we cannot find any reasonable ground to connect `1Lkt7 and 1bq `: 3K (53, 
cf. L. Perlitt, 1969,80f.: 'Dazwischen (Le. 53 and'1tX5 in 55b, TGS) stehen (parenthetisch) entbehrliche 
Kommentare (v. 4fY). 
99. CJ. Labuschagne (Dtjb, 65). 
100. N. Lohfink (1963a, 146). 
101 A. Phillips (1973,44 : 'this apparent inconsistency). This contrast is unmistakable by the contrasting 
phrases in both verses (O=jý 11'T `U1 D`Z D'39 (5: 4, 'direkt, ohne Mittler' C. Steuernagel, Dt, 72) 
and D3'ý`ýl 11T-5`ß '11ýp '»K (55)). It is' more plausible that this clear contrast is the outcome of 
the deliberate composiition in 5: 45'by the author rather than heedless work of an editor. 
102. CJ. Labuschagne (Dtjb, 25). 
103.5: 5b forms a causal clause subordinating to 53a (GB n. 2, BDB n3, HAG n. 1I, 1, GK § 158-b, E. König 
(König § 373-a; 1900,126) Jo4on § 154-f, WO § 38-4-a). 
104. G. von Rad (ATD, D1,40) interprets the real intention of 55 as the giving of the decalogue through 
Moses. A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 166), concurring with G. Seitz (1971,49 : 'eine spätere Glosse') and J. Wijngaards 
(D1,69 : 'een glos van de geschiedschrijvers'), holds that 5: 5 is added later on the basis of Ex 3410, which 
emphasizes the place of Moses as the one with whom YHWH makes the covenant. However, unless 
they could not explain the reason why the author puts two seemingly contrasting verses successively in 
14 and 5: 5 in the present context, we should try to find a different solution. 
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other words, although in 5: 4-5 there is the second stage of the process, in 55 we find one 
step forwards in the development from 5: 4 achieved by the report of Moses' position for 
the process of making the covenant relationship. In 5: 4 Moses reports what happens 
between God and the people, however, in 55 Moses' function in the meeting between 
them is introduced. The importance of Moses is easily realized by the initial position of 
`ant in 55. 
(c) The coexistence of 5: 4 and 55 is further explained from the strong compositional 
grip of the author*of the whole Dt. The whole arrangement of sections in Dt is not made 
according to the chronological order of events; rather the author uses the materials 
according to the requirement of his own theological scheme as we have mentioned.. '° " 
Therefore, simple chronological criteria should be abandoned for deciding the diachronic 
order of the text in 130111) Therefore, it is necessary to recall the thesis of N. Lohfink 
against two dangers of interpretation : (i) unwarranted diachronic analysis and (ii) uncritical 
harmonization. ("') Further N. Lohfink raises an important question : why is the position 
of Moses between God and the people so important that he stands between 5: 4 and the 
decalogue ? In order to explain the reason N. Lohfink appeals to Ex 19: 9- (actually Ex 
19: 9a). What makes Ex 19.9a similar to Dt 5S is that Ex 19: 9a is in the middle of the main 
topic of the context, people's preparation of the meeting (or theophany, the wrong but 
common name) with God and the meeting itself. N. Lohfink is right because the function 
of both texts in their contexts is quite similar : to give the divine authority to Moses as 
the mediator of God's law (see further 4.2.3. ). However, the content of both texts is 
different the one from the other. Ex 19: 9 reports the dialogue between God and Moses 
and the people's trust of Moses as its result, however, in Dt 5S we read three issues : (i) 
Moses' position between God and the people (0z11, Ma i r-v ibq), (ii) his role as the 
speaker of God (7y; -vi-r t 0ýý 'tý (iii) its reason (otrýp-K'ý1 ex-1 `3Db WWI `4 
T) 
And Ex 19: 9 is not a report of a past event but a prediction of a future event, but 
Dt 5S is the report of the past event. 008) We should be careful about the exact content 
and the function of each text within the context. These three contents of 5S are really the 
summary of the following section 522-31, as we shall see in (d). We see in 5: 4-22ff. a 
105. N. Lohfink (1963a, 144). For instance in Dt 1-3 the author reports the history after the departure from 
mount Horeb, but in Dt 5 he mentions the covenant and law-giving at Horeb. And if Dt were 
arranged chronologically we should expect the event of the golden calf which happened during Israel's 
stay at Horeb to be mentioned before Dt 1-3, but in fact this is in Dt 9. The covenant materials also 
are also rearranged according to the theological scheme of the author (Le, the stress of the law) so that 
the law corpora (Dt 5-26) are brought forwards but the cultic passages are mentioned further on 
(1k26-32,2617-2&68). 
106. Pace G. Seitz (1971,49) and A. D. H. Mayes (D:, 166). WJ. Martin (1969,179-186) and JL Ska (1990,9-12) 
explain persuasively that we find 'dischronologized' narrative in the OT (eg. 1 Kings L5-7). 
107.1963a, 147, n25). Recently C Schäfer-Lichtenberger (1990,133, n21) also agrees with N. Lohfink about the 
unity of 53-5. An example of uncritical harmonization is S. R. Driver (Dt, 84). 
10& However, this differentiation of both texts does not nullify Lohfink's important finding of the 
similarity of the function of both texts in their contexts, and therefore it does not justify the diachronic 
approach of G. Seitz and A. D. H. Mayes on 54-5. 
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seeming mixture in the concept of time : 
5: 4 (the first event) - 55 (the second event) 
5: 6-21 (the first event) - 522f. (the second event)! 109) 
If we acknowledge that Dt has its own style, this kind of mixture seems to be a 
compositional device rather than a mixture of texts of different origin. 
This interpretation is further supported by the use of tim tTZ (55). This phrase does 
not mean `at the same time as the event in 5: 4 and 5: 22, the time when YHWH 
promulgates the decalogue. But this phrase indicates a different situation in 55 from 
5: 4,22 and eventually 5.6-2L(10) This different situation in 55 fits in rather with the time 
when the people requested the mediatorship of Moses (523-27). As we have pointed out, 
therefore, rtr O VI (55), which Moses must address to the people ('In hi. 55), is not the 
decalogue but the deuteronomic laws in general (o`Up r1 D`n71 nipp-5z 531). The 
function of 55 is to remind the reader / listener of the ultimate role of Moses as the 
mediator of God's covenant conditions in the midst of the report about the decalogue 
given directly from God. In this way 55, except % t: X5, summarizes the manner in which 
Israel will receive the subsequent laws. A similar'phenomenon is in 522 There the main 
concern is to report the circumstances of God's speech, but we also read the report of 
God's writing down the laws on the tablets and giving them to Moses. The content of this 
kind of report is explained in detail in 9: 9-11 where we learn that these events happen after 
making the covenant. If the author is aware of this fact and writes down the report of 
this remote event beforehand, we assume that this arrangement is not the chronological 
confusion of events but the result of the rearrangement according to the theological 
scheme of the author as we find it in 5.4-5! 111) According to this scheme, although it is 
not our task to penetrate deeply into this scheme, we can only point out the relevant issue 
for our thesis. The author arranges the materials systematically ; the simple descriptions 
first and then the detailed ones later{"') : 
[a] the simple'description of 5: 4 (God's direct word to the people) 
[b] that of 55 (God's indirect word to the people through Moses) 
[A] the detailed description of 5: 6-22 (God's direct word to the people) 
109. Here the first event or the second event means the chronological order of the events. 
110. CJ. Labuschagne (DtJb, 24f), but pace 1. Wijngaards 0,69) who holds that 55 is 'gloss' because of this 
phrase, 
11L S. R. Driver (D1,87) sees this point ('it is introduced here for the purpose of completing the narrative 
respecting the Decalogue'), although he tries to harmonize these texts without considering this 
phenomenon systematically. 
112 The simple description of 54 can be compared with the detailed description in 522, although both 
report the same event, the theophany (G Steuernagel, Dt, 71) : 5c4 (G1ýC'I ; W'i ), 5: 22 (1) ýv W1 ýýlVý 511 5 
'1p1). 
The simple description about the theophany 
(C h-07 "1l1b or L'. ' l) is elsewhere 
also (412,15,3336, . 24,26,910,1U4,1816). If we connect 554 with 56-21 (the decalogue), we think broadly 
the relationship between . 
52-3 (see 3312 & 3313) and the decalogue, eg. L Perlit (1969,82f), G. Braulik 
(1985,252). Further the connection between 53 and 523ff. becomes more visible because of `2 in 53b 
Cti; 3 D! i'5'tdz7) L'ýIýL1 `212 D119`1` 'Z) which explains shortly the reason of Moses mediatorship. 
And this clause is fully explained in 5: 23ff. 
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[B] that of 523ff. (God's indirect word through Moses)P13' 
(d) Now we consider the structural arrangement of 5: 4-31 where we find a kind of 
parallelism in 5: 4-28ff.:. 
Simple description 
[a] 5: 4 about God's direct revelation 
[b] 5S about Moses' mediatorship 
Detailed description 
[A] 5: 6-22 law given directly by God (the decalogue) 
[B] 523ff. laws given by Moses' mediatorship (the deuteronomic law). 
It is apparent that within this structure 55 has an indispensable function : 55 prepares the 
main point of the next passage, the deuteronomic laws which will be promulgated, by 
Moses by the popularly demanded and divine authority as the covenant mediator-teacher. 
In this way 5: 4 is chronologically connected with the decalogue. t1 4 In consequence of this 
structure the difference in the manner of law-giving between the decalogue (Dt 5), and the 
Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11) and the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26) becomes clear. The 
absoluteness of the decalogue as the. direct revelation of God (5: 4) is once again 
emphasised in "5: 22 by two facts : (i) `He added nothing more', (ii) `God has written down 
on the stone tables'. The former, compared with Ex 19-24 where we cannot find the same 
or similar expression, alludes to the intention of -the author that 
God's direct revelation at 
Horeb is closed. And the latter is a well recognized formula used for the unique position 
of the decalogue (eg. 413). These two facts show, God's direct revelation, the decalogue, 
belongs to the different category"11) from the later regulations (oV. W= D`jýM =1-52 
531) which will be brought and taught by Moses. 
3.4.52-27 (Israel's request for the covenant mediatorr16) 
113. In particular, the teaching aspect C 1b'7 531) in [B] is revolutionary in Dt and new compared with [bl 
This is the reason that in Dt nearly all law items are expressed not as the quotation of God's law but as 
the word of Moses. Therefore, the development from the general description of Moses' function, 
123 (55) to the detailed description of four stages (at last 1b5 531) is progressively achieved. Further 
see 3513. 
114. Rashi (D:, 32). It becomes clear in 5: 4-5,22 that the decalogue is not brought through Moses (C 
Schäfer-Lichtenberger, 1990,133). Therefore, the harmonization cannot be justified that 5: 5 actually shows 
that the decalogue is received through Moses indirectly contrarily to 5c4 (e. g. G. von Rad (ATD)Dt, 40)). In 
this harmonization there is no way to relate this interpretation to 5: 22ff. where we find many aspects 
telling the direct revelation of the decalogue. G. Seitz (1971,49), followed by A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 166), holds 
that 5: 5 was taken from Ex 34: 10 to emphasize Moses with whom God has made the covenant. 
However, this last theme that God makes the covenant with Moses is absent in Dt. And in this 
interpretation we cannot find any reason why this kind of insertion has happened in the specific 
situation in Dt 5. Chr. Brekelmans (1985,167) rightly rejects the idea of H. D. Preuß (1982,48) that the 
decalogue is not given yet by making the direct connection of 53c (C3K1 '3= Oi1K1, "2 
`r1M D! 1' ? 'M*51) with 5: 23ff. 
115. J. \Ji jngaards (D:, 74). 
116. Discussion about the decalogue itself is not the concern of this paragraph. Our task is to find out the 
structure in which the decalogue is contained. And see EW. Nicholson (1967,76f. ), HD. Preuß (1982,101) 
about the relationship between this section and 18: 14-22. 
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We have already noticed the transitional character of 5: 22 which parallels 5: 4P"') 
5: 23-27'reports the people's request for Moses' mediatorship which is formulated with the 
eloquent style of oral appeal. Compared with the Sinai covenant where the people's own 
word is expressed shortly only with one verse (Ex 2019), the long elaborated speech of the 
people's representatives in 5: 23-27 puts forward impressively the idea that the appointment 
of Moses as the mediator of the deuteronomic law is the result of the demand of the 
people themselves rather than the appointment initiated by God. This appeal together 
with the subsequent approval of God for this demand (5: 28-31) bestows on Moses the 
popularly demanded and divine authority `to bring' (tai hi. 55, ii pi. 5: 27) the law of 
God and `to teach' ('ný 5: 31,61) the people with it. God seems to appear only for the 
approval of their proposal later on (5: 30f. ). Therefore, the function of 5: 23-27 is to prepare 
the foundation of the legitimacy of Moses's role in the promulgation of the deuteronomic 
laws. The message of this section is that Moses' mediatorship is the outcome of the 
people's desire, and therefore the people must earnestly listen and obey the word (Dt 6-11) 
of Moses and the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26). The author builds up progressively the 
process to give Moses the legitimate (popularly demanded and divine) authority to bring 
God's' law and to teach it to the people. The author is now in the middle stages of the 
process which has already started (51) to reach the ultimate goal in the next section (6: 4, 
see further the excursus (1)). Stylistically, we find systematically constructed clauses within 
the section. """' 
3.41 5: 22 
In this verse we want to look at the function of three clauses or phrases which are rare 
in Dt, (a) mmm rind ' rr nrý, (c) at'7mrý;. 
a tla_ Ký 
The function of the clause K21 in the context is problematic : does this clause state 
that only the decalogue was given by God directly ? (19) The positive answer for this 
question seems to be right because in the following clause (5: 22b) we clearly read that the 
intention of the author is the limited scope of the direct law-giving (rind 'ark-' o; Mol 
117.54 (introduction of God's direct law-giving (O f! i i1MT 'Wl CM) D`; P) 
in the midst of theophany (C11ýL l ; jlrti'ý `1 j) 
5-21 (the decalogue given directly by God) 
5: 22 (summary of God's direct law-giving (0ý i111` 
in the midst of theophany (`711a'\7 ý1 1r W? U' "n 1)). 
Chr. Brekelmans (1985.166) also holds that 5: 2ýI does not make any al olute division in the context, but 
at the end of the first part (the decalogue, 56-21) it prepares the following part (523ff). 
118. N. Lohfink (1968a, 148) even suggests : 'Ein musikalischer Grundzug der Sprache ist hier nicht zu 
verkennen' 
119. Keil & Delitzsch (111,321). 
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Iýx :i n'nrc), i. e. there is no more direct law-giving! 120» Through this clause there 
seems to be a clear dividing line between the decalogue as God's direct law-giving and the 
subsequent law-giving through Moses. '213 This interpretation corresponds with the detailed 
process of the authority allowance to Moses described in 522-6: 1 about which we shall see 
soon. After this process Moses holds the legitimate authority `to teach' (-=b 5: 31,6: 1) as 
well as `to report' (iii 527, cf. Ex 2019) to the people what God has spoken to him. 
Because of this the division between the decalogue and what Moses is going to report and 
teach becomes more apparent, and through this division the importance of the decalogue 
seems to be natural and preunderstood by the reader / listenerP22) 
0-m mr-ri crnm rfn5 ; q-11 cýrqi I- -I. - -T-3 %II. - 
Likewise in the first phrase tab; K', 1_ we can ask what is the purpose of these clauses in 
5221123) The connection between the giving of the decalogue and the writing of the stone 
tablets is also found in 910 (cf. 413b, 1o-1-5). Interestingly enough, in 911 we read about the 
process in which the stone tablets are given during Moses' stay on the mount after forty 
days. From this report we assume that as in the report of Ex there is a gap of forty days 
between the proclamation of the decalogue and the giving of the stone tablets. However, 
because the content of the proclamation of God's will and that of the stone tablets is the 
same (the decalogue), the two events seem to be described consecutively in 522. Here we 
realize that the author reports these two events together, although they are not 
simultaneous actions. "12) This is the basic literary skill of the whole Dt : the chronological 
order is subordinated to the overall theological scheme as we have seen in 3.3. L4. These 
120. Chr. Brekelmans (1985,166). 
12]. A. C. Welch (1932,19, similarly JA Thompson (D:, 119)) : 'Its authority (the decalogue, TGS) was like the 
method of its coming; it was final, absolute, eternal. ' Further he (1932,24) criticises C Steuernagel and 
others who deny the unity of Dt 51-63, because they fail to recognize that the author can quote the 
decalogue (2sp. form speech) and gives absolute authority to the decalogue as the direct revelation of 
God. F. -L Hassfeld (1982,228, and n. 52) calls this clause the expression of the 'Kannprinzip' (ý V' qal 
with God as the subject, cf. ßj0` hi. with human subject) (Dt 4: 2,13: 1, Ecc 3: 13, Pro 30: 6, Jer 26: Z Cf. 
ibid, 233 : 'Der Dekalog stammt von Horeb und ist die älteste, dh ehrwürdigeste Gesetzesoffenbarung. - Das bedingt keine Abstufung der Verbindlichkeit (Le, the differentiation between God's direct law-giving 
and the indirect law-giving, TGS), denn alle Gesetze gründen in Jahwes Befehl, sind somit "Gebote 
Jahwes". 
- 
Der Dekalog gilt universal; das wird erhellt aus dem Gegensatz zum mosaischen Gesetz). 
This is the ANE custom for fixing the limit of regulations. See further eg L Perlitt (1969,82, following 
C Steuernagel : ', der die dt Predigt als Thora explicita' zum Kommentar der 'Thora implicita', des 
Dekalogs macht) for the differentiation between the decalogue and the deuteronomic laws. 
122. The stress on the decalogue seems to correspond very well with the theory (e. g. S. Kaufman 
(1979,105-158), G. Braulik (1985,252-272). CJ. Labuschagne (Dt, 11)) that the individual laws in Dt 12-26 
are structured according to the order of the decalogue. 
123. As we have seen, in their connection with K"1 (522a) these clauses stress the fixed form and the 
permanent validity of the decalogue (Chr. Brekelmansj985,167). 
124. Interestingly, ADH Mayes (Dt, 172), who usually depends on the traditional diachronic solution towards 
this kind of problem, seems to accept this as the work of an author. However, we cannot judge like 
Mayes that through this description the author has immediately completed the narrative of the decalogue 
so that from 5: 23ff. we read a later addition. Although in these clauses we have an impression of a 
certain completion (about this we shall see soon), this completion per se does not mean that the report 
afterwards is a later addition. Rather, it is wise to hold that this simple description in 5: 22 is a kind of 
introductory statement of the whole event about the decalogue, and then from 5: 23 onwards the author 
explains the detailed event. So N. Lohfink (1963a, 144). 
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clauses make clear the intention of the author when he has already described the 
definitive character of the decalogue with tp; Kit. By writing it down the content of the 
decalogue is fixed. 
N. Lohfink(125) holds that 522, is about the various judicial acts which are part of the 
conclusion of a covenant : proclamation ('i; ), writing down the covenant document 
(c'»K transmission of the document ("59 Can-01 Although these 
factors are found here because the covenant is the ultimate subject matter, the special 
concern of the author is not to follow precisely the chronological process of the covenant 
makingý121) Rather he tries to stress the function and the authority of Moses even in 
receiving the written decalogue ('15K rt! ý), because the entire Dt 5 is much concerned 
with the special position and task of Moses. ý127) This special position of Moses in 
receiving the decalogue is in parallel with the authority of Moses to bring and to teach 
God's law, whose process is progressively developed throughout Dt 5. Moses is the sole 
keeper of the divine law, the tablet of the decalogue as well as the deuteronomic laws. 
(c) 
This phrase is different from other expressions for Israel in Dt (eg. 7; 7 Dim 5: 28, cf. 
52, aptýp 5: 4) and can be translated as `Gemeindeversammlung'. U28) This phrase is 
related to the Horeb event and the decalogue also in 9: 10,10: 4,18: 16 (all of them Di`M 
37 33: 4 (»pý r 7ý7) together with 522. (129) In particular Y, %vm Di`z clearly expresses 
that the day of a certain official event between God and Israel, the covenant relationship, 
is intended030) *7 ý7ý7-ýZ (31: 30) describes the community which solemnly receives 
the instruction (i. e. the admonitional song) of Moses. In another case of the same context 
(23: 2,3,4,9) ` ý, ýi7; means that Israel is not just a gathering of various groups or even of 
natural descendants from one origin, but the legal community of YHWHP31» This specific 
denotation of ý; t7 becomes more apparent when this word is contrasted with the general 
phrase for the people (eg. qm-ý. p or Dý7) also used in these texts and commonly. We 
may divide these cases into two categories : (i) the cases for the reception of God's law 
(5: 22,9: 10,10: 4,18: 16,33: 4, cf. 31: 10), (ii) the cases for the performance of God's law 
(23: 2,3,4,9). And we immediately realize that all these cases are related to the law of 
125. (1963a, 143). 
126. A similar approach is adapted by TE Ranck (1969,51). He, depending on G. E. Mendenhall (1955,34), 
argues that in 5: 22 the witness aspect is comparable with the written document of treaty esp. in the 
Hittite treaties. However, it is clear that Moses as the witness of the decalogue is not the primary 
objective at least in 522. 
127. Chr. Brekelmans (1985,167 and see his right criticism on the argument of C. Steuernagel 0,71) that 
522b is the proleptic preparation of Dt 9-10). 
128. E-L Hassfeld (1982,227). 
129.0. Bächli (1962,133 : 'zur Beschreibung des Anlasse der Gesetzgebung. 
130.0. Bächli (1962,133f. and n. 109 : 'Der Hauptton in qahal liegt auf dem Religiösen; von eigentlich 
politischem Handlen erfahren wir im Dt nichts; so kommt z. B. qahal im Kriegsgesetz nicht vor'). 
131. This phrase means that Israel stands as the legitimate partner of the covenant with God. Israel as a 
people legally forms the covenant relationship with God. 
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God X132) This fact also supports our interpretation that 57iß denotes Israel as the legal 
community directly encountering God to make the official relationship. N. Lohfink(133) 
suggests further connection of this phrase with nq; fin M. V; tit 'ý Xr» (523) : 
`Die Nennung der C2%2iD 1 Dz"Izzd ` t1-3z in 5,23 ist unentbehrlich, damit das 
Volk nicht als unfaßbare Masse, sondern als Rechtsperson auftritt; nur wer hier 
eine Erzählung vermutet, sähe lieber wogende als rechtsmäd3ig vertretene 
Menschenmengen (italics, TGS). 
3.4.2.5: 23-27 (the request of the people's representatives) 
3.4.2.1.5: 23-24 
As we have seen, in 5: 2 has the specific denotation of Israel as the legal 
community. Since 1 Dz"Uýt %rw-»ý is used in the next verse, it is most probable 
that this phrase denotes a similar idea. In other words, these men seem to function here 
Mi7-ýý. Therefore, their action can as the representatives'") of that legal community Dýý. 
be considered as the legal action for the whole community for making the covenant 
relationship between God and IsraeL(135) When we consider the relationship of this phrase 
with the initiation of the legal institution in L-948, their official, legal, and covenantal 
character is apparent here. Also the legal character of the whole section 5: 23-314136) 
matches this interpretation. 
In 524 the apologia of the people's representatives for their demand stam (131) An 
interesting point is that un'ýt 7»;, the unusual expression in Dt, is used repeatedly in the 
same speech of the representatives of the people (5: 24,25,27a, 27b), which stresses the 
covenantal relationship between YHWH and IsraeL(138) This verse is an introduction to 
132 Therefore, there is no essential difference between these cases (pace F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,227f), cf. 
weak criticism of Chr. Brekelmans (1985,167) against him). 
133. (1963a, 144). 
134. Representing character of these men becomes clearer when we consider the logical subject of 523ba 
Qa]11l11 2. pl, as the logical subject of DZpblýZ 5: 23a is the people) is the people, but 
D]`jý711 iýý'L1ZCf is used as the grammatical subject (pace A. Dillmann (Dt, 267), S. Mittmann 
(1975,137f. ), and A. D. H. Mayes (D:, 172) who holds this phrase as a gloss, cf. 29: 9 (ET 2910) (firstly 
Dr11! t and then the list of people's strata), 27: 1,279 (plural subject + singular verb)). In other words, 
these persons stand as 'you', the people. Cf. similar representing character of the leaders 0; 51''7 
Dý' lt 'l =`Uze, 31: 28) of the whole people ('I$ t' 51_l'3'ýZ, 31: 30). In Dt we find several cases 
where `the elders appear with other groups of the people (1., 31: 28,29.9 (ET 29,10)), and mostly they 
have a specific reason of combination. Cf. J. Buchholz (1988,18ff), H. Reviv (1989,26ff). The connection 
of 5: 23 with L"15 is clear, because both have the same phrase, DTL Ze TJPt L The elders represent the 
people with this group of the military, judicial institution in Sc. 
135. N. Lohfink (1963a, 144), F. G. Lopez (1978,18), pace Chr. Brekelmans (1985,168). The last falls to 
understand the covenant characterstic of Dt 5 because he misses the point that 1i7''7Z denotes the 
legal community. 
136. N. Lohfink (1963a, 144 : 'den juristischen Aspekt des Aufbaus und der Gestaltung'). 
137. For summary of the study history on 524-26 see Chr. Brekelmans (1985,168). He (1985,169) correctly 
insists that it is better for us to consider that tf= does not prove the priestly influence (cf. Ps 28: 28, 
the description of Isaiah's revelation) on this verse, but rather independent authentic use likewise 
*1? in 
the same verse 
138. According to C. J. Labuschagne (DtJb, 60) this term shows 'the personal relationship between God and 
the people', but the most plausible way of this personal relationship between the deity and the people is 
the covenant relationship. 
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this apologia (525-26,27). As we shall see in 3.4.2.2., the development of the motif from 
death (525) to life (526) is related to the introduction of the same motif of the possible 
death alluded to here and the life as the eventual outcome (i) in 5: 24bý13" 
3A. 2.2.5: 25-27 
In 525-26 we read the further reflection or expansion of the introductory expression of 
the people's strange experience (ýýK7) in 5: 24b : although God has spoken with human 
beings, they can survive. There are two suggested reasons for the request that the 
law-giving should be indirect, the great fire and the word of God. The people request the 
indirect law-giving because these two reasons are actually related to the issue of death and 
life. In fact these motifs are already initiated in 524. Although in 5: 24b we read only a 
term of life (101), we realize that the possible death is alluded to. The life in this case is 
not the positive side of life (e. g. abundant, or happy life), but the life which has just 
escaped death. The motifs of death and life in 524b are expanded in 525-26 significantly 
by two sets of protasis and apodosis in 5: 25 about the death motif and by two sets of 
protasis and apodosis in 526 about the life motif. And the process from death to life in 
524b is kept intact in the order of the death motif in 5: 25 and the life motif in 526. 
In 525 we find chiastic parallelism of the [al[b] / [b']-[a'] pattern. (14o) : 
525a :r clause + the condition / reason (fire) 
U=3.6= 5rt ) (r*tir ijemo r'i') 
(apodosis ipf. ) ('; + protasis ipf. ) 
5: 25b : the condition / reason (sound) +t clause 
(-fiy UW7r nr rn pnrt5 Urvrt a'ýcý-nK) tmi) 
(oK + protasis pt. ) (apodosis t-pf) 
Another parallelism, this time a kind of synonymous parallelism of [a]-[b] / [a']-[b'] 
pattern according to the theme of life, is found within the relative clause of 526. 
However, this pattern is in the thematic arrangement not in all levels of grammatical 
features as in 525 : 
the reason of the request life motif 
526a : people's hearing God's voice 07'0) + life (God's) motif 
(MT o'n. ýi, t ßi, 7 Srvrýt, pf. ) (MT) 
526b : God's speaking (vi) to the people in the fire + life (people's) motif 
(rjrc, -1ii vwI pt) (17.1 V tý) 
139. N. Lohfink (1963a, 148, n27). 
140. We find many examples of the parallel use of the first condition / reason 071ý) and the second 
condition / reason (51i7 / 1V1) in Dt. Pace S. Mittmann (1975,138), therefore, it is quite natural to 
assume that the author suggests two aspects of the danger of death (i. e. fire, God's word) which is in 
good harmony with 524 (MI JiM. Ut 55*i7-11K1) and 526 (C3tl, 1'ý1l1b 1]120. Because of 
misunderstanding of this chiastic structure, the last word (W 1) of this verse is considered as a gloss 
(see W. Staerk's (1894,65) misunderstanding : 'Auch v. 22 (5c2.. 
TTGS) Ui 11) ('1V) ist als Glosse, die den 
Satz missversteht, zu streichen'). 
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In 524 we read of two kinds of 'view: and wtit The first one (3i ) means the 
visual experience and its object is God's majestic feature and God's word ('7) in the midst 
of the fire. However, the second one (('Ký) can be interpreted as `to perceive, `to 
experience' and its content of perception is that although God talks ('1.7) with a human 
being he can live. The content in 524 is emphasized and expanded in 5: 25-26, by all 
aspects being used once again. Two expressions of God's word to the people (5ip, iii) 
together with another motif WM- in 524 are used in 525-26 steadily : 
5.25a (ctA) - 525b (5ij7) - 526a (5ip) - 5: 26b (v7 + tvt4). 
Also the life motif in 5: 24 (1n1) is reaffirmed by- the negation of the death in 52S (two 
times) and the use of the life motif in 526 (two times)P41) And from 525 to 526 there 
are two kinds of development : 
(i) from the motif of death (525) to the motif of life (526), 
(ii) from fire (525a) - sound (525b) - sound (526a) - sound and fire, (526b). 
Through all these processes, therefore, the first description about the awesome experience 
of the theophany and God's word in 524 is enormously expanded and, stressed in. order to 
lay a strong foundation of the reason for the request which will be done in 527. Simply 
speaking, 5: 25-26 is the detailed repetition of the basic meaning of 524, and through this 
repetition the appeal of the people in 527 becomes much greater. "42) Again this persuades 
the reader / listener to accept the authority of Moses to bring and to teach the law of God 
this is the outcome of the strong human demand as well as of the divine appointment. 
In the whole appeal of the representatives of Israel we see a clear structure("') : 
524 : the basic introduction what they have experienced in God's 
direct word towards them. 
525-26 : the elaboration of the reason for the future suggestion 
527 : the concrete suggestion 
The request of the representatives is expressed with a strong emphasis on Moses by the 
double emphatic use of the pronoun rt + ru t"' The description of the action that the 
representatives make for Moses is very systematic : (i) to approach to God (ii) to 
hear God's word (Sroci), (iii) to report to the people ("in). 
35.5: 28-6: 3 (The approval of Israel's requestY15) 
14L N. Lohfink (1963a, 148, n27) also points out the existence of the life and death motif connection : 
'Stilistische beginnt in 5,24b jedenfalls die bis 5,26 gehende Motivketts "Leben - Tod in der Begegnung 
mit Gott'". 
142. The connection between these verses is pointed out by N. Lohfink (1963a, 148). N. Lohfink lists several 
keywords used repeatedly in this section (e. g. WX5: 4,5,22,23,24,25,26; "1 5: 22,23,25,26,28a, 28b; 
MW 5.2324,25,26,28a, 28b, cf. &27). 
143. Pace A. D. H. Mayes (1980,72) who denies the original unity of this section. 
144. Muraoka, 55. 
145. See S. Mittmann (1975, passim), F. -L Hossfeld (1982,217) for the division of 63 and &4. 
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This section is the last part of the steadily developed process of the legitimatization of 
the authority of Moses as the mediator-teacher of God's stipulations. Its comparable 
section in Ex, Ex 20: 20-21 and 21: 1, reveals a good contrast in terms of clarity of 
explanation and elaboration. Dt 528-6: 3 suggests the people's request for the mediatorship 
of Moses (5: 23-27) is not enough. The approval of God (528-31) and Moses' acceptance 
(5: 32-6: 3) are indispensable. In this section we read two speeches, the speech of God 
(5: 28-31) and that of Moses (532-63)P11) These two are related to each other in that the 
first speech is the foundation of the second one. These two are a kind of reaction to the 
people's reaction to God's direct law-giving-(523-27)P11) We may once again divide the 
second speech into two parts, 5: 32-33,61-3. The first (5: 32-33) is the stepping stone for the 
commanding speech of the second (61-3). Finally in 613 we see the ultimate achievement 
of Moses' authority as the mediator-teacher of God's law whose process is begun in 51 
(`U1 "ý'ýK). And from 6: 4 Moses goes back to the original command from this beginning 
pbY 5: 1, also 6: 4), in which sense 6: 4 is the resumption of 51 and starts the 
Hauptgebot pericopeP48) Because of this strategy of the gradual movement towards the 
final goal all the commands of Moses in 532-63 are expressed not with the imp. form but 
with the pf. form which has the imperative sense : 5: 32 (ri1bpý Dn "My% r; r K17 
` Mt7l), 533 (non), 63 (ýtýt r rat, rný t). The subtle difference of the pf. in 63 (r tart 
and the imp. in 6: 4 (51ý/ rgy) is most probably highly deliberate, although both 
have the same verb, object, and eventually the same meaning (i. e. imperative sense of pf. 
cons. (6: 3Y149)) stand side by side. This structure is for emphasizing 6: 4 with the full 
strength of command and for. the correspondance with 51 having the same imperative 
start at the beginning of a section. In this way the author manages to lay a solid 
foundation for Moses' popularly demanded and divine authority `to report' (i 527) and 
`to teach' (`uni 51,531,61) the people with God-given laws (n`Uýrit a ix 1 nrC- 0; )). 
The main issue in this section is the correspondence of the legal terms in 531(71=1-'Z 
146. Because of (1) the adverbial use of 1 in Dr-1 C (532, 'therefore, thus'), (2) the change from the 2sg. 
form of object (Moses) in 5: 29-31 to the 2. pL form of object in 532f. (the people), the change from 531 
to 532 is not so abrupt as & Mittmann (1975,139) judges. Although 530 has an unusal expression (2. pL 
ý11 =ý it makes no problem, because this is expressed as the direct citation of the Moses word 
to the people. After 53W (ßl7 "l ') we may set colons : 'Go and say to them (530a) : 'Return to 
your tent' (5: 30b). We find a typical example of citation (Moses' command to the people, D]ý the 
Dý`ýi1Ký7) within citation (God's command to Moses, B1' `1DK ') within citation (Moses' narration 
from 5: 2 onward). This is a prevalent phenomenon inv bt (see' R. Polzin. 1980,43ff, 1987,92-101; G. W. 
Savran, 1988,113-U6). 
147. CJ. Labuschagne (Dtjb, 58-72) correctly divides 523-63 into four speech groups, (i) the peoples speech 
(5: 23-27), (ii) God's speech (5: 28-31), (iii) Moses first speech (5: 32-33), (iv) Moses second speech (61-3). In 
this way these four speeches are related to each other and these four speeches support each other to 
build up steadily the ultimate goal of the whole section 5: 1-6: 4, the legitimate authority of Moses to 
report and to teach God's law. 
148. The important difference in both verses is that in 5.1 there is 1'1K-object which is absent in &4. 
Regardless of the various interpretations of this traditionally important verse, it seems to be right, that 
the command (5K1_Ü` jlt ? 6: 4) cannot be applied only to some verses after &4 but to all following 
legal statements of Moses because of the much elaborated structure from 51 to &4 to lay foundations for 
the authority of Maser 
149. Versions (LXX (&ICO O, KJV, RSV, NASB, NIV; SV, NV, WV; Luther), GK § 112-aa, Joilon §119-l, m, B. 
Holwerda (1957,149), Lettinga § 72-e, WO § 32-2-4-a (after the nominal clause in 6d), cf. conditional 
sense (NEB). 
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DV--t D`ixýt) and 61(D`Ura D`i7rý 7týtn, ý) and their difference (i. e. the first one is 
spoken by God but the second is by Moses). The repetition of the same phrase in the 
adjacent verses and this difference make clear the intention of the author that what God 
has transmitted to Moses is from now on going to be taught to the people. 
351.5: 28-31 
There is a certain connection between this passage and the previous passage (524-27). 
The primary purpose of these two sections is to make a direct connection between the 
spoken demand of the people and the spoken approval of God so that there should be no 
misunderstanding that the demand and the approval is purely the issue to be decided 
between the covenant parties not by the will of the mediator Moses. 051) This is also 
another stage of the long process of giving the divine authority to Moses as the mediator 
(excursus (1)). In content God's speech to Moses (528b-31) is divided into the three parts : 
5: 28b-29 (approval of the people's request), 530 (the command to the people), 531 (the 
command to Moses). On the one hand, this passage is God's approval of the people's 
request, but on the other hand, this is God's acknowledgement of Moses' mediatorshipPS'" 
This perception is very understandable when we read in Ex 191-9 of God's appointment of 
Moses as the mediator for the new relationship but in Dt we cannot find such an obvious 
expression hitherto. 
3S1L 5: 28-29 (God's approval of the people's request) 
God's hearing the word of the leaders which is not directed to him, and God's response 
to Moses about those words (5: 28a also 1: 27,34ff. ) are new aspects compared with the 
report in Ex 20: 21. This phenomenon is the first step towards the approval of the leaders' 
request. This interference of God in the dialogue between the people and Moses is a 
stepping stone to the introduction of the divine approval of the leaders' request (5: 28bb, 29). 
The author mentions this fact, in Moses' own word (5: 28a Dn 'i 'ii? -i1K 71 pPd*1 
ýtn) and God's cited word (5: 28ba 7'Sfýt r1 Vt mm DV '1"1 5iß' t$ "r V) so 
that the reader / listener is certain about the direct divine interference on this issue. The 
key content of God's consent is expressed tersely with un m(lsl) The p1. form of the 
150. Both 5: 24-27 and 5: 28-31 are expressed with the direct citation form which is the common'narration 
style in Dt. See R Polzin (1980,43ff, 1987,92-101; G. W. Savran, 1988,113-116). As we have seen sometimes 
there are cases citation within citation within citation. 
15L Keil & Delitzsch (111,321). 
152. GB (Dt 50,18: 17, 'sie haben recht geredet'), BDB ('they have. done well (all) that they have spoken), 
and HAL (Dt 5: 28,18: 17, Ps 36x4, 'gut, kunstvoll reden) 
' 
understand this as hif. of MU. However, the main 
point of this word is not in the form which they use but the content of their request. This word in 
5: 28,18: 17 expresses not merely the value judgement but more the positive consent to the request of the 
leaders. In this sense the use is very close to : IlU hif. The examples MiU hif. in 1 King 818 (= 2 Chr 
6: 8, with `Z clause), Ps 119: 68 (with ý-inf. ) show the positive consent about the behaviour or the 
suggestion of the other party. UT71 in Dt 5: 28,171817 very much resembles this use. Therefore, it is 
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people's word (=-q1 D-t) together with rt vlx-5z express the total approval of 
their request. 
In 5: 29 we read two reasons for that approval : (i) the fear (tt'ý') of God so that they 
might keep (-g: rj) his commands, (ii) the prosperity (rn') as the result of obedience. The 
first reason is the result of the direct encounter between the covenant parties. The 
awesome appearance of the superior, YHWH, makes a strong impression on the inferior, 
the people, so that they tend to keep the stipulations of the covenant. In this way we 
arrive at a covenantal understanding of this speech. The first reason is a clear contrast 
with the similar reason in Ex 20: 20 where we read the motif of fear (97`) + the 
overcoming of the negative result (ýttýnr Together with the second reason which 
is absent in the report of Ex 2020ff. this feature stresses the positive outlook of the whole 
speech. 913) The second reason, the prosperity as the result of obedience, is a new aspect in 
Dt 5 for making the covenant relationship. This aspect is expressed by another new aspect 
of the covenant relationship, the perspective of the future, the benefit of, obedience to the 
descendants, forever This prosperity concept is the seedbed of the blessing 
aspect of the covenant and it is further developed a little in 533 (oýý Mit: ) 11Wnn Mzn 
=-. 'fi and 62 Ipbý) and finally in 63 we read a much developed form ('K 
Weil M', n ml }'ix ''ý7 Jan K ; 1* myr 1ý1 nexz `i Mt: Im7p `1exi J`, n v'% -1 V8 T/ This T1TTTVV1TY Y" V ý1 111 
emphasis on the positive side of the result of the covenant relationship is prevalent in the 
Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-ll) "') 
35. L2.5: 30 (God's command to the people) 
As we have already seen, Dý ttý 
n; 3 1. Me (5: 30b) is the citation (Moses' command to 
the people, more precisely God's word given to Moses) within the citation (God's 
command to Moses) and the number change (2sg. of 5: 30a to 2. pl of 5: 30b) is perfectly 
justified. The phrase or'mc5 0n'ß anatý is commonly used as the military or political term 
for demobilization (2 Sam 10: 1,1 Kings 1216, cf. Jos 22: 4Y155 and in this case it is utilized 
(cf. 16: 7) to denote that the official encounter between the two covenant parties which 
started from 5: 4 is ended (cf. Ex 19: 9ff. - 20-21)P10 In Ex 20: 21 we cannot find the 
concrete command to demobilize but the simple report that the people stand afar (74,! 1 
Sri nr) from the mountain. 
ideal to prepare a more detailed meaning to consent for suggestion either in it hif. or in =T hif. 
153. The negative outlook of Ex 2020ff. is more stressed by the use of r ('to test). 
154. See N. Lohfink (1963a, 305f. Tabelle V: Verben im Segenshinweis in Dtn 4: 45-28: 68). 
155. A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 173f. ), CJ. Labuschange (DtJb, 64). A. D. H. Mayes 0,173f. ) holds the 'phrase 'in your 
tents' (DY rfl &) in 127 means the situation of demobilization. 
156. Further in Wt we cannot find the subsequent activity like in Ex 24 when Moses reception of the law 
from God finishes in Dt 2615. This does not mean that the report of the Horeb covenant is not 
perfect, but it means that the report of the Horeb covenant is not for the sake of the Horeb covenant 
itself. The report is for the new covenant, the covenant renewal in Moab / Shechem and only the 
invariable elements of the Horeb covenant are explained in the former part of the covenant renewal. 
See further 331.2 & 3313. 
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3513.5: 31 (God's command to Moses) 
What the author tries to formulate in this verse is to give the final -word on the origin 
of Moses' authority to teach which is a totally new aspect so. far in Dt 5 for the 
covenant making, what he has heard from God (rr ix). This process of laying the 
foundation of Moses' word already begins in 51 where we read Moses' command to hear 
what Moses is speaking (oi*. t =mn v, : ncc o"tt7-ttt a"x71-rN rz; q 
cm? nh CXiK amn , N. B. the emphatic use of "iiK). 
The author tries to follow the three stages of action which is set out in a very orderly 
way from God through Moses to the people : (i) what God tells Moses, (ii) what he should 
do for the people, (iii) what or how the people should do. 
The first point is that Moses has to stand closely to God. The combination of nýP(157) 
and 1bq(158). in this clause with 79 gives a strong impression that Moses receives the law 
from God standing very near him. This , point stresses the 
divine authority of what Moses 
is going to teach. 
The second point is Moses's duty, to teach the people In Dt we find six cases 
of Moses' teaching the people (Moses' own word (41,5,14), God's command for Moses to 
teach (5: 31,6: 1,3L"19)). ß' S9' In all these cases the concrete -law terms are used. ' 60) The 
phrase, i, ('to teach') + the terms of law, seems to have the function of the 
key-phrase in the whole Dt. In other words, the authority of Moses' teaching (1n5 51,31, 
6: 1) of the concrete laws is directly originated from God. And consequently the obligation 
of the people to obey that teaching is stressed, which is the crucial theme of Dt. It is 
especially worthwhile to point out that in this transitional stage from God's word (5: 28-31) 
to Moses' teaching (532ff. 1nß) this phrase (`t + the same law terms) is used in both 
passages (531ab, 61aY161 :- 
God's word : (1) giving the authority to Moses to teach (i 531) 
(2) the content of that teaching (o ; ra7t tim ttYt r" 531) 
Moses' word : (1) receiving the authority to teach (i 61) 
(2) the content of that teaching (o Vrrra7t triff rn=7 61Y162) 
Considering that the phrase o`UDfra-t allxm 1tYbm appeard only in 5: 31 and 61 except 711 
157. Although some dictionaries (GB, BDB) file this word into the section Dp, BL (§ 81-a"), followed by 
HAL (but 'semantisch = OqI hold that this word is not derived from DP but from 'OP. 
158. This verb in the OT is not used with Olt. 
159. All. other cases are about 'to learn' of and 'to teach' of the people to the children (410,10,119,14,23,1719, 
18: 19,2018,3112) except 31: 22 (Moses' teaching the song in Dt 32). M. Weinfeld (1972,303) insists that 
this word is used only in Dt in the Pentateuch. He also lists another didactic term 1' which is 
prominent in Dt (436,85,1L"2,2118,2218). 
160.4: 1 (OTIMb7_1 D`iD _1), 4: 5,14 (D`'31n1 D`1, n), 531 (D`L^V 
I1 
i1 11YbTt1ý), 6: 1 (1 12b, 1 
trnmtH b` M), 3119 (i. e. P1M 11 'NM in SO). 
16L The didactic aim of Dt is discussed widely, for example M. Weinfeld (1972,298ff, esp. 303). This 
teaching aspect is one of the important motifs in Dt compared with Ex. Interestingly this 
didactic tendency is also found in the treaties of ANE, and Dt seems to follow this treaty model in its 
educational imagery as in other features (M. Weinfeld, 1972,298). 
162. The connection between 531 and &1 is further strengthened by the demonstrative pronoun M'tTI in 6d (EKönig. Dt, 97f). 
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we realize this phrase has the signal value to indicate the end of God's word (531) and the 
beginning of Moses' word (6: 1). Here we find another dimension (3) related to the 
transmission of the authority : from 62 God's command 0l 12; `my command' 529, cf. Y 
mz t= tit t qtr 532,33, c "t mr' 7aýt 61) is given directly by Moses (` 1st t rl t= 
n; 0(163) V 
The third point is the people's reaction to Moses' teaching, their obedience. It is the 
neat logical conclusion of the systematic construction of the three stages to appeal to the 
authority of Moses' word. 
35.2.532-33 (Moses' first admonition after God's approval) 
By 5: 31 the author reaches the point where important ground work is finished for the 
legitimate position of Moses' role as the mediator-teacher of the covenant stipulations 
given indirectly. Hitherto the speakers are varied from God (5: 6-21) to the people (5: 24-27) 
and again to God (5: 28-31). But from now on the author introduces Moses' word directly. 
We can explain the phenomenon of 5: 32-33 in its relationship with 51-2 in two ways : 
(i) the sudden change from God's word (5: 31) to Moses' word (532), (ii) the- change of time 
(from the past to the present) and space (from Horeb to Moab) from 532ff. 
Firstly, although there is an opinion that the sudden change from God's word (5: 31) to 
Moses' word (5: 32) is strange, this phenomenon is understandable considering-the direct 
change from 51(F) to 52 (We')P64) This change simply leads back to the main stream of 
narrative where Moses is the speaker. This part just like 61-3 is a kind of small prelude to 
the future admonition in 6: 4-ll25P65) At the same time this part returns to the command 
of God (5: 29,31) through the clause prim fl nn'* mr orn 00N) ' xz (5: 32,33). After Y{ YY YI "' "" Y1Yi 
God's command (5: 30-31) Moses stands out immediately as the speaker of God. He begins 
not with the content of God's word but with his own admonition to keep God's command 
(532) or God's way (533). 
Secondly, from 5: 32-33 we see the sudden change of time (from the past to the present) 
and space (from Horeb to Moabb166). However, this sudden changer is also understood 
when we compare this with the relationship between 5: 32-33 and 5: 1-1 We have seen in 
163. N. Lohfink (1989,9). 
164. Pace F. -L. Hossfeld (1982,234) and A. D. H. Mayes (1980,72 : 'unnecessary appendage). A. Rofe (1985b, 9) 
holds that 532-33 (5: 29-30) interrupts not only the logical continuum of the text, but also the stylistic 
continuity. However, if the change from 51 to 5: 2-3 and then the change from 5: 2-3 to 5: 4 are not 
strange, this change is also not strange When in 532ff. the author goes bock to the original situation of 
the narration where Moses is the main speaker, it is quite normal The similarity between 5.32 and 51 
is unmistakable. Chr. Brekelmans (1985,164) holds that two aspects are similar : '1' - 'youspeech and the 
paraenetic style. However, we also find 'I' - 'you' style within 5: 2-30 (55,22). And 5c1 is not pure 
paraenetic style, because it is contained in the narrative style (51a). It is hard to insist that 51 is the 
introduction and 532-33 is the conclusion. Rather, all parts are in a steady progress until the ultimate 
goal in &4. 
165. CJ. Labuschagne (DtJb, 67). 
166. G. von Rad (ATD, )t, 44 :'-d. h. sie (v. 32f) führen die Hörer von der Betrachtung der Vergangenheit 
in die Gegenwart zurück, dh in die Situation im Lande Moab, die ja der Ort der ganzen dt. Rede des 
Mose istl. Also G. Braulik (Dt, 54). 
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33.1.2. & 33.13. that 5: 2-3 is about the validity of the Horeb covenant to the covenant 
renewal in Moab. And this means that there is a transition of time (from the present to 
the past) and- space (from Moab to Horeb) between 51 and 52. Now from 532 the author 
goes back to the: original situation in 5: 1 (the present, Moab) when the people are 
demobilized (5: 30). In other words, the transition from 531 to 532 is the counterpart of 
the transition from 51 to 5: 2. Just as the change of situation from 51 to 52 is sudden, the 
same sudden change of situation is found from 531 to 532 and therefore, this change can 
be justified. ý Another important point related to this issue is that just as in 5: 2-3 we do not 
read `the actualization' (or `Vergegenwärtigung') of the past event, we do not find in 532ff. 
the concept of `the actualization'. Through 52-31 the author stresses the validity of the 
Horeb covenant to the Moab covenant which is renewed now. As the author goes to the 
past situation in 52ff, he comes to the present situation in 532. 
The next point we have to examine is the function of 532-33. It is reasonably easy to 
understand that this short section functions as a transitional stage (532-33) between 531 and 
6: 1(167) which makes it easy for the reader / listener to understand the transition of 
authority. Compared with the fact that 5: 31 and 61 are tightly connected with each other 
through the nearly literal parallellism, the connection of 532-33 with the former verse (531) 
and eventually with the later verse (61) is not verbatim. But in terms of their contents 
they are strongly related to each other : 
(i) The content of 5: 32-33, the admonition of Moses on keeping the command of God, 
is based on God's word in 531 Directly after the command of God to teach the 
people, Moses begins to bring the admonition. 
(ii) The phrase C: =X Mr . '*X "irr 7; 2 nrim (vv. 32,33), on the one hand, recalls the 
triple law terms in 5: 31, but on the other hand it prepares the following verse having a 
quite similar expression (D='5 7vT -112 Y- L"1 11. "Y -i 
(iii) The action which has to be done according to the law (z tipp on rj) in 5: 32, on 
the one hand, recalls the command of God (Vý)) in 5: 31, but on the other hand it prepares 
for the word in 61 (u t' ). 
(iv) The promised land to possess ( i'u 'fit r7Kn) in 5: 33 is nearly the same as the 
phrases in 531(rir" i """ '1kt yn) and in 61( V MM) 
(v) An important point in this admonition is that there is already the aspect of blessing 
if Israel will keep the laws of God. As far as the development of the blessing / prosperity 
concept for the obedience of God's law is concerned, 533 stands in the middle stage 
between 531 and 6: 2-3. As we have seen in 35.1.1., the embryonic form of this blessing 
aspect is expressed in God's word (529 D5"qý Rr'ýý`ý1 cný St: Ipn'). And in 62-3 we find 
167. CJ. Labuschagne (DtJb, 67) rightly describes these sections as follows : 'Dit eerste deel van de reactie 
van Mozes (532-33, TGS) op het theofanie-gebeuren, evenals het tweede deel in 61-3, kunnen we 
typeren als een kleine prelude op de komende paraeneses in 6: 4-1132' But he does not realize, as we 
shall see in 353, the perfect symmetry between 531 and 61, and the word combination of these verses (DýýC7f'11 D'ý7ýTi1 11YLti'i) having a framing function. 
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a more detailed description of the prosperity when Israel keeps the law. This is in parallel 
with the tenor of the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11) that the blessing aspect is more 
important than the curse aspect. This ratio contrasts with the importance of the curse in 
the later passage in Dt (Dt 2715-26,281-69). 
353.61-3 (Moses' second admonition after God's approval) 
This passage is connected with both 531 and 532-33 : (i) there is a clear, connection 
between 5: 31 (God's commissioning Moses to teach the laws) and 61 (Moses' receiving of 
that commission) and this connection is complete and thoroughU6S), (ii) and we see the 
relationship of 61-3 with 532-3V 169) Both texts function as a prelude to the Hauptgebot 
pericope 6: 4-11: 32, (10) This connection is one of the important characteristics of the Dt 
laws compared with other laws in the ANE and especially with the modern laws. In order 
to suggest the concrete law items the author considers that it is necessary to spend eleven 
chapters. In other words, in Dt 1-11, at least Dt 5-11, the crucial theme of the author is not 
to introduce the law items directly but the tightly, constructed -theological scheme which 
persuades people to keep the law. If we hold Dt 6-11 as an-unprecedented and prolonged 
introduction to the individual laws (Dt 12-26), we realize that the author's intention is not 
simply to list the law items but to prepare the reader / listener to understand the whole 
process of the covenant -making. There will be laws but these are not the one 
just 
imposed by the superior. This fact illustrates that the laws in Dt are not the imposed laws 
but covenantal laws, originally suggested by the superior but received by the people 
through a mediator as they requested. 
Summarising 531-63, we find the following result of analysis in the four passages""') : 
16& Namely 5: 31 (God speaks) :L content 0'121M'3=11 D`51111 MXMM-"5), 2. God the original 
commissioner (; j'* T1D1K1), 3. duty of Moses ý , 
J1 b1bý_l1ý, 4. place*(C`1`7Tj113 11: 7At }'1i1lD T 1ýý TYYIVT 
1l1G15) ; 61 (Moses speaksy :L content (D'L^ýCG1ýý1 b`i7I11 i11YL`1) 2. God the original commissioner 
1 t! t 71i 1' aY 1J), 3, duty ;f Moses (111t'7pý bý11KI 1ný' place (Dl1K -1" }'1Sýtý 
pro 
hi`! T points out the 
previous law r`1l1V15 
E König (Dt,.: the demonst rative noun 
terms). N. ý, ohfink (1989,9 and n16,24 : the section 61-3 is going back to the last part of Dt 5 
especially to the word of God). 
169. We do not need to think the diachronic differentiation between 532f. and 61-3 (pace F. -L,. 
Hossfeld, 1982,235). 
170.532-33 : the general admonition + God's law (expressed very generally 
with t1X. / 11r'i! t J, "VMýZ clause) 
6c1-3 : the general admonition + Gods law (expressed only 
by the title DVDZ J D`i1= M=1) 
64-1132: the admonition using the Hauptgebot 
12ff. : the individual laws. 
Considering that the real individual laws appear later in Dt 12ff. and Dt 6-11 are not specific law items 
but actually the expanded admonition by using the Hauptgebot (N. L, ohfink, 1963a, 112, n19), we realize the 
literary strategy of the author who suggests the individual law items far later. 
17L F. C. Tiffany (1978,56) suggests his own chiasitc schema by analysing the used verbs of Dt 5: 27-63 : 527 
[A] - 5: 29 [B] - 531 [C] - 532f [D] - 61 [C] - 62 [B'] - 63 [Cl For the structure analysis of the 
passage, however, we should consider not only the used verbs, just as Tiffany does, but also other aspects 
and moreover the whole theological content of each section. In this respect Tiffany's schema which is 
based solely upon the analysis of the used verbs is not perfect. Similar structural analysis is done by N. 
Lohfink (1963a, 67) according to the use of the verb : 5: 27 (=e /i lt7V [AD - 529 (K'1' / 'Ce [BD - 
531 (10ý / 1t'7SJ [CD - 532f. (=G -i ItYr - 110 - I'M 'ý1 [DD - 61 
(1bý / 11]171! [CD - 6.2 
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teach laws command action (Israel) land prosperity 
531 -2: t triple laws ru (God) r by i nonexistent 
532-33 rn (God) '+ MT' r existent 
61 i triple laws rm (God) fttT WT nonexistent 
62-3 rn (Moses) 'vxt + rdbTý r etc. existent 
We have seen from 3.3. to 3.5. that throughout 51-63 the author succeeds to achieve 
the ultimate objective : to found the authority of Moses `to teach' (, 10`) as well as to 
bring' ('I. 1) God's laws. `To teach' lays the legitimate foundation for the Hauptgebot 
pericope (Dt 641) and `to bring' does the same for the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26). 
3.6.26: 16-19 (The bilateral pronouncement of the definition of the covenant 
relationship) 
So far we have studied the sections (2&69,4: 45-55,522-63) which form the framework 
of the laws, the decalogue (5: 6-21) and the deuteronomic laws (12: 1-26: 15)). We have 
realized that the content of this framework is the covenant. In other words, the laws 
given subsequently are not simply imposed by God, but rather these laws (51) function 
within the. superior category, the covenant (5: 2-3). Within this framework the author tries 
to lay the theological foundation of the popularly demanded and divine authority of 
Moses as the mediator-teacher of the stipulations of the covenant, God's law. However, 
what the author reports in Dt 5 is not the Horeb covenant per se or the actualization of 
this covenant (see 3.3.13. ) but the application of the invariable elements of the Horeb 
covenant (i. e. the covenant stipulations) to the Moab covenant which is going to be 
renewed. We read until 26: 15 the long pericope of this application, the covenant 
stipulations. In other words, the covenant stipulations of the Horeb covenant as the 
invariable element can be applied to the subsequent covenant renewal, and therefore to 
the present renewal of the covenant in the Moab plain. In 2617-19 we read another aspect 
of the application of the invariable element of the Horeb covenant to the Moab covenant, 
the definition of the covenant relationship. 
In this section we want to find firstly the meaning of a much debated verb 'wK hi. 
(3.61) and then the formula of covenant relationship in 261719 (3.6.2. ). Further we want 
to consider the relationship between 26: 16 and 2617 in the context of the whole of Dt 
(3.6.3. ) and the definition of the specific relationship in 26: 17-19 (3.6.4. ). Finally the 
function of this section within the whole central pericope of Dt (Dt 5-28), especially the 
( Ki` / ''l IB'D - 63 TtV / 
t7 IA'D. Despite the impression of a neat symmetric construction 
this system ('konzentrische Struktur) is also not perfect (see the criticism of A. DH Mayes, 1980,81, n. 26), 
because we cannot depend only on one factor, the verh There are other important factors which show 
clearly the different opinions about the structure. In particular, the difference of speaker is significant, 
and 527 should belong to the previous section 522(23)-27, the request of the people. 
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connection between 2616-19 and Dt 27f. (3.6.5. ) will be investigated 
a6. L t hl. 
This word is much debated, because it, is a keyword in 2617-19 yet the hi. form of this 
word appears only here. 172' The interpretation is basically dependent on how we interpret 
this hi, either (i) as the causative, or (ii) as the declarative. (173) 
The causative interpretation of -9: K hi. is taken by ThC Vriezen who studies it full y"') 
Relying on the use of other verbs of hi. causative (eg. ' KV hi, Ex 12: 36,2 Sam 1: 28) he 
holds the same causative sense of -0K hi. (not `jemanden zum Reden veranlassen' but `sich 
jemandem etwas sagen lassen' = `das, was jemand sagt, ausdrücklich akzeptieren'Y171) and 
suggests the following translation of 2617 : 
`Das Wort Jahwes habt ihr heute bestätigt, (mit Jahwe habt ihr heute euer 
Einverständnis erklärt, als Er sagte) dass er euer Gott wolle sein und dass ihr auf 
Seinen Wegen wandeln solltet' 
If we follow this translation, we can build up the following picture of this event : in 2617 
Israel demands the position of God's people, and later God pledges by His word, and vice 
versa in 26: 18f. However, it is very difficult to prove that this picture is actually the basis 
172. Different meaning are offered in the dictionaries : GB (uncertain), BDB ('avow, 'vouch), HAL ('zu 
sagen anlassen', 'proklamieren'), GMD ('erklären; 'versprechen lassen'). 
173. Although there are other solutions, they are not convincing. proposals of emendation. For example 
Ehrlich (11,327) holds that 1 in front of i l'1 11 is dittography, and therefore we have to read simply 
A '=X and with accusative of person with 5 inf. it means `to declare towards somebody' (cf. I King 
14: 2) : 'von JHVH hast du heute erklärt, daß er dir Gott ist, demgemäß du in seinen Wegen wandeln 
willst us. w. ' However, as E. König points out, the construction of qal. " with a= is very unnatural. 
Another emendation (i. e. from "ON hi, to 112K hi.: 2617a, 1VbKti1,2618a, ? 3' K1, 'Ausfruck einer 
Vertrauensaktes) was done by S. Oettli (Dt, 89 : 'dem Jahve hast dü zuvertraut'), which is impassible. A. 
Dillmann (D:, 363) suggests a different solution by assuming the mediator's role of Moses between God 
and Israel, actually the word of God as well as that of Israel is pronounced through Moses. Although 
this suggestion looks interesting comparing the mediators role of Moses in Ex 145b-6, the real intention 
of Dt 26: 17-19 is in the direct contact between the two parties not in the Moses' role as mediator. 
There is also the suggestion to consider 'IM. hi, as 'to elect' or 'to select'. For example LXX (TÖV 6E6V 
etAov ofijEP0' CLV(Yi 000 BEÖV) and Rashi (Dt, 129 : 'It seems to me, however, that they are 
expressions denoting 'separation' and 'selection' : 'You have singled Him out from all strange gods to be 
unto you as God - and He, on His part, has singled you out from the nations on earth to be unto Him 
a select people). However, in this interpretation the correct meaning is not explained grammatically. 
174. (1963,207-210). A. Knobel (Dt, 304), Keil & Delitzsch (111,428), E. König (D:, 182) stand on the same 
line, and Vriezen is followed by N. Lohfink (1969,529-535), J. Wijngaards (Dt, 297), DJ. McCarthy 
(1978,183), R. Clifford (1982,140), Chr. Levin (1985b, 102), etc, GA Smith (1918,298) assumes this as the hi. 
causative in the strict sense, so that 2617 would be '-you have caused YHWH to say .. Similarly J. 
Ridderbos (KV, Dt, 11,65 = BSC, Dt, 246f). The actual content of 26-17 (i. e. 2&17ab-b) then is the word 
spoken by God and that of 2618f. (2&18ab-19) is spoken by the people, A. Bertholet (Dt, 82 : 'Jahwe 
verpflichtet sich Israels Gott zu sein, wie Israel zur entsprechenden Stellung als Volk') and S. R. Driver 
(Dt, 293 : 'causing the other to recite the terms of the agreement between them) refining this 
understanding suggests 'ON hi. is the terminus technicus for the judicial process for making contract, 
treaty, or covenant. However, P. C. Craigie (Dt, 325) correctly criticizes this interpretation : 'But this 
rendering makes the syntax of the subsequent position of w. 17-19 extremely awkward. ' 
175. This is the explanation of N. Lohfink (1969,534) who concurs with ThC Vriezen (1963,210 = NV). 
Similarly J. Wijngaards (Dt297 : 'Jij hebt vandaag Jahwehs woord bekrachtigd dat Hij je tot God zal 
zi jn'). 
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of making relationships in the ANE016) . Another point related to this is. that the actual 
speaker of the original pronouncement in 26: 17 is God. However, even if we accept 
26: 17ab J' as the spoken word by God, it is very unlikely that the 
following clause in 2617b (iý» p ý) Mpt; 3na rli=a ri'm 'int -1-rýYtn 
rt ) is also 
spoken by God. "') This interpretation cannot be supported by the real historical practice 
of covenant making. It is more natural to assume that the actual speaker of this pledge to 
keep God's commandment is the people not God. 
If we accept the causative meaning of 'Ing hi. we immediately face this kind of 
contextual problem., In other words, the causative meaning makes the subordinate clause 
(2617ab-b, j', p't ') rtýýri rri ml; ý 'cr i' rmz 1vß'5) tni**5 7' 'Min, , cf. also 
2618b-19) to be spoken by God, but it is unnatural because its content suits the human 
party not God. ( 178) C. Steuernagel, therefore, reverses the subject and the object in the 
main clause of 26: 17 (and also of 2618) 19) Through this C. Steuernagel can prevent the 
unnatural match between the subject and the spoken word. "80) However, as N. Lohfink"81" 
correctly criticizes, there is very little justification for these arrangements, even if we give 
up the causative sense of -t. 
The declarative sense of it hi. is taken by several commentators (192) : `You have 
declared today that YHWH is your God and _' 
(26: 17 and similarly 26: 1819)P83) A 
declarative sense of hi. as in pi. is possible in other verbs (eg. 3 `to be wicked', p'qiT `to 
176. N. B. the confusion in the interpretation of D. J. McCarthy (1978,183) - Vriesen's case is also similar to 
this - about 2617 (and vice versa for 27: 18-19) : 'Yahwe pledges to be Israel's God and demands three 
times that they serve Him. ' In order to follow this interpretation we have to reconstruct the actual 
event of 2617 in four stages: (i) Israel's demand for God's pledge to be His people, (ii) God's acceptance 
and pledge, (iii) God's demand for Israel to keep His commandment, (iv) Israel's acceptance of this 
demand of God. And then for 2618-19 we have to assume another four stages. However, this is simply 
impossible and we cannot find any trace of this procedure in the OT as R. Smend (1963,8) points out. 
GA Smith (1918,298) realizes this weak point, although he adopts the same stance as Vriezen. 
177. Cf. the similar translation of the whole section by N. Lohfink (1969,534f). 
178. We realize that the commentators who choose the causative meaning neglect this issue easily. For 
example the translation of NV with which Th. C. Vriezen (similarly the translation of N. 
Lohfink, 1969,534f) agrees. 
179. (Dt, 146 : 'Jahwe hast du heute die Erklärung abgeben lassen, daß er dir zum Gott werden wolle). 
180. '_, deren Text jedoch, da das logische Subjekt der einzelnen Aussagen forwährent wechselt, durch 
versehentlich Umstellung oder durch Zusätze unachtsamer Abschreiber verwirrt ist. '. Also M. Weinfeld 
(1985,77, n. 5) and similarly P. Buis (1969,362). Further to make the section more sensible C. Steuernagel 
alters the order of the whole section into w. 17 - 19a - 18 - 19b. Also J. Hempel in BHS, judging the 
present order extremely odd ('perturbati; cf G'), suggests a similar arrangement of the section, w. 17a - 
19a - 18 - 17b - 19b. A similar solution with a different explanation is recently suggested by C. J. 
Labuschagne (1985,117f). He supposes the grammatical subject in 2617a (God) is not necessarily the 
logical subject (Israel) and concludes that a change in person serves the purpose of emphasis. Weak 
grammatical explanation and ungrounded conclusion 
181 (1969,530). 
182. J. J. P. Valeton (1881,40, n. 1 : 'een gezegde, verklaring, uiten, 'eene toezegging geven'), G. E. Wright (Dt, 487), 
M. G. Kline (1963,120 = KJV, 'Thou hast avouched the Lord this day to be thy God (v. 17)'), R. Smend 
(1963,8 : depending upon Ben Yahuda, 'proklamieren', 'akklamieren), JA Thompson (Dt, 258), P. Craigie 
(D:, 325), H. D. Preuß (1982,148), S. Wagner (TWAT, 1,353f. primarily causative sense but in practice it 
means an official, binding statement, i. e. proclamation), cf. A. Phillips (1973,175 = NEB : 'you have 
recognized the LORD this day as your God). J. van Seters (1975,289f). 
183. Cf. Jos 24: 17f. and Hos 1: 9a, 2: 25b. Direct declaration of one party towards the other is common in the 
ANET. For example in the loyal oath of Qumran community we read : 'na 'Ihy 'wfm mlknw, It is true, 
he is the God of the universe, our King. ' (M. Weinfeld, 1972,410). 
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proclaim wicked')P$Q 'If the qal. of the verb has transitive meaning, the hi. can take two 
accusatives (direct object, indirect object)P85' Therefore, 'inK hi. seems to have the 
declarative sense with two accusatives, so that 2617a is declared by the people and 2718f. 
by God. (186) In this case `OR hi. expresses the solemn declaration which is found in many 
kinds of document regulating the relationship between two parties. ( Sl) This rendering has 
the great benefit of fitting in well with the context. 
We can divide the pronouncement into two segments : (i) the declaration of the 
relationship which is expressed with the famous construction (Mr . -I + ý-suff. + 5-the position 
of party) and (ii) the implication of the relationship which is expressed in the additional 
+ inf. clause / s-noun phrase. In 2617, the declaration of the relationship is 
in 2617ab 
and the implication is 
in 2617b (iýj75 p'ni'ý 1`Upri rlit= t tý - i'm rm3 1v55t). 
In 2618-19 the declaration is 
in 2618ab Owi ý opt il leim), 
2619aa 5p 
2619ba (j ;r 7n'r5 WIllp-ep I 
and the implication is 
in 2619ab (rtýr ýtti 7ý). 
It is natural to assume that one party speaks each declaration and its implication together. 
If we follow the causative meaning of any interpretation, as we have seen, we must split 
the' declaration and its implication and each is spoken by the opposite party. Therefore, 
we accept the declarative interpretation as the most suitable one. 
And this interpretation corresponds well with the phenomenon in Ex 195b-6, whose 
parallel feature is well known. In this text God's three promises are spoken by God, 
which are in parallel with the three promises in Dt 2618f. 
184. GK § 53-c, Joüon §54-d ('declaratif-estimatif), Lestinga § 41-m. Or sometimes it is called as 'intensive 
(e. g. R. Smend (1963x8), Chr. Levin (1985b, 102)). 
185. GK § 117-cc, gg lists the examples of this case in the verbum reddere in the sense of 'announcing' (eg. 
1`; `7, Job 26: 4, `to declare something to someone'). 
18& RSV (similarly NASV) gives a clear translation : 'You have declared this day concering the Lord that 
he is your God- and the Lord has declared this day concerning you that you are : In the marriage 
declaration which is quite near to the covenant declaration between God and the people we naturally 
assume the following declaration, 'you are my wife (husband)' rather than 'I am your husband (wife): 
The first is the expression of the responsible action of my decision to accept the counterpart as my 
wife (husband), which is suitable to be used in the declaration formula. Hos L9a ('np Ký), 2: 25b 
01M- 
- 
"MV) show good examples. In a marriage document (actually divorce document) in Mesopotamia (A. TI' Clay, 1923,50-52) we find a similar phenomenon : 9-ul assati-mi at-ti i-gaab-bi ('shall say: 'thou art 
not my wife"), 9-ul müti-mi at-ta i-qa-ab-bi ('shall say: 'thou are not my husband"). Although two 
declarations could be pronounced by one party, we realize that the 'you are my. ' form always comes 
first and it means this form of declaration is the primary one. S. Greengus (1969,516f) lists two more 
examples of this kind of pronouncement) : attä Iü ass"atu anäku lü nuuka igbisi ('you be my Q) wife, I 
will be thy husband', he said to her). Therefore, in Dt 2617,18 the original declaration form is 'You are 
my_ form not 'I am your- form. The declarative interpretation suits this practical demand. 
187. S. Greengus (1969,505-532) lists examples of the verba solemnia having direct citation of the 
pronouncement in the Old Babylonian marriage documents. 
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3.6.2. The formula of the covenant relationship. 
What both covenant parties declare is expressed by the formula (+ 5-suff. + 5-Y"') 
There seems to be a legal practice of making relationship behind this useP89" As N. 
Lohf ink indicates -correctly, although there are bilateral declarations of covenant 
relationship(' 90), it does not mean that this covenant is similar to the parity treaty like the 
treaty between Hattusilis the Hittite king and Rameses the Egyptian counterparO 191) 
Rather it resembles the structure of the vassal treaty, as the content of each declaration 
makes clearP92' From the side of the people, although they enjoy the special position 
provided by God, - they should act within the regulations set by God. Meanwhile, from 
God's side there is no stipulation set by the people and the condition of covenant is taken 
by God Himself. 
3.6.3. The relationship between 2616 and 2617. 
2617 has two features : (i) in 2617 begins a new section which stretches at least to 26: 19, 
and also (ii) there is a certain continuity between 2617 and the previous pericope. "93) 
We cannot fail to see that the content of 26: 17-19 (i. e. the mutual declaration of the 
covenant relationship) is totally different from the content of the previous pericope (the 
deuteronomic, laws). And also it is clear that 2616 summarizes the whole deuteronomic 
laws because of the signal function of C'1t: 9Vn 1 D''p (51,1132,121,2616), as we have 
seen in 3.3.1.2. The author now wants to suggest from 26: 17 a totally different aspect of 
the covenant renewal from the covenant stipulations. However, 2617 does not make an 
absolute break with 26: 16 because of some common aspects with 2616 (i. e. `today' of*T-1 
717 / oi'-Lý terms of law, nýrirran *m crýjp / i5; 7) rc: mr; 
rriýýcna rinn rýýO). And the 
188. Other verbs can be used 115'7 (Ex 6: 7), Da1d hi. (Dt 28: 9), 7t7p (1 Sam 1222), il'1b (2 Sam 7: 23), 
112 po'lel (2 Sam 724), '1 t (1 Chr 17: 22), 1'1. (Ps 3312). 
189. A certain legal convention of this formula or terminology is already pointed out by commentators (eg. 
SR Driver (D:, 293), A. Bertholet (Dt, 82), TILG Vriezen (1963,210), N. Lohfink (1969,535). 
190. (1969,536ff). See also DJ. McCarthy (1978,183f). The strong relationship between Hosea and Dt is 
acknowledged, eg. C. Steuernagel (1896,137,152-154), G. von Rad (1929,78-83 = 1973,80-91), EW. Nicholson 
(1967,70 and n. 5), ADIL Mayes 0,103) M. Weinfeld (1972,366-370) and esp. the covenant concept is 
common factor in both books (J. Wijngaards (1969,7-11), J. Bright (1977,89), D. Stuart 
(Hosea-Jonah, xxii-xlii)). J. Wijngaards (1969,8) puts forwards strongly that Hosea is related to the 
covenant renewal ceremony. The bilateral declaration of the covenant relationship (Has 2: 25, ET 223) is 
also one aspect of that relationship which is, however, not pointed out by commentators F. M. Cross 
(1980,268) mistakenly makes a connection between the mutual 'oath' in the treaty of Samsi-Adad I 
(suzerain) with Susarra. (vassal) and 2617-19, which is not oath but the mutual declaration of the 
covenant relationship. This treaty should rather be connected with the mutual oath in Ex 2461-8 as we 
have seen (21214). 
19L DJ. McCarthy (1978,36-50). 
192. N. Lohfink (1969,536ff) and DJ. McCarthy (1978,184) list the cases that the superior made a pledge to 
the inferior among the ANE treaties. 
193. M. G. Kline (1963,121) holds that 26: 16-19 functions as a conclusion to the stipluations and as the 
introduction of the covenant ratification. Also DJ. McCarthy (1978,162, n. 53). Cf. ungrounded 
diachronical analysis of Chr. Levin (1985b, l0l). 
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sentence order (i. e. the object stands firstý194) makes it difficult to consider 2617 as the 
absolute beginning of a section, and this shows that there is a certain connection` between 
2616 and 2617.1 
Such continuity as well as discontinuity which 26: 17 has with the previous pericope 
reveal that 26: 17 has a significant structural position. "95' In its continuity 2617 shows that 
the following section (2617-19) belongs to the greater entity which contains also the central 
legal corpus, the covenant renewal in Moab which starts from 4: 45. The use of `today' 
(r : ill-, -l / : i' , ', '1)' in successive verses (2616,17,18) stresses that the present situation is now 
the same as at the beginning of the covenant renewal (51, of%t)ý196ý We have seen how 
vigorously the author tries to identify the present generation with the generation of the 
Horeb covenant in 52-3 (53, fli*7, see 33. L2. & 3.313. ). The reader / listener is reminded 
of the original situation of the covenant renewal in Moab. What the author does `today' 
in the central legal corpus is an application of the invariable element of the Horeb 
covenant to the Moab covenant, the covenant stipulations (see 311.2. ). In 2617-19 (today') 
we see another application of the invariable element of the Horeb covenant to the Moab 
covenant, the bilateral pronouncement of the definition of the covenant relationshipP97' 
This definition of the covenant relationship belongs to the invariable element of covenant, 
because it cannot be changed as far as the covenant party does not change. Through this 
way 26: 17 is discontinuous from 26: 16, because in 2617ff. we read a different aspect of the 
covenant renewal from the long central pericope of Dt (Dt 5-2616). 
3.6.4. The definition of the covenant relationship. 
In 26: 17-19 we read one of the clearest forms of the declaration of the covenant 
relationship between God and IsraelP98) At the same time, we are in 2617-19 in `das 
194. G. Seitz (1971,42f. ). Cf. similar emphatic position of the adverbial phrase (l l Di i'1) at the head of 
2&16 (Muraoka, 38f). 
195. L. Perlitt (1969,103 '_ sondern in einer Dtn 5-26 strukturierenden und Dtn 2617-19 einordnenden 
Funktion zu sehen. - 
Vielmehr leistet v. 16 für v. 17-19 nur deshalb den Dienst einer direkten 
Verknüfung mit Dtn 5-26). 
196. The situation is when Israel is in Beth-Peor (3: 29,4: 46). GA Smith (1918,298), JJ. P. Valeton (1881,39 : 
the connection between 2&16-19 with 4: 45-1132 and especially the relationship between 2616 and 51). 
197. P. Buis (1969,365f. : 'Les expressions sont bien adaptees ä une renovation d'alliance') points out that in 
the centre of this section a liturgy of covenant renewal is the subject matter. However, he cannot prove 
this issue substantially especially in its connection with 52-1 
198. K. Baltzer (1960,22,46 : 'die klarste Bestimmung des Verhältnisses zwischen Jahve und seinem Volk', 
'die Grundsatzerklärung', 'die Voraussetzung des Vertragsverhältnisses'), N. Lohfink (1963a, 95 : 'die 
Bundesdeklaralation', but pace L Perlitt (1969,111) and see D. J. McCarthy's criticism (1978,183, n. 54) of L 
Perlitt. DJ. McCarthy (1978,186) defines this section as 'invocation - adjuration' which is connected with 
oath (1978,183). We clearly find an aspect of obligation in this bilateral declaration conforming with the 
pronouncement which each has done. For example the fact that 0i117Ai`7 15 rli715 and rlZ5ý 
Tý, ý; p» rvýrýna 111 u1 = rin 7tr; 5l r»1Z appear in the same clause (26: 17) reveals that 
this pronouncement is actually related to the obligation of one party towards another party. However, 
this particular obligation is only the implied one of or the summing-up application of the fundamental 
declaration of the relationship, because the mutual declaration for making a relationship means to 
pronounce what one party will accept as the obligation towards the other party. Although mutual 
declaration of the relationship contains an aspect of oath, it should be differentiated from oath, which 
can be performed separately in the ritual form. Cf. E. W. Nicholson (1967,45,34 : 'An actual covenant 
ceremony is presupposed by xxvil6-19'). However, this topic is not usually drawn the due attention as 
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Herzstück des Deuteronomiums't199) in the sense that the solemn declaration of the 
covenant relationship is in progress and also that it defines most clearly the relationship 
between law (rrn, rU= rriuma 1' j, ) and covenant (. t .m++ 5). N. Lohfinkt200 
points out that in the background of this section there is the ANE `Rechtsstruktur' of 
covenant, although we cannot find the term r`i . However, Lohfink holds rightly that 
the double-sided treaty structure is in this section especially in the oath of the superior. 
He lists five examples of treaty where we find the oath of the superior : the treaties of 
Ulmi-Teshub, Hugqanas`, Abba-AN, Sams"i-Adad I, Zimrilim. Therefore, we should not 
equate the relationship between God and Israel in 2617-19 with that of the parties of a 
parity treaty on grounds of form but rather with those of a vassal treaty. 
(1) The declaration of Israel (2617). 
If our interpretation of am m hi. (3.6.1. ) is right, it means the content of 2617 is the 
declaration of the people towards YHWH and that of 2618-19 is that of YHWH towards 
Israel. Israel's declaration is `YHWH is our God' : `We will not find other god(s) as our 
God' (cf. Hos 2: 25 `You are my God'). Its direct implication expressed with the most 
comprehensive use of legal terms (26: 17b) is in short to obey God's laws as the covenantal 
condition. This is the expression of what Israel will do for the benefit of God. 
(2) The declaration of YHWH (2618-19). 
The strange position of 1ýriyn-ýý `itiqýt in 26: 18b is problematic. Although it is 
difficult to explain the fuction of this clause within the context of 26: 18, its present 
position give us an important clue to the exact relationship between three items of God's 
declaration in 26: 18-19, about which we shall discuss soon. In other words, because of this 
clause there is a certain pause between the first promise and the second / the third 
promises. God's declaration (cf. Hos 2: 5, `You are my people) is expressed with the 
suggestion of the three promises and this is the expression of what God will do for the 
benefit of Israel 
3.6.5. The function of this section (2617-19) within the whole "central pericope of Dt (Dt 
5-28) 
3.65. L Major studies on this issue 
A. Reichert (1972,141f) points out : 'Es ist merkwürdig, wie wenig in der Diskussion nach einem 
literarischen Rückbezug dieser Doppelerklärung von seiten Jahwes und Israels gefragt wird' 
199. A Reichert (1972,129). 
200. (1969,536ff). 
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C. Steuernagelt201' supports the dependence of this text on 28: 69-29.28 (cf. 27.9f. ). 
However, he does not realize the admonitional character of Dt 29f. which uses the 
occasion of the covenant renewal already mentioned. As we have seen, Dt 29-30 per 
se cannot be the covenant formula but the admonitional use of the covenant renewal. 
Therefore, 26: 17-19 does not depend on Dt 29-30, but on the contrary the latter relies on 
the former : the fundamental statement of the definition of the covenant relationship. ' 
DJ. McCarthyO02' already realizes the structural significance of this section within the 
central pericope of Dt : 
`26,17-19 has an important structural role in the larger context of Dt. It serves to 
tie the material in chapters 5-26 to 28. ' 
However, he does not develop this important idea further. Although he points out some 
issues within 26: 17-19 related to the previous and the following pericopes, his argument is 
rather naive or imperfect. 
N. Lohfink(203) deals with this problem in detail. He departs from the standpoint that 
within the context of Dt 5-28,2617-19 shows itself `als relativ spätes Filigranwerk'. To 
prove this thesis he examines the legal terms. Defining the constant . pair, 
D`IMn7 
a'v tt: 7t as the structural signal he holds that other terms in 26: 17 are added. later. 
11r02t; (26: 18), which is related to the use in Dt 28 (vv. 1,9,13,15,45), binds two independent 
passages possibly pointing to the same rite (Dt 28 and Dt 5-26) together : 
`In der uns interessierenden Dreierreihe von Dt 26J7 (1'Lp 1 'rei:; ttpa rin) TGS) 
wird nun die Leitterminologie der vorangehenden und die Leitterminologie der 
folgenden Texte miteinander verschmolzen. Dadurch wird zum Ausdruck 
gebracht, daß die beiden Terminologien dasselbe meinen. Das spricht dafür, daß 
unser Text geschaffen wurde, um die beiden Textgruppen (Dt 5-26 and Dt 28, 
TOS) zusammenzunähern. ' 
Further this thesis is supported by the use of iYi7; p'mq which is considered as the typical 
clause of the conditional blessing - curse related to Dt 28. And he insists that p "' (2619) 
is borrowed directly from 281 and that three motifs in 289 (r i op, -Nr tit -rK -`mid 
are used once again in 2617-19 to form the grand unity in Dt 5-28. 
However, although he basically disagrees with the cultic understanding of G. von Rad, he 
alludes to another possiblity that there is cultic background in 2617-19 which means the 
content of this section could be original : 
`Das schließt keineswegs aus - wenn man weiterhin in der kultischen Hypothese denken will -, daß Dt 26,17-19 im Hinblick auf eine bestimmte, kultische 
20L (D:, 146). 
202 (1978,184). 
203. (1969,541ff. ), followed by D. E. Skweres (1979,176): Also G. Nebeling (1970,247f) and L Perlitt 
(1969,102-115) hold similar views. 
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regelmäßig wiederholte Bundesschlußzeremonie formuliert worden ist! 
In spite of an impressively tight argument, we suggest the following fundamental 
criticisms. Firstly we cannot insist that rlit t: (2618,2617) per se is directly related to the 
blessing and curse in Dt 2&(204) 'Secondly the phrase -Cd + 1j (God's) is not used only in 
the conditional blessing-curse texts but also elsewhere (eg. 923,2614,2710,30.8), and we 
cannot insist that this phrase is originally derived from Dt 28. (205) Therefore, this phrase 
does not prove the thesis of N. Lohfink. Thirdly, iý t (2619,281) does not prove the 
dependence of 26: 19 on 28: 1. If we consider the clauses where this special word is 
formulated, we realize that in 26: 19 is used for the principal declaration of the 
covenant relationship but the same word in 281 is the application of this declaration. As 
we shall see soon in the comparative study on the texts related to these promises (op 
l ab 7: 6,142,2618, mrr5 ap 27:, M15 Op 7: 6,142,21, jt5g 2619,281), it is true that 
all other texts of Dt are derived from 26: 18-19. Fourthly, it is hard to insist that another 
legal phrase rr7i. rte (26: 17, cf. 9.12,16,31: 29) and the phrase d'n7-MY (14: 2,21 where 
d"1 -Op is the reason of the following admonition) are specifically related to the blessing - 
curse theme. N. Lohfink basically depends only on the investigation of the legal terms, 
but he does not consider seriously that the whole section is related to the covenant 
declaration when he disputes the origin of this section. We think the fundamental legal 
framework of this section(200 containing the legal terms is far more important than the 
legal terms. In particular, the connection of the present form of . this section with the 
present form of Ex 195b-6 is set aside. '207) This is because he neglects, firstly that in 
26: 18-19 there is the divine speech formula, and secondly that there is a great similarity 
between the three promises in Ex 195b-6 and in Dt 2618-19. Therefore, it is natural for us 
to investigate these two issues now. 
After N. Lohfink's article, the divine speech formula 75-v't 1 Mn / 'vý -dX p. (2618,19) 
is studied by J. Milgrom(208), and then by D. E. Skweres(209) most thoroughly. J. Milgrom 
holds that this formula in Dt only means `as he promised', compared with its meaning in 
the Tetrateuch `as he commanded 'ý211) And therefore it is not surprising to find this 
formula and gnri; VNZ used synonymously. Further J. Milgrom insists that in 2618-19 the 
204. This word "used in Dt 30 times in total is the most often used of the legal terms in Dt. G. Braulik 
(1970,56-60, esp. 60 : 'An alle anderen Stellen (except 510,29,617,7.9, &2,13: 5, the decalogue, TGS) 
bezeichnet 2fl b das ganze von Moses promulgierte 'Gesetz', das den paränetischen Teil und das 
Gesetzeskorpus umfaßt'). 
205. Cf. N. Lohfink (1963a, 66 : 'Die Ausdrücke (rN rt: O, '1 YZ: V, TGS) sind nicht in Reihen von 
Verben für Gesetzesbeobachtung eingedrungen, die nichts mit Segen und Fluch zu tun haben. ' 
206. About this framework N. Lohfink (1969,536f. ) points out (the ANE 'Rechtsstruktur') on. See also 
(1969,543) where he opens the possibility that covenant ratification ceremony is behind this text. Also 
G. E. Wright (Dt, 488). 
207. He (1969,544) only hints at slightly that Ex 195b-6 can 'genetisch vorausliegen of Dt 2617-19. 
20& (1976,3ff). 
209. (1979,176). 
210. E. g. Gen 12: 4,2451,27.9, Ex 1: 17, Lev 10.5, Num 5: 4,1712,23: 2,273. (1976,3f. ). The fact that this 
formula means God's promissory word in the past becomes more apparent, when we consider that in 
2617 there is no speech formula after the declaration of the people. 
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author does not look backwards (7: 6,14: 2,21) or forwards (281,9), but the author points out 
that the material is already known to the reader / listener. Further J. Milgrom(21) 
considers that this original material is more likely to be written rather than oral tradition 
particularly in terms of God's law. Among the total eight themes of the divine speech 
formula, the theme, r Dp / W''tp-np (7: 6,14: 2,21,2617-19,28: 9) goes back to Ex 195b-6. 
D. E. Skwerd212) is also definite about the direct relationship between 2617-19 and Ex 
195b-6: 
`Daraus ist zu schliessen, dass sich die Rückverweise auf Ex 19,5f; den einzigen 
Text, der diese Verheissung enthält, beziehen. ... Auch die sprachlichen Ahnlichkeiten zwischen den Texten machen es wahrscheinlich, dass Ex 195f. der 
Bezugtext von Dtn 26,1819 ist (italics, TOS). - Das umgekehrte 
Verhältnis, dass 
Ex 19,5f von Dtn 26,18.19 literalisch abhängig und daher dtr wäre, ist 
unwahrschein1ich. '(2' 3) 
The strength of the argument of J. Milgrom and E. D. Skweres for the investigation of the 
relationship between Ex 19.5b-6 and Dt 2618-19 lies in their thorough textual study on the 
divine speech formula within Dt. 
3.65.2. The relationship between Ex 195b-6 and Dt 2618-19 
The investigation above gives us an important foundation for the comparative study of 
Ex 195b-6 and Dt 2618-19(214) which neither J. Milgrom nor E. D. Skweres does. In both 
texts we find three items of God's promise. We set out the parallel features of these 
promises : 
promise first second third 
Ex 195b-6 -b= D'ýýp =bj `t1 
Dt 261849 7 ýo Dp ýr 
,t 
t"1111'-or 
Firstly when we compare the first and the third promises we realize that Dt consistently 
uses Cr in both promises compared with irregular or perhaps more natural use of the term 
in Ex 19.5b-6215 ) This consistent use of CT can also be found in other verses in Dt (eg. Dp 
211 (197632). 
212. (1979,176f., 213). Also JiP. Valeton (1881,40f. : he convincingly suggests against J. Wellhausen that 
15ab is not the dt. word but depends upon Ex 19.5), Rashi (Dt, 129), A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 339). 
213. Pace B. S. Childs (Ex, 361). W. Beyerlin (1961,80) holds that we cannot insist on the dependence of one 
text on the other. However, he does not consider the importance of the divine speech formula in Dt 
argued correctly by J. Milgrom and ED. Skweres. Similar weakness is found in Chr. Levin (1985b, 106f). 
The total comparison of the Sinai pericope (Ex 19-24) and the Moab pericope (Dt 4A5-28: 69) is not the 
issue at this stage and it will be done in ch. 4. 
214. This study may belong to ch. 4 of this thesis but because of the enormous importance of this section 
in the Moab covenant pericope (4: 45-2869) we deal with this issue here. 
215. i'i' is used independently 0*a0 Mal 317) or as nomen regens (! 1i"Z ll CrZ512 : 1510 Ecc 2: 8, 
Ps 135: 4,1ý7Z1 =11 l' '1 Chr 293, cf. king's epithet 'Sikilti-Ädad', 'Sikilti-Uqur) not as 
nomen rectum as 1`73tß D' T(Dt'ý. -G, 14: 2,2618). We think that this is a specific use of Dt meaning 
'Israel is the people like 'l' (Sondergut, special possession) to God'. It is not our direct concern to 
investigate the theological meaning of Op / `U in these texts. Only we can point out the consistent use 
of Cy for Israel stands in contrast with i 1r7ýt t D`i i ''. (NB. the pL form (D`lX'1) is dominant in 
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1i= in 7.6,14: 2,2618; Viii 1: 7 in 7: 6,142,21, cf. In X -I ap 27: 9). This means that 
although the author of Dt faithfully follows the fundamental content (g ab, V'i) and the 
order (the first and the third !) of Ex 19.5b-6, but he rearranges the first and the third 
promises by using his own terminology (Dp). The more important issue is in the parallel 
feature of the second promises in each text which are in fact the unique expressions for 
Israel. We realize from this parallel feature that the author of Dt chooses not to use the 
original phrase, ar; 7m r; `ebb, but to find a suitable substitute which conveys the same 
idea, 11'. (216) 1r'g is usually used either as God's epithet (superlative) or for the place or 
thing in the upper position (comparative), but for the `extolled' or `majestic' sense 
(superlative) this word for human being or building is used only five timesP1) The use 
of this word for the people Israel in Dt 26: 19,281 seems to be a significant invention of 
the author, and in conjunction with the prevalent use of the same word of superlative 
sense for God (`the Most High', 32: 8), the use of the same word for the people seems to be 
revolutionary (only here ! )2I8) The connotation of this word in Dt is unmistakable, the 
exalted position of Israel. Then we find an interesting point that this meaning exactly 
corresponds to the second promise in Ex 195b-6,0`xfz tv5nn, which means Israel's exalted {YY1 
position like the priest in a society (metaphorical sense) rather than Israel as the institution 
of God's priest (substantial or institutional sense), as we have seen in. 2.43S(219) Since this 
term for Israel is totally new (nearly revolutionary) concept, the author makes two 
preparations : (i) he moves the phrase OV 't which corresponds to 
(Ex 19.5b) following the first promise 7ýao after the second promise 
(ii) he adds further explanation of the meaning of this new word in 2619ab, C%i r U? 
Dt; O. Bächli, 1962,32) for other people. See N. Lobfink (1971,275-305), O. B5chll (1962, esp114-127), A. R. 
Hulst (THATJI, 302-318), H. Wildberger (THAT, 1I, 142-144), GJ. Botterweck (TWAT, 1,967-971), E Lipinski 
(TWAT, VI, 177ff) and their literatures. 
216. J. Muilenburg (1959,355) insists on the relationship between the first and the third promises in both 
Books : the influence of i15a9 (Ex 195b) on i*= Dp (Dt's term, esp. new elaborated term 7'7tU) and 
that of G117 `1 (Ex 196a) on G17-Dp (Dc's term). Unfortunately, however, he does not consider the 
connection between the second promises. We cannot penetrate into the reason why the author decides 
to substitute a new term. We only suppose that the author wants to make God's declaration more clear 
and easily understandable, because this effort is apparent in the additional phrases (11'' Vi1'i-5Z 
'p 
MY and IY1l'iM11"A M51 1*i'. l ) added to this revolutionary expression to explain it more clearly. ' 
It'is unnecessary, and too hasty to assume that we read here a theological conflict between the 
deuteronomistic and the priestly influence. 
217.1 Kings 9ß =2 Ch 7: 21 (temple), Ps 8928 (David), Dt 26d8,2g: 1 (Israel). G& BDB, HAL 
218. G. Wehmeier (THAT, 11,282), H. -J. Zobel (TWAT, VI, 134-151). It is as revolutionary as the fourth 
commandment in Dt which differs from that in Ex, when we consider that both texts in Dt have the 
direct connection with the texts in Ex. Perhaps the strong preferrence of the name Horeb in place of 
Sinai can be explained in the same context. 
219. This decision of the author to use a different term supports our interpretation of the relationship 
between the second promise =512_x) and the third promise (C? 1'1 i) : both phrases are not 
two expressions of one substance, Israelas the sacred institute of God. Rather each of them can be 
used separately and both together explain the meaning of the first promise 1510. The second promise 
means the exaltation contained in I' and the third promise 1J11j '1] denotes the separation or the 
choice (i. e. the original sense of 1' 1j7 is close to the text, JA Thompson, Dt, 259) from other people 
contained in the connotation of 11530. Further all other phrases denoting Israel as God's covenant party 
in the OT seem to have more or less direct connection with the concept of 75M, Israel as God's special 
possession. For example the most popular and general one, 'the people of God, (i 1'' 1' Dp, c r. -11* Cr, 
suff. form gyp, 1n p, statistics in N. Lobfink (1971,275f, esp. 296f. in the covenant context) describing 
Israel having a special relationship with God is a more generalized expression of 1530. 
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7 ýnýFurther we find an interesting phenomenon related to this second promise. 
The divine speech formula, 1 
tp (2617bb), is attached after the first promise of 
God (2617a-ba), and also " 'ViK (2619bb) follows the third promise of God (2619ba), 
but there is no divine speech formula at the end of the second promise. We find the 
solution of this issue by comparing it with the parallel text in Ex 195b-6. We have seen 
in 2.4.3.5. (3) that the first promise is the substantial definition of the covenant relationship 
but the second and the third promises are the application or further explanation of the 
first promise. And we have seen also the second and the third promises are closely related 
to each other. From these features in Ex 195b-6, we realize that the reason why the 
author of Dt does not put the divine speech formula after the second promise is this 
connection between the second and the third promises. It is not likely that -the author will 
suggest a totally new item of promise which is not yet pronounced. Rather he seems to 
consider that it is enough to put that formula only after the third promise. From this fact 
we realize that the author of Dt depends strongly on Ex 195b-6 for formulating Dt 261719. 
3.653. The relationship between Ex 195-6 and Dt 2617-19 =_ 
Expanding the area of study a little further, we now deal with the comparison of Ex 
195-6 and Dt 26: 17-19. What we 'have studied is the parallel feature between Ex 195b-6 
and Dt 26: 18-19, but both texts are in fact only one aspect of the covenant relationship, one 
party's (God) pronouncement towards the other party (Israel). We find another half before 
each text and this half is about the attitude of the other party (Israel) towards the party 
(God), Ex 19.5a and Dt 26: 17. Ex 195a is expressed in the protasis of the conditional 
sentence but Dt 26: 17, contained in the word of Moses, is the word declared by Israel as 
we have seen in 3.6.2. However, in essence both have the same function of defining the 
covenant relationship and this fact is further supported by the addition of the most 
comprehensive list of legal terms (iý'i7ý p'bCiýt =- Wm rri=i rin ýnri5) r»fit =ý3 )) at 
the end of Dt 26: 17. The similarity of content of this phrase to the protasis of Ex 195a 
nt `ýý73 n piý; ý-=K) is undeniable. 
The contextual similarity of both texts is an important fact : both are the definition of 
the covenant relationship. In Ex 19.5-6 this definition is expressed in the form of the 
proposal of one party but in Dt 2617-19 in the form of the bilateral declaration. 
3.6.5.4. The relationship between three promises in Dt 2617-19 and in other texts (op 
Sao 7: 6,14". 2,2618, j "7m r rr CT 279, t'ii1ý C7 7: 6,142,21, t ,. T 2619,281). vs v 
220. G. W. Savran (1988,116) explains that the quotation in Dt, the divine speech formula in our text, is 
different from that in the Tetrateuch in its self-referential characteristic : 'the authenticity of its 
quotations depends not upon comparison with prior speech but upon the authoritative voice who quotes 
them, that is, Moses. ' Moses' authority established in Dt 5 (the excursus (1)) is still valid here. 
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These conclusions lead us to consider further the function of 2617-19 within` the whole 
Moab pericope. In order to do this, however, firstly we have to consider the relationship 
of 2618-19 with the texts where we also find the important phrases (r Z Dp 7: 6,142,2618, 
1'i 1ýK 11Tý Dp 27.9, tttii7 op 7: 6,142,21,1tg 2619,28: 1). We categorize these texts as 
follows : 
text form used 
(1) 2618-19 `you are my special possession' 
(2) 7: 6, `because you are, 
14: 2,21,27.9 therefore, you should do .' 
(3)28-1,9 `if you do' then you will be_' 
definition 
declaration 
admonition or command 
upon the presupposed fact 
special relationship with God 
as the conditional fact 
This is hard to explain diachronically in terms of different theological layers from different 
periods. A better way to interpret this phenomenon is to understand the characteristic of 
the biblical covenant, lrn, from which all these expressions (i. e. 7ýao Op 7: 6,14: 2,2618, Cr 
7nýX 7t7ýý 27: 9, mii cp 7: 6,14: 2,21,26: 19,281) are derived : mnz is the concept 
which creates a certain relationship between the concerned parties. Because of this 
characteristic all three cases are possible for r%-IMý221) Firstly Israel's position in the 
covenant with God is the subject matter of the declaration of both parties (2617-19) for 
that relationship from which the position of Israel as God's special possession is warranted. 
Secondly Israel's position in the covenant relationship with God can be used as the basis 
(the established fact) for the admonition or the command of the covenant party, God. (222 
And finally because covenant is the concept of relationship, it is not a matter which can 
be achieved at a certain time only, but it has to be achieved continuously and ceaselessly 
at the present by fulfilling the conditions set by the other party. 
Therefore, Israel's special position towards God can be suggested not only as the 
established fact (7: 6,14: 2,21,27: 8) but also as the goal (28: 1,9) : the conditional fact which 
should be achieved by the continuous obedience to God's condition at present. To these 
three facets of the covenant concept not only Israel but also God are bound. Interestingly 
in 7: 6,14: 2,21,279,281, except 28.9 -its ), we cannot find the divine speech 
formula. This fact seems to mean that these texts do not recall the original statement 
upon which Dt is dependent, but they apply the covenant status of Israel to the present 
situation. (ZZ3) 
22L Therefore all other external results of the covenant have the character of relationship. For example 
DiSL as the result of covenant, treaty making is also a relationship concept (G. von Rad in DJ. 
Wisemanj982,325). 
222. In this sense the motif of 'Dankbarkeit' (8: lff, 9. lff) for the ethical command Is valid (G. von 
Rad, ATD, Dt, 199). But this is only one aspect of the covenant concept. 
223. As we have already seen in 331.4. (2), the main concern of the author is not to describe the events 
chronologically but to rearrange them according to his own theological scheme. Therefore, mentioning 
of the items of promises before (and also after) 2&17-19 is not strange. 
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3.655. The position of 2617-19 within the whole Moab covenant pericope (4: 45-28: 69) 
This topic is the most important one in this chapter because it will reveal the total 
structure of the pericope, 2616-28.. 69, whose unity is usually regarded as most difficult to 
accept. Upon the conclusions above we shall make the following observations from the 
text in the relationship of 2617-19 with the following texts, (1) 281, (2) 279-10, (3) 2g. 9(224) 
(1) 2617-19 with 281 
We start from 28: 1 because we believe that an important clue for the present issue is 
found in P''g of 2&L 225) And this highly uncommon use, because of its application not to 
God but to Israel, is only found once again in a text adjacent to 2619,28: 1. And this word 
functions as a keyword just like 7510 Op (26: 18) mtr5 or (27: 9), with which we 
shall deal in (2), and W'-i, -, 5 np (26: 19) /ct hzn op (28: 9), with which we shall deal in (3). We 
have seen in 3.65.1 how the author chooses this novel term to replace the old term of the 
Sinai covenant, vrfz M5nb (Ex 19: 6). It is most likely the use of this term in Dt has its 
foundation primarily in 2619 not in 281, as we have seen, because in 26: 17-19 is the 
fundamental declaration of the covenant relationship and all other texts in Dt containing 
two promises (g ab op, d''t7-: p) which are in fact the application of this declaration, and 
the same conclusion can be applied to the second promise, T %X226) And we realize that 
281 is similar to 2619 not only in 1i P but also in other phrases : 
2619 In + irr ++ýc 
281 In + týg + ü-ýZ ýp + 
We have seen in 3.6.5.2. that r' ncýx oý, together with orJý; nß 
rttýi '; modifying ' (Dt 26: 19a), is in the Sinai covenant originally related to the first 
promise in Ex 19: 5b. If this compositional feature of 26: 19a is right, the strong 
resemblance of (28: 1) to the third promise in 26: 19a means the dependence of 281 
upon 26: 19a. In other words, in 281 the author strictly uses the phrases in the fundamental 
declaration in 26: 19a. Further this is supported by the fact that both texts are the report of 
the event of `today' (Dig , 26: 7,18,28: 1). More basically 281 shows its dependence on 2619a 
from the form through which the covenant relationship is suggested. As we have seen in 
3.6.5.4, we read in 28: 1 the covenant relationship as the conditional state which is based 
upon the original bilateral declaration of the covenant relationship in 26: 17-19. What the 
author suggests as the condition of that relationship Yi 7tß; ` 7ý p i1 p1'tt phrase c, 
Wv t p-ýZ-: % rt? Y, ý 71: rj5 phrase b) is the application of the original comprehensive 
phrase of Israel's obligation for making the covenant relationship expressed in 2617 (1"ý5V 
224. The connection between these three texts is considered by commentators but rather shortly, e. g. Chr. 
Levin (1985b, 107f. and n136), MA. O'Brien (1989,63). 
225. The position of this word in 281 see 3101 
226. Pace N. Lohfink (1969,543). 
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rvi1m phrase a, M . )Z1 1`1i= t TM "f=W5 phrase b, Win; rbVt phrase c), as we shall see 
fully soon. All these features reveal the dependence of 281 upon 2619. 
(2) 2617-19 with 27: 94(Y217) 
Looking at the texts between 26: 19 and 281, we find there is another text which has a 
phrase reporting a similar aspect of God's promise toward Israel, 27: 9-10. This text is the 
admonition of Moses and the priests to the people. And interestingly the author suggests 
the established relationship between God and Israel (ýMtýtt r -r : trlýv) as the ground 
of the admonition. Firstly, in this phrase we find the construction 1`. ++ ' (o ý M-W, U 
In'K ntr5) which is a typical expression for the covenant relationship and is directly 
related to 2617-19228' Secondly, the meaning of ýrtýit 7ýrý Cr, which is a more general 
expression of Israel's special position towards God as we have seen in 3.65.2., is almost the 
same as 7ýab ap (26: 18 229), and both phrases function as `keyphrase' (applied term of 
`keyword', `Leitwort') like i' (26: 19,2&1), which we have seen in (1), and Did Cr (26: 19) / 
t ap (28: 9), with which we shall deal in (3). Thirdly, the situation (oi srý in the Moab 
plain) of 27: 9-10 is the same as in 26: 17-19. Fourthly, the admonition is given on the 
ground of the established relationship of the covenant which is based on the fundamental 
declaration of that relationship as we have seen in 3.65.4. The cases where the covenant 
relationship as the established fact functions as the ground of the admonitions are found 
also in 7: 6,14: 1,2,21. All these texts are in fact the application of the original declaration of 
the covenant relationship in 26: 17-19. Fifthly, the admonition upon that 
established relationship in 27: 9-10 (j`7'5K 7t7,5ii7; A; Mt phrase c, 
1riYb-rK r`být 
v -rKt phrase b) is the adaptation of the comprehensive obligation of Israel as the 
covenantal duty found in 2617b (phrases a, b, c). 
Therefore, we conclude that the phrase of 279 is to be regarded as an application of 
God's first promise for making the covenant relationship with Israel in 26: 17-19. 
(3) 2617-19 with 28: 9 
We find another parallel between 2617-19 and the following pericope of Dt 27-28, i. e. 
28: 9. And in this case the third promise is the subject matter 4tii1, ', 5 Dr), which is a 
227. Commentators point to the dependance of 279-10 on 2617-19 (eg. A. Dillmann (Dt, 367), C. Steuernagel 
(Dt, 148 : 'Wiederaufnahme von 26,16-19 zum Zweck der Anknüfung von K. 28'), G. von Rad (ATD, Dt, 119), 
K-H Walkenhorst (1969,161), ADE. Mayes, 1981,42f., Chr. Levin (1985b, 111 : 'ursprünglich unmittelbar 
angescholssen'), but usually they lack detailed exegesis. 
228. E. Lipinski (TWAT, V, 705). The unique form of I11 ni. in 27: 9 does not prevent us considering the 
connection between two texts. Rather this ni, form seems to allude to the secondary character of this 
report of the covenant relationship in 27: 9, because here Moses and the levitical priests mention the 
established fact from the people's point of view. In other words, 279-10 is the application of the 
original declaration of that relationship, about which we shall investigate fully soon. 
229. E. Lipinski (TWAT, V, 750), H Wildberger (TIAT, 11,143 : i'lP ist im AT fast ganz zu einem terminus 
technicus für die Umschreibung der Zugehörigkeit Israels zu Jahwe geworden'). 
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keyword like ý (2619,28: 1), about which we have seen in (1) and like ý5aa op (26: 18) / 
my (27: 9), about which we have seen in (2). In 28: 9 we find similar points 23°) 
as in 28: 1 in its relationship with 2617-19. Firstly the situation of 20 is in fact the 
continued one from 28: 1 (`today', oi`r the plain of Moab). Secondly the covenant 
relationship is suggested as the conditional state, which is in fact the application of the 
fundamental declaration of that relationship in 261719 (3.65.4. ). Thirdly the items for the 
condition of that relationship shows (In7"K ron, r0wrilK ib phrase b, r: 
ß; t1 
rmM phrase a) also that 2&9 is an application of the declaration in 261719 (phrases, a, b, c). 
We, therefore, conclude that all three texts (281,27: 9-10,289) after 2617-19 reveal the 
direct connection with the three promises in 2618-19 231) The mixture of the covenant 
relationship K it r,, 17 or) as the established fact (27: 9-10) and of the covenant 
relationship as the conditional state (2&1,9) is theologically only possible (3.65.4. ), through 
the understanding of covenant as the relationship concept which has its foundation in the 
bilateral declaration of that relationship in 26: 17-19. We summarize all these results as 
follows : 
Chart I 
promise(s) 
2617-19 first, second, third promise 
demand place/time 
) demand of obedience (Moab, Ot. 
27.9-10 first promise (I, %. n 71"rß ap) 
2&l second promise (ii" ) 
2&9 third promise (rii'r ) 
demand of obedience (Moab, oi. ) 
demand of obedience (Moab, Digit) 
demand of obedience (Moab, Di. ) 
Further, if we look at the phrases of the demand of obedience in each tex0232) we 
realize the connection of the lists in the three later texts with the original, comprehensive 
one in 2617: 
Chart II 
2617 rmz =ýý (phrase a: 7i+r -"z 
) 
r tem rri rin (phrase b: -ocd + ruýrim rriu rin 
il',, ); p12y3 (phrase c: rtrJ + ;) 
2710 ýýýtc ýtT7ý rrý (phrase c) 
t-rut1 tn't-! ýt t (phrase b) 
281 pitxt (phrase c) 
230. D. E. Skweres (1979,66f, esp. n287). 
231 Commentators ususally point to the connections between 2617-19 and 27.9-10 and 28: 1, but they do not 
consider the connection between all four texts, 2617-19,279-10,281, and 28.9. 
232. N. Lohfink (1969,543). 
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rri=-ý-O-rtt ntt o ný (phrase b) 
28.9 ý'S ii; 3i=-t t 7ýri (phrase b) 
rrnm rv_ ; 
(phrase a) 
Considering these two charts, it is hard to deny that the author has a clear theological, 
structural framework which evokes a strong sense of the unity of the text from 2616-19 to 
Dt 27-28. 
(i) Theologically, we recognise that God's covenant promises and God's demand for the 
people's obedience are in general two vitally important theological themes in Dt. In other 
words, Israel's covenant relationship with God is once declared by God himself (2618-19). 
However, this beneficial position of Israel as the covenant partner of God can only be 
kept by continuous effort to meet the covenant conditions suggested by God. On the one 
hand, therefore, the covenant relationship (7`75K rn7`, or, 27: 9-10) as the already 
established one is the basis of the admonition to keep the condition. And on the other 
hand, the covenant relationship (Ti`Sg 28: 1, tei"1615-ap 28: 9) as the conditional state can be 
fulfilled through continuous performance of the condition. (233) 
(ii) Further, the fact that these two important theological concepts, the covenant 
relationship as the established one as well as the conditional one, are used so 
systematically in the context of 26: 16-28: 69 supports strongly the structural unity of 
26: 16-28: 68. (234) If we omit 2617-19 and 27: 9-10, there remain 271-8 and 2711-26. 'Despite 
the much disputed problem of textual unity within 2711-16, we may safely regard these 
two texts, 27: 1-8 and 27: 11-26, as related to the future covenant ceremony which will 
happen in the mount Ebal and Gerizim. And as we shall see at the end of this chapter, 
the special unit of the priestly blessing and curse formulae in 28: 3-6 / 28: 16-19 is also 
related to the future ceremony in Shechemý235) Then based upon our study of the 
relationship between the items of the covenant relationship, we suggest the following 
structure of 26: 16-28: 69 with regard to the place and the time to which each small text 
group is relatedQ36) : 
Chart III 
(1) 2616-19 Moab (present oiii, the first, second, third promises) 
(2) 271-8 Shechem (future) 
233. For theological discussion about this issue see K. Koch (1955,1-42), J. G. Plöger (1967,196ff). 
234. In this respect we suggest once again the assertion of Th. C Vriezen (1953,64), although he does not 
mention specifically 2617-19 only, that these terms of promises are 'die wichtigsten Begriffe der 
deuteronomistischen Verkündigung', which is judged negatively (`zu weit) by N. Lohfink (1969,544). 
235. For the time being, we only want to suggest these two formulae originally belong to Dt 27: 11-13 where 
the priests pronounce the blessing and curse to the people : the place of two texts (283-6,16-19) is 
Shechem and the time is the future like the original context of 27: 11-13. 
236. M. G. Kline (1963,36f., 79) correctly points out 'the two-stage nature of Yahweh's ceremonial renewal of 
his covenant with Israel' : the first stage is been performed by Moses in Moab before his death, and the 
second stage will be performed by Joshua in Canaan. It is necessary to develop this insight exegetically 
in the proper depth. 
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(3) 279-10 Moab (present oih, the first promise) 
(4) 272-26 Shechem (future) 
(5) 281-2 Moab (present o1'r, the second promise) 
(6) 28: 3-6 Shechem (future) 
(7) 2&7-15 Moab (present Dii,, the third promise) 
(8) 2816-19 Shechem (future) 
(9) 2820-69 Moab (presentY237' 
Going further from this conclusion -we make the following observations for further 
study. If the geographical setting of all short passages from (1) to (9) is right, then the 
whole pericope of 26: 16-28: 69 is a mixture of texts related to the different time (the 
present / the future) and the different place (Moab / Shechem). And then we need to 
answer' the following pressing question : why does the author move so busily to and fro 
between Moab and Shechem by intermingling Moab texts with Shechem ones ? Before 
giving a tentative answer, it is crucial to understand what is really happening in 
26: 16-28: 69. Although the word rrin does not appear in this passage except 28: 69(238), it is 
very clear that the theme of this passage is the covenant ceremony with the blessing and 
curse, the oath related to this ceremony. This means we read in this passage the covenant 
ceremony happens (and will happen) in two different places (Moab / Shechem in Canaan) 
and at two different times (present / future). This kind of covenant ceremony is a highly 
exceptional phenomenon. There are three possible reasons for this strange phenomenon : 
Firstly, there is the unavoidable fact that the death of Moses, the great leader, the 
promulgator of the law 'for theocracy, ultimately the mediator of the covenant with God, 
occurs before Israel crossed the Jordan. His successor Joshua never has the same authority 
and role as Moses. Therefore, before his death Moses, the covenant mediator, prepares all 
possible institutions, especially the covenant to consolidate Israel in the land Canaan after 
crossing the Jordan. 239) 
Secondly, it is natural to make a covenant in the new situation which in Israel's case is 
the entry to the promised land (241) Therefore, this covenant making should be finished 
not in the Moab plain but after crossing the Jordan in Canaan, the promised land. 
Thirdly, as G. M. Hartod 241) notes, the change of the generation is another reason for 
237. We shall see in 3103. in full detail that (6) 28: 3-6 and (8) 2816-19 belong to the section of the future 
(Shechem). 
238. We have seen in 3111 that 2869 is a colophon of the whole Moab pericope (4: 45-2869). 
239. However, we cannot suggest this change of leaderhsip is the direct cause of the covenant renewal in 
the Moab plain as G. M. Harton (1981,30) and J. Kottackal (1989,81) insist. Although we acknowledge that 
in the treaties the change of king has caused the renewal of the former treaty (K. Baltzer. 1960,71-90). 
the leadership change from Moses to Joshua is not directly related to the covenant renewal in 4: 45-2&69. 
That leadership change is only mentioned later in 31.1-8 which is not connected with the covenant. We 
suggest here not the change of leadership from Moses to Joshua, but that the death of Moses the unique 
covenant mediator in Israel's history is the cause of this somewhat strange feature of the covenant 
renewal in Moab / Shechem. 
240. J. Kottackal (1989,81). 
24L He (1981,30,39, n. 6) follows D. Beegle, P. C Craigie (DtA and others. 
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the covenant renewal. Within the text of 4: 45-28: 69 we find clearly the trace of such 
intention, especially the identification of the present generation with the generation of the 
Horeb covenant in 52-3 (see our exegesis of this section). Just after mentioning the Moab 
covenant the author mentions once. again the validity of the covenant to the future 
generation in 2911-15. 
Fourthly, Israel will be divided into two groups by the natural barrier, the river Jordan. 
As we read of the tension caused by this barrier in Josh 22, this real threat to the national 
unity is a great problem when nine and a half tribes cross the Jordan. By performing the 
covenant renewal in two places, one in Transjordan at the present and the other in the 
Cisjordan in the future the unity can be stressed, because without any elements performed 
in either part of land the covenant renewal is not perfect. This intention is expressed 
clearly in the full list of the ancient name of the twelve tribes in 271213$242) The concern 
about Transjordan is vivid in Dt (e. g. 312-20,4: 40-43 (cf. Dt 19)). Therefore, this aspect 
seems to function as an aspect for the formation of the unique covenant renewal 
ceremony. 
These four facts cannot be easily harmonized with the ordinary process of covenant 
making. This phenomenon is directly related to the specific feature of this covenant 
making (3.3.1.2., & 3.3.1.2. ) : it is not a (original) covenant making, but the covenant 
renewal: The necessity that the covenant renewal should be prepared before the death of 
Moses, the covenant mediator, seems to lead the author to create the present form of 
26: 16-28: 69. In other words, what the author stresses most importantly through the 
repeated, change of time and place is that the covenant in the two different places and at 
the two "different times does not mean at all there are two covenants. But there 'is only 
one covenant in two places / times. We divide the whole process of the covenant renewal 
done at Moab and at Shechem as follows : 
In Moab : 
L the covenantal law (Dt 5-26), 
2. the pronouncement of covenant relationship (2617-19). 
In Shechem : 
L the covenant offering, meal and writing the law under the leadership of 
the elders (271-8) 
242. A similar intention of the unity of Israel is found also in the Moses blessing of the twelve tribes in 
Dt 33. It is not within our scope to study of the naming, the order, and the division for the blessing 
and curse of the twelve tribes. For the geneological explanation according to the maternal relationship, 
e. g. A. Knobel (Dt, 307), A. Dillmann (D:, 368), SK Driver 0,298f. ), A. Bertholet 0,84), GA Smith 
(1918,304), P. C. Craigie 0,330, n. 1). However, among eight sons from the legitimate wives two (Reuben. 
Zebulon) should be transferred into the curse side. For the geographical explanation, i. e. the central / 
western territory to the side of blessing, the eastern / northern territory of the Jordan river to the side 
of curse, e. g. C Steuernagel (Dt, 148), E Nielsen (1955,69ff), H. Seebaß (1978,2lOff) followed by C Preuß 
(1982,151). In this case the tribe Dan is problematic for deciding the time of Dt. AD. H. Mayes 0,344) 
holds two explanations together. 
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2. the priestly pronouncement of the blessing / curse formulae 
(2&3.616-19) 
3. the oath formula which will be pronounced by the priests and accepted by 
the people through the unison of Amen (27: 15-26). 
This analysis corresponds to our study of the elements of the covenant making : the 
invariable element (the legal aspect) of the covenant renewal is performed - in the Moab 
plain, but the variable element (the cultic aspect) will be performed in Shechem (3.1.12). 
In other words, the covenant stipulations (Dt 5-26) and the definition of the covenant 
relationship (2617-19), the invariable elements are regulated by Moses in the Moab plain, 
but the covenant ceremony (271-8,27: 11-26,283-6,16-19), the variable elements will be 
performed in Shechem. In the process in Shechem we see clearly the important role of 
the elders, the priests and the people compared with the crucial role of Moses in the 
process of covenant renewal in the Moab plain. By this arrangement the author succeeds 
in giving the impression that there is only one covenant renewal at two places and in the 
two times which is initiated by the incomparable leader Moses (3410-12). Therefore, we 
conclude that the report of the covenant making in 4: 45-28: 69 is the report of the 
covenant renewal in its unique form 
3.7.271.8 (The elders and the covenant ceremony) 
We have seen in 3.6. (esp. 3.6.5.5. ) that 26: 16-19 functions within 26: 16-28: 69 as the 
starting point. Therefore, 26: 16-19 not only lays the structural foundation for the whole 
passage but also supplies the major theological theme for the formation of 2616-28: 69. 
In 27: 1-8 we read the first section reporting the first future event (3.6.5.5. ). Many 
commentators acknowledge the complexity of this text(243) However, in many cases they 
243. Early scholars are severe in the criticism of the present text, eg. A. F. Puukko (1910.147 : 'daß Kap. 27 
(except 27.9-10, TGS) in unserem Dt ohne jede Anknüpfung nach rückwärts oder vorwärts dasteht und 
schon deshalb im großen und ganzen für eine Parenthese angesehen werden dürfte') and C. Steuernagel 
(Dt, 147 : 'Die Entstehung des gegenwärtigen verwirrten Textes aufzuklären, ist ein aussichtloses 
Unternehmen'). Usually commentators are negative about the present form of the text. A. Klostermann 
(1907,194: 'Aber der Abschnitt 27,2-8 hat den denkbar schlechtesten und unsichersten Text'), GA Smith 
(1918,300 : 'a compilation from different sources). A. C. Welch suggests at first (1924,179) that `this little 
section bristles with difficulties, textual, critical, historical' because of (i) the number change, (ii) the 
repetition (2b, 4,3a8), (iii) the change of the worship place (Ebal, Gerizim), (iv) the relationship between 
the stone tablets and the altar. Nine years later, however, he (1932,49) reaches the conclusion that none 
of these four criteria is sufficient to judge the present text negatively : The matter may be simpler and 
may not call for different originals with a final redactor. ' M. Noth (1930,150) holds that 271ff. contains 
the materials from the various sources which have been gradually brought together (cf. 1967,16 : 'dass 
eines der sekundärsten Element in den Rahmenstücken von Dt, nähmlich Dtn. 27,1-8'). P. Buis 
(1966,404), like KA Kitchen (1966,97), omits Dt 27 from consideration. DJ. McCarthy (1978,185, the 
source division in p. 194, n. 17 : 'The passage is very complex from every point of view : the ceremonies 
called for are diverse and not well coordinated among themselves, and the text is a mixture of sources) 
concludes that the present position of this section within the 2&16-2869 is an intrusion. Therefore, he 
deals with this section not in the pericope of the central discourse but in the outer framework of the 
whole of Dt. Meanwhile, he acknowledges the importance of Dt 27 because the materials in Dt 27 are 
as evidence for the setting of covenant ideas. This is the work of the deuteronomistic editors, but it 
may also reflect older ideas reworked. R. Clifford (1982,146 : 'the anomalous chapter). 1. Lewy 
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come to conventional conclusion about its literary disunity. Except this issue this text 
contains several important problems and some of them are related to the whole of Moab 
pericope. For example the participation of the elders in the admonition of Moses (271) is 
unusual. Does this phenomenon have a certain relationship to the participation of the 
levitical priests in the admonition of Moses (279f. ) ? And why is the writing of God's law 
(271-4,8) emphasized compared with the cultic activity (27: 5-7), if we consider this section 
is related to a ceremony for making a relationship between YHWH and Israel ? Together 
with these issues we want to deal with some detailed exegetical issues as far as they are 
related to the purpose of this thesis, to clarify the theme and the structure of the Moab 
pericope. 
3.71 The participation, of the elders in the admonition 
In 27: 1-8 there are two striking features : (i) the change of the speech from the long 
standing speaker `Moses' throughout 51-2619 to `Moses and the elders' in 271, (ii) within 
27: 1-8 the actual initiator of this speech seems to be Moses known from the pronoun 
(27: 1,4, cf. 27: 10 Moses as the joint speaker with the levitical priests). How can we 
explain these ? Conjectural emendaton does not seem to help & 244) If we do not accept 
the emendation of the text, we may try to find a solution by considering this text within 
the broader context. In particular, it seems to be meaningful that 2616-28: 69 as a whole 
functions within the theological framework of the covenant ceremony happening in two 
places as we have seen in 3.6.5.5. In other words, both features could be explained in the 
context of the covenant renewal ceremonyP45) If these two features are in fact the result 
of the-new introduction of the elders as the joint-speakers, this introduction of the elders 
has to do with the covenant ceremony. 
Some commentators interpret that the sudden introduction of the elders is to emphasize 
the importance of this ceremony by appealing to other authorities than Moses or to 
( 1962,207-211), however, views correctly that the difficulty of this section is the difficulty of Dt 27 as a 
whole, because this section cannot be explained fully without considering other sections around it. 
244. For example LXX omits DV1'1'1K NCO*00nc KOX n yCpOVQLOt IopurIA). A. Dillmann 0,36), C 
Steuernagel (Dt, 147), and J. Hempel (BHS) add ! 1K in front of 'K1rJ` 'i!. A. D. H. Mayes (D:, 341) 
holds that 'the elders of Israel' is later addition. However, these solutions- are unconvincing. This is 
mainly because we find another similar phenomenon in the following 27.9-10 where Moses is the sole 
speaker (N. B. the singular verb form), althouth he stands together with the levitial priests as the 
grammatical subject. And in 27.9-10 there is no important textual support if we change this text also in 
the same way. See the correct criticism of E. König (Dt, 183). R. P. Merendino (1980,199f. ) judges that 
these elders are neither the subject nor the object of the sentence compared with the seventy elders in 
Ex 24: 1,9. Merendino finds here the specific function of the elders to take part in the meal only (Ex 
2411) but not in other activities (i. e. offering, building the altar, writing God's law). Although the 
connection between the two covenant texts sheds light on several issues about which we shall deal in ch. 
4, by this interpretation he moves to the diachronical solution assuming *1k` `%i5i1 (27: 1) as the 
second subject inserted by the deuteronomistic redactor. J. Buchholz (1988,17) holds that 
*'i4: is 
interpolation because of the different verb form (WD and the personal pronoun ('»K) pointing clearly 
Moses. However, the incongruity of the subject and the verb form is not impossible, e. g. Josh 12 
Further, he does not consider this issue with the similar phenomenon in 279-10. 
245. JA Thompson (Dt, 262) hints slightly at the covenantal connection of this issue. 
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promote respect for the appointed authorities (i. e. the elders in 271, the levitical priests in 
279)c246) However, these interpretations seem to be too general to be applied here. And 
as we have seen in excursus (1), Moses receives the full authority from God as well as 
from the people, the popularly demanded and divine authority, it is unnecessary for 
Moses to receive extra support from these leaders especially at this stage. 
We need to find out the proper reason for the introduction of this group of leaders by 
investigating especially their function within this kind of cultic ceremony. Comparison 
with the covenant ceremony in Ex 241-ll seems to shed light on this matter. We have 
seen in ch. 2 that the active involvement of `the seventy elders' as the senior Israelites (`;! 
Ex 241-2,9-11, cf. ', X ' 1512X-ýK in Ex 241], 2.1312. ) and of `the young men of 
Israel' as the junior Israelites (5tt 1; gip: Ex 245,2.1213. ) in this ceremony means the 
representative 'participation of Israel in the covenant initiated by God (ýKntr Ex 
24: 10). Therefore, it is very natural to assume that the introduction of the elders here is 
also related to the covenant ceremony where the elders function as the representatives of 
the people! 247j The elders' joint-speech with Moses symbolizes their active role in this 
ceremony : they take charge of some aspects of the future covenant ceremony in Canaan 
where Moses will not be any more(248) In this respect Moses does not receive support 
from the elders, on the contrary he lays the foundation of the authority of the elders in 
front of the people to perform the ceremony in the future. (149) 
This interpretation is in parallel with the following point. In 27: 6-7a we read that two 
(burnt and peace) offerings are related to the elders (271) not to the priests who usually 
take charge of the offerings. Active involvement of the lay people in the offering (eg. 
Lev 1-3) means that they are responsible for the offering. The covenant ceremony where 
the parties take part responsibly or voluntarily is the example of this kind of offering and 
246. M. G. Kline (1963,122). Or the interpretation that these elders are assistants (eg. Symon, 1700,466). GA 
Smith (1918,301), following K. Marti 0,309) and followed by A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 340), suggests a rare 
solution that here we see the fusion of the two different introductions, 'Moses commanded the elders' 
and 'Moses commanded the people. ' However, it is hardly justifiable. In 279-10 we read a similar 
phenomenon : Moses and the levitical priests appear as the joint-speakers, but the verb form M.. 1', ']) 
and the pronoun (`»t) indicates Moses as the real speaker. However, he (1918,303) correctly doubts the 
validity of the common theory (A. Dillmann, A. Bertholet, C Steuernagel, K. Marti, etc) that 27.9-10 is 
the later addition. 
247. Also the parallel text of Dt 27, Jos 8: 30ff., seems to support this understanding. In Jos 830 Joshua is 
the subject of the sentence (building of the altar), but in Jas 831 the pL form of verb (15p'1) is used 
for the (burnt and peace) offerings, and in Jos 832 Joshua is again the subject of the sentence (writing 
Mosaic laws). This clear change of the subject in Jos 831 shows the author is conscious that others than 
Joshua are in charge of the offerings. Since we cannot deny the covenant ceremony is the subject 
matter here, it is natural to consider the elders, the representatives of the people, are in charge of the 
offerings. 
248. P. C. Craigie 0,327). This function of the elders can be compared with the function of the levitical 
priests - who are also the joint-speakers of Moses (279-10) - in the future ceremony, pronouncement of 
the blessing and the curse (2711-13) and of the oath (2714-26), as we shall see. Moses prepares not only 
the covenant stipulations (Dt 5-26) but also the future role of the elders in the covenant ceremony. 
249. J. Buchholz (1988,17 : '-und die Attesten Israels, weil sie direkt neben Mose zu stehen kommen, so eine 
unbestreitbare Autorität erlangen) and similarly L . J. Hoppe 
(1983,34 : 'it is a short step to conclude that 
the elders were presenting themselves as successors of Moses). Here, therefore, Moses does not simply 
command the elders about the future ceremony, but Moses together with the elders gives that command 
to the people in the official ceremony now in the Moab plain. This official (cultic) setting is also 
found in the similar text, 27.9ff. (see. G. von Rad, ATD, Dt, 119). 
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the elders function as the representatives of the people. This fact needs to be considered 
together with, another interesting issue : although in 27.9 we read the levitical priests 
function as the joint-speakers of Moses, their concern is interestingly not related to the 
offering but with the admonition to obedience and the pronouncement of the blessing and 
curse (27i1-13) and of the oath formula (2715-26)250) This clear distinction' of the role of 
the elders and the priests fits-in very well with the character of this ritual as the covenant 
ceremony. In other words, the content of 27: 1-8 is the preparation of sonne aspects of the 
covenant ceremony which will be taken charge of by the elders, offering and making 
covenant document. And that of 27.9ff. is the preparation of some aspects of the covenant 
ceremony which will be taken charge of by the priests, the pronouncement of the blessing 
and curse formula and of the oath formula. Ex 243-11, the comparable text with our text, 
is essentially the report of the covenant ceremony. It demands the active participation of, 
the people as one party, who are represented by the elders, and Moses stands 'in this 
ceremony as the mediator. Now in Dt 271-8 for the preparation of the future event in 
Canaan, the elders speak with Moses about the future task for making a, legitimate 
ceremony in which their active role is essential. 
3.7.2. The connection between 271-8 and 279-10 
It is worthwhile to elaborate the parallel between Moses' command with the elders 
(271b) and Moses' admonition with the levitical priests (279b-10151) : 
(i) The elders / the levitical priests appear as Moses' joint-speakers of the admonition. 
The sudden appearance of the elders as joint-speakers after the long monologue of Moses 
(5: 1-26: 19) within Dt is so striking that many commentators suppose that it is impossible to 
regard it as the work of one authorP52) The same happens just after this short section 
(27: 1-8) and in this case (27: 9ff. ) other joint-speakers are the levitical priests. Since these 
two passages where other subjects stand as the joint-speakers with Moses are unique in the 
whole Dt, and since these stand side by side, we cannot avoid concluding that these are the 
composition of the same author of the whole Dt rather than the accidental arrangement of 
the redactor. 
(ii) But these leaders stand behind the actual speaker, Moses, which we realize from the 
verb form (14', 1,27: 1,7ý7n, 27: 9) and the emphatic personal pronoun (`ýýK, 271,2710). 
250. The connection between 279-10 and 27: 11ff. will be dealt with in 3.82 
25L There is a certain connection between these two features and the regulation about the (covenant 
renewal) ceremony given to the levitical priests (`)5 '3Z and the elders ('t `I 1t ý) 
in 
31: 9-13,28. Cf. E König (D:, 183), 0. Eissfeldt (1966,322-334), R. P. Merendino (1980199), J. Buchholz 
(1988,15ff., 29ff. ). These parallel features makes it possible to apply the interpretation of one section to 
the other section. 
252. However, as we have pointed out if we cut Dt 27f. from Dt 26 we should also cut off HZ-32 from 
the context, because both texts are basically about the same event, the future ceremony. Then these 
commentators should take the burden to explain why the final redactor has inserted such content, not 
one but two, unfitting with the context within the literature so tightly structured. 
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These two exegetical points illustrate that in both cases these joint-speakers are not the 
actual authority for each command, which is taken by Moses himself. The function of 
these leaders is simply to stand by Moses when he gives a command. Through this 
process they receive the power to perform the covenant ceremony in the future, when 
Moses will not be there any more. This process is quite similar to Moses' command to 
both the levitical priests ("tý `» D"ýiý7) and the elders (* `; i71-ß; ) about the regular 
ceremony in the future (3h9ff. »253) Both leaders should take charge of this ceremony. In 
the former part of the Moab pericope (51-6: 4) the author tries to suggest what kind of 
authority Moses receives from the people and God but in Dt 27 the author suggests the 
distribution of the authority to both leader groups for the future ceremony. 
(iii) The content of the command in each text is in fact the same : the admonition to 
the people to obey God and to keep his laws. If we observe the commands in each text, 
we realize that the commands can be divided into two parts : the first part (271b; 27.9b-10) 
is about the admonition of obedience to God's law given through Moses, and the second 
part (27: 2ff4 27: 11ff. ) is the practical command about the future ceremonyý250 The first 
parts of the commands (27: 1b, 27: 10), the admonition of obedience in both texts in 
deuteronomic phraseology, are quite similar to each other : 
271b verb (`iV) + legal term + `&t + `»K + pt. of -0 + D1t 
2710 verb (r , trý, 
t) + legal terms + 'fit + `»K + pt. of fix + C: T 
At the same time and even more interestingly, these first parts of the commands are also 
related to the subsequent second parts of the commands in each text, 271b with 272ff. and 
2710 with 27: 11W155) This insight is significant for the exegesis of Dt 27 : the actual 
reason for the appearance of these leaders in this cultic situation is that each of them is 
253. Although it is not our direct concern to find the definition of the feast of 31.9ff. and its historical 
place (Shechem, Shiloh, Bethel, etc), it resembles strongly the covenant renewal ceremony, as many 
commentators agree (eg S. Mowinckel (1924,108f), A. Alt (1953,325ff), G. von Rad, G. E. Wright (Dt, 512f), 
M. G. Kline (1963,136f. ), J. Wijngaards (1969,7f), J. A. Thompson (D1,290f)), especially because of the 
proclamation of law (at least this point is agreed even by the sceptical commentators about the 
historicity of the regular covenant festival, eg ADH Mayes, Dt, 374f). Interestingly only in 271,319 we 
read the full phrase (ýK1 P `ßi71) among 5 times use (5: 23,271,299,31.9,28) of the elders outside of 
the legal corpus. 
254. Although there is a new introduction of Moses' word in 2711, we find a clear connection between 
27.9-10 and 2711-26 through M Oft ('on the same day) in 27: 11 (cf. 3117,17,18,22). Therefore, the 
sole appearance of Moses from 2711 does not make any change of the speech pattern begun from 279, 
because from 27.9 already Moses is the sole speaker. And as we will see soon, the levitical priests 
(D"1ý1 D`ß`1 ý1) in 279 are actually the levites W* il) in 2714 and this fact shows the connection between 2A-10 and 2711-26. Another fact which supports this understanding is the phrase of the 
commands in 271 (01'1 O=N 112b 1t'3K 11Yiý1ýýý) and in 2710 (7i'8 1`v. rr>t"! 1 vftt: D 
Yý VYi "ý V ýt 
l'", 1 , )? 0 `»At)" AlthoughY V these com mands -are fgenterally7 related to the o1uervance of the whole 
deuteronomic laws, we have a strong impression that their practical concern is in the following decrees 
(i. e. 272-8,2711-26) to perform the covenant ceremony in Shechem. 
255. We have the impression that the appearance of the levitical priests in 27.9ff. is not just for the 
admonition of obedience but mainly for the practical work in the future covenant ceremony in Canaan. 
This is exactly the same in the case of the elders (271-8). The parallel features of both sections (271-8 
and 27: 9ff. ) can support the idea that the implication of one section can be applied to the obscure aspect 
of the other section. As we accept that the content of the cultic event in 272-8 fits well with the 
elders (271), we also support the idea that the cultic event in 27J1-26 (i. e. the proclamation of blessing 
and curse, the proclamation of the oath) fits well with the levitical priests. We shall see that Dti1, the 
leaders of the solemn oath (2714), are actually V1' in i D'1t1]. 1 (279). 
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practically related to certain stage within this specific cultic event. The elders are related 
to the performance of the ritual aspect of the ceremony : writing down the document, 
sacrificing the offerings, the ceremonial meal in front of God (27: 2-8). Likewise, the 
admonition of Moses together with the levitical priests in 279b-10 is closely related to the 
command about cultic activity in 27: 11ff.: proclaiming the blessing and curse (2711-13) and 
the oath (2714-26). 
3.73. The command to erect the great stones to inscribe the laws 
Writing down law on stone (pillar) is quite a common custom in the ANE(256) 
Although standing stones traditionally have a connection with covenant ritual and these 
stones can function as witnesses of a covenane257), in Dt 27 the witness idea has fallen into 
the background and the stones serve primarily to record the document (251) This is 
because enormous emphasis is laid on the writing aspect of the covenant law, as we shall 
see in the study of the structure of 271-8. (259) However, outside the central pericope of Dt 
we find the concept of witness, tit 1 :!: Vol (4: 26,30: 19,31: 28,321). In this case we cannot 
explain clearly the reason for the difference of the witness-object between the stones (Gen 
3152, Ex 245, Jos 24: 27) and r-1: n2Vn (Dt 4: 26,3019,31: 28,32: 1), and we also cannot 
penetrate into the relationship between the change of the use of the stone(s) as the 
document of God's law and the selecting of other objects as the witness. Nevertheless, we 
can find out the reason why in 27: 2ff. the stones are mentioned as functioning not as 
witness but for the specific purpose set out clearly in the context. In other words these 
great stones are totally subjected to the sole purpose of emphasizing the written law of 
God, more precisely in order to write down the law of God (ttft M-1i m' r' 273,8). 
This aspect corresponds very well with the general tenor of this section, the heavy 
emphasis on the law of God (see 3.7.5. about the structure of 27: 1-8). Therefore, we 
assume the stone(s) does not function as the witness but other object is used in Dt as the 
witness, pVxrn rnVii. 0260) In any case, the stones where God's law is written stress the 
256. GA Smith (1918,302) gives a 'detailed information about the written document on the stone pillar of 
the various ANE laws 
257. The erected stone(s) has the function of witness for a certain official ratification of relationship 
making (e. g Gen 3L48,52,1== 1'1p1 i1ß1 '7 1 `Ip; Jos 2427, UZ' I'ýV1 l1Ki1 IýlYG1 i1G11pý} 
Is 1919-20). Also in Ex 245 (5K'1ý r `1330 `1ý'Jý! o'=-d l'hýý n'j ) we see the same 
example that the erected stones have the function of witness, although we cannot find the term 
VI here. The number of the stones is 'twelve' and 'the tribes of Israel' prove strongly this 
interpretation. 
258. There is no mentioning that 111.19 0`ýnX in 27: 2 has the function of the witness as D. J. McCarthy 
(1978,1%) points out. 
259. This kind of emphasis is not strange in the Hittite treaty, Sefire (Stela I, B, 8), and VTE D. J. McCarthy 
(1978,196) holds that the treaty tradition, emphasizing writing, makes the monument a more powerful 
witness in Israel as in Syria. 
260. In fact this new object is broader than the former object and it is visible always and in every time 
and place. This new object is to be brought as the witness without limitation of time and space, 
compared with the former one, because to use the first object as the witness we should go to the place 
where the stone(s) has been set up and the security of the stone(s) is not warranted. 
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importance of God's law as the covenant condition. P6" 
3.7.4. The old regulation about building the altar (27: 5b, cf. Ex 20.25) 
Before studying this topic, it is necessary to investigate several words or phrases related 
to the stone(s) in 271-8, because they can cause a confusion in exegesis (272,4,5,8) : 272 
(ni5'ýý a" ; t) / 27: 4 (7 i n"»rci) / 27: 8 (n"pK7) / cf. 275 (aý"ýp ý"ýn-rcý o"4 . týtn 
511.. A, clear difference is found in the use between 275 (M -r DI' r *5 a"4nrc ntn 
't ;) and the rest of them. In all other three cases `stones' (D"»K) are used independently, 
but `stones' (o"»K) in- 275 are used as nomen rectum towards nomen regens nitb (cf. for 
the appositional relationship nntti (st. cons. ) should be MIR: (st. abs. )). In 27: 5b the author 
intends to describe in detail how. or with which materials the altar (rim) mentioned in 
275a has to be made 262) Moreover, in the other three cases the use of the article is very 
clear : except the initial one N'''U D"»K (272) two others have the article rt And also the 
7: 8 is clear, and 275-7 has to be dealt with separately connection between 27: 1-4 and 27.8* 
(3.7.6. ). Here the author clearly intends the connection of these three cases (272,4,8) and 
the separation of 275 from these three$263) And we can add the practical reason for 
rejecting the interpretation that there is confused use of these two kinds of stones (272,44 
and 275) : it is unnatural to write God's law on the surface of natural stones used for 
building the altar (275). In 'particular, when we consider that the author gives special 
attention to the surface of the stones where the law of God has to be written. We cannot 
overlook the great contrast between the natural unhewn stones of the altar (27: 5-7) and the 
stones whose surface is carefully prepared (272-4) and where the law should be written 
with extreme clarity (27: 8). The important, function of this writing on the stones is to 
stress the importance of God's law. 
The dependence of this regulation about building the altar on the old regulation, (Ex 
20: 25) is pointed out. (264) Furthermore, one needs to note that 275-7 is related to the 
covenant ceremony in Ex 24: 3-8 as well as to the altar law in Ex 202425 265) This is 
261 A. Phillips (1972,178f. ) accepts writing down on stele as a part of covenant renewal festival, although he 
cannot suggest the detailed aspects of this ceremony. Our study on Ex 243-8 has shown (21211 & 
21214. (2)) that the importance of writing down the covenant document in the ratification ceremony. 
262. In other words, 'stones' in 275b are simply the expression of genitive of substance, or genitive of 
material (GK § 12ß-o, Joaon § 129-f-5, Lettinga § 70-c-4, WO § 9-5-3-d). Grammatically, therefore, it 
is impossible to draw the connection of these stones in 273 with the stones in 272,4 and & 
263. Pace e. g. M. Anbar (1985,304). The use of words in each phrase clearly shows the dependence of 
il i1 D'1=1 (27: 4, article + pronoun) / 0`ý]tZ11 (27: 8, article) on l1ff13 0`=X (27: 2). A similar 
phenomenon is found between the phrases 1l1j i1ýid ? 11i1''7t'fiýt p1ALý1-ý8: 1 ` nrntt i`1ýpl1 vs TY)YTTY1Y1 
(272) and , j1ZV. 3 (273) / 0V1nVZ (27: 4). The first one (2ý/2 is the detailed clause, but the 
second (273) and the tnird (27: 4) are simply one verb clause. 
264. For example GA Smith (1918,302 : the substitution of 51'1 in Dt is striking), E Nielsen (1955,348), 
P. C. Craigie (Dt, 329), M. Anbar (1985,306: nice parallel between Ex 2024-25 and Dt 273-7). 
265. A. Dillmann (Dt, 366). It is very possible that Ex 24: 4 is the application of the principal altar law in 
the the same Sinai pericope in Ex 20: 24f, and therefore in Ex 24: 4 there is no specific mention about 
this regulation. In Dt 27: 5-7 we can find the same consciousness about the preparation of the altar and 
the author seems to hold that this case is also an application of the principal altar law and the 
regulation about the earthen altar (Ex 20.24) is not to be mentioned because it is irrelevant here. 
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because in both texts (Ex 24: 3-8 / Dt 271-8) we find several similarities, writing the law, 
the altar, two sacrifices (burnt offering, peace offering). This fact leads us to conclude that 
271-8 is basically about the ceremony of the covenant making like Ex 24: 3-8, although 
there is strong emphasis on the law of God in Dt 271-8. (266) 
3.75. Other covenantal characteristics of 271-8 
We find in this section two more issues related to the covenant ceremony, the 
offerings (27: 6-7a), rejoicing before God (27: 7b). Our study of Ex 24: 4-5 (2.121.2. & 
21213. ) has shown the combination of the burnt offering and the peace offering can be 
used as the covenant offering and this result can also be applied to 27.6-7a. Rejoicing 
before God (27: 7b mor% rmtr) is compared with the joyful celebration after 
making an official relationship which was common in the ANE society. In particular, the 
detailed description about the positive(267) audience after making the covenant ratification 
ceremony in Ex 24: 9-11, althouth nnb is not used, is quite similar to the description of 
27: 7b. In the present text of 27: 6-7 we find three stages of the process and the end of each 
stage is signaled by 7", i Výiýc 
r1: 
(i) the altar building (ný=-r renn r by t? cr;; c+ myr), 
(ii) the burnt offering (r 'i rýjt tr'* + -m! 
(iii) the peaqe offering and joyful celebration 
(ýýý5 rr, ý nrý O- M oro3rt min + 
They are in fact the simplified expression compared with the detailed description on the 
covenant ceremony in Ex 24: 3-11. This simplification makes a clear contrast with the 
double expression about the writing of God's law in the same section. 
If we accept that the choice of the mount Ebal is deliberate and this has a connection 
with the patriarchal events in Shechem (Gen 12: 6-7,3318-20Y268', the action in 271-8 is 
meaningful as the first covenant renewal to be held in the promised land from the time of 
the patriarchs. 
3.7.6. The structure of 271-8 
For the structure of 27: 1-8 the most awkward passage is 275-7. ßz69) Therefore, there is 
266. A detailed comparison of both texts will be dealt with in 426. 
267. Positive means that the encounter between God and Israel is not threatening as in Ex 199ff. whose 
negative appearance makes a good contrast with this positive confrontation in Ex 249-IL 
268. For example GE Wright (Dt, 488ff. ), P. C. Craigie (D:, 328). It is not necessary for our thesis to discuss 
whether there is emendation from the side of MT (into Ebal, e. g. E Meyer (1906,546), C. Steuernagel 
(Dt, 148), G. von Rad (ATD, Dt, 118), J. Hempel (BNS), ADH Mayes (Dt, 341)) or from the side of SamP (into 
Gerizim, e. g. S. R. Driver (Dt, 297), E König (D:, 148), J. Ridderbos (KVJI, 69 = BSC, Dt, 249), P. C. Craigie 
(Dt, 32ß, n. 5)) because of the theological tension between two parties. 
269. Therefore, commentators consider this as pre-deuteronomic, because 275-7 speaks of the construction 
of an altar outside Jerusalem and is only secondarily connected with 271-4A e. g. A. Bertholet (D:, 83), E 
Sellin (1917,23), H. Gressmann (Dt, 157), C Steuernagel (Dt, 147), J. Hempel (1914,147), S. Mowinckel 
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no real effort to find a certain structural framework within this section among 
commentatorsP70) In order to find the structure it is necessary to analyze the degree of 
repetition. The parallel feature between 27: 2 and 27: 4 (repetition I) is well 
acknowledged. 27' We find other parallel passages in 273 and 27: 8 (repetition II) : 
Repetition I: 
27: 2 
L the common start 0"1' 1.7) 
2. the common content 
(a) m , rrn r% Vem + addition (7ý uiý ýýýtt nT- ttýt Y` tý- t) 
(b) tO5'-9 nr»rt 7ý 
(c) aria mt n 
3. the common number change : from 2. pL to 2sg! 
27: 4 
1. the common start (r r n) 
2. the common content 
(a) : r1 ýTl t D]U ý 7, ßt1 
(b) : ri'ýrý nr»rtT-lýrt w pn + addition (ýM, 'rte a1'*, -I nZrn 7aým '»rc -C*) (c) :ý nrrt mtvi 
3. the common number change : from 2. pL to 2sg. 
Repetition ]I("'): 
273 
(a) r uin mirn -wr5z-m 7r'ý nýrc 
3 expansion 1: Mýrt MI t 1Yt 7tT- t} -s KIM Ctri ITS 
expansion 2: Jý J`rmi-; 7ý5m rnrr 1; 7 "imz 
27: 8 
(a) r c'; n mim -vr-3z-r t or»t -gyp rýrvý 
(b) nt= - 
( 1924,97ff), E. Nielsen (1955,52). DJ. McCarthy (1978,194ff), although he admits there are several 
sources here, points to the covenantal aspects of this section, altar, sacrifice, writing of law. The 
connection of these two aspects strongly alludes to the covenantal sacrifice. 
270. For example R. Clifford (1982,143) holds the unity of 271-8 by asserting that 27S resumes 273. 
However, he lacks the detailed study about this. 
271 For example A. C. Welch (1932,51). However, his recomposition about the origin of these verses is 
highly speculative, because basically he assumes the work of the copyists. 
272. The number change within one sentence (27: 2,27: 4, also 51 (from 2s& to 2. pl), älff. (from 2. pL to 2sg) 
makes it difficult for us to assume the different origins of each section belonging to the different 
number (e. g. E Nielsenj9S5,50f). Rather it seems be better considered as a rhetorical divice of the 
author (N. Lohfink, G. Braulik, J. A. Thompson, J. Wijngaards, G. Langer (1989,13)). Recently A. D. H. 
Mayes (1990,177) holds that the number change phenomenon cannot be a reliable independent criterion 
of source analysis or distinction between stages of redaction. 
273. Although 273 is longer than 27: 8, the latter contains more new information than the first The 
additions 1 and 2 in 273 are the stereotype clause in Dt. 
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From these features we realize that 27: 1-8 is structured by two repetitions. The content 
of these repetitions is to erect the stones to write the law of God, and this means strong 
emphasis on the law of God. At the very last part (27: 8b)-we also find the emphasis on 
the law once again, =t ItZ (the law should be written most obviously). Through these 
features enormous emphasis is laid on writing on the stone tablet and ultimately on the 
law of God. If we compare the two stone objects, one for erecting and for writing on 
them' (27,4,8) and the other for building the altar (275), it becomes apparent that the first 
stone building receives more emphasis than the second. This difference seems to help the 
intention of the author who wants to stress the lawý274) This emphasis has to be taken in 
conjunction with the general tenor of Dt to stress the law'of God. In other words, all 
these facts seem to be understood very well if we consider the importance of the law of 
God in the Moab covenant as the condition of the covenant relationshipt275) The second 
component of this section, however, building an altar, is not repeated (275-7). Moreover, 
in this short passage there is not only the command for building an altar but also the 
command about many other aspects of the covenant ceremony which are abridged : 
sacrificing the burnt offering and the peace offering, eating the meal, having an audience 
with God. Moreover, given that the regulation about the old method of building the altar 
takes a certain space (275b) within the three verses (275-7), we realize that the description 
about the other aspects of the covenant ceremony is simplified considerably. The rich 
repetition of the writing of Mt t nk'r' ; forms a great contrast with this simplified 
or abridged description of other aspects of the covenant ceremony X276) 
The connection between the first theme (writing down God's laws, 272-4,8) and the 
second theme (offering, etc., 27: 5-7} 277) is not only provided through the common 
compositional material, the stones, which we shall discuss soon, but also by me (275) 
which obviously returns to 5z ti'j (27: 4). This connection is further vindicated through 
the use of 5m7 i; in the building of the altar in Jos 830, the parallel text of Dt 271-8. (278) 
274. D. J. McCarthy (1978,195). He rightly observes the present structure : 'the latter (the altar, TGS) is 
thoroughly subordinated by being surrounded by the former (writing the law on the stones, TGS): 
275. We have already seen how the legal aspect is crucial in the Moab covenant. For example the initial 
position of the decalogue (5: 6-21) in the Moab covenant pericope (4: 45-2869) compared with its position 
in the Sinai covenant. And the introduction of the new aspect compared with the Sinai covenant, the 
pericope of Moses' admonition (the Hauptgebot pericope, Dt 6-11) whose theme is to admonish the 
people to keep the law is the result of the strong emphasis on the law of God in Dt. On the whole 
the law corpora (the decalogue, the Haupgebot pericope, and the deuteronomic laws, Dt 5-26) stand in 
the front part of the Moab covenant compared with the covenant ceremony pericope (2616-68: 69) 
coming in the later part. 
276. P. C. Craigie (Dt, 327, n. 2). Cf. WJ. Martin (1969,179-186). Despite the fact that this section as a whole is 
the section of the covenant ceremony and in the central pericope of Dt (4: 45-289) we read numerous 
admonitions about obedience to God's law, in 271-7 we read the repeated command about writing the 
law and the simplified description on the cultic issue. However, as we have mentioned, this seemingly 
unbalanced disposal of two parts is well balanced with the general tendency of Dt stressing the 
importance of the law. 
277. P. C. Craigie 0,328) holds this division of themes. 
278. Interestingly in Jos 830ff. the altar is first mentioned with ýZ`p ', ý1Z and writing 
down God's law is 
described later and with Ci . Namely in Dt 27: 1-8 : (1) writing down with 
'M` V 'V11, (II) the altar 
with DG'; but in Jos 8: 30ff.: (1) the altar with ýVr 'L1;, (II) writing down with OL'D'. We shall see 
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Another interesting point is that this second theme of the section (275-7) is contained 'in 
the context of the first theme, the writing of rußt' 1ýiiný ß`t-5' in 271-4,8. In other 
words, the other regulations about the covenant ceremony are only mentioned in between 
the second mention of erecting the great stones (27: 4) and writing tit Tir" t ? t-ý; on 
them (27: 8). 
We now consider the reason why the author mentions the cultic issue from 275. The 
common aspect of both contents (i. e. writing down God's law, offering on the altar) is 
o"»K (272,4,5). Probably according to the literary scheme of the author there are two 
objects made by `stones', which are the 'common compositional material or catch word of 
this section. Therefore, after starting the repetition in 27: 4 where o`»K appears, 'the author 
introduces another theme which is related to the first theme (writing down God's laws) 
through the common compositional material or catch word, c`;; K (275). 
3.8.279-10 (The levitical priests and the covenant ceremony) 
The connection of this section with 2616-19 is acknowledged by many commentators. (279) 
However, usually they cannot explain the present compositional arrangement with the 
consideration of other sections like 271-8,11-13,14-26 between 2617-19 and 281ff. There 
are two major problems in this section : firstly the reason why the levitical priests are 
introduced as joint-speakers of Moses, and secondly the function of this section within 
2616-28: 69. 
3.81 The introduction of the levitical priests as joint-speakers with Moses 
The introduction of the levitical priests as joint-speakers with Moses here is as striking 
as the introduction of the elders as Moses' joint-speakers in 271(280) As we have seen in 
the case of the introduction of the elders as Moses' joint-speakers in-271-8, the introduction 
of the levitical priests as Moses' joint-speakers has something to do with the content of 
27.9-10 as well as the rest of Dt 27,2711-13 (the pronouncement of the blessing and curse), 
2714-26 (the pronouncement of the oath, see 3.9.6. ). In other words, the introduction of 
about the difference of the order of events in both texts in the synoptic study on Dt 11: 26ff, Dt 27, 
and Jos 830ff. (3.9). 
279. J. J. P. Valeton (1881,42), SR Driver (Dt, 298), A. F. Puukko (1910,100), J. Hempel (1914,85), GA Smith 
(1918,303), C Steuernagel (Dt, 147, 'eine Wiederaufnahme von 2&16-19 zum Zweck der Anknüfung von K. 
28 verstanden werden. '), M. Noth (1930.144f. 'Dt 27.9-10 sind wohl das älteste Gut in ganzen Kapital, 
G. E. Wright (Dt, 488), G. von Rad (ATD, Dt, 119 : 'Die Gehorsamsleistung stand nicht als eine Bedingung vor 
dem Bund, sondern sie folgt ihm, und zwar im Sinne des Dt. aus dem Motive der Dankbarkeit. '), EW. 
Nicholson (1967,34), W. Schottroff (1969,225, n1), and A. Phillips (1972,179). Sometimes they make further 
connection with 28: 1ff. 
280. A. C. Welch (1932,54), finding this problem, argues that this is because in 27Sff. the altar came into 
existence. However, this observation does not fit in with the situation of the context of 27.9-10, because 
there is no function of the altar in 279-10 as well as in 27: 11-26 and there is no relationship between 
the altar and the priests in 279-10. 
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the levitical priests is not accidental, but essential considering, the next components of the 
ceremony in Dt 27. They are usually in charge of many kinds of legal pronouncements 
including not only blessing and curse (eg. Num 51131, Dt 21: 5, rn, 7 CV; ýýa) but they 
are also responsible for preserving the law of God (Dt 31: 9,24f. ). The first aspect is visible 
in 2711-13,2714-26 and the second aspect is found in 27: 9-10. 
3.8.2. The function of 279-10 within 2616-28: 69 
R PolzW281) deals with this issue systematically.. He finds in 27: 1,9,11 examples of 
frame-break, because in these verses we read the change of the subject, which occurs very 
rarely in Dt. Considering this frame-break within the present text positively(282, he (211) 
argues that the continuous appearance of these frame-breaks in Dt 27 looks like an 
obvious and awkward interruption of Moses' second address only if one forgets that the 
whole book shows signs of and intricately planned composition. Although his finding of 
this frame-break is considered as reasonable, it does not prove his somewhat strange 
interpretation(284) of this phenomenon is right : 
`if we have faith in the deliberate compositional complexity of the book, we are M1 led to see the frame-breaks of 27: 1a, 9 as further diminishing the uniqueness of 
Moses' authority at the key place in the text"") 
27: 11 is similar to the frame-break with the third address, 31: 1. And both verses shift the 
reader back to the narrator's present time in order to reinforce the reader's experience that 
it is the narrator who is the vital link between Moses and `this day' of the reporting 
speech. 
The most critical defect of R. Polzin's theory is the contradictory understanding of 
Moses' voice and the narrator's voice. Is it not true that the narrator who quotes the word 
of Moses wants to complement or to make Moses' word more acceptable to the reader / 
listener rather than contradict with it ? This defect of Polzin's theory becomes apparent 
when we discover at the end of Dt (3410-12) the most powerful and lengthy exaltation of 
28L 1980,30,1981,204-21L 1987,92-101 He depends on the theory of frame analysis of E Goffman (1974). 
282.1981,206 : 'Historical-critical explanations of these verses as crude editional additions may be considered 
premature, since it can be plausibly argued that such frame-breaks perform an integral and important 
fuction in the text. Rather than indications of sloppy editorial tampering, these breaks in the text serve 
to represent the narrator's subtle but powerful claim to his audience to be the sole authentic interpreter 
of Moses' words' 
283. (1981,2091). 
284. (1981,210). 
285. He (1987,93) argues further the quotation method used in Dt is the technique of the 'habitual 
infiltration of the narrator's speech within Moses' speech' and 'such artful contaminations are the basis 
for the deep-seated, as well as superficial, double-voiced nature of Deuternomy. In the end, these 
frame-breaks are part of subtle but effective strategy on the part of the Deuteronomist gradually to blur 
or soften the unique status of Moses at the very same time that most of the retrospective elements in 
the book explicitly enhance it. In other words, in Dt we hear two ideological voices (1981,210,1987,94) : 
'an overt, obvious voice that exalts Moses as it plays down its own role, and a still, soft, voice that 
nvertheless succeeds in drawing attention to itself at the expense of Moses' uniqueness! 
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Moses which cannot be compared with any other passages in the Pentateuch, which 
according to Polzin's interpretation, should not be thereY86' Further he does not 
investigate individual texts in the proper depth and we can see the same superficial 
consideration on the content of 271,8,279ff. 
Within 27: 1,9f. we find the actual speaker is Moses expressed with emphatic `:; X This 
means that the authority of Moses is not diminished in this section. Rather he 
supplies the authority to perform the future ceremony to the elders and the priests. What 
concerns the author is not the gradual substitution of Moses' authority for the narrator's 
one, but that Moses prepares to hand his authority, which he has received from God and 
the people, over to the leaders to perform the proper covenant renewal and to lead the 
future life in the promised land under that covenant. To some extent we sense Moses' 
retreat in the last sections of Dt, but it does not mean the diminishing of Moses's authority 
but the preparation for his departure. 
About 27: 11 we cannot compare this part with 3U because from 311 there is a new start 
for the last long pericope of Dt (Dt 31-34) which forms the overarching parallelism with 
the initial pericope of Dt 1-4.2711 is, however, the start of a small section (2711-26) and at 
the same time it has a connection with 27: 9-10 because the same levitical priests are the 
major actors in both aspects of the ritual (27: 9-10,27: 11-26). As we have seen in 3.655., 
2711 has also a certain connection with 271-8. And the fact that 27.9-10, compared with 
the long pericope of Moses' word in 5: 1-26: 19, is too short to be considered as an 
independent unit, makes it difficult for us to hold that there is a new start from 27: 11. 
This is an example of R. Polzin's poor reading of the individual text. 
In order to know the function of 27.9-10 within the pericope 2616-28: 69, we consider its 
connections in two directions, backwards (the connection with 26: 17-19,27: 1-8) and 
forwards (the connection with 2711ff. ). 
Firstly we want to look at the connection of 27: 9-10 with 2617-19 and 271-8 (3.7. L). 
MVI Min The sentence starts with the imperative (5týt iro0 r ,) and its content (i ry 13 1- - 
: ýýsýt ýt7ý3 27: 9b) is actually the restatement of the covenant relationship that has 
been established just now in 26: 17-19 : the restatement that Israel has now become the 
people of God r rrý oý r%,, t 7t7 of ; r) clearly recalls the event in 2617-19 X287) 
286. Although the vexing problem of 18: 15-18 is not our direct concern, it is unlikely that in this specific 
text the narrator (actually the author) prepares subtly his own authority at the expense of Moses 
uniqueness (cf. 1981,211). 
287. R. Clifford (1982,143) : 'Moses and the Levitical priests address the people in the spirit of 2616-19. 
They have become the people of the Lord and therefore are to keep his commandments' However, he 
lacks detailed exegetical study. In the exegesis of 2617-19 we have seen this pronouncement is related 
to the fundamental statement (i. e. the first promise) MiP= ail in 26: 18. Because other promises 
1p (the second, 26: 19a) and C717'Op (the third, 26.19b) are related to 28: 1 and 28.9 
(C71ý -ap>, the connection of 1ý30 Op (2618) with 11'* i 11Tý D (27: 9b) is very natural. And 
the change of the specific tern 111 SaD MY into the `en iT , ýý 
p geral term 'i1ý7K "11i 14S MV in 279 is 
understandable in the situation of giving the general admonition by recalling the 
meaning of becoming 
God's people. 
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This restatement in 27: 9b is the ground for the following command in 2710, the practical 
implication of that statement, to obey the will of God. In this section we go back from 
the report of the future event in Canaan (271-8) to the solemn command in the present 
situation of Moab through (1) ipf. cons. after the long series of pf. cons. in 27-8, and 
through (2) `today' (7t7 ai' / This means that we are now in the same time and 
space as 26: 16-19. In this respect 27: 9-10 is the application of the original bilateral 
pronouncement of the covenant relationship of 26: 17-19, which is shown by the unique 
form of mi ni. (cf. bt 4: 22, `happen')! 288) However, its close standing with 2617-19 seems 
to allude to the fact that this is an application of the original statement. The usual dual 
expression in one sentence for making the relationship (eg. the statement, 'You are my 
people and I am your God', is the example from God's point of view) is also the 
application of the original bilateral pronouncement.. 289) 
Secondly, let us look at the relationship between 27: 9-10 and 27: 11-26. We read the 
correspondence of the clauses in 2710b, and 27: lla : 
`»rc ++ ai' (2710b) 
urt ++ ar-rx + tM &; (2711a). 
Considering this correspondence and the fact that the object of ýaYn (2710b) is 11ý120-r% 
1`7l-; M% we can safely conclude that these terms of law are related to the specific 
instructions soon following, 2711-13 and 27: 14-26 rather than the general (deuteronomic) 
law. z90) 
We have seen (3.71) that the connection between 271 and 27.9-10 is in the role of the 
elders and the levitical priests as the joint-speakers of Moses. Just as 271 functions as the 
introduction to 27: 2-8,27.9-10 functions as the introduction to the following command in 
the covenant ceremony (27: 11-13,2714-26). The fact that both introductions have similar 
content (i. e. the admonition to keep the law) to the same object (i. e. Israel) leads us to 
conclude that they have similar function in the larger context of 2616-28,69. 
However, when we consider the parallels between 271 in its connection with 272-8 and 
27: 9-10 in its connection with 27: 11-26, we find immediately a clear difference in 271L 
This is because in this verse we read a clause which clearly signals a new startt291" : 
271 : introduction 272-8 : command 
288. Among the total 21 times use of 1` 1 ni. in the OT only here we have 71'1 +5+ phrase, and 
therefore we cannot compare this with another passage. Compared with the short expression like i lAx'LP (Hos 2: 25, ET 2: 23) having no copula i ill and no preposition ', this long clause in 2710 
seems to show the strong influence of the original long statement in 2617-19. 
289. R. Smend (1963,8 : 'Die so verstandene zweiseitige Formulierung sieht ursprünglicher aus als die 
einseitige "Ich will euer God sein und ihr sollt mein Volk sein") holds that Dt 2617-19 is the closest 
form to the original statement. 
290. The reason why two terms of law are used is difficult to perceive, but each of both items seems to 
point out each aspect of the same covenant ceremony in Canaan. Further in 2710 there is an additional 
1'jn compared with 271 (only and we explain this as being most probably because in 
27: 11-26, to which 27: 9-10 is directly related, there are two stages within the covenant ceremony : (i) 
27: 11-13 (the priestly pronouncement of blessing and curse), and (ii) 2714-26 (the priestly pronouncement 
of the oath and its acceptance by the people with Amen). 
291. As we have already seen, R Polzin (1980,30,1981,204-211; 1987,92-101) calls this the 'frame-break. 
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27: 9-10 : introduction, 27: 11: new -introduction, 2712ff.: commands 
However, we have already pointed out that Polzin's interpretation in 2711 in connection 
with 31: 1 is not satisfactory, because there is not only a certain connection between 27: 9-10 
and 2711-26 but also 27: 9-10 is too short to be considered as an independent unit. Why 
does the author formulate something of a new start in 2711, although he supposes a certain 
connection between 27: 9-10 and 27: 11-26 ?' The reason seems to be found in the structure 
of 2616-28: 69 as we have seen in 3.6.5.5. The uniqueness of the Moab covenant is that 
the covenant renewal ceremony has to happen in two different times and at two different 
places. The strategy which the author chooses to overcome the impression of two 
covenants or two covenant ceremonies is also unique : arranging the sections on the 
present event and the future event one after another, ((3.6.5.5. and chart III). According to 
this theological strategy of the author 27.9-10 belongs to the section of the present (Moab, 
r Milt), after the first Shechem section (271-8), where we find the simple form of the 
first promise (ýý c ý1ý"ý ý `ý r"ýý`tý) which God has pronounced to Israel (2618-19). In 
this Moab section, 279-10, the people listen to the admonition of Moses and the Levitical 
priests, although the official and cultic pronouncementsO92), which. will be made in 
27: 11-13,14-26, are related to the (levitical) priests (27: 9). There should be a new 
introductory clause in 2711, because there should be a clear change of time and place 
between 27: 10 and 27: 11. In this way the author contrasts the total structure of the cultic 
sections of the covenant renewal in 2616-28: 69. 
3.9.27: 11-13, th26ff., Jos 8: 30ff. (The blessing and curse, the oath) 
After the introduction of 27: 9-10, the author reports in 2711f. Moses' command about 
some aspects of the future covenant ceremony. The important difference between 27: 11-13 
and other texts in 26: 16-28: 69 is that 27: 11-13 has two parallel texts, one in Dt (1126ff. ) and 
one in Joshua (8: 30ff. ). All these texts are closely related to the covenant ceremony at 
Gerizim and Ebal (Shechem). They describe a ceremony which contains several symbolic 
actions which are not fully recognized and explained by commentators hitherto. 
Therefore, it is evident that we have to investigate 27d1-13 and to compare it with other 
parallel reports. It is very rare in the OT, except in the dtr. and chr. history books, to have 
three texts which report the same event, two texts (Dt 11: 26-32, Dt 27: 11-13) before the 
event and one text (Jos 8: 30-35) after the event. The simultaneous study of these texts 
cannot simply be a comparative study rather a synoptic study such as is practiced in the 
292 The official (cultic) setting of this section is stressed by the special word 'be silent r. G. von Rad (ATD, Dt, 119 = OTLDt, 166 : 'Das Stück hat ja deutlich liturgisches Gepräge und scheint einen bestimmten 
Punkt im Ablauf eines Rituals zu bezeichnen. Die Ausrufung eines kultischen Schweigens am 
Höhepunkt eines Zeremoniells findet sich zu Zeph. 1,7; Sach 2,17; Neh 8,11'). 
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synoptic gospel("') We summarize the purpose of this synoptic study as follows. We 
basically want to know two points : (i) how far these three texts are different from or 
similar to each other in describing various aspects of the ceremony, (ii) whether these 
three texts bring a unified picture of the essential theological meaning of the ceremony. 
3.91 Geographical description : Ebal and Gerizim 
The most detailed description of the position of the two mounts, Gerizim and Eba1(294), 
where the covenant ceremony will be held, is found in Dt 11: 30: 
Despite the author's intention to give detailed information about the location of the 
mounts, commentators recognize that it is rather difficult to decide their precise location, 
especially because of two phrases in Dt 1: 30 : 5A n5 and 'b "'ft X. If Shechem, 
recognized as a traditional place of cult and covenant, were so important for this covenant 
ceremony, it should be mentioned rather than the names of the two mounts. Instead the 
three texts (Dt 11: 29,27: 12-13, Jos 8: 33) list consistently only the names of the two mounts. 
Regardless of whether these two mounts are situated in the vicinity of Shechem or not, 
therefore, we conclude that the primary concern of these texts is not that the covenant 
ceremony happened in Shechem or in some other place, but that the two mounts 
contrastingly symbolize the vital part of the covenant ceremony, the blessing and the curse 
: Gerizim for blessing (Dt 11: 29,27: 12) and Ebal for curse (Dt 1129,2713Y295'. Just as the 
two mounts are unmistakable to those in that area, the blessing and the curse are also 
very obvious. There is no other choice but these two, and this is a theological implication 
of choosing the two mounts. Therefore, we conclude that these three texts show no 
293. In fact the synoptic relationship between these three texts is closer than that of the synoptic gospels. 
In the synoptic gospels there are obviously different writers who wrote the same stories with their own 
purpose and different tendencies, but in our case two texts (Dt 1126ff, Dt 27: 11-13) belong to the the 
same work, Dt, and one text (Jos 830ff. ) reveals clearly that it depends on Dt and it is the fulfilment of 
the command in Dt MA. O'Brien (1989,63) even holds that three texts are the production of the same 
hand. All three texts focus on one event, the covenant ceremony at Gerizim and Ebal, even though 
each of them may have a different perspective. 
294. Because of the geographical indications in these texts commentators try to distinguish the Gilgal 
tradition and the Shechem tradition which stand behind these texts. For example O. Eissfeldt (1973,165-173, esp. 170) divides into two categories, Dt 1129-32 and Dt 2711-13 (related to the Shechem 
tradition), Dt 271-8 and Jos 830-35 (related to the Gilgal tradition). However, this hypothesis causes 
problems than it solves 
295. However, in Jos 833 the two mounts are not dirctly connected with blessing and curse. There is a 
long detailed description about the circumstances : the people (rut .1 D`'lt. fl 1`X711 5XIt 5ZI and h112ýtý 1.1ý), the action of the people ('V% rV] Cri, ar ýi --h tai ii11`tý 
iiÜa him 'dntýy 
1C' k 5ý '11 l'ýJK ý'YI1ý fl 0`1.111 '`71 1'Yf1 i i11j'l1"1 )ý, the basis of'the action ('f' Y-Iý Y Y-I Y 11, E-r-i5 iV n) and the purpose (ý1 "b iýL11K ý5). Despite this long sentence. we cannot 
deny the obvious resemblance of this text to bt 2712-13. the key expressions of Dt 2712-13 015H 
VM 0ýr-r 1'Lý5 11Dp` (v. 12) / ýZT 1M- I11 t'*X1 (v. 13)) are well 
kept, but modified and enlarged in Jos 833. In particular-, 'the Basic sentenceistructure'I (main verb) 
+ 111 ('-inf. cons) in Dt 2712 is maintained in Jos 833. Because of this strong resemblance we 
consider that this j1. Z5 in Jos 833 is connected with standing action in Gerizim, as we shall see below, 
even though we could' assume some grammatical reasons (and perhaps some theological reasons) for not 
using 151i. 7 in Jas 833. 
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essential difference about the location of the ceremony. The detailed study of two 
important geographical phrases, »p3ý296) and ýfti ý; M(297) in Dt 11: 30 illustrates that all 
theological speculations around these phrases are not necessary11) 
392. The phrases of the blessing and the curse in the three texts 
In the synoptic study of the three texts we want to concentrate on the aspect of the 
blessing and the curse, i. e. the formation of the phrases describing the symbolic actions 
related to the blessing and the curse : 
Dt 11 26 1ý5ý? 1 ýr Di' Drný Ili: "ýýK ßt1 
27 -dm rv, 'ti-m 
28' K1r Mj 
29 omýa -rr-ýp , rm ývuvl 
29 ýz`ýJ «tr jp 1ýý, 7Tl m 
Dt 27: 12 c -rr5p qmm 1, fl 
13 5zß ýv r t`ip7-5t gip, ý`ýtý 
296. This terms 'has a wide sphere of reference, denoting the great rift valley that extends from the Sea of 
Tiberias in the north to the Gulf of Aqaba in the south' (P. C Craigie, D1,90). J. A. Thompson (Dt, 81,85) 
holds that this area in these verses indicates the region north of the Dead Sea. This word of 1130 in 
the same line as indicating the long coastal area stretching from the Tiberias down to the Dead Sea and 
sometimes below. And it is not far from the Jordan river to Shechem (eg. the estimation varies from 
18 miles (GA Smith, 1918,302) to 20 miles (32 kilometers, A. Phillips, 1972,178)). In 11: 30 the author 
concentrates attention on the Canaanites living on this coastal area, and therefore it does not mean only 
the land of the Canaanites near Jericho Then this word is not incompatible with other geographical 
phrases in 1130, "M and rrtt `ýl`7K MYK. 
297. E. Nielsen (195 ý, 41) holds that the present text with ßa5 '1 '7 supported by i 1n1pt zL'f' I is 
'evidently intended to move the scene of the solemn covenant-making between Israel and the Lord 
away from Shechem, down to the plain at Jericho' Firstly, however, we should ask why the editor does 
not remove the phrase 11b `M' 5W4 having strong affinity with Shechem, if he wants to stress the 
Gilgal tradition which is supposed to be anti-Shechem. A second criticism of E. Nielsen and also other 
commentators offering a similar traditio-historical explanation about this geographical description 
concerns the meaning of 51M : they translate it superficially as 'beside' or 'near' or a similar concept. 
According to J. A. Thompson (D:, 158) ''1 ýý means that these mounts are over against Gilgal. He 
further suggests there is an alternative translation of beyond, Le. the two mountains are 'beyond Gilgal', 
the first stoppirr%-place after Israel crossed the Jordan. They do not consider the meaning ' in 
front of 11b `317K '2K and its phrase together with ' ft1 5V2. Thirdly, the translation of 51b as 
'beside' or 'near' does not seem to be correct (HAL, OB : the primary meaning as substantive 
'Vorderseite' (Ex 26: 6, Lev 8: 9, Num 8: 2f, Jos 833) and as preposition 'gegenüber' and especially 
geographically 'gegenüber', 'gegenhin' (Dt l1,3: 29, Ex 343, Jos 91). The basic meaning of this word is to 
stand 'in front or or 'in opposition to' something. In this case the two objects may be close or two 
objects stand against each other in a far distance. Therefore, the uncritical translation 'beside' is 
unacceptable). Fourthly, we should consider that 'YX in rr `I s' * "YAt has the meaning 'beside 
(BDB (beside), GB (`neben, 'zur Seite'), HAL ('neben'), GMD ('urspr. anschließend an, neben, bei')). 
When we consider the two phrases (51ý11 '/ Tlb `'ft " lZ) together, the geographical vicinity 
of these two mounts with r1'112 is more probable than that with ý3r7 '1 In this case we do not need to 
regard the co-existence of both phrases as the result of theological negotiation or of unsuccesful 
combination of two hostile traditions (Le. Gilgal tradition, Shechem tradition). In the OT i 11b (711b IV, 
HAL, BDB, GB) is related to Shechem (Gen 126, Dt 1130, Jud 71). Apart from these arguments, GA 
Smith (1918,153-154) reports that there are at least three places named Gilgal and holds that the Gilgal 
near Shechem suits the present text (esp. with 71tß `'t' 72x). 
298. For example the combination of source-critical and form-critical endeavour of E. Nielsen (1955,41ff). 
Also M. Noth (1930,146 : 'Der Urheber dieser Zusätze hätte dann also in seiner Vorstellung die Gegend 
von Jericho möglichst nahe an die Berge Garizim und Ebal herangerückt), A. Phillips (1973,82: 'the 
deuteronomic historican deliberately conflated traditions about Israel's first day at Gilgal with the 
ceremony of the renewal of the covenant at Shechem, which he wished to stress), A. D. H. Mayes (Dt, 219). 
See also J. Wijngaards (Dt, 107) who holds all geographical information is a later addition. 
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3.9.3. The blessing and curse in Dt 11: 26-30 
M-26-30 is the summing-up of the whole admonition of Dt 6-11 about the blessing and 
curseý299' In particular, it is clear that the concentrated description of the blessing and 
curse in 1±8-25 is directly related to this section. However, we find another aspect in 
11: 26-30, a summary of the further content of Dt 12-28.00) The important problem of this 
section is whether within 11: 26-30 there are two different actions, i. e. the action in 11: 26-28 
rMKt (1r3 + 7»ý / 1) and the action in 11: 29 (. u+ o 'r'', p Mra7-rut / 7*5'57 
or there is only one action with two different descriptions. The problem is 
caused by the fact that 11: 26-28 deal with the present but 11: 29-30 with the future, although 
both have the same topic (blessing and curse) with the same sentence pattern. How should 
we relate these two to each other ? 
E Nielsen deals with this issue in depth. He(30" considers that 116-28 was inserted by 
the deuteronomist as a kind of introduction to 1129f. which was the original `nucleus' of 
the section M-26-32. (302) And this deuteronomist has `ungeschickt genug' separated : 29f. 
from Dt 27 by inserting Dt 12-2011) Firstly, however, E Nielsen does not recognize that 
the main framework of Dt is composed by repetition and resumption as A. F. Puukko 
correctly mentions(304) which suggests the whole structure of Dt could be, constructed by a 
careful author. Just as there is a repetition and resumption relationship between the 
Hauptgebot pericope (5-11: 25, simple) and the deuteronomic laws (12-2615, detailed), we 
299. GA Smith (1918,152), H. Junker (Dt, 60). 
300. N. Lohfink (1963a, 234), following A. Klostermann (1907,249 : Dt 1122-30 is 'Proömium' of Dt 12-28), 
holds that 11: 26-32 has 'der Verweischarakter' for the next long pericope. l. e. 11: 26-30 1 (Motiv, 'Segen - 
Fluch'), II (Motiv, 'Garizim - Ebal'), III (Motiv 'Beobachtung der jetzt zu verkündenden Gebote') ; Dt 
12-28 III (Gebote, 121-26: 16), II (Garizim - Ebal, 27: 1-8,11-26), 1 (Segen - Fluch, 28: 1-68). This analysis 
gives an important insight for our knowledge of the structure of the central pericope of Dt, although 
some aspects of this analysis cannot be accepted. For example the pt. (ßlt3) in 11: 26 does not mean 'die 
nahe Zukunft', probably indicating Dt 27f. but the present : Moses 'now' suggests the blessing and curse 
in front of Israel (N. B. 'i 3 is used also in 1132 where we read Dl i'1). There is no time difference 
between 11: 26f f. and Dt 27f. 
301 (1955,44,47,48). 
302. H. Junker (Dt, 60) also doubts the unity of 1126-30 by insisting that 1129f. is a later insertion. 
However, it is very difficult to find a substantial reason for this kind of conjecture. 
303. Here E. Nielsen follows E Meyer (1906,543), 'the whole deut. idea of the blessing and curse is based 
on an older conception which we find set out precisely in v. 29. 
304. (1910,105 : Es wäre gewiss verkehrt, aus dem Vorhandensein der Dubletten und Wiederholungen 
überhaupt ohne weiteres auf Verschiedenheit der Autoren zu schliessen'). In Dt we find the following 
structure : [A) the Hauptgebot pericope (5-11: 25) - [B) covenant ceremony (blessing and curse) (11: 26-32) 
- [Al the deuteronomic laws (12-26: 15) - [B') covenant ceremony (blessing and curse) (26: 16-2Hä9). 
Together with this structural repetition, we find in Dt many repetitions of words, phrases, and clauses 
compared with other books of the OT. Further, I. Nielsen does not see the special function of 1132 
which connects the Hauptgebot pericope with the deuteronomic laws by the use of the structural signal 
0'1I RN1, in 3.1.2.1. (5)) together with the following verse (121). This means that he neglects 
the importance of the study of the literary composition of the present Dt. 
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find the same repetition and resumption relationship between 1126-32 (simple) and Dt 27 
(detailed). This means that we need not consider that Dt 27 was the original continuation 
of 11: 26-32 and that it was separated into two parts by the deuteronomist. Secondly, he 
does not compare the two identical verses of this section in detail (i. e. 11: 26-28 and 11: 29) 
which show clear differences at several points which we shall soon deal with. 
This criticism of E. Nielsen leads us to consider the possibility that these texts contain 
two obviously different actions (one in 11: 26-28 and another in 11: 29) for the same purpose, 
`to set up the blessing and curse by pronouncement' (irk + 7y7n / 7'ýýija) (3os) We 
distinguish one action (11: 26-28) from the other (1129) by showing various facts. However, 
it does not necessarily mean that there are two totally different covenant renewal 
ceremonies as P. C Craigiet306' assumes, because it is hard to explain why two independent 
ceremonies should be mentioned in the successive texts (11: 26-30,2711-2&69). We find this 
phenomenon fits in with our previous finding (3.6.53. ) of the concept of one covenant in 
two different places and times. 
The thematic similarity between 1126-32 and 27: l1-28.69, about which at least there is no 
doubt among commentators, clarifies the meaning of the former. 27: 11-28: 69 have two 
features in common with 1126-28,29-30 : (i) the theme of the blessing and curse, and (ii) 
the change of time (the present, the future). The mixture of time is an important stylistic 
pattern of 26: 16-28: 69 (see 3.6.5.5. ). In other words, in some sections the concern is 
directed at the present time in Moab (28: 1-68) but in other sections at the future event in 
Canaan (27: 11-26). Interestingly, a similar stylistic pattern of mixing time is also found in 
the connection between 11: 26-28 and 1129-30. Regardless of the conclusion of the complex 
problem within 2711-28: 69 which we shall discuss fully later, we safely suggest 27: 11-26 is 
about the future and the main section of 281-69(307' is related to the present situation. We 
find three factors in 27: 11-26 : (i) the time (future), (ii) the speaker (the priests), (iii) the 
purpose (pronouncement of the blessing and curse). This feature of 27: 11-26 corresponds 
very well with that of 11: 29-30 : (i) the time (future), (ii) the speaker (the cultic personnel), 
(iii) the purpose (pronouncement of the blessing and curse). However, in 281-69 Moses 
continuously speaks in a speech that starts from 27: 11, and his theme is the possible 
blessing and curse. Moses gives this admonition in the present situation in Moab like 
other admonitions before Dt 27 : (i) the time (present, Moab), (ii) the speaker (Moses), (iii) 
the purpose (admonition of the blessing and curse). We find the same content in 11: 26-28 : 
(i) the time (present, Moab), (ii) the speaker (Moses), (iii) the purpose (admonition of the 
blessing and curse). And we find several examples of this kind of admonition using the 
theme of the blessing and curse before 11: 26. 
305. A Klostermann (1907,249) clearly explains the necessity to differentiate 1126-28 from 1119-30. Also N. 
Lohfink (1963a, 234). 
306. (D:, 212). 
307. Except 283-6,16-19, and about this we will discuss fully in 31033. & 3103.4. 
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Therefore, by analogy with 27J1-28.69 we conclude that 11: 26-28 is Moses' admonition in 
the present situation like 281-69, but 1129-30 is the future proclamation of the blessing and 
the curse in Canaan like 27: 11-26308) And we realize that the relationship of `simple - 
detailed' or `macroscopic - microscopic' explanation is found between 1126-28 and 2&lff. 
and between 11: 29f. and 2711-26X309) In 1126-30 the author makes a preliminary report of 
Moses' admonition and the future covenant ceremony, and therefore that report is simple 
and selective (only the blessing and curse without the oath, cf. 2715-26). However, in Dt 
27-28 the author reports in great detail 
We now want to investigate the text itself. The key expression V+ (lit) + ri (r) / 
11551M(i) is used twice, 11: 26-28 and 1129. There is a similarity between the two (e g. the 
objects are the blessing and the curse), but there are differences (i) in the subject of the 
sentence, (ii) in time, (iii) in place and (iv) in the additional expression : 
In the first action (1126-28) 
subject ; ýx (Moses), 
time Min! (present w. 26,27,28), 
place Moab, 
additional expression - with ovýbý, 
In the second action (1129) 
subject Israel (2psg. art ), 
time }' -t J`,; tý 7tý Ji_iýýý 7_ý (future in the conquest), 
place Canaan (in two mounts), 
additional expression - without Drný 
The phrase nnpý 1ti3 ', >; K 11: 26 means `ich lege euch vor zu Wahl' (cf. Gen 2015, Dt 
40111) and by adding M "M and '* M (cf. also Dt 30: 1,19) the meaning becomes clearer : `I 
set up before you today the blessing and curse to choose. But what does this `set up' 
mean ? There are two ways of setting up blessing and curse, (i) orally, (ii) in writing. (311D 
308. Commentators usually do not give enough attention to the differentiation of 1126-28 and 1129 and 
their relationship with Dt 27: llff. and Dt 28, although many of them partly suppose the relationship 
between 11: 26-30 (esp. 11: 29) and 2711ff. (W. Staerk (1894,69), A. Bertholet (Dt, 36), A. F. Puukko 
(1910,105,146 and n1, he correctly criticizes A. Kuenen for making the connection between 1126ff. with 
2711-13, but he connects 1116-28 and 3U15ff), and R. Clifford (1982,71)), and the relationship between 
11: 26-28 and Dt 28 (A. Bertholet (Dt, 37)). However, P. C. Craigie (Dt, 212) correctly points out the 
connections between 11: 26-28 with Dt 28 (present), and between 1129f. with 27: 11ff. (future, this last point 
by M Noth (1930,145) also) : (a) the b/c in the present r/c (1126-28), (b) the b/c in the future r/c 
(11: 29-32), (c) the specific legislation (121-2619), (d) the b/c in the future r/c (271-26), (e) the b/c in the 
present r/c (281-291) b/c is blessing and curse and L/c renewal of the covenant). This finding is an 
important stepping stone for the further investigation, although he eventually does not solve the problem 
how the present and future aspect of the covenant renewal can exist in Dt because of his assumption of 
two covenant renewals in Dt. Meanwhile, MG. Kline (1963,36f, 79), although he argues simply, correctly 
sees that there is only one covenant ceremony performed in two stages (Moab and Canaan). 
309. We have seen in 2.73. & 2.8.1, a similar phenomenon in Ex 1924,241.249-11. 
310. Ehrlich (11,283). And A. Klostermann (1907,249), Rashi (Dt, 197 : 'to place at one's disposal), B. 
Holwerda (1957,304 : '-niet maar van iemand lets voorstellen, doch iemand voor lets stellen, opdat hij 
kiezen zou'). Here we see the clear covenantal characteristic of this section at least. 
311. See A. Dillmann (D:, 289, 'Inschrift'), A. Klostermann (1907,249 : he connects 11: 29-30 with 271-2), and 
C. H. Brichto (1963,183, 'written'), but G. Wehmeier (1970,91, n. 117, pace C. H. Brichto) : i1'1 - sondern dürfte mit einem kultischen Vorgang, analog der Dt 28 beschriebenen Fluchhandlung. in Verbindung zu 
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However, as there is no specific mention of writine312), it seems safer to consider `to set 
up' as an oral act. An oral, act of `to set up' has no other meaning than `to set up by 
pronouncement', here in 11: 26 (and 11: 27,28), as we see in the whole Dt, esp. Dt 5. This 
same meaning is found in 11: 29 (1rß + rivimi-nm / 1ý3ij -rKt), even though here the 
additional phrase used in 11: 26 (ý'ýý'p) is not mentioned, `to set up by proclamation'. The 
preposition 'p in D`t -n-ýp and ý; *t -n-ýp in 11: 29 means `towards', the levitical priests 
should proclaim towards both mounts. (313) However, according to Dt 27: 11-13 and Jos 833, 
the levitical priests should proclaim towards the half of the people who stands in each 
mount, and this can also be applied to Dt 11: 29 although this fact is not specifically 
mentioned. Presumably in 11: 29 the author wants to give a detailed explanation of the 
location of the two mounts with only a simple picture of the future ceremony itself. 
The grammatical subject of nM. (2sg. ) is Israel in her totality. But who is the logical 
subject of this verb ? Who has the authority of God when Moses will not be any more 
with them ? Who can set up blessing / curse by proclamation with God's authority? 
The most plausible answer seems to be the levitical priests (an',, Irx ,-, 279, cf. 2714) 
who will proclaim the curse formula in 2715-26 (cf. Num 624-26, Dt 21: 5). In another 
passage of the same covenant, ceremony Jos 833, two groups of people stand `facing' or `in 
front of' iah) of the levitical priests (oft' 0r; 7z7). Although in Jos 8: 33 the levitical 
priests are not mentioned as the personnel who are directly connected with the 
pronouncement, it is most plausible that they are in charge of the blessing to the people 
(*: i' Dpry rJn; 5 Jos 8: 33) because they stand in the centre of the ceremony with the 
ark 
Another point we should deal with is the relation of Dt 11: 26-28 and Dt 11: 29. S. 
Mowinckel (314) holds that 11: 29 is `ein Stück des aus alter Quelle stammenden Kerns der in 
ihrer jetzigen Form deuteronomistischen Perikope 11: 26-30. However, he does not explain 
its (11: 29) relationship with 1126-28. E Nielsen sees this problem when het311) says 
`it is, however, quite clear that vv. 29f in their present form cannot stand without 
any introductory notes to explain what is meant by the blessing and the curse. 
Consequently vv. 26-28 - in spite of their deuteronomistic language and ideas - 
must be taken together with vv. 29f. ' 
He is right when he holds that the meaning of the blessing / curse in 1L"29 cannot be clear 
without 116-28 - therefore he thinks 1126-28 forms an introduction to 1129. However, 
bringen sein But G. Wehmeier does not consider how it is actually connected with a cultic event. 
312. Just like we can see in two closely related texts in Dt 271-8 where there is mention of writing, and 
in Dt 2711-13 where there is no mention of writing. 
313. C. Steuernagel (Dt, 92), by analogy of Jos 833, argues that the phrase in + (11: 29) means 'gegen den 
Berg hin ausrufen Rashi (D:, 63), in conjunction with Dt 2713f, translates this into 'they (the Levites) 
turned their face towards it_' 
314. (1924,100) as E Meyer (1906,543). 
315. (1955,44). 
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this does not prove that 1±26-28 was just invented as an introductory phrase to 11: 29f. by 
the deuteronomist. As we have seen above, there are in 11: 26-30 two different actions 
(11: 26-28 and 11: 29) in terms of time (present 11: 26-28 / future 11: 29-30), place (Moab 11.26-28 
/ Canaan 11: 29-30), and the speaker (Moses 11: 26-28 / the levitical priests 1129-30) etc The 
second action in the future at Canaan (1129) presupposes the existence of the first action in 
the present at Moab (11: 26-28). Since there is already the first action, the meaning of the 
second action is easy to understand though the second action could be simple, symbolic 
and proclamatory. Since Moses himself now pronounces (11: 26) the blessing and curse, and 
he explains the conditions of the blessing (11: 27) and curse (11: 28) in Moab, the future 
legitimate leadersP1Q of the ceremony at Gerizim and Ebal (1129) may pronounce the 
blessing and curse to the people with their own form without detailed explanation. And 
because the symbolic meaning of the blessing and the curse in 1129 is expressed in a much 
more `naturalistic' way(31) it could be more easily understood by the peopleý318) 
39.4. The relationship between 1126-30 and Dt 27-28. 
An issue we want to develop from 3.93. is the relationship between 11: 26-30 and Dt 
27-28. 
(1) It is quite obvious that the second action in 1129-30 (future) forms 'a natural parallel 
with 27: 11-13 (future) because of the symbolism associated with the two mounts. (319) We 
compare the two texts in terms of time and the expression of the blessing / curse : 
(i) the time : 
Tr 
IM ND -l* (11: 29) 
316. See 3.71. (271,6/9' `371) & 3.81 (27.9, I'1' D`5131). 
317. E Nielsen's phrase (1955,47). 
318. It is worthwhile to consider the number change in this section. Within the pl. speech in 1118-32 there 
are two sg. passages : 1119b-20 and 1129f. N. Lohfink (1963a, 2M) explains the sg. speech in 1119b-20 as 
follows : 'Der Numeruswechsel unterbricht hier eine überlange und dadurch belastend zu werden 
drohende Reimkette (until IU8, TGS). ' Therefore, 'verhilft der Numeruswechsel also in Endeffekt der 
ganzen Einheit zu ihrer klanglichen Grundspannung. ' Here we see a good example of the combination 
of the stylistic aspect (i. e. the number change) and the content (or contextual) aspect (i. e. from the curse 
in 1117 to the blessing in 1121). However, although N. Lohfink expects to find a similar phenomenon 
also in the number change in 1129f. (the sg. speech) among 11: 26-32 (the pL speech), he cannot explain it 
clearly. There is a clear division between 11: 26-28 (the pL speech) and 1129f. (the sg. speech). The first 
(11: 26-28, the pL speech) is the admonitional announcement of the blessing and curse by Moses in the 
Moab plain (place) and at the present (time), but the second (1129, the sg. speech) is the official 
pronouncement of the blessing and curse by the levitical priests in the promised land (place) and in the 
future (time), pace E Nielsen (1955,43). In this respect, as in many other cases, the number change in 
1129 helps the reader / listener to acknowledge the difference of the content between two events 
After this the author goes back to the pl. from speech from 1131 which continues through the 
deuteronomic laws from Dt 12. 
319. A. Klostermann (1907,249) assumes that in 11: 29 there is a certain cultic formula. In both texts the 
preposition used before the two mounts is 53 (11: 29,29,2712) except 2713 where Z is used. However, 
this difference does not hinder the good parallelism between these texts. See C. Steuernagel (D:, 148). 
Presumably in 27: 13 the author wants to avoid two-times use of the same preposition in the same 
sentence : not ; 1517, ý-5P TVbP, but 5Z`p `YU o15' i7Týf p`. 
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rn ý_t-m =ý ; (27: 12) 
(ii) the blessing and curse : 
wu) (11: 29) 
TV 
'Tv ---nom Ot-'4 n -r t ; ßv (27J2,13) 
The first point, the two expressions for time in 11: 29 and in 27: 12 are usually 
interchangeable, and in Dt 27 the verb 1 is more frequently used (cf. 27: 2,3,4). The 
second point, the blessing and curse, shows a neat parallel between the two texts because 
of the association of the blessing and curse with Gerizim and Ebal. Therefore, we 
conclude that the two texts (11: 29 and 27: 11-13) are in parallel. Because of this parallel 
feature, 119 helps us to understand the meaning of the unclear clause in 2712,13 (7ýVI 
ýý`p 'til] 1`75,7T'7p """opt Zý-ýp ap7-tuc). We make the following observations about 
this clause : 
(a) We have already seen that Ira + 7v7vai / 7ý'ý, 1, t (11: 26,29) means `to set up the 
blessing and curse by proclamation'. 
(b) If 11: 29 is in parallel with 2711-13, then in 27: 12 has also the meaning `to 
proclaim'. 
(c) If in 119 the blessing is in parallel with the curse, this means 1! v functions as a 
verb related not only to fto=n i 
but also to 7'' j. 
Then the ambiguous phrase TV(27: 
13. NB, noun form), in connection with 
T3 
(2712, verbal form), is translated as having a similar meaning as Jý. t`ý (`to proclaim 
the curse'Y320) even though in the case of the curse the noun form (7ýý, ý7-5p) is inevitably 
used, because 55, E pi. does not have the meaning of `imprecationT21" Therefore, we 
consider that this form of the clauses in 27: 12-13 is dictated purely by lexical or 
grammatical reason but no other theological reason. '322) 
(2) The description of the first action (116-28) fits in well with the introductory verses 
in Dt 28 : 117 with 28: 1-2 (the blessing and its condition), and 118 with 2815 (the curse 
and its condition) in the four aspects : 
(i) blessing and curse 
320. Ehrlich (11,283) : ist = gegen den Fluch, d1 gegen die den Fluch aussprechenden gewendet. 
Die den Segen und den Fluch sprechenden hat man sich zwischen beiden Bergen stehend zu denken. 
Beim Segen wandten sich die Sprechenden gegen den einen, beim Fluch gegen den andern Berg. ' 
32L See further C. H. Brichto (1963,185). 
322. E. Nielsen (1955,68f. ), not seeing the parallel feature between 11: 29 and 27: 11-13 although he 
acknowleges the originality of 11: 29, suggests a theological reason : The narrator has avoided the 
completely parallel i 1. '1 7j., evidently because he wanted to state that it was the people as a whole 
which was to be blessed. It was not the whole people which was to be cursed; only those elements 
amongst the people which might become apostate are threatened by the curses. ' If ; j75ý in 2712 is 
changed to 1=1 in parallel with 177i7ý P'7 in 2713 - the verbal character of this phrase will disappear and then the total symbolism J12"111-13 becomes very obscure. Then only the peoples 
'standing for the blessing and curse will remain in the sentence and this is not far enough to make 
clear what all the' actions of the ceremony mean at the two mounts. With symbolic standing of the 
people on each mount something (e. g. pronouncement) must be done for the proper expression of 
symbolism and for the peoples easy understanding. 
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;7 (ll: 27) /7 rcý ni ,! rýý (2s2) 
1 (th28) /h L1 11iýýý7 - (2$15) 
(ii) conditional expression 
1K(323)(1j 7) (2ö: 1) ; Ký-arc (th2Ä) / K'r x tarn (2815) 
(iii) action ; 
r (11.27) / rte 7ý ltiNri (281) 
mir (11.28) /r id I? ' ' --fin (2815) 
(iv) law ; 
nor cm 
. nc -VM I 
', M rnr" ti=-M (1127)/ Y1YY1T V-8 V vs v11. V 
7m": 
arc M 7-rx 
(281} v -1 
nýrýrtc ýa "»rc ýrirc -' a arc ý; tinm- (11: 28)/ 
: nc -ex rri, ýrn rrium-5ý-r* (2815) 
I- a (v) time (present) ; 
of,, (11: 27,28,281,15) 
(3) This connection of 11: 26-30 and Dt 27-28 (11: 26-28 with 28: 1-2,15 and 11: 29 with 
27: 11-13) is reinforced by the parallelism between the whole passage of 11: 8-30 and 
26: 16-28: 68. This is because the detailed items of the blessings and curses in 11: 8-26 are in 
parallel with the detailed description of the blessings and curses in 287-14,20-68 : 
(i) present pronouncement in Moab : 
(1) detailed results of blessings and curses : 
11.8-15,22-25 (blessings) 1116-17 (curses) 
28: 7-14 (blessings) ; 2824-68 (curses) 
(2) blessing / curse and their conditions : 
11: 27 (blessing) ; 11: 28 (curse) 
M-1-2 (blessing) ; 2815 (curse) 
(ii) future pronouncement in Canaan : 
(3) in Gerizim and Ebal : 
11: 29 (Gerizim/blessing) ; 11: 29 (Ebal/curse) 
27i2 (Gerizim/blessing) ; 2713 (Ebal/curse). 
393 The blessing and curse in 27: 11-13 
Before dealing with the main isssue in 27i1-13, we want to look at another aspect of the 
comparison of 119 and 27: 11-13. In 1129 the people's action is not mentioned, but only the 
blessing and curse is described which will be set up by pronouncement towards the two 
323. See Lev 412, Jos 4: 21, Dt 18: 22 (A. Knobel (Dt, 253), A. Ditimann (Dt, 288), A. Bertholet (Dt, 37)). Ehrlich 
(11,283) suggests two possible explanations : (i) 'für den Fall, daß ihr gehorcht', or (ii) 'der Wunsch des 
Redenen, daß der gesetzte Fall eintreten möge 
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mounts. Although in 2711-13 the people's action is expressed (pý, 2712,13); it does not 
mean that 2711-13 is a totally different report from 1129 written by a different writer. 
When, according to 11: 29, the blessing and curse will be pronounced towards the two 
mounts, the recipients of the blessing and curse are not the two mounts but the people, 
although the people's action (e. g. `standing' as in 2711-13) is not described We suggest the 
following explanation as the most plausible one on this issue. In 1129-30 the future 
covenant ceremony is reported from the standpoint of the present. Therefore, it is 
understandable that the author gives a detailed explanation of the position of the two 
mounts where the people have to go, but he does not need to describe the ceremony itself 
in detail. He only explains the key issue about the ceremony, the proclamation of the 
blessing and curseP24j However, in Dt 27 the description of the covenant ceremony itself 
is in great detail. In Dt 27 the author does not need to describe the two mounts' location 
but he only-gives of the names of the two mounts. Rather he offers the clear and full 
scale explanation of, the covenant ceremony itself which cannot be found in 11: 26ff. 
Therefore, he can describe in 27: 11-13 another new aspect of the ceremony, the people's 
action in 2712f.: each 6 tribes `stand' (dpi) on each mount(111) 
The main issue on 2711-13 is how we interpret the two clauses : 
position pronouncement action 
M". p_ (2712) 
(2713). 
The subject of each rp" is obviously the six tribes described with the pronoun r, and 
the names of 6 tribes are introduced at the end of each verse. A grammatical problem is 
whether arty ýV-"p / ývlp 'ý7; (position) are directly connected with Eby` (action) or 
with T 
5(pronouncement). In 11: 29 the phrase 1'3 + 11Z7ýýt-M / 
7ý'ýi51-rK is directly connected with arty ZT'' /'gy`p ZZ-ýp. However, in 27: 12,13 if 
a't-U i r' p/ 5z7 'ý-`ýp are connected with -'p not with Mwe interpret 
both clauses `to pronounce the blessing and curse towards Gerizim / Ebal'. In this case 
each finite verb ripp" (2712,13) stands alone. In the situation where Israel is divided into 
two groups of 6 tribes, if there is no indication about the place where each group of 6 
tribes stands, nt? p, (2712,13) becomes senseless. Therefore, we hold that a`r ti7-ýp / 
5Vp -n-5y are directly connected with each finite verb rpý. This means that each group 
of 6 tribes stands `on each side' (l 326) of the two mounts. If, according to this 
conclusion, we connect a't'e -Tr', p / 55`p 'ß-5p with giwe must put the phrases 
ar (2712) and (27: 13) in parentheses so that these phrases function as a kind 
324. This choice of the author fits in with the topic of the previous sections, the blessing and curse, esp. 
11: 8-25. Through this arrangement the continuity of the text in terms of the topic is kept, from 11-25 
through 1126-28 to 1129-30. 
325. As far as the description of the situation in the ceremony is concerned, we find in Jos 833 the most 
detailed explanation. 
326. J. Wijngaards (Dt, 301 : 'aan de kant van). Then "p (2712) has in fact the same meaning field as 
(2713). 
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of sub-clause compared with the main clause nmpl, + =-a -n-'p (27: 12) / gip` + 'ß-5p 
`. wr (27: 13). As we have already seen in our study of the blessing and curse of 1129 
(3.9.3. & 3.9.4. ), the logical subject of the phrase v' + MINI-PH /T TK 
is the 
levitical priests who pronounce the blessing and curse with God's authorityP27 Because of 
the parallel between 11: 29 and 27: 11-13, the phrase 11v + rinnn-rK / 7ýýý77-rtt in 1129 
corresponds with the sub-clauses in the parentheses oy-t tJ' in 27: 12 and ýý3i ß-5p in 
2713. This conclusion helps the understanding of the section in three ways : 
(i) The logical subject of two parentheses Dý-! t Jp5 and 7ý`ýý-3p is the levitical 
priests as in 11: 29. This understanding is also supported by the fact that the sentence 
makes no sense if in 2712 we assume 6 tribes, the subject of the main sentence, bless the 
people 328 
(ii) f%3 in JjZ5 means `to pronounce blessing with authority'ý329' Therefore, the most 
ý (27: 12) is 'when (the plausible translation of this sub-clause in the parentheses qm M 
levitical priests) pronounce the blessing towards the people. 
(iii) (27: 13) seems to be translated similarly as aj -r t Jv5 and to have the 
same logical subject, even though the phrase is formed with the noun 75557. (33°) 
Therefore, we translate ýi5ý-ýp into `in (or for) the case of curse'. 331) Despite the use of 
the noun phrase *515 Ln-5p in 27: 13, because inf. form of 537 pi. (ý 7ý) does not have the 
meaning `to imprecate, the important fact of this verse is that within the context the curse 
is solemnly pronounced with a similar value to the pronouncement of the blessing (2712). 
Just as the two mounts are unmistakable, the blessing and curse must be suggested to have 
the same possibility of occurring! 332) 
327. E. Nielsen (1955,73), following E. Sellin, suggests 'a sacred priesthood' is presupposed in this ceremony. 
There are two groups of priests, one group of these priests is to direct their voices towards the mount 
of blessing, the other group is to face the mount Ebal. However, it is not necessary to think of two 
groups of priests for pronouncing the blessing and curse. 
328. Ehrlich (11,328), but pace A. Dillmann (DI-368 : 'Das Subjekt zu '`'i ' sind nicht die im Folgenden 
genannten sechs Stämme, sondern dasselbene ist vorläufig unbestimmt und wird erst v. 14 (i. e, the 
levitical priests, TGS) genannt'). J. Wijngaards (Dt, 301 : 'Misschien moet men 27: 11-13 dan z6 verstaan, dat 
hier een nude praktijk officieel gerechtvaardigd met een beroep op Mozes' gezag (vgL 18: 15-16, 
5: 5,22-32)'). Even if J. Wijngaards' remark could be accepted with a certain reservation, it is right for 
her to indicate some important authority in pronouncing the blessing and curse 
329. C. W. Mitchell (1983,42), JA Thompson (D:, 157). E. Jenni (1968,216) categorizes 1,1Z pi. as 'erben des 
Redens und der Lautäußerung. ' 
330. C. H Brichto (1963,186) correctly suggests : (i) there is no possibility that the curse is never pronounced, 
(ii) the most plausible reason of not using inf cons form 5ý5 (N. B. only two examples in the OT, 
Gen 8: 21, Jos 24: 9) is 'simply because, as demonstrated in the preceding chapter, did not have the 
force of "to imprecate". By 'to imprecate CH Brichto means `to sanction' or 'to curse if a certain 
condition is fulfilled. In Gen 821 *tý, 5 does not necessarily mean that God has spoken the curse with 
some conditions and in Jos 249 (ý 7 i) Balak invited Salaam in order to curse Israel unconditionally. 
Cf. J. Scharbert (1958,8ff). 
331 JA Thompson (Dt, 265 : 'for the curse). As we have already cited, Ehrlich (11,328) also suggests the 
sensible explanation of this phrase : 'gegen den Fluch, d. i, gegen die den Fluch aussprechenden gewendet. 
- 
Die den Segen und den Fluch sprechenden hat man sich zwischen beiden Bergen stehend zu 
denken. Beim Segen wandten sich die Sprechenden gegen den einen, beim Fluch gegen den andern 
Berg. ' Pace D. J. McCarthy (1978,197) who understands this as a antiphonal rite, one side reciting or 
responding to the blessings, the other to the curses. 
332. JA Thompson (Dt, 156) : 'Neutrality on the issue is excluded' 
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3.9.6. The relationship between 2711-13 and 2714-26 
Hitherto we have studied the first (th26ff. ) and the second synoptic passage (27: 11-13). 
Before studying the blessing and curse in third synoptic passage Jos 833f. (3.9.7. ) we want 
to look at the relationship between 27: 11-13 and 271426333) This is one of the most 
complicated exegetical problems in Dt. It is directly related to another difficult issue : the 
SiL (Sitz im Lebem) of the blessing and curse formulae in 2&3-6,16-19 which are distinctive 
from the rest of the blessing and curse items in Dt 28. 
3.9.6. L The levitical priests (MIt, "I 27: 9), the tribe Levi (15,27: 12), the levites 
(fl*t7t, 2714). 
The first issue is the interpretation of t (2712) and o! )ý7 (27: 14) with which we have 
already dealt brieflyP34' If we simply identify these two words with one meaning `(the 
tribe of) Levi', we should conclude that 2711-13 were connected with 2714-26 secondarily, 
because this tribe Levi in 2712 (standing on the side of blessing) functions differently from 
the Levites in 27: 14-26 (pronouncing the curse)ý335) Then we cannot solve the problem of 
the relationship between 27: 11-13 and 27: 14-26. On the other hand, if we understand these 
two words differently, as commentators usually do, we should clarify the context where 
these two similar words are used with different meanings. 
In Dt the word `13 is used in three ways : (i) `lý (without article), (ii) i'i (with article), 
and (iii) to (pl. form with article). 
(i) hý (without article) has three forms (21: 5, R-9 `lý `») / `t5) (27: 12) / h5'a (33: 8). 
`*t (33: 8) and (27: 12) are used together with the other eleven tribes of Israel. 
Therefore, `the Levite' in these two cases (without article) means `the tribe of Levi' among 
other tribes. The phrase hý `» (215,31: 9) has also the same meaning of `the tribe of Levi', 
`the levitical tribe' so that the full phrase (' `» :' z) means `the levitical priests' just 
like o*l D`x_fM. in the third use because Dý; ist comes ahead of it. 
(ii) `1 7 (with article) has two forms (12: 12,18,14: 27,16: 11,14,18: 6,26: 11) / 
h*' (26: 12,13). `i'7 in Dt means the Levite who lives in various places as we realize from 
the fact that the phrases av'iprft Trim (12: 12,18,14: 27,1611), . 1r im (16: 14), QIMMM 
ý`ý i (1&6), ýýýýý nex (261! ), J`n rid (2612336' are always attached after `)ý, 7. 'The 
333. The differenciation between these two rituals is already pointed out. A. F. Puukko (1910,140), C 
Steuernagel (Dt, 149 : he holds total independence of each ritual). 
334. Literature of this topic : G. E. Wright (1954,325-330), JA Emerton (1962,129-138), A. HJ. Gunneweg 
(1965,69-81), esp. the detailed study of J. G. McConville (1980,205ff; 1984,124-153). 
335. S. Mowinckel (1924,75 : 'Daß aber diese Verbindung sekundär ist, geht aus der völlig verschiedenen 
Rolle der Lewiten in v. 12 und in v. 14ff hervor, wie ziemlich allgemein die glteren kritischen 
Kommentatoren gesehen haben'). E. Sellin (in S. Mowinckel, 1924,75f) considers that the connection 
between 2711-13 and 2714-26 is original but 0')' I In 27: 14 is added later. The question arising 
immediately from Sellin's understanding is who" will pronounce in the ceremony except the levitical 
priests 
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Levite' in these texts is not specifically said to have a cultic function as priest. Therefore, 
we consider that ' (with article) has a general meaning as `the Levite. 
(iii) D*l (pl. form with article) has two forms : with D`xfri (17: 9,18,1&l, 245,279,31: 25) 
/ without D`rm (18: 7,27: 14,31: 25). The meaning of D*13rJ with D`r (D! P D`k7fýt 17: 9,18, 
18: 1,24: 8,27: 9,31: 25) is naturally `the priests the Leviten', `the levitical priests'. They are the 
Levites who have the specific function in the cult as priests, compared with (i) ' (without 
article, the tribe of Levi among other tribes) and (ii) ht's (with article, general expression 
for the Levite). The problem lies in the texts where 01*7 occurs without D`ýý» (1&7; 
27: 14,31: 25). In 31: 9 Dl*m (with D`»z. t) have an important cultic function : carrying the 
ark of the covenant and in 31: 25 D*týn (without D`; ýZ7) also have the same function. Both 
texts belong to the same context which tells of the duty of the levitical priests to keep the 
law book. Therefore, D*t5ý (without D`xý» in 31: 25 has the same meaning as Mm (with 
in 31: 9. Presumably the author omits n7zm in 31: 25, because he has already 
mentioned D**7 (with 0`3.1t ý. i) in the nearby text (31: 9) and both verses (31: 9,25) speak 
about the virtually same duty of the leviticäl priests to preserve the law and to admonish 
the people with it. This feature is also found in 18: 1 (D! 137 with D`ý7'v7) and 18: 7 
(D"1ýj without 1: `r_' 1) 131). Another interesting point is that between these last two verses 
(18: 1,1&7) another comparable phrase J`: fi3 ' (`a Levite in one' of your towns' 18-6) 
is used. This last has a meaning of the Levite in general as we have seen in (ii). 
Therefore, we have to acknowledge that the author uses these three terms very precisely 
according to the demand the textual situation(33s) 
In our text of Dt 27331) we see the same precision : 279 4: 1 D`ýf )/ 27: 12 (`1t)) / 
2714 (: 'r). In 27: 9 we see the same active cultic function of the levitical priests as in 
31: 9, to keep the book of the law and to admonish the people with it. However, in 2712 
the tribe of Levi *(h3)) stands just like other tribes to take part in the ceremony passively 
(just `standing'). But again in 27: 14 the Levites (DlS play the very important cultic 
336.26: 3 has the same meaning as 26: 12, because apparently both belong to the same context. 
337. This phenomenon gives the impression that Dt uses terms indiscriminately (e. g. JA Emerton, 1962,133), 
but in fact the terms are chosen with clear purposes (E König (D:, 141) holds that in Dt there are two 
concepts around these terms, the. priests serving in the central sactuary and the general levites). The 
priestly function of D') I in 18: 7 is unmistakable because of the following phrase, '7bý Did O'712r1 
11 V. In both cases tIe order, firstly 0! )ý I with D`ý7Z1 (181,31: 9) and then b'1ý7iý without 
D'Xfl'l (18: 7,31: 9), is not changed. This fact leads us to consider that the author uses firstly the full 
phrase in a context and then he uses a shortened phrase in the same context. Therefore, in 183 the 
author uses another shortened phrase for the same meaning, this time O'31 V1 only. Pace JJ. P. Valeton 
(1879,292). -" 
338. We add another argument for supporting this conclusion. In Dt is used always with 
0"1'71 (17: 8,18,181,24: 8,27. ) or with 
[For= 
(21: 5,319) except two cases (183,19.17). However, in these 
exceptional two cases D']1ZT1 appears'with Ubel: (183) or with D`UýLS'ý11 (1937). When D`X1Z7 is 
used with other name of'the theocratical office'(e. g. UýC3b) it stands alone, because in this case this 
word expresses a name of the theocratical office. In other cases appears always with D'' )'J or 
with `* ». 
339. SR Driver (D1,300) cannot solve this problem absolutely : 'Certainly v. 14 does not necessarily 
contradict v. 12 (for v. 12 might refer to the tribe of Levi in general, wihle the 'Levites' of v. 14 might 
denote a minority, selected to officiate on the occasion?, but the two representations, taken in the whole, 
are manifestly inconsistent. ' 
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function in the ceremony, and therefore we conclude that these Levites are the same cultic 
personnel (o*tm a'k-lý) as in 279P11) As J. G. McConville "'points out, Jos 833 where 
we read the same ritual is decisive in equating the Levites and the levitical priests in 
27: 9,14. Commentators sometimes arrive at the same conclusion through theological 
deduction. In 27: 14 such an important pronouncement of curses containing the legal 
demand (i. e. the oath) cannot be done by the ordinary people by interpreting o*157 (2714) 
just as the levitical tribes, but it should be pronounced by the (levitical) priests.. 342 
Summing up all these arguments, `the tribe of Levi' (hit) in 2712 is obviously different 
from `the levites' (CM') in 2714 who are the same as `the levitical priests' (o't z '3 ) in 
279. 
39.6.2. The relationship between 27: 11-13 and 2714-26 
From this conclusion in 3.9.6.1. it becomes obvious that there is no confusion of the 
roles of the different groups in the present ceremony. `Levi', the levitical tribe (t, 2712) 
passively partipates in the action (`standing', Tit p`) without distinguishing itself from other 
tribes in case of blessing 27: 12). Meanwhile, the levitical priests O1t37 (2714) with 
God's authority function as the personnel to pronounce the so-called oath formula in 
2715-26 (39.6.2. ). 
The next problem which we must solve with the help of this conclusion is the 
relationship between 2711-13 and 2714-26343) In other words, the main issue is whether 
we assume continuity or discontinuity between these texts. If we assume discontinuity 
between 27: 11-13 and 27: 14-26, how can we explain the intention of the author who brings 
these passages together which do not fit in with each other ? However if we consider 
that there is, continuity, we must answer the following questions which immediately arise. 
340. Ehrlich (11,328). JA Emerton (1962,133). M. G. Kline (1963,123) describes accurately their function in 
this ceremony : They were to be stationed with the ark of the covenant between Ebal and Gerizim to 
lead Israel in the oath of ratification. 
34L (1984,137f. ). Further he draws an important conclusion in conjunction with the use of the terms in Dt 
27 : 'his suggests that while there may be a certain inconsistency or looseness in the way in which the 
terms are used, the writer of Deuteronomy may nonetheless have been aware that distinctions existed 
within the tribe of Levi' 
342. E. Nielsen (1955,73), following J. Hempel (1925,80, n. 1 = 1961,86, n268) : 'Even if we had not had the 
tradition of Dt 2714ff we should have arrived at the following conclusion: on special solemn occasions, 
such as a popular assembly at a sacred spot, it was not the task of everyman to speak the powerful 
words. _ He 
(Hempel, TGS) realizes, quite correctly, that the curses of w. Off absolutely demanded the 
indication of some ritual speaker. The same is true for vv 11-13. ' 
343. E Sellin (1917,27) and J. L'Hour (1962,168-170) consider that 2714 must be cut off because of its 
secondary character. Against this, J. Hempel (1925,80, n. 1 = 1961,86, n268) gives a sensible answer : 'Zu 
einer Streichung dieses Verses (2714, TGS) kann ich mich (gegen Sellin, Gilgal, Leipzig 1916, S 27) nicht 
entschließen, da 2715ff m E. die Angabe eines Vorbeters zwingend voraussetzen. ' Also W. Schottroff 
(1969,221) makes a similar objection against the solution of F. Sellin and J. L'Hour. Namely without 
27: 14 there is no possibility to find the information about the Sitz im Leben of the oath formula in 
27: 15-26, and even if we remove 2714 from the present context it is still strange that there is only a 
curse series. However, W. Schottroff (1969,223) goes a step further in the wrong direction by asserting 
that D"1ý1 in 2714 is a secondary insertion and in the same verse is not original This means 
not all the people took part in the ceremony, but on the contrary only a very limited members of 
society were there. Even though we can face a practical problem how all the people can reach one 
place, it is too artifical to reconstruct the text in such a way to build his own theory about curse. 
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If 27: 14-26 reports again the exactly same event as 271113, why is there no blessing series 
paralleling the curse series (27: 15-26) ? If 27: 14-26 represents a different stage in a 
ceremony from 27: 11-13, how can we understand the different stages of one covenant 
ceremony, which fits with each text ? Commentators try to solve the problem in three 
ways : 
(1) there are two different kinds of ceremonies in 2711-13 and 2714-26 (S. Mowinckel, 
M. Noth, G. von Rad), 
(2) there are two different accounts of the same ceremony (in Shechem) (Rashi, J. 
Ridderbos, Ni Weinfeld, CW. Mitchell), 
(3) there are two different aspects of one ceremony (cf. J. Wijngaards, M. G. Kline, A. 
Phillips, the blessing and curse proclamation (2711-13) and the oath (2714-26)). 
(1) two different kinds of ceremonies in 2711-13 and 2714-26. 
S. Mowinckel argues the discontinuity between these two texts in detail According to 
S. Mowinckel there was no original literary continuity between these two texts. 9'°) 
Firstly, because the Levites in 27: 12 (2713 in the S. Mowinckel's original book) have a 
different role from those in 2714. Secondly, because there should be a blessing series 
before (or after) the curse series of 27: 15-26, if these passages form an original unity. 
However, he wants to admit with Sellin that there is `ein sachlicher Zusammenhang 
zwischen v. 11-13 und v. 14-26.., nämlich in der Liturgie'. Furthermore, he sees in 2714-26 
a liturgy used repeatedly in the autumn festival of the ancient Israel 
Against S. Mowinckel's first point we object, as we have already seen in 3.9.61, that he 
does not realize how precisely the author uses the terms related to Levi (`)ý 27: 12, 
zr*m 2714, art''7 27: 9). Since the levitical priests (: ' 27: 14) are differentiated 
from the levitical tribe (`)ý 27: 12), the present two passages (27: 11-13,27: 14-26) cannot 
necessarily be considered as an author's confused gathering of two seemingly similar 
textsP451 This means that the two passages can be considered as texts which describe 
different phases of one continuous ceremony. Above all we suggest the following 
argument against S. Mowinckel's second point : oftýýi7 i (2713) does not necessarily have to 
be identified with 'wit (2715-26). This is because the object of each term is different, 
even though both of them can be pronounced by the same levitical priests. In other 
words, in 2713 the curse (. M) is pronounced only towards the six tribes, but in 2715-26 
the curse (nx) will be pronounced towards the whole people as an oath. 7ýýýp (27: 13) is 
related to six tribes, but it (27: 15-26) is related to all the people who respond with I t. 
Going a step further, this finding illustrates an aspect of the relationship between the two 
texts. If that these two different concepts of curse (2713, and 2715-26) can coexist, which 
344. (1924,77,104). 
345. For example K Marti (Dt, 309), identifying `* with O'*o1, considers there are 'zwei nicht 
zusammengehörende Elemente in 27i1-26.1 
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we shall shortly discuss, R Mowinckel's argument is lostP16) 
M. NoW347) is more radical in the judgement on the present text. He holds that the 
editor places 27: 11-13 before 2714-26 and 2714 functions as a kind of introduction to the 
great curse liturgy in 27: 15-26. However, this intention of the editor is doomed to failure, 
because 27: 14-26 consisting only of a curse series reveals imbalance compared with 27: 1143 
having both the blessing and the curse. 2714-26 was an originally independent passage, 
whose origin is difficult to determine"') 
In this judgement on the editor's intention M. Noth seems to make the same 
identifications as Mowinckel : 7Výi» in 2713 with 'N7rt in 27: 15-26 and 1ý in 27: 12 with 
M3rj in 2714. Therefore, we apply the same critique to M. Noth as we have done above 
to S. Mowinckel. Further there are two points which M. Noth neglects in his 
consideration on the original passage of 27: 14-26. Firstly, the meaning of 2714 is not 
properly considered in the interpretation of 27: 15-26 when M. Noth regards 2714 as 
belonging to the original context of 27: 15-26. In 27: 14 we see that a, l' (the levitical 
priests) have an important function as the announcers of the curse series (27: 15-26) as well 
as of the blessing and curse (2711-13) as we have seen in 395. Because of this dual role of 
the levitical priests it is natural to assume that there is a certain connection between 
27: 11-13 and 27: 14-26. And secondly, M. Noth does not consider properly that 2715-26 is 
not just the curse series but is a combination of curse proclamation with the answer (1 K) 
of the people. 049? Therefore, M. Noth fails to appreciate the relationship between 2711-13 
and 2714-26 because his definition of 2714-26 is not accurate. 
G. von Rad(350', separates 2711-13 from 2714-26 totally. S Bülow(350 thinks there are 
two different ceremonies in `two different places'. However, G. von Rad, less radically than 
S. Billow, holds that 27: 11-13 and 2714-26 describe `two different ceremonies' which were 
held from early times at the same place, Shechem. Since there are no blessings and curses 
listed in the first ceremony of 27: 11-13, it is said that in the artificial combination of these 
two ceremonies the first is shortened for the sake of the second. Therefore, the actual 
description of the ceremony is found only in the second passage. 
The decisive factor for G. von Rad's interpretation, firstly, is in the identification of 
113 (27: 12) with D! *7 (27: 14) just as in S. Mowinckel's one, and therefore G. von Rad 
interprets that the fact that the same group (')ý, a! 1ý7) has two different functions (in 
27: 11-13 and in 2714-26) means there are two totally different ceremonies. And secondly, 
346. Although S. Mowinckel points that the ritual aspect is the common character of both texts, this fact is 
too general to solve the present problem 
347. (1930,144). 
348. M. Noth (1930,144 : 'Der einzige positive Anhaltspunkt ist die Meinung des Redaktors, der das Stück 
hier einsetzte und damit seiner Ansicht Ausdruck verlieh, daß as in einer an einem Heiligtum bei 
Sichern vorgenommen liturgischen Handlung seinen 'Sitz im Leben' gehabt habe'). 
349. In other words, because of this formal feature this series is quite similar to an oath formula, about 
which we shall see soon. 
350. He (ATD, Dt, 119) mainly follows S. Billow (1957,102f). 
35L S. Rudman (1968,49, n3). 
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he considers that his interpretation receives further exegetical support from his 
interpretation that the logical subject of in 27: 12 is the people themselves and the 
announcers of the curse series in 27: 15-26 are the Leviten. However, as we have already 
seen (3.9.61. ), we cannot accept the identification of `', (the levitical tribe, 2712) and 
0M'7 (the (levitical) priests, 2714, cf. 27: ). And about the second point, we have seen that 
the people cannot be the logical subject of (27: 12) and (2713). Therefore, we 
cannot accept his understanding that in 2711-26 we have the two different ceremonies 
which happened in the same place. 
(2) the two passages are the reports of the same ceremony. 
J. RidderbosOS2) holds that these two texts describe the same event and they supplement 
each other by giving full information of the ceremonyP53) The blessing series, which we 
expect from the parallel existence of blessing and curse in 2711-13, corresponding with the 
curse series in 27: 15-26 was omitted(354) for a theological reason. The reason why the 
blessing series is omitted, according to J. Ridderbos, is related to the reason why the 
covenant offering is offered (271-8) in the mount Ebal and on the same mount the curse is 
pronounced according to 2713. In 271-8 the law should be written in the mount of curse, 
Ebal, because the law is through the curse more connected with warning than with 
salvation itself, just as the law is `the schoolmaster' (KJV) which brings the people to 
Christ (Gal 3: 24). Therefore, in 27: 14-26 there is only the curse series in order to 
emphasize the aspect of curse. Since J. Ridderbos holds that 2711-13 and 2714-26 report 
the same ceremony, `all the people of Israel' in 2714 means, according to him, the six 
tribes which are connected with the pronouncement of the curse in 2713. 
J. Ridderbos' explanation for the omission of the blessing series is rather naive and 
dogmatic. Although it is a problem why the covenant ceremony in 271-8 happened on 
mount Ebal, if we follow MT, which is connected with the curse in 27: 13, our present 
problem should be solved, first of all, within our text not by appealing to the NT. 
Moreover, in 27: 1-8 we find not only the aspect of law but also the aspect of the covenant 
ceremony (27: 5-7). And this latter aspect does not directly emphasize a negative side of 
the covenant ceremony, rather it reveals the covenant ceremony as a joyful event (rib in 
27: 7). Further J. Ridderbos misunderstands the text not only by considering the six tribes 
as the logical subject of 7 in 27: 12 (see 3.95. ) but also by considering `nth' Ci'It ' in 
27: 14 as the six tribes, which is hardly acceptable. Moreover, a similar expression 
0ý7-ýý is used twelve times in 2715-26. Therefore, we cannot accept the argument of J. 
352. (KV, )t, 11,69,72 = BSC. Dt, 249,252). 
353. Similar view is proposed by M. Weinfeld (1972,147) who holds that there are two traditions of one 
ceremony rooted together in Shechem and they have no relationship with the maledictions in Dt 28. 
Also DJ. McCarthy (1978,197). 
354. Also E. Meyer (1906,552), Rashi (Dt, 63), Ehrlich (11,329). In this opinion commentators (E. Sellln 
(1917,27), J. L'Hour (1962,168-170), J. Hempel (1961,86, N268), W. Schottroff (1969,223)) hold that 2714 is a 
secondary insertion between 2711-13 and 2715-16. 
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Ridderbos that (i) 27: 11-13 and 2714-26 are two reports of the same event, and (ii) the 
blessing series, which is in parallel with the curse series in 2715-26, was omitted. ' 
(3) two different aspects of one covenant ceremony : the blessing and curse 
proclamation (2711-13) and the oath (2714-26). 
J. Wi jngaards makes an interesting suggestion that 27: 14-26 is not a series of a general 
curses but a series of oaths(3s6), because in this series we read the official acceptance of 
conditional self-curses. Although she does not try to deal with the relationship between 
27: 11-13 and 2714-26357), she distinguishes correctly an oath from a general curse, and 
defines 2714-26 as an oath formula. It is crucial for us to develop this insight further. 
We find three major reasons for holding that 2715-26 is an oath formula : 
(i) the authoritative persons (the levitical priests in 2714(358)) who pronounce solemnly 
the curse in the conditional form and demand the response from the party concerned (i. e. 
Israel). 
(ii) the condition (e- or pt. form) with attached a legal item of, and the 
pronouncement of the curse (-t). 
(iii) the response of the person concerned with K 
The response of the people (-pm) in each legal item expressed with a curse (K) is pivotal 
for defining 27: 15-26 as an oath. S. H. Blank(359) accurately distinguishes the biblical oath 
from a general curse : 
355. Although we can try to gather commandments of positive character or of opposite concept to the 
present curse series (e. g. 'Blessed be the man who respects his parents', which corresponds with 2716) in 
order to make a blessing series, we face the problem that immediately arises. In other words, we cannot 
find any example that 1bid is attached to such a kind of blessing series which has the characteristic of 
oath, because the promise of the blessing to the man who keeps the commandment must be fulfilled 
not by the man but by God. In other words, God should speak 1Lý. Not only in the ceremony of 
the Sinai covenant (Ex 19) which is closely related to the present Moab-Shechem covenant but also in 
the present context it is difficult to think that God takes an oath when the priests demand the blessing. 
C. W. Mitchell (1987,42), in his recent study without trying systematical analysis of the whole text of 
27: 11-26, assumes the possibility of the existence of a blessing series similar to the curse caries of 
27: 15-26. This is because he presumably accepts the similar argument of J. Ridderbos that 27: 11-13 and 
2714-26 are the report of the same event. He also does not distinguish the difference of 1ýJ5iýol in 
27: 13 and 71181 in 27: 15-26. Cf. also Ehrlich (11,329) holds that the parallel blessing formula 
scan be 
found in Num 6: 24-26. However, in Num 6: 24-26 the conditional sense because of the covenant 
relationship is absent and therefore, there is no IbK 
356. (Dt, 30lff.: 'Voor de semieten was een eed alti l verbonden met een voorwaardelike vloek die men 
over zichzelf uitsprak. De tekst in 27,14-26 moet dan ook niet zo zeer als een reeks vloeken gezien 
worden, maar als reeks eden, als een reeks plechtige verklaringen die in de uitdrukkeiJke vorm van 
een voorwaardelijke vloek werden afgekondigd. - De reeks moet dus als een inscherping van geboden, als een twaalfvoudige eed, en niet als een vloekenreeks, beschouwd worden' (italics, TGS)). This 
understanding is shared with M. G. Kline (1963,123). A. Phillips (1972,181) distinguishes 2711-13 from 
27: 14-26, because in 2714-26 we find only `the curse liturgy' which is similar to the entrance liturgy 
like Ps 15 (cf. Is 3314-16) and Ps 24: 3-6. However, he does not pursue further the difference of both 
sections J. Pedersen (1914,108) correctly points out that we can divide the general curse and the oath as 
curse although both are 'fließend: 
357. In fact she (D:, 301) has her own understanding of 27: 11-13 : 'Misschien moet men 2711-13 dan z6 
verstaan, dat hier een oude praktijk officieel wordt gerechvaardigd met een beroep op Mozes gezag. ' 
358. The assertion of W. Schottroff (1969,223) that the levitical priests in 2714 are secondary is hardly to 
be justified. See 3.9.6.1. 
359. (1950-51, ß7,89, n. 53) and DL Magnetti (1969,124). 
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`The biblical oath is a conditional curse... It has several uses. It may be used to 
discover the unknown perpetrator of an offense. - When the curse-formula curses 
of Dt 27 are combined with the people's response, they become an oath. ' 
In the OT we find similar examples of oath in Ex 22: 7,10 and Num 512ff. In the ANE 
texts we find many cases where the word `oath' appears in parallel with the word 
`covenant', but the oath formula itselfr360) is rarely retained. Since an oath, which is 
essentialt36" for making an official relationship between two parties (eg. treaty, marriage), 
should be taken orally rather than in the written form and since in the ANE the spoken 
word was believed to have a more powerful binding effect than in the modern time, most 
presumably there was no necessity to retain the oral oath formula in the written 
document. (361) The existence of an oral oath in making a covenant, marriage or treaty can 
also be proved by the fact that the word `covenant' or `treaty' is usually accompanied by 
the word `oath' in the sealing section after (NB. but not before) the stipulations. (363) In Dt 
we find the same tendency. The Hebrew word meaning `oath' (r K) is used only directly 
after Dt 28, i. e. after the report of the covenant renewal of Moab / Shechem(364), and 
especially this word is concentrated on Dt 29 (2911,13,18,19,20,30-. 7)! 365) This fact indicates 
that the author considers that the `oath' is taken directly before Dt 29, even though the 
meaning of 7* in Dt can oscillate from `curse to `oath' according to context (366) He 
correctly single out np (29: 11,13) which means `oath' compared with other cases 
(29: 18,19,20,30: 7) where this word has the same meaning as general curse (1ý5In the 
former case (29: 11,13) rýK is used as a synonym of N'v as an object of the verb rr'. This 
360. Some exceptional cases are the soldier's oath (ANET, 353f) and the oath section (S 57. lines 494-512, 
'vow of allegiance to Assurbanipal, NB, 'we' form speech, but before and after this section we read 'you' 
form speech) within the VTE (D. Wiseman (1958,20 : This is the only passage in the treaty in which 
the words of the subordinated party are recorded'), R Frankena (1965332), S. Parpola &K Watanabe 
(1988, XLII, 50 : 'It would thus seem that the vow was an alternative way of phrasing treaties unilaterally 
accepted by the other party, and that the presence of a vow and treaty stipulations in the same text was 
an exception rather than a rule')), the oath of the Mati'ilu treaty (DJ. McCarthy, 1978,197), and cf. the 
oath in the Alalah tablet (DJ. Wiseman (1953 ; 1958,124-129), DL Magnetti (1969,124f. )) and see the 
traces of oath in DL Magnetti (1969,67-85). 
36L D. L. Magnetti (1969,66f. : 'Even though this step in the international legal practice of concluding a 
treaty is not always mentioned or emphasized in the actual treaty text, it may be shown that the 
swearing of an oath in support of an agreement and the consequential sanction of the gods were an 
essential part of treaty-making). 
362. It can also be the reason that 2714-26 as an oath is not repeated in the synoptic passages like Dt 
11: 26ff, Jos 8: 30ff. This oath formula could not be suitably placed not only in 11: 26ff. where the location 
of the two mounts is more concerned than the actual proclaimed words, but also in Jos 830ff. where 
the cultic action itself is the important concern which should be performed precisely according to the 
commandment of Mosts. 
363. G. Heinemann (1958,38), G. E. Mendenhall (1955,31), A. Goetze (ANET, 205), cf. P. Buis (1969,479 : 'une 
forme de proclamation des exigences de l'alliance, which is actually an oath). In this case we cannot 
assume that the word 'oath' has only the synonymous meaning of the word 'covenant', but 'oath' should 
recall strongly the actual oath taken orally in the covenant (or treaty) ceremony. 
364. See 3111 about the colophon (28: 69) of the Moab covenant and 31.21. about the heading (4: 45) of the 
Moab covenant. 
365. Meanwhile, the usual words of blessing (1') / curse (1ý5i7) and their derivatives appear in the 
various places of Dt (see Mandelkern, Even-ShosJw. n). 
366. BDB, HAL. GB, too generally, gives only one meaning ('hypothetische Selbstvenwnschungg in all 
these cases of the word M 'M t without considering their contexts. 
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is exactly the same use as in the ANE treaties. 067) However, this synonymous use of 
r with r""In does not prove that r t$ is used only as literary expression-to stress the 
covenant. Rather fl stresses the existence of an oath as an actual stage within the 
ratification ceremony just as in the ANE texts, because this combined phrase usually 
appears in the warning context presumably after making an oath. It means that fl as a 
kind of curse, the original aspect of this word, still remains, because an oath itself can be 
considered as curse in the self-imposed oath or in the oath imposed by other (e g. "") X368) 
Therefore, all these arguments suggest strongly that 2714-26 is an oath formula. This 
understanding of 2714-26 as an oath formula corresponds with the content of this series(369) 
Namely the formula is mainly directed at the sins which are committed secretly (TOM-, 
esp. 27: 15,24, cf. Job 31: 24ff. )$370) And these kinds of sin which cannot be detected by 
human eye are very appropriately prohibited by oath, because only God, the other party 
of the covenant, can judge and punish that crime properly. 
Another point which is important for understanding the relationship between 2711-13 
and 27: 14-26 is that we cannot deny that logically the pronouncement of an oath can 
coexist with that of the blessing and curse in one ceremony, even though we cannot 
suggest enough examples of this because of insufficient materials concerning oaths. It 
becomes apparent that 27: 11-13 is the record of the blessing and curse pronouncement, if 
we understand, 
(i) the logical subject of (27: 12) is the levitical priests and 
(ii) It (the levitical tribe, 2712) is different from mn o (the levitical priests). 
Then we find there are enough factors which are necessary to define it as the blessing and 
curse pronouncement : 
(i) the pronouncers (the levitical priests), -- 
(ii) the recipients of the blessing (six tribes) and the curse (six tribes) with `imprecatory' 
power (the term of GI-L Brichto), 
367. G. E. Mendenhall (1955,31) : The Hittite language, and the Babylonian as well, never had a single word 
for contract or covenant. In both languages the covenant was designated by a phrase which would be 
translated by a phrase as "oaths and bonds': ' 'Oath' is accompanied 'covenant', because most probably 
'oath' summarizes the acceptance of one party of the specific relationship and 'oath' in this phrase recalls 
the curse as the consequence of breaking the condition of the relationship. V. Kornsec (1931,21ff. ) and 
G. Heinemann (1958,95,64, n. 2) show the cases of the Hittite treaty where we read the combined phrase 
`treaty and oath' (ri-ik-si-su 4 sa ma-mi-ti-s"u, in Mattiwaza Suppiluliuml treaty (W 2, line 63)). 
368. A similar passive participation to oath is found in Num 5: 11-31. -esp22, cf. the active form of oath or 
swearing in Dt 211-9. 
369. MG. Kline (1963,124), DJ: McCarthy (1978,198 : _one must admit that they (2714-26, TGS) do make an 
effective covenant pledge. That is, they show a people binding themselves to certain obligations (stipulations) under pain of sanctions. - 
but this can be seen as part of the process by which a 
covenant community delineated itself'). 
370. This is not within the scope of this thesis to study the content (Le. as law), the form, and the 
structure of this formula. Literature (A. Jirku (1927,17f, 61ff), A. Alt (1953,278-332 = 1968,101-171), G. Heinemann (1958,81ff. ), H. Schutz (1969,61-71), E. Gerstenberger (1965,90f). We only want to point that 
many commentators hold that this series is about the sins committed in secret (eg. A. Jirku (1927,62), 
A. Alt (1953,314 = 1968,147), G. Heinemann (1958,81), W. Schottroff (1969,125,222), W. Richter 
(1966,174, n. 80), Ehrlich (11,329)). Presumably within 2715-26 `1l10M is not used for the cases where the 
crimes are usually committed in secret. But the crimes of the other two cases (2715,24) can be 
committed publicly as well as secretly, and therefore the author mentions 1l'C deliberately. 
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(iii) suitable symbolic action. 07) 
This understanding of 27: 11-13 does not rule out the coexistence of the blessing and curse 
and the oath side by side in the covenant ratification ceremony. Then we can construct 
the actual progress of the ratification ceremony and we find this construction precisely 
matches the text of 2711-26 : 
(i) people standing on each side of the mounts, 
(ii) the pronouncement of the blessing and curse by the Levitical priests towards each 
six tribes, 
(iii) the pronouncement of the oath (' tt), containing the demand, by the same levitical 
priests and the people's response with K 
Therefore, we conclude 27: 1-13 cannot be identified with 2714-26. (372) However, each 
text represents a different stage of the same covenant ceremony : 2711-13, the blessing and 
curse pronouncement, but 2714-26, the oath pronouncement. 
3.9.7 The blessing and curse in Jos 8: 30ff. 
We now want to consider the third synoptic text about the covenant ratification 
ceremony in Shechem, Jos 8: 30ff. Firstly we want to look at this text in its relationship 
with the first and second synoptic texts, Dt 11: 26ff., and Dt 27. Secondly, its relationship 
with Ex 24 is an interesting topic. And then thirdly, we want to look at the characteristics 
of this text. 
(1) its connection with Dt h26ff. and Dt 27. 
E. Nielsent373) asserts that Jos 8: 30ff. itself is not an independent tradition but that it 
depends on Dt 27. This matches well the record of Jos 830ff. where time and again its 
dependence upon other materials is expressed. t374) And further E. Nielsen(375' points out 
seven different expressions in Jos 8: 30ff. from Dt ll or Dt 27, among others `the half' (*n) 
in Jos 8: 33 which does not mean the half of the levitical priests but half of the people, 
although the names of the twelve tribes are not mentioned. And the dependence of Jos 
8: 30ff. upon Dt is pointed out by the phrase (on- z . yýrt -a-n n htýýt OVIn `ýK7t 5. tir ) 
371 Namely people's standing on both side of the mounts which makes clear there is no neutral way 
except blessing and curse. 
372. There are three different points between 27: 11-13 and 2714-26 : (i) in the former Israel is divided into 
two groups each six tribes but in the latter all the people are joined in their answer by giving the 
unison answer (' ), (ii) in the former we read the blessing as well as the curse, but in the latter there 
are only the curses, (iii) in the former the reaction of the people is not required, they simply listen 
what the levitical priests pronounce, but in the latter when the priests prounounce all the people have 
to react towards that either positively ('Amen, or negatively). 
373. (1955,79f) and A. F. Puukko (1910,141), KW. Hertzberg (Jos, 61). 
374. 'Jos 830ff. far from being a tradition independent of Dt 27 represents an addition or interweaving of 
elements from an originally Shechemite tradition (Dt 27) and from the deut. teaching, especially as it is 
presented in Dt 29-31. ' Also M Noth (1943,43). The secondary character of Jos 830ff. is obvious from 
the combination of `the copy of the law and the stones of the altar, 'an altar of unhewn stones' 
375. (1955,78f). 
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in Jos &34 used also in Dt 3112 (4ý' ivs dirt htýt oVrt D OINtp Oj -litt 5vi7ý, cf. 
also Dt 299-10 (Er 2910-12)) 3'6) 
(2) its connection with Ex 24: 3.5 
Further we suggest there is not only the connection of Jos 8: 30ff. with Pt 27 but also 
with Ex 24: 3-8. And this connection with Ex 24: 3-8 particularly supports our definition of 
Ex 24: 3-8 as the covenant ratification ceremony (see 2.12.2), because we find several 
common elements in both texts : (i) the order of events, (ii) same phraseology, (iii) the 
emphasis on `to pronoune (n-5 Jos 8: 34,35). 
(i) The order of the events in both texts is similar, first the altar (Jos 8: 30f, Ex 24: 4a), 
second the stele (Jos 8: 32, Ex 24: 4b). Although in Jos 832 there is no clear mention of 
erecting a stele, it is more likely that these stones are not for carrying but for 
demonstrating God's law in a certain place as in the ANE codes and Dt 271-8. In any case 
the prominent aspect of the altar in Jos 8: 30f. is slightly different from Dt 271-8 where the 
aspect of writing down is the main theme, and therefore this theme stands at the 
beginning of the section as well as being repeated once again (see 3.7.6. ). And this 
difference can be explained by supposing the influence from Ex 207' 
(ii) We find also the same phrases used in both texts : e. g. 7t'tr (Jos 830, Ex VI V 
2410), (Jos 832, Ex 2451), cf. M- 't (Jos 831) and r1 `vo (Ex 24: 7). 
(iii) The stress on `to pronounce' (1t Jos 8: 34,35) at the end of the section contrasts 
with the emphasis on writing down in Dt 27a-8. Although we can make a connection 
between this stress with Dt 3L"11 (Mi7), we also consider its connection with Ex 243-8 
(IM pi. Ex 243, np Ex 24: 8Y378) 
(3) its characteristics. 
As indicated already; all three synoptic passages (Dt 1126ff., Dt 27, Jos 8: 30ff. ) have 
different emphases in their description of the event : the first (Dt 11: 26ff. ) gives details of 
the geographical situation of the two mounts, the second (Dt 27) mentions the actual ritual 
/ ceremony with full detail, and the third (Jos 8: 30ff. ) mainly concentrates on the fact that 
Joshua follows exactly the commandment of Moses. We point out the two characteristics 
of the description of Jos 8: 30ff.: (i) the stones where Joshua writes God's laws (Jos 832), 
(ii) in Jos 833 there is only the blessing (7v5) but not the curse. 
376. M. Noth (1943,43), G. J. Wenham (1971,146f). 
377. M. Anbar (1985,307) mentions a similar point. 
378. Therefore, on the ground of the order of the events in Jos 830ff. we cannot insist that a certain 
passage (vv3b, 5a, 7) within Dt 271-8 is original as R. P. Merendino (1980,197) surmises. In Jos 830ff, we 
see the shift of emphasis from writing God's law (Dt 271-8) to Joshua's observing all commands given 
through Moses. And because of this shift of emphasis we assume the author arranges the materials as 
he wants. This is also the reason why the author of Joshua does not give full attention to distinguish 
the stones of the altar (! '11th =X Jos 831) and the stones for writing God's law Jos 832). 
Most probably the writing on' the natural surface of stone is obviously impossible for the author, and 
therefore it is not mentioned (pace J. J. P. Valeton (1881,42, n. ), E Meyer (1906,545), and M. Anbar 
(1985,304)). 
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(i) It is problematic on which stones Joshua writes the laws of God (Jos 832). 
However, the stones (Jos 8: 32) where Joshua has written God's laws cannot be considered 
the same as the altar stones (Jos 8: 30), although in Jos 832 crnn is used " ), because Jos 
8: 31a prohibits the use of ýt7ý as in Dt 27: 5 and it is very difficult to write laws on the 
surface of the unprepared natural stones gathered for making the altar 10 This 
phenomenon shows that the author of Joshua omits certain components, even some vital 
ones for the easy flow of the sentence, which is self-evident for the reader / listenerPB1) 
This ' conclusion has important consequences for the construction of Dt 27: The unity of 
Jos 8: 30ff. is ' not doubted and this means the coexistence of the three components : the 
offering (8: 30f. ), writing God's law (832), the blessing and curse (833)) in a single ceremony. 
Thus the unity of Dt 27: 1-13 where we read the same three components (the offering 
(27: 5-7), writing God's law (272-4,8), the blessing and curse (271113)) is confirmed. 
(ii) In Jos 8: 33 we find astonishing detail about the division and position of the people 
when the blessing and curse is pronounced. An important question in this pronouncement 
is in Jos 8: 33 : why is the blessing mentioned but not the curse ? There can be 
theological or grammatical interpretation. 082' 
According to the theological interpretation('") the emphasis is shifted from the curse, 
the threat (Dt 27), to the promise (Jos 8) by pronouncing only the blessing Firstly, 
this interpretation is based upon the understanding of Dt 27: 14-26 as the detailed 
reintroduction of the curse in Dt 27: 13. But we have already pointed out in 3.9.6.2. that 
this understanding is wrong. The wrong interpretation of Dt 2714-26 as reiniroduction of 
the curse in Dt 27: 13 leads to the wrong comparison of Jos 8: 33 with' Dt 27 in their 
emphasis. Secondly, the detailed description of the people in Jos 833 divided half and half 
on the two mounts cannot match this emphasis on the blessing alone.. 384 Lastly, the fact 
that in Jos 8: 34 the curse together with the blessing parallels the book of law which Joshua 
recites OtM "ClI 171irti7 -ýý-rK) makes it difficult to accept this interpretation, 
because this recitation is in the same context as Jos 833. 
379. Pace J. Hempel (1914,86) and cf. the confusing assertion of A. F. Puukko (1910,141 and n2,143, n1) who 
wrongly criticizes A. Kuenen's observation about this matter (lit. in A. F. Puukko, 1910,141, n2). 
380. If Jos 8: 30ff. is dependent upon Dt 27, which is nearly the consensus of commentators, the detailed 
regulation about the careful preparation of the surface of the tablets in Dt 27: 1-8 cannot be overlooked 
by the author of Joshua. 
38L We may give an answer to two similar questions as to why there is no trace of the oath in Jos 830ff. 
mentioned in Dt 2714-26 and why there is no detailed mentioning of the names of twelve tribes like 
in Dt 27: 12-13 but simply 'half of the people' with the unclear term i`Yt1 / i`Y11i 1 (A. F. 
Puukko, 1910,141, n1). These phenomena of the short-cut expression enable us to 
consider the authors 
freedom to describe the fulfilment of command about the covenant ceremony. To the author of Joshua 
the list of oath formulae in Dt 2715-26 seems to be unimportant, and therefore he simply omits this 
event. Further, he finishes his report by the pronouncement of Moses law in 834 which does not 
appear in Dt 27 but in Dt 3L9-13 as well as in Ex 243,7. 
382. It could be a similar problem of o*' M, r" in Dt 2713 where we expect the verb form of the word 
curse. We have seen in the study on Dt 27: 13 (3.9.62) there are also theological as well as grammatical 
interpretations on this problem. 
383. T. C Butler (Jos, 93) and see CJ. Goslinga (loz$8). 
384. The legal character of this gathering is expressed further by the phrase ! 71t 7' Ji 1, )-ý13 (Jos 835, B. 
Holwerda, Joz, 28 : 'de geconvoceerde gemeente'), cf. Dt 522 (Dý51ý ') and 
our study on this verse in 
3.41(c). 
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These objections* to the theological interpretation lead us to consider the 
grammatical interpretation. Firstly,, in Jos 8: 33 the accent is laid not on theological points 
but on the detailed description of the process of the covenant ceremony itself, the division 
of the people and their position on the mounts, the levitical priests, and the ark of the 
covenant. This detailed description follows the main verb 041np (Jos &33) standing at the 
beginning of the sentence. Because of this arrangement the position of ', t? stands nearly 
at the end of the long sentence made by the manifold nominal phrases and, there is a great 
distance between Dip and In This phenomenon looks strange compared with the use 
in Dt 27: 12 where there is no distance between opq and This comparison leads us 
to hold that the author of Joshua piles up the information about the detailed description 
on the process of the covenant ceremony between r7Y and Secondly, it is natural 
that the logical subject of' `' is not all Israelites (rVýGt ow: iýrý rpr which is 
the logical subject of fl">bq, but the levitical priests just as in Dt 2712, because=the 
object of in Jos 833 is 5týý o -rrc. Thirdly, because, as we have seen in 395, we 
cannot use the inf. of 557 (pi. ), which does not have the meaning `to imprecate, either in 
Dt 27: 13 or heret385), if we want to insert the word `curse after `blessing' we must also use 
the noun 1ýýý77 (or 1ýýý77-ýp) as in Dt 27: 13. However, we immediately find that a 
sensible sentence cannot be made with the insertion of (or There is no 
suitable place for (or 7ýýiý -gyp) X386) Therefore, Jos 8: 33 has to be understood as 
follows : just as the noun form compared with the use of the verbal form 
ý in Dt 2712, is used in Dt 2713 for grammatical reasons, in Jos 8: 33 TVi77 
(or 
is omitted because grammatically this arrangement is unsuitable. And this -v TT 
omission of the curse does not mean that the author theologically intends to weaken the 
Curse. 
From these two characteristics of Jos 8: 30ff. ((i) & (ii)) we realize the principal guideline 
for describing the covenant ceremony in Jos 830ff. is not different from that in Dt 271113 
: twelve tribes are divided into two groups and the levitical priests pronounced the blessing 
and curse towards six tribes standing on each mount. 
310. The formulae of blessing and curse (Dt 28: 3-6,16-19). 
One of the perplexing problems in Dt 28 is how we define the almost perfectly parallel 
formulae of the blessing (28: 3-6) and the curse (28: 16-19). There are two immediately 
visible characteristics in these formulae. Firstly, their contents are unique just like the 
oath formula in 2714-26 and these are somewhat different from the rest of the blessings 
385. See CH Brichto (1963,185). 
386. In Dt 2713, however, 1W5,1'ýp can make sense because there the author describes the curse in 
parallel with the blessing in 2/12. 
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and curses in Dt 28. The structure and the presentation style, secondly, are totally different 
from the present context yet within themselves they show a concrete unity with well 
balanced harmony. The relationship with the surrounding context seems to be weak and 
they look independent.. 387' From these characteristics we ask two vital questions for these 
formulae. What is the- original SiL of these unique formulae ? And what is the aim of 
the author who places them in the present position in Dt ? Before trying to find the 
solution to these problems in 3.103. we want to study the context, the conditional 
introductory sentence in 3101, and the structure of the formulae in 310.2. 
3101. The conditional introductory sentences (281-2,15) 
Our first task in solving these problems' is to examine the immediately surrounding 
context : the conditional introductory sentences in, 281-2,15P18) This study helps us to 
understand the total structure of the covenant ceremony pericope 2616-28: 69, which we 
have considered in 3.6.5.5. At the same time this study illuminates the literary technique 
used by the author to arrange the material and this helps us indirectly to understand our 
major problem : the SiL of the blessing and curse formulae in 28: 3-6, i6-19. The conditional 
introductory sentence in 281-2 forms a good parallel with that in 2&15389) : 
281-2 
(condition I) 
28: 15 ý, 
Li i*ý11 + -DK 171 + -Dtt 
21 ý1ýAt ; 1r pLgh rime ý'ý 1ýK rn- ' ip I ll tdý7 
3. rrium-5z-M rriýý? ý . 7briý rrixn rium-ýý-rc r? ý 7rýriý 
387. D. J. McCarthy (1978,176) already points out the difference between the blessing series (curse series are 
also similar) in 283-6 (impersonal participal formulation) and other items of blessing in 28: 7-13a (the 
personal grant of YHWH). Not only in their contents but also stylistically these formulae are different 
from the surrounding context because of its poetic, rhythmical feature with repeated use of 1,11] / 
`". 
388. See E. Merstadt (1960,11-16) for his persuasive argument of the strong resemblance between these 
introductory phrases and the phrases in the ANE treaties. The connection between 2726 and 281 does 
not look natural. This is because 27: 26 is the last item of the oath formula to be solemnly pronounced 
by the levitical priests (2714) and accepted by the people with Amen in front of the two mounts 
(Gerizim and Ebal), but from 28: 1 begin the conditional blessings and curses expressed with an 
admonitional style. There is not only this stylistic change but also there is a change of the place 
concerned : Gerizim and Ebal until 27: 26 but in the Moab plain from 28: 1. We find, however, these 
kinds of unusual change, compared with the consistent speech form (i. e. Moses speech to the people) 
throughout the long central pericope (51-2619), happen in the previous sections. Interestingly, these 
sections are about the covenant ceremony in the Moab plain and in the mounts Gerizim and Ebal 
(Shechem), e. g. the change from 2619 (Moses speech, Moab) to 271 (Moses and elders speech, Shechem), 
the change from 27: 8 (Shechem) to 28: 9 (Moab), and the change from 27: 10 (Moab) to 2711 (Shechem). 
We have already seen in 3.6.55. that these changes of style, place, time are the compositional devices of 
the author to stress the unity of the covenant ceremony which has to be performed in the two places 
(the Moab plain, Gerizim and Ebal) and in two different times (present, after the crossing the Jordan). 
Therefore, the change from 27: 26 to 281 is not strange from the point of view of this compositional 
scheme. 
389. In the curse we read two more introductory conditional sentences (28: 47, l11-*ý `VR rrj and 
28: 58,7tC7ll K'2-0tM) which are subordinated into the major conditional 
sentence in 2815. They do 
not introduce totally new beginnings. 
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4. cm IaYb »rt t 
(reward I) 
(reward II) 
(condition II) 
7. rn4-r ', i j, ' V VI S$ 
D$1 ýý `»K 
7ýaýtipý-n 7 rcS riý. 1* - ýý 
rS 
From this chart we make following observations about the compositional technique of 
281-2 and 28: 15390) : 
(i) The basic structure of both sentences consists of the combination of, condition 
I (items 1,2,3,4) and reward II (item 6). In this basic structure both sentences are nearly 
identical except the addition of yft: V in the condition I (item 2) of the blessing and the 
addition of rlii in the condition I (item 3) of the curseP9" 
(ii) The conditional sentence for the blessing is expanded, firstly, by adding the 
conditional clause (item 7, t' r 'ij7ý r; q, r '; ) 392' which is in fact the repetition of 
the previous conditional clause (item 2, r1vi phi). 
(iii) Secondly, the expansion is achieved by the introduction of the new item of reward 
(reward I, item 5, rwi "ia-5z 14IIn"7Km n' tva), which is directly related to the 
second promise of God's pronouncement of the covenant relationship in 26: 17-19 (see 
3.655. ). 
(iv) Thirdly, the author does not bond the expansion, condition H (item 7) and reward 
I (item 5), together but he disperses them in the existing basic structure. The result is the 
present order, condition I (original) - reward I (expansion) - reward II (original) - 
condition II (expansion). 
(v) The present sentence shows chiastic structuret393) in the arrangement of protasis and 
apodosisO9O : 
[A] (condition I) cs. and ri + jv,, * tnr 7ý and laws (v. la) 
[B'] (reward I) the first reward _ specific 
(ar t) (v. lb) 
[B] (reward II) the second reward - general ri=-1-5 
(v. 2a) 
[A'] (condition II) cs and IW +Jr "t - ý7 $$ (v. 2b). 
390. Comparison between 281-2 and 2815 is done by Chr. Levin (1985b, 102, n. 110) in terms of the 
relationship between 2619 and 28: L 
391.1'l1 Ib (item 3) matches well , 
120 (item 4) because both have the same root and the b-prefix form. 
Then the clause (item 3 of curse` seems to be expanded by the addition 1`! 1= and most probably this 
is related to the long curse section (28: 20-68) compared with the short blessing section (2&7-14). This 
stress is in parallel with the stress on obedience by addition of inf. abs. in the condition I (item 2). 
392. Regardless of which translation of 'Z ('because' causal or 'if conditional, cf. J. G. Plöger, 1967,137, n29 and 
various translations) we take, the conditional sense cannot be denied in this clause. 
393. Further we find several types of chiastic structure in small and large text blocks of Dt 28 (e. g. the 
blessing and curse formulae, vv. 3-6,16-19), and therefore the chiasm may be regarded as one of the 
essential literary techniques of Dt 28. 
394. J. G. Plöger (1967,137) suggests a similar structure. 
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WIN] : protasis, [B], [B'] : apodosis, cs.: conditional sentence) 
QA] & [B] are the original pair, and [B'] & [A'] are the expanded pair) 
(cf. 2&1-2: [AKB'KB]-[A'], 2815: [A}[BD 
From this chart we realize that the pattern of chiastic structure of 281-2 is unusual QA] - 
[B'] - [B] - [A'D compared with the ordinary pattern of chastic structure QA] - [B] - [B'] - 
[A'D (395) 
(vi) From this structural pattern we realize the crucial reason for making it is that the 
author wants to introduce the totally new item (reward I), the specific promise (y J? r I 
} "ý 1! i3-'1? "i 
,i 
From these observations we ask why the author wants to insert the new factor of 
promise (reward I) here. The answer can be found in the content of this new factor. 
The content of reward I (ýi`3g) is special, because it is normally used for God not for 
Israel and this use can also be found in 2619. Therefore, as we have seen, this term is 
revolutionary in Dt. And the use of this special promise (ii ) in 2619,28: 1 is the result 
of the theological scheme of the pericope 26: 17-28: 69, as we have seen in 
3.6.5.5. Therefore, the expansion of reward I in 28: 1-1 is a small compositional device 
within the large scheme of the author to emphasize the unity of the covenant ratification 
ceremony which has to be held in two places (the Moab plain, Gerizim and Ebal) and in 
two different times (present, future after crossing the Jordan)P96) 
310.2. The structure of the formulae. 
We have seen in 3.10.1. that 28: 1-2 form a unity with chiastic structure. And this 
unified section has the single perspective, the perspective of the national life in spite of the 
2sg. speech form. The content of reward I (}r" I! r'c 5p ii`` ,t 
it 7th 1, ? MI) makes 
this fact clear. However, we find in 28: 3-6 a different perspective, the perspective of 
personal or family lifeP97) And then from 28: 7 the perspective of national life (eg. 28: 9 
Vi"ý, op, 28: 11 is resumed. Apart from this, the consistent use of join (six times) 
reveals strongly the unity of 28: 3-6. Therefore, we realise that 28: 3-6 may be blessing 
395. The benefit of this unusual pattern of chiastic structure is the balance of 281 and 28: 2 is well kept. 
In other words, the general condition (''ý in 1`11)Yb'') with long sentence (protasis, condition I, 
item 1,2,3,4, v. la) with only one simple specific feature of the blessing (apodosis, reward I, item 5, v. lb) 
makes a good balance to the comprehensive expression of blessings ('SZ in niZ1Z1'SZ, apodosis, 
reward II, item 6, v. 2a) with a simple conditional sentence (protasis, condition II, item 
x1 v. 2b;: 
[A] v. la general condition ('7. ) with long sentence 
[B'] v. lb simple specific promise 
[B] v. 2a general promise containing all blessings (5Z) 
[Al v. 2b simple conditional sentence. 
396. An interesting result of this construction is that the stronger emphasis on the obedience in the positive 
form (28: 1-2) than in the negative form (28: 4 is in parallel with the stronger emphasis on the negative 
result (curse, 28: 20-68) than the positive result (blessing. 28.7-14). In other words, the tendency to stress 
on one side is the same in the introductory sentences as well as in the sections on result. In this sense, 
both parts (Le, 281-2,15 and 2&7-14,20-68) belong to the similar compositional scheme. 
397. DJ. McCarthy (1978,176). 
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formula pronounced by cultic personnel (eg. the levitical priests, see 3.103. ) which is 
different from 28: 7-14, the (Moses') admonition based on the theme of blessing. The same 
is true for the curse formula 2816-19 pronounced by the cultic personnel (i. e. the Levitical 
priests) and this formula is different from 2&20-68, the admonition based on the theme of 
curse. 
The formulae have highly poetic feat 
28: 3-6 
3 "Z mr. " 1l `rßz -M. 111] 
4 'týrtuý-ýýv 
I'xx rK-C. C 'D* -lie 
5 
6 ýýr c lava ýKýý ýýnrc ýav 
we: 
2816-19 
16 ými iVx_ tt 
17 . imrtrt im v `cri 
18 7tt vý- 'fit 
ýýK Y rýiv ýýýý 7agt 
19ýrtý ý7rýrt 7Kzz rtrrt 'rm 
The pass. pt. of J7z (or 1ng) is used six times. 098) In 28: 3 the first two blessings pair 
the simplest expression of blessing : 7r-im Jazz + something. The blessed object is 
`rVZ and 11tp, and the use of these words together is called merism(399) In this case the 
merism brings the concept of totality, of life, all aspects of agricultural and domestic life : 
in the life within city as well as in field. " °°'. 
In the last two blessings (28: 6) there is another pair of words, JK'zz and 7nKYZ. In a 
detailed study about the use of this pair in the OT J. G. Plöger"401) introduces four 
possibilities of interpretation : `im eigentlichen Sprachgebrauch', `im kultischen 
Sprachgebrauch', `im militärisch-politischen Sprachgebrauch', and `als Ganzheitsaussage. 
Among them J. G. Plöger holds that 28: 6 belongs to the last category. As. the clearest 
examples of the last category he suggests 28: 6 and Ps 121: 8. However, given the exegetical 
difficulty which arises in the definition of Ps 121: 8(402), 28: 6 is the unique example of 
`Ganzheitsaussage! ý403) The reason for this uniqueness can be explained from the fact (i) 
that this pair describes the totality of normal life(114) and (ii) this meaning is shared with 
28: 3 : 
28: 3 -rTz +r' 
28.6 : brim; + 7rmcYs 
398. We examine here only the case of blessing because nearly all the structure and content of the curse is 
the same with that of the blessing. 
399. C. W. Mitchell (1987,41). 
400. J. G. Plöger (1967,168 : 'ganzheitliche Aussage). 
40L (1967,174-185). Further, E. Speiser (1956,20-23) and G. Evans (1958,28-35). 
402. J. G. Plöger (1967,182f). 
403. It is clear that 28.6 cannot be placed in the cultic circumstances even though the word order (Mii - 
XT) is similar to the uses of the cultic texts. We 'go into' the temple first and then we 'come out' 
from it. However, the description of the whole blessings formula, at least according to its content as 
such, does not allude to any cultic aspect. See G. Seitz (1971,269, n. 56). 
404. J. Wijngaards 0,305). Cf. urban life and rural life (P. C Craigie, Dt, 336). 
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The first words of each verse (r 28:, IK» 28: 6) correspond with each. other and the 
second words 0r ' 283, ýtýtY 28.6) also do the same. 
`Aber nicht nur die Form, sondern auch im Inhalt entsprechen sich die 
Aussagepaare; denn mit Kit und x% wird das ganze bäuerliche Leben `in der 
Stadt' und `auf dem Feld' umgriffen. '(aos) 
This means that the author deliberately formulates this unusual word order in order to 
make perfect parallelism with 283. 
28: 4,5 shows a similar parallel structure even though both verses give a little looser 
picture because 28: 4 is longer than 285.2&4 is a little different from its counter verse of 
the curse formlua, 2818, by having Im. 'in , jtj(4O63 It seems thatN-r; v7,1, `t M "j 
73Ky is a more specific example of 7mris 'Inat. All things seem to be related to the 
activity outside a town or a house (probably man's activityY407) and again all these are 
related to rr ' (v. 3b) and 1, M2Z (v. 6b). On the contrary, 7K= and 7nnKMn% the 
kitchen utensils, symbolize the works inside a town or a house (probably woman's work). 
Therefore, these are related to stn (v. 3a) and jK» (v. 6a). 
Therefore, we concludet408) that these formulae have the family perspective. As we 
have said in the beginning of this section (3.10.1. ) this perspective is different from the 
national perspective found in the rest of Dt 28. This fact corresponds with the formal 
difference of the formulaee409) from the rest of Dt 28. This result of our study is 
significant for our future study in three respects : 
(i) the blessing and the curse formulae can be isolated from the present context, 
(ii) the original SiL of the formulae should be looked for outside Dt 28, 
(iii) the blessing and the curse formulae -are very similar to another formula in Dt 
2714-26 because of (a) its family perspective, compared with national perspective in the 
rest of Dt 28, and because of (b) the character of pronounced formulae, compared with the 
character of exposition or preaching in the rest of Dt 28. 
Can we find the original SiL of the blessing and the curse formulae (2&3-6,16-19) within 
the context (2616-28: 69) especially within Dt 27 ? How, then, can two different formulae 
(27: 14-26 and 28: 3-6,16-19) be compatible in the same covenant ratification in Shechem ? 
These are the questions we must confront in the next sections. 
405. G. Seitz (1971,269), 
406. However, we cannot emend 28: 4 by analogy with 28: 18 (cf. some LXX versions). The support from 
other texts is rare and there can always be small and large differences between blessings and curse 
sections of Dt 28. 
407. If we consider LýS''19 as the result of man's activity. 
408. It is possible thät' the whole formulae can be divided into two categories of work, man's and woman's 
work. 
409. The main different point is `i1t which is never used in the rest of Dt 28. 
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3103. The Sitz im Leben of the blessing and the curse formulae of 28: 3-6,16-19 
Most old and some modern commentators"11) do not distinguish these formulae from 
the present context of Dt 28. They seem to consider that the formulae are in harmony 
with the rest of Dt 28. As a result of the recent comparative study of the Bible with the 
ANET"11 people want to determine more accurately the form of the text and its birth 
place (or the SiL), whether they agree with the form critical principle or not. Therefore 
scholars point out that 28: 3.6,16-19 could have its own SiL 412) which we can find either in 
the OT or outside of it, because of its totally different character (content and style) from 
the surrounding verses. 
In this final section of the study about the Moab covenant pericope we want to look at 
four topics : 
(i) studies on the SIL of the blessing and the curse formulae (3103. L), 
(ii) the inner characteristics of the formulae which is made clear from time to time 
during our study on the history of the discussion (3.103.1. ) about the formulae's SiL 
(3103.2. ), 
(iii) the pecularities which 27: 1113 - as the most plausible text for the SiL - has in the 
present context, especially in its relationship with 2714-26 (31033. ), 
(iv) 27: 11-13 as the text for the SiL of the formulae and the questions which can arise 
from this hypothesis (3103.4. ). 
31031. Studies on the SiL of the blessing and the curse formulae 
We divide the opinions on the SiL of the formulae into three groups : 
(1) Both the blessing and the curse formulae coexist from their origin and their SiL can 
be found in the OT"' and especially in the present context of Dt 28 (A. Dillmann, & 
Mowinckel (? ), P. C. Craigie). 
(2) The SiL of both the blessing and curse formulae which originally coexist can be 
410. A. Knobel (Dt, 308), S. Oettli (Dt, 91f), Keil & Delitzsch (111,435), A. Bertholet (Dt, 85f), S. R. Driver 
(Dt, 304f. ), Steuernagel 0,150f., H. Junker (Dt, 111f), J. Ridderbos (KV, Dt, 11,78f. ), J. Wijngaards (Dt, 304ff. ). 
Cf. E Konig (Dt, 189) holds these formulae are another filling of the gap left after 27: 11-13 just like 
2714-26. 
41L However, J. J. P. Valeton (1881,44f) already insists that the original series among Dt 28 is only vv- 
3-6j6-19. 
412. We borrow the term of form criticism Sitz im Leben (further SiL) without accepting all its 
assumptions or methodology. Here this term simply means the original place of these cultic formulae. 
This means that it is not our primary concern whether these formulae were used continuously in a 
certain cultic situation. In our text we want to know where the author has these formulae originally 
and why he transforms them into the present text order. 
413. There are commentators who consider that these formulae can be separated from the present context, 
because they came from a cultic situation. However, it is usually impossible for them to indicate where 
we can find the text which gives the information about the SiL of these formulae. For example GE 
Wright (Dt, 493 : '_ the old liturgy used in concluding the covenant at Shechem _), D. R. Hillers (1964,35 : 
oral transmission' resembling the list of curse in Dt 2715-26 _'), 
G. von Rad (ATD, Dt, 124 = OTL, Dt, 174 
alte kultisch geprägte Formen _'), 
JA Thompson (Dt, 269 : '_ some kind of liturgical use _7. 
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found elsewhere in the ANE (J. G. Plöger). 1 
(3) Only one of the two formulae is original and therefore the other is imitated in order 
to fit in with the present context of Dt 28 (G. Seitz). 
(1) Both the blessing and the curse formulae coexist from their origin and the SM of 
them can be found in the OT and especially in the present context of 2616-28: 69 (A. 
Dillmann, S. Mowinckel (? ), P. C Craigie"19. 
A. Dillmann"1" supposes that these six In; (28: 3-b) and six `A-N (2816-19) speeches are 
spoken by each of the six tribes in the mounts Gerizim and Ebal (27: 11-13) and these 
formulae can be regarded as the kernel of the whole blessing and curse in Dt 28. This 
does not mean, however, that all other verses of Dt 28 are the work of the redactor 
(Überarbeiter'). All Dt 28 could belong to the original work. This kind of concluding 
chapter as Dt 28 is more essential to Dt than the `Musterbild' of Dt 28, Ex 2320ff is to 
Exodus. Although A. Dillmann sensitively points out the relationship between 28: 3.6 and 
2712, and that between 2816-19 and 2713, he does not give any substantial argument for 
the suggestion that the SiL of the formulae is the ceremony of 2711-13 except the fact that 
the six 1m; match six tribes and the six `rt another six tribes"") 
Having judged that there has to be an original form with a poetic rhythm and a regular 
metre system in these formulae, S. Mowinckel makes a considerable rearrangement of the 
text. " 1) Within S. Mowinckel's reconstructed series, ' aß (or '1; ) is used ten times and 
this corresponds with the ten items of the decalogue. Both the blessing and the curse 
formulae were originally used in a certain cultic situation, but later the editor put it in the 
present context. At the same time, however interestingly enough, S. Mowinckel suggests 
414. He (Dt, 335f. ) holds, like A. Dillmann and S. Mowinckel, that the ceremony to which these formulae 
are related is probably to be found in 2711-14. The formulae are the key passages of the ceremony. 
Other passages of Dt 28 (viz vv. 7-14,20-68) are the interpretation of these formulae and part of Moses' 
sermon, and therefore they do not consist of a part of the covenant ceremony where the blessings and 
curses are pronounced. However, Craigie does not solve the complicated problem about the relationship 
between 27: 11-13,2714-26 and 283-6,16-19. 
415. (Dt, 370). 
416. This correspondence of the six blessings with the six tribes and of the six curses with the six tribes 
can occur casually and not inevitably. Therefore, even if we accept this argument, it has to be 
considered as a supplementary argument. Further this kind of the blessing and curse formulae usually 
seem to be spoken not by the people, as A. Dillmann supposes, but by the priests as we have seen in 
3.9.5. JJ. P. Valeton (1881,43) similarly surmises, and recently by HD. Preuß (1982,151) also suggests a 
similar proposal : 'So schaut V12 (2712, TGS) bereits auf 28,3ff. voraus 
417. (1924,114). He considers that there are five double trimeters (2 x5 metre, 1-2,3-4,5-6,7-8,9-10) and 
the original list of Dt 283-6 could be as following : 
(1) Gesegnet bist du in der Stadt, 
(2) gesegnet bist du auf dem Felde, 
(3) gesegnet die Frucht deines Leibes, 
(4) [g esegne t] die Frucht deines Ackers, 
(5) [g esegne t] der Wurf deiner Rinder, 
(6) [g esegne t] die Tracht deiner Schafe, 
(7) gesegnet dein Korb und dein Backtrog, 
(8) [g esegnet dein Oel und dein Mosti 
(9) gesegnet bist du, wenn du heimkommst, 
(10) gesegnet bist du, wenn du ausgehst ! 
The eighth item is recovered by analogy with Dt 712f. And in a similar way he rearranged the 
curse formula as well. 
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that in the present context-271143 is the text which gives the information about the 
SiL of the formulae (28: 3-6,16-19) just as A. Dillmann suggests. Differently from Dillmann, 
however, S. Mowinckel holds that the leaders of the liturgy pronounce the formulae and 
each of the six tribes respond to each formula with `amen'. And he holds that there 
should be a connection between the formulae and a kind of introductory sentence 
containing the legal demand : 
`Dieser Ritus wird wohl den Abschluß einer längeren Zeremonie gebildet haben. 
Wir dürfen uns vielleicht vorstellen, daß diese Segens- und Fluchworte in 
Verbindung mit dem Vortragen göttlicher Gebote gestanden haben. Ist dem so, 
so ist wohl den beiden Teilen der Formel je ein allgemeines Segens- und 
Fluchwort vorausgegangen, etwa : gesegnet (bezw. verflucht), wer diese Gebote 
(bezw. die Gebote Jahwä's) hält (bezw. bricht)' 118' 
The important contribution of S. Mowinckels analysis is that he considers that there has 
to be a certain relationship between the formulae and the introductory sentence containing 
the legal demand. However, he clearly saw, just as J. G. Plöger, G. Seitz, E. Merstadt 
whom we shall consider soon, the difficulty in connecting the present introductory 
sentences (281,2,15) and the formulae. This is because the present prosaic clauses (281,2,15) 
are obviously different from the highly poetic blessing and curse formulae (283-6,16-19), 
and the formulae's form of pronouncement (28: 3-6,16-19) does not fit in with the present 
form of the introductory sentences (i. e. `if you (or do not) obey God's command,... '). 
However, his hypothetical introductory sentence (i. e. `gesegnet (bezw. verflucht), wer diese 
Gebote (bezw. die Gebote Jahwä's) hält (bezw. bricht)') does not fit in with the present 
blessing and curse formulae of 28: 3-6,16-19 either, because the formulae (28: 3.6,16-19) have a 
self-sufficient form within themselves. In other words, these formulae do not need any 
introductory sentence or supplementary phrase and they are the solemn pronouncement 
just like the priestly pronouncement of blessing in Num 624-26. Secondly, just like A. 
Dillmann he tries to find the text of the formulae's SiL within the adjacent passages, esp. 
in 27: 11-13419) However, his argument that the people have to respond to them with 
'Amen '"20) seems strange. Generally `Amen' expresses either (i) the idea of accepting 
responsibility for agreeing to a certain (legal or ethical) demand, or (ii) the idea of 
agreeing to a statement without accepting responsibility. In the formulae (28: 3-6,16-19) we 
cannot think that only agreement or consent is concerned, but acceptance of the 
responsibility is important because blessing or curse is the concern. However, in the 
formulae themselves there is no mention of the conditions but only pronouncement of 
418. (1924,116). Further conjecture he has not wanted to make. 
419. He gives a more plausible explanation about 2711-13 than A. Dillmann because he suggests the 
pronouncement of the blessing and the curse are done by the priests. 
420. (1924,116) : 'Sechs Mal hebt der Liturg mit einem 1,; 12 an, und jedes Mal antwortet eine der 6- 
wohl zu Rechten stehenden - Gruppen der Gemeinde 
'mit einem Amen ! Sechs Mal hebt er mit 
einem "fl an, und jedes Mal antwortet eine der anderen 6 Gruppen mit Amen r 
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blessing ('; ) and curse ('i; ) and the scope of their application. Therefore, in this 
situation there is no need for the people to respond with `Amen'. Another weak point in 
the theory of S. Mowinckel about the connection between 28: 3-06-19 and 2711-13 is that 
he simply suggests the answer without critical assesment of other arguments. Further the 
significant difficulty in Mowinckel's reconstruction of the formulae is, the excessive 
extension of 28: 4 into the 4th, 5th, 6th items of his reconstructed formula in order to 
make 10 items of blessing series(421) And the insertion of the 8th item by analogy with 
712f. is unwarranted. 
(2) The SiL of both the blessing and the curse formulae which originally coexisted can 
be found elsewhere in the ANE Q. G. Plöger). 
J. G. Plöger44z2' who gives the most extensive structural analysis of Dt 28 tries to find 
out some information about the SiL of the formulae from their inner structure and 
content : 
`Der Nachweis einzelner Sprüche, Ketten und Wortkombinationen auch 
außerhalb solcher Formen kann ein Hinweis auf den ursprünglichen Sitz im 
Leben sein. ' 
With this methodology he notes several characteristics of these formulae. (421) And J. G 
Plöger holds that it is better to assume that they existed independently from Dt, although 
it is possible that these characteristics were originally invented by Dt (`dt Ursprung'). And 
therefore he regards them as Dt's adaptation (`dt Verwendung') from elsewhere. The 
origin of the formulae can be found in the oral, cultic tradition : the SiL of the formulae 
is an old agrarian cult festival. J. G. Plöger argues that the possibility of a covenant 
renewal festival as the SiL of the formulae must be rejected, because there is no example 
of such formulae in a covenant renewal ceremony. However, compared with the detailed 
study of the formulae themselves(424), the SiL of the formulae is handled very poorly by 
J. G. PlögerP25) Even his most detailed expression of the SiL, `the old agrarian cult', 426' is 
too general that we cannot grasp any real idea about the SiL of the formulae and about 
the function of these formulae in Dt 28. He does not even explain a crucial issue of these 
42L M. Noth (1966,121), on the contrary, holds the whole 2&4 (or v. 18) was secondarily inserted by the 
redactor in order to make a clean meter system within the formulae on the analogy of 7B. Both S. 
Mowinckel and M. Noth, however, trust too much on the theory of the old Israelite's metre system 
about which we know very little at the moment. 
422. (1967,162). 
423. (1967,184f).: (a) the phrase M MM ; ji11 /Zi to '111H can be found only in Dt 28 (3,6,16,19), (b) 
the word combination 1'jV + appears only in 283Jsicl16, (c) the word combination 'UM `1t +'1D 
1b1K appears only in deuteronomic blessing and curse texts (713,28: 4,18). (d) the word combination 
AUU + NIMM is found only in 285,17, (e) the word combination X1M + )dY` in 28: 6,19 expresses the 
idea of totality (merism) just like 11 + 1111 in 283,16. 
424. (1967,166-185). 
425. (1967,184f, actually one page). 
426. (1967,185 : 'Für den 'Sitz im Leben' ist an eines der alten agrarischen Kuitfeste zu denken, ohne daß 
sich wegen der inhaltlichen Allgemeinheit der Ausdrücke ein bestimmtes Fest nennen ließe). 
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formulae, why these -blessing and curse formulae coexist, or why both of them are inserted 
into the present blessing and curse context of a covenant ceremony. His ' basic 
methodology is too vague to define the texts. Since he says if we cannot find a parallel 
expression or the same word combination of ä text in the blessing and curse texts in the 
OT or Dt, it can be considered that it is independent or its origin is outside the scope of 
the OT or Dt. And since the blessing and curse texts of the OT and Dt are not abundant, 
it is unwise to decide the origin of a text by such comparison. And it would be very 
difficult' to find such text of blessing and curse series as 283-6,16-19 in the OT. All these 
objections tell against his methodological principle. 
(3) Only one'of the two sets of formulae, the blessings, is original, and therefore the 
other is imitated in order to fit the present context of Dt 28 (G: Seitz). 
After J. G. Plöger the commentator who tries to give a thorough explanation on Dt 28 is 
G. ` Seitz. (427) Through redaction-historical study of the formulae he&428" suggests three 
stages in the development of the present blessing and curse formulae : (a) originally there 
were only exact parallel word pairs of 28: 3,6 and 28: 16,19, (b) then there was the 
development of middle passages (28: 4-5,2817-18) to produce the total of 10 items with 
highly regular form(429), (c) reduction to the present 6 items introduced-with Itv or "fit. 
In his study on the SiL of the formulaee430), he rejects, first of all, the possibility that the 
ritual of 119 and 27: 12f. is the SiL of the third stage of development, because 11: 29 and 
2712f. are the result of the redaction at a late stage. So he wants to find the real situation 
of the SiL of the formulae in other texts. Beginning with S. Mowinckel's suggestion""" 
427. (1971,254-301). A. D. H. Mayes basically follows the pattern of G. Seitz' interpretation. He (Dt, 350) holds 
that the content and the form of the formulae (283-6,16-19) suggest that their original setting was in a 
liturgical ceremony, because both of them are quite different from the rest of Dt 28. Thus the 
seperation of the formulae from the present context is inevitable. At the same time A. D. H. Mayes 
insists that there is nothing to show that this ceremony has any relation to the law or to the covenant. 
This fact that the lack of any allusion to law or covenant has to be taken as showing that they have 
not in fact originated in the present context. ADH Mayes seems to consider that as independent series 
the blessing and the curse formulae do not coexist from the beginning, although he does not mention 
explicitly this fact. As the origin of these series we can consider such texts as 1 Sam 220, Ps 118: 26 - 
only in the selecting of these texts A. DH Mayes is different from G. Seitz -, because it is customary 
that blessing is imparted to worshippers by the priest at the sanctuary. However, he cannot suggest 
explicitly whether we can find the original place only for the blessing formula' not for the curse 
fomula. Also he does not explain for what reason the author copies the blessing formula in order to 
make matching curse series and to insert them additionally in the present blessing and curse context. 
This is because except these formulae there are already sufficient materials about the blessing and the 
curse in Dt 28. 
428. (1971,2b8-271). 
429. It is a slight modification of Mowinckel's 10 items. Different from S. Mowinckel who inserts 'wine 
and oil' into the 8 th item, Seitz extends Mowinckel's 7 th item ('your basket and your kneading trough' 
in vv. 5,17) in order to make the 7th ('your basket') and the 8th ('your kneading trough) items Since 
the word combination 'wine (1J11`11) and oil (1rl )' is used only with 'grain (131Y in the OT, 
Mowinckel's reconstruction of the 8th item (i. e. '[gesegnet dein Oel und dein Most? ) is unlikely. Though 
twelve items of the formulae can be thought of, a ten-items-system is more plausible :L in the city, 2. 
in the field, 3. the womb, 4. the crops, 5. the calves, 6. the lambs, 7. the basket, & the trough. 9. come, 
10. go. 
430. (1971271-273). 
43L (1924,116 : 'Wir dürfen uns vielleicht vorstellen, daß diese Segens- und Fluchworte in Verbindung mit 
dem Vortragen göttlicher Gebote gestanden haben. Ist dem so, so ist wohl den beiden Teilen der 
Formel je ein allgemeines Segens- und Fluchwort vorausgegangen, etwa : gesegnet (bezw. verflucht), wer 
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G. Seitz assumes that there can be a kind 'of introductory (or conditional) sentence before 
the formulae. However, if we regard 28: 1,15 as possible introductory (conditional) 
sentences, we confront immediately the difficulty caused by such an assumption, the 
difficulty, of reconstructing the original conditional sentences. This difficulty is already 
frankly admitted by E. Merstadtt4323, even though he'insists that entwicklungs- 
geschichtlich the formulae cannot be torn away from the present introductory (conditional) 
sentences in the light of ANE vassal treaties. In spite of this connection between the 
introductory sentence (2&l2,15) and the formulae (28: 3.6,16-19), according to G. -Seitz, it is 
überlieferungsgeschichtlich quite obvious that the present introductory sentences are not 
original because of their prosaic character compared with the poetic character of the 
formulae themselves. G. Seitz holds further that since we cannot imagine the real 
situation which is suitable for the coexisting blessing and curse formulae, it is reasonable 
to assume that there is no introductory sentence (`kein Vordersatz') in these formulae. 
This means that these formulae are unconditional pronouncements. And from this very 
fact we must begin to examine the SiL. In order to search for the original setting of 
these unconditional pronouncements we consider the inner characteristics of the formulae. 
G. Seitz sums up two characteristics : (i) the formulae must have been spoken (e. g. the 
words jnn / 1a'iK are supposed to be spoken), and (ii) the spheres of blessing / curse 
application (e. g. `in the city' and `in the field') are clearly visible. These two characteristics 
should be found in the text which is proposed for the SiL of the formulae. 
Firstly, Dt 27 does not match these criteria. Basically G. Seitz seems to interpret 
27: 15-26 as the curse series of the blessing and curse proclamation ceremony of 2711-13 
which was added in the late redactional stage. And if we compare the basic structure of 
27: 15-26 with that of the formulae in 28: 3-616-19, we easily find that they do not match 
each other. This is because the structure of 27: 15-26 (the proclamation of curse (I u) + 
the condition ('Tatbestandfeststellung')) is different from that of 28: 3-6,16-19 (the 
proclamation of blessing and curse + the result (or application sphere of blessing and 
curse)). 
Secondly, even if we theoretically consider, as S. Mowinckel does, that originally there 
were coexisting blessing and curse formulae, it is practically impossible to find the 
situation where these coexisting formulae without introductory (conditional) sentences, as 
we have seen above, can be understood. Therefore, we must assume that originally there 
was only one series of both formulae, either a blessing series or a curse series. In other 
words, one is original and the other is the imitation of the original in the present context. 
After this conclusion G. Seitz suddenly insists that in the cultic situation (eg. 1 Sam 2: 20) 
the blessing formula can be pronounced by the priest to the individual or to the 
diese Gebote (bezw. die Gebote Jahwes) hält (bezw. bricht). 
432 1960,18 : 'Daß es schwer sein dürfte, ursprüngliche Einführungen zu rekonstruieren, die den 
Formularen sachlich besser entsprechen als die, die sie heute haben. ' 
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community at the beginning or at the end of a ritual. And G. Seitz tries to find suitable 
texts for the SiL within Dt. 26a-11,2612-15 and especially 261-11 are considered relevant 
for the SiL, because there a cultic situation (thanksgiving festival) is apparent and the 
blessing series like 28: 3-6 can be recited which has purely the content of agrarian blessing, 
though there is no word of blessing in 261-llV433j Therefore, G. Seitz concludes(") on the 
SiL: 
`Man kann also die Vermutung äußern, daß die in 28: 34 vorliegende bärük-Reihe 
vielleicht einmal ein Abschiedssegen nach der Ablieferung der 
Erstlingsfrüchte (italics, TGS) gewesen ist'. 
With the addition of the paranetic introductory sentence of 281,2 and with the imitation 
of the curse series (2815-19), the original blessing series is deeply integrated into the present 
blessing and curse context. 
G. Seitz' thoroughness is impressive. On the whole S. Mowinckel's analysis and 
interpretation of the present issue seems to benefit G. Seitz. His own suggestion of ten 
blessing and curse items is very similar to that of S. MowinckeL Both of them depend on 
the hypothesis of the tri-metre system, but G. Seitz' reconstruction is less radical, because 
he does not appeal to other texts such as 712 which is used by S. MowinckeL In any case, 
however, S. Mowinckel's weak point, as we have seen in 3.10.3.1. (1), that reconstruction 
dependent on the metre theory is unprovable is the same weak point for G. Seitz, because 
we know very little about the metre system of the old Biblical Hebrew at the moment. 
There is another interesting comparable point between S. Mowinckel and GSeitz. There 
is a kind of dualism in S. Mowinckel's theory because he does not offer any interpretation 
of the relationship between his reconstructed original 10 items of blessing and curse series, 
and the formulae in the present context. G. Seitz, on the contrary, explains neatly the 
various `redaction-historical' developments which begin from the kernel passages 28: 3,6,16,19 
through 10 items and then at last reach to the feature in the preset context. In general, 
however, his `redaction-historical' interpretation is too complicated to be proved, and 
therefore it is highly subjective (435) In his study of the SiL G. Seitz rejects the possibility 
that the ceremony of 11: 29 and 27: 12f. could be the SiL4 which seems to be his important 
error, because he thinks these' passages are the result of late redaction. But for this he 
does not give any sufficient reason. Meanwhile he regards 27: 15-26 as a curse series of the 
blessing and curse pronouncenient. (436) We do not know how G. Seitz can explain the 
433. However, following G. Seitz, the fact that 83t is used only in 262,4,285,17 among all OT supports 
the deep relationship between 20-ll and 283-6. 
434. (1471,273). 
435. In particular from the poetic point of view, from the first stage to- the second (10 items) the 
development could be very clear but the process from the second to the last present 6 item series could 
be considered as destructive and this destructive process can be very hard to explain fully. 
436. (1971,272: 'Hier (Dt 27, TGS) sind Segen- und Fluchreihen denkbar, wie in 2715-26 tatsachlich eine 
überliefert ist'). 
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origin of 27: 15-26 and how it is related to 27: 11-13,14. The function of 27: 14 as a. kind of 
introduction to 27: 15-26 is simply neglected by G. Seitz. Thus 27: 15-26 stands totally 
independently in the context of Dt 27. These kinds of judgement on the text are not 
acceptable. As we have already seen, 27: 11-13 cannot simply be isolated from the present 
context; rather it has a vital function within the whole context ofDt 27 : 271113 tells 
about the blessing and curse pronouncement and 27: 14-26 about an oath ceremony. 
Because of this failure G. Seitz tries to compare the formulae only with 2715-26 but not 
with 27: 11-13. That comparison itself, however, does not elucidate the SiL of the formulae. 
This, is because 27: 15-26 as an oath has very naturally the phrases of curse condition 
(`Tatbestandfeststellung'), but 28: 3-6,16-19 has the phrases about the application spheres of 
blessing and curse and so the attempt to compare both formulae does not help to know 
the SiL. Starting from E. Merstadt's frank statement about the relationship between the 
introductory sentences (281,2,15) and the formulaee'M, G. Seitz concludes that there is no 
original conditional sentence (`Vordersatz') in the formulae. He argues that this is because 
the introductory sentences as secondary additions have a prosaic character compared with 
a poetic character of the formulae. However, since we theoretically can make the 
introductory sentences of poetic style, G. Seitz' argument seems to be inadequate. Rather 
we must approach from the form of the formulae : the form of the formulae preserves a 
perfect unity in themselves. And therefore even if we invent and insert other 
introductory conditional sentences before them, it makes an awkward impression because 
the combination is unbalanced. "38) The formulae in their form are self-sufficient and do 
not demand any other supplement. In this respect G. Seitz is right when het"') insists, 
`Von diesem Befund aus ist nach dem Sitz im Leben zu fragen' However, this fact does 
not mean that the formulae are an absolute announcement without any other `presupposed' 
or `preunderstood' condition. The pronouncement of blessings and curses without a certain 
kind of (ethical or pious) precondition occurs only in the world of magic, not in the OT. 
Therefore, it is better to assume. that there, is a condition which is `presupposed' or 
`preunderstood' by the people. It is understandable that G. Seitz picks up as the blessing 
text of the SiL the texts of harvest festival ritual, 26111,12-15 (esp. the former text) where 
we find some kinds of pious action to God (e. g. bringing the harvest to God) or 
benevolent (ethical) action toward the people (eg. helping the Levites, the poor, orphan, 
widow, etc). But G. Seitz' suggestion stands on a very narrow base. 
Firstly, even though we cannot attach the protasis to the formulae, this does not prove 
that originally there was only one series of announcements as Seitz insists. If the 
condition about blessing and curse is presupposed or preunderstood for the instances in 
437. In other words, the relationship between 2&, 2.5 with the formulae is undeniable in the light of ANE 
treaties, but on the contrary it is very difficult to reconstruct the original conditional sentences. 
438. Although E. Merstadt and G. Seitz do not try to make hypothetical introductory sentences, they realize 
it is very difficult to make them. 
439. (1971,272). 
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the proclamation of law or treaty, both present blessing and curse series per se can coexist 
even though they have no direct introductory phrases. In any case 0. Seitz' consideration 
that we cannot think of a suitable situation for the present coexisting blessing and curse 
formulae is a hasty conclusion. 
Secondly, 0. Seitz directly chooses the blessing series without giving any chance to the 
curse series if he must select one series as the original. Dt 28 where the formulae are 
contained allots far more verses to the curse than to the blessing Why should the author 
take a series of blessings, turn them into a neatly balanced blessing-and-curse series, and 
place them in Dt 28 where the curse is far more emphasized ? Why are the original 
blessing formulae at the harvest festival of Dt 26 not included in Dt 26 but used in the 
present situation of Dt 28 ? These questions are not answered by 0. Seitz. 
Therefore, we conclude that despite splendid logical deduction and analysis, Seitz does 
not reach to the proper result of the SiL problem of the formulae. 
3103.2. The inner characteristics of the blessing and curse formulae in 28: 3-6,16-19. 
In this section before looking for the external connection of these formulae with the 
plausible text for the SiL, it is right to assemble and to categorize the inner characteristics 
of the content and the structure of the formulae which are here and there revealed in the 
previous studies. Since we believe that these inner characteristics give us important clues 
to find out the suitable text for the SiL, we shall enumerate these characteristics in -the 
present context of Dt 28 as fully as possible. And then we shall see how in several aspects 
the formulae stand isolated in the present context. 
(a) Nobody denies that these formulae are composed poetically and rhythmically. Even 
without reconstructing the formulae according to the double triple metre (e. g. by S. 
Mowinckel, 0. Seitz) to make the regular and poetic characteristic clearer, their neat poetic 
and rhythmical feature is apparent. And even though we acknowledge there are-some 
other poetic sections in Dt 28(440), these formulae stand out as much more poetic than the 
rest of the chapter. The formulae cannot be dissolved into the present introductory 
phrases (28: 1-2,15) nor into the texts coming afterwards (28: 7-14,20-68) 4") The implication 
of this poetic, regular and rhythmical characteristic is that the formulae seem to have been 
composed for. oral useý442 In other words, the formulae, delivered orally, can be 
`pronounced' on a solemn occasion. 
(b) All clauses in the formulae are initiated by the well-used expression of blessing and 
curse proclamation, jat (6 times in 283.6) / -r x (6 times in 28: 16-19). This characteristic 
440. For instance, 2830-31 (according to DA Hillers, 19643 and 2&62-63. 441. It should be rather natural to consider that the introductory phrases are originally connected with the 
texts coming afterwards : the connection of 281-2 with 2&7-14 and that of 2815 with 2820-68. 
442. Undoubtedly the rest of Dt 28 also is composed for some form of oral transmission because it is 
presented in the second person and this is more or less the announcement of the blessing and curse 
with a strong admonitional character. 
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clearly makes the formulae different from the surrounding texts in Dt 28 which are full of 
exhortatory or homiletic speeches. "443' This kind of blessing and curse proclamation is 
usually done in cultic situations by cultic personnel. It means that the formulae could be 
liturgical formulae. "44' 
(c) The lack of rhetorical development in the formulae marks them off not only from 
the adjacent materials (28: 7-14,20-688"5' but also from other exhortations of Moses seen in 
nearly all other parts in Dt. This feature together with the characteristic (b) means that 
the formulae are not preached by Moses but pronounced by cultic personnel who has the 
legitimate authority P"6' 
(d) 28: 3-6 or 28: 16-19 forms a closed unity because it uses merism as the literary 
technique in each verse as well as its using a certain degree of chiastic "structure in which 
28: 3 (or 28.16) matches with 28: 6 (or 2819, see 3.10.2. ). Literarily and structurally the 
blessing and curse formulae of 28: 3-6,16-19 form a perfect harmony within themselves. 
Therefore, as E. MBrstadt realizes and G. Seitz points out well, it is nearly impossible to 
make good and sensible formulae if we attach the introductory sentences before the 
formulae. And also there is no necessity for the people to respond `Amen' just as in the 
case of 27: 15-26 (see 3.9.6.2. ). This unity makes the formulae distinct from the surrounding 
blessing and curse texts in Dt 28. 
(e) The description of the blessing and curse in the formulae is different from that of 
the other texts in Dt 28. In the formulae although the realm in which the blessing and the 
curse apply is expressed with M, there is no detailed explanation how far the blessing and 
the curse affect the various aspects of life. But in the other texts of Dt 28 we read not 
only the sphere of application where the blessing and curse apply but also the real effects 
of the blessing and curse on the national and political life of the people. Further, there is 
a difference in the perspective : the formulae have the family perspective but the rest of 
Dt 28 has the national or political perspective. Within the formulae the blessing and curse 
happen more or less in the realm of one household or extended family (pater familias 
NZ). The main literary technique of the formulae, the merism, emphasizes the totality of 
the family lifeP47' 
443. The homiletic style of Dt 28: 1-2,7-14,15,20-68 matches the rest of Dt where we find not just a rigid 
statement of laws but laws contained in the exhortatory speech of Moses. Therefore, although in the 
whole of Dt 28 the 2. sg. form is used, with a slight exception of 2862-63 (the 2. pL form), in the case of 
the formulae the second person hears the proclamation of the blessing and curse but in the rest of Dt 
28 the second person listens to the exhortation of Moses. 
444. GE. Wright (1953,493) recognizes that 2816-19 can be from the old liturgy used in concluding the 
covenant ceremony in Shechem. 
445. DJ. McCarthy (1963,123). 
446. E. Merstadt (1960,7) and G. Wehmeier (1970,149). In particular 27: 15-26 stands out from other recited 
in Dt (e. g. 263,5-10,13-15) because it is recited by the cultic personnel, ie. the priests (D) 1, see 3.9b]) 
and because there is no rhetorical development and in these points, and therefore 27i5-g corresponds 
with the formlulae. 
447. All blessing or curse will fall within the realm of one (extended) household. However, in other 
blessing and curse texts of Dt 28 the realm of the blessing and curse is the national or political life of 
the people. The distinction between the collective responsibility as a nation and the distributive or 
personal reponsibility is useful to analyze our text. Cf. DA Patrick (1971,311.324). 
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(f) As we have seen above, the blessing series coexists with the curse series and both 
series are formulated nearly identically. This is the most important characteristic which 
may give a definitive clue to find the text for the SiL of the formulae. We have'seen 
that G. Seitz' does not prove adequately his assertion that originally there was just a 
blessing series and therefore that the curse series is its imitation. However, it is quite 
reasonable when G. Seitz judges that it is impossible to think of the coexistence of the 
blessing and curse series without introductory sentences, if the original formulae 
(28: 3-6,16-19) are separated from the present introductory sentences (281-2, l5). But if the 
introductory conditions and the results of the blessing and curse are pre-understood by the 
people in a special circumstancet448), only the blessing and curse could be solemnly 
pronounced without introductory conditional sentences. Further in Dt 28 we cannot find 
any trace which shows which formula is original and which is its imitation. Firstly, the 
coexistence of the blessing and curse series presupposes that there are two parties who are 
making a legal and responsible relationship under a certain condition. Secondly, therefore, 
there is already a certain kind of presupposed or preunderstood condition, even though 
this condition is not mentioned within the series themselves. Thirdly, if the condition is 
fulfilled, then the result is blessing ('vi), but if the condition is not fulfilled, then the 
result is curse' ('111m). The crucial implication of these points is that the possible place 
(SiL') for these coexisting formulae is most plausibly either in the proclamation of law or 
in making a treaty or covenant as we can easily see in ANET and in the OT rather than 
any other cultic or practical situation"491, if a certain kind of condition is preunderstood. 
In ANE laws there is usually a kind of sanction by adding the blessing and curse'section 
after the law section and the background of this measure is that ultimately god(s) will 
uphold the law and will bestow the blessing or curse according to the reaction of the 
people. In the treaties as a kind of legal literature"10) we also usually see that such a kind 
of measure is prepared. 
(g) There is no stylistic or formal continuity between the introductory sentences 
(28: 1-2,15) and the formulae (28: 3-6,6-l9)P5' The introductory sentences smoothly connect 
with the verses coming directly after the formulae, i. e. 28: 1-2 with 28: 7 and 28: 15 with 
28: 20. If the introductory sentences with the result of the blessing and curse is already 
pronounced in the earlier stage of the ceremony (Moab, present), i. e. Moses' admonition of 
the blessing and curse (28: 1-2,7-15,20-68), then in the later stage of the ceremony (Shechem, 
future) the simple but powerful pronouncement of the blessing and curse can be easily 
understood and accepted by the people in the future also. This is because the people are 
supposed to preunderstand the condition and the result of the blessing and curse 
448. In other words to celebrate the covenant renewal ceremony in two different places and in different 
times. 
449. S. Rudman (1968,113f). 
450. E Messtadt (1960$). 
45L G. Seitz (1971272). 
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pronounced already by Moses in the Moab plain. 
310.3.3. The characteristics of 27: 11-13 as the most plausible text for the SiL of the 
blessing and curse formulae 
If the formulae do not naturally fit in with the present context in Dt 28, we should 
look, first of all, at a suitable text for the SiL within Dt before going to other texts in the 
OT or in the ANET. In Dt the most plausible text is 2711-13 and its parallel text, 11: 29f., 
because both texts explain the ceremony of covenant renewal and they stand close to the 
formulae. Neither text is considered as a candidate for the SiL by J. G. Plöger and G. Seitz 
because of their wrong interpretation of these texts themselves as we have seen in 
3.10.3.1. On the other hand, however, the old commentators, A. Dillmann and S. 
Mowinckel, allude to the connection between the formulae and 27: 11-13 and 1129£ But 
they do not give sufficient and substantial argument for this assertion. We now want to 
define the characteristics of 2711-13 (and 1L"29f. ), building on the results of the study in 39., 
especially considering its coexistence with 27: 14-2052) 
(a) In 2711-13 there are two active subjects, as we have seen in 3.9.5. One is each six 
tribes who stand on each mountain side and the other is the priests who are the logical 
subject of J, " and TVthough they are not specifically mentioned 
in 2711-13. In 
27: 11-13 the major subject is the people, not the priests. Each group of six tribes should 
line up to hear the pronouncement of the blessing and curse, because the action of the 
people is expressed in the finite verb form 27: 12,13) and the action of the priests in 
the subordinate forms 2712, T 
52713). We have already seen against E 
Nielsen that 
TValthough 
it is a nominal phrase, has the same theological value as 
the verbal phrase výP5') And this fact corresponds with the two equally divided groups 
of six tribes for each blessing or curse pronouncement. The action of the priests is `to 
pronounce' - i. e. orally - the blessing and curse towards the people, and this pronouncing 
activity of the priests is the same in the next stage of the same ceremony, the oath in 
2714-26. 
(b) As mentioned above, the blessing pronounced in 2712 should have equal value to 
the curse pronounced in 27: 13. The implication of this fact is that the blessing formula 
should have equal weight to the curse formula. The meaning of these two equal formulae 
- one is the blessing formula and the other is the curse formula - is to suggest two purely 
equal possibilities before, the people, . 
i. e. blessing or curse. This phenomenon of the 
blessing and curse pronouncement in 2711-13 is different from that of the blessing and 
451 By coexistence we mean that each of these texts describes a different stage of the same ceremony 
which will happen in the same place (Gerizim / Ebal) and successively. 
453. By the theological value in the E. Nielsen's argument we mean he holds that by the different use of 
the verbal phrase (1 l 27: 12) and the nominal phrase G1551ýTi'5p 27: 13) in the same context the 
author wants to emphasize the blessing more than the curse. further see 3.95. 
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curse section of some treaties where the curse is heavily emphasized. And also this is 
different from that of Dt 28 and Lev 26 where the curse is much more emphasized than 
the blessing. Compared with this feature, it is quite striking that the Sinai covenant has 
only the blessing part (Ex 2320ff. ), but after the bitter history of the golden calf and the 
wilderness journey the curse is emphasized much more (Lev 26, Dt 28). Different from 
this practical approach to stress the result of curse, however, the blessing and curse 
formulae made equally (27: 11-13) are a solemn and formal announcement. The logically 
equal possibility of blessing and curse has to be suggested in the formal ceremony like the 
oath, ceremony in 27: 14-26, in order to show that there is no other or neutral possibility 
except blessing and curse. 
(c) The ceremony of 27: 11-13 together with 2714-26 will occur not in Moab but in 
Canaan, and therefore Moses will not be there. In Canaan the people cannot expect to 
hear Moses' exhortation about the blessing and curse (lt8ff, 281-2,715,20-68) which they 
hear at Moab. And in the pronouncement of 27: 12 and 2713 the priests 
cannot have such authority as Moses has. Therefore, their pronouncement is probably 
more formal than Moses' admonitional speech which we can find nearly in the whole Dt. 
They will just recite in the future what Moses instructs them to do now. This 
phenomenon is the same in the oath ritual of 2714-26. If we understand that"14) 
(i) the ceremony of 2711-13 will happen in the same place (Gerizim and Ebal) as that of 
2714-26, 
(ii) the ceremony of 27i1-13 will happen before 271426, 
(iii) the ceremony of 2711-13 will be conducted by the same cultic personnel (the priests) 
with that of 2714-26, 
(iv) the people as the participants in the ceremony of 2711-13 are the same as those of 
2714-26(455)1 
then both the pronouncement of 27: 11-13 and the formula of 27: 14-26 have a similar 
tendency in their formation. In other words, (i) the formulae of 27: 11-13 seem to be formal 
like 27: 15-26, (ii) they are formed shortly but powerfully with essential words and thus 
rhetorically undeveloped, (iii) most probably they have a kind of short series formulae 
which form the sufficient unity within themselves, and (iv) probably the realm where the 
blessing and curse of 27: 11-13 is applied is similar to that of 27: 14-26 which has obviously 
the perspective of family, not that of nation or politics. 
3103.4.27: 11-13 as the text for the formulae in 28: 3-6,16-19. 
454. We have already indicated that 27: 11-13 is not contradictory with or indifferent to 2714-26, because 
the former tells about the pronouncement of blessing and curse, but the latter about the oath. Then 
they can coexist as the texts for the stages which will happen in the same place and successively under 
one big ceremony. 
455. In other words in both ceremonies the levitical tribe is not omitted although the levitical priests lead 
the ceremony, and therefore the tribe Joseph is not divided into two tribes. 
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In this final section on the Moab covenant we want to make a synthesis of the previous 
studies (31031 to 31033. ) : to examine whether all aspects of the inner characteristics of 
the formulae (28: 3-6,16-19) do correspond with the ceremony in 271113456) In particular, 
for this theory we add an indirect but powerful support from the following argument : the 
oath ceremony in 27: 15-26 clearly illuminates the correspondence of the formulae of 
283-6,16-19 with those of 271113. This is because the ceremony of 271113 will happen : 
(i) in the same place as 2714-26 (not in Moab but in Gerizim and Ebal), 
(ii) successively before 27: 14-26 (the ceremony of 27: 11-13 first and then the oath 
ceremony of 27J5-26), 
(iii) by the same cultic personnel as 27: 14-26 (not by Moses but by the levitical priests 
D*tt in' 2714), and 
(iv) in the hearing of the same people as 2714-26 (6 +6 =12 tribes in 2711-13 and also 
the same 12 tribes in 2714-26). 
As we have seen, both formulae in-27: 11-13 and 27: 15-26 have a similar tendency in their 
wording, formation, and content. If we suppose 28: 3-6,16-19 are the formulae in the 
ceremony of 27: 11-13 and compare these formulae with the oath formula of 27: 15-26, we 
find that both formulae coexist very naturally and each of them belongs to a different 
stage of the same covenant renewal ceremony in Gerizim / Ebal. Therefore, we want to 
look not only at the relationship between the formulae of 28: 3-6J6-19 and the ceremony of 
2711-13, but also at the connection of the oath formula in 2715-26 with these two texts in 
2711-13 and 283-6,16-19. 
(a) The poetical and rhythmical feature of the formulae in 28: 3-6,16-19 means that the 
formulae are designed for oral pronouncement. And this characteristic fits in with the 
pronouncement of the blessing and curse in 27: 11-13 which is done orally by the priests. 
Further this characteristic is exactly the same as the oath formula in 2714-26. 
(b) Another similar feature is that there is lack of rhetorical development in the 
formulae of 28: 3-6,16-19. The principle of economical word use found usually in poetry is 
applied in the formulae, and therefore the essential words are selected and the formation 
of the sentences is compact. They do not belong to the admonitional speech of Moses but 
the pronouncement by cultic presonnel. This characteristic matches the typical features of 
2711-13 and also 27: 14-26, because in both texts the priests are involved in the activity of 
the liturgical pronouncement of blessing and curse, and in the oath formula of 2715-26 we 
find a formal statement without developed rhetorical decoration. 
(c) The fact that each sentence in the formulae of 28: 3.6,16-19 is regularly headed by 
1a73 or 'rt means that the formulae have a liturgical purpose. This fact is in parallel 
with the fact (b) that the cultic personnel are related, to these formulae. The authoritative 
456. The connection between 2711-13 and the beginning section of Dt 28 is already pointed out by 
commentators, eg. M Noth (1930,144: 'Was Dtn. 27.11-13 anlangt, so spricht nach dem Gesagten alle 
Wahrscheinlichkeit dafür, daß sich die Verse anfangs auf Dtn. 28 beziehen sollten,. '). 
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cultic personnel who are in charge of blessing and curse (cf. Dt 21: 5, Num 5) are 
presupposed in the pronouncement of Ja; or -nt. This characteristic also fits well with 
the ceremony in 2711-13 and also with the oath ceremony in 2714-26. 
(d) The perfect unity and the closeness of the formulae without any lack or redundancy 
are some most important characteristics in the formulae. Firstly the absence of 
introductory sentences before the formulae fits in precisely with the sudden 
pronouncement of blessing and curse in 27: 11-13, because in 27: 1-13 we do not see any 
allusion of giving any preconditions for blessing and curse. 457' Secondly, the perfect unity 
within the formulae (28: 3-6,16-19) shows that they have no direct literary connection with 
the admonition'458) of the blessing / curse (28: 7-14,20.68) coming after the formulae. In the 
oath formula of 2715-26 which will be pronounced in the same place and successively 
with the formulae in 27: 11-13, we also cannot find such kind of admonitional feature. It is 
just a solemn pronouncement. Thus 27: 11-13 is also a formal statement- without 
accompanying rhetorically decorated admonitions. Therefore, the characteristic of the 
unity and harmony which the formulae of 28: 3-6,16-19 have within themselves fits in with 
the hypothetical ý feature of the fomulae of 2711-13. 
(e) The formulae of 28: 3.6J6-19 have the very simple description of the content with the 
phrase of z preposition. This characteristic matches the compact and very regular 
457. The examination of 1l: 29f, the parallel text of 2711-13, gives us an additional support for this 
understanding. E Nielsen (1955,44) is naive when he suggests that 1129, the parallel text to 27: 1-13, was 
original and that 1126-28 was invented later and inserted into the present place in order to evade the 
shock caused by the sudden appearance of the pronouncement of the blessing and curse in 1129f. 
However, just before 1126-28, there are sections describing the results of blessing and curse in 118-25. 
And at the end comes quite naturally the pronouncement of the blessing and curse (1129f) which will 
happen in Canaan. Thus the sequence of 11: 8-29f. is (a similar but slightly different structural pattern 
by N. Lohfink (1963a, 234, see 3.93) : [A] 11: 8-25 (the result of blessing and curse, at present) / IB] 
'11: 26-28 (the conditional sentences, at present) / [C] 1129f. (the pronouncement of blessing and curse, in 
the future). Compared with this, 27: 11-28: 68 has a different order : [C] 27: 11-13 (the pronouncement of 
blessing and curse, in the future) / [B'] 2&1-2,15 (the conditional sentences, at present) / [A'] 28: 7-14, 
20-68 (the result of blessing and curse, at present). 
Although E Nielsen's assertion is inadequate, it suggests an interesting idea : it would be very strange, if 
1129f. stood alone without the conditional introductory sentences of 11: 26-28. Similarly in 27: 11-13 which 
is the parallel text to 11: 29f, the sudden appearance of the blessing and curse pronouncement looks 
unusual, because in 27: 11-13 there is at least no direct allusion to the introductory conditional sentences 
for the blessing and curse. Only the blessing and curse as such seems to be pronounced by the priests 
and this understanding can be assisted by the fact that 1129f. (cf. also Jos 833), the perfect parallel text 
of 27: 11-13, has the original (pace E Nielsen) separate introductory sentences : 11-26 for the blessing and 
curse in general, 11: 27 for the blessing and 11: 28 for the curse. This sudden pronouncement of the 
blessing and curse in 27: 11-13 may only be understood when the conditions of blessing and curse are 
preunderstood or pre pronounced by the people. Just as 1129f. (in Gerizim and Ebal) have their 
introductory conditional sentences in 1.26-28 (in Moab), 27: 11-13 (in Gerizim and Ebal) most probably 
has the preunderstood or prepronounced conditional sentences (in Moab) which are 281-2 for blessing 
and 2815 for the curse : 
text characteristic place (time) person 
[B] 1.2-28 conditional sentences Moab (present) Moses 
[C] 1129f. pronouncement Gerizim / Ebal cultic personnel 
(future) 
[B'] 28: 1-2,15 conditional sentences Moab (present) Moses 
[CI 27: 11-13 pronouncement Gerizim / Ebal cultic personnel 
(future) 
458. This definition of the remaining part of Dt 28 (28: 7-14,20-68) may be quite relevant because we find 
there not only genuine expressions of the blessing and curse but also a type of admonitional sentences 
(e. g. vv. 9b, 4,45b, 58, etc). 
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same historical location with 2711-13, with nOR W', X or týllK + pt structure. There is 
another point we should consider when we take 27: 11-13 and 27: 15-26 together for our 
issue. - The` family perspective of 28: 3-6,16-19, which is apparently different from the 
national and political perspective of the rest of Dt 28, is also found in the oath formula of 
27: 15-26. This is because all items of the oath formula could be related to the crimes 
committed in secret ('ýrtio3 esp. Dt 27: 15,25) and the twelve items of the oath formula are 
more or less related to the crimes-which can easily happen within a family (pater familias 
PIZ). Moreover in the society of that time these crimes can easily remain within a family 
unknown to the society (Jos 7). Therefore, in this respect of the family perspective, if the 
text of 28: 3-6,16-19 is the formulae of 2711-13, it is in harmony with the oath formula. 
Therefore, we conclude that all these arguments support the view that 28: 34,16-19 are 
the blessing and curse formulae of 27: 11-13459) Now we should deal finally with an 
important question which arises from this interpretation : why does the author not place 
the blessing formula (28: 3-6) directly after 27: 12 and the curse formula (2816-19) after 2713 
but in the present context of Dt 28 ?II 
Firstly, the important reason is in the grand scheme of the author who has planned the 
present text arrangement of 2616-2&69. We have discussed this in 3.6.5.5. and chart III in 
detail, here' we `only want to reiterate some important issues. Theologically the author is 
very concerned to describe clearly one covenant which occurs in two different places and 
two different times. Because of the death of the great leader, Moses, Israel cannot 
perform the covenant ceremony in Canaan perfectly. Therefore, the important foundation 
for the covenant ceremony has to be laid by'Moses (in Moab, ""at present) and only simple 
and'liturgical stages of ceremony are left to be performed (in Gerizim/Ebal, in the. future). 
And then the author rearranges the text blocks in order to give the" impression of 
changing the places repeatedly between Moab and Shechem (Gerizim and Ebal) for the 
covenant renewal ceremony. By making repeated place change in the' present 'text the 
author succeeds in emphasizing that there is only one covenant renewal though it'happens 
in two different places and in two different times (Moab, the present/ Gerizim/Ebal, the 
future). ' 
Secondly, this repeated changing of places is underlined by placing the blessing and 
curse formulae (28: 3-6,16-19) not in the very place of ceremony (271113) but in the present 
context (Dt 28). Then, as we have seen in 3.6.5.5., the time and the place can be evenly 
alternated 010), and the unity of the two occasions in Moab and Shechem enhanced. 
459. A. Phillips (1972,180). 
460. ` We could think of an interesting fact which might support this interpretation. In the Sinai covenant 
we read Moses' repeated climbing to and coming down from the mountain Sinai. Although each 
movement of Moses is perfectly meaningful as the mediator between the covenant parties, it seems to be 
a certain connection with the to and fro movement in the Moab and Shechem covenant renewal. 
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310. Summary and Conclusions of chapter 3. 
o "' r` 
Summary 
The term `the covenant that YHWH commanded Moses to make with the Israelites in 
Moab' (shortened `the Moab covenant') occurs in Dt 28: 69 (ET 293). We have seen that 
28: 69 is not the heading of a new pericope but the colophon of the central part of Dt 
(3. L1.1., 2. ). And its heading is in 4: 45. And therefore 4: 44, a similar, clause to 4: 45, is the 
closing clause of the first part of Dt, 15-4: 44 (3.1.21), because in 1Sb (start) and 4: 44 (end) 
there is the legal term (ninri) having the signal value for this first part of Dt. By the 
heading and the colophon the scope of the Moab covenant is defined : 4: 45-28: 69. 
The first section of the Moab pericope, 4: 45-49, contains the geographical and historical 
information about this covenant. We read in this section of the synchronization of the 
past time of exodus (aývtr arKY;, 4: 45,46) with the present time in Moab (3.11). In this 
way the people who stand on the Moab plain now are the same people who escaped from 
Egypt and stood at Horeb. A similar synchronization is found in 5: 2-3,29'11-14 (Dt 2912-15). 
However, this synchronization does not mean actualization. This is true in the second 
section of the Moab pericipe (51-6: 3) especially in 52-3 (3313. ). This second section is the 
beginning of the central law corpora (Dt 5, Dt 6-11, Dt 12-26) which are indicated through 
the structural signal,, CVDVMi1 arIpm (5: 1,11: 32,12: 1,2616,3.3.11). The law directly given 
by YHWH, the decalogue (5: 6-21), is marked by a kind of structural signal in 5: 4 ('1;! 
ercl Jinn " i; m)7, ), 5: 22 (end 7ii 'ratfn, - rt min, vi 3.31.4. (1)). In this 
section there is 'the process of laying the foundation of Moses' divine and 
popularly-demanded authority not only to bring ('Lr1) but also to teach (7bß) God's law. 
And this process is ultimately achieved in the authoritative pronouncement of Moses in 
6: 4 (5rtnlr yLzq). This is-originally requested by the people (3.4.2. ) and subsequently 
approved by God (3.5. ). Three short passages, 530-31 (God's command to the people and 
Moses, 3.511,3. ), 5-32-33 (Moses' first introductory admonition 35.2. ), 6: 1-3 (Moses' second 
introductory admonition, 3.5.3. ), are preparatory to Moses' long admonition (the 
Hauptgebot pericope, 6: 4-11: 32) and the deuteronomic laws (121-2615). 
In the third section of the Moab pericope is 26: 16-19, which may be defined as the 
bilateral declaration of the covenant relationship (3.6. ). For this definition it is important 
to know that av: K hi. (Dt 26: 17,18) does not have a causative sense but a declarative sense 
(3.6.1. ). We have seen the importance of this section in the whole Moab pericope : the 
arrangement of the three promises of God in 2618-19 are used for the formation of the 
subsequent sections (3.65. ) : 
2618-19 : (1) r*= ap (2) It 'n (3) rý nj'5'ap 
271ff. : (1) ýý art -nv aV (27.9) (2)1i'`ß (281) (3) ri'%n-ap (28: 9) 
In the individual texts the covenant relationship is expressed in three different ways, (i) the 
covenant is declared now (26: 17-19,27: 9-10), (ii) the covenant has already been 
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established (28: 9, cf. 7: 6,142,21), (ii) the covenant is a conditional relationship which should 
be established through Israel's effort (281). These three are in fact the three dimensions of 
the covenant, because the covenant between YHWH and Israel is a relationship concept 
(3.6.5.5. (3)). Further we read the same order of these promises of God in the Sinai 
covenant (3.65.2. ) : 
Ex 195b-6 (1) Sao (2) ari'l z tUýrn (3) =7 It 
Dt 2618-19 (1) ri Cr (2) 1i'' (3) ri%5'4 
In the later section of the Moab covenant (2617-28: 69), which contains the cultic or 
variable element of covenant making (111.2. ), there is variation of time (`today', `when 
you will cross the Jordan') and place (Moab', `Shechem'), [A] : Moab, today, [B] : Shechem, 
future. : 
(1) 2616-19 [A] (three promises) 
(2) 271-8 [B] 
(3) 279-10 [A] (the first promise) 
(4) 2711-26 [B] 
(5) 281-2 [A] (the second promise) 
(6) 2&3-6 [B] 
(7) 2&7-15 [A] (the third promise) 
(8) 2816-19 [B] 
(9) 2820ff. [Al 
In 27: 1-8, which is the report about the covenant ceremony, there are two specific 
features, (i) the elder's joint-speech with Moses in the admonition (3.7.1. ) and (ii) the 
emphasis on the obedience to the law (3.7.6. ). The first is intended to give authority to 
the elders to perform this ceremony further when Israel will cross the Jordan. This has a 
similar purpose to the joint-speech of the levitical priests with Moses in 27: 9-10. The 
instructions about the covenant ceremony are abridged, meanwhile obedience to the law 
is stressed. 
The sudden appearance of the levitical priests as the joint-speaker with Moses in 27: 9-10 
can be explained like the joint-speech of the elders in 271-8 (frame-breaks, 3.8.2. ). This 
section is intended to give the authority to levitical priests to perform this part of the 
ceremony further when Israel will cross the Jordan. 
27: 11-13 has parallels in 11: 26ff. and Jos 830ff. (3.9. ). These three texts are about the 
description of the place of the future ceremony, Gerizim / Ebal (Shechem). Further we 
cannot detect different theological traditions underlying these parallel texts. A 
controversial issue about the relationship between 2711-13 and 2714-26 can be solved by 
considering the first (27: 11-13) as the official declaration of the blessing and curse and the 
second (2715-26) as the pronouncement of the oath (39.6.2. ). 
Finally (3.10.1. ) we find that there are stylistic differences between the introductory 
sentence of 28: 1-2 and the blessing formula of 28: 3-6 and that the same is true of the curses 
in 28: 15-20. The Sitz im Leben of these formulae is in the pronouncement of the blessing 
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and curse by the levitical priests in 271113 (3.103. ). 
Conclusions 
Hitherto the central pericope of Dt (4: 45-2869) has not been considered as a coherent 
unit. However, this study argues that all sections of this part explain about the process of 
the covenant renewal which takes place in two places (Moab, Shechem) and at two times 
(the present, the future). We find several important conclusions in ch. 3: 
L The theme of the Moab pericope is the covenant renewal in Moab/Shechem. And all 
sections within the Moab pericope are the components which constitute the covenant 
renewal, although all components are rearranged according to the demand of the narrative 
context : 
(i) the definition of the covenant relationship (261719), 
(ii) the terms of the covenant in the decalogue (5: 5-21) and the deuteronomic laws 
(12: 126: 15), 
(iii) the negotiation, the demand of the people and the answer of God, the other party 
(522ff. ) and the function of the mediator, Moses (Dt 5), 
(iv) the covenant ratification ceremony in Moab/Shechem (Dt 27-28: writing down the 
covenant document (272-4,8), altar and (burnt and fellowship) offering 27: 5-7a, covenant 
meal (27: 7b), pronouncement of the blessing and curse (27: 11-13,28: 3-6,16-19), the oath 
(2714-26)). 
2. All materials are rearranged according to the theological scheme of the author with 
his emphasis on the obedience to law. Compared with the ordinary process of treaty 
negotiation and the covenant making in Sinai, which is studied in Ch. 2 of this thesis, the 
present arrangement of covenant materials in the central part of Dt (4: 45-2&69) reveals 
clearly the intention of the author. In the Sinai covenant Ex 19.3-8, the preliminary 
negotiation and the definition of the covenant relationship, comes first. However, in the 
Moab covenant Dt 26: 17-19, which has a similar topic, appears after the long section of law 
(Dt 5-26). The straightforward introduction of the law after the heading (4: 45) of the 
Moab covenant pericope in Dt 5-26 is impressive. The primary purpose of Moses' 
admonition in the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11) enhances this intention of the author. 
Even in the section where the covenant ceremony is mentioned, obedience to the law is 
emphasized, e. g. the structure of Dt 271-8 (3.7.6. ). In spite of this emphasis on the law, 
however, the basic covenant structure remains intact and the stages of the covenant 
making are not omitted. In other words, the cultic or variable elements of covenant, the 
covenant ceremony, remain, although in 271-8 this cultic element is abridged. One of the 
excellences of Dt is that the definition of the covenant relationship (2617-19) is used as the 
framework of the formation of the covenant ceremony section in Dt 27-28 (see the charts 
in 3.6.5.5. ), as we have mentioned above in the summary. In other words the three 
promises in 26: 17-19 are used to form the framework of the passages related to the present 
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situation of Moab. Here we realize that the time and place is important for the author. 
We surmise (3.6.5.5. ) that this zig-zag change of time (present/future) and place 
(Moab/Shechem) stresses one covenant performed in two places and times. The purpose 
of the present composition is that there is only one covenant although the covenant 
ceremony has to be performed in two different places at two different times. t'6" There 
are several inevitable factors which makes the present form of the covenant making, we 
have listed four facts (among others Moses' death before Israel's entering into the promised 
land). 
3. Another important benefit of this study is that it offers a solution to one of the 
long-standing problems in Dt, the position of Dt 27 within Dt. Other issues related to Dt 
27f. are also clarified : 
(i) the connection between 2616-19 and Dt 27, 
(ii) the unity of 271-8, 
(iii) the sudden appearance of the elders (271) and the levitical priests (279) as the 
joint-speakers with Moses, 
(iv) the relationship between 2711-13 and 2714-26, and 
(v) the Sitz im Leben of the blessing and curse formulae (2&3-6,16-19). 
4. The present text tells of the covenant renewal in Moab/ShechemP62) The 
invariable or legal elements of the Horeb covenant (e. g. the definition of the covenant 
relationship 2617-19 and the laws as the covenant condition) are used for the covenant 
renewal in Moab. And the Moab covenant is not just (cultic or preaching) actualization of 
the past Horeb covenant (cf. 52-3). And the variable or cultic elements of the Moab 
covenant, the covenant ceremony, will be performed in the future. The present text itself 
does not say that it was composed as a liturgical text or as preaching material for a cultic 
occasion, although we should be open to the possibility that it was used later on specific 
occasions (e g. Dt 3LL9-13). 
46L In this respect this covenant may be called more precisely the MoablShechem covenant. 
462. Pace R. Kraetzschmar (189633ä 'das schemenhaftes Wesen des Moabbundes'. 
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CH. 4. Comparison of the Two Covenants 
41 The scope of comparative study 
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4.2. Comparison of the two covenants 319. 
4.2.1 Comparison of the two covenants (1): the definition of 
the covenant relationship (Ex 193-8 - Dt 2617-19) 319 
42.2. Comparison of the two covenants (II) : the meeting of 
the two covenant parties (Ex 19-9-25 - Dt 5) 327 
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Moses to bring the laws from God to the people 
(Ex 19 9a, 20f f, 20,18-21 - Dt 523-63) 332 
42.4. Comparison of the two covenants (IV) : the first covenant 
condition, the decalogue (Ex 20-2-17 - Dt. 5: 6-22) 337 
425. Comparison of the two covenants (V) : the second covenant I. 
condition (Ex 2023-2319 - Dt 6: 4-1125,121-2615) 338 
4.2.6. Comparison of the two covenants (VI): covenant ceremony 
(Ex 241-11 - Dt 27 / Ex 2320-33 - Dt 118-28, Dt 28) 339 
4.3. Summary and conclusions of Chapter 4 345 
CH. 4 Comparison of the Sinai covenant and the Moab covenant 
We have studied in the last two chapters the two texts of this thesis, the Sinai pericope 
(Ex 19: 24) in ch. 2 and the 
, 
Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-2&69) in ch. 3. Our conclusion is that 
each pericope is a coherent unit and that the theme of each pericope is the covenant 
(making or renewal) between YHWH and Israel. Since both texts have the same theme, 
the same framework to constitute that theme, and similar elements, the conclusion of one 
chapter strengthens the conclusion of the other chapter. This is an important contribution 
of this thesis to the understanding of both texts. 
Therefore, it is worth making a detailed comparative study of the two covenants. We 
shall compare the unity, the structure and the theme of each pericope, looking for 
similarities and differences between them. For this comparative study we use basically the 
results of our previous studies about both texts. The important conclusion of our previous 
studies is that each pericope shows a meaningful literary unity which is usually found in 
the work of a single author rather than the work of weak redactors who merely 
compromise strong and divergent traditions or preceding materials. If both pericopes 
written by strong authors not by weak redactors are meaningful in each context, it is also 
meaningful to do comparative study on them both. 
It is little wonder that in many cases each covenant has been hitherto studied 
separately") and the comparison of both covenants is neglected because of the analytical 
and historical tendency of OT scholarship. This is also because virtually no attention is 
paid to the the Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69) as a unit having the covenantal theme and 
structure. 0) But an astonishing exception is in G. von Rad who writest') : 
`It is certainly remarkable that in its main points the composition of Exod xixff. 
LE Sellin (1917,50ff) is an exception when he points out that there is an obvious correspondence between 
the individual elements of the covenant ritual at Shechem and those of the Sinai covenant. See also the 
remark of H. B. Huffmon (1965.107: 'In a more narrow sense, Sinai Is merely the place where the 
covenant was made. Accordingly, the Sinai narrative is best compared with the description of the great 
covenant concluded at Shechem. '. A. Reichert (1972,141) wonders how little studies are done about the 
comparison of Ex 19.3-8 and Dt 2617-19. Not only these sections about the definition of the new 
relationship but also all other sections of both pericopes are not interested by commentators compared 
with the importance of this topic. See also E Kutsch (1973,140f)s argument of Dt 2S69 in relation to 
Ex 24: 3-8. Recently F. -L Hossfeld (1982) does thorough comaparative study on the decalogue in both 
texts (Ex 201-17, Dt 5: 6-21) and in the surrounding contexts (Ex 193-9,2018-21,241-11; Dt 522-31, 
532-63). However, his main concern is in the understanding of the decalogue, and therefore both 
pericopes as a whole having the theme of covenant (Sinai and Moab) and especially the Moab covenant 
is not touched. Comparative study of 1. Vermeylen (1985,174-207) about Ex 19-34 and Dt 5-11 and of J. van Seters (1988,111-130) is basically oriented by source-critical presupposition. 2. And this phenomenon is understandable when we consider that the author of Dt thoroughly changes the 
covenantal materials and forms radically according to the demand of his own theological scheme, the 
importance of the law and obedience to it. For instance the very beginning of the pericope of the 
Moab covenant, 4: 45ff. is quite different from the beginning of the covenantal negotiation of the Sinai 
covenant (Ex 19.3-8). Another vivid example is the complicated relationship between Dt 26,28 and Dt 27 (see 3.7. to 310) and because of this complexity it is difficult to explain the original covenantal character 
of the Moab pericope. 
3. (1938,24ff. = 1958.34ff. = 1966,27ff). 
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fully agrees with that of Deuteronomy in this matter (juxtaposition of historical 
and paraenetic indroductory speech TGS). ' 
And then he summarises the structure of both pericopes as follows : 
(A) Exodus 
(1) Exhortation (Ex 19: 4-6) and historical recital of the events at Sinai (Ex 19ff. ), 
(2) Reading of the law (Decalogue and Book of the Covenant), 
(3) Promise of blessing (Ex 2320ff. ), 
(4) Sealing of the covenant (Ex 24). 
(B) Deuteronomy 
(1) Historical presentation of the events at Sinai, and paraenetical material connected 
with these events (Dt 1-11), 
(2) The reading of the law (Dt 12-2615), 
(3) The sealing of the covenant (Dt 2616-19), 
(4) Blessings and curses (Dt 27ff. ). 
However, G. von Rad does not investigate further the implication of this summary. 
Interestingly in the OT studies, although this summary of G. von Rad is cited quite often, 
his insight is not fully investigated by later OT scholars. We shall develop G. von Rad's 
naive insight about the comparison of both pericopes. 
From our studies of these two important pericopes in the OT, we claim that the present 
two texts are more, probably the work of creative authors than of thoughtless or weak 
redactors of traditions. The texts we have studied show unmistakably that their authors 
control the shaping of the literary forms as well as the theological themes. If these two 
pericopes are the literary work of independent authors, therefore, the next stage of our 
study is to investigate the formal and thematic similarities and differences between the 
two covenants : this important area is neglected in most pentateuchal studies. If we are 
right that the main theme of both pericopes is the covenant (making or renewal), in what 
sense are they similar to or different from each other ? What is the reason for the 
similarities or the differences ? How is the form changed by the demands of the present 
situation ? These kinds of questions should be answered in the present chapter. 
However, we have to acknowledge the practical limits of this comparative study : it is 
far beyond the scope of this thesis to study the legal materials in Ex and Dt despite their 
importance for comparative study. We also acknowledge that the value of this thesis, the 
investigation about the framework of the two covenant pericopes, can be fully accepted 
only after the comparative study of both bodies of legal materials, because both studies are 
mutually complementary. Similarly a study of the larger contexts of both pericopes should 
follow in order to complement the knowledge of the whole text. 
41 The scope of comparative study 
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Each pericope has its own function within the framework of each book, Ex or Dt. The 
Sinai pericope follows a nearly chronological order like all other narratives in Ex. 
However, the Moab pericope is thoroughly rearranged to suit the grand scheme of Dt. "'' 
Without judging the priority of any pericope we arrange the comparative materials 
according to the pattern of the Sinai pericope. And this enables us to realize the thorough 
change of the structure in the Dt pericope. Thematically the Sinai pericope can be divided 
into eight sections : 
L the definition of the covenant relationship 
2. the meeting of the covenant partners 
3. Moses authority 
4. the covenant condition I 
5. the covenant condition II 
(Ex V6-8) 
(Ex 199-25) 
(Ex 19: 9a, 20f f, 2x18-21) 
(Ex 201-17) 
(Ex 2(Y23-2319) 
6. the covenant ceremony 
promise and the blessing 
the covenant ceremony (offering / oath) 
the celebration of the covenant 
(Ex 2320-23) 
(Ex 243-8) 
(Ex 249-11) 
If we rearrange the pericope of the Moab covenant according to this pattern we have the 
following result : 
L the definition of the covenant relationship (Ex 1}3-8) - (Dt 2617-19) 
2. the meeting of the covenant partners (Ex 199-25) - (Dt 51-5,22) 
3. Moses' authority (Ex 199a, 20ff, 20,18-21) 
4. the covenant condition I (Ex 20117) 
5. the covenant condition II (Ex 2023-2319) 
6. the covenant ceremony 
promise / the blessing and curse (Ex 2320-23) 
the covenant ceremony (offering / oath) (Ex 243-8) 
(Dt 5: 23-63) 
(Dt 5: 6-22) 
(Dt 6: 3-Th712: 1-2615) 
(Dt 28) 
(Dt 27: 6-7a, 14-26) 
the celebration of the covenant (Ex 249-11) - (Dt 27: 7b) 
4.2. Comparison of the two covenants 
4.2.1. Comparison of the two covenants (I) : the definition of the covenant relationship 
(Ex 19.3-8 - Dt 2617-19) 
4. [A) (the covenant in Horeb, 4: 45-63) - [B] (the Hauptgebote, 6: 4-11: 25) - [A'] (covenant ceremony, 
blessing and curse, 1126-32) - [B'] (the individual laws, 121-2(d5) - [A"] (covenant ceremony, blessing and 
curse, 26: 16-2869). N. Lohfink (1963a, 233) rightly points out that the starting clause in 11: 26 
(ßl13 `: M 
01'i1 0ý'ýý5) is identical with the ending clause in 1132 (Di '1 DY '? 1113 This shows the 
closed unity' between 116-32. This central part of Dt (4: 45-28: 69 is about what 
the Israelites have to 
do now and in the near future when they enter into the promised land. Except this central structure 
Dt has the two outside circles, [C] (4: 1-43) - [C] (291-30: 20), [D] (1-3) - [D'] (31-34). [C] and [D] are 
about the past events but [C] and [D'] are about the far future events. In total Dt uses two general 
structures, in the outside cirlce there is the concentric pattern QD]-{C)- -[CWD'jl and in the centre of 
this concentric pattern we find the parallel pattern (-[Ak[B]HA']HB']HA")- ). 
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There are some commentators who try to connect both sections with each other but 
without attempting the detailed exegesis of both sectionsP) In this first section of the 
covenant-making the subject-matter is to state the right relationship between the two 
parties. From God's side he accepts Israel as the covenant partner and the people also 
accept God as the covenant partner. In this comparison we investigate the following 
issues : 
(1) how does YHWH relate to the people ?, 
(2) how do the people relate to YHWH ?, 
(3) the definition of the covenant relationship in the different contexts, 
(4) the position of this section among other sections of the covenant making or renewal 
(1) How does YHWH relate to the people ? (your God') 
There is a clear difference on this issue between the two covenants. In Ex 195a we do 
not read a 'statement comparable to the statement of what God will do to the people in Dt 
2618-19 but the conditional sentence about God's statement, component [a] : 
Ex 19. Sa : [a] `r a-r t Cr ?'r p> 
However, in Dt 26: 17 we read a combination of the conventional statement of 
relationship-making (e. g. treaty, marriage), component [bi, and the short expression of the 
people's obligation (the pronouncing subject +"+`? + suff. (the obj) +5+ thee term of 
relationship), component [a] : 
Dt 2617 : [b] a', t'rcý J5 r ft' 
[a] iY, 15ý p=ý'm ru nt4 rri rln fti r-z rt . 
The inf. clauses of Dt 2617 are directly related to the finite verb, tnO; týtý. This means that 
keeping God's laws is the immediate consequence of Israel's fundamental statement that 
YHWH is her god. And in [a] we find the same content as in Ex 195a : (i) the same 
S +'7ii» phrase, (ii) the same 'vii + terms of law. 
Despite this difference in formulation both verses are identical in what they state about 
the real consequence of the relationship. The different form in Ex 19Sa is caused by the 
fact that the whole proposal of the covenant relationship is expressed from the standpoint 
of the stronger party, God, just as a vassal treaty is described from the standpoint of the 
suzerain. By doing so, instead of a bilateral declaration (eg. `YHWH is our God') Ex 195a 
states the practical implication of the declaration (i. e. to obey the law of God). And God's 
declaration to the people (Ex 195b-6a) is also not the theoretical one (eg. `You are my 
people) but the practical one (; 'ad, :yT hat o`; 7Z 5nb). In the case of Dt 2617-19, 
5. For example N. Lohfink (1969,544 : '_ aber wir habe hier (Dt 2&16-19, TGS) immerhin eine typisch 
deuteronomische Aussage, die in ähnlicher Form nur an einer Stelle außerhalb des Deuteronomiums 
belegt ist, in Ex 195f. das den deuteronomischen Stellen unter Umstunden genetisch vorausliegen könnte) 
and W. Beyerlin (1961,15 = 1965,11: 'Nur sind in der Tat die sprachlich-stilistischen Gemeinsamkeiten 
mit dem Deuteronomium unübersehbar'). The connection between both sections has already been 
pointed out in 3.6.52 & 3.653. 
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however, the speaker of this definition is not a party to the covenant but the mediator, 
Moses. Therefore, the reciprocal pronouncement can be done quite proportionately except 
the use of the practical implication of the pronouncement from the side of the people (i. e. 
to keep God's law). This phenomenon fits in very well with the special feature of the 
Moab covenant : the authority of Moses as the mediator as well as the teacher of the 
covenant and law is emphasized. In other words, Moses expresses the covenant 
relationship from the standpoint of neither God nor the people but himself. 
Finally, as far as the relationship between the two texts is concerned, it is more 
probable that the expression of Dt is later than that of Ex. The fact that the description of 
Ex 19: 5a is practical and that of Dt 26: 17 is principal (in the sense of the mutual 
declaration) do not suggest that Dt 2617 is original and Ex 19: 5a is late. Rather the 
principal declaration in Dt 2617 is caused by the fact that Moses with absolute authority 
controls all aspects for the Moab covenant. And the practical expression in Ex 19.5a 
corresponds with the ANE custom of expressing issues from the superior's point of view. 
Then we may judge that the expression of Dt 2617 is more theologically reflected. The 
addition of Dt 2617b to the principal declaration in Dt 26: 17a suggests that the author 
expands the original one element [a] Ex 19Sa into the two elements [a] + [b] Dt 2617. 
(2) How do the people relate to YHWH ? (the three promises of God) 
The most striking similarity between the two covenants is YHWH's three promises 
about Israel's special relationship with YHWH. This finding is one of the important 
contributions of this thesis (3.65.2. ) : 
Ex 19.5a-6 (1) r (2) 
. 
lv (3) th- `. 
Dt 2618-19 (1) rbaý Op (2) fr't (3) d'tý'op 
These are expressed with the customary relationship making formula : the pronouncing 
subject + rm +ý+ suff. (the ob, }) +' (only in Dt) + the term of relationship. In practice 
the pronouncing subject can be expressed with the suffix attached to the verb m: 
Ex 19.5b-6 : (1) 7 ý5 L! t`'; ý}, 
(2X3) riin6 %b) arrfj- rv ýý- n Mr-N. 
Dt 2618-19 : (1) 7 as tm 
(2) oýý5z 5p 'p' Iruý5 (N. B. the verb is ltv), 
(3) ýýt `r ri ýý-aZt ; ýt$- 
(a) We have seen in the exegesis of Ex 195a-6 (2.4.3.4. & 2.4.3.5. ) that these three 
promises do not actually mean three different kinds of promises but one promise, the 
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making of special relationship between YHWH and IsraeLW ' The second (0`x72 5btý) 
and the third (rii-0 ha) promises explain the first promise (nm) more fully. The parallel 
use of M. i with rt r (e. g. Is 1: 2,18: 7,9,60: 12, Zeph 3: 8, Ps 46: 7,2 Clv 3215Y7 indicates the 
strong relationship between the second and the third promises. And the fact that the 
second word in each phrase (o`; z / t7) has a similar meaning field also alludes to the 
strong connection between the second and the third promises. Therefore, the second and 
the third promises are mentioned in one sentence consecutively (o`; z tvybb 1. of M-, 
ring `ia)). 
In Dt we find a similar phenomenon (3.65.4. ). The first promise ('týao cy) is supported 
by the divine speech formula which recalls the past promise And after 
the second (ii`5g) and the third (rtiý-ap) promises we also read the nearly identical divine 
speech formula :.. -CN ) The use of the infinitive phrases 
stresses that there are originally three items of the promise. Despite these three items, 
however, we acknowledge that in Dt as well as in Ex the second and the third promises 
explain the meaning of the first promise more clearlyP) 
(b) There is a similarity between each promise of each text. At least the contents of 
the first and the third promises are identical, although there is a small difference : 
Ex 195b-6 (1) r (3) t `i, 1 
Dt 2618-19 (1) ý5aa MT (3) d''tr-op 
In Dt these promises are always expressed with or (7: 6,14: 2,21,2&9) and this means that in 
Dt the expressions are unified. We assume that the two texts (Ex 19.. 5b-6a and Dt 2618-19) 
are in parallel with each other in terms of the first and the third promises. These two 
promises express Israel's relationship with or position towards God (3.65.4. ). 
(c) The important difference between the two texts lies in the second promise : 
Ex 19: 6a (2) D`r z mU = 
Dt 2619 (2) 1i`St 
In the `exegesis of Ex 19: 6a (2.435. ) we have seen that the unique phrase in the OT, iv5t tý 
a`1'ý2, has a metaphorical meaning (i. e. `the privilege', `the nobility') but not a functional 
meaning (`the priestly (mission) work for the world'). In this sense b`Xiz My 411 is quite vv a 
similar to the second promise of Dt, 1S", , used in most cases 
for the deity and therefore 
6. W. Moran (1962,17). 
7. Literature in G. J. Botterweck (TWATJ, 970f). Not only the parallel pair of '13 / 1'Uýbb but also D' / 
111D51222 (Jer 110,2%8,51: 2027, Ez 37: 22, Nah 3S, Zeph 3: 8, Hag 2: 22 (txt 7), Psý4&i, 135d0f. ) and the 
parallel pair of D'S] ([s 412, Jet 2514, Ps 135: 10) are often found in the OT. These examples 
show that the parallel use o two words and its derivatives are in common. 
8. Although the second promise is introduced by the phrase JJ11151 and the third by the phrase 
1! 1`151 compared with the case of the first introduced by the p}üase J11'1 , this 
feature does not 
nüliily the important division made through the customary phrase of the promissory oath `1C3t't 
; ýý'1] 1 or 't 
'l 
And `t 'l in 26.19 refers not only to the third promise but also to f" the second promise. 
9. In the vassal treaties in the ANE the commonly used term defining the relationship between the 
suzerain and the vassal is 1*30 (see M. Greenberg (1951,172-174), D. J. Wiseman (1953, pl. iii), M. Weinfeld 
(1972,226, n. 2), 1-1 Wildberger "('1'l1AT, 11,142ff), E Lipii skl (TWAT, V, 749f)). Through this fact also the 
primary position of this first promise is acknowledged. 
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another highly unusual word for Israel, because V'g refers to the noble position of Israel 
among all nations. This idea becomes clearer in the following clause trt 0'i _t-5; Sy 
fl ' in Df 26: 19a. The concrete result of God's `elevating' Israel among the nations is 
found in the additional three phrases with ýtýra Dda 7'ýýn5) in the same verse. 
The result of this interpretation is striking. The second promise of each covenant 
expresses actually the same privileged status of Israel among the nations. The second 
promise of both covenants describes the result of the covenant making : the consequence 
which Israel receives from her making the covenant relationship with YHWH. In other 
words, just as the priest is high above the ordinary people, Israel will be exalted high 
above all nations and people, o`xiz 1v5 and And this position is in fact derived 
from Israel's covenantal relationship to God. 
However, together with this similarity we should consider the difference in the second 
promise. Interestingly enough, not only the second promise of the Sinai covenant (M5:: 
but also the second promise of the Moab covenant (Ii`5 are unique descriptions 
for Israel. Although it is impossible to explain the difference between both expressions, 
we realize that the second promise of the Moab covenant is greatly expanded (`gyp 1i` g 
mrtýr obi 7 ný t compared with the terse expressions used in the 
first and the third promises and compared with the second promise of the Sinai covenant. 
The author of the Moab pericope seems to explain the newly invented term describing 
Israel's status (Ti'Sg) more clearly by this additional clause. Together with this fact we have 
to consider the following two points : 
(i) In the Moab covenant (Dt 26: 17-19) the divine speech formula `dX Z. or 
v't nVx, ý) is used and this means the author of the Moab pericope is clearly conscious of 
the previous material. 
(ii) Consideration of the total aspects of both covenants leads to the probable 
conclusion that the Moab covenant is conscious of the Sinai covenant. 
If so, then we have to assume that the author of the Moab covenant substitutes the phrase 
of the second promise in the Sinai covenant (o`kýz s mp) and insteads he invents a new 
revolutionary term describing Israel (1i`ýg) usually used for God. And then he explains it 
more fully with the additional clause. 
(d) In this way the promises of both covenants are actually the same one : 
(i) both covenants have the same number of promises, 
(ii) both covenants follow the same orderM 
(iii) all three promises of both covenants express actually one idea : Israel's special 
relationship with YHWH, although some are formulated slightly differently for practical 
reasons. 
(e) It is necessary to consider the use of these promises within Dt. Interestingly other 
0ý! ) 10. See 3.65.4. and below about the difference of order in Dt 74 14; 2,21 (CJi15'Op and then -. b= 
compared with the present order of the first and third promises in Dt 26: 18-19. 
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texts of Dt show a different order when these promises (the first and the third) are used 
together, e. g. Dt 7: 6,142 (t7-ap and then op). In these texts the author seems to 
appeal to Israel's status before God in order to give ethical or cultic commands (e. g. to 
separate Israel from the cultic practices of the Canaanites). In Dt 76 the author uses the 
easily understood phrase, Wi,, 1,5-0p, for this purpose, and then going to the fundamental 
point, he reveals the realstatus of Israel, 750 op of YHWH. In Dt 14: 21 we read only 
11ý-np and it has the same purpose as in Dt 7: 6 to preserve Israel's holiness. This fact 
indicates that Ch11,5-ap is the term which can be applied easily. - However, in Dt 26: 18-19 
the principal announcement is the subject-matter, and therefore the fundamental expression 
of the covenant relationship (nab Dp) is listed first. Therefore, although Dt 26: 18-19 
appears later than Dt 7.6,14: Z21 in the present Dt, the primary text is Dt 2618-19 but not 
Dt 7: 6,14: 2,21, which are actually the application of the fundamental announcement in Dt 
26: 17-19. Therefore, the divine speech formula 7 -itt in Dt 2618) or 'r "t in 
Dt 26: 19) does not mean what is mentioned in Dt 7: 6,14: 2,21, but refers rather to -the 
original announcement made") by God himself in the previous occasion. 
(f) If we cannot connect 1ý-n -dMn and 'vi -exz (Dt 26: 18,19) with the previous 
mention of the phrases (i. e. Wi1r'ap, r'ao op) in Dt 7: 6,14: 2,21, we can safely connect 
them with the promises in Ex 15(6b-6 with (a) its nearly identical promises and (b) quite 
similar covenantal context (3.6.5.1. ) 2) Therefore, it is more natural to assume the 
dependence of Dt 26: 17-19 on Ex 19.3-8 (at least 5b-6) than vice versa, unless the divine 
speech formulae 'dcý in Dt 26: 18 and -vi '. r1Ki in Dt 26: 19) were alien to Dt, 
which is unlikely considering the customary use of these formulae in D013) Further, if it 
is characteristic of Dt to replace M by ap, the combination of the third promise W"16'51a0 
with the second promise (wri*z r) in the Sinai covenant does not fit. ») This 
YYt- 
phenomenon might have led the author of Dt to choose other terms more suitable for the 
second promise. Or the author may be simply explaining fully the meaning of the unusual 
and therefore difficult phrase, Drxz tizý= These two possible factors seem to be the 
reason for the author to choose in the present clause in Dt 26: 19a. 'i"j' , used otherwise 
1. We have seen that 1`1 ý1' 1 Hill should be interpreted not as hi(. causative but as hi f. declarative. 
12. In Dt six cases are found which use the clause 'MNZ (or 1/)+ `1Z1 (verb). In four cases (Dt 
121,63,19ßb, 273) the promise to 'the fathers (; jY1t1_t)' is the issu. 'Only Dt 218,19 does not refer to the 
fathers but directly to ', j' (2618) or without anything (2619). In the main divine speech formalae of Dt 
with the verb 73 we find the same idea that the oath is sworn to 'the fathers' (either with T: ` Zld or 
with the names of the fathers (about the land (e. g Do 12,135, &10,3020, etc), about the exodus (e. 
g Dt 
7: 8), about the enlarging boundary (Dt 19.8a), about the increasing the neumbers (Dt 1318), about the 
covenant formulae (Dt 2912)) or by mentioning only the names of the fathers (eg. Dt 34: A), see further 
D. E. Skweres, 1979,232ff). This statistics enables us to conclude that Do 26: 18.19 without mentioning the 
fathers indicates clearly Israel's previous experience after the exodus. Also in some verses there is 
explicit mention to the difference between the fathers and the present generation (e. g Dt 53 M'5 explicit 
X r: J "11M 1112 Therefore, the connection of this section (Dt 26: 17-19) 
through this clause wit the report of Ez 195b-6 becomes more plausible. 
13. Pace L. Perlitt (1969,17-174) who holds the dependence of Ex 195b-6 on Dt. See D. Patrick (1971,155): 
'Deuteronomy and its school could just as well be drawing on terminology coined by our author or the 
tradition behind the Covenant code Source. ' 
14. It is an interesting phenomenon that although dictionaries (TIIAT, TWAT at least) do mention the 
parallel use of t'i bb with `. but not with MV. 
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for the deity nearly in all cases (except' in two cases in Dt (2619281)' and Ps 8928 when it 
is applied to' a person), boldly emphasizes the privileged position of Israel among the 
nations. 0s3 
(g) 'We find another difference about the phrases of the promise itself. The first 
promise (Ex 195b) has only n compared with h5ý? Dp in Dt 2618. Before examining 
this difference we want to point out an interesting issue in connection with this problem. 
Ex 22: 30 (ET 2231) we read stn Cjj'5-VM and this clause is the paranetic reason for 
the prohibition of eating of the animal meat killed by wild beasts. Similar prohibition is 
found in Dt 14: 21 (for the animal killed already) with a similar paranetic reason, OP `ý 
ý"ýýtt 7tiýý5 n$ Vin7. The uniform appearance of tfttn mp in Dt (7: 6,142, l421,2619, 
2&9) shows the stability in' its use and the concern to stress that Israel is the people of 
God against 'the CanaanitesPQ In the Moab covenant the regular use of the phrase 
stresses that Israel's unique covenant relationship with God is the antidote to assimilation 
by the Canaanites. The unique position of Israel in its covenant relationship with God is 
stressed compared with the Canaanites who are' not chosen by God for such a relationship. 
Finally, summarizing all these arguments, we consider the historical relationship between 
the two series of promises. The fact that the three promises are in the same order 
illustrates the strong connection between the two texts. Interestingly the divine speech 
formula is added only to the first and the third promises in Dt. This fact reveals the 
priority of the first promise and the connection between the' second and the third 
promises. In any case these promises are one of the most clear examples which show the 
dependence of Dt on Ex. It becomes apparent in the first and the third promises with 
their unified use of op 0 *= my / rtihp ap) in Dt, compared with irregular use in Ex 
(l ab / Cti17 `., cf. riij'5-G; K Ex 2230 (ET 22: 31)). A development from mixed use to the 
unified use is more plausible than the opposite one. And the second promise of Dt 2619a 
(11'ßg), ' the revolutionary invention of Dt, seems to replace the second promise of Ex 196a 
This fact becomes apparent by the additional clause to Dt'2619a, C`Xrý, 
tt nOM and Jrmh L%i'; -N M5. Further the use of the divine speech formula in Dt 
/ `vj 'fit; Dt 26: 18,19), which is absent in Ex, is the decisive factor which 
enables us to conclude the dependence of Dt on Ex. 07) 
(3) The definition of the covenant relationship presented in the context 
The most striking difference in these three promises of both covenants is the'manner in 
which these promises are presented in the context. In Ex 193-8 the promises are suggested 
15. In addition to this revolutionary word the author adds a clause (1t1ý `1GtK ` ý) with three 
phrases of the preposition 5 (lt tDth W51 5i 111 Dt 26.19), and alt of themmatch precisely with 
the new word and amplify its meaning. 
16. G. von Rad (1929,10-14; 1973,18-22), 0.135chli (1962,141-142), W. Beyerlin (1961,22 = 1965,17). 
17. Further the use of the three promises In the formation of the following sections (Dt 27-28,3.655) 
shows clearly the high standard of literary composition in Dt and consequently the further development 
of Dt 26.17-19 from Ex IM-6a. 
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by God and brought to the people indirectly through Moses. More precisely, Ex 193.8 
gives a detailed picture of this transmission of God's proposal of the covenant relationship 
to the people : God - Moses - the elders - the people. And then the answer of the people 
is given through Moses to God (Ex 19: 8). When we consider the people's answer is given 
through the expression of the people's own wor08), we imagine that this answer is given 
in the opposite direction of God's proposal : the people - the elders - Moses - God. As we 
have seen (2.4.4.2. ), Ex 19: 3-8 follows the ordinary negotiation process for creating an 
official relationship between the two parties. Meanwhile, in Dt 2(17-19 all promises are 
spoken by Moses. It is quite natural to consider that this section belongs to the long 
discourse of Moses to the people. "1') And it is also natural because all components of the 
covenant renewal are rearranged according to the masterly independent mind of the 
author who stands behind Moses' word. Interestingly enough (3.1.1.2. ), in the Moab 
covenant Moses is in charge of the invariable elements of covenant : the stipulations (the 
decalogue, the Hauptgebot pericope, the deuteronomic laws) and the definition of the 
covenant relationship (26: 17-19). But the variable elements, the covenant renewal 
ceremony (Dt 27f. ), are handed over to the leaders : the elders (3.71. ) and the levitical 
priests (3.8.1. ). In other words, the definition of the covenant relationship is spoken by 
Moses himself not the reporter's as in Ex 193-8. Although it would be possible for the 
author in Dt 2617-19 to describe the covenant relationship from the standpoint of the 
stronger as in Ex 19: 3-8, Moses who stands as the mediator between the two parties reports 
the bilateral pronouncement. 
Another point related to this issue is that the function of the people in Ex 193-8 is 
simply to decide whether to accept the conditions set by God or not. They may give only 
a positive or negative answer to the proposal. However, in Dt 2617-19 the action of both 
parties is expressed mutually : God's pronouncement towards Israel and the latter's 
pronouncement towards the first. 00) 
As far as the historical relationship between two texts is concerned, this point does not 
prove directly that Ex is before Dt. The mutual declaration in Dt 2617-19 does not show 
that it is older than Ex 19: 5-6. This declaration is expressed by the mediator, Moses, who 
is not just a neutral scribe of the covenant relationship but the person who gives the 
strong admonition from the side of one party, God. In the ANE vassal treaties the 
document is written not neutrally but from the point of view of the suzerain, and this 
tendency corresponds with the style of Ex 193-8. Therefore, we conclude that the style of 
the Sinai covenant (Ex 193-8) is close to the stylistic conventions of the ANET but the 
style of the Moab covenant (Dt 26: 17-19) is more theologically reflected. And therefore it 
is more plausible that Dt depends on Ex than vice versa, if the relationship between these 
I& We hold that r-11` in Ex 14.8 does not necessarily mean `the unison' (i. e. the people have spoken this at 
the same time at the same voice) but `with the one heart'. 
19. G. W. Savran (1988,116) 
20. DJ. McCarthy (1978j94). 
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two is admitted. 
(4) The position of these sections among other sections of both covenant 
Why does Dt put this section (Dt 2617-19) of the definition of the covenant relationship 
in the later part of the Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-2&69), while a similar section (Ex 193-8) is 
put first in the Sinai pericope ? It is easy to explain the initial position of Ex 19,3-8. The 
whole process of the covenant making follows the chronological order except for 1919b-25 
(2.7. ). We have seen in our study of Dt 271-8 (3.7.6. ) that heavy stress is laid on the law 
and the admonition to keep the law by abridgement of the cultic aspect (i. e. covenant 
ceremony). A similar pattern is found throughout the Moab pericope : the law sections 
are placed in the most prominent position : the decalogue (Dt 5: 6-21), the Hauptgebot 
pericope (Dt 6-11), and the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26). Together with these legal 
sections the section of the definition of the covenant relationship belongs to the 
invariable elements of a covenant, and they stand as the first part of the Moab pericope. 
These invariable elements are prepared by Moses himself who cannot cross the Jordan. In 
this way Moses lays the foundation for the future fulfilment of the covenant renewal at 
Shechem. What Moses pronounces in Dt 2617-19 is the backbone for the remaining 
sections of the Moab / Shechem covenant, the variable elements of a covenant which has 
to be performed in the future at Shechem (3.6.5.5. ). In this way Moses' word is once again 
the foundation of the future events at Shechem. 
Finally we consider the historical relationship of the two covenants in terms of this 
aspect. Ex 193-8 takes the present position within the Sinai pericope, because events are 
arranged in chronological order. But Dt 26: 17-19 is put at the end of the invariable 
element (Dt 5-26: 16) and at the beginning of the variable elements (Dt 27-28). Considering 
the function of the three promises of Dt 2617-19 in-the following sections (3.6.5.5. ), we 
conclude that Dt 2617-19 shows deep theological reflection, and therefore it is a further 
development of Ex 193-8, which contains historical raw materials. 
4.2.2. Comparison of the two covenants (II) : 
the meeting of the two covenant parties (Ex 199-25 - Dt 5) 
Ex 19: 9-25 is usually considered as the description of a theophany. Therefore 
commentators do not explain why in both covenants the phenomenon of God's coming is 
accompanied by the proclamation of the decalogue. However, as we have seen, the main 
theme of Ex 19: 9-25 is not just the coming of God but the meeting of the covenant 
parties, YHWH and Israel. This is important in creating an official covenant relationship 
between the two parties. Interestingly, since in the Moab covenant this aspect is much 
diminished, it is worth investigating the description of this aspect of covenant making. 
Four topics will looked at : 
(1) the meeting of both parties, 
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(2) the direct speech of God to the people, 
(3) the phenomenon of the theophany, the trembling of the people, and the 
request for a mediator, 
(4) the function of this meeting in both covenants. 
(1) Meeting of both parties face to face 
In the Sinai covenant we have argued that the theme of Ex 19.16-19a, which has ,a 
concentric (chiastic) structure, is not the theophany but the meeting of both covenant 
parties (2.6.2. ). The direct encounter between the two parties is necessary to make the 
official relationship after the preliminary negotiation through the mediator. Because of 
the weakness of the weaker (Israel) YHWH (the stronger) orders Moses to prepare the 
people carefully to meet him (Ex 1910-13). They must undergo a special preparation 
period for this meeting (Ex 1914-15,21-23). 
In the Moab covenant, however, the description of this meeting and the preparation for 
it is diminished, and therefore the aspect of the people's careful preparation to meet God is 
dropped out. This phenomenon is caused by Dt's own thematic structure, although there 
are still traces of it. In Dt 5: 4 we read a clear sign of this event : 11, " 'U1 D'M D79 
M p. As we have seen (33.1.4. ) the intention of Dt 5: 4 is to mention not the content of 
God's word but its mode : the decalogue as God's direct speech to the people. The initial 
position of the emphatic adverbial phrase, VMM ar; p, stresses the directness of the 
encounter between the two parties without the mediator. 21) It is meaningful that this 
report comes just after the fundamental statement of covenant making between God and 
Israel in 5: 2-3 (33.1.2. ). In other words, the first scene of the covenant making should be 
the report about the meeting of both parties. The fairly short clause of Dt 5: 4 is 
overloaded by various adverbial phrases (cqnn rip, "vin, . 11 M. 
). This means that the 
author wants to report the mode of God's word, God's direct speech to the people, rather 
than its content. 
Therefore, we conclude that the two covenant reports adapt the same reporting style to 
their own requirement. The basic report is present in both covenants, although in the 
Moab covenant this aspect is much diminished just as several cultic elements (the variable 
elements) of the covenant making are abridged (e. g. Dt 271-8,3.7.6. ). 
Concerning the historical relationship of this aspect between the two covenants it is 
hard to insist that the simple description of the Moab covenant is older than the detailed 
2L C. J. Labuschagne (DtJb, 25). JA Thompson 0,113) comments that this phrase suggests the covenant is 
made in the area of personal relationship rather than in purely legalistic areas. This phrase (cf. Ex 33: 11, 
Num 14: 14) seems to mean in person, that is, in the immediate personal contact. Dt 5c4 (`fact-to-face) : 
cf. 'face-to-face meeting between God and Moses (0`4 ''K CPU) Ex 3311, Dt 3410). If both Dt 3410 
and Ex 3311 mention this event as unprecedented one, and therefore the authors have the clear intention 
to express that Moses has the divine authority, the direct meeting of the people with God has also a 
clear reason. This phenomenon cannot be explained without the consideration that here the covenant 
relationship is the subject-matter, because in making the covenant relationship between the two parties 
the direct encounter between them is indispensable. 
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one of the Sinai covenant. We have the impression that the author of Dt wants to 
describe the content of the meeting but not the phenomenon of the meeting itself. 
Therefore, he abridges the original description of the meeting and goes directly to the 
citation of the decalogue. 
(2) God's direct speech to the people 
The meeting of the two parties and God's direct speech to the people are linked with 
each other in both covenants. 
In the Sinai covenant the meeting itself is so important that within the section (Ex 
1916-19a) there is no direct hint about what is going on in this meeting. We infer what 
happens in that meeting from the previous section (Ex 193-8) and the following section 
(Ex 20.18-22). In Ex 193-8 the stipulations of the covenant (tl7; / `m Ex 195) is not yet 
given, because this section describes the 'initial negotiating stage of the relationship 
(2.4.33. & 2.8.2.1., 2. ). We expect that this condition will be given soon. And from the 
section after this meeting we easily grasp that the meeting is accompanied by the spoken 
word of God, which contains the stipulations of the covenant. In other words, the direct 
encounter of both covenant parties is for the direct giving and accepting the covenant 
stipulations without the mediator. Therefore, in the Sinai covenant what the people 
experience in their encounter with God is God's coming as well as God's direct speech to 
them. So the people ask for Moses to speak them (rr3ýtp instead of God 
(r=3-19'nc =*p `7, -ýrt) in Ex 2019)(22) But if God's coming were not accompanied 
by God's word, this request would be meaningless. 
In the Moab covenant the connection of the theophany and God's word is easily 
grasped, because these two factors are compressed in one sentence 0-11m, vV . a`3ýý 0`3P 
in? :r Dt 5: 4). Further in Dt 522 we see the connection of these two factors : VI'VIM-tu; t 
Sim Sip 5virrt 13vß rirtý ooirw --V 
1- ýýý-ýrc 
7ýi; imp r. Since 0`11Z. 0-rim, 
7,7o stands at the head of the sentence just after the decalogue is pronounced (Dt 5: 6-21), 
the intention of the author is very clear. A similar connection is found in Dt 523 
(J 
,iM firm 
5ipLbr t) and Dt 524 (ZV oo ityý Umort i5 7-M) 
The historical connection between the two texts cannot be judged easily, because each 
text has its own characteristics. The connection between the meeting of both parties and 
the direct law-giving is more easily expressed in the Moab covenant than in the Sinai 
covenant. 
(3) The awesome phenomenon of God's coming and the trembling of the people which 
lead to the people's request for a mediator 
22. The reason, why in Ex 1936-19a we cannot read the connection between God's magnificent coming and 
God's word seems to be the literary style of the author who wants to concentrate on one aspect of the 
covenant making (see 28.2.1. ). In Ex 19: 9-25 the main objective of the author is to describe the meeting 
of both parties as fully as possible as we see in the expanded explanation of this meeting in Ex 1919b-25. 
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Three topics have to be considered in this section : (i) the phenomenon of God's 
coming, (ii) the immediate reaction of the people, (iii) their request. 
(i) In the Sinai covenant we read three reports of God's coming : 
Ex-1916 -ft 151n cri 'i, '? 'gyp ann n onva rVýý 
-Ex 1918 iVt+ tvtAn + fm -m-3ý rn) 1T 1 IV; bt p 5p_t 
Ex 2018 in ftrn-run "Myn 1., 1p tern cgs; i-r n' ý-r c 
In the Moab covenant we read the same reports of the phenomenon with new items 
compared with the Sinai covenant : 
Dt 5: 4 WtAý 'ir. C, (Dt 5: 5) 
Dt 522 p 5rnZm t' iiC (5 new but in Ex 2&21Y23) 
Dt 523 ýrý rti'_t firm ýi, ý7-nrc 0ýprxi + risc 1tl 1, 
Dt 524 i5m. -Mm W»-r uw. I'nt o tt; T Utsn (new) IT vt iv tti "I "tv 
. ßi7 Oiý ý ýir"ý ývrxi i5ýý-rn 
Tn mvt 
i 
ro DMtýt c 'U1ý-ýý wMn (new) 
Dt 5: 26 inn Vn= Vwr im v MM Cn, %M `ý rtvJ art -8 T VV 
12 (new) 
There is a similar item in both covenants : 
iýx Tr tý ýp ýp*ý (Ex 1918) -I Vr (Dt 523»24) 
There are items missing from the Moab covenant compared with the Sinai covenant : 
(a) a`i7va rý'ý7 (Ex 1916, `thunder and lightning'), 
(b) -Sp 13 (Ex 1916), 
(c) -iK p pm e I'ýf) / 7rm 7trn Jai ýý / nen ýi, ý (Ex 1916,18,2918) 
(d) i -m-ýz "rinn (Ex 1918) 
Specific points in the Moab covenant include 
(a) the fire (rte firm 5: 4,22,24,26 /rit 55,23), 
(b) the close connection between the theophany phenomenon and God's direct word. 
(ii) The immediate reaction of the people in both covenants is the fear of God : Wt' (Ex 
20: 19 - Dt 529,62) 25) In the Moab covenant (3.4.2. ) the fear of the people is described in 
an elaborated style (Dt 5: 24-26) compared with the simple description in the Sinai 
covenant (Ex 20: 19). This elaboration is the groundwork for the request of the people (Dt 
23.1613-11 7/ 1tM I71n `1903 
' (Ex 1916,19,2018) -' 
"7 (Dt 522). If the similarity between 
'1ýG'ý1 "17 / 'lKth j11 "*e 5b (Ex 19.16,20.18) and " (Dt 5: 22) is correct, the phrases in 
Ex means the voice of God discernible by the people. In Dt this this loud voice is related to the 
proclamation of God's word to the congregation (Dvý71ý7'ý7ý'ýX 11T 1n1 11, M 0`11 l J-t t). In 
this case sI 7I Sip does not mean the sound maäe by `lV but rather that is like the sound made 
by '1 0. In other words, 'IDO is used metaphorically. This understanding helps us to verify our 
interpretation that the actual event in the meeting between God and the people in Ex 1916-19a is God's 
word to the people, 
24. We suppose these are in parallel because both are directly related to Wtýt. This parallel seems right if 
we consider that b er goes upwards (rl ) like 'the cloud of the oven (or furnace)' (jC3ý- 1 1C3ýý). Y'1ý Further the description of the holocust at Sodom and Gomorah (Gen 19t28,1U'i7ý 1 'IU %I' 
rJ- 1) supports this understanding (GE Mendenhal1.1974,62). This JV3 . usually translated 
into '(dense) 
smoke, does not stay above something but moves from below upwards And the connection between 
'tWV and rJi; t seems more natural. 
25. G. Braulik (Dt, 53 : "'Gottesfruchten" meint im Alten Orient jene Grundhaltung, die wir heute 
normalsprachlich als "Glauben" oder 'Religion" bezeichnen'). 
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5: 27) and eventually for the introduction of the new element in the Moab covenant 
compared with the Sinai covenant, the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11). A new aspect in 
the Moab covenant is the prosperity (ztr Dt 5: 29, and also see 5: 33,6: 3) which the people 
can enjoy if they obey the covenant conditions. This aspect is related to the emphasis on 
the obedience to the law in the Moab covenant and also to the many `Segenhinweiisen' 
throughout Dt 4: 45-28: 58. (6) 
(iii) The fear of God leads the people to request the mediator in both covenants (Ex 
20: 19 - Dt 527). However, this last theme is further developed in the Moab covenant by 
adding the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11). This is a decisive difference between the two 
covenants. In other words, in the Sinai covenant there are two law systems, (a) the 
decalogue and (b) the Book of the Covenant, but in the Moab covenant there are three 
law systems, (a) the decalogue, (b) the deuteronomic laws, and (c) the Hauptgebot 
pericope. Moses' authority not only to be the transmitter (v1 Dt 528) of God's law but 
also to be its teacher (nzzz Dt 5: 31,6: 1) is given through this process. We shall discuss this 
fully in 4.23. 
Concerning the historical relationship between the two covenants, the detailed plea of 
Israel's leaders in Dt 523-27 contrasts clearly with the simple appeal of the people in Ex 
20: 19. This plea of the leaders in Dt 523-27 is the firm foundation for the steady building 
up of Moses' authority in Dt 5: 1-6: 3 : the people's request (Dt 523-27) - God's approval (Dt 
5: 28-31) - Moses' first and second admonitions (Dt 5: 32-33,6: 1-3). Thus it is likely that Dt 
523-27 is an elaboration of Ex 2019. 
(4) The role of these sections in both covenants 
In the Sinai covenant we have noted the concentric (chiastic) structure in Ex 1916-19a. 
In the centre of this structure we see both parties are set in parallel despite the great 
contrast of the magnificent coming of the stronger, YHWH, and the trembling approach 
of the weaker, Israel. 
In the Moab covenant this aspect is less important than in the Sinai covenant. The 
meeting of the two parties is expressed tersely in Dt 5: 4,22. Therefore in the present 
context this meeting per se is not a crucial component in the Moab covenant. The Moab 
covenant is not the initial covenant making but a covenant renewal of the first covenant, 
the Horeb covenant. In a covenant renewal the invariable elements of the initial covenant 
are presupposed. And as long as the covenant between YHWH and Israel lasts, one of the 
invariable elements, the covenantal conditions remain in effect. And this covenant 
condition was already given in the situation where both parties met directly. Therefore, in 
the Moab covenant where the obedience to the law is an important theme, the meeting of 
both parties is abridged just like other cultic aspects. However, this meeting is not totally 
26. N. Lohfink (1963a, 305f). 
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neglected, because it stresses that the decalogue is delivered directly from God to the 
people (27) 
As far as the historical relationship between the two covenants is concerned, it is very 
possible that in Dt the aspect of meeting of both parties is abridged and used for the 
different objective of the author, to increase Moses' authority for bringing and teaching 
God's laws. This indicates that the account of the Moab covenant is later than that of the 
Sinai covenant. 
4.23. Comparison of the two covenants (III) : the authority of Moses to bring the laws 
from God to the people (Ex 19Ja, 20ff., 2(Y18-21; Dt 5: 23-63) 
Because of the people's request Moses receives the authority as the mediator for the 
covenant between YHWH and Israel. Moses' immediate task is to bring the laws of God 
to the people. However, this has long-term consequences for the authority of Moses 
among the people. In this section we look at three points : (1) Moses' mediatorship, (2) the 
process through which Moses receives the authority as mediator(-teacher), (3) the 
dissolution of the gathering (Ex 2021, Dt 5: 30). 
(1) Moses' mediatorship 
In the Sinai covenant the position of Moses as the covenant mediator is carefully 
arranged through the prophecy - fulfilment scheme (2.7.1.1. ) X28) In other words, in Ex 
19: 9a God has already prophesied the profound effect on the people of their respect (PH) 
for Moses when they hear the dialogue between God and Moses. This dialogue occurs in 
Ex 19: 19b-23, although the real effect on the people in their increased respect for Moses is 
found in their request in Ex 20: 18-21. This request for indirect law-giving through Moses 
means that Moses as the mediator is not only appointed by God but also demanded by the 
people. It is important to indicate that God prepares the strategy, not after but before the 
people's request, that his messenger will have popular authorityP9" 
27. DJ. McCarthy (1972c, 31) hints slightly at the function of theophany within the covenant framework : 
'Covenant meal, sacrifice, and especially the overpowering experience of the theophany presented in the 
cult were certainly elements connected with and integral to the covenant. The God who appears in 
Sinai, a God appearing in cultic circumstances, as all agree, is such that his mere appearance founds the 
relationship between him and the people and supplies a sufficient ground for the demands he puts upon 
them' 
28. G. von Rad (1958,192 = 1966,208f) finds this pattern in the deuteronomic history as a major strategy : 
`that system of prophetic prediction and its exactly observed fulfilment which pervades the whole work 
of this writer. ' 
29. N. Lohfink (1963a, 146f) realizes the importance of the authority of Moses in the Sinai covenant. It is 
so significant that God prepares a special plan to increase the authority of his servant Mose before the 
people. However, Lohfink (1963x, 147) goes astray by insisting that 'der Sinaibund as eine Art 
Dreiecksbund zwischen Gott, Anführer Israels (Moses, TGS) und Israel gedacht wurde. Although he 
depends upon K. Baltzer's formulation (1960,87, 'der Bund "zwischen Jahve und zwischen dem König 
und zwischen dem Volk'"), he does not realize that the key issue in this event is Moses role as the 
mediator between God and the people, and in this respect it is clearly different from the role of the 
king in making a covenant. And in the vassal treaties the real parties are the suzerain and the vassal 
but not the vassal's people, although sometimes we read that people have sworn to the oath, because 
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In. the Moab covenant there is. no use of the prophecy - fulfilment scheme in God's 
speech. (30) However, Moses' mediatorship is mentioned shortly before the decalogue in Dt 
55(31) The structure in Dt 5: 4ff. is : 
[a] 5: 4 (giving of the Decalogue in the midst of the direct 
encounter between God and Israel) 
[b] 55 (the law-giving through Moses because of the people's fear of 
meeting God) 
[A] 5: 6-21 (the decalogue) 
[a'] 522 (the direct encounter between God and the people) 
[b'] 523-27 (the request of the people to Moses to bring the law 
of God to them) 
[B] 6: 4ff. (the Hauptgebot pericope and the 
deuteronomic laws given through Moses). 
Although the position of Dt 55 looks awkward and does not follow the prophecy - 
fulfilment scheme, it has the same effect in the Moab covenant as Ex 199a has in the 
Sinai covenant : 
(i) Like the prophecy in the Sinai covenant (Ex 19: 9a) Dt 55 is short, and as the 
fulfilment of the Sinai covenant (Ex 20: 18-21) is long, so the real description about the 
people's request is in detail (Dt 523-27). 
(ii) Like Ex 19: 9a, Dt 5: 5 also appears before the decalogue. 
G. W. Savran, listing the quotations whose potential sources exist in similar language 
outside the book, usually in Ex or Numt32), asserts that on the fringe of this category are 
quotations like Dt 5: 21-24 from Ex 20: 18, and Dt 9: 26-29 from Ex 32: 11-13, both of which 
paraphrase the Exodus accounts to a greater extent and include some different materials as 
well. He interestingly points out that in Dt the verifiable quotations from other books in 
the OT are smaller than the unverifable quotations. In this sense Dt is essentially 
self-referential, and the authenticity of its quotations depends not upon comparison with 
prior speech but upon the authoritative voice who quotes them, that is, Moses. 
(2) The process through which Moses receives authority as the mediator(-teacher) 
We have seen (4.2.2. ) that the detailed report about the people's preparation to meet 
God in the Sinai covenant (Ex 19: 10-15) contrasts with the absence of concern about the 
there is no independent authority of the people about the treaty. The matter in the Sinai covenant is 
not the covenant between three parties (God, Moses, the people) but the covenant between the two 
parties (God, the people). 
30. This difference is clearly pointed out by N. Lohfink (1963a, 147). 
3L We have seen (33.14. (2)) that Dt 5: 5 is very difficult to be considered as a later addition but it is the 
vital component to constitute the meaningful structure of Dt 5. 
32 (1988,115). For instance two verbatim repetitions (Dt 139b from Num 1431; Dt 32 from Num 2134). 
The majority shows some variation in language without a radical change of meaning (eg. Dt 1: 41 from 
Num 14: 40; Dt 2: 26 from Num 2: 21, he lists also Dt L"42 from Num 14: 41-42, Dt 5ß-18 from Ex 2U1-14, 
Dt9J2from Ex327-8). 
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preparation of the Moab covenant. However, the transition from direct law-giving to 
indirect law-giving, through Moses is explained in more detail (nearly two timesY33) in the 
Moab covenant than in the Sinai covenant. We divide this process into four stages 
according to the description of the Moab covenant : 
Ex Dt 
a. the request of the people 2&J9 523-27 
b. God's hearing about the request no text 5: 28 
C. God's word to Moses no text 5: 28-31 
d. Moses' word to the people 2&20 532ff. 
(a) the request of the people (Ex 2019: Dt 523-27) 
The description of the people's request is more detailed in the Moab covenant than 
the simple one in the Sinai covenant. However, in Ex 2019 the present sentence ordee") 
and the risk to life stress also the earnestness of their request. 
And there are three components in the peoples' word in the Sinai covenant (Ex 2019) 
two requests, (1) God should not speak to them directly (01-I M Up ocn; 'ýrt), (2) in his 
,,; 
) ), and place Moses is requested to speak in the future for their sake (' ý"u i- l 
one reason for the request, (3) the threat to life However, the two requests, (1) 
and (2), are expressed in the Moab covenant in one form (i. e. request to Moses only, but 
with two clauses, Dt 527), but in Dt 524-26 the reason of this request (3) is placed in front 
of this request and expanded greatly. In Dt 5: 24-26 as in Dt 18: 16ff. the author 
concentrates on one aspect only, either request to God or a request to Moses. 
Further in Ex 20: 18 the subject of this request is o t-ýz (or qn 2019), but in Dt 523 
the subject is oýýýýýt1 o=1UMýt ýGKV-`ýV However, if we consider the full process of 
message transmission in Ex 19: 7f. (i. e. God - Moses - the elders - the people) it is highly 
possible that in the whole Sinai covenant the message has been transmitted through this 
process. And the specific mention of the subject in Dt 523 does not make a substantial 
differenceP5) In both cases the point is clear : it is the wish of all the people to request 
Moses' mediatorship. 
The expression of the people and the representatives is clearly different : 
Ex 2018f. the -people : o-ýýt 
the representative : no text 
Dt 522f. the people 
33. G. von Rad (ATD)Dt, 44 = OTL, Dt, 60). Cf. L Perlitt (1969,82: 'Dtn 5: 23ff. Läßt sich am ehesten als dt 
Midrasch auf Ex 2018-21 verstehen - wobei Mose wiederum ößer geworden ist'). 34. 'WM MP W'W U1 stands before D`; 1'52ýt ý3LP -Irr-SK1. 
35. Pace'A. D. I-I Mayes (Dt, 172) who judges this phrase in Dt'5: 23'is a late glass, unsuitable in the context. 
These people in Dt mean that there is a new development in the society of Israel. The fact that its 
position is before and presumably "'Z of DD`=, Zrj `IJZt r is attached in front of 
Dý'ý151 suggests strongly the importance of this status in 'the contemporary Israel. This is more 
understandable considering the complex institution in 115,29.9, and Jos 23: 2,241 which stands closely 
with Dt. 
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the representative D; t»rt 
We' have explained (3.4. L ozý7i7-': 3 Dt 522) that the expression in Dt 522f. means that 
the people stand as the legal community and the action of the representatives of that 
community is legal one. 
(b) God hears the request (nä text in Ex :' Dt 5: 28) 
The long and eloquent speech style in Dt 5: 24-27 is quite different from the terse 
appeal in Ex 2019. And this difference seems to parallel the next difference : in Ex we 
cannot find any response by God to this proposal, but Dt 5: 28-31 relates God's direct 
approval of the people's request. This issue together with item (c), God's word to Moses, is 
unique in the Moab covenant. Both make the final goal of Dt 522-6: 3 more logical and 
reasonable : Moses' authority to be the mediator is not only requested by the people but 
also allowed by God. As we have seen (3.4.2. & 3.5.1. ), the two speeches (of the 
representatives of the people Dt 524-27 and of God Dt 528-31) seem to contrast with each 
other : 
(i) both are expressed with the direct citation form, 
(ii) one' is the demand (the people) and the other is approval (God), 
(iii) each has' its own structural framework corresponding with each other. 
(c) God's word to Moses (no text in Ex : Dt 5: 2&31) 
Except for the connection of this item with item (b) we point out the change from 
item (c) to item (d). We have seen in the exegesis of Dt 531-6: 3 (35.1. ) that the author 
tries to make a gradual transition from the direct word of God to Moses' word. Through 
this process the author succeeds in establishing Moses' divine and popularly-demanded 
authority to bring and teach what God will tell him : 
5: 58-31 (God's word) - 
532-33 (Moses' first admonition : bring God's word) - 
61-3 (Moses' second admonition : teach God's word w5) - 
6: 4ff. (Moses' command, actually his `teaching'). 
We cannot find this subtle arrangement of the change in the Sinai pericope where we 
read only of Moses' direct confirmation without God's approval (Ex 2020). This delicate 
process in the Moab covenant is provided in order to put a special emphasis on Moses' 
teaching (1bß) ministry in the Moab covenant. This is directly related to the introduction 
of the new element in the Moab covenant, the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11). In other 
words, to `bring' (7i1) God's law is related to the deuteronomic laws, which can be 
compared with the Book of the Covenant in the Sinai covenant. But to `teach' (1b*) 
God's law is related to the new element in the Moab covenant, the Hauptgebot pericope. 
(d) Moses' word to the people (Ex 2&20 : Dt 532ff. ) 
Although in the Sinai covenant Moses functions as the messenger of God's law (`to 
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tell' or `to report' (v1 Ex 2019, 'vo Ex 243) what God will tell), Moses has in the Moab 
covenant also the role of the teacher (7b'7 Dt 531,61) of what God will te1Lt3Q This 
teaching aspect is a new theme in the Moab covenant compared with the Sinai covenant. 
Interestingly this didactic tendency is also found in the treaties of the ANE, - and Dt seems 
to follow this treaty model in its educational imagery as in other features. (37) 
Further the Sinai covenant reports that Moses with his own authority responds 
immediately to the people, but in Dt Moses exactly repeats God's approval for the people's 
request. (38) Two new features which cannot be found in the Sinai pericope are Moses' 
admonitional word and the blessing if Israel obeys the law. These are related to each 
other and both have the same reason to be mentioned in the Moab covenant. These 
reflect indirectly a certain experience of Israel, most probably the failure (from Israel's 
side) of the first covenant about which we read in Dt 9.7-29. Since there is no hint that 
the new covenant is made because of this nullified first covenant, we assume that a new 
covenant is necessary because of the change of situation. In this new covenant the reason 
for the failure of the first covenant is certainly to be considered. Therefore, the first new 
feature, the strong admonition is a reasonable reaction from the side of God and the 
mediator Moses, and it expresses concern to prevent future failure. The second new 
feature, the reward if Israel obeys the law, the blessing, encourages the people to keep the 
law. These two innovations are related to the general character of the Moab covenant, the 
stress on the obedience to the law. 
(3) The dissolution of the gathering (Ex 20.. 21 : Dt 5: 30) 
In Ex 20: 21 there is no command for the people to disperse'39' but a simple report that 
the people stand afar (ý D itp! 1) from the mountain. Since this expression is also 
found in Ex 20: 18, it describes the general idea of distancing rather than demobilization. 
However, in Dt 5.30b the command to disperse comes from God. Similarly in the Sinai 
covenant there is no special command from God for Moses to approach (Ex 20.21), but in 
the Moab covenant God gives a command to Moses to stand by after the command to 
disperse the people (Dt 5: 31). Through this way all commands are regarded as given 
directly from God. In other words, Moses does not act on his own initiative. 
This difference is connected with the next aspect of the covenant (making or renewal) : 
36. The didactic aim of Dt is discussed widely. For example Y. Kaufman (1977), M. Weinfeld (1972,298ff). 
37. M. Weinfeld (1972,298). 
38. We suppose two interpretations : (1) There is a connection between Ex 19.9a (prophecy) and Ex 1921ff, 
20,19ff. (fulfilment) (see 2.7.11. & 21022). If this theme is so important, the role of messenger is also 
important, and therefore it cannot be decided by the messenger alone. On the other hand, we can also 
consider that the allowance of the mediatorship of Moses from the side of God is already given by God 
in 199a. (2) In Ex 19: 7-8 we realize that the real process of giving and accepting the message between 
God and the people is God - Moses - the elders - the people. In Ex 19: 7 we read the whole process 
of the proposal from God to the people, but in Ex 19.8 we read the shortened report the answer of the 
people : the people - (the elders) - Moses - God. We assume that in Ex 198 the elders also have the 
function just like in Ex 19: 7. Therefore, in Ex 188 the process is reported shortly by omitting the 
elder's word. 
39. CJ. Labuschagne (Dt, lb, 64). 
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after Moses receives God's laws, he calls once again the whole people in Ex 243ff. to 
announce these laws. However, in Dt this is not mentioned. It is because this gathering 
(Ex 24: 3ff. ) is for the covenant ceremony. For the Moab/Shechem covenant this 
ceremony (the variable element of a covenant) is to be performed in the land of Canaan, 
and therefore we do not read of the ceremony in Horeb. 
Finally we should consider the historical relationship between the two accounts. In both 
sections we find one of the important differences between the two covenants : the Sinai 
covenant has two legal corpora system (the decalogue, the Book of the Covenant) but the 
Moab covenant has three legal corpora system (the decalogue, the Hauptgebot pericope, 
the deuteronomic laws). The coming of the new element in the Moab covenant, the 
Hauptgebot pericope, is skilfully prepared in Dt 51-63. Therefore, it is most probable that 
Dt's account is later than Ex's account.. 40 
4.2.4. Comparison of the two covenants (IV) : 'the first covenant condition, the 
decalogue (Ex 20: 2-17 : Dt 5: 6-22) 
In chs. 2 and 3 we have not dealt with the decalogue itself, because it is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. Therefore, what we want now to investigate in this section is not the 
content of the decalogue but the relationship between the decalogue and the surrounding 
context. The common aspect of both covenants is that the decalogue is pure citation. "" 
This aspect is related to the priority of the decalogue over the legal corpora in Dt. In the 
Sinai covenant the priority of the decalogue is indirectly expressed by the use of the legal 
terms in Ex 24: 3-8. We have seen (2.12. LL) that the phrase (rn r "vrýz 24: 3a, 3b, 4a, 7b, 8), 
which means the decaloguet42), represents not only the decalogue but also the Book of the 
Covenant 243a, 21.1). 
The Moab covenant has something similar. In Dt 522 we read `he added nothing' (Kýý 
hb. ). Firstly, this clause seems to shed important light on Dt's understanding of the 
decalogue. The intention of the clause seems that the decalogue as the direct law-giving is 
given definitely and nothing more can be added into the category of the direct law-giving 
(3.4.1. ). And several recent studies on the structure of the legal section in Dt seem to 
support the intention contained in this clause : the deuteronomic laws are structured 
according to the order of the decalogueP3) If the new element in the Moab covenant, the 
40. See J. Becker (1965,95ff). 
41. N. Lohfink (1963a, 148) : 'Er (the decalogue, TGS) ist reines Zitat und duldet keine Akkomodation an 
eine Umgebung' However, the fact that the decalogue is the citation of each covenant does not mean 
that it is irrelevant to the context. 
42 Cf. the decalogue (% i M"%Y1_ Ex 201,243ff, cf. `U7 201,19,243 ;I L1 Dý`"iý'1 Dt 522). 43. SA Kaufman (1979); G Braulik (1985), C. ]. Labuschagne (D: J1). Well before these commentators this 
fact was pointed out, e. g. AG Welch (1932,20 : The need for further revelation (i. e. the deuteronomic 
laws, TGS) was obvious. It rested in the character of the Decalogue which had thus been made the 
norm of the people's religion. ' Recently it is also argued that the Book of the Covenant develops the 
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Hauptgebot pericope, is the admonition based on the first two commandments among the 
decalogue, the central function of the decalogue is apparent. 
Concerning the historical relationship between both sections it is hard to decide the 
priority within the scope of this thesis. 
4.2.5. Comparison of the two covenants (V) : the second covenant condition (Ex 
2023-23: 19 : Dt 6: 4-11: 25,121-26: 15) 
The thesis of N. Lohfink about the Hauptgebot pericope"4) is crucial for further 
studies of Dt. This pericope, Dt 6-11, is totally absent in the Sinai covenant. It corresponds 
with the new role of Moses in the Moab covenant as the teacher of the law In this 
Hauptgebot pericope we find the distinctive Dt style and emphasis. '" " Before N. Lohfink 
it was usually devalued as the `Vorreden' in connection with the deuteronomic laws in Dt 
12-26. However, this pericope is not merely `ein langatmiges Rahmenwerk. ' This is 
introduced on the occasion when Moses receives the legitimate authority, the divine and 
popularly-demanded authority, to be as the mediator-teacher of God's law. It is important 
to point out that in the structure of the whole Dt the teaching aspect ('tb' Dt 531,61) 
seems to be the direct cause of the existence of the Hauptgebot pericope. It seems 
legitimate to connect these two new aspects in Dt : the emphasis on `teaching' and the 
Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11), because otherwise we cannot explain the reason for the 
introduction of the teaching aspect in the Moab covenant. If the Hauptgebot 
pericope (Dt 6-11) is related to the first and second commandments in the decalogue""), 
and if the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26) are arranged according to the order of the 
decalogue, the author seems to make a bridge between the decalogue (Dt 55-21, the direct 
law-giving) and the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26, the indirect law-giving) through teaching 
(-05) of the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11). 
The fact that the Hauptgebot pericope and the deuteronomic laws are related to the 
decalogue in their contents suggests that the divine authority of the decalogue has already 
been acknowledged by the reader / listener. All these facts illustrate the intention of the 
author to stress the deuteronomic laws. 
As far as the historical relationship between the legal corpora of both covenants is 
concerned, we may claim the three corpora system of the Moab covenant is younger than 
the two corpora system of the Sinai covenant. Future study should clarify whether the 
content of both decalogues (Ex 20, Dt 5) and the Book of the Covenant (Ex 20,22-2333) 
and the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26) also point in the same direction. 
central values of the decalogue (e. g. N. AraraV990.91,65-73). 
44. (1963). 
45. N. Lohfink (1965.32). 
46. N. Lohfink (1963a, 98ff). 
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4.2.6. Comparison of the two covenants (VI) : covenant ceremony (Ex 241-11, Dt 27, 
28: 3-6,16-19, cf. blessing / curse Ex 2320-33, Dt ILS-28, Dt 28) 
DJ. McCarthy"') points out that 
the ceremony in Dt 27 is `not entirely unlike something found in the Sinai 
narratives : Ex 24: 3-8. _ In the two we find much the same actions 
in much the 
same sequence. ' 
In this section we elaborate this comment of D. J. McCarthy further. There are six topics 
to be considered here : (1) writing down the covenant document (Ex 24: 4a, 8a : Dt 27: 2-4,8, 
cf. Jos 8: 32), (2) witness (Ex 24: 4bb : cf. Dt 4: 26,3&J9,31: 28,321), (3) covenant offering (Ex 
24: 4ba, 5 : Dt 27: 5-7), (4) blessing and curse (Ex 2320-33 : Dt 2711-13,28: 3-6,16-19), (5) oath 
(Ex 24: 6-8 : Dt 27: 14-26), (6) audience with God and the covenant meal (Ex 249-11 : Dt 
27: 7b) 
(1) Writing down the covenant document (Ex 24: 4a, 8a : Dt 27: 2-4,8, cf. Jos 832) 
In the Sinai covenant we read the covenant document is written (Z'i Ex 24: 4a) by 
Moses and is called with a special name (ri"ýýn `imp Ex 24: 7a)ß'$) We have seen 
(2.12.1.4. (3-i)) that this special name reveals the covenant character of this action and it is 
in fact the covenant document. 
In the Moab covenant an action with the same objective is mentioned in Dt 272-4,8. 
However, there are some differences in the Moab covenant : (i) the material (Mi " ZYM), 
on which the document is recorded, is mentioned, and (ii) above all the careful preparation 
for the writing action has to be noticed, e. g. the surface of those stones is coated with 
plaster (vv. 2,4) and the document is written `clearly' (Ztvl7 'ixn, v. 8). These two 
differences parallel the general tenor of the Moab covenant : the emphasis on the 
obedience to the laws. This is clearly advocated by the structure of Dt 271-8, which shows 
that heavy emphasis is laid on the writing God's law rather than on the cultic elements of 
the covenant ceremony (3.7.6. ). In other words, the emphasis on the writing aspect in Dt 
271-849) is in perfect parallel with the intention of the author who stresses the law of God 
in the. whole of Dt (310. ). 
Furthermore, each covenant ceremony has two major building activities, n5tb and 
7ýYn in the Sinai covenant (Ex 24: 4), and MY"q (Dt 27: 2) and n; m (Dt 27: 5) in the 
Moab covenant. An interesting point in this regard is that the building order is reversed : 
in the Sinai covenant the altar precedes irm= while in the Moab covenant the altar 
47. (1978,296) and the comparative sequence in (ibid n. 40). 
48. Undoubtedly, in the present context the object of the action in Ex 24: 4a is "1 "t 0 (Ex 24: 7a). 49. The emphasis on writing JIKVI f i11h1 
_ of 
the Moab covenant (bt 273,8, i. e. the law) is 
another difference compared with the Sinai covenant. 
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follows ri5', 13 o,, »K O) This change of order parallels the next point : the abundant 
description of the activity around the altar in the Sinai covenant and of other. aspects of 
the covenant ritual contrasts with the terse description of the altar in the Moab covenant. 
As we have seen (3.7.6. ), we read in the Moab covenant on the one hand the simple 
description on the cultic activity around the altar but on the other t hand the repetitive 
expression with a clear guidance (=1111 "uzt ! Dt 27: 8b) on the writing of i1 
týfýt - 
(2) The witness of the covenant (Ex 24: 4bb : cf. Dt 4: 26,3&19,31: 28,321) 
We have seen (2.12.1.2. (3)) that the clause in Ex 24: 4bb (-VV nrqý vYý M7bT aCT_C, h 
't ) may be translated into `the sacred object made by twelve stones symbolizing 
twelve tribes of Israel'. And 11; 5tb seems to function as the witness of the Sinai covenant T 
(cf. Gen 31. "45, Is 1919, Jos 2426). 
In the Moab covenant there is no concept like this within the central part of Dt (Dt 
4: 45-28: 69) only outside that pericope (e. g. Dt 4: 26,30: 19,31: 28, cf. 32: 1), but there it is not 
stones" but other objects (}'i ) Drrjrl)P2) The absence of the stone's function as the 
witness in the Moab covenan03) is presumably related to the phenomenon in the Sinai 
covenant about this issue. In the Sinai covenant the witness aspect is weakly expressed 
(e. g. without the normal term 71y) with a short clause ý explaining -the witness 
aspect of 
nn= (Ex 24: 4,2.12.1.2. (3)). However, in the Moab covenant we realize that the ritual 
aspect of the covenant ceremony is abridged in order to strengthen Dt's main theme : the 
emphasis on the law and the need to obey it. It is probable that for this reason the Moab 
covenant omits one ritual element, the witness of the covenant. In return, however, the 
author seems to reuse the material of this element (i. e. the stones), which is used for the 
witness in the Sinai covenant for a different purpose, writing God's law (3.73. ). We have 
already pointed out an interesting fact that the building order of the Moab covenant 
(N5""11 Dý»K Dt 27: and the altar Dt 275) is different from that of the Sinai covenant 
(the altar and o nwp Ex 24: 4). With the fact that 1 Y5 1 
rnx takes the initial position, the 
""T1 
function of 115.1q D';; K is changed from witness into law code(") 
50. Cf. M. Weinfeld (1972,166). 
5L We have seen (3.73) that the great stones (i11Y13 D`XV) in Dt 272 do not function as witness but 
they serve to record the document (DJ. McCarthy)978,1%) In Ex 24: 4 the verb, Mn, Is used for both 
the altar and MUD. While in Dt 27 i Un is used only for the altar (v. 5), but Dail hi. is used for 
1115'U D`tt (v. 2). 
52. However, lit -'is clearly outside the limit of this thesis to investigate following point related to this fact. 
What is the exact relationship between (i) the emphasis on the writing of God's law on the stones in 
place of the stone's function as witness, and (ii) the appearance of )"VC n D; L`CS ý'1 as the witness in the 
whole Dt ? 
53. Pace R. P. Merendino (1980,198: `_daß es sich in Dt 272-3a2 um die Aufrichtung eines steinernen 
Denkmals handlt zum Zeugnis_'. 
54. We do not need to think there was originally a kind of theological tension between the two 
independent traditions (ritualistic on the one hand and dt / dtr on the other hand, pace J. 
Gamberoni, TWAT, /V, 1070). It is because in Ex 2434 the aspect of writing the covenant document, 
which is law, is not forgotten at all (: Yi'i Ex 24: 4,11'4] 'LM Ex 24: 7) likewise in Dt 271-8. 
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(3) The covenant offerings (Ex 24: 4ba, 5 : Dt 27: 5-7) 
We have seen (2.121.3. (1)) that the offerers of the Sinai covenant, ti` "» np; (Ex 
24: 5), represent one party of the covenant as the junior Israelites. And they can be 
compared with ýK7br "» ' 'fl (Ex 24: 11), the senior Israelites who as other 
The offering of these young men of representatives of Israel pay tribute to "; _tý V1 
Israel enacts the covenant. 
In the Moab covenant (3.7.1. ) that the participation of the elders (5tAltr 1; 11) in the 
admonition of Moses (Dt 27: 1) means that they will be in charge of the performance of 
some parts of the covenant ceremony (Dt 271-8) in Shechem, when Israel will cross the 
Jordan. In this regard their participation in the admonition is similar to that of the 
levitical priests (Dt 27: 9) who are in charge of other parts of the covenant ceremony (Dt 
27: 1-26) in Shechem. ss' 
Therefore, we conclude that in both covenants the offering is offered not by the leader, 
but by the reponsible party of the covenant, the Israelites, although they are represented 
by some members. In each covenant two groups are responsible for the performance of 
the covenant ceremony, in the Sinai covenant (the junior Israelites and the senior Israelites) 
and in the Moab covenant (the elders and the levitical priests). 
(4) The blessing and curse (Dt 11: 29,27: 11-13,28: 3-6,16-19, cf. Ex 23: 20-33, Dt 11: 8-28, 
Dt 2820ff. ) 
In the Sinai covenant we cannot find a proper section of blessing and curse in the 
covenant ceremony which is an important component in ANE documents creating official 
relationships. However, in the Sinai pericope we read the blessing only (Ex 23: 20-33) 
which is before the section of the covenant ceremony. The fact that there is not curse but 
only blessing is related to the contextual position of the Sinai pericope. The Sinai pericope 
establishes the covenant relationship between God and Israel in the larger context of Ex 
(2.1.2. ). Therefore, the sins committed before Ex 19 are not punished but similar sins after 
Ex 24 are punished without exception. This explains the reason why there is no mention 
about curse in the Sinai pericope. Since this Sinai covenant is the first covenant made 
between YHWH and Israel, there is no direct threat of curse. There is only the solemn 
aspect of the oath (Ex 24: 6-8) where the blood clearly symbolizes that the covenant is a 
matter of life and death. In this symbol the threat aspect is immanent when one party 
betrays the covenant condition. Therefore, the explicit threat of curse is not necessary at 
55. In the parallel text of Jos 8: 30-35, although the preparation of the altar and writing the law are done 
by Joshua, the offering is performed by them, the Israelites. 
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this stage of the first covenant but only the encouragement and the blessingstS6), which are 
mentioned in Ex 2320-33 57) 
In the Moab covenant we read two kinds of blessing and curse : (i) the blessing and 
curse which are delivered by Moses in the present situation (Moab, e. g. Dt 11S-28,2820ff. 
), 
(ii) those which will be pronounced in the future (Shechem, Dt 1129,27: 11-13,283416-19). 
The first kind of blessing and curse, Moses' admonition of blessing and curse, is found in 
many places throughout the central pericope of Dt (4: 45-2&69) 56) This may be called the 
admonitional application of the blessing and curse theme, rather than the pronouncement 
of the blessing and curse itself. This admonition, which is expressed with the I- you style 
(Moses and the people), is an application of Moses' authority to teach (n z: 5) the people 
(351). However, the second kind of blessing and curse (Dt 11: 29,27: 11-13,283416-19) does 
not have the characteristic of personal admonition but that of official declaration. This 
declaration will be made at Shechem by the levitical priests (3.9.5. ). All these aspects of 
the blessing and curse of the Moab covenant are strikingly different from the blessing of 
the Sinai covenant. (59) This is caused by the experience of the failure of the first covenant, 
which. is mentioned also in Dt (Dt 9). This tendency is directly related to the general 
tenor of the central pericope of Dt, the Moab pericope (4: 45-28: 69), the emphasis on the 
law and the obedience to the law. And this tendency is further developed in the outer 
circle of Dt, Dt 4 and Dt 29-30, which express the depth of punishment as curse and 
revival as blessing after that. 
(5) Oath (Ex 24: 6-8 : Dt 27: 14-26) 
We have seen (21214. ) that the blood ritual in Ex 24: 6-8 is equivalent to the oath. The 
sprinkling on the altar (Ex 24: 6) symbolizes the oath of God and the sprinkling on the 
people (Ex 24: 8) means their oath accompanied by their spoken word. Two interpretations 
are connected with each other because the same blood is divided into two portions. If the 
latter is an oath, which is usually acknowledged, the first has to be also oath from God's 
side. 
Meanwhile, in the Moab covenant we cannot find the oath from God's side. When we 
define Dt 2715-26 as the oath (3.9.6.2. ), it means the oath by all the people. '° In this oath 
two aspects are to be considered : (i) the omission of the suzerain's oath in the ANE 
56. This blessing aspect is visible in the conditional clause in Ex 2322. And in Ex 2333 we read a strong 
warning against making a covenant with the Canaanites, but it cannot be considered as curse. 
57. And this section (Ex 2320-33) is attached not into the covenant ceremony section (Ex 24) but into the 
law section, because its admonishing character fits in with the present position after the law section (Ex 
2022-2319). 
58. See N. Lohfink (1963a, 305f. Ys Tabelle V. 
59. M. G. Kline (1963,124) interprets the connection between Ex 2320-33 and Dt 11: 8-28, but he does not 
investigate this issue further. 
60. We have already pointed out the difference between 2711-13 and 2714-26. The former is the official 
pronouncement of the blessing and curse by the priests when the people are divided into two groups 
And the texts of this occasion are in Dt 283-6,16-19. And the latter is the oath which is consisted of 
the solemn pronouncement of the priests and the people's spoken reaction for the acceptance of the oath. 
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treaties, (ii) the character of the Moab covenant. ' 
(i) Where there is an oath in the treaties, it is usually done by the vassal. Recent study 
has revealed that suzerain has in a few cases also participated in oath, especially when 
suzerain grants a certain benefit to vassal. A similar phenomenon is found in the Sinai 
covenant. However, it is undeniable that the majority of oaths were performed by the 
inferior, vassal, and it is not strange that there is no oath from the side of the superior, 
suzerain. This is true of the Moab covenant where we cannot find the oath of the 
superior, God. It is also understandable when we consider that Dt alludes strongly to the 
experience that the first covenant was broken by the failure of the inferior, Israel. 
Although Dt shows that the broken covenant was already restored and there is no tension 
caused by the absence of the covenant in Dt or by the not-yet-restored covenant, the past 
experience of Israel's failure makes a clear difference in making the procedure of the 
covenant. In this situation, it is quite natural that the oath of the inferior is emphasized 
but the oath of the superior is omitted. (") 
(ii) In the Moab covenant some specific features are emphasized because of its own 
theological theme, especially its concern with the law. Since Israel failed to keep the first 
covenant in Horeb, it is quite natural that obedience to the law is stressed. In Dt the 
author expresses the importance of the law in many ways. Firstly there are various terms 
of law in Dt compared with the simple term of law (e`Uýtin7 Ex 21: 1,24: 3) in Ex. 
Secondly the Hauptgebot pericope is a striking feature, and this long pericope (Dt 6-11) is 
the outcome of God's commission for Moses to teach (1bß) the people. Thirdly the 
arrangement of the individual laws in Dt 12-26 according the order of the decalogue 
reveals the divine character of the individual laws. This stress on the law seems to be a 
reason why in the Moab covenant there is only the oath by the people. And this stress is 
also the reason why the oath is not vague or general but it contains specific law items (Dt 
27: 15-26). 
(6) Audience with God and covenant meal (Ex 24: 9-11: Dt 27: 7b) 
In the Sinai covenant although there is no direct textual connection between Ex 24: 3-8 
and Ex 24: 9-11, it is likely that both sections illustrate the covenant ceremony (2.13.2.2. ), the 
first as the covenant ratification ritual and the latter as the audience of the inferior with 
the superior for the ratified covenant") The audience (Ex 24: 9-11) is explained in the 
most detailed way. Ex 24: 9-11 has chiastic structure (2.13.23. ) which reveals that there is 
mutual action and reaction of both covenant parties. These features of Ex 24.9-11 can be 
compared with the detailed description of the first meeting of the two parties in Ex 
61. This fact corresponds with the difference of the Ist mil. treaties which usually do not have the section 
of the blessing in contrast with the emphasis on the curse. It is because the international politics has 
experienced many betrayals, and therefore the necessity of the blessing in case of obedience to the 
condition is more and more dintishing, and meanwhile the necessity to stress curse is increasing. 
61 The relationship between the offering and meal is considered by M. G. Kline (1963,122). 
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19: 9-25, which has also a chiastic structure (Ex 1916-19a)" " The meal in Ex 2411 is the 
joyful event which celebrates making an official relationship between the two parties. 
In the Moab covenant the audience and the meal are described very shortly, (Dt 27: 7). 
It is not clear who should partake in the meal before God, the elders or the whole people. 
And the audience is treated very shortly with one phrase, "11' `ý;? - (Dt 
27: 7b), compared with the long description of it in the Sinai covenant (Ex 249-11)6') This 
seems to be related to the fact that in Dt 5 the meeting of both parties is not expressed so 
neatly through the structural pattern as in Ex 1916-19a (2.6.2. ). These phenomena seem to 
be the result of the diminished concern with the cultic aspect in the Moab covenant 
compared with the law aspect which is strongly stressed. Further the diminished concern 
with the cultic activity is also found in the parallel text of Dt 27, Jos 8: 30-34, where the 
aspect of meal and audience has totally disappeared. However this teaches us to look at 
the text according to the context. All aspects of the covenant ceremony do not receive 
equal attention from the authors, and they decide to choose and to rearrange the materials 
which are suitable to their own themes. 
In the Moab covenant the connection between the peace offering and the meal becomes 
clear, because of the common use of the phrase 7', K rnrr (i) after the altar building (Dt 
27: 5), (ii) after the burnt offering (Dt 27: 6), and (iii) after the peace offering and the meal 
(Dt 27: 7). This fact shows that the peace offering and the meal are connected with each 
other, i. e. the meal comes from the peace offering. If this is true, it means that there is a 
connection between the covenant ceremony and the joyful festival. 
Finally we have to consider the historical relationship between the two sections of both 
covenants. Here the account of the Sinai pericope is clearly older than that of the Moab 
pericope. Firstly the witness is not mentioned in the Moab pericope. The stones which 
are used for the witness in the Sinai covenant, are used for the different purpose in the 
Moab covenant, writing the laws. This is a great transformation of the original covenant 
form. Secondly the order of building activities in the Moab covenant (the stones and the 
altar) is different from that in the Sinai covenant (the altar and ri ). And in the Moab 
covenant emphasis is laid on the stones and on these stones the laws are written. This is 
another example of the transformation of the Moab covenant. Thirdly in the Sinai 
covenant there is no mention of curse, while in the Moab covenant blessing and curse 
coexist. In this case it is hard to insist that the Sinai covenant is later than the Moab 
covenant. Fourthly in the Moab covenant there is no oath of the superior, YHWH, 
compared with the Sinai covenant where we find the oaths of both parties. YHWH's oath 
63. We have seen that the peaceful confrontation in this section contrasts to the solemn meeting of both 
parties, which is accompanied by the awesome phenomenon of God's coming (213.21). 
64. R. P. Merendino (1980,199) interestingly compares the role of the elders in the Moab covenant with that 
of the seventy elders in the Sinai covenant (Ex 241,9), although his interpretation of the grammatical 
problem in Dt 271 is not right. 
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in the Sinai covenant is similar to the oath of suzerain who grants the benefit to vassal in 
the ANE treaties. And the absence of YHWH's oath in the Moab covenant is similar to 
the absence of oath in many vassal treaties. All these facts suggest that the account of the 
Sinai covenant is older than that of the Moab covenant. 
43. Summary and Conclusions of Chapter 4 
In this chapter we have compared the two covenants at five points : 
(1) the definition of the covenant relationship (Ex 193-8 : Dt 2617-19), 
(2) the meeting of the covenant parties (Ex 19.9-25: Dt 51-5,22), 
(3) Moses' authority (Ex 19Ja, 20ff, 2&18-21: Dt 523-63), 
(4) the covenant conditions (I. the decalogue Ex 20: 1-17 : Dt 5.. 6-22; IL Ex 2023-2319 : 
Dt 6: 3-113,12.126: 15), 
(5) the covenant ceremony (promise and the blessing and curse Ex 2320-23 : Dt 28 ; 
the covenant ceremony (offering / oath) Ex 243$ : Dt 27: 6-7a14-26 ; the celebration of 
the covenant Ex 24: 9-11: Dt 27: 7b). 
The two covenants parallel each other at many points. Some of the differences between 
them are not obviously explicable, but on the whole it seems that the Sinai covenant is the 
more primitive and concerns with chronological sequence. The Moab covenant is more 
theologically reflective and concerns with insisting on Moses' authority to bring ( i) and 
teach (=ý) the law and the need to obey that teaching. It, therefore, seems likely that the 
Moab covenant is conscious of the Sinai covenant and is transforming it according to its 
own theological concerns. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis has discussed two important texts in the Pentateuch : the Sinai pericope (Ex 
19.1-2411) and the Moab/Shechem pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69). Since the analytical, historical 
attitude to text was prevalent for a long time in OT study, both pericopes have not been 
considered as meaningful wholes but as mixtures of various sources and redactions. 
However, recently OT scholars have become more aware of the philosophical 
presuppositions of the methodologies which have been dominant in biblical study since the 
Renaissance. In the study of western literature literary absolutism was severely challenged 
by the revolutionary movement, modernism, which began at the beginning of this century. 
Regardless of how we evaluate modernism, we cannot deny the importance of its 
contribution to literary theory in that it casts valid doubt on accepted western literary 
ideology since the Renaissance. OT study also needs now to re-examine the validity of 
the conventional methods of exegesis, source criticism, form criticism, and their derivatives. 
In Ch. 1 it was argued that the western presuppositions of literary study, which has 
Greco-Roman literature as its ideal, has deeply influenced on the OT study after 
Renaissance. And these presuppositions should be relativized and the otherness of the OT 
should be recognized (1.1. & 1.2. ). The important point of this otherness is that it is 
necessary to start our investigation from a text as it stands and later to proceed to the 
study of historical aspect of the text if necessary and if possible (13. ). Synchronic study 
stands before diachronic study. Before digging up a hill in order to know whether it is an 
ANE tell which has grown over a long period or an ordinary hill without any historical 
layers, we have to make a map of the present form of the hill. Until now commentators 
have decided firstly the historical layers (source criticism) and then tried to draw the map 
of the present text (redaction criticism). We have to reverse the order of our 
investigation. Further it is necessary to acknowledge the priority of analogies from the 
ANE over that of our own literature. One of the important ANE analogies is the treaty, 
which is relevant to our two pericopes. Beside treaties, marriage, social and commercial 
contracts are good examples of making official relationships between two parties. Both 
pericopes studied in this thesis, the Sinai pericope (Ex 191-2411) and the Moab pericope (Dt 
4: 45-2&69), are best explained on the analogy of such official relationship making. 
The general conclusion of Ch. 2 is that the theme of the Sinai pericope (Ex 191-2411) is 
the first covenant making between YHWH and Israel at Sinai. This contradicts some 
conventional analytical understandings of this pericope, which hold that the Sinai pericope 
in its present form is a mixture of various theological sources and traditions. According 
to these understandings, therefore, it is very difficult to find a coherent theological theme 
throughout the Sinai pericope. Furthermore, they tend to separate each section from each 
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other and fail to explain the relationship between sections. However, Ch. 2 shows' that 
each section functions as part of an organic whole so that all sections contribute to the 
distinctive theme of the pericope, the covenant making between YHWH and Israel This 
fact is illustrated in two ways, thematically as well as literarily or stylistically. 
Thematically each section functions as an individual stage of the whole covenant making 
process') Literarily or stylistically each section has its own mode of expression to suit the 
individual theme of each stage. 
This first covenant making is set within the whole context of Ex. This is clearly 
illustrated by the following facts. Thematically the context demands clearly the existence 
of the covenant making from Ex 19-24, because before Ex 19 we read the concept of no 
covenant, no sin and punishment (2.1.2. L). And all events before Ex 19 culminate in the 
most important event in the history of Israel, the Sinai event (2.1.2.2., 2.1.23,2.1.2.4. ). 
Stylistically the introductory section (Ex 193-2) of the repetitive journey report (level [A] in 
Ex 19: 1 and level [B] in 19: 2), twice as long as the ordinary journey report in Ex, 
emphasizes the pivotal position of the Sinai event in the whole Ex (2.3.2. ). Further Moses! 
'going up to God' in Ex 19: 3a (N. B. not `to the mountain' but `to God') without an explicit 
command from God shows that Moses' action follows naturally from the several 
predictions before Ex 19 (2.4. LL)! z) 
The theme of the first section of the Sinai pericope (Ex 19: 3b-8) is neither the 
imposition of a relationship by God nor the so-called covenantal Gattung per sP), rather 
this section follows the classic pattern of the first stage of negotiations in making a 
relationship with the aid of a mediator. 4) Therefore, we define this section as God's 
preliminary proposal of the covenant relationship between YHWH and Israel and the 
people's preliminary acceptance (2.4.4. ). Stylistically, this theme of the section is 
expressed practically from the standpoint of the superior, YHWH (2.4.3.2. ). And this fact 
does not simply illustrate the legalistic attitude of deuteronomic or priestly redactor(s) but 
shows a great similarity to the practical style of the ANE vassal treaties which are written 
from the standpoint of view of the suzerein (2.4.1.1. ). 
In many cases commentators do not accept the connection between the first section (Ex 
19: 3-8) and the second one (Ex 19: 9-25), which looks rather loose. However, we have 
argued that this is caused by the typical style of the author who concentrates on one topic 
in each section throughout the Sinai pericope. He links the two sections through the 
transitional technique in Ex 19.8b-10a (inverted hinge form, 2.4.6. ). 
L Ex 19.3-8 (the first stage : the preliminary negotiation between two parties through the mediator), Ex 
19: 9-25 (the second stage : the direct encounter of both parties), Ex 20-23 (the third stage : the giving of 
the covenant conditions), Ex 243-8 (the fourth stage : the covenant ratification ceremony), Ex 24: -ll (the fifth stage : the celebration for the ratified covenant). 
2. Eg. 1CSf Ex 423,716 nit Ex 318,3 = 5d; 1: 119`1 1, X711, Ex 3i, 17418S, 192). 
3. Namely the self-sufficient genre of covenant. Höwever, it is not independent self-sufficient section. 
Rather it functions together with other sections of the Sinai pericope to express the whole process of 
the covenant making. 
4. SA Meier (1988) and J. T. Greene (1989). See also DJ. McCarthy (1978,77). 
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The theme of Ex 19.16-19a has usually been understood as (bare) theophany. However, 
this is superficial, because there is not only God's awesome coming down but also the 
thorough preparation of and fearful going up of the people. This content is more clearly 
expressed by a stylistical device, the concentric (chiastic) structure of this passage (2.6.2. ). 
Therefore, the theme of this section is the direct encounter of both parties, which is 
necessary to make an official relationship between the two parties. This direct encounter 
of both parties is common in official relationship making in the ANE as well as in the 
mcdern times. This understanding corresponds with our definition of the first section (Ex 
193-8, cf. 2.45. ). In other words, first the preliminary, negotiation (Ex 193-8)' is performed 
through the mediator and then the real encounter of both parties follows (Ex 1916-19a). 
The next short passage, Ex 1919b-25, is not a different tradition of the theophany, as 
many commentators believe. We have tried to show that thematically it describes the 
preparation for the direct meeting of both parties and at the same time it is the fulfilment 
of the sub-theme, predicted in Ex 19: 9a, the dialogue between God and Moses (2.7.11). 
Literarily the author uses a appropriate scheme, the prediction (Ex 19: 9a) - fulfilment (Ex 
1919b-25) scheme is used, although the full achievement of that prediction is not found till 
Ex 20: 18ff. Another prediction - fulfilment scheme is found within this small section, Ex 
19.24 (2.7.3. ). This prediction is ultimately achieved through Ex 241 in Ex 24.9-1L The 
three texts are connected with each other by the macroscopic - semi-microscopic - 
microscopic point of view. Through this process the section (Ex 19) before the law 
corpora is connected with the section (Ex 24) after the law corpora (2.81). 
The relationship between Ex 19 and Ex 20 looks loose and again both are often 
ascribed to different hands. However, we have argued that there is an intimate thematic 
connection between them (2.8.2.2. ). We have seen that Ex 1936-19a is not about bare 
theophany but about the direct encounter of both parties. Through that encounter 
YHWH, the superior, directly declares the covenant stipulations to the people (the 
decalogue). This is already hinted at in Ex 195a (`3'iß / And more stipulations (Ex 
20: 22-23: 33) follow the decalogue. Stylistically we find the structural signal at the 
beginning and the end of the decalogue, o"t-02K + '1V7 (20: 1 start marker, 20: 19 end 
marker). A similar structural signal is found at the beginning and the end of the Book of 
the Covenant, D"UpObm (2U start marker, 243 end marker, 2.9.1. ). In this way the 
decalogue functions as quotation within the narrative, which is quite appropriate, because 
it is directly declared by the superior of the covenant relationship, YHWH, to the inferior, 
Israel 
Commentators do not agree about the position of Ex 20: 18-21 within Ex 19-20. 
However, we have argued that this short section reflects the typical style of the author 
who concentrates on one topic in each section. The theme of this section is the active 
demand of the inferior, Israel, who was passive in the initial stage of the covenant making 
(2.10.2.2. ). This is an example of a dynamic process of relationship building between the 
two parties. This request reflects the effect of the awesome phenomenon of YHWH's 
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coming and his word. The people realize with whom they make a covenant relationship 
and they fear further direct encounter with YHWH and his direct law-giving. And 
therefore they seek to receive the further stipulations through the mediator whom they 
trust. This is similar to the terrible experience of a vassal, who pays tribute or is captured, 
when he confronts a suzerain or a conqueror. Therefore, Moses' work as mediator is not 
merely divinely appointed but also popularly demanded. This process is the theological 
foundation for receiving the Book of the Covenant (Ex 2&22-23: 33). 
Ex 24: 1-2 is again awkward for many commentators, who do not appreciate the present 
composition of this text and its function within the whole Sinai pericope. However, we 
have argued that this short section serves as the transitional passage which connects the 
previous sections and the following sections and pericope (2.1L). In other words, Ex 241 
(Moses, Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, the seventy elders of Israel, semi-microscopic) directly 
relates back to Ex 19: 24 (Moses and Aaron only, macroscopic) and also forward to Ex 
24: 9-11 (the detailed activity of the representatives, microscopic). Similarly Ex 242 (Moses 
only, macroscopic) is related to the further law-giving in Ex 24: 12ff. (Moses and Joshua, 
microscopic, 2.11.1). In this way the Sinai pericope is not only connected with the 
previous pericope before Ex 19, but it also lays the foundation for the further law-giving 
about the cultic institutions. 
The main theme of Ex 24: 3-8 is also controversial. This section is defined differently 
when the unity of the section is contested. Those who depend on source-critical analysis 
tend to deny the unity of this section and consequently any substantial idea of covenant in 
this section. However, we have proposed that this section reflects a later stage in the 
ordinary negotiation process of the ANE, the covenant ratification ceremony (212.2. ). This 
involves drafting the covenant document (1"i; 7 7; o Ex 24: 7) which contains the 
conditions of the covenant relationship, which Moses has received from God (2.12.1.4. ). 
This process also involves reading the conditions of one party (Ex 24: 3a) and then the 
response of the other party accepting them (Ex 243b, 2.12.11) and finally writing down 
the covenant document (Ex 24: 4a, 2.1212. ). Moses then prepares the altar and '01.12p, the 
witness of the covenant which consists of twelve stones (Ex 24: 4b). Although Moses 
works as the covenant mediator, which is similar to the function of a priest who stands 
between God and man, the offerings are offered not by Moses but by `the young men of 
Israel' Ex 245) who function as the junior Israelites like voluntary offerers 
in a non-public offering (2.12.13. ). They represent Israel in the covenant offering just as 
`the nobles of Israel' (' w t" "» YK the senior Israelites Ex 24: 11) as the other 
representatives of Israel pay an audience with `God of Israel' (5K7tr ý7ýK) after the 
covenant is ratified (2.13.1.2. ). However, the main concern of this ceremony is the blood 
ritual (Ex 24: 6-8,2.12.1.4. ). The blood, which is divided into two portions, is sprinkled not 
only on the altar (Ex 24: 6) but also on the people (Ex 24: 8). Each sprinkling represents the 
oath of one party toward the other, the oath ratifying the covenant relationship Between 
the first sprinkling (Ex 24: 6) and the second (Ex 24: 8) the document, which has already 
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been written (Ex 24: 4a), is read once again (Ex 24: 7a) and is accepted once again by the 
people (Ex 24: 7b). This double check, reading - accepting - writing (Ex 24: 3-4a) and 
reading - accepting (Ex 24: 7), is quite normal in the ordinary relationship-making process. 
Therefore, the blood is `the covenant blood' (rinn-Cri Ex 24: 8) and the document is `the 
covenant document (n-= i Ex 24: 7a). 
The final section, Ex 24: 9-11, is often held to be unconnected with the previous sections 
(Ex 24: 1-2,24: 3-8). However, we have argued that it is the final stage of the 'covenant 
making process, the joyful celebration of the established covenant relationship (2.13.2.2. ). 
This is the second meeting between the two parties. The difference between this second 
joyful meeting and the first awesome one (Ex 1}16-19a) is apparent : the second meeting is 
bright and there is no threat of danger to the inferior, Israel. It is an audience of the 
inferior with the superior, which his already been commanded (Ex 241 On1rJ1rJ t, cf. Ex 
19: 24,2.13. LL). In this audience `the nobles of Israel' 1ý7'12K Ex 24: 11) meet `the 
God of Israel' ft-it' 7'»K Ex 24: 10), and both phrases underline that the covenant 
relationship has been established. 
In Ch. 3 we studied the Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69). Although many commentators 
hold that Dt has a covenant structure, their exegeses are usually rough. Although 
comparison with the ANE treaties sheds light on several issues, it is very difficult to find a 
coherent explanation of the present text of Dt in modern commentaries. We have tried to 
solve various problems in this pericope : e. g. the function of each section within the 
covenant-renewing process, the relationship between the past Horeb covenant with the 
present covenant, the reason for the appearance of several places (Horeb, Moab, and 
Ebal/Gerizim (Shechem)) for the ceremony. The most important of these problems is the 
function of Dt 27 within the narrow context (Dt 26-28) and within the wider context (Dt 
5-28). 
Ch. 3 concludes that here too as in the Sinai pericope the main theme is the covenant 
making, but in this case the covenant renewal in Moab/Shechem. The covenant renewal 
is achieved through renewing the cultic aspect of or the variable elements of a covenant 
(3.1.1.2. ). The legal aspect of or the invariable elements of the first covenant at Horeb 
continue as long as the relationship lasts. This covenant renewal has to be performed in 
two different places (Moab / Shechem) at two different times (present / future, 3.6.5.5. ). In 
Moab (present), because the great leader, Moses, may not cross the Jordan and cannot lead 
the covenant ceremony there. Therefore, he reminds the people of God's covenant 
conditions, God's law, which is a legal aspect of or an invariable element of the covenant. 
And in Shechem (future), because the covenant renewal has to be performed in the 
promised land, where only the cultic aspect of or the variable elements of the covenant 
will be performed by the leadership of the elders (Dt 271-8) and the levitical 'priests (Dt 
27: 9ff. ). However, this covenantal theme is thoroughly rearranged to fit in with the 
theological scheme of the author. Therefore, it has its own order and emphasis, and 
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further the Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69 the heading in Dt 4: 45 and its colophon in Dt 
28.69, ET 291) functions within the whole structure of Dt (31). 
The first section of the Moab pericope (Dt 4: 45-49), is usually regarded as redundant, 
because other historical and geographical informations are given elsewhere (eg. Dt 1: 2-4). 
However, we have argued that this section synchronizes the time of exodus with the time 
of Horeb and further with the present situation in the Moab plain (3.2. L). This stylistic 
preparation makes it possible to define adequately the theme of the author. Through this 
synchronization process the author is able to recall the important theme of the following 
sections, the invariable elements of the Horeb covenant (i. e. the law codes (the decalogue 
in Dt 5, the Hauptgebot pericope in Dt 6-11, the deuteronomic laws in Dt 12-26)) in the 
initial part of the Moab pericope. Therefore, this initial historical and geographical section 
is necessary for the interpretation of the rest of the pericope (3.2.2. ). 
The legal part (Dt 5: 1-26: 16) is stylistically marked by the structural signal, a"ijn 
C41: DV1; ) (Dt 5: 1,11: 32,121,2616,3.1.2.1. (5)). The synchronization in Dt 4: 45-49 is more 
substantially expressed in Dt 52-3, where Moses strongly suggests the covenant made at 
Horeb is not with `our fathers' but with `us who are now in the Moab plain'. The 
objective of Dt 5: 2-3 achieved through these stylistic devices is not the actualization of the 
covenant by cultic activity or preaching but the covenant renewal, which is achieved by 
the reuse of the invariable elements, the legal aspect of the previous covenant (3.3.13. ). 
The author already starts to express Moses' mediatorship from Dt 5: 45, where the direct 
law-giving is reported and at the same time Moses' role as the receiver of the subsequent 
law is mentioned (3314. ). This mediatorship is fully explained after listing the decalogue 
(Dt 5: 6-21). 
Dt 5: 22-6: 3 has often been considered as an untidy section, and therefore commentators 
have not been concerned with its present position between the decalogue (Dt 5: 6-21) and 
the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6: 4-11: 32). However, we have argued that in this section the 
author proceeds steadily to build up Moses' authority `to bring' ('v7 Dt 5: 27) the covenant 
condition, God's laws as well as `to teach' (in`r Dt 5: 31,6: 1) those laws (Excursus (1)). 
Stylistically the author makes this objective clearer by putting the word `to teach' (` : n) in 
God's word (Dt 5: 31) as well as Moses's words (Dt 62,3.5.1.3. ). In this way Moses' 
authority as the covenant mediator receives divine support as well as being popularly 
demanded. All the detailed descriptions in Dt 522-63 serve this objective : the people's 
request (Dt 5: 23-27), God's answer (Dt 5: 28-31), Moses' first admonition (Dt 532-33),, and 
Moses' second admonition (Dt 6: 1-3). The result is that Moses' authority to teach the 
Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11) is firmly established. One of the important findings of this 
thesis is that the command `to teach' (nn5 Dt 5: 31,6: 1) is the direct cause of the existence 
of the Hauptgebot pericope, which is in fact Moses' adomonition using the first two 
commandments of the decalogue. In this way the Hauptgebot pericope makes the bridge 
between the decalogue and the deuteronomic laws. This is the revolutionary 
transformation by the author of the conventional covenant structure. 
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Dt 27 is one of the cruxes of Dt. The function of this chapter within the context is 
mysterious, and therefore this section has usually been considered as the orphan within Dt, 
either a remainder of early material or later insertion. However, we have argued that this 
chapter has a substantial function within the context (Dt 26-28) as well as within the Moab 
pericope (Dt 4: 45-28: 69). The solution is to be found in its relationship to the preceeding 
section (Dt 2617-19), which is the thematic and structural foundation of the following 
sections (3.6.5.5. ). 
Although the importance of Dt 2617-19, which stands between the legal elements of the 
covenant (Dt 5-26) and the cultic elements of the covenant (Dt 27f. ), has widely been 
recognized by commentators, its structural importance for the following sections and for 
the whole Moab pericope has not been noticed (3.6.51). However, we have argued that 
the theme of Dt 2617-19 is the definition of the covenant relationship (Dt 2617-29,3.6.4. ). 
And this is another invariable element of the covenant, because the covenant relationship 
itself lasts regardless of the change of situation. Here the covenant relationship is mutually 
declared (-OK hi. declarative, Dt 26-17,18): the people to YHWH (Dt 2617) and YHWH to 
the people (Dt 26: 18-19). This section provides the framework for the arrangement of the 
cultic aspect, the variable elements of the covenant (3.63.5. ). In other words, the three 
promises in God's declaration function as the frame for the following section : 
ý5ao ap (Dt 2618) - ýý 5t c rnrrý Dý tr. 'v (Dt 27: 9) 
Trat (Dt 2619a) - IrSg (Dt 281) 
ri , lip-op (Dt 2619b) - rii't7-np (Dt 28: 9) 
This arrangement enables the author to bind the two places and times of the covenant 
ceremony, Moab / Shechem (present / future), together : 
(1) Dt 2616-19 : Moab (present, Dr., the three promises) 
(2) Dt 271-8 : Shechem (future) 
(3) Dt 27: 9-10 : Moab (present, a't'! -, the first promise) 
(4) Dt 2711-26: Shechem (future) 
(5) Dt 281-2 : Moab (present, mitt, the second promise) 
(6) Dt 28: 3-6 : Shechem (future) 
(7) Dt 28.7-15 : Moab (present, min, the third promise) 
(8) Dt 2&-1649: Shechem (future) 
(9) Dt 2820ff.: Moab (present). 
The primary purpose of this zigzag formation is to stress the unity of this covenant 
renewal, although it happens in two different places at two different times. 
The first section of the cultic aspect (Dt 27: 1-8) has been considered as a mixture of 
various traditions. However, we have suggested the structural pattern of this section (i. e. 
repetition) serves very well the theological purpose of the author (3.7.6. ). The repetition of 
the command to write the thora, emphasizes the law and the obedience to it. The 
consequence of this emphasis (Dt 271-4,8) is that the cultic aspect, the offering and meal 
(Dt 27: 5-7), is abridged. The participation of the elders in Moses' admonition (Dt 271) 
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means that they are in charge of the performance of some aspects of the covenant 
ceremony described in this section (Dt 27: 1-8), offering and meal (3.7.1. ). Similarly the 
participation of the levitical priests in Moses' admonition in the next section (Dt 279, 
3.8.1. ) shows that the levitical priests are in charge of some aspects of the covenant 
ceremony described in Dt 27: 11-26, the pronouncement of the blessing and curse (Dt 
2&3-6,16-19) and of the oath formula (Dt 27: 15-26). In this way both sections, Dt 27148,9ff, 
function as the vital components of the covenant renewal ceremony. 
This understanding solves two vexing problems : the definition of the curse formula (Dt 
2715-26), and the Sitz im Leben of the formulae of blessing and curse (Dt 28: 3-6,16-19). In 
other words, the relationship between the blessing and curse in Dt 2711-14 and the curse 
formulae in Dt 2715-26 has been inexplicable (3.9.6.2. ). And the highly poetic and succinct 
parallel formulae of blessing and curse (Dt 28: 3-06-19,3.10. ) are apparently different from 
the surrounding text, Moses' admonition with the theme of blessing and curse (Dt 28: 7-15, 
20-68,3.10.3.1. ). However, we have argued that these parallel formulae have to be 
pronounced by the levitical priests in Shechem, when the people stand before the two 
mounts, Ebal and Gerizim (Dt 27: 12-23,3.10.3.4. ). And the curse series in Dt. 27: 15-26 is in 
fact the oath formula which has to be pronounced in Shechem by the levitical priests and 
the people have to respond with Amen. 
In this way each section of the Moab pericope has its own function to express that the 
central theme of the pericope is the covenant renewal at Moab/Shechem. Various literary 
or stylistical devices are used to express this theme. However, the components which are 
necessary for the covenant renewal process are significantly rearranged to fit the author's 
own theological scheme : the unprecedented emphasis on God's law and the importance 
of obedience to it 
In Ch. 4 we compared the two covenants with each other. Despite the importance of 
synoptic studies in the NT and to a lesser extent in the comparison of Chronicles and 
Kings, very little work on the comparison of Dt and Ex has been done. And although the 
laws in both books have been compared well, the comparative study of the overal 
structure of both pericopes which contain the laws has not been done. We have proposed 
that both pericopes have the same theme and structure and they are strongly related with 
each other. There are four points to be compared. 
First, the definition of the covenant relationship (Ex 193-8: Dt 2617-19,4.2.1. ). The 
most striking similarity is that the three promises of each section are, the same and all 
three are mentioned in the same order. However, although in the Sinai pericope this 
section is mentioned first where it fits chronologically, in the Moab pericope this item is 
placed after the long law pericope (Dt 5-26) and like the law pericope this section belongs 
to the invariable element of the covenant between YHWH and Israel. Further this section 
(Dt 26: 17-19) provides the framework of the following cultic section (Dt 27-28). And in 
the Sinai covenant the covenant relationship is expressed from the superior's point of view 
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as in the vassal treaties. Whereas in the Moab covenant this relationship is described from 
the point of view of the mediator, Moses whose position is exalted throughout Dt. There 
are some points which indicate the influence of Ex 19: 3-8 on Dt 26: 17-19: the unified use 
of np in Dt 26: 18f. and in other parts of Dt, revolutionary, invention of the second promise, 
i 'g (Dt 2619a), the use of the three promises in the formation of the following sections 
(Dt 27-28), and decisively the use of the divine speech formula v' 7d KZ / VKZ 
't i Dt 2618,19), which is absent in Ex. This interpretation of the relationship between the 
two sections (Ex 19: 3-8, Dt 2617-19) can be further supported by the fact in, that the 
description of Ex 19.5a is practical and simple but that of Dt 2617 is more theologically 
reflected and more complex. 
Second, the meeting of both parties (Ex 199-25,2x18-21: Dt 5,4.2.2., 4.2.3. ). In-the Sinai 
covenant we read the full description of the event : the preparations (Ex 1910-15,1919b-25), 
the event (Ex 19.16-19a), and the consequence (Ex 2018-21). And the importance of this 
meeting is clearly expressed by the double preparation, Ex 1910-15 (of the people) and Ex 
19: 19b-25 (of the mount). The meeting itself is described through the structural framework 
(concentric pattern) in Ex 19: 16-19a. Another topic of the larger context of Ex, the 
authority of Moses (cf. Ex 199a, 19b-25,2018-21), is mingled with the covenant theme in 
this section. However, in the Moab covenant there are three differences : there is no 
mention of the preparation of the people, a very short expression of the direct encounter 
of both parties (Dt 5: 4), and no structural pattern of this theme. Whereas the consequence 
of this meeting is greatly expanded (Dt 5: 23-6: 3) in order to prepare for the important 
innovation of Dt, the Hauptgebot pericope (Dt 6-11) which is in fact Moses admonition. 
The people's request for the mediator lays the foundation of Moses' popularly-demanded 
authority, which is, common with the Sinai covenant. A new aspect of the Moab 
covenant is God's authorization of Moses `to teach' (i Dt 5: 31 (in God's word), 61 (in 
Moses' word)) the people. This authority is the theological foundation of the Hauptgebot 
pericope, which is Moses' admonition using the first two commandments of the decalogue. 
Since it is argued that the section of the deuteronomic laws (Dt 12-26) has the structure of 
the decalogue, the connection between the three law corpora (the decalogue, the 
Hauptgebot pericope, the deuteronomic law) is apparent. The decalogue gives the major 
structure of these corpora. When the author of the Moab pericope wants to emphasize 
the practical legal code, the deuteronomic laws, he appeals . to the 
decalogue and further he 
makes, a bridge between these two codes with Moses' admonition, the Hauptgebot 
pericope.. It is hard to insist that the simple description of the Moab covenant (Dt 5: 4) is 
older than the detailed one of the Sinai covenant (Ex 19: 9-25). The simplicity here is due 
to the style of the author who wants to describe the content of the meeting but not the 
phenomenon of the meeting itself. Therefore, he abridges the original description only 
with the necessary ingredients to inform the meeting and goes directly to the citation of 
the decalogue. Meanwhile, the detailed plea of Israel's leaders in Dt 5: 23-27 contrasts 
clearly with the simple appeal in Ex 20: 19. In this case it is very plausible that Dt 523-27 
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is a further elaboration of Ex 2019. Therefore the account of Dt 523.6: 4 appears to be a 
later elaboration of that of Ex 19: 9-25,2018-2L 
Third, the two covenant stipulations (the decalogue, Ex 20: 1-17 : Dt 5: 6-21; the Book of 
the Covenant Ex 2022-2333: the deuteronomic laws Dt 12-26,4.2.4,4.2.5. ) show the same 
basic structure : God's direct law-giving and the indirect law-giving through Moses. The 
legal sections of both covenants are signalled by the structural markers, the start 
maker and the end marker of the decalogue (oý7ýK without article + `urt, Ex 20: 1 9) and 
of the Book of the Covenant Ex 2U, 243), and the structural signal in the Moab 
covenant (=; ý 
1 rip n Dt 51,102,21: 1,2616). However, the unique feature of the Moab 
covenant is the existence of the Hauptgebot pericope, which is not God's word but 
Moses' admonition. This is quite natural when we consider the importance of Moses who 
has the authority to teach (is, Dt 5: 31,61) the people. Moreover, all three law corpora in 
the Moab covenant are more systematically united with the leading role of the, decalogue. 
This difference between the legal sections of both covenants seems to be caused by Israel's 
failure to keep the first covenant (Dt 9: 7-29, Ex 32-34), and therefore the importance of 
the law and the obedience to it is unceasingly emphasized throughout the Moab pericope 
as well as in the whole Dt. This fact parallels the fact that we find abundant materials of 
the admonition in the Moab pericope, which have the theme of the blessing and curse, 
because blessing and curse are directly related to Israel's attitude to the law. The new 
element in the Moab covenant, the Hauptgebot pericope, suggests that Dt's account is 
probably later than Ex's account. 
Fourth, the covenant ceremony sections (Ex 24: 1-11 : Dt 27-28,1129ff, 4.2.6. ). Through 
both ceremonies the covenants are ratified. The major components of covenant ceremony 
are found in both texts, the offering, the meal, the blessing (and curse), the oath, and the 
joyful celebration after the ratification. However, there are important differences. The 
Sinai covenant is more concerned with the cultic event itself, especially the blood ritual 
and the joyful audience after the ratification. Both parts are described with much 
elaboration (Ex 24: 6-8, Ex 249-11). Whereas in the Moab covenant the legal aspect (i. e. the 
law and the obedience to it) is emphasized at the expense of the cultic aspect. The 
importance of the legal aspect is found in three areas : the repeated command about 
writing the law (Dt 27: 1-4,8), the blessing and curse pronouncement by the levitical priests 
(Dt 28: 3-6,16-19), and the oath, the curse series containing twelve legal items (Dt 2715-26). 
Meanwhile, the cultic aspect is abridged (Dt 27: 5-7) and in this short text the author 
reports concisely about building of the altar, the offerings, the meal in front of God. 
There are four points which suggest that the Sinai covenant ritual is older than the Moab 
covenant ritual : the great transformation in the Moab covenant (no witness concept in the 
Moab pericope and in place of it the stones are used for writing the laws), the different 
order of building activities in the Moab covenant (the stones and the altar) from that in 
the Sinai covenant (the altar and 7Zyt; ), no mention of curse in the Sinai covenant, no 
oath of the superior, YHWH, in the Moab covenant. 
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Summarizing the conclusions, this thesis makes three major contributions to the study 
of these pericopes : 
Firstly the theme of each pericope is the covenant (making or renewal) between 
YHWH and Israel and the structure of each pericope supports this theme. Each section in 
both pericopes precisely functions as a stage within the covenant making or renewing 
process. The covenant concept is not borrowed from several sources or inserted into both 
pericopes later by editor(s) or redactor(s), but it is intrinsic to them. 
Secondly since both pericopes have basically the same structure and deal with the 
covenant-making or renewing process, our interpretation of one pericope tends to support 
our interpretation of the other. In future then, exegesis of one text should bear in mind 
the exegesis of the other especially if a different theme or structure of either pericope is 
proposed. 
Thirdly one of the most solid methods in diachronic study is the comparison of synoptic 
texts. The comparative study of both pericopes proves the fruitfulness of this method. 
Our study shows that the Moab pericope is a later elaboration of the Sinai pericope with 
its own theological theme and interests, and that the differences between the pericopes in 
their presentation of the covenant making process is striking. Therefore, the argument 
that the deuteronomic writer has influenced the Sinai pericope cannot stand. 
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